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“I am the first born of the universal order,
Earlier than the gods, in the navel of immality!”

—Taittariya Upanishad





SIEGE

A Word Regarding the Fourth Edition
Introductions and prefaces aside, it's an absolute honor and

privilege to be able to see and witness the release of this fourth edition
of Siege.

When looking back and considering everything, each and every
edition, including the present one, represents a very real hurdle that
has been overcome.

Of course Siege in the beginning was never intended to be a book.
One far-thinking youngperson took it upon himself to make it into a
book through careful editing. This was in the "olden days" when one
"bum" publisher could wreck the entire effortwhich is precisely what
did happen.We had to begin again from scratch. What began about
1989 didn't see fruition until 1993.

Then in the very early 20005 — still the olden days — there was the
anxiety over getting hold of the original plates from the first edition in
order to significantly cut costs for the second. Happily, the original
publisherwas willing to supply them.

At the time of the third edition, only a year ago, there came a sudden
disruption in the organizational structureitselfand that person charged
with the preparationwas unexpectedly out. As I've long since come to
say, "I'll believe it six months after the fact."

Well, it was less than six months before that third edition did
appear. However, through some typically ”Right Wing" FUBAR soon
thereafter, that publisherwas lost.

But now, obviously, that has been overcome.
Siege is my baby and our names will forever be linked. How could

I ever complain? That copy of Siege that I requested be sent in to me
while locked up got me immediately ”transferred" from minimum to
maximum security. The concept of "hostile witness" played out most
dramatically.

So if it's affectivity that counts, then I guess here it must be.
And I'm most happy and gratified just to be around to see the

release of the fourth edition.
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If the "prince of this world" doesn't like it and sees fit to toss down
every sort of road block to its creation and distribution, then that is a
golden badge of recommendation for the work itself.

So I dedicate this fourth edition of Siege to all of you who have
been demandingit ever since the curtailmentof the third edition.

James N. Mason
July 8th, 2018

JamesMason admiringhis copy of "The Theocrat".
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Preface to the Third Edition
Hard to believe that it's been thirty—seven years as of the date of this

writing since I first produced the premier edition of SIEGE, the
newsletter. It was never originally intended to become a book for the
quite simple reason that I fully knew that I had not the capacity to
make a book. Still, I was determined to do something solid and
worthwhile. The content I was-relatively sure would be solid enough.
The look of it would have to be respectable and, just as important, it
would have to maintain a regular monthly schedule. I'd already seen
too much flakey nonsense to now, myself, ever be found guilty of it.

Ten years of apprenticeship, 1966 to 1976, in the parent group
centered at Arlington, Virginia, five more years of editing this or that
independent NS publication and I felt I was ready. Written into that
#1 issue was the fact that I had just run through the very last of the
backers that I had beenworkingwith through the Seventies. And now,
in that summer of 1980, here is perhaps the untold story of how it all
came about.

High and dry, searching about for a new direction in which to move
plus means by which to do it, there suddenly came to my area of
southern Ohio what I immediately came to refer to as a "divine wind".
We don't get in tornadoes Ohio but that daywe had two of them, back—
to—back. Their paths ran mere yards from the rear ofmy home and did
destroy a number of farm buildings belonging to neighbors. I
happened to be in town when it struck. It required more than one
attempt to reach home as some roadswere blockedby downed timber.
When I did arrive close I was seriously daunted by what I saw. One
really couldn't make out the large house, only a sea of twisted timber
and brush now covering it.
Butupon close examination it was just that, an apparentmess. Not

even a broken pane of glass and not a drop ofwater got in the roof.
Some minor damage to one exterior of a roof overhang and that was
all. Claim calls to the insurance company then were such that all were
being told to just photograph any damage and submit it to the agency.
This I promptly did and proceeded to get out my chainsaw and start
the big clean—up. Then arrived the fat check. What to do with it?
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It didn't require much consideration before I came to the
conclusion that a mimeograph— the best that money could buy — was
the only logical way to proceed. This way I knew that the overhead
costs would be so low as to never pose any threat to the regularity of
the publication. However, I would insist upon designing and having
professionally printed an attractive masthead done in red color. But a
big batch of these would see me through quite a number ofmonthly
runs with two additional sheets to accompany. (Plus comrades and
girlfriends locally either worked at or knew those who worked at the
huge Mead Paper Mill situated there in the town rendering that cost

On those occasions when an illustration was felt necessary, it was
required of me to go to an individual who could "burn" these onto a
stencil for a very nominal cost. The building in which this man lived
and where the workwas done had long ago been a parsonage wherein
my parents had been marriedin the year 1950. (For the rest, onewould
just stick a wax stencil into the typewriter and type away.)

I even held myself to utilizing the manila #10 business envelopes
that had been part of the professional trademarkof the old Arlington
group that I had grown up with. That plus a rubber stamp for the
return address. It all was going to look at least above average.

SIEGE very soon began to take hold and it wasn't long before it
came close to paying for itself, even though I always put more money
into it than I took out. It was a very smooth and regular six—year run.
SIEGE was a success. Not recallingwhethermy reasoningfor bringing
it to a close in the summerof 1986 was given fully in the book version,
I'll just. state now that during that period a series of events had taken
place within the movement I was aiming at influencing that disgusted
and disillusioned me and so I ceased. I fulfilled all subscriptions by
digging into my file of back issues.

But, as one self—appointed prophet who knew me not said to me a
few years ago, at this there is no such thing as retirement.Within a year
some young folks new at the radical extreme publishing game
approachedme from out of nowhere and began running some ofmy
earlier propaganda efforts in their own very upscale books and
magazines. Then, about a year or so after that, another young person
loosely acquainted with those just mentioned came to me with the idea
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of making the complete run of SIEGE into a book. That was about
1989 and the person would go by the name Michael Jenkins. I quickly
sent him a full set of SIEGE.

That first edition didn't appear at last until the spring of 1993 after
I had moved from Ohio to Colorado. In fact, I received my own
advance copy onApril 20th of that year. I had cautioned Jenkins in the
beginningthat he might end up with stacks of these books piled up in
his closet or garage, such were the risks. As it turned out, however,
SIEGE was a blockbuster in every way. He had done a magnificent
job on it. And the fun subsequently had in the promotion of itwas well
worth more than any cost or labor.

Jenkins at one meeting said to me that he was impressedby the fact
that one could practically blindfoldhimself, turn at random to any page
in the book, and put his finger down in any spot and there find a heavy-
duty quote. Perhaps so. To account for this I offer two items: I
personally could never tolerate bullshit or wordiness. I write what I
myself would like to read. And if you can't say it in a few words, face
it, you just can't say it. Secondly, it largely was due to the very form
which SIEGE assumed from the beginning. Allotted a mere siX pages
a month, it had to be kept tight. And throughout the preceding thirty
days I'd be constantly keeping only the best of notes from which to
construct the next issue. And, too, owing to physical and material
constraints, I would not allow myself to say anything which had
previously been said.

Later, about 2001, one more young person calling himself Ryan
Schuster (his actual name) stepped forward to propose a second
edition of SIEGE, this time to be hard bound. Of course, naturally.
After a bit of doing, we secured for Schuster's use the original plates
from that first edition, which saved a considerable amount of cost. And
this time the end result was not long in appearing. By high 1992 we
were enjoying the deep, rich pleasure ofhandingout fine, dust—jacketed
and foil-embossed copies to friends and comrades.

Getting back to that same prophet of very recent time, though I
didn't discuss this with him, I knew precisely whatwould be called for.
He had said in addition that whatever I had to say — say it — and
whatever I had to write — write it. A complete stranger would have to
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step from out of nowhere and offer me carte blanche. Some hopes,
eh?

You see, I had already knockedmyself out contacting this and that
movement publisher and had done a belly-flop at it. I had been
thanking my own lucky stars for the way my personal life had been
going and now felt that if this were truly to be it, then I'd have to satisfy
myself with what had already been done. And not a bad record at that.

Fully accepting ofwhat CommanderRockwell always referred to as
that InscrutableProvidence, I knew that it knew whatwas demanded.
If there was to be more, there would be more. I could do nothing to
push it forward or to hold it back. If it was to be, it would be. So I
continued to savor my good fortune and to wait. Always standing
ready, all set to accede should that fresh miracle occur.

That stranger from out of nowhere holding that blank check made
his appearance in the earliest spring of this year of 2017. But he wasn't
alone this time. Apparently — as I was amazed to see the evidence on
his lap top — or whatever they're calling them these days — therewas a
large network out there all across the country also awaiting this
development. And a copy of either of the old runs ofSIEGE was now
fetchinghundreds of dollars on the internet.

,,

Perhaps now that premiumwill be at an end.
Originally SIEGE was written just at a time when a number of us

felt that the "mass" idea had become an obvious failure. To spark a
revolutionwhile numberswere still on our side seemed to be the only
way to go. The sparks were lit and the names and identities ofmany of
those who stepped up heroically to do this were and are given in
SIEGE. The Eighties and Nineties were very violent decades. There
was much sacrifice. But, for whatever reasons — and I am not one for
offering excuses — it didn't happen. Perhaps the biggest lesson to be
learned is that all things will take place in their own time.

That very same Providence still knows the danger and what is at
stake. Hell, in 1980 was there even an "internet?" Why, the Soviet
Union was still going strong and none of us ever dared to dream we'd
see the end of it. But it just melted away.

Commander Rockwell, again, in his second book "White Power,"
moved it to a closewith his exclamation that "It is not theWhite man's
TIME to die." This I liked, indeed, and supremely wanted to believe.
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But he had offered nothing that I could have seen as assurance at that
time. Before the book hit themails, Rockwell was dead. Things did not
look good back in 1967. The movement on the ground looked better
than it does today and surely the White populace everywhere was in
far better shape than now. But things just did not look promising.

As ever, people want "signs", "signs", and stillmore "signs”. I was
no different. But at least I could claim that I was just a kid.

How about this: A planet devoid of higher humanity in this
universe built upon complete logic would be a total irrelevancy. And
besides even that, all of it, every bit of it, was fully anticipated and
committed to writing thousands of years ago. The end of it, even
though quite harsh and rough, comes out with a new dawn for those
whom that InscrutableProvidencemost favors.-

AdolfHitler, our greatest champion— as Rockwell would state — in
two thousand years, declared in the course of his final radio broadcast
to the German people — as well as to all the people of theWhite world
~ on january 30th, 1945, that with the VictoryofNational Socialistism
over Bolshevism in Germany in 1933, the battle had been won and
could not be reversed. Hard to believe then, hard to believe in 1967 or
1980. Maybe not so hard to believe today.

A matter of courage and of Vision. Maybe most of all, one of faith.
It would now seem to me that they, then, paid the price. All that is now
called upon ourselves to do is simply walk it on out in faith.

James N. Mason
April 3rd, 2017
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Preface to the Second Edition
SIEGE has turned out from the beginning to have had a

remarkable career. Born out of emergency in the summer of 1980, it
pulled its own weight financially for the six years of its original run as
a monthly newsletteruntil I decided to end it in the summer of 1986.

That was the nuts-and-boltspart of it. And that is important unless
one is so taken up by hobbyismthat they are willing to pour their own
money into a losing venture. I was not and am not. The interest must
be out there; otherwise, why would anyone bother?

Naturally, your packaging must contain a certain minimum of
professionalism, but beyond that, you really ought to be saying
something worth saying and preferably something that hasn't been
already said. From the start, I felt I had these criteria together by virtue
of a long career already behind me in what is generically called "the
Movement.”

In short, I felt I had seen all the mistakes that could happen and
heard or read all the garbage that could be spoken or written, at least
as regards the subject matter that this "Movement" claims to specialize
in. I knew I could avoid all that at the very least. ’

Three years after the termination of the SIEGE newsletter, that is,
in 1989, an energetic and idealistic young man approachedmewith the
proposal of making SIEGE into a book. If I'd supply him with a
complete set of the newsletters, some seventy—two issues, he'd edit
them into a book and publish them at his own expense. I said all right,
that I'd help him in any way I could, but I cautioned him that, in ten
year's time, he could still have them piled in his closet or garage.

He accepted the risk and, well before ten years were out, SIEGE
was a sensation and a complete sell—out. They tell me that copies of
this first edition, when they can be found on the internet, are going for
a cool $150.00 apiece. I'd have donewell to sat on a couple of cartons
of them at the time, but I'm not an investor nor am I a mercenary. All
of my "freebies" were likewise handed out freely to friends and
associates.
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Then, by the mid—Nineties (the book SIEGE having first appeared
in 1993), the letters began to come to me begging for a source for a
copy of the book. My only answer was that, if I needed one formyself,
I wouldn't knowwhere to go about getting it. And so it only intensified
as the Nineties gave way to the new Millennium. So it has stood up
until now, after another young and idealistic person has come forth to
give us this second edition.

Once again, 1 determined that the interest was either going to be
present or it was not. Beyond mere interest, there was going to once
again have to be the expertise as well as the wherewithal to make it a
reality. Because things had not gotten'any easier since the first edition
had been undertaken. One of the reasons for the long time required to
bring that first edition out was the difficultyin finding a printerwhod
handle it In light of the events of September 11th, 2001, that already
tiny pool has just about evaporated completely.

And yet where there's a genuine will there's usually a way. You're
holding the resultin your hands

We felt at the time that we might be letting ourselvesin for some
hassle from the System due to the perhaps v”olatile" content of
SIEGE and, indeed, the one "Movement" attorney at the time
suggested we supply him with a copy, "just in case.H As it turns out,
not only did the System go out of its way to ignore SIEGE, so did all
but one of the so—called "leaders" within this self—same "Movement."
As might be consideredmy right, I ascribed it to jealousy.

The young man had done amagnificentjob with the book, blowing
whatevermight have been its next closest competitor right out of the
water, and I, for myself, had from the very beginning chosen not to
waste a singleword on tripe. That was the winning combination.This
same formula had always been there for anyone to use. Why no one
used it before is taken up in the pages of SIEGE itself. One more
reasonwhy the book was generally banned by the "Movement."

But never was 1 interested in convincing anyone else of my
sincerity, much less was I interested in impressing anyone who was
more or less ofmy own persuasion. First, to distill some real truth and
then to package it for the consumption by some minds who might just
make a difference with it was my only concern. And things over the
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course of the last two decades and more have tended to show that
we've actually enjoyed some success in the goal.

This new edition is little changed from the first. The new publisher
is apparently convinced that the book holds up well enough after
twenty years so as to be worth one more turn on the merry—go-round.
As its author, I'm aware where the book has dated and, even though
I'd retract not aword from it, I might add a few things. But that would
constitute another work. I, too, am convinced that SIEGE remains
cutting-edge enough even today and still contains enough Movement
history so as to be eminently worth reading.

So here it is and I must confess that I am most gratifiedby it.

Now, after all this time, a fair question might be of this literary
antique and oddity: Were we dealing in a bit of prophecy and also of
"I—Told—You—So" at the time, and now, in the present, has it all become
"l-Told—You-So"with little, if any prophecy, left to it?

You'll have to be the judge of that.

James Mason
Spring 2003

10
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JamesMason at the spot ofGeorge Lincoln Rockwell’s assassination1976.

11
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Introduction
James Mason is an ardent National Socialist who has achieved

underground infamy. Mason's revolutionary rhetoric is deemed so
subversive and violent that it has even alienated other Nazis. SIEGE
shares this uncommon distinction with Celine's "Les Beaux Draps" (A
Fine Mess), which was banned from print inside the Third Reich for
being too hateful. This status ofnotorietyhas served to propel SIEGE
to new dimensions as a harangue bold enough to advocate sheer
political terror. Indeed, Mason views the prevalent status quo
Establishment as Enemy Number One, and has striven to foster its
decollation by any means available.

Much of the criticism Mason has attracted stems from his praise of
Charles Manson as a misunderstood ideological leader. Superficial
minds immediately dismissed this claim as preposterous. But Manson
did not carve a swastika on his foreheadwithout reason. Manson does
consider himself a kind of neo—Nazi, and what is "neo" about his
Nazism is at times quite fascinating. Thus Mason deserves credit for
taking Manson seriously enough to glimpse the very coherentmeaning
behind his apparent facade ofmadness. Furthermore, both Mason and
Manson have nothing but contempt for Right Wing shenanigans and
escapist fantasies that purport to wage battle over pivotal issues that
must not be lost, when in reality the greater WAR to even preemptively
assert such causes has already been crushed. Suffice it to say, this open
honestyhas not endeared Masonwith those of a lukewarm and illusive
mentality. '

The writing done by James Mason for his SIEGE newsletter
espouses bar none the most lucid ultimatum yet promulgated for
soldiers of the Cause: Total Attack, or Total Drop—Out from the
System. Not coincidentally, this admission ofbrute force wherewithto
attain eventual liberation stands as the critical textual thesis upon which
this tome is founded. As Mason explains, society has deteriorated to
the point where it is crass idiocy to imagine that anything can be
salvaged or gradually reformed by following traditional avenues of
electioneering or encoded law. Likewise, SIEGE also expounds on

12
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how it is nowadays absurd to contemplate full engagement against
ZOG by means of noble violence, as there is no longer the existing
time, numbers, or expertise to wipe the slate clean in this manner. The
pages of SIEGE bear testament to the many who have tried
"heightening the contradictions" through guerrilla warfare... and lost,
becoming purposeful martyrs either imprisoned or killed outright.
Thus only the second half of the equation remains a viable practicality
— a Total Drop—Outand withdrawal.

With regard to those few elitewho ,do extricate obedience to ZOG
by a sworn Drop—Out, and refuse to morally sanction, or materially
support a criminal government— yet who disavow warnings about the
sensibleness of launching Total Attack offensives toward key
institutions, industries, and political/corporate/media figureheads;
Mason nonetheless extends wise council to such warriors imbuedwith
enough elan to breach boundaries of no return. As SIEGE elaborates
upon, if you are determined to unleash iron justice or make a valiant
sacrifice with your life, then do so with finesse and style. Moreover,
select prudent targets that count! Aim for the most menacing, and
influential pigs; then dispatch them with methodical viciousness. Act
alone or in small numbers. Remember, the soft underbelly of this
whole monstrous setup is the volatile economy that fuels it. SIEGE
also points out that elements of aesthetic terrorism are duly factors to
be considered, as exemplified by the flamboyantimmolationof stature
Jews, race traitors, and plastic glamor stars in California during the late
summer of 1969. Such brazen killings (and mass murder slayings in
general) precipitate Shock—waves of paranoia that ignite massive
confusion and stir discord.

_

But sadly enough, many greater instances of organized resistance
around the world have also miserably failed to rouse Aryans from
stagnant slumber, or begun to dislodge the dominion wielded by a
shadowy parasite, which contravenes all indigenous blood destiny. The
aftermath of vindication strikes against the very seat of ZOG's
tyrannical power — the Pentagon and World Trade Center, seems
eloquent empirical proof of this. In fact, things have reached such a
decrepit stage that any Amerikan State of the Union sitting could
ironically be blown to hell, killing every last political whore,
bureaucratic pig, and shabbez goy in attendance, and the pathway

13
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toward imminent destruction of the West at the behest of Jewish
intrigue wouldn't be tremendously altered. A sheer expression of
misplaced cynicism?Not really. The remnantWhite population is now
so enslaved by debt, avarice, and ostensible affluence that most have
unwittingly been rendered quite complacentin form and deed. Swarthy
masters of international finance have adeptly positioned their god of
mamrnon to ensure absolute damage control. However, minor
consolation is obtained when realizing that this current epoch of
dystopia is a natural process entirely structured in accordwith cyclical
history. This present Ragnarok/Apocalypse/Kali Yuga time frame is
pre—ordained, set to burst forth cataclysm that will advertently
necessitate a healthful catharsis of all undesirable elements. From
chaos comes rebirth and order. '

So before a world—redeemingbaptism by fire erupts, how can one
best preserve sanity and ensure true sovereignty of soul on a planet
engulfed by iniquity, hypocrisy, and folly? Furthermore,where can this
reconciling stratagem for survival be found?

Much of the solution rests within the pages of the book you now
hold.

At this juncture social malaise cannot be halted, only accelerated
onward to the abyss, capitulating the whole vile episode of this end
cycle. Savitri Devi's classic book "The Lightningand the Sun" outlines
precisely this same terminal indictment,which shares unique similarity
with Mason's TotalDrop—Outstance. Both authors exhort those in the
service of Truth not to work for temporal arrest of Western
putrefaction, but instead consciously strive to make it WORSE. As
SIEGE details, the secret to fomenting implosion is to route the
System's own nefarious momentum against itself, and reflect every
bombardment of nihilism back to the instigative source to stoke
frenzy, and reap greater sabotage. In short, championing the System to
OVERDOSE on its own virulent poison! When this transpires en
masse, Mason has repeatedly stressed that most will die along with the
System. More poignant still, most already have expired, and represent
the very antithesis of life: living cadavers. A fitting coup-de-grace and
burial are long overdue. Previously dug graves beckon. What remains
a preponderant complexity is just when optimal dirt-shoveling occurs.

14
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James Mason was born in Chillicothe, Ohio, on July 25th, 1952.

Family relations had lived in this region of the Amerikan heartland for
generations. His ancestral background is mainly composedofNorman,
with a drop or two of Irish and Dutch blood. Mason's parents were
confident and patriotic citizens. His father was enlisted as a Navy
serviceman stationed in the Pacific during WW2, and his mother was
likewise a lieutenant in the Army nurse corps during this same period.
Both later worked at a local veterans hospital. As a single child in a
predominantly middle class home during the 1950's he lacked few
comforts.

However as Mason further divulges, his parents did have distant
suspicions somethingwas errant:

"My father was a casual atheist and my mother a nominal
Methodist, both were Republicans. They Were good people, they had
the right values although they were disturbed about what was
beginning to happen in the country, but they were powerless to stop
it, because they didn't have the philosophical groundwork— that's what
I had. I took all the beliefs they had, put them together, put a name
and a symbol to it, and made a militant idea out of it. Good ole'
Amerikan apple pie, but with teeth!"

From the earliest age Mason harbored an intuitive resentment of
authority, especially hollow authority for its own sake. The public
school curriculum that so flawlessly indoctrinates most minds into
reflexive automatons was the epitome of sinister falsehood Mason
found intolerable and repellent. From age thirteen onward a

predilection for National Socialism irresistibly developed and by the
summer of 1966 the Swastika's indelible allure asserted permanent
reign. Not astonishingly, tensions began to escalate with school
administrators who were determined to correct all rebelliousness and
instill 'discipline'. Mason thought otherwise, and proceeded to stage
outrageous infractions of school code to orchestrate expulsions. After
attempting to provoke another lengthy expulsion in the fall of 1968
through failing grades, truancy, and conduct violations, the school
shifted tactics and now staunchly refused to expel Mason under any
circumstances whatsoever, as particular students were starting to
emulate his antics.
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A chance encounter with a dramatic book entitled EXTREMISM
USA, (which painted a lurid description of the active Left vs. Right
dichotomy), granted the postal address enabling him to become a bona
fide youth division member of the American Nazi Party:

”There was a kid floating around, classified as a weirdo, who had
gotten in touch [with the American Nazi Movement]. During 1964
therewas the Goldwater campaign and all kinds of extremist talk, and
somebody cut loose with a book dealing with the far Left and the far
Right [EXTREMISM USA]. In the part about the far Right therewas
the A.N.P., and a photo of Allen Vincent [the San Francisco Nazi
leader] in a demonstration,and he had a pick-up truck— across the gate
of the truck was his local address. So this kid wrote that address,
Vincent referred him to Arlington [Arlington Headquarters in
Virginia], and that was it. My interest was picking up independently...
so I went to him to get the address. I practically grabbed him and said,
'I want this address because I want to join this outfit!' But he wanted
to propagandizeme; he wanted to give me A.N.P. literature. I said 'I
don't want this shit. I don't want to read this — I just want to JOINI'
That was in late 1966."

Meanwhile, the school predicament almost reached a violent apex.
Right around December 1968 Mason formulated a__novel approach to
deal with combative and problematic teachers /System bureaucrats —

kill them:
"I just wanted out. For the previous year I would intentionally get

myself expelled from school just to be out of there. But in the ensuing‘
period of time they got wise to me, and they weren't going to let me
out anymore. No matterwhat I did, smoke in the hallway, stage fights,
etc., they weren't going to throw me out. So it was headed for
confrontation. I was headed for Boys Industrial School, and was told
this was a prison for boys. I wasn't going to let that happen of course,
so I made up my mind in 1968 — my father had all kinds ofweapons
at home — and I was going to take a 44 magnum, which was a five shot
revolver, go into the staff office and take out the principal, assistant
principal, and two of the guidance councilors, then finally myself."

The slaughter was averted by the timely intervention ofWilliam
Pierce, who gladly solicited assistance at American Nazi Party
Headquarters in ArlingtonwhenMason conveyed how dire the
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The sensationalistpaperback that indlrectly prodv1de Mason’s first contact
with the American Nazi Party.
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Pickup truck bearing American Nazi Party slogans cruised tough San
Francisco in 1964. A huge swastika was emblazoned on both sides of the
vehicle. ”

situation had become. Later attributinghis lust for carnage to the same
factors of alienation that inspired Columbine and other school
massacres, Mason claims the rotten System is alone responsiblefor the
seething dosage of egalitarianism andmultiracialism that breeds nihilist
disaffection. The current Establishment is the poison dispenser. When
the insanepolicies ofAmerika encourage orgies ofwanton murder and
suicide, those tenets ofbeliefrequire a merciless bullet to quell disaster.
As Mason propounds: "Nothing happens in a vacuum, everything is
cumulative."

Upon arrival at A.N.P. HeadquartersMason accomplishedregular
duties with punctiliousness, and soon was in charge of the Party's
antiquated printing press. The premise was anything but extravagant.
Stormtrooper personnel resided in a ramshackle building six blocks
away thatwas unheated,with no hotwater, and constituted a primitive
shelter at best. Mason slept on the floor next to the printingmachine.
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Party members received a stipendamounting to littlemore than $15.00
per week, which was a paltry sum even in the 1960's. Those comrades
who didn't have recourse to outside households lived a tight, narrow
existence for the Struggle.Yet in spite of all these drawbacks, foodwas
cheap in those days, and the residency was virtually free -— as rent was
paid through loyal dedication and service to Party objectives. Mason
remained here off and on until the summer of 1970, participating in
street demonstrations alongside covert attacks on Leftist persons and
property.

'

In 1967 the American Nazi Party changed its name to the National
Socialist White People's party. Since George Lincoln Rockwell's
assassination on August 25, 1967, the leadership triumvirate consisted
of Matt Koehl, William Pierce, and RobertLloyd. An acrimonious
dispute quickly grew betweenPierce and Koehl over crucial realpolitik
decisions. According to Mason, Pierce insisted onmodifying the image
ofNational Socialism from that of uniforms and goose-stepping, to a
modern variant less foreign to Amerikan sensibility — whereas Koehl
favored a cult—like group that preserved doctrinaire traditions. After
Mason chose to leave and return to Ohio to take over management of
family affairs in the summer of 1970, increasing rancor shortly
precipitated a crisis that witnessed a schism of Party factions. Koehl
retained governance of the N.S.W.P.P. and all real estate; Pierce
splintered off and founded the National Youth Alliance, which is
known contemporarilyas the NationalAlliance.

Reminiscing upon why the formal A.N.P. crafted by Rockwell and
its eventual successor the N.S.W.P.P. attracted little support from
relatively affluent conservatives and the general populace at large,
Mason glumly comments:

"Wewould tell ourselves or try to make up reasons forwhy itwasn't
going anywhere. 'Well, maybe things aren't bad enough.' I think that
was the big one. 'Things weren't bad enough.' When they got bad
enough and ifwe had ourmessage out there in front of enoughpeople
when it got bad enough they'd rememberus, and they'd come running.
Well that was just a dream. Because it's already gotten worse now than
we ever thought it could become, and they're certainly not beating a
path to our door.We were kidding ourselves there. Everything from,
'they were materialistic and didn't want to risk income and luxuries' to,
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'media brainwash and the distorted image we had...‘ But thesewere all
excuses and apologies. We never went at it seriously enough as a Party
with a social platform."

When Mason again struck up native roots, agitation was anything
but dormant.At the behest of a kindred soul.Masonwas persuaded to
jointly assault a few down-home Negroes. Encountering this slothful
group one evening. Mason and his friend assailed them with canisters
ofmace and fists. For this premeditated 'crime' Masonwas arrested for
racial assault in 1973. As 1974 rolled around hewas subsequently tried
and convicted. While incarcerated for siX months at the ancient
Cincinnati Workhouse (which dated from the Civil War), the grim
atmosphere of being locked up with undesirable dysgenic fuck—ups
afforded him the opportune chance to either quit or get serious. He .

chose the latter option, and crystallized ideas for the basis of a new
political front solely constructed to draw first blood from the System.

About this same time Joseph Tommasi emerged as a pioneering
leadership figure. Disgruntled with Koehl's inadequacy, Tommasi
initiated his own unique brand of Amerikan National Socialism that

JamesMason at study, 1983.
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forever changed underground politicking in Amerika. But before this
intrepid revitalization occurred he was still a loyal adherent to Koehl's
N.S.W.P.P. Koehl as it turned out, was innately jealous ofTommasi's
profound ability to organize more strength than even N.S.W.P.P.
Headquarters could muster. To counteract this embarrassing
disequilibrium, Koehl infiltrated spies into Tommasi's Los Angeles
command unit to ascertain the validity of alleged "loose morals."
Perhaps such execrable vices as girls occasionally kept overnight, or
indulgences with marijuana were transpiring. In any case Koehl
suspended Tommasi, terminating a potential rival. This prosperous
estrangementenabled Tommasi to rely upon his own strict talents for
organization. He termed his guerrillamovement the N.S.L.F. (National
Socialist Liberation Front), and dropped all legalistic pretenses.
Tommasiwas so successful in terrorizingthe Communist, Negro, and
Mestizo bloc coalitions that he forced them to scream for police
protection!

The effectiveness ofTommasi's action was due to his adamancy in
refusing to entertain anymore Right Wing fantasies. Instead, Tommasi
took an unparalleled step forward by assembling thewreckage ofRight
Wing conventionalism into a formidable vehicle of armed instauration
(as was later exemplified by the Bruder Schweigen liberation struggle).
By eschewing safe and insular campaigns for democratic reform
through routes of artifice and intrigue (which terribly deplete resources
and manpower with discouraging outcomes), Tommasi reversed
tactics and chose political terror as an instrument to raise the Stakes of
battle. This terrorist provocation earned him instant acclaim, but also
irascible denunciation and ostracism from shallow ”revolutionaries"
who found it unconscionableto transgress the System's firewall rule of
fair play, and thereby embrace a cold mandate beyond good/evil that
permits whatever is necessary.

Tommasi devised a slick propaganda campaign that maximized
awareness of the true oppressive monster: the United States
Government. N.S.L.F. fliers and pamphlets featured depictions of
bombed-out bank buildings, arsons, assassination targets, and incisive
sloganeering such as: "The future belongs to the few of us still willing
to get their hands dirty — Political Terror." "Cops are political soldiers."
"Political Terror: It's the ONLY thing they understand."At long last a
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cabal of National Socialists had caught up to their Leftist nemesis,
which for decades excelled in subversive underground operations But
Tommasi didn't stop there Recognizing the irnperativeness of
blending into your surroundings inconspicuously, he and fellow
comrades drastically altered their appearance to fit the liberal
counterculture. No more spit—shined boots, dress regulations, or
haircut requirements. Dingy and cliché clothing attire was worn, and
hair grown long. The overall impersonation was that of unkempt,
harmless hippies. All these determinants forged the N.S.L.F. into the
preeminent spotlight. For as Tommasi opined: "It is well to be loved
or hated, but when you're in a situation where no one gives a damn —

that‘s political deat ."

Mason had several occasions for dialogue with Tommasi in person.
The first such incident fell on the N.S.WPP.‘ FirstCongress Rally, held
Labor Day 1969. A close rapport established itself, and both men
maintained regular correspondence thereafter. Mason was fascinated
by Tommasi's charisma; and the intense, revolutionary zealousness
that punctuated his character. Much of N.S.L.F.'s raucous stylization
was hijacked by Mason's next venture — the N.S.M. (National Socialist
Movement). WhenMason gained release from the confines of prison
in 1975, Tommasiwould soon be dead — his assassination engineered
by N.S.WPP.members (ironically past compatriOts) in August 1975.
Rousedto resumewhere Tommasiabruptly left off. Mason's ambitious
plan was to facilitate a kind of propaganda experiment, and kindle a
conglomerate federation between heretofore uncooperative National
Socialist and KKK leadership pools, while subtly injecting this pan—

Aryan echelon with profuseN.S.M. militancy. The N.S.M.'s aggressive
ideological proclivities ranged from engendering outright overthrow —

a la Tommasi, to a gentler mass strategy approach.
N.S.M. literature was a rape upon cerebral conformity. Mason

accentuatedhis ulterior motive of "extinguishing the house—fire" by the
open adulation of all illegality that threatened System survival. This
tour de force of exorcised anarchism was slated to counter—punchthe
Federal Government into a vegetative state of paralysis — or at least
chip away at the abstract facade of so—called inalienable democratic
freedoms. Mason dared to fathom the prescient issue at large: Why not
aspire to help put the System in an impossible snare through aiding the
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Mason’s first piece ofMansonpropaganda, circa 1977.
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erosionof its OWN laws and bylaws thatmasquerade as Constitutional
liberties? Tommasi always emphasized, "Heighten the contradictions."
One of the chiefN.S.M. leaflets in this context displayed a photograph
of paramount anti—Establishment boogeyman Charles Manson,
superimposed underneath was a statement of Shaw to the Fabian
socialist movement in Britain: "Whilst we... the conventional..., were
wasting our time on education, agitation, and organization, some
independent genius has taken the matter in hand..." Shocking enough,
Shaw was actually laudingJack the Ripper! Other transgressive leaflets
saluted "Heroes of the Revolution," and particularly championed
Lynette "Squeaky" Fromrne for her courageous assassination attempt
on President Ford's life on September 5th 1975. Such incendiary
posturing sent reverberant shockwaves across the Movement,
separating the wheat from the chaff.

But Mason quickly discovered even the grandest schemes have
limited horizon without consequential finances. In 1976 Mason
resigned membership from Koehl's N.S.W.P.P. out of bitter disgust
for incompetence and lack of tangible progress. While Mason was
accountable for almost every written composition and artistry of the
N .S.M., a sympathetic Right Winger provided the backing funds. This
gentlemanwas eager to "legitimatize" the N .S.M., streamlining it into
yet another p.o. box fan club rife with official membership cards and
monthly dues. Mason thought this contemptible, and a recipe for
failure. Truthfully, Mason never contrived the N.S.M. as anything
beyond an intermediate organ to dispel reactionary propaganda.
Growing angst reached its zenith with his associate's difficult
egocentrisms and foolhardiness, so Mason decided to abandon the
whole enterprise. Following his departure, the N.S.M. slowly withered
and then dissipated entirely. Temporarily derailed but with goals still
steadfast in the foreground. Mason ingratiated his skill with Allen
Vincent's National Socialist White Worker's Party in California, and
from 1978 until 1980 he drafted much of the promotional material.
Past affiliates of Tommasi had been pondering the feasibility of
resuscitating the now defunct N.S.L.F. Trusted friends Allen Vincent,
Karl Hand, John Duffy, Ed Reynolds, and of course Mason were the
winning combination behind this impetus. Fate didn't stop carving
Mason's volatile destiny here though...
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While engaged with the propaganda scope ofN.S.M. in Cincinnati,
Mason was casually informed by a close acquaintance one day that
both Manson women (Sandra Good and Squeaky Fromme) were
interned at the same women's correctional facility at Alderson,West
Virginia. In a rash, spur-of—the—moment mindset he mailed off a letter.
Expecting no reply, he was slightly amazed when a guarded missive
came back — as later revealed, so many kooks and hypocrites had
approached the Manson girls, that they were natural skeptics as to
Mason's sincerity. Suffice it to say, Masonwas enraptured and began a
studious examination of the Manson family. What he ultimately
disinterred amounted to a sizable divergence from the System's
generated image. The girls encouragedMason to make formal contact
with Manson, and forwarded his letters as an introduction. When a
meeting of minds did transpire, Mason became a Convinced Manson
enthusiastand proponent.Mason still fondly recalls the first collect call
Manson placed. Upon accepting the toll fees, the first words Manson
spoke were: "Boy it sure sounds like Ohio!" Unfortunately,providence
never grantedMason a personal encounter with the 'Son ofMan. In
May of 1984, Mason had bought plane tickets and a visitation was
scheduled. Manson became irate at not being able to secure a private
conference room, and refused to consent to anything less, so Mason
regretfully had to cancel his pilgrimage. .

Mason met impregnable distress in unveiling Manson as an
instructive visionary to fellow National Socialists: "These people are
really mindless. I ran into that to an extreme degree when I associated
myself with Charles Manson. 'Oh my god, look at the man's hair, look
at his clothes! He's immoral! We can't have that; we represent law and
order — middle class Amerika.' I've repeatedly stated that Charlie is the
greatest National Socialist alive today. 'Well is he a member of any of
our groups? That's as ifJesus Christwere to return to Earth with his
beard, robe, and sandals, and one of these stupid Christian assholes
telling him there's a dress code before admittance to the church!"

Friction and clashes ensued in the N.S.L.F. directive over the
Manson portrayal. Karl Hand couldn't overcome the media stereotype
of the Manson element, and Mason chose to part ways with as little
internecinewarfare as possible. The agreementreached stipulated that
Mason would keep the SIEGE newslettergoing strong, whereas Hand
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would continue the N .S.L.F. pursuit. Manson and Mason kept their
amiable relationship, and together they crafted the raw beginnings of
Universal Order. By the early 1980's Mason was once more absolved
of joint collaboration, as Universal Order's voice and reason was
answerable only to his inward drives. Manson suggested the dominant
emblem that would henceforth be connected to Universal Order — a
clockwise Swastika (later reversed) stationed over the Scales ofJustice.
From 1980—1986 the monthly installment of SIEGE was published
with dependable surety. The language underwent a noticeable
metamorphosis from what the N.S.L.F. extrapolated. Mason still
hailed serial killers, mass—murderers, and eccentric commandos of all
stripes, but now invested his literature with aspects of stoic self-
preservation. A chapter title from Mein .Kampf proclaims: "The
Strongest Man Stands Alone." Mason comparatively theorized that if
one could make provisions to subsist outside the grasp of System
servitude, you've in essence become a crude weapon. In Mason's view,
Manson was a symbol par excellence of this alternative survival
complex.

As Mason surmises: "There aren’t enough Jews to run this circus
show called the United States Government, there has to be massive
numbers ofWhite sell—outs. A good example is that of all those eligible
to vote, less than half do. That's pretty telling. They're tired. They get
the idea the whole thing is a shell game, that it's heads, they win — tails,
you lose. They're apathetic. However it hasn't been carried all the way,
because they still work their 40 hour—a—week jobs, pay the taxes, and
obey laws. I guess they just pay lip service to the System hoping things
will someday improve. Youmay still have segments in the Movement
thatwill be so idiotic as to say 'write your congressman,' or, 'go support
so—and-so's grassroots campaign.' They're not in touch with reality.
What they're doing is (I compare this to Bram Stoker's allegory about
the Jews) giving their life to the dead vampire. The vampire couldn't
survive without their blood. If these people could ever say this is
garbage, all fake, all smoke and mirrors, and not participate — it
wouldn't take that much to bring this affair crumbling down. But
they're drones, zombies.' Manson once asserted: "When the television
finally goes off, halfwill go immediately insane. The other halfwill just
sit there waiting for the television to come back on!"
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Nevertheless, Mason prophesizes that if the sickness ofWestern
Civilization goes out with a bang instead of a whimper at the Twelfth
Hour, the celebratory exultation and lion's share of spoils will be
devoured amongst those elite who compassionately slit the first
throats. Mason wrapped—up the SIEGE reports by 1986. He postulated
that enough Universal Order ideas had sufficiently permeated
underground spheres to have an independent life of their own.
Surprisingly, media coverage and "exposes" remained silent until Red
Warthan (who was a legitimate Universal Order affiliate) executed a
System informant, which generated brief publicity and spontaneous
outcry. Regional California pulp headlines questionedwhetherManson
was "A New Hitler." With lenient time available. Mason designed in
1987 several high—octane promotional pamphlets. One bore the
inscription "Drugs, Power, and Sanity."
As a result of these and other subsequent efforts, one idealist

stopped forward and a beauty and friendship evolved, culminating in
the aspirant offer to collect all SIEGE newsletters into a final volume.
This first edition heraldedmagnificent sensation, reaching an eclectic
audience hungry for cathartic bloodletting.

Universal Order had gleaned the reputation as a dangerous
provocateur. Mason's F.B.I. dossier was now thousands of pages in
breadth and enjoyed the premium classification of a probable
Presidential assassinate. Nonetheless, phone taps and surveillance
didn't detour his revolutionary outgrowth.When a refinance of assets
in 1991 necessitated a swift departure from his hometown of
Chillicothe, Ohio, he chose to settle in a sleepy backwater town in
southern Colorado. Soon thereafter, domestic squabbles sowed a
climatic denouement with a firearm. A young paramour Mason was
intimately involved with in 1993 betrayed her charms. Mason
reciprocated this uncouth chastity by leveling the score with
whoredom, and brandished a firearm. This vengefulness lead to
criminal arrest. Out on bail with court proceedings pending Mason
packed his belongings and traveled to Denver. During this hiatus,
Mason struck up familiarity with hierarchal representatives of the
Church of Satan. Mason had always reserved a gratuitous appreciation
for Anton LaVey, and proudly owned the vintage 1968 LP recording
of the Satanic Black Mass. LaVey also gifted Mason a personally
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inscribed copy of his infernal Satanic Bible. Lex Talionus was a
perspicuous conceptMason richly adhered to, and found compelling:

"LaVey had many great similarities to George Lincoln Rockwell.
They were both showmen. Rockwell's fatherwas aVaudevillian. LaVey
had been a carnival man. LaVey had concluded that if God as
portrayed by the Christian Church [the way it exists] represents
weakness and even suicide, then it stands to reason that his opposite
number [Satan] has got to be worth a second re—appraisal. Satan must
represent strength and vitality in a Promethean sense. So on the basis
of that LaVey formed his Church of Satan. I thought that was
absolutely brilliant."

Mason was interviewed twice on air by Denver radio evangelist-for-
profit Bob Larson. The first 1991 episode was an extravaganza called
"Manson Maniacs." Mason's performancewas at the finest acuity, and
peaked whenDoris Tate's (the mother ofR.I.P. Sharon Tate) lethargic,
chemically sopped brainwas dealt a blistering, verbalbarrage of potent
Truth, making short shrift of her rambling incoherence. Mason ended
the program bombastically declaring: "If you want to fight evil, you'd
better fight against the US. Government, because they allow it, they
protect it, they subsidize it, they are it — the most evil thing that's ever
existed." Bob Larsonproposed another jousting session in the summer
of 1993. Surrounded by three hulking bodyguards in Larson's studio
for the taping of "Neo—Nazi Satanism", Mason's raison d'étre would
trample roughshod over Larson's odd theology of vain, sententious
benevolence hilariously slaughtering this obnoxious lamb of the Lord.

Despite all resistance to the contrary, the gnashing clutch ofprison
loomed. In 1995, the punitive System rendered a guilty verdict of
felony menacing with a deadly weapon, and ordered three years in
"rehabilitative" custody. Sequestered as a thought criminal in
maximum security, the extent ofMason's proportional internmentwas
at Colorado State Penitentiary. From the outset Mason stirred hostile
sentiments amongst crazed Negroes andMestizos run afoul of the law:
"I'd ask, 'What are you in here for?' 'Oh we shot it out with the West
Side.' 'Shooting it out with the West side!? You and the West Side
shouldget together and go shoot it outwith the police, invade city hall
— kill all of them — those are your enemies!"' Muslim Negroes thanked
him for educating them about the Jewish Question, exclaiming, "Now
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we know where to direct our anger!" While being transferred from
Pueblo County Jail to State Prison, Mestizos even lined up to shake
hands in farewell solidarity!Confinement ensconcedhis writing talent,
and he penned copious articles, letters, and book material. One
peculiar work entitled "The Theocrat", shatters Christian orthodoxy,
juxtaposing Christ and Hitler as one. "The Theocrat" draws valid
synchronism between Mein Kampf and niblical scriptures. Mason
claims many of the questions and principles posited by Hitler in his
magnum opus can be illuminated by reading the pronouncements of
Jesus in the Gospels, and vice-versa. Is this dreadedChristian Identity?
No, only the genuine exposition of a perennial Blood Mythos that
recurs under different guises throughout history. Masonwas released
from detainment on August 25th, 1999, the anniversary of George
Lincoln Rockwell's 1967 assassination.

The Millennium has seen James Mason more resolute than ever.
Portending a Heraclitean conflagration that happily incinerates human
dross, he cheers all Violence (political, social, economic) that drags the
System's inertia downward. For truly, when all is atrophied and
scattered in ruination, what more is there to compromise or LOSE?
The future awaits the sociopathic Ubermensch!
SIEGEis to be used as a cookbook and guide. Itis sincerely hoped

this edition will prevail the vigilant(e) intelligence to heed a clarion call,
wage battles of attrition, and act in a manner commensurate to
TimothyMcVeigh of OklahomaCity fame.

Ryan Schuster
Spring, 2003
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Publisher’s Note to the Readership
After the deletion of the Third Edition of SIEGE, James Mason

and I have since published his later works, and finally have come to
release a fourth, and perhaps final edition ofSIEGE. Contained in this
fourth edition will be an additional appendix that was featured in the
third edition, except entirely revised and updated. James Mason by his
own admission has not gone back on anything contained in SIEGE,
and likewise I have seen that this book applies much more to our
situation today than it ever has. Without further footnotes, the book
will continue on forever and always.

”For the testimom/ of farm 2‘; the inrz'z‘ of prop/96y."
—Revelation 19:10

JamesMason picturedwithVincentSnyder (publisher) duringMason’s
interview with Radio Wehrwolf, Winter 2017.
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THE N.S.L.F.AND THE
MOVE TOWARDS
REVOLUTION

THROUGHARMED
STRUGGLE



"The true guerrilla is never beaten. He will never negotiate away his
freedom. Hewill never compromisehis ideals.Hewill never surrender.

"History offers many examples of far larger and better equipped
armies that were finally defeated by guerrillas. They can fight on for
years, even generations. Guerrilla bands can fight in the cities, country,
forests, swamps, deserts or mountains. They are everywhere and yet
nowhere. They strike withoutwarning andvanish without a trace. They
take awaywith them the arms, food and ammunition they will need to
fight again another day.

"The guerrilla is a grim fighter and a terrible foe.
"His strength is in his heart — in his love for his Race — in his hatred

for the enemy."
— Anonymous

"...a unit can either fight a real enemy, or it must lose. And again, a
unit not fighting a real enemy is in the service of another power— there
is no middle ground. If a unit is not fighting for itself, it is fighting
against itself."

— Francis ParkerYockey

"The lost man, who has no belongings, no outside interests, no
personal ties of any sort — not even a name. Possessed of but one
thought, interest and passion— the revolution. A manwho has broken
with Society, broken with its laws and conventions. He must despise
the opinions of others, and be prepared for death and torture at any
time. Hard towards himself, he must be hard to others, and in his heart
there must be no place for love, friendship, gratitude or even honor."

— Mikhail Bakunin
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Phase One Has Phased Out
Hardly an individual receiving this bulletin will be unfamiliar with

the name at the top [National Socialist Liberation Front]. Lately with
an organization of the "Mass Strategy" set, and currently on my own
at last, unlike all other ventures of the past this one will succeed or fall
flat due to the abilities or lack of them of just one person: ME. No
more excuses or dependence on different backers or front-men, both
of which have a way of never failing to screw up at the critical time.
There will be those who will say that I've been able to go through
fronts and frontmen like a snake sheds his skin. True, up to a point,
but that has ended now and for two reasons: One, there are no more
of them left; and two, those surviving that I am no longerwith or have
never been with are still getting nowhere at a blinding rate of speed
while the conditions in the country and in the world are becoming
more and more revolutionary. I have been increasingly alarmed at this
trend for quite a while, and my nerves won't allow me to sit back and
continue to play more games while the storm clouds build.

I've been associated with a lot of Nazi periodicals in the past. Some
were original, some were assumed and some were resurrected. Some I
lifted from others and some were lifted from me. I've been cheered
and condemned. I've been called magnificent and I've been called
everything from "white nigger" to a "slime-dripping reptile." As stated,
I've been with theMass Strategists — started out there a long time ago
~ gone with the Armed Struggle, and back again with other Mass '
Strategists. Personally I must say that I strongly favor the Armed
Struggle. In format I've issued everything from downrightrags to thick
journals to tabloid newspapers. I've learned that, surprisingly, it doesn't
matter much what the format is or its appearance. Not even what you
say or how you say it. Just that you knowwhat the hell you're talking
about and who you are addressing it to.

Why, for example, talk out of the side of your mouth in legalistic
euphemisms appealing to the noble instincts of a handful of Right
Wing types while the bottom line must always come down to
revolution,which scares them off? Why indeedbreakyour back trying
to get up a "mass" publicationwhen you know damned good and well
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that the masses will never see it? A useless ploy directed at a useless
bunch. (Or could it possibly be that the whole point to this nonsense
is some sort of personal thrill or kick and, if luck is with you, maybe
an easy living on the side?) You can't try to do two contradictorythings
at once in a too—little—too—late fashion. But that's the history of the US.
Right Wing ofwhich theNazis are a part in all but ideology. Thewhole
basis of the Right Wing was to try and "hold," defend a shrinking
perimeter, shouting "Neverl," anti—this and anti—that. One can only be
shoved over the brink so many times, or trampled and annihilated up
to a certain point when one must admit that, if it was a defensive
struggle that was being waged, it was lost a little while ago.

(This was the first segmentof the first issue of James Mason's revived
SIEGE.)

[Vol IX, #4 — Aug, 1980]

Mail-Order Revolution?
At the time of the firstAmerican Revolutionthe adversary was the

King of England. This man could have been called a lot of things but
he couldn't be called evil. The enemy today is the US. Government
itself and it is, by every standard of measure, the most evil thing that
has ever existed on earth. This, once it has sunk home, should be a
good enough indicatorof the sort of struggle we have ahead of us. I'm
not going to agonize over "How evil is it?" because that would be
typically Right Wing and a waste of time. Rather, I'm going to tell you
what that means, or shouldmean to you if you claim to have the three
big essentials for accomplishing anything thatwere set forth by George
Lincoln Rockwell over twenty years ago: Sufficient intelligence to
perceive and understand; sufficient strength, courage and resources to
act; and sufficient will to persevere in spite of whatever obstacle or
hardship.

It means this: They're not going to let us do it. It means that we're
going to have to do it in spite of them. Over their dead bodies.

Will this be done by any legally chartered, tax—paying outfit? Will it
be done by any outfits that own land and have public headquarters?
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Will it be done by thosewith big bank accounts (by "big" I mean those
that read in figures greater than four digits)who deposit, withdrawand
earn interest? Will it be accomplished by strings of po boxes? The
best, mOSt sobering question I can hit anyone with is: Will this, the
most evil system on earth, allow anything even remotely dangerous to
pass through its own postal system, to apply for and get special bulk
rate mail permits, etc? The answer is a flat No. Those who point to
the dozens of outfits currently operating in an attempt to belie that
statement are in a hopeless fog. Those who agree but qualify it with,
"Up to a point." may have hope left yet.

Those who disagree totally would also believe we can win through
the electorate, with the consent of the masses. Those who partially
agree, I suppose, imagine we will have to fight a "partial" revolution.
Despite hopeful showings of any Nazi or Klan candidates at the polls,
it amounts to nothing concrete; if they gain a lot of votes but fail to
win the election they are as bad off as before because those voters
haven't got the guts to do anything more than pull a lever in secret...
they'll never make contact or provide support directly; and those that
may win the election are in for the hassle of their lives dealing with
"fellow Democrats," etc., who are rabidly pro-Jew, pro—Black, if not
outrightRed. (But hats off to those fewwho try as they do lend to the
revolutionary climate and help reveal by their results what the national
pulse-rate is like, and what kind of potential support we might expect
once a full—scale revolt is launched).

And here again, can you picture a scenario like this: That great
"Silent Maj ority" has at last gotten fed up, found its wits and given the
Nazis or the Klan a voter mandate. The Jews, the Blacks, and the
assorted fanatic Reds, etc., least of all to mention the entrenched
Capitalist System manned largely by sick, liberal Whites give up, say it
was a fair fight, shake hands and turn it all over to us. It's just too crazy
to contemplate. If it even started to look like we were verging on some
kind of real power they'd go nuts and pull out all stops against us. It
has even been predicted that they would go as far as to use H—Bombs
against any large strongholds and I wouldn't doubt it a bit considering
the stakes.

It'll be a real fight but it won't be a fair fight. Matters of survival
seldom are.
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[Vol IX, # 4 — Aug., 1980]

Serious Steps
Hitler did not arrive atJanuary 30th, 1933, in a dream. Nor was the

NSDAP [National Socialist German Workers' Party] itself an idle
concoction. Hitler did not get off the ground politically until after he
was thirty years of age, after he had been orphaned, after he had existed
in the streets ofVienna, after he had gone through the horrors of the
First World War. The idea of National Socialism, the Swastika, the
social ferment and disorder in Germany and Europe, even the very
men whowere to make up his winning team, every element was there,
in place, active, just waiting for Hitler to appear as catalyst that would
lead to the Machtergreifung [seizure of power] in 1933. At no point
did Hitler, in his off—hours or his idle frustration,imagine that any idea,
effort, or group would be "keen,” "swift," "fun," or "groovy."
Everythingthatwas donewas done because it HAD to be done. Hitler,
like the master that he was, with consummate skill, played the ball
exactly where it lay, utilizing the forces and elements at hand around
him, applying them effectively and appropriately, step-by-step, to
VICTORY.

Joseph Tommasi did the very same thing as Adolf Hitler. Perhaps
his is the closest comparison to Hitler‘s methodology to date. Was he
a copy—cat, aping the Marxists? If he was, so was Hitler. In all
frankness, he took the name SIEGE from an LA. County Library
book by that title which was devoted to the Weather Underground
faction of the SDS [the militant Leftist group Students for a
Democratic Society]. He took the name National Socialist Liberation
Front from an earlier Movement effort at organizing Whites on
campuses, a name, by the way, copied from the National Liberation
Front of the Viet Cong. He let his hair grow long and wore olive drab
fatigues. This and much more he adopted solely in order to "get with
the times" and manners of the present day reality, in order to be
EFFECTIVE. And he was tremendouslyeffective in the one year of
life he had left to him from 1974 to 1975. Crackpot games and
escapades don't generally outlive their progenitors by a decade, going
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on to gain strength and influence and to set the pace for the rest of an
entire school of thought.

I mention Tommasi and the NSLF as major landmarks in our
desperate drive to get serious in our modus operandi. Even with
Universal Order I retain the publication title of SIEGE as tribute to
this fact. Getting a bit deeper, war is to politics what politics is to the
Idea. Of course minus the Idea, all is futile, just like the "power"
wielded by the System and the Jews. Tommasi was more of a great
general than he was a philosopher. He opened our eyes to strategy and
tactics rather than the nature of our purpose. But is that not precisely
what we are in direst need of? It won't get there unless we PUT IT
THERE. Thinking about it, and writing about it won't put it there.
Only a serious, step—by-step programof organized ACTION will bring
it about. And not "treadmill" action but FORWARD action.

[Vol XII, #7 — July, 1983]

AboveAWhisper
My own formal initiation into the ranks of the "hard—core" took

place in the barracks and the ward rooms of the AmericanNazi Party
headquartersin Arlington, Virginia, during the latter half of the 1960's.
There, amidst the off-hours high jinks, the "smokin' 'n' jokin" typical
of the paramilitary style of the day, would come forth expressions of
unsanctioned, forbidden ideas ofviolence and revolutionmore closely
resembling those of the Enemywe were regularly fighting in the streets
of Washington, D.C., as the VietnamWar raged ten thousand miles
away. We believed in what we were doing but most of us felt
uncomfortable,left wanting with the current program and strategy. We
wanted to attack the real Enemy, and, furthermore,we were more than
tired of knocking down Enemy minions only to have them get back
up later.

We openly confided among ourselves — the duty officers, the
pressmen, the clerks, shippers, the rank-and-file troopers — that what
was requiredwas a gaping hole knocked in the System order-of—things
so that blood could be splashed from one end of the country to the
other. None of the officers ever voiced these same opinions and, to be
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sure, they never inquired of ours. Nothing was open for discussion
between these two sharply distinct levels. It was Right Wingism at its
darkest. It was never spoken, never printed and was, in fact, taboo in
official Party dealings. In those days we were still wasting our time —

and our blood — defending the honor of an all—but—dead Republic
against a mob of vile Jews, Liberals, Blacks, etc., demonstrating for its
final demise and, in our printed propaganda, taking a futile and sado-
masochistic trip by dredging up the most recent outrages committed
by Blacks in the sweets and Jews and traitors in the government.

The loss of Commander Rockwell was so recent and his memory
so fresh then that we carried on in his absence as though we expected
his eventual return. As it turned out, no one had the vaguest idea of
what to do or how to do it. The prevailing school of thought was that
of "Professionalism & Orthodoxy," in other words, to continue the
"1933 approach." I recall one heated occasion when I crossed
ideological and strategic swords with one junior officer at the
headquartersbuilding. I was talking then a very adolescentversion of
what I'm talking now and his responsewas that I would one day have
to be "restrained." by the Party. He hasn't been active now in many
years.

But just as vividly I recall the first snappingof the ice in the earliest
springtime of our Movement as we have it today. The refreshing and
invigorating changes were first provided by Dr.William Pierce, as our
propaganda chief then, in his hugely effective and widely listened to
"White PowerMessages" that thousands of people across the country
would call in to hear. He had recorded a message in reference to a
certain clique of Senators and Congressmenwhowere busy selling—out
the soldiers in Vietnam. He concluded that one doesn't talk against
people like these, one doesn't vote against them in the next election,
one KILLS THEM. About that same time, during one of his addresses
to the FirstParty Congress in 1969, after he had invited questions from
the floor and one naive delegate asked what we should do with the
White race traitors, he spoke not aword but, gesturing with thumb and
index finger forming the barrel and hammer of a pistol being fired,
brought the entire assembly to its feet in the loudest outburst of
cheering and applause heard during that three—day gathering.
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So it was out, above a whisper, and, more than that, it was official.
In less than one year. Dr. Pierce was out of the Party and on his own
with the endeavor he still currently heads. Through a number of
cosmetic and tactical changes in style and technique, he has never in
thirteen years compromised his stand as being among the foremost of
the Hard Core Idealists. And whose name and organization carries
more weight in Movement circles today than Dr. William Pierce and
the NationalAlliance?

[VOL XII, #8 - Aug., 1983]

The Long Road We've Traveled
The distance we've traveled in the past decade can only be

measured in terms of light years. How far, after all, is it from
Commander Rockwell's expressed ideal of the "American
ConstitutionalRepublic" to ”Helter Skelter?" From "good citizenship"
and conformity to total drop-out and total revolution? From the trial
and execution of a few thousand traitors in high places to the drowning
in blood of entire social and genetic segments of the population? From
an old A.N.P. slogan, "White Man, Stand With Us or Stand Out of
OurWay!", to where there are no innocents, no non—combatants?

Consider how far we've come from the days when discussion
revolved around what would take place after our legal and orderly
assumption of power, as mandated by the people, to today where two
schools of thought prevail: whether a war will destroy the System or
whether it will collapse under its own rotten weight. Regardless how,
the result will be the same. Those who survive the initial period of
absolute chaos that immediately follows will crawl out of their holes
and take up the struggle on newly equalized terms: Animal to animal.

[Vol XII, #8 — Aug., 1983]

Something That Will Work
This would almost call for a "mass" movement but here again we

must carefully watch our definitions and understanding.By "masses"
we need at most only a few hundred thousand more—or—less hardcore
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JamesMason (right) with William Pierce, author ofThe Turner Diaries and
the chairmanof the NationalAlliance.
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people committed to revolution and, to get and keep this discussion
down—to-earth,we have been on the verge of going after these few
hundred thousand twice before in the history of the Movement in the
United States. Not only in theory but in actuality as newspaper
headlines and membership rosters showed. First in 1966 and again in
1973. As strange as it may sound, the opportunities of 1966 were lost
well before Commander Rockwell was assassinated. And certainly
therewas no such single incident in 1973 [comparable to assassination
of the leader] that could be easily blamed for the downward trend that
next set in. In both instances the revolutionary political groundwork
had not been tended to in advance of the laborious and painstaking
street work which was eventually — and all too fleetingly — crowned
with the reward of some significant numerical clout.

I'm sure also that had the pitfalls of having no solid chain—of—

command reinforced and ready for the sudden challenge of hard
success somehow been accidentally avoided, then still the moment
would have been lost due to a lack ofgreater direction — a revolutionary
plan — when suddenly called for. And such a thing can rarely be
supplied by accident. Getting into the rut of rolling with the blows is
dangerous because it gets habit—forming and it numbs the senses and
imagination. We have to know exactlywhatwe'd dowith a real political
machine if we had one right now, for ifwe were handed one — or the
means of getting one and did not know precisely what to do with it,
we'd quickly blow it.

In 1966 CommanderRockwell was unable to EXPLOIT the God—

given opportunity that presented itself in Chicago that summer and
fall. He always considered and referred to himself as being the
spearhead of the Right Wing and when the historic moment arrived
during the time of the Black riots in major cities, when Commander
Rockwell was doing his best spearheading activities, he was LET
DOWN AND BETRAYED by his own side. They failed to act in
support evenwhen, as the Commanderhimselfpointed out, they stood
to gain more from his efforts than he did because in the main, those
people recruited by an intensive, unified Right Wing drive would
naturally gravitate toward the "softer," "easier" names and approaches
like the NSRP [National States' Rights Party] and various Klans. The
Commander said all along that he onlywantedandwouldonly getwhat
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any true spearhead outfit must have: FIGHTINGMEN! The apex
moment of the 1960's was thus lost.

In 1973, through constant activity nationwide and through some
admirable policies of professionalism, the Movement stood ready to
break into what Commander Rockwell would have called "Phase
Three," or the phase of mass action. We then had more leaders than
hadbeen on the scene in 1966. Rather thanwait for amoment to come,
we made our own. Not only that but we also chose the place:
Cleveland. Over one hundred uniformed,helmetedTroopers marched
down the middle of Euclid Avenue that Labor Day and formed-up in
a public square for a rally. And though the oppositionwas there— from
the System and from the Reds — we were too strong. Had that sort of
show of strength and discipline been maintained and repeated in
various other cities it most likely would have, first, broken the "spell"
of thousands who were hovering on the brink of committing openly
and, second, prompted panic reactions on the part of every aspect of
our racial Enemy thus providingobvious and inescapable openings for
further and greater EXPLOITATION.

What set in next, both in 1966 and 1973, is whatwe must now learn
to recognize and make our new effort far less vulnerable — if not
altogether immune— to. There seemed to be no absolute commitment
to REVOLUTION. No one seemed to knowwhat the goal reallywas.
The prevailing leadership at both times used the term "White
Revolution" copiously in their propaganda but they thought only in
terms of a revolutionary ideal or of a revolutionary social change far
down the road somewhere. They did not fully subscribe to TOTAL
REVOLUTION NOW! And not only the men at the very top. The
one-man show has proved it can't get to first base. To be legitimate, a
revolutionary political movement must have at least about a dozen or
more leading, prominent figures. No one among the cadres being built
at those times (with the single outstanding exception of Joseph
Tommasi) was thinkingpurely revolutionary. Everyone had their own
ideas, andwere bent on doing their own trip.When the "fun" stopped,
when the "thr' " wore off, when the self—gratification halted, they split.
Also because they had their own conceptions, most of the rules of
good common sense gotwalked all over — primarily during and after
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1973 — resulting in petty bureaucracy followed closely by alienation and
the effective destruction of the one party.

Had everyone concerned been completely committed to
REVOLUTION OVER THE SYSTEM then it would have been a
much easier task to sublimate the personal feelings and weaknesses
which destroyed their efforts ultimately. The most incompatible of
personalities can work together effectively for revolution but hardly
for a damned thing else. The most limited and klutzy individual can
understand the common sacred drive to SMASH THE SYSTEM.
Everyone can find his or her proper place in the WAR AGAINST
THE ESTABLISHMENT. The Communists have proven this in a
dozen historic cases, all of them recent. Once we get our fallible and
undependable selves sublimated to REVOLUTION then the rest
should come easywhen compared to the endless, nowhere drag of past
years. Once accomplished, then all the "right" and the high ideals will
have some meaning and can be put to some use. Insteadof the current
hindrance, they will have become the "end" that justifies whatever
"means" may be necessary.

[VOL XI #1 —]an., 1982]

When RightWing Becomes Revolution
You've all read of the arrests in New Orleans made in connection

with the projected plan involving the island of Dominica in the
Caribbean Sea. I must comment at the start of this that a D—Day on
the part of the Ku Klux Klan is a long way from burning crosses in
cow pastures. That is encouraging enough right there. But because it
was a first, infant step, it failed. It failed however for reasons easily
corrected. It was a good idea and it was not bound to fail. Loose lips
sink ships, always did and always will. I'm not trying to pick apart a
mission that failed for reasons either inside or outside but I am
wonderingabout somethingthat could have stillhappened but did not.

It was reported that the KKK members were arrested with
automaticweapons,about to embarkby boat from New Orleans. Why
did this happen? Why should ten men with automatic weapons about
to leave the United States by boat be arrested? How could they be
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arrested unless they themselves decided in their own minds to let
themselves be arrested? Instead of the end of a Right Wing mission, it
could have and shouldhave been the beginningof a revolutionary one.
It could have begun right there on the pier.

Theymight be dead or out to sea right now but they'd be free and
the System wouldmost definitely have bled and theWhite Man would
have scored a solid hit against the forces ofBigBrother. Instead, these
men are in a limbo and facing many years in prisonwhile no real action
was ever taken. Think of the tragic waste! They stillmaintainedthe old
Right Wing notion of "getting away" with something; they felt
individual life too sweet to take the dare and RESIST!

One set of equations that Joe Tommasi never got around to
mentioning regarding the levels of the struggle is this: In the past the
Right Wing pulled stupid stunts against Blacks and other useless
expendables and then ran away hoping not to be caught later by Big
Brother but usually were caught, and then offered no RESISTANCE.
(Trying to defend yourself in Big Brother's courtrooms is not
resistance.) Lately some of the Movement have been choosingbetter,
higher targets but still put themselves in a runaway kind of position
where they are either caught right on the spot or after a manhunt.
Again, little or no resistance (except in the heroic case of Fred Cowan
who would not be taken). The two levels which the Movement is
steadily evolving toward are these: first, if they must put themselves in
a hit—and—run position then they will have made up theirminds at the
start to not surrenderby the rulesof the System's game; The final level
is when they have begun to hit and keep on hitting, never considering
detectionmuch less capturebecause they are completely involved with
the ongoing attack. This final level of struggle shall be when the so—

called captureparties" sentby BigBrother go out but don't come back.
Any bets as to whether it's coming to that or just how soon?

[Vol X, #6 —]une, 1981]

European Renaissance
Europe was knocked absolutely cold in the Second World War,

literally ground under the tread of invading, foreign armies. Not just
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Germany but all of Europe. Bets were on through the Sixties and
Seventies as to which one — Europe or the United States — was sunk
deeper into the morass of decadence and liberal democracy. Europe at
least had some excuse while we didn't. Now right alongside the
stunning stories of theWhite Man unleashing a micro—fraction of his
fury against the Enemy in the US, we have news of a similar kind
from all over Europe!

Bombings and machine—gunningsin France against Jewish targets
caused the System—controlled President of that country to call it, "the
worst wave of anti-semitism in France since World War Two." In
Germany the situation is much the same. Again the trend is on-going,
a thing they can't seem to deal with. As yet the various arms of the
System have been unable to make any major arrests. Europe, the
traditional home of the White Man, the mother of all culture and
civilization, is reawakening. And the words of the greatestAmerican,
GeorgeLincoln Rockwell, will echo, "Where will theJews run to THIS
TIME?"

[Vol IX, #7 — Nov., 1980]

Playing The BallAs It Lies
"We are a parliamentary party by compulsion," said Adolf Hitler

during the Kampfzeit period in Germany from 1925 to 1933. Because
Germanywas still essentially soundunder the surface in 1923, the open
revolt did not work, nor catch on with the populace (apart from being
betrayed from the inside by conservative swine).And because German
society and institutions were still basically sound at that time. Hitler
and his fellow Putschistswere looked upon quite sympathetically and
favorably by those presiding at their trial in 1924 which resulted in less
than a year's incarceration. (That German court gave Hitler less than a

year for "high treason"; the System here today gives patriots fifty years
for charges they were framed on, for doing nothing!) What had
prompted the Munich Putsch was the apparent bottoming-out of
German law-and—order and economy. But that drastic move was
premature because the Weimar regime — filthy and rotten as it was —

still had more than one gasp left in it. The economy actually rallied
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from that point up until the World Depression of 1929 which sent a
stampedeof desperateGermans,no longer complacent,into the ranks
ofHitler's Party. The point is that German institutionswere yet healthy
enough to workwithin, and indeed too healthyvto try to overthrow (as
the Communists had already found out the hard way). The problem
was a thin coating, or scum, if you will, of traitors at the top. Because
of Hitler's correct assessmentof the situation and the firm course he
set his Party on accordingly in 1925, the history of the NSDAP from
then until the Machtergreifung — the taking of state power — is an
unbroken, uninterrupted uphill climb.

We of the NSLF are a revolutionary party by compulsion. We are
the first to realize that no popular revolt can be contemplated at this
time as the only thing ”popular" at the moment is further pleasure and
more diversion among the quivering masses. The society is a shambles
and the economy slips more every day but most would— and will — be
surprised to learn just how much further it can deterioratebefore the
situation can be termed critical.We also realize that nothing, absolutely
nothing by way of Anglo—Saxon institutions remain intact and this
effectively means that America as it had been known for about 150
years has been wiped out more cleanly than if it had been defeated in
a sudden war. (This actually had been Germany's case and was what
had allowed for her resurrection within only fourteen years.) The
United States went the worst way a country can — terminal cancer —

but yet, historically, even that process was quick — quick enough to
leave enough White Men with some ability to still think and act as
White Men. The rest is up to us.

The polarizationof the people and the government is so total that
few even among theMovement can grasp its fullness. Perhaps the best
way to be sure that we are the prime representatives of the people is to
be aware that NO ONE is further alienated from the ruling, governing
establishment than we. We call ourselves a LIBERATION FRONT
and not a party because we hold no illusions about ever being able to
realize anything concrete through parliamentary measures. How could
such a movement succeed when the people themselves don't care and
the ruling body — Left, Right, and Center — unanimously stonewalls
against us? The voices and opinions of the System might put forth
varying opinions on any topic or issue save one: US. We are now and
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forever strictly O—U-T! But we know why we are out and they know
why we are out so there should be no conflict on that. They are the
Establishment;we are the Revolution.

These are the rules, of their choosing, not ours. But they are the
reality of a situation as harsh as it is immutable. It is war. Only a fool
and a weakling would ask for it to be otherwise. The one fundamental
reason the Hard Right movement in this country has perennially gone
nowhere is because it has NEVER fully comprehended this one
fundamentalreality and has never been set upon the proper course as
was Hitler's movement in Germany. To describe the past twenty-odd
years of Rightist and even Nazi effort in the United States as
inappropriate is to put it as accurately and charitably as possible. Set
upon an inappropriate course, withmappropriate ideals and priorities,
inappropriatemethodology,etc. — littlewonder thenwhy we have been
plagued with such miserably inappropriate and wholly inadequate
human resources. It is the reason quality human material doesn't stay
around long. The Movement has been off-base at the very foundation
which means that no matter how carefully or skillfully the framework
might go on, it is all fore—doomed to collapse (as it always has done).

There has always been the talk of a New Order and a NewWorld.
Those are easy slogans, too easy in fact because their meaningis mostly
lost. Their meaning directly implies a TOTAL CHANGE. Given the
graduality of the decline ofAmerican society and culture over the past
thirty or forty years, it's hard for any comparatively young person to
appreciate how far we've sunk and to know from that just whatwe've
lost, and what must be recaptured and through National Socialist
discipline and idealism enhanced and reinforced, super-charged to
become something greater than has ever been seen on earth. Even
Hitler did not face a task such as we face.

Being aware of this then, the notion of even attemptingor remotely
desiring to become a part of the unspeakably vile and sick
Establishment and System is utterly revolting to any true National
Socialist. To sit amongst the sold—out and degenerate Senate and
Congress in the Capitol?! Even Hitler refused to seat his new
government in the same halls as the Weimar regime or the Imperial
government (liberally laced as it was with Jews). He wanted a new
beginning. Our enemies are VILE and only appear "legitimate"
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because of the power that comes with money. We state here and now
that we shall SMASH THEM and, furthermore, that they are
HELPLESSTO PREVENT IT! The road may be long and rocky but
the moment will arrive and both our will and our striking blows shall
be irresistible.

No recognition and no cooperation today means no compromise
and no quarter shown tomorrow. No favors rendered today means no
obligations to fulfill tomorrow.Not asking today means not being told
tomorrow. Ifwe do not accept and function by the circumstances as
they exist, we not only condemn ourselves to eternal failure but we
miss the opportunity now given for a revolution more total and
complete than anything ever before in all history.

[Vol.X, #1 —]an., 1981]

Our Reasons for Being NSLF

One incontrovertible fact is that the NSLF remains to date the only
new development within the Movement in America since Rockwell
began it in 1958. Itwas Joseph Tommasi's work of the most incredible
genius, the POLITICAL TERROR leaflet, that he designed in 1974
and which reachedmy hands at that time, that provided for those true
revolutionaries in the NS Movement what we had been groping
towards foryears. Itwas original and unique and TommasihadDONE
IT! NSLF is not an order ofmonks sequestered away studying religious
tracts and further separating ourselves from reality. We do not wish to
get the tiniest handful thinking differently nor do we imagine we can
do the same with the masses. We do wish to give the answers to the
people that are as plain as the noses on their faces. We preach
revolutionwhile the rest preach reaction. We do not wish to rock the
boat, we intend to SINK IT!

If anyone can claim to be the "legitimate successor" to George
Lincoln Rockwell's American Nazi Party it is NSLF and no other!
NSLF is the true, logical extension of everything Rockwell believed in
and fought for. Petty legalisms and political chicanery aside, were
Rockwell alive today, he would not be retrogressing holed up with
sterile bureaucrats. He would be found FIGHTING IN THE
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STREET! His call would stillbe TO ACTION and not inactionon the
part of eccentrics and fakers who studiously claim to have the "right
way."

Of all thosewho have come along since the death ofRockwell with
pretensions of being an NS leader, all but one have been totally lost
within themselves and their fantasy world of ”Fuhrer—dom" and many
have shown themselves to be downright crooked and incapable of
dealing as men and as National Socialists. One has turned out to be a
racial alien and a sexual pervert and currently is serving a prison term
for the latter [Mason here is referring to FrankCollin, the Chicago Nazi
leader in the 1970'swho is mainly infamous for his plan to demonstrate
in Skokie, IL]. It remains today that the measure of a group is the
measure of the man who founded or who leads that group. Joseph
Tommasi, as founder of the NSLF, was the first of a new breed. A
hero and a martyr to the Cause. What he wantedmost was to provide
the Movement with its much overdue HIT TEAM and not to set
himself up as some sort of cheap, tin horn demigod like the rest.
Tommasi personifiedthe kind of manwe MUST have: Those desiring
to serve the Movement with great facility, and not pose around in
gaudy uniforms as "Hollywood Nazis."

NSLF is not taken lightly by the Reds, the Blacks, or the System.
We are not laughed at. We have taken the already—formidable
reputation of the ANP — built up by Rockwell at monumental human
cost — and ENHANCED IT by removing all pretenses of
conservatism and legalism while the rest have made laughing stocks of
themselves and their sphere of the Movement. A White Man can take
pride in being part of the NSLF. It is the ONLY place for a White
Revolutionary to be found!

In terms of longevity and resiliency, we have more than pulled even
with the closest runner—up to the old Party, which had been the NSPA
[National Socialist Party ofAmerica, headquartered in Chicago]. The
death of our founder and the most severe tribulations still see us today
in the best shape we have ever been.

Finally, we are NSLF because we want no part of cut—and-dried,
hard-and-fast, locked-in bureaucracy like the others. We see the need
for absolute flexibility as we struggle towards revolution in America.
We recognize the need for a certain formality of concept and effort
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but untilwe have the pool of human resources large enough to draw
selectively from, we REJECT any "rules and regulations" that would
keep us from that pool. The rest will tell you that they are "It"; we tell

you that we are the only ones with the potential— with your help — of
BECOMING ”It." We are not among the "Great Pretenders."We are
not part of the System or the Establishmentin anyway, shape, or form,
as most of the others are with their charters, corporations, legalisms,
etc. We are REVOLUTIONARY!

[Vol. XI, #5 — May, 1982]

Real RevolutionVersus Phony
Revolution

The old-timers from the Forties and Fifties predicted the "Coming
Red Dictatorship."Those of us around and active in the Sixties were
taught to dread the "Black Revolution" and that of the "New Left," the
"Yippies", etc. — none ofwhich ever took place. Or did they? I'll just
put it this way: All of their vile and sick demands either already have
been implemented or are well on theirway. The kind of sick filth that
prevails today and much of which has long since been coded in law
books is the sort of stuff that is so insidious and destructive thatjoseph
Stalin himself— that "Arch Red," right? — would have, and very often
did go all out to root up and get rid of before the whole structure of
society was devoured by it. While we've been on guard against
threateningmenaces, things far worse have over—taken us. Things so
foul and deep—rooted that it's even hard to put a finger on them. One
thing for certain however, taken together, it all adds up to a national
death sleep. Rockwell called the situation in the Sixties that very thing,
except he believed enough White Men knew the score, hated it, and
were ready to fight if only given the proper leadership. Things have
gone far beyond that today: Most people don't know the score; they
don't give a damn; and they wouldn't fight under any circumstances.

They are ready and willing to lay down and just die! So to HELL
with them!!

Are we — are you - as unworthy of the White genes in your blood
as that? That's one reason to join the fight. Another reason is that the
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situation which prevails on planet earth is a damnedinsult and disgrace
to a Creator or to Creation itself. This crazy and rotten mess cries out
to be ruthlessly corrected and the only way to prove that you are not
part of the problem is to become part of the solution. One final
motivation is this: Those of us having been around and "in the know"
had better get on with the big job of the dirty work while we're still
young. The System provides no retirement benefits for failed
revolutionaries.

As far as any real revolution is concerned,one can only come from
us.

What's the difference between all other interests vying for a piece
of the pie today? They all love Blacks and their greatest ideal is high
profits. What's the difference when the US. First Lady is picturedwith
two great, outstanding democrats: John Wayne Gacy and Jim Jones?
What's the difference whenJesse Jackson, in his syndicated newspaper
column, refers to the five dead identifiedCommunists in Greensboro
as "civil rights leaders"? Could things be worse? Do we need fear a
Communist or Black revolution? Hardly.

To bring off a revolutionmeans literally to turn the tables upside-
down. It does not mean quibbling inches and degrees; turningback the
hands of time; arguing two sides of the same coin. It doesn't mean
patching up a rotten, sagging framework either. It means DEATH to
the old order and the BIRTH of the New Order! Anything other than
this is no more than a variation on a single theme: Jewish—controlled
State Capitalism.

So forget about someone else's revolution. There's not going to be
one unless WE make it!

[Vol IX, #4 - Aug, 1980]

We Could Save A Lot Of Time If...
...if we could really admit that the Enemy has WON! Between the

death of Rockwell and the turn of the decade of the Seventies the
complexion of things changed. The struggle phase for the Reds and
the Blacks ended and they assumed dominance. Whereas they used to
influence things from behind the scenes, they now go about it quite
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openly. The only reasonwe still have a fighting chance is because the
Enemy has not yet had the time to fully realize the keystone tenet of
his program and philosophy: The complete bastardizationof all races
ofman into a single, brown mass, devoid of all identity. Except for a
mere time factor the Jewish Enemy has won totally and outright. It's
no longer a contest in the United States; it's a matter of
REVOLUTION, a struggle to overthrow the Enemy and for survival
as a race. We stand at rockbottom and ifyou seek the reason then look
no further than those fools trudging along in theways of the dead past.

One hell of a lot of the best of precious spirit, intentions, time,
money and effort went prettymuch down the drain during the Sixties
and Seventies. It was because of a feeling and attitude of "part—time
struggle"; Go out, risk your neck in some escapade but still be able to
go home to your warm bed and carry on a normal life. Comrades of
the past twenty years have sacrificed EVERYTHING that one could
expect to be sacrificed in a full—scale war. But it was all too little, too
late, wrongly directed and, mainly, it was not TOTAL.

If a good cause were enough, we'd have won a long time ago. But
it isn't enough. One of life's more harsh realities is that in this dirty
struggle the ultimate prize will go to he who is the dirtiest. We seem to
have fallen for our own propaganda aimed at man's nobler instincts.
We're supposed to fight "clean." Our own foremost racial
philosopherswill tell you that truly noble instincts exist in only a small
minority ofWhites and not at all in other races. And most of those
Whites have had their instincts perverted by the Jews and their
universal, all—powerful brainwashing and taste—making apparatus.
Instead of carrying on with cultist garbage, useless publicity stunts and
the like (which nobody out there fighting for survival against inflation,
unemployment and taxes could understand or give a DAMN about),
let's direct our energies toward recruiting them all as soldiers of the
revolutionWITHOUT THEIR CONSENT.

[Vol IX, #4 - Aug, 1980]
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Removing All Options
For the Movementover the past twenty years there has always been

the option of take it or leave it. If you got mad or discouraged you
could always pick up yourmarbles and go home. Indeed this has been
the case for all White America. And when given a choice, human
nature inevitably takes the course of least resistance. The diabolic
nature of the Big Brother System in power today may be largely
responsible for breeding a race of docile "consumers" who roll over
like a spaniel when kicked and otherwise outraged, but for us that is
no reason, no excuse, for revolutionary inaction. It CAN be done!

They say a coward will allow himself to be bullied and backedup as
long as there is room left for him to back up. All ofWhite America has
been behavinglike a damned coward in the face of arrogantBlacks and
traitors in government dismantling the once-great United States of
America. Before it is too late, let's see to it that the big coward at last
gets backed into a corner so that he is going to have to come out
fighting!

It's a crying shame and disgrace that every incident that's happened
so far with only one or two exceptions, which even comes close to
being revolutionary, has either happened as an accident or as the result
of Red agitation. The riots recently in the South are excellent examples.
We may thank our lucky stars that the Jews have whipped the Blacks
into such a volatile state that they'll go off at the drop of a hat. Some
news accounts did mention roving pick—up trucks ofWhites shooting
Blacks at random in places where order had broken down. But the
object is not to kill Blacks... it is to FAN THE FLAMES! Ifwe can't
get theWhites off their asses to retake control of their destiny then we
can at least put them in a position where they will have to fight for
theirmiserable lives!

And with a general conflagration going on that will involve police
and armed forces, we can, ifwe are slick about it, assume the guiding
position amidst the disorder and coordinate it into what it must
become: A revolution to smash the System!

The way things are so. delicately arranged in this country today,
incidents like the one in Miami and elsewhere can be expected to blow
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up anytime, anywhere. They said some White cops in Miami beat a
Black to death and because these cops got off the charge, the Blacks
of Miami wentwild. If the Movement had been organized and on the
ball, those flameswould still be burning. How about six such "Miami's"
at once across the country? Or a DOZEN? Enough to pin down all
the System's troops to allow us to go after Big Brother himselfl

If, as Rockwell said, your uniform in the comingwar is the color of
your skin, then what, I ask, shall be your insignia of rank? We must
View and realize that ALL OF WHITE AMERICA is our army. The
leaders, the officers in this army, are those who take action and who
strike like lightning. We are the cause, they are the effect.

[VOL IX, #4 — Aug, 1980]

Revolutionary Common Denominator
There is no need of revolution in a healthy state and society and

indeed there can be no talk of it. Each revolution has been preceded
by the SELLING OUT of the existing ruling class.And who else but
they are in charge of all the building blocks of a civilization's
government, church, professions,military, arts, etc? These things all

go when the ruling, or upper class sells out and becomes decadent,
unfit to rule any longer. This goes way beyond the removal of Jews —

it amounts to total revolution. The Jews can't be credited for all this
though they are a large part of it.

The Jew remains a Jew but without a corrupt, inept and decadent
ruling establishment, he has nowhere to peddle his goods. A healthy
state will expel — or kill — the Jew; a decadent one will take him to its
bosom. The Jew corrupts the nation. He buys his way into opinion—
forming and taste—making media, feeds the gullible masses his
poisonous, liberal garbage; this in turn gets sounded back onto gutless
opportunistic politicians in the "democratic process"; finally the very
fabric of the nation is a tangle of perverted legislated Talmudic
euphemisms. This is how an originally Puritan state becomes Sodom
inside fifty years. ‘

Neither the victims nor the leftovers, we are an historic breed:
Revolutionaries. We appear and vanish as the times demand, just long
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enough to do the job at hand. After us comes the slow, historic process
over again.

The mark of a revolutionary movement can only be seen in its
complete separation from the current establishment. It is completely
apart. It is not apart because it can'tmake the grade in the sick society,
but rather because it can't stomach it and refuses to be part of it. It is
set apart because it is disciplined, sober and austere, truly moral. It is a
revolutionbecause — findingitself faced with an absolute abomination
— it has as its highest priority the destruction of the System and
therefore is not some piddling conservative sideshow crusade. It can
and does reject the prevailing decadence of the sick society, not
because ofany leftover code of taboos but because to dissipate oneself
in such amanner is counter—revolutionary.It utterly scorns such phony
"revolutionary" elements as the "hippie" or "drug culture" because it
knows them to be only the more virulent forms of the same cancer as
the System itself. It has historically been the task of each revolution to
destroy that which is unclean. That accomplished, nature and man can
once again assume their proper course upward.

[Vol.X, #1 _ Jan, 1981]

Loyalty Only To Ourselves
There is nothing outside Revolutionary National Socialism to

which we can owe any loyalty.What we do, we do because it is the
right, proper and manly course of action to take. We are in defense of
nothing. We are everywhere on the attack. Whenwe cease attacking it
will only be because the System has fallen and all its former members
have been killed. At that point, we will be the State and the time will
be for building. No individual, no manifesto, no abstract concept of
any kind can we allow to influenceour thinkingor our actions. We find
ourselves in the midst of a monster and circumstances dictate to us
that our every move must be calculated toward killing the beast. No
frills, no fanfare, no frivolities. Only practicalities, realities and
necessities. ‘

Mere fanaticism alone is not the ultimate indicator of a
revolutionary movement whose time, it can be justifiably said, has
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come. All this must be in answer to the commands of the genes in our
blood. This immediately rules out all the "Jim Jones," all the "Hare
Krishnas," all the "Moonies," and at the same time it rules out all the
Reds and the off-brand socialists. We now state that only the
affirmative answer to the call of theBLOOD decides which movement
shall be the redeemers of an entire race of people.

For that reason it could have happened nowhere else but among
the most hardcore ofNational Socialists. Consequently, we can trash-
can any fantasies about the course of events in this country following
the course they did in Germany. Hitler could justifiably conjure up
slogans of duty to Germanybecause the Germanyhe spoke ofwas still
intact and the peoplewere with him. The United States is GONE and
that statement by itselfmeans that the people inhabiting this piece of
real estate are the very "goyim" that the Jews claim they are. And a
"goy" can never be a National Socialist. To us they are merely the
unconscious, unwitting, and unwilling carriers of the genes that can,
under the proper care and leadership, re-achieve greatness and pull this
planet out of its quicksand. .

So much for "loyalty" to them! It has got to be loyalty only to
ourselves or else the rest may as well never have existed in the first
place. NSLF is the name underwhich thosewho are answering the call
of their blood are doing so in the only manner in which victory has
ever been achieved: Armed struggle! That is who we are, why we are,
and where we came from. With the decade of the Eighties now fully
upon us, the decade of George Orwell's "1984" upon us, with the
liberal element now having accomplished its work, with the
enthronement of a conservative regime to usher in — literally — 1984, it
is well for us to keep all this in mind.

[Vol.X, #1 -]an., 1981]

The NSLFOne-Man Army
Once you have geared yourselfup to think in purely revolutionary

terms, things don't seems so one—way anymore. If you view yourselfas
among the last of a dying-breed and then proceed to act accordingly,
then that's exactlywhat you've become! Ifyou view the fact that you're
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broke on account of having "little or no faith in capitalism," and yet
believe that it is worth infinitely more to be a noble revolutionary being
than to exist as a "consumer," then that is your sterling badge of honor.
If you seek to defend a capitalist system and still find yourselfbroke
and struggling, that is the mark of a fool. If you seek to take refuge
from an encroachingSystem, then you are like a fox on the run. Ifyou
are determinedinstead to place the System under siege, then you have
become truly revolutionary.

Money is filthy stuff. The means by which sneaks, cowards,
weaklings, capitalists, bureaucrats, and Jews conduct every affair. It is '

the very means by which they are measured and judged. And as the
money continues to grow more andmore rotten with each passing day,
so too is their individual worth eroded. Take away their money and
you have nothing. They are not men. And neither are we the moment
we imagine we can or even should fight them and their System on their
own ground, by their rules. The dawn of day will break through the
moment their foul money system either collapses under its own rotten
weight or is blown to pieces by us. When they can't pay off their
minions any longer, when they can't appease the hordes of savages in
their cities — that's whenwe, who have endured theirworstwhile being
penniless, will become the immediate new masters because in the
meantimewe have grown incredibly tough and resourceful!

And why must the Right Wing always fall into the trap of basing
each and every decision and move on the WISH that things were
somehow other than what they actually are? Why can't they base their
actions on things as they exist? Why in the world struggle to get
ourselves all bottled up when the enemy is ALREADYbottled up for
us?? The Jews, the Blacks, the bureaucracy — every source of filth and
decadence emanates from the major cities of the US How would a
total breakdown, a general strike, a civil war, a total revolution, effect
these man—made hell holes? They would in short order die the death
they so richly deserve. That very thing is well within the capabilities of
a small band of fanatics, each member a one—man army.

Let's have none of their effeminate money—games and let's have
none of this garbage ofwithdrawing from the fieldwherewe presently
are and confining ourselves within restricted, defensive boundaries.
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Let us instead fully enjoin the concept of the One—Man Army and
bring the struggle to the Enemy. Whereveryou may be at this moment,
let the revolutionbe there also. Spread a little revolutionwhereveryou
go! Never gripe about the System; project the Revolution! Get the
people around you thinking in terms of TOTALITY, and not in terms
of inches and degrees. Point out the real Enemy and not just the noisy,
obnoxious symptoms — tell everyone it is the System itself that must
go! Convey the feeling that it will be good to have all true White Men
and Women as Comrades—in—Arms in the Revolution! Don't try to
promulgate a "faith" — there’s already too much of that. Be a spark for
revolution.

DON'T BE A HARBINGER OF DOOM, BE A CARRIEROF
REVOLUTION!

[Vol.X, #1 —Jan., 1981]

Strike Hard, Strike Deep
I am compelled at this time to add my voice to those fewwho have

demanded that such things as "Phase One" type activities must STOP.
Simply such nonsense as trying to "make headlines," "confront the

enemy," or "rally the White masses" won't work, never has worked,
and almost always results in merely revealing our weaknesses and
making us look like idiots. The very strategy itself calls for numbers
which we do not have at this time. My view is that just because the
Jews and Liberals have sucCeeded in making goyim out of the vast
majority ofWhites, we need not sacrifice ourselves in the vain attempt
at proving them wrong. We have GOT to trash-can 1933 strategy and
tactics. They won't work.

For a decent street demonstration you must have anywhere from
fifty to one hundred uniformed and disciplined troopers. We have
managed fifty on several occasions and one hundred on only one
occasion. For the rest it is pitiful and ineffectual. Futile, counter-
productive, and I might add costly and dangerous. As much as I hate
to see a good comradewounded in such useless actions, I hate worse
to see the sacrifice of millions of lives in WorldWar Two that went
into building the terrific reputation that we have enjoyed, and are now
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JamesMason (left)with Pastor RobertMiles, long timeKlan leader.
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wasting, as these "Laurel and Hardy" stunts gradually destroy our
image.

We don't have to set ourselves up for big let-downs; the Enemy
does that for us.

I will admit right here that it does require GUTS to stage these
demonstrations. The tragedy that we can no longer tolerate is that
those guts are wasted in this manner. Doing it the way it's been done
in the past gives the Enemy full advantage of his power and places us
at the mercy of our ownweakness. It's GOT TO STOP NOW!

First, never ever announce your plans in any manner whatsoever.
Second, forget about the useof uniforms unless, and until, you have a
standing army of your own numbering fifty as a flat minimum (From
experience, I know that with fifty National Socialists, one can do
anything, anywhere, anytime.) Better still, as Tommasi said, FORGET
such activities as might be used in a campaign to gain political power.
Rather, g0 instead to activities designed and intended to HURT THE
ENEMY.And for these activities, inmy own opinion, two participants
are one too many. Also in my humble opinion it is a ridiculous risk and
waste to mess with the material body of the Enemy, as he has all our
tax moneywithwhich to mend hirnself, just as a lizard will grow a new
limb. The PHYSICAL BODY of the Enemy however is so utterly
flabby that he positively CAN'T STAND very much of an intensified
assault of this kind.

In short it would seem to me that any intelligence at all would lead
comrades to know to stop hitting the Enemywhere he laughs and start
hitting him where he SCREAMS!

Strike hard and strike deep to build the climate for revolutionwhere
even the most craven ofWhite cowards will be COMPELLED to join
in or else die! But, for God's sake, stop wasting yourselves and your
efforts and making the rest of us look like damned idiots!

[Vol.X, #2 — Feb., 1981]

What Movement,WhoseMovement?
The NaziMovement? The Klan Movement? States' Rights? Racial

Nationalist? German—American?Anti—Communist?Majority Rights?
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White Christian? White Conservative? For practically every cell of the
Hard Right in this countryyou'll find a separate definition of what the
Movement is, as well as what the goal is and the methods for achieving
that goal. Not to mention the identity of that "special person" to lead
us onto that great destiny. Some of it gets pretty damned ridiculous
which is why I stopped where I was in listing Movement "brand
names" above. It is never my intent to offend anyone doing the best
they can.

There are huge ideological and theoretical differences in these
Movement groupings but because these are in the realm of thought
and paperwork they are rendered as very slight when compared to the
main tasks we each purport to undertake,and when compared to those
fundamentals we definitely share in common. The problem comes in
when Movement people start thinking and acting as though there
exists already some kind of pie to carve up, some bag ofmarbles to be
taken home. Perhapsmore than a few place much higher emphasis on
giving the effect of doing something, instead of doing something in
fact. A serious man will usually be found willing to work but a fun—

seeker generally will refuse to be parted from his plaything.
I found part of the solution to this age—old problemwe face in the

pages of an issue of Pastor Miles' FROM THE MOUNTAIN. One
good comrade, Rocky Suhayda, used the term "Resistance Movement"
in reference to the pro—White, anti—Jewish struggle we all are involved
in. This is a natural! It answers so many of the criteria left out by all
other names for the overallMovement that I've heard of to date.Most
importantly, it isn't "funky" and doesn't reek of the useless, crappy
Right Wingism which has practically made dirty words of
"Nationalist," "American," and even "White," when used in group
names and Movement efforts. With "Resistance Movement" we
eliminate any inference of divided loyalties and mixed priorities such
as with "For God, Race and Nation." Most important of all, the name
implies a kind of dead seriousness and strikes down the stupid, silly
notion that somehowwe are all "big wheels," each vying for a piece of
the political pie. It reduces the concept of the Movement to its most
basic common denominator: Survival.

In two words — Resistance Movement — it poses to the intelligent
mind most of the ultimate questions of the day: Resistance to what?
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What are the real forces in the land to be resisted? And what power is
behind these forces? Which segment of the population is actually
resisting; which are co—existing; and which are actually in support of
these controlling forces? At the quickest glance, any observerwill see
that we speak of the general anti—White drive afoot in every branch, at
every level of "officialdom," and they will know what it is we are
resistant to: ZOG... the Zionist Occupation Government. They will
know that we do not alternate between established political parties
because the System, the Establishment, controls them ALL. He will
see that we are resistant to the takeover of our government and our
land by an enemy of our people. The termmay not be themost original
but it does provoke the right thought and it does fit the situation
perfectly!

Furthermore, it is a term that each of us, without exception, should
be freely able to identify with and wholeheartedly subscribe to. The
better known "Resistance," the one in France during the German
Occupation, contained elements from the entire political spectrum,
from Gaullists to Communists and back again. But they were united
into the one purpose and they were very effective as any history of the
FrenchResistance will reveal.None of our own elements in the present
day are nearly so far apart as were many of those in France during the
1940's. Our similarities are greater, there is far more at stake, and the
enemy today is the ultimate WORLD ENEMY. According to all this
then, we should vastly out—do any efforts of the French Underground
of the Second WorldWar who were merely out to liberate their soil
from themilitary presenceof aWhite, Northern European neighbor—
Germany. We are out to remove all trace of an alien presencewherever
theWhite Race is found.

I hope this may provide some of the basis that must be hammered
out toward the formation of a true, functioningMovement, and that
we may freely repair to its common usage as we struggle to build this
Movementwhile we yet have the spare time on our hands to do so...

[Vol XI, #4 — April, 1982]
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The Three R's
No matter how one cuts it, there are but three steps which must be

followed toward revolution — successful revolution. These are
RESIST, REVOLT and RULE. In the first, one finds oneself
disillusioned, alienated; then becomingmore aware and intelligent of
his circumstances, he enters the Movement and perhaps becomes
further alienated, but — if he has the stuff within him — he becomes
hardened and agile; he gains instinct; and he begins the course of
"educate, agitate and organize." In the second step he has learned that
he must strike quickly, hard, and decisively; he takes care to see that
there can be no turning back. Compromise has long since been
discarded; he has in the forefront of his thoughts the awareness that
only the most determined and the most radical can hope to master the
situation ultimately. In the final step, he harbors no regrets; he puts an
end to his opposition;he sees that the drastic measures called for will,
for a time, result in a more simplistic society but one vastly more just
and healthy than before; he joyfully accepts the task as he establishes
the New Order.

White Men will never rule their own lives and destinies again
without a successful revolt, and no revolt can materialize without the
intensive period of resistance — the basic preparatory stage of the
Revolutionary Movement's development. Attempting to revolt now
would be suicidal while attempting to "rule" at present through
"compromise" by trying to win a local election is rather a whimsical
dream. We must first successfully RESIST, which entails pulling
ourselves together,getting up on our feet, and ceasing to roll with the
blows. Itmeans having enoughorganization to be able to call a number
of shots — felt directly on a national, if not worldwide, scale — on our
own. It means mounting a series of National Socialist — or White -
VICTORIES. It amounts to a coming of age and becoming truly THE
Movement to do THE job.

The trick or the key to this is nothing so new. Off and on in the
recent past we've seen it almost done by one or another Movement
grouping or leader. But what has been missing and what now must be
fulfilled is a Movement functioning and acting in UNISON,
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maintaining, increasing, bringing into focus, and bearing its FULL
STRENGTH as it is called for. A team, a network, a syndicate, an
effective political entity.

To become functional and effective is the phase we must achieve.
There are no others. Never have I been a user of Commander
Rockwell's "Four Phases" because I am sure that the concept became
obsolete soon after his death. I would rather give it a decent burial as
a good idea that might have worked in its time instead of going on like
others abusing it as a double-talk term, as an excuse for introversion
andwheel—spinning. The fakers are stuck in "Phase Two" — rightwhere
CommanderRockwell died — and there they shall always remain. The
NSLF will not subscribe to outdated strategy. Rather, we must come
to realize that the only correct strategy is that which is dictated to us
by reality. It may sound easy but the proviso is: Have we got the will,
determination, and the COURAGE to selflessly follow these
sometimes harsh dictates?

[VOL XI, #5 — May, 1982]

Forces To Be Unleashed
The masses, or the "mass" as a whole, can only be looked upon as

a coward. They say a brave man dies but one deathwhereas the coward
dies a thousand times inside. Within these millions upon millions of
pieces of bio—mass there exists the kind of alienation, resentment, fear,
frustration,and burning hate — all largelyundefined— that is so terrible
and potentially explosive that its full power can only be guessed at. So
far the trigger, or fuse, hasn't been found. Bleeding and pounding by
the System isn't going to do it. They just roll over like a spaniel when
kicked and crawl back for more. So far the Jews have succeeded in
pulling out all stops at getting and keeping the masses docile and
distracted, pampered and entertained to the pointwhere no reason and
nothing reasonable can get through to them. That's where the answer
must lie hidden.

Somethingunreasonable. Something that doesn’t even make sense.
Something they can neither anticipate nor cope with afterward.
Tommasi was among many revolutionists who knew that if a
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revolutionwere ever sparked in this country, it would be done by one,
lone incident that had all the dimensions necessary to catch fire and
spread in all directions at once. It is the missing factor. It is why the
times we are living in are the roughest because nothing, that is nothing
dramatic andwidespread, is happening that is truly revolutionary.

This also means that the greatest heroes and heroines of all are
those who have in recent times sacrificed in an attempt, and those in
the near future who will sacrifice and succeed in the task, of blowing
the bottom out of the situation — thus allowing new moves to be made
free from interferenceby the paid forces of an intact Big Brother Pig
System. That moment, when it comes, will be the pivot-point in affairs
— when BigBrother's hand is reduced and ours increases until it is the
only one. The temperingwe have undergonewill pay huge dividends
whenBigBrother'smoneypower is broken and the criteria for mastery
becomes the greatest degree of awareness, discipline, and ruthlessness
in the hands of thosewith the greatest drive and will to power. In this
we are not alone. We'd just better see to it that it spells US when the
time comes.

W01. X, #4 - April, 1981]

PrioritiesNow, Perfection Later
One of Commander Rockwell's best, most loyal fighters and

administrators, Robert Lloyd, once gave me one of the essences of the
nature of the present struggle we are involved in when he stated that
none of us — not even the best among us — are anything close to the
Ideal which we are all fighting for. This was a simple, non-emotional,
uncomplicated clarification of the plain reality of the situation, all
wishful thinking aside.

To go further, even in Germanyduring the time of the N.S.D.A.P.,
the Ideal that was sought after was perhaps centuries away and, to be
sure, the human stock in America today comes closer to what the
Germans of the Thirties and Forties referred to as ”untermensch.”
Take a look at the armies of mouth—breathing knuckle-draggers on
these streets and realize that they are what pass as "White"!
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It will of course require centuries of the most careful up—breeding
to reverse the dangerous and alarming mess we have before us today.
That can only be accomplished by the most stringentmeasures on the
part of the highest governmental authority and that, in itself, implies
directly a total revolutionvictorious in our favor. In the meantimewe'll
do well to guard our own bloodlines and to multiply and perpetuate
ourselves and our belief in the best kind of quality as conditions and
circumstances allow.

But it has always seemed to me ironical that this avowedly "racist"
Movementhas placed the attitude and behavior of its adherents above
the genetic quality of same. As the old rationale of the Seventies ran,
"So what if he's a Jew? He's the best leader we have right now," —

meaning that he spouted the right line and went out and got the
sensational headlines. But if a man was WHITE and adopted a totally
unfamiliar and un—funky,REVOLUTIONARY line and strategy — and
regardless whether he made hot headlines of his own — then these
others would curse him into the ground.

80 it goes today with the majority of those of our comrades who
have been jailed by the System for having actually gone on the attack
rather than just sit back. To me the reasoning— or lack of it — behind
this attitude is unfathomable! What do these do—nothings expect? Do
they expect some "Silent Majority" type, all squeaky clean in his
lifestyle, background, and personal appearance to step out of the
endless, nondescript line he stands in and pull the trigger? In these
earliest, most desperate stages, do they expect the targets, the actual
victims, to be a revolutionary theoretician's dream? What the hell do
they want? It would appear that they want perfection going in. Or else,
if not, that they use this claim to hide what they REALLY want:
Nothing to rock the boat and possibly enrage BigBrother into coming
downwith both feet and ruining everybody's "fun."

Lenin said that you can't make an omelet without breaking eggs.
And one Black saying of the Sixties was that you have to use what
you've got in order to get what you need (or want). We'll never get to
that point where we can begin breeding Supermen ifwe can't get our
values and priorities squared away today. Trotsky said that, as
revolutionaries, our only compulsion is circumstances (not wishful
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thinking)! It means that we have to do whatwe have to do and by any
means necessary.

Lenin, Trotsky, and the swarming army ofBlacks in the Sixties are
the farthest cry from what we believe in BUT THEY HAVE BEEN
INFINITELY MORE SUCCESSFUL THAN WE in getting what
they are after! That is very simply because they accepted the truth that
the end does after all justify the means.

Let us drop the dreaming, the faking, and the immature unreality,
and recruit an army of the worst — if need be — in order to smash the

» Beast System and make way for the Ideal to dominate the planet and
the universe ten thousand years from now. For our part, we will
welcome and honor as COMRADESanyWhite, bar none, whowishes
to join with us in the struggle. ANY action taken against the Enemy,
no holds barred, is a heroic deed. For our part, we will tolerate no
divisivemoralism to hamstring our efforts.

[VOL XIII, #10 ~ Oct., 1984]

State Of Emergency
Are you among the conventionalsurvivalistswith a few guns, a few

rounds ofammunition,some medical supplies, maybe a CB. radio, and
enough food and water for anywhere from two days to two years
stored away? Are you one of the ruggedly individualistic types who, as
long as he owns his firearms, swears by God that this is a free land and
he is a free man? Or are you one of those intrepid ones who says he'll
"shoot the first nigger" that comes rampaging up onto his front porch?
In other words, do you count yourselfamong those rednecks who are
smug in their sense ofRight Wing—style "readiness"? If so, you can stop
reading right here.

Years ago I wrote, after headlines appeared about the discovery of
Wesley Swift's hideout and arsenal (that included everything from
automaticweapons to armored vehicles), that if Swift -— who died in
the late Sixties — could have foreseen the day when, after his death, all
his extensive preparationswere unearthed and capturedby the System,
without a fight, that surely he would have viewed it as the end of all
hope of resistance. He had expected a full—blown invasion of the
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United States by Russian and Chinese troops and I know of no group
or individual who was as well—prepared for the worst of emergencies
as was Dr. Wesley Swift. The "emergency" never came. Swift died a
natural death and the government scooped up his vast arsenal.

Even CommanderRockwell was POSITIVE that the Blacks were
going to go on an all-out rampage before the decade of the Sixties was
out and touch off the race war that so many talked about in those days.
(In 1967, the year of his death, he had begun to organize what he called
the "White Guard" on a quicker, more informal basis than the Storm
Troopers, so sure was he that hell would break loose that very year.)
But a massive welfare pay—off, a general caving—in ofWhite resistance,
and perhaps even a shift in Enemy strategy kept the conflict from
coming out into the open.

It was just about two years ago that a number of otherwise
respectable and credible Right Wing groupswere issuing super-serious,
straight—faced accounts ofhow, in the summerof 1983, Ronald Reagan
would die in office, the economy would fall right through the bottom
and coloreds everywhere would go berserk. This was the prediction
from the "experts” who were, thereby, unfortunately placing their
reputations on the line.

I recall at about the same time one particularly provocative and
sensational sheet released — not by what I wouldwant to call "kooks"
but by major Movement standard bearers — to the effect that in the
upcoming weeks the Anti—Christ himself would seize all television
networks (and automatically turn on all TV sets that might be off at
that time) andmesmerize any and all whose glance was caught! Thank
God the Movementhas a shorter—than—hellmemory span” Otherwise,
that one would be impossible to live down.

Through no fault of his own, Commander Rockwell's "The Jews
Are Through in '72" never materialized and 1972 came and went
uneventfully. Black riots slowed and practically ceased. The economy
certainly worsened but did not collapse. The government, the society
and the country itself is becomingmore and more like one big, giant,
pulsating blob of a stinking, noxious Jew. The next major landmark in
time — 1984 — is behind us. And I'm betting strong that one of the
favorites of the fakers — 1988 — will come and go likewise and hardly
even be noticed. I wasn’t long in figuring out that it really meant
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sticking your neck way out to venture to put a date on practically
anything of a social or historic nature. It's gambling of the worst sort
unless you yourselfhave themeans at hand to force the issue according
to your own timetable.

It is simply that there has never before existed a more
CONTROLLED environment than the one in which we exist today.
Things don't just "happen" anymore. If they don't come off Big
Brother's drawing board, then they're not "sanctioned" and most of
the time don't take place at all or, if they do, they're of a nature hardly
worthy of note. Big Brother is in CONTROL. This plus the fact that
the population DOESN'T GIVE A DAMN. Things are slipping
constantly, gradually, but no significant upsets are being allowed that
might either alarm the populace or provide the revolutionists an
opening to take advantage of. I don't expect it to change unless
SOMEONE CHANGES IT!

In fact as well as in theory, we are in the period of "Beyond
Nineteen Eighty—Four"! From here on out we can forget about even
George Orwell. Of course, the astute have been aware all along that
"1984" had comeinto effect long before if ever arrived on the calendar.
And I, for one, about a decade ago abandoned the "emergency" school
of thought. That is, betting in favor of and preparing for somethingof
a very sudden and fixed nature to occur to transform the situation;
somethingwhich has to be braced for, weathered in a comparatively
short — if harsh — period; and then to be emerged from on the "dawn
of a new day." (I do favor full preparation for a "lights out" type
emergency, but that would probably be of a rather long duration and,
again, short-term thinking is useless.)

The whole thought was false all along but, up until perhaps this
decade, the majority could have claimed ignorance. I began to sense
the true nature of the situation, as I said, about ten years ago mainly
because of experience born of intense involvement in revolutionary
activity and thought. But for the rest, the object lessons are all there
now. Many can't grasp it, no one really wants to realize such a fact, but
there are also plenty who refuse to be parted from their fun and games
(like children, they expect andwant it all now). Whatwe face is not an
emergency, nothing of a romantic or extraordinary nature but, rather,
an indefinite period of what Warren G. Harding would term
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”normalcy." (I know that taken individually or collectively the
manifestations of contemporary "society" are anything but "normal"
to us but, as far as great numbers and great periods of time are
concerned, they are quite normal indeed.)

Therefore WE are the abnormal and the out-of—place. We have
always been such, except that until now most have figured that "Der
Tag" was just around the cornerwhich would turn things topsy—turvy
in our favor. That is not about to happen.What it means for each of
us is this: As long as there was a hope, real or imagined, of a sudden
change in the basic course of things, then we could almost afford to
hide behind our "unreal" attitude and approach to the situation with a
"You'll see!" thought guiding us. Presently it has to be clear to all that
nothing of the sort is going to be ALLOWED to happen and events
are going to maintain a strictly business—as—usualcomplexion for the
foreseeable future. And it is impossible to hide behind an abnormal
strategy for very long in a stolidly normal environment,where nothing
out of the ordinary is PERMITTED to happen.

It shouldbe added right away that those who do continue to go on
in the manner of the past do so as utter and complete fools.

Are you going to go on kidding yourself? Telling yourselfthat you'll
be ready for it when "it" comes? If you're a reactionary and a Right
Wing type, then it may well require a sudden emergency to get you off
your ass. But if you are a revolutionary, then, for you, ”it" is here right
now, and always has been here, right around you. Youwere born into
it and, unless you kill it, it is going to kill you.

Having nothing initially to do with the name of this publication,
whatwe have to adapt to is not a sudden emergency and then back to
normal but, instead, a state of SIEGE. The system WILL fall one day.
Butwhen? Certainly no time soon? I've said often in the past that the
winner of this race, this "Deathwatch 2000," will be the one who
finishes LAST. So it is up to each of us, individually, to see to it that
we out—last the System. And you don't accomplish this by merely
stockpiling anything (unless you are prepared to become a hermit for
the next 50 years or so). Youmilitary buffs should already know that a
static defense went out with the Nineteenth Century, and that now it
is all up to the fast and the resourceful.
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What must our definition of victory now become? To have
survived another day, another year. To exist in and amongst the
System... but not as a consumer, not as a statistic or as a Victim. To
exist decently and, to be sure, to "keep the wolves away from the
door.” If you're living smart, as you should be, you've already
eliminated coloreds and criminals from your uppermost list and have
gotten down to the very basics of defending against the real Enemy:
The capitalist foreclosers. The old Right Wing types will know how to
deal with a violent, one—on—one situation, but how about the ever—

encroaching System? Here is where you have to become SMART!
CommanderRockwell said that the purpose of life was to struggle

as hard as you can for what you believe in and to enjoy the fight. You
cannot fight to your fullest potential for what you believe in while
being a full—time slave helping to bolster the Pig economy. And you
certainly can't enjoy your fight existing under unrelenting social and
economic pressure. The herds and armies of zombie-ized clones out
there cannot or will not see that there IS an alternative. The
revolutionary will ALWAYS find or make his own alternative. It is
being done. And in this lies not only the definition of short term
victory but the PROMISE of ultimate victory one day. We will LIVE.
We will out—live the System. And, shouldwe individually not make it
all the way, then we will not have been cheated for we will have had
our share.

Living within theBeast System as a revolutionary, day—to—day,is the
REAL emergency and it calls for emergency measures to be taken on
a ROUTINE BASIS. To be able to exist thus is the victory!

[Vol XIV, #1 —]an., 1985]

Linkage
Here's another new word to add to your vocabulary: Linkage. It

used to be somethingknown primarily to mechanics but, as of earlier
this year, it could also be in your future. This one may replace
"entrapment" as the latest dirty trick of the System designed to deflate
any potential the Movementmay have before it can get off the ground.
It's a quasi-legal take—offon "guilt by association" which, even ten years
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ago, would never have held water except that, now, the source from
which the juries and grand juries are drawn is sufficiently conditioned
that they'll indict or convict on cue from the System.

This arose out of the serious scare given to the System by one
splinter of the Movement calling itself The Order. The System —— so
surprised and enraged that there is fight left anywhere — sought to tie
in (or "link") as many other Movement facets as they thought they
could in order to, if not wipe them out totally, at least pin them down
in a defensive legal jungle wherein they either retain expensive counsel
or lose by default. Some top Movement people were literally on the
run and otherswere sweating blood a fewmonths ago because of it.

So be reminded: The bastards WON'T QUIT! You must —— if you
ever run seriously afoul of the System to where they can lay a legalistic
finger on you — either disappear totally or confront them totally. No
use playing.

Around here we didn't worry so much about it (the Sedition trial
investigations). Though we had about as much to do with The Order
as did those who were being officially harassed (that is, practically
nothing at all), our sympathies and our support for The Order ran the
same as the others as well (that is, one hundred percent — as witnessed
by those issues of SIEGE released at that time). Help for members of
The Order? We were also in a position to lend about as much tangible
support for those men as were the rest: Zero. Again, the main
difference was, we felt (correctly as it turned out) we were in fact
untouchable in the newest System craze of "Linkage."

Until things take a very radical turn, I'll stand firm on one thing I've
always said regarding System persecution: I‘ve never yet seen smoke
where there has not been some actual fire. The System cannot yet
INVENT its cases out of thin air. They can ORCHESTRATE them
but that requires yourwilling participation. Theymust have something
to go on — however shaky — and they can only get that through their
own agents or through YOU. In the case involving The Order, their
primemovewas based upon one of the annualgatherings held by the
Aryan Nations group of Idaho, from out of which came the majority
(if not all) of the members of The Order. Those who attended that
latest gathering before The Order took their course of action were
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wide open and subject to this latest ”Linkage" ploy to shut us down.
Simply, if you were there, you must be involved.

Long before any of this was ever dreamt of, I ceased attending
Movement gatherings. In complete candor, I did so because I dislike

re-runs, especially when they entail traveling long distances and
shelling out cash, so drastically scarce. Frankly, I can't afford the
journey plus I doubt there's anything I could add that they haven't
already heard and vice—versa.The only thing that might have come out
of such an expensive trip would have been my own name on a federal
subpoena. And that I can really well livewithout.

No. Those few men calling themselves The Order said more in a
month of furious action than the rest of us have said in twenty years.
And of what significance to them at that point in time were federal

subpoenas and the like? I don't mind paying the price but, by God, I
demand the price be worth paying!

Even before I stopped traveling around to Movement functions, I
had become disinterested in such measly and bothersome things as
"memberships," etc. This really caused much anxiety among the faker-
figureheads I’ve acted as general secretary for in the past. As
Commander Rockwell said in the Sixties, there is but ONE
membership, known loosely as ”the Movement" — which is bledwhite
and thoroughly confused and dissipated by dozens and dozens of
useless, crappy fronts. In order to squeeze a tiny portion of the general
pool ofmoney held by this common membership, one is required to
INVEST comparatively huge sums in becoming a professionalmail-
order con artist and, in the case of "Nazi" types, to engage in silly

looking and potentially disastrous stunts for the press (which are then
fed back to the membership to jack-off their emotions and draw off a
little more money).

That's Right Wingism but it's not revolution. And I got tired of it.
[Vol XIV, #7 -]uly, 1985]

Probability
At this stage of things, kidding ourselves would probably prove

fatal, sooner or later. I urge against taking it on the chin or "leading
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with the chin," as there are violent, revolutionary types out there
aplenty to get things kicked off good and proper. Blacks, every shade
of color in between, not to mention fanatic Reds, etc., plus nuts and
more nuts. Add to this the slowly but steadily deteriorating conditions
in the country, economic and otherwise, and you have a cake baking
in the oven. You don't want your cake to fall and you certainly don't
want to get yourself burnt. Instead, you want to be around for the
ICING — and most definitely the EATING — of the cake! (Meaning
the final seizure of power and exercising of same.)

Most communist outfits share so much in common with the
Democratic Party platform that they'd be stupid to start any general
disorder, and they know it. Only the extreme Left can be looked to for
hope in this area. Black and colored nationalists as well. The cities,
where these types reign supreme anyway, will always be the first to
erupt when it's time for things to jump off. As far as the ”first wave"
up against the System's Pigs is concerned, I'd much rather it be them
instead of us. They're primed and "psyched up" for it already, armed
to the very teeth, and suffer no shortage of expendable manpower.
And any blame would be leveled towards them in the event of a
miscarriage. Wish them well.

Recall the cornerstone of the US. Nazi Movement's "grand
strategy" of the Sixties? Rings crazy as hell today in light of
developments over the past ten or fifteen years. It involved depending
upon and even HELPING the Pigs against the urban revolutionaries”
We'd be absolute idiots to attack the Pigs ourselves in any attempt to
initiate somethingof the nature of a general rebellion.

I cannot urge strongly enough: Stay out of their way; deprive them
completely of any excuse to come after you. This does not mean stay
legal. It means stay sane and rational. And stay alive and at full liberty,
because dead or locked up you're no good to yourselfor the revolution.
Let the revolutionary mobs — over whomwe have no control and who
would also kill us — take the brunt of the first, strongest System
counter—attacks, and let these same numberless mobs in the cities chew
the hell out of the System's hired elite. It couldn't happen to a sweeter
bunch.

There'll probably be more than one revolution, back-to—back. The
Reds and the Blacks, because this is what they've preached and
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prepared for all along, can be expected to lead the way. In the opening
days and weeks of this phase, we can watch how the System is going
to react, and howwell it reacts. For us to attempt the same thing in the
middle of an atmosphere of order would be outright suicide. Once
there exists an air of disorder, the cards will be more in our favor. And
we'll be dealing in the smaller cities and towns, the countryside, where
it might be possible to take things without the massive death and
destruction that will occur in the major cities. Ultimatums, backed up
by very real force, handed to local governments once they've learned
what happens to their big city brethren, might just workwonders.

Only after the System is BROKEN and DISCREDITED will there
come a hope ofmobilizing the masses ofWhites to tackle the job of
winning what will soon enough assume the characteristics of a civil
war.

Until then, for the present, give the Pigs nothing to do regarding
ourselves but sit and get edgy. Once the shooting starts, keep out of
theway of the mobs because they only perceive us as friends and allies
of the Capitalists and the System. In the opening phases of any
revolution, if the Red mobs don't get you, the Pigs will. Let them
instead kill one another. Developmentswill progress rapidly once all
central power is gone and people realize they have nothing to lose
anymore.

[VOL XIV, #9 _ Sept, 1985]

Terrorism Redefined
Do we still happily accede to wearing just any favorite smear term

the Jew System and its media chooses to hang on us (like the way
CommanderRockwell did with adopting their term "Nazi")? Or do we
draw a line at how far we'll allow these misnomers to go? Of course,
to them, it doesn't matter and neither does it matter to the sheepish
masses of goyirn what they call us or how we are thought of. But it
does matter to us the way we view ourselves and the nature of our
struggle. We should not considerourselves "terrorists" (any more than
we should consider ourselves "racists" even though we acceptBOTH
as facts of life), nor should we take it lightly when members of the
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Right —who shouldknowbetter —— refer to us as such. We need to keep
our definitions straight.

Who is a terrorist? When considering the hundreds of thousandsof
elderly Whites who are frightened to death inside and outside their
homes on an unending basis because the System coddles and protects
the criminal element officially, is that not terrorism? Brainwash and
taste—making aside,when any individual knows clearlyin his or her own
mind that to buck the Jewish-liberal inspired consensus on everything
from race to sex habits will lead to public ostracism and loss of
employment, if not outright legal prosecution, is that not terrorism?
Kids brutalized and intimidated on a daily basis, year in and year out,
because of savages they are forced into school buildings with because
of government policy — is that not terrorism? Millions of White
workers struggling against losing odds with taxes and inflation, facing
loss of homes and all forms of security, oftentimeswonderingwhere
food is going to come from or where the winter heat will come from
because of the official Jewish—Capitalist economy and the Mafia—style
InternalRevenue Service — is this not terrorism? Yes, itmost definitely
IS terrorism and on a monumental scale! Worse than that, it is
terrorismwithout the guts to present itself as such.

But just as Adolf Hitler pointed out regarding the Jewish use of the
"Big Lie" technique, if you do it big enough, no one will recognize it
forwhat it actually is. A case of the kettle calling the pot black. Because
it is the System which owns and controls themedia, none of the above-
outlined horrors are described as what they in reality are. But let one
individual or a small group of individuals dare to strike back! That, to
the controlledmedia and softened brains of the masses, is terrorism!
That gets the dirty namebecause it is small—scale and direct. It is a game
and the game is a farce! We can expect no better from them but we
must get it straight in our own minds if this struggle is to succeed.

Most of this country's Founding Fathers believed that the rights of
the White Men who built the country would be guaranteed by the
”petition” and "redress" clauses written into the Constitution. But
other men, like Thomas Jefferson, didn't think so. Neither did
Benjamin Franklin who accurately predicted just what shape this
countrywould be in by the time of its Bi—Centennial with the Jews in
the counting houses and theWhites toiling away like slaves.And with
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a sold—out government flying directly in the faces of the interests and
the will of the majority, it is tyranny which rules this land today and
nothing more or less. It is an alien tyranny and a Big Brother "1984"-
style tyranny because we don't even enjoy the dubious pleasure of
knowing or being able to SEE our tyrant. But one thing is known: He
is not White. It is a tyranny hiding under a cloak of "democracy," a
clever disguise which prevents any blame from being placed on and
which allows the monster to perpetuate itself through chicanery
referred to as the "two—party system." It is true that the removalof one
or a dozengoyish front menwill not alter or remedy the situation. Only
a TOTAL REVOLUTION can change it. But there must be a
beginning, that first step in the thousand—mile journey. And the first
steps are always the hardest.

When speaking of terrorism a line must be drawn between two
types of terrorism: Selective and indiscriminate. Some members of the
Movement howl and complain over "System persecution." True, this
is an example of selective terrorism (because, I assure you, facing the
System's prisons can be a terrifying prospect) but as Hitler said, unless
one picks up the daily Jewish press and sees himself slandered and
vilified therein, he simply hadwasted the previous day. Comrades, you
must expect that the System will attack but, when it does, for God's
sake, let it be FOR SOMETHING!!! No more damnable, pitiable
frame-ups! Bring the attack to the Enemy”

With regard to indiscriminate terrorism, the only difference
between the prevailing conditions I outlined earlier in this segment
and, for example, a Black massacre of aWhite settlement, is the degree
of subtlety used and the time lapse. A Katanga savage with machete or
an IRS. agent in a gray flannel suit, take your pick. Your money or
your life. These methods are designed for three purposes: To cow a
population; to fleece a population; or to annihilate a population. Not
infrequently do all three happen, one after the other.

Terrorism is a two—way street for, as Hitler stated, the only answer
to terrorism is stronger terrorism. We do face a naked tyranny here in
the United States and it is employing terrorism to, first, wipe out the
Whites as a majority force and, ultimately, to wipe them out as a race
altogether. The System knows and we know that we are left no choice
whatsoever. It is fight or die. \Ve then are out to LIBERATE a nation
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from alien tyranny. It won't be easy. When lightning is striking, blows
are falling, history is turning and the stupid ones are groaning, "Oh,
isn't this violence awfuIPI," we say: "To HELL with such lily—liversll
They haven't seen anything yet."

[VOL X, #11 _ Nov., 1981]

Defining The Radical Extreme
The question of who, and which, is the farthest out? For what

reasons and towards what purpose? Among these types would be
included all of the pioneers, the groundbreakers, the innovators, the
outrageous, the unpopular, the unprofitable, the dangerous, the
controversial, the misunderstood, and those in advance of their times.
It's been said that the road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom,
that the only aberration is abstention. What all of this does on the
practical side amounts to the elimination of the surprise element,
minimizes the chance of disillusionment, builds confidence and self—

reliance, and helps gain for one the mastery of almost any situation. It
also rids us of the cowards and fakers, as well as opportunists, as they
can't use it or hide behind it.

We can tolerate being regarded as inhabiting the far reaches of the
outer limits if it means never being caught dragging behind anyone
else. It behooves us to smile at thosewho today disparage ourmessage
if by our so doing we are striking out on the course that they
themselves must one day follow. We would be fools and cowards to
Shirk the task and take for granted that someone else might take it up
in our stead. We have so little to lose at this point and so much to gain;
our prime enemies being stagnation, dogma, and muddle. It requires
some daring and imagination to become the vanguard of a movement,
and to remain so takes constant reappraisal and re-evaluation.

Had not Commander Rockwell taken the bull by the horns and
risked everything — his "good name" as a conservative — over twenty
years ago, where today would the Racialist Movement in the United
States be?Whatwas in 1960 the most dynamic and futuristic thinking,
today is shared by practically one and all. But it was only through the
supreme sacrifice of one manwhowas able to see farther than the rest
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in his own time. And still the situation demands more, far more. We
could easily have another twenty years of marching ahead of us but it
cannot be directionless marchingand it cannot be marching in circles.

People like to stay with what's comfortable, especially those with a
broad conservative streak in them. People dislike the shit—disturbers.
However, comfort and routine do not make revolution. Where once
Gus Hall was a firebrandwith the power to shock the pants off all of
us, today he is an old fogey. Seems as though all our REAL National
Socialist leaders die in battlebefore they get the chance to atrophy thus.
Maybe we are blessed in that manner. What we want — and what we
believe we have achieved — is to make NSLF synonymous with the
radical extreme, and when you seek to define the radical extreme, you
need only recite those four letters to have it completely summedup.

[Vol XI, #7 —]uly, 1982]

One Hell OfAn Article
In the October-November issue ofTHE NATIONAL SHERIFF

MAGAZINE there appears an article entitled, "Posse Comitatus:
Threat of the County—Based Criminal Militarists." The article is
remarkable not only because the entire front cover of that issue is
devoted to it, or because it is of exceptional length, or because it reads
like something from out of the "good old days of the Radical Right,"
but because it focuses attention onwhat has to be considereda genuine
ray of light on an otherwise dark and dreary scene. It was written by
one Phillip C. McGuire, who is the Assistant Director of Criminal
Enforcement for the BATF (the Federal Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms) and so we may accept this as top—of—the—run from the
System point of view.

Given within the article is the genesis of the Posse Comitatus,
including the names, dates and places relevant to its birth and
development. The blazing incident involving Gordon Kahl is given the
space and attention it is due. An explanation of what Posse Comitatus
means and stands for (which couldn't fail to appeal to the right kind of
person) is included. The Movement accusation against the Jews is

given. Familiar Movement groups and publications are listed in
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connection. An outstanding and highly technical listing of armament
recommended by the Posse Comitatus is recreated at length.

To properly appreciate the flavor of the article it is useful to quote
the final two paragraphs in their entirety.

"Based on the above information, it is apparent that certain
members of the PC pose a clear and dangerous threat to society. Their
reported philosophyof racism, anti—semitism, and their total disrespect
for non—elected law enforcement officers must be a major concern to
all law enforcement agencies. Care must be taken when confronting
these members to ensure that we do not look upon them as "JUST
ANOTHER TAX PROTESTER." They have proven that they will
injure and kill law enforcement officers in the furtherance of their
cause. Recall that between February 13, 1983, and June 3, 1983,
Gordon W. Kahl and other members of the North Dakota PC killed
three law enforcement officers and wounded an additional three
officers." ,

”If you have any questions concerning potential firearms and
explosives violations in your area or if you need assistance in
conducting firearms and explosives investigations against members of
these types of groups, please contact your nearest ATF office for
assistance. "

[Vol XII, #11 _ Nov., 1983]

l.R.S.
There's a special hatred and yes, fear, in my heart for the IRS.

(Internal Revenue Service). Their bloodsucking touched off a near—

calamity here two years ago. Starting at that time and increasingly ever
since, my wits in that area have pulled about even with the sharpness
of theirs and so a red—hot confrontationwith them is not in the offing.
Stave the System offwhere possible, rip it offwhere possible, attack it
where possible.

But this has not been the case with others — Gordon Kahl most
notably. And, according to the news on television the other night, it
was not the case with about eight hundred people last year alone. These
were reported as violent attacks or assaults against agents of the IRS
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As a result, the agents are now packing guns (that is if they weren't
before and as though they‘d need an excuse now). "Self—defense" itwas
referred to as on television. "Robbers" is a fitting term for them but
not even "vampire" approaches the depth of vileness and
contemptibility they maintain. Eight hundred people defended
themselves last year against what are now ARMED robbers and the
System was surprisedand maddenedwhen they didn't simply fork over
their earnings without a mutter of protest.

What maddens me is why — to date — not more DEATHS on the
side of the System?

The number eight hundred approximates the number ofMovement
hard-coremembers of about 15 years ago. And it takes a pretty hard—

core customer to buck up against those vampires in three—piece suits!
Who are these people? Where did these incidents take place? Are they
all in federal prison now? They are unknown, unnamed and most
certainly unorganized. Eight hundred is a number that can be seen as
large in some respects but small in others. But these eight hundred
skipped the preliminaries and came directly into conflict with the
Enemy itself. That is purely revolutionary, whether even they realized
it or not.

Anyway, it got on the news.
Let their numbers increase a hundred-fold and the revolutionwill

be won!
[VOL XIV, #7 _ July, 1985]

The Hell Of It Is
...that we ourselves aren't at all immune from the horrific things that

are in store for the future. If we were somehow isolated or insulated
from it then none of what is today bringing it on would bother or
concernus. If thatwas the case, I doubtwhetherwe'dbe in the struggle
at all. But this is not a laboratoryexperimentthatwe can shelve, lockup
and walk away from. This is a fight for survival and we are not immune
from the hell thatwe must strive to see gets broken loose. Any halfway
"normal" person might be expected to come up with a rejoinder like
this: "Why do we do it?"
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We do it because one thing is clear: The current deadlock must be
broken at all cost. It is frighteningly obvious that nothing positive can
be expected to happen with the way things are now. Therefore a
different atmospheremust be created in which some kind of positive
change can be effected. Again, the "normal" person might say that
there is already enough disorder, enough hell and chaos going on right
nowwithout adding more. What they don't see is that whatwe have in
this country is an "ordered disorder" which was made—to—orderby, and
for Big Brother. Don‘t you believe they could stop crime, subversion
and anarchy if they reallywanted to?

All the hell and disorder of the past, and the general crime wave
today is the greatest help to Big Brother, his System and his
Establishment. The Black riots gave the insurance companies carte
blanche to remove the gloves and start extorting small businessmen
and all the rest of us. The "limited anarchy" and the "limited
insurrection" of the Blacks and the Reds just gives Big Brother more
alibi to tighten the lid of the Electronic Surveillance Society, to
stampede legislation to disarm the populace. All the runaway non-
White crime merely gives cover and justification for the erection of a
police state, the reins of power firmly in the hands of the Jews. They
don't want it stamped out; they need it for the completion of their
plans.

What they fear most is total disorder which they can't control. That
which they can't monitor or control doesn't serve their interests. It's
been said thatwe don't want to rock the boat,wewant to sink it.' When
we succeed in blowing the bottom right out, we're going to have to
hurry topside, over the rail and swim for life, leaving the rats to drown
with the ship.

[Vol x, #4 - April, 1981]

Longest Sought After
A winning, successful course of action not dependent upon a

central organization or a major leader figure. Between alpha and
omega, not existing at extreme ends of the spectrum, will be found the
answer. What does amount to suicide is going straight from doing
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nothing to taking on the entire System in direct, violent confrontation.
There does not exist, and we cannot stand around and hope for, either
the organization or the leader to "tell us what to do." That outfit or
that man would be pounced upon and destroyed in an instant by the
System. We have to think for ourselves first, and then we can go on to
direct our own actions. The first step has got to be giving up all stupid
and false notions. Those who are basic cowards or who are otherwise
hopelessly inadequate to the task cannot and will not part with these
notions, ever. False ideas are any which stray from the ground zero
reality that all evil springs from the System; the System will never
correct itself; it will never permit anyone or anything to correct it; it
will never tolerate or allow the development of any true, alternate
system to compete legally against it; nothing of a positive or partial
nature can be accomplished while the System stands; those who
embark upon a course which runs contrary to that which the System
has determinedmust understand that they embark on a life and death
struggle. It is the one duty and one goal of the revolutionary to struggle
for the death of the System.

So much is bound up in just realizing the totality of the situation
that little else can be added to that except to say that once it' has been
comprehended, the person then at once begins to see everything, every
situation, in a different light. Things are clearer. The course of action
becomes obvious.

In the old revolutionary axiom, "Educate, Agitate and Organize,"
the term "education" is basic. Not the type of education as thought of
by reactionaries, but the kind of information which provides years of
revolutionary experience in a week or a month, without the necessity
of having to live it over painful, dangerous, useless decades such as we
have had to endure. To impart knowledge and expertise to our next
wave, our next generation, in precisely the same manner and for
precisely the same reasons as our former "institutes ofhigher learning"
used to teach their students: To build upon a solid foundation, to
increase the chances of and to hasten ever—greater achievements. It is
a science, not a diversion or a money—making racket.

The Movement has GOT TO STOP PEDDLING GARBAGE
and START INSTRUCTING IN REVOLUTION!
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Next, to agitate. The problem becomes more complex as it leads
out of the confines of home or hideaway and from the safety of the
typewriter and the postal service. You are not out to sell a product, a
gimmick or a certain approach. You are not out to re—fight the Civil or
the Second WorldWar. You are not out to blow minds. Neither are
you out to idly grumble or complain. You are out to CLARIFY, to
POLARIZE and to INTENSIFY that which faces all of us, everyday.
And it is to be directed, in every case, against the System itself, the
ultimate culprit, never toward simply Blacks or Jews or liberals or
anything else which skirts or evades the issue and which sounds like
(and IS) reactionary and for which not even a fool nowadays will

respond favorably or positively. A revolutionary comrade is one who
leads. You lead by taking people over barriers of time and
understanding toward ultimate confrontation with reality. And that
reality is the best, most irritative source of agitation possible. Such is
the rightness of our cause.

You do not "agitate" by placing yourself in the center of brawls.
Lesser still by aiding the System in making people despise you. You do
it anonymously, by making people know and hate the System.

Finally, to organize. That in which the Movement has consistently
failed the worst. An organization does not exist for its own sake.
Nothing ever starts out that way. The System, as have all such systems
in the past, is ending up that way. To promote the "club," the "leader,"
the "name," the "symbol" or the "approach" soon becomes everything.
ln—fighting takes over. Petty competitions take care of the rest.
Nothing is served. So it has always gone. To truly organize effectively
means having someplace to hide on the other side of the country,
anytime, for any reason. It means secrets being kept. It means material
help when it is needed. It means a unified line and a unified response
in the face of crises. Itmeans respect and cooperation.Itmeans loyalty.
It means to multiply ourselves in a coordinatedway to give the effect
of a giant, a unit.

Organization— as opposed to "organizations" — does not give the
effect of a lot of "duplicates" ignoring each other and getting into each
other'sway. It means to effect hands and feet, arms and legs, eyes and
ears everywhere, simultaneously. Acting in one common cause and one
common interest, in iron discipline, ultimately to lead to one organism
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with a common intelligence, instinct, voice, and, above all, a common
WILL!

How little does any of the above description resemble what has
passed heretofore as these very things: Education, Agitation and
Organization.

[Vol XIV, #11 - Nov. 1985]

Later On We'll Conspire
A comrade sent me a pamphlet issued by a bunch of idiots who

happen to be the proud owners of some professional printing
equipment andwho thereby imagine themselves qualified to speak on
the subject of revolution. In this pamphlet they darkly talk in grave
tones about "conspiratorial activity." At that point my suspicions of
them which I‘d had since the mid—70's were confirmed: They are
children playing with matches!

The term conspiracy in not now, and never has been, part of my
vocabulary. It is DANGEROUS! I should say UNNECESSARILY
DANGEROUS! For conspiracy means TALK and talk is counter-
revolutionary. Talk is what the System and its pimps LOVE most of
all. In case you didn't know it already, you can do big federal time for
merely "conspiring" to do something. You need not take any action,
only TALK about it to a circle of three or more (including yourself),
and THAT constitutes conspiracy! (And one of the favorites of the
System is to charge people with "conspiring to violate civil rights"
which sometimes doesn't even require the discussion of any action.)

But of course you figure that you are too careful for that, eh? You
think you know and can trust the people you deal with, right? Let me
quickly relate the story of how two brothers were framed by the feds
and who are now serving a six-year term for conspiracy. A hired pimp
was sent into their group in Columbus, Ohio, in 1977 to first gather
information and, later, to act as agent provocateur.He spent two years
building his credibility before he began to get a little bold with his
suggestions. It doesn't matter how "tight" your imagined security is if
it includes one professionalpimp. This agent kept bucking for some
kind of "action," something "solid" as a strike against forced bussing
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in Columbus. Finally he got around to the idea of bombing a school.
Then came the brothers' big mistake: They did not at that moment say
to the pimp, "Get thee behind me!." They listened, they discussed the
pros and cons. And later, in the federal courtroom after their arrests
by an army of FBI agents, they saw and heard themselves on wide—

screen motion picture "conspiring" with police agents to bomb a
school building! The all—White jury didn't take even thirty minutes to
return a verdict of "Guilty"!

Rockwell in 1965 conjured up that exact scene of one day having
to sit in a court of law and watch yourselfon film. Well, gang, "1984-"
arrived a long time ago. This Big Brother System is held in power
largely through pimps — both professionaland amateur. Actually it is a
pimp system, a whole society of loose-lipped blabbermouths! Law
enforcement would nearly shut down without its pimps, who are in
most cases not even "agents" in the true sense — just babbling idiots.

The professional, hired pimps are one thing. Loose talk and
stupidity are another. But they both lead to the same, disastrous result.
And they both are defeated the same way: Don't conspire; don't talk!
In effect it's only illegal to get caught, only illegal to trip up. You don't
NEED to ever enter into a conspiracy! You don't NEED to ever deal
with persons who might later let loose with fatal talk! We must have
acts of revolution, the sooner the better, the more the merrier. But
these are all of a nature that they can and MUST be carried out by
INDIVIDUALS and that removes all requirement for talk, the
possibility of "conspiracy" and the danger of a leak! The lone wolf
cannot be detected, cannot be prevented and seldom can be traced.

For his choice of targets he needs little more than the daily
newspaper for suggestions and tips galore. But it is necessary that
NSLF begin again its program of systematic infiltration of the Reds,
the unions, local Democrat and Republican cells, etc. (even the local
NAACP... you need not be colored to join). We do have need of
privileged information and will have greater need in the future. For his
training the lone wolf needs only the US. military or any one of a
hundred good manuals readily available through radical booksellers.
Equipment is still easily available (and I caution against possessing
illegalweapons as they aren't necessary) and even though the System
may be expected to enact more anti-gun laws, this will only serve to
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stimulate and ever-growing black market for armaments (thus
producing an ever greater pool of human resources for us to recruit
from). His greatest concernmust be to pick his target well so that his
act may speak so clearly for itself that no member ofWhite America
can mistake its message.

If you can't do it, leave it alone. Forget it! Don't try and talk
someone else into doing it and ESPECIALLY don't hear of anyone
else trying to talk YOU into anything. Don't talk, period! However it
can't hurt to begin now to learn, to train and to have materials ready.

[Vol. IX, #5 — Sept, 1980]

On The Way Into Poland In 1 939
...or more accurately, on the way back into the Polish—occupied

German territory at the outset of WorldWar Two, Adolf Hitler told
his troops, "Close your hearts to pity." A strange thing for a Nazi to
be telling other Nazis. After all, that is supposed to be a foregone
conclusion ifwe have been taught right. Didn't Hitler start thewar for
the pure fun and brutality of it? We know otherwise but there is still a
subtle message in what Hitler told his men in 1939. In spite ofPolish
occupation of German territories since 1918 and in spite of some of
theworst outrages done against the German inhabitantsby some over—

zealous Poles, Hitler knew he had to spell out plainly to his menwhat
the mission was if itwas going to be done right. It is part of theWhite
Man's makeup to forget, to know pity... it is found in no other race.
And this trait has cost us plenty over the centuries because we have let
so many enemies get away.

As we all too painfully know, THAT was the prime reason for the
loss of WorldWar Two: Hitler was not the bad guy he is made out to
be. Had he been, the British Army at Dunkirk would have been
annihilated; every Jew in Europe WOULD have been killed; and
idealism would not have been so high as to prevent the immediate use
of millions of Russians and Ukrainians in the fight against Marxist-
Leninism. But in a lot of respects, those German soldiers crashing their
way back into their lost provinces had it a lot easier than we shall in
closing our hearts to pity, for when an enemy is shooting at you, the
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instinct is to shoot back. And in the case of a war between European
States, once the issue was settled on the field of honor, life could go
on as before... not so at all for the United States in the civil war that is
comingup.

One well—known Right Wing leader has already said that we must
not neglect to assemble our own "lists" of enemy operatives and
sympathizers in our own locales for quick reference later on. His

argument—— and he is correct— is that you know damnedgood andwell
that they certainly have us on their lists, in triplicate! On the surface
this isn't a bad idea but I know how lazy the Movement is.

It is by no means wishful thinking for me to draw you this picture:
Notmany months ago I had regular occasion to screen people in their
homes in the line ofwork. Conversationinvariably drifted to the topic
of the neighborhood. More than once I found myself standing in
windows or yards being given a visual guided tour of where the race—

mixers lived. At those times I could visualize myself in the same
circumstances only this time in official capacity as a "Revolutionary
Clean—UpMan." And THAT is part of how the civil war is going to
shape up. .

The real White Americans who are left (and there are many) HATE
the very sight of race-mixing even though they scarcely understand the
larger, genetic meaningof it. They HATE those of their own race who
are involved in it. Don't you think they'd LOVE to come to us later
on, after this existing race—mixing System has been smashed down by
revolution, and "finger" every single race—mixer known to them,
knowing fast action on our part will follow instantaneously? This sort
of renders the need for "lists" unnecessary. As far as the System's
kingpins are concerned, everybody knows who they are. As far as the
System Sucks are concerned,we here know ours by heart very well and
you can and should be the same in your area.

The truth is that assembling and keeping these so—called "hit lists"
for us at this time is a DANGER. Looks bad as hell in case of a raid
and it is UNNECESSARY. Actual System bureaucrats will get it during
the full—phasecourse of the revolution as we go about the real business
of smashing the power of the System.

The larger "clean-up" phase during and after the civil war, which
even then will be raging, is a differentmatter. As most of you have
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long ago noticed, a lot of the most rabid, sneering miscegenators are
blond, blue-eyed doll babies. Ifyou can't close your heart to pity, if you
couldn't blast the head off of one or a thousand of these types, then
you had better bow out right now.

War is war and it is something highly impersonal. But White
renegades, be they government officials or plain bleeding hearts, are
anothermatter. We must swear an oath to ourselves now — while we're
down, while things are tough, while the Enemy is in full power, while
the Vile race-mixers dailypromenade openly in public protected by this
evil System, nowwhile it is easy to HATE — that for the United States
there will be no need for concentration camps of any kind, for not a
single transgressorwill survive long enough to make it to that kind of
haven.

[Vol IX, #6 - Oct, 1980]

Helter Skelter Is Coming Down
But while membership and support for the traditional Movement

has just about died, look what has been born in just the past year or
so! To call it the "Movement" or to call it the "Right" would be a bad
misnomer. From the forces favoring Life itself there has begun an
assault, not just in the United States but in Europe as well. Not more
parliamentary garbage which plays by Master's rules but armed assault!
A few of the more aspiring attempts were frustrated but, as we have
said, only because they were first, infant steps. Others will follow and
will succeed. Those which have been the most uniformly successful
have been the one—on—one, gut, animal—level encounters. Encounters
one might well, only a few years ago, have ascribed as peculiar to the
jungle.

The System's "Justice Department" announced that it has fourteen
majorUS. metropolitanareas under surveillance bywhat is referred to
as a "CommunityRelations Service." It means that one, at least, of the
milestones we set for the scenario immediately preceding a revolution
has arrived: When the System can no longer pay billions in tribute to
themillions of savages in its cities, thenwemight look for some action.
Themeans by which the System hopes to prevent this from happening
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lies in their trying to "re—direct" violence or, in otherwords, defuse the
bomb. The main weapon they have to do this with is the infiltrationof
both sides of the radical sphere. Black and White, and using the
infiltrators to screw things up. Is this not what we have been reading
about so often lately? But problem upon problem will compound for
theBigBrother System and the time will soon come when, first, he has
trouble paying enough pimps to keep the revolutionary movement
from climbing to its feet and, second, the time is going to come when
few individuals willwant to take that kind of chance — for any money
— once infiltrators start being killed as soon as they are uncovered. The
elements, already in motion and proceeding at the same pace along
routes destined to converge at some future date, will come together
suddenly.

This year it was reported in the System's media that 1980 saw no
fewer than nine major riots in large US. cities. But during 1980 I recall
only one riot — Miami — reported as such by the media. Sometimes it's
difficult to tell exactly how far along things actually are at any given
moment because of the controlledmedia. BigBrother will never allow
Dan Rather to report that he is hanging on the ropes by his eyelids.
Look at the situation in Britain. When that occurs on a comparative
scale here it will mean the END OF THE SYSTEM! Media reports
indicatedonly weeks ago that a damwas blown in Newjersey (already
in critical shape for usable water) and resulted in the System's puppet—
in-charge declaring a state of emergency. The balance the System
maintains today is incredibly delicate and highly vulnerable to attack by
just individuals. It isn't a case of kill or be killed, instead it is a matter
of killing in preference to allowing Death to win by default.

I believe that through past experience, by weighing in cause and
effect, and by taking these incidents that have occurred over
approximately the past year, we can estimate closely the time—table for
the destruction of the System. The weakening of society, the increase
in the number of those fighting for their lifewho step outside Master's
rules, what the Blacks can be expected to do, almost universal apathy
all the way to hostility toward the System among the masses, etc., will
increase until the currentbalance becomes absolutely untenable. That's
when all bets will be canceled, the gloves will come off and Helter
Skelter will commence. Those already dead in the Jews' money, and
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especially those now exercising power through the Jews' money, will
fall like flies when, first, the System can no longer maintain artificially
— as it now does — the hellish, unnatural life—support of themegalopoli
which contain the bulk of the genetic morass and the clonish, zombie-
like lost "Whites," and, second, with the money—weapon having
evaporatedinto thin air from their hands, the sold—out politicians and
pigs become fair game for a population bent on bloodglut.

Those who own the show today will go to their reward wondering
why and how this could happen to them, how the tables could have
turned so fast. The beginning is HERE and few recognize it. The end
will be even more unexpected.

[Vol X, #8 - Aug, 1981]

Marked And Unmarked
It is well to follow earlier segments with a word on how a truly

revolutionary organization must be structured in order to be effective.
Those of us having in our innocent youth been part of the "Mass
Strategy" find ourselves now and forever marked in the catalogs of the
FBI, CIA and ADL, not to mention local police departments.Unless
we as individuals decide in our own minds to disappear and slip
underground alone to wage war against the System on what would
probably be a one—way mission, we would be foolish to try to engage
directly in Armed Struggle. To do so in spite of this truth for purposes
of "proving" something to somebody falls directly in line with one of
the key Zionist Protocols which states that the White Man's greatest
undoing has been a willingness to sacrifice a larger goal for a smaller,
momentaryone. We have absolutely no intention of rushinginto their
waiting, open arms.

And no, our new peopleWILLNOT be paraded out in the streets
in useless "Phase One" antics for the convenience of the System's
catalogers. Neither shall they all be monitored by post office checks of
ourmailings. Comrades ofold — those ofus alreadymarked from years
ago — who head the various cells around the country, will disseminate
our propagandaperson—to-person to those known only to themselves.
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Regarding "Phase Two vs. Reality," these new people must not
deliberately or at anyone's behest cause themselves to be separated
from the mainstream of White America either because of hairstyle,
clothing, or any other stupid, narrow consideration. They must be able
to move about freely, accepted and unnoticed by their fellows if they
are to be effective. Far fromgoing out of ourway to affect an "invasion
fromMars" with Prussian tactics and appearance, as seemed to be the
goal in years past (blowing minds, etc), we must affect a thorough
INFILTRATION or at least be able to infiltrate at will whenever and
wherever the situation calls for it.

"Too many chiefs and no Indians" has basically been the problem
of the past. Those who insisted most loudly upon being ”chief" in the
past usually turned out to be the least fit to hold the position. A true
soldier simply understands his mission — or duty — and goes about
doing itwithout fanfare. Being revolutionary soldiers we must dowhat
we are ABLE to do and do WELL. \We each have functions to fulfill.
CIRCUMSTANCES — not wishful thinking — dictate these functions.
As Joe Tommasi clearly stated, the leaders, the real "chiefs," are those
actuallyDOING IT!

And we of the old school have been severely limited by the past
itself. The greatest field of opportunities lie open to the new—comers
free of the hogwash, mistakes and compromises of the past. However,
one of the functions of the NSLF over ground is to see to. it that the
revolution, once begun in earnest, is not betrayed. Let's start off on
that road now.

[Vol IX, #5 — Sept, 1980]

Behold The Uncle Tom
Recently we've seen two men of action brought to a halt by what

are best referred to as White "Uncle Toms.” I believe it was a nurse at
a blood bank who "dime—dropped" on Joseph Franklin when she saw
and recognized from reports of a distinctive tattoo on Franklin's
forearm as he was selling blood. The System in Buffalo, N.Y. believes
they now have the ".22 Killer" in custody after he was fingered by
someone in Georgia he evidently thought he could confide in. These
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were not cases of infiltrationbut rather of carelessness playing into the
hands of the countless millions of "Uncle Toms" who are what this
society is made up of.

The Big Brother System of course operates as the "Master" with
the goyish, nominally "White" consumers serving as slaves — of which
the vast bulk are dyed-in-the—wool"Uncle Tom" types. Both Franklin
and the ".22 Killer" — or the "GreatWhite Hope of Buffalo"— had it
right and were encouraging at least in so far as they acted consistently
alone which is what solely provided the extent of success and longevity
they did enjoy. We cannot forget the effect these men have had on
helping to break the conditioned, hot—house atmosphere and inject
into the climate an air of revolution. NSLF knows thatwe must see the
kind of society we are dealing with, understand it and realize that it
can't be changed unless and until the current order is done awaywith.
Cognizant of all that, we then must make up our minds to proceed
appropriately. Allowing that, both these men — heroes, actually -—made
the errors which undid them by taking too much for granted.

As a Movement we cannot afford the same mistake twice. As
individuals we can't afford it even once. We can state again and again,
"Never deal with the police!" but you and I already know that. It is
rather the rest of the total population which does not know it and
neverwill know it, not even when the police have becomeOUR police
— they will never change their habits. Today the casual, citizen
informant — the Uncle Tom —- works terribly against us but tomorrow
they will provide the greatest ease and benefit. It is their nature to bow,
scrape and try every means to ingratiate themselves with the
"established authority" and to inform on those designated as
"outlaws." Miserable unthinking swine. Todayit is us, tomorrow it will
be the race-mixers, etc. Until we establish ourselves as the ONLY
authority, we must, as revolutionaries and realists, accept the bitter in
anticipation of the sweet.

It is a sad commentaryon US. society whenwe compare to that of
Northern Ireland. Not an informant in the bunch. And that struggle is
White vs. White! Over here we face the most odious enemy —- posing
as a "government"— ever in history, plus a monstrous Black alien mass
in our midst to be dealt with. Yet instead ofHuey Long's concept of
"Every Man a King," it is rather "Every Man an Uncle Tom." This
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armada of Uncle Toms is like unto the "better half" of the System
Police State already long in existence. Even with their incredibly
sophisticated, "1984" electronic surveillance techniques, the police
simply could not function effectivelywithout the citizenry working for
BigBrother, against themselves. We could romp them if theWhites of
the United States were what they ought to be. But they are not and
never are they likely to be. Seeing we cannot change that, we must
instead adapt out tactics accordingly.

We must become acutely aware at all times of the most minute
details around us, overlooking nothing, taking nothing for granted. We
must rigidly discipline ourselves to never, ever, breathe a word about
anything illegal to anyone, anytime — past, present, or future.

DONT TALK! DEFEAT UNCLE TOM! DEFEAT BIG
BROTHER!

[Vol X, # 6 -June, 1981]

Stupid People
Stupid people are more dangerous than any time bomb.
You'll find stupid people everywhere but let us confine ourselves to

those within the Movement itself, those whom we must deal with on
a regular basis. Those armies of idiots within the System bureaucracy
stand backed-up and reinforced by so many replacements that errors
of judgment on their part — which would otherwise prove fatal — are
usually quickly caught and reversed before any real damage gets done.
Often times they are caught and squelched before anyone not part of
the bureaucracy even can take note of them. It gives the aura of
invincibility but in fact provides for a deadly defect, in that everyone is

depending on everyone else to carry things through. There are plenty
of "sharpies" within the System but not the same kind as are found in
revolutionary movements.Those that can do it all for themselves. The
System needs their stupid people for errand boys, etc., while we just
cannot afford their presence at all. With us, things must stand or fall
with just you and I. And THAT is the basis of real responsibility.

Regardless whether they are with you or against you, stupid people
are equally disastrous to have around. It is easy for anyone to imagine
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how stupid people can foul up the best plan or program and defeat the
efforts of dozens of good and prudent people with whom they have
associated themselves. But it is less easily understood what it means to
have fools for adversaries. Again, I emphasize that we are dealing
within the limits of the Movement itself. I'd much rather run the risk
of a tactical, personal set—back at the hands of a sharp, intelligent
person, something I would expect I could reverse in time, than to have
everything, thewhole ball ofwax, upturned or destroyed by some flake
who loses all better judgment and control.

The very reason one falls out with persons of limited intelligence
usually involves the same lack of vision, imagination and discipline that
will later lead them to tip the balance over from a localized clash to a
full—scale disaster, too often involving the System and threatening to
destroy or seriously injure BOTH participants.

It's also hell to try to second—guess an unintelligent person. They
are largely unpredictable and are liable to do anything. An intelligent
adversary can most of the time be anticipated and, if not, it usually
means that he is a jump or two ahead of you himself. He can be
expected to fight things with at least the protection, if not the
immediate furtherance, of the Cause in mind. A stupid individual won't
care. They can see or understandnothing beyond the iminediate object
of "I'll show you!" How often have we witnessed this in Right Wing
dealings? How often have we seen it in personal affairs?And how the
Pigs laugh at it all!

Within the Movement, whenever a person like this is uncovered
and proceeds to threaten to disrupt things, he-properly shouldbe killed
before any damage can be done. If that is not feasible then it is critical
to place as much distance between them and the Movement as
possible. Same goes for personal dealings as well. Of course, in the
long run, it is better to learn how to spot them in advance and never
let them penetrate to a level where they can do no good and only harm.
In this way we shall forge ourselves into a truly formidable political
weapon.

[VOL XIII, #7 — July, 1984]
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BriefYour People
As we've said often enough in the past, not everyone is a leader

type. Not everyone can be expected to do all the thinking, all the time.
Ifyou areworkingwith others, underwhateverpretenses, it is a serious
mistake to assume they will be able to think things through andmake
all the rightmoves under a sudden and stressful situation — such as a
police attack — with no preparation. The only best way to prepare for
such an event — which you may safely assume WILL occur sooner or
later — is by BRIEFING YOUR PEOPLE in advance of any
contingency.

A briefing is just that: It is a going—over, aloud, of only the essential
points involved in any specific situation. Only the crucial, critical facts
and principles that are known to be involved.

I personally have worked miracles through the successful use of
briefings. A person totally unfamiliar to a given situation can be made
to pass as being intimately familiar with it after a thorough briefmg.
And a thorough, successful briefing should require no more than thirty
minutes time, maximum. Any more than that and you run the risk of
confusingyour people. At times I have taken people either by car or
on foot from place to place while I have briefed them on the essentials
and facts (and if there is a fabrication to be made, then that is to be
injected after the known, indisputable facts have been introduced and
established).

The key is to remove all confusion and uncertainty. Avoid
redundancy and concentrate upon making as many important
impressions on the minds of your subjects as possible. Making them
acquainted at first hand by sights and motions only aids in making
those impressions. Once they grasp the workings and are aware of the
facts, then most anything can be added, including extra events and
even extra people. This, of course, comes in most handy when
prepping or coaching witnesses before appearing under oath.

When getting ready to head off a possible mess involving the law,
as in the case concerning a revolutionary circle living and existing
outside of legalbounds, briefings madewell in advance ofany expected
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investigation or attack and rehearsed periodically, designed to
DELETE certain group activities, are what is required.

A successful briefing will never involve an attempted recital of a
cut—and—dried script. To be credible and, thus, be effective in practical
use, whether offensively or defensively, one's given story must flow
naturally and show all the characteristics of a normal, relaxed
conversation. It must never go in direct contradiction of the known
facts but instead merely present an "unknown side" of the story,
basically in agreement with all the others. It must never include easily,
readily demonstrable lies. Further, when under investigation or attack
by any Pig agency of the System, it is of the utmost importance that
everyone KEEP THEIR STORIES STRAIGHT! Consistency is one
of the most basic keys to successful briefing.

A shrewd individual will know how to brief his people so that the
enemy will provide the cues for the prepared stories or answers. To be
really successful at briefing people, you must make them able to
recognize dangerous or trick questions when they are asked. Most
generally, the appropriate answer will be only too obvious. With
practice, all involved will get better. Briefings should properlyprovide
what amounts to "instant experience" in whatever area it is you are
going into. Its effect should be of building confidence within, and
robbing the enemy of any element of surprise.

I have done this successfullywith groups, with individuals, with the
elderly and with very small children. The object is always the same:
Defeat the Pig.

[Vol XIII, #7 - July, 1984]

Cooler Heads
With even the most minor experience within Movementcircles and

activities, you yourselfwill probablybe — in any given outside situation
of a tense nature — the coolest head present. Whenever the situation
does become heated or aroused in any way, never assume that other
"cooler heads" will prevail — for to do so runs the risk that the problem
may escalate out of control with you being right in the middle.
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Never forget the number one priority of any revolutionary: To
maintain; to survive at all costs.

We can't allow ourselves the luxury of common anger and the
resultant outlets that such anger inevitably seeks and finds. If there's
no clear—cut advantage to any potential conflict, then stay out of it,
head it off, avoid it absolutely. Suicide pacts are of no use. Policies of
mutual destruction are only feasible where huge resources exist.
Punitive measures are currently an unaffordable expense for us. It is a
mistake of the most childish sort to abandon the greater, higher goal,
in favor of pursuing some momentary thing involving some practically
meaningless sidetrack. Whatevermove you make, whether it involves
punishing, leaving alone, or even rewarding any person or anything,
make sure that it is so calculated that it is you and the Movementwho
will ultimately profit from it. And itmatters not whether you apply any
one of the three options to situations where spur—of—the—moment
emotionmightwant to apply another, just so long as you do not shoot
yourselfin the head but rather emerge the final beneficiary ofyour own
decision.

It is here where SUPREMESELF-DISCIPLINE is demanded.
For the young revolutionary Movement, the old concept of the

"Mexican stand—off" should become well understood. Whenever
tangling with equal or superior force over some tributary or even lesser
matter, you should consider yourself to be "batting one thousand" if
you can walk away from the situation alive, free and intact. Not to
mention with the added experience which has cost you nothing. That
is a definite victory of sorts. The "Mexican stand-off," therefore, is
about the best we, in our limited and tedious position, can hope for.
We must learn to be able to base all decisions and actions accordingly
— to our own benefit.

The time for chest—thumping, false theatrics and heroics is past. We
must act prudently and wisely in each case henceforth if we are to be
around and in the position to exercise GENUINE HEROICS when
the actual day for them arrives. We must continue to survive until that
day.

Be assured, cooler heads will prevail. It is up to you to make certain
that the cooler head belongs to YOU.

[VOL XIII, #7 — july, 1984]
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Leaks
Paranoia is an insidious thing and must rank as one of the top two

or three causes for the complete failure of racialist organization.
Paranoia is most often thought of as seeing things which aren't there
(infiltrators, " ews," etc.), but it has one residual effect of NOT
SEEING things which really are there. We've all seen the instances of
the racialist, "Right Wing" type who sees — and often goes on to create
— an enemy in one or more Movement comrades, but who falls blindly
into government traps.

A genuine leader type can, and will, override all human foibles and
deficiencies and go on to wield an effective organization. IN SPITE of
surrendering to individual weaknesses, he will exploit strengths and
talents. The trick is that he himselfmust be smarter or made of better
stuff than those he is trying to manage. Hitler was one. Rockwell was
another. Hitler originally titled his autobiographicalmasterwork as a
"Struggle Against Lies, Stupidity and Cowardice," thus almost
surrendering to the temptation to lower oneself to the negativism
which, admittedly, abounds. Fortunately, Hitler thought better of it in
the end and gave us instead MEIN KAMPF. Commander Rockwell
publicly inveighed against Right Wing divisiveness and privately
complainedabout how it was eating up far too much of his time and
energy and preventingthe Party from growing into what it should, and
could, have become during his life and under his leadership. But he
stayed on the road and in the public eye, hard at work BUILDING
THE POLITICAL ORGANIZATION DESPITE ALL!

Today what passes as the Movement lies at the total mercy of
unbridled paranoia reaching back for an entire decade. Times and
strategies have changed, or have had to be changed to face present
realities, and I've often enough in the past labored long over most
things of a hallucinatory naturewhich have ripped the Movement into
shreds. Now perhaps is the time to discuss some of those things which
are quite real but have done almost as much damage simply because
Movement adherents have been too occupied with the unreal.

The real threat to radical political organizations is always from
4 government sources. After all, is it not the FEAR of the presence of
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government agents which leads to (or provides excuse) for those
paranoid ones to label this or that hapless person an agent
provocateur?But for every ten persons so accused, only one turns out
to be the real thing. And that is IF he is ever "uncovered" as such.Most
of the time, these agents simply gather their information and then
disappear as quickly as they came, with no harm done. I've known the
companyof quite a few.

The really classic example of an agent provocateur is in fact the one
which only appears in the rarest of cases. He's the one who, through
his skill and your carelessness, gets you and your associates locked up,
injured, or killed. These agents are distinct from simple informants
because they actually ENGINEER things which otherwise would
never happen. Commander Rockwell often said that both an idiot or
an agent can get you just as dead or just as locked up. But if you can't
determine the difference between the two, then be assured, you'd be
better off not aspiring to anyMovement leadership.

The leaks which I'm talking about are not OUR leaks, that is, any
holes in our security such as it is, but rather THEIR leaks... leaks in the
secrecy of their blanket surveillance ofus and leaks in the effectiveness
of it. Agents do exist and ifyou stay at this long enough, active enough,
you will run into your share of them. But regardless who you are and
what role you may play in the Movement, if your name so much as
appears on a mailing list, then you too are subject to this "blanket
surveillance" which extends over all the rest of us.

About 1970 I was at a party in a rural county south—east of here,
attended by a group of young persons of about my age at that time
(eighteen years). One of them was the son of neighbors of ours down
the country road where we'd moved from the city. After a few drinks,
he approachedme with, "How come the FBI is after you?" I told him
I hadn't been aware that they were after me, whereupon he stated that
two agents had been by his home and had asked certain questions
about me of his parents. Questions pertaining to certain nocturnal
gatherings being held on my grounds lately and being pretty well—

attended by locals. I assured my friend that everything was all—right and
laughed to myself at the idea of the FBI concerning itself over earlier
drinking parties I had hosted and which were made up of practically
the identical cast that was present that evening. This, to the FBI, was a
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"Nazi Rally" if I was the one hosting it. Wouldn't the guests have
positively crapped had they but known?

In 1975,when I first emerged from six months in jail (having been
convicted of a "criminal" charge as this country "has no political
prisoners"), I sent for and obtained my FBI file. At that time it
amounted to amere fifty pages but itwas notable that it extendedback
intomy middle school days, with information having been supplied by
former "friends" and associates as well as parents of same, and
amounting to no more and no less than hearsay and rumor. 1975 was
also the year I broke from the former national Party and became active
in my own right. Three years later, in 1978, I again requested my
updated FBI file and was told that it now amounted to 2,500 pages.
Fifty pages accumulated from 1966—1974 (including three years off and
on at National Headquarters),and 2,500 pages from 1975—1978. That
tends to speak for itselfexcept that the vast bulk ofwhatwas contained
in those pages is useless garbage, and again, rumor. (Specifics, such as
the identities of agents, informants, etc., were blacked—out but, by
reading "around" the omitted parts, one had no difficulty in
determining who the informantswere.)

During 1974 the Ross County unit of the Party was engaged in a
legal fight to secure the country's first openly Nazi booth at a county
fair. With the help of the ACLU, we succeeded in doing just that. As
this is a small town and ”things like that just don't happen around
here," the airwas tense that entire summer. I recall one evening picking
up my telephone to make a routine call, first to hear no dial tone and,
next, to overhear open—ended conversation in the background.
Conversation which, after a few moments of listening to, was
determined to be originating from Chillicothe City Hall and Police
Station! And at about that same time came the incident after I had
cashed a few minor checks from Party headquarters at my customary
bank for the purchase of licenses necessary for the fair booth, etc.,
when the rumor came back to me that I was "being bankrolledby the
Nazis." If only it could have been true!

Itwas during about 1977 that I received in my p.o. box a letter from
the secretary of a California comrade, a major Movement leader at that
time. The envelope was unopened, there was no return address save
for the postmark itself, and the only things correct in the address were
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my name and the State ofOhio. The box number, the name of the city,
and even the zip code were all wrong — not even close. Yet the letter
made it to me all safe and sound. Rod Serling,move over!

Then there have been certain actions here locally which, had the
police but intervened in them, could have put myself and a few others
away on some heavy charges. These involved matters ranging from the
illegal to the quasi—legal, but which contained too many legalistic, red—
tape complications to be comfortablewith in any case. Some had to
do with planned physical attacks in broad daylight in public, while
others involved forays into surrounding counties to spread the
revolutionary word and involving trespassing, minors, etc. (We were
told that these cities' police departments requested of the one locally
to please either stop us from doing this or at least tip them as to when
we were on our way. They failed to do either.)

There was the flight I had to make from Ohio in 1981 when a
warrant for my arrest appeared imminent. There was no difficulty in
getting out. Evidently, they weren't watching closely at these times...
OR ELSE they didn'twant to move until they felt sure they could put
me away for GOOD.

More recently, I was told by an amused ex—girlfriend last year that,
during the course of a conversation at a social gathering attended by
herself and some local attorneys, etc., plus one out—of—state

governmentman, it was dropped by this out-of—towner that therewas
one local name on his list of "dangerous persons" towatch: Mine.And,
presently, therewas a call. from one eX—associate about a month ago to
the effect that I was "about to take a fall." According to him, rumors
emanating from sources both official and private — were too many to
be ignored. Illegal possession of certain material was at bottom. He
advised me to get rid of it if, indeed, it existed at all and I assured him,
”No problem." (And, to date, no raid.)

With the single exception of the last account, none of the above
was ever, at any time, discussed over the telephone, through the mail,
or with any person not immediately involved with the issue at hand.
(And persons involved were kept to a strict minimum.) As
CommanderRockwell advised in his masterfulLegal, Psychological &
Political Warfare, you must assume that you are being watched and
listened to at all times and proceed to act accordingly because, in effect,
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you ARE! The degree and intensity of this surveillance rises or falls
hand—in—hand with the degree of revolutionary political activity you
maintain. Mine has been pretty intense in the past but I have always
found there to be "leaks" aplenty in BigBrother's fearsome apparatus;
leaks in his supposed steel wall of covert secrecy; leaks in his supposed
air-tight coverage of everything we say and do.

Most importantly, these leaks can be anticipated and even
ENGINEERED by YOU for revolutionary advantage if only you
discipline yourself and rid your mind of deadly PARANOIA which,
far from "protecting" you from Big Brother's agents, actually does
about eighty percent of theirwork FOR them!

[Vol XIII, #12 — Dec, 1984]

ThereWas No Time To Say Goodbye
You can't exist it the middle of an embryonic revolutionary

movement and expect to live trouble—free indefinitely. We around here
never did. At present if the System decided upon one, big midnight
raid on all known Movement members, he'd probably make his bag
with little difficulty and that is because we are nowhere nearly enough
prepared defensively. But then neither are we properly prepared
offensively and so BigBrother is not likely to be contemplatingsuch a
strike. I'm speaking instead of the kind of situation where there exists
the immediate threat of arrest and/or jail for a so-called "criminal
violation" which on the surface would appear, legally and otherwise, to
have no political connection. That, as all of you should be aware,
remains our #1 threat individually as it has been for twenty years.

What would you do this minute if you were made aware that an
arrest might be imminent? Not the kind of arrest that could be seen as
the System vs. the Movement, but merely as the police against you.
Wouldyou, could you, leave your hOme, your family, immediately? Do
you have dependable transportation readily available? Do you have
safe accommodations nearby which you can depend on without
notice? Do you have safe accommodations out of state which are
likewise dependable without advance notice? How about out of the
country if necessary? Do you have lines of communicationback home
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which can act as your eyes and ears in your absence? Do you know
which foreign governments— and how to approach them — might offer
aid and sanctuary should you have to depart permanently? Could you
and would you go if you had to? Or would you be caught flat—footed,
paralyzed by terror and indecision, without instant recourse?

Ifyour answer to any one of these questions, except the last one, is
"no" then I suggest that you take steps to correct the situation while
you still can. Your liberty may depend on it. Forget a glorified,
dramatizedguerrilla war in which hundreds or thousands are involved.
In more or less "normal" times, could you, on a one-to—one basis,
evade the damned police if you had to? Just pick up and go on a few,
precious moments' notice?? If not, you're living under a deadly
disadvantage and possibly fatal handicap. We were suddenly faced with
this very thing here and managed to pass the test. Our lines of
communicationdiscovered afterward — oncewe were out of reach and
safe — that the situation was one which could be controlled or at least
looked to be a decent enoughgamble and not a one—way ticket to Who—
Knows-Where. We're back in the saddle now and making our moves.
Whatever the outcome of that, it afforded a priceless and 100%
realistic ”dry run" for what can happen in life under a police state, in
life in the reality of revolution, and not the fantasy of books. I urge all
of you to think about it. Then act.

[Vol X, #6 —]une, 1981]

OffMy Case
Don't confuse this with the spectacle of the Right Wing joker who

stages a press conference to announce the formation of a secret,
underground guerrilla army. This only involves YOU and nobody else
but you.

I've never been accused of being a paranoid individual, of imagining
things which aren't there. My desire to be aware ofwhat the hell I'm
doing andwhat's going on aroundme precludes that. Earlier I wrote a
segment entitled "LEAK " in which I partially delved into what I'm
about to discuss, except then it was to demonstrate a different point.
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At that time I was concerned with the range and the limits of the
System surveillance of ourselves.

This time, however, I want to discuss definite ways in which we can
actually control and turn to our own use the things I revealed in
"LEAKS." Every time I pick up one of those exposes of the
Movement done by the ADL, etc., it appears to me as though they are
invariably about three years behind the times as far as who's who and
what's what. There can be no doubt that this constitutes for us an
advantage in itself, however accidental it may be or unintentional on
our part. Clearly it would seem that the desirable thing to do would be
to take it upon ourselves, individually, to make sure that the gap in
current, accurate information gets even wider.

Unless you are a publicity hound or an exposure freak, it shouldn't
prove too hard at all to leave an icy cold trail.

The point being that you can do a hell of a lot more in anonymity
by way of things which COUNT, than you could ever hope to do
under any kind of official, or semi—official, scrutiny. It is never
necessary to foolishly attempt to deny or otherwise disown the
Movement or any part of it. Far from putting distance between it and
yourself that only amounts to another kind of "grandstanding" and
draws more attention — the wrong kind of attention. Morally,
politically, ethically,who gives a damn? Rather, it is in whether or not
you are a person who bears a lot ofwatching. And too, whether or not
you're the type ofperson who DEMANDS to be watched.

The best example of this is the legal demonstration.There you are,
in the middle of the spotlight in the middle of a country full of people
who not only don't give a damn but who also hate shit disturbers. You
might prove some kind of point which says somethingabout yourself
but you've done nothing which effects them... except to put them on
notice, giving them something to wag their tongues about in
bottomless ignorance. Morally, you may have accomplished something
very significant but if it had been at any time a questionofmorals, we'd
have won the Second WorldWar.

Perhaps, at bottom, the sad fact is that it's dangerous and counter—
productive, as well as futile, for us to attempt to COMMUNICATE in
any way with the people of this country. When has it gained anything
for us? Those who have come to us have done so because of some
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inner calling of their own. So it shall continue, I suspect. Joseph
Tommasi in 1975 declared the closing of the strategy of a mass
movement and opened the way for the armed struggle. Have things
been developing this way ever since or have they not? I merely propose
to increase this division and intensify its development for the good of
us all.

No stunts, no handstands, no fanfare. Instead, care and caution.
Long range planning. Whenyou strike, strike hard and strike deep. Play
for keeps. But, always in the end, it's amatter of greater steady mileage
over intense but short bursts. Don't attract needless attention.

[Vol XIV, #10 — Oct, 1985]

Survivalism
I don‘t pretend to be an expert on the art of surviving under very

primitive or hostile conditions. Yet, aren'twe all doing that very thing
when you really consider it, and more so all the time as this civilization
continues to rot away? Despite the erroneous image some have in their
minds of what the NSLF is, or is supposed to be, few of us in fact
could qualify as guerrillas. But probably the biggest difference between
one ofus and a "real" guerrilla is all the Hollywood—style phony image-
making plus the fact that we aren't little boys out to play army, but
instead revolutionaries who must pick and choose our means as the
case warrants. Primarily we're not off on any trip and as real and
valuable as survival preparations and techniques are, when made into
a hobby or an obsession, they become an actual trip. We are realists
and as such we view these things merely as part of theweapons arsenal,
not as central to the issue much less the issue itself. We are the first to
tell you to be prepared but we are also the first to tell you never to get
sidetracked.

The talk of survivalism is now everywhere. It's not a bad thought.
But I see that the profiteers have moved in, including those non-
political, non-racialist, and even many who are part of the
Establishment.Whenever this phenomenon occurs, you can be sure
the thing is deliberately being overdone and is well on its way to being
run straight into the ground. It is today's fad. And whenever the
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Establishment feels secure enough to dabble around in something, you
can be pretty sure that it is in no way very valuable to the struggle we
must fight. What about all those bomb shelters of the 1950's? And
what of those hidden weapons caches of the 1960's? No Russian
bombs, no federal swoops. What about even all the tremendous
harum-scarumof the Red—inspired marches and demonstrationsof the
60's and 70's? No Red revolution in the streets of the US Merely the
latest thing to get spooky Right Wingers vibrating and shucking out
vast amounts of loot.

But then the NSLF and SIEGE hammer away about the impending
collapse and even the necessity of such a collapse before anything good
can be accomplished. A contradiction? Not really. It has been stated
before that very few things in this world are in plain black and white
and this includes any sort of national collapse. We are in fact in a state
of collapse now. We are indebted to a real slime-dripper, former New
York CitymayorJohn Lindsay, for providinguswith this beautiful and
accurate simile: The crime rate alone in this country is equal to a
nationwide, non-stop "riot in slow motion." If it hasn't already passed
the point of total ridiculousness, it will any second now. But that is
beside the point. The Right,and people in general, think only in terms
of themelodramatic, the stereotypical. This, however, has been proven
enough times to be what the expected case willNOT be, thatwe in the
Movement should know better. They can't seem to see a Leader,
they're scared to death whenever one of us pulls a revolutionary act,
and yet they think in these grandiose patterns of things happening in a
BIG, overwhelming way. They cannot seem to think and see in terms
of stages and degrees which is precisely how the Enemy advances.

Survivalism for the realist can be bound up in only a few very basic,
commonsense principles. First, remove yourself from what I call the
"Death Zones"which are simply the metropolitanareas of the country.
In these places not only is Big Brother's grip the tightest, but the
lowest—common-denominator genetic miasma has you badly
outnumbered. The air and water are going fast, many of the so—called
"Whites" still there are totally gone to degeneracy, and life itself is
already abnormal, a mutation ofwhat it once was. There is no hope
for these places whatsoever, under any circumstances, so get the hell
out now while the getting is still good. Second, get located in an area
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where self—support can be possible. An areawhereyou can successfully
survive — and surviveWHITE — as a separate region in the event of a
complete national breakdown and protracted chaos. Let the cities go
to HELL, right where they came from! If the Russians don't get 'em
and if crime, famine, and disease don't get 'em, then WE'LL have to
later on. Third, on an individual level, you must have all set—up and
ready—to—go independent sources ofwater, food, and heat. At the same
time you must have weapons and sufficientstores of ammunitionwith
which to defend yourself. All of the above is basic essential. None of
it is wild or exotic.

The above is simply a way to live, a habit to get into. At the same
time it doesn't interfere with one's daily business or daily living. It
doesn'tmake you "weird." But you'dbe amazed at the number of those
who fall flat in all three of these categories. They are not going to
survive. More than what I've outlined is optional. For example, some
advanced essentials would have to include medical supplies and
independent communication sources. The actual organizing of
neighborsinto tight—knit communities and defense units is a tough one
to accomplish. To go any further here would be to depart from reality
because I know human nature and the laziness and "Never-Never ”

Land" mentality of theRight Wing. They won't do it because they don't
have the scope of imagination or the long—range gumption. I speak
only about what YOU can and should do.

The danger in survivalism lies in the fallacy of the hobbyist—
escapist's own, private dreamworld. Most imagine that blowing
exorbitant sums on the supposed trappings of the "professionals," or
the accumulation of a library of doom—say manuals, or even the
acquisition of a monstrous personal armory, means survivalism. But
are they living in a metro area? Are there hundreds of thousands of
undesirable humans only blocks away? Do they have a good well?
Wood—burningheat and adequate fuel? Can they grow or hunt food?
Are they a likely target in the event of a nuclear war? To me, survival
and reality are the same. Phony, faddish "survivalism" is nothingmore
than a hobby and hobbyism is nothing more than escapism. But,
admittedly, escapism appears to be part—and-parcel of the "Movement"
as it stands.
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Useless and expensive hobbies won'tmake it. It's all the same ifyou
remain hooked up to BigBrother's life—support system. If you are, you
will get disconnectedwith the rest and sink with the ship. This phony
survivalism appears to be the most elaborate yet of all the dished—up
excuses for inaction and retreat. It's another way to build yourself an
expensive sandcastle. There is a clear path to survival just as there is a
clear path to victory. Both involve being in touch with reality and in
taking action, in going FORWARD.

[Vol X, #10 — Oct, 1981]

Readying For Revolution
The mood ofmuch of the population and the state of the economy

both indicate that everyone could have a surprise in store for them at
practically any time. Belief in the rottenness of the System coupledwith
the belief in ourselves and in our power to make revolution will
guarantee that, even if we are surprised by any suddenness of events,
we will not be found unprepared and helpless, to become victims
rather than masters.

At present the worst enemies of a revolutionhappeningin America
are: The unbroken sway of the System's thought—control,i.e. the mass
media; and the continued existence of this economy, as agonizing as it
is protracted (and miraculous). In short, the System survives and
functions so people are not allowed to think, to know. Plus they can
still be alternately rocked to slumber or subtlety coerced into inaction.

Our agenda at present then, as indicated by the prevailing
conditions, would include: Focusing all our concentration on the
ideological swing from reaction all the way over to total revolution. In
otherwords, effecting a revolutionwithin our existingMovement first;
learning rapidly to live outside of the economy and live off of the
System in order to help hasten its demise and to insure our own
survival — whether there remains a month or twenty years left to this
state of affairs; getting away from metropolitan areas and quickly
establishing solid, independent enclaves for ourselves and our families;
practicing both the subtle and overt underminingof naive faith in the
existing government or System on the part of the people around us,
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not as "radicals" but as friends and leaders for the future; and having
prudent stocks ofweapons and sufficient stores ofammunition.Going
"overboard" in quantities or in grossly exotic and illegalweaponry is a
serious blunder. Concentrate on safe refuge and let all words and
actions go toward undermining the System and toward strengthening
the Revolution.

In the future, at any time, the best friends of a revolution in this
country will be any worsening or collapse of the economy along with
any large—scale disaster, disruption, or upheaval from any source. We
want, first, for the System to "crap out" before one and all so that the
evil Jinni, the illusion that's been holding it together for these past
decades, will be once and for all dispelled. We want its pimps to be
deprived of their entire purpose, their entire excuse for living (as well
as their protection) — which depends completely on this economy's
survival. Andwe especiallywant to see the System and its hired hoods
under attack by the identical forces they created and unleashedupon
our segment of the population as part of their "master plan" of control.
We want to see the System's strength and structure largely destroyed,
initially by forces independent of our own. Only at that time will we be
able to begin undertakingbold and sweeping actions toward assuming
open control for ourselves. By that time, and it could come much
sooner than anyone expects, we will absolutely need to have a strong
and well—functioning revolutionary organization already operational
andwith a full spectrumof direct experience under its belt. It is in this
area and nowhere else that the breakthrough must be made. The area
of revolutionary organization. Without it, the revolution must go to
someone else who DOES possess the strength of discipline and the
will necessary to move and achieve it.

First and last, the responsibility is entirely ours.
[Vol XIV, #12 — Dec, 1985]

In Reverse, Again
Not long ago I took a close look at theway the Movementhas been

in the habit of doing things, everything, from the lowliest task to the
most critical one, and discovered that they tended to do it in a "bass
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ackwards" way every time. As I said, this can be applied to just about
all aspects of activity but it is still necessary to take a look at each one,
individually, in order to see the significance of this.

One of the areas is that of the overtly illegal, Violent attacks against
the System. ”Hit and run," so to speak.Wouldn't it make better sense
to turn that concept around to "run and hit"? It only means that you
should first drop out of sight, go underground, and stay that way for
however long is required for you to learn to exist comfortably at it. At
that point you can go ahead and do — and probably get away with —

any damned thing you'd choose to pull. Striking in hot passion and
then running blindly is no more than glorified suicide.

[Vol.XV, #1 _ Jan, 1986]

Fury Unfelt
Through a former associate's job contacts, I once wound up invited

to a meeting of the Revolutionary Communist Party. This particular
cell was organized in a major factory here in Ohio and this special
meetingwas being called as a result of one RCP member having been
shot after the RCP had abandoned labor union discipline in fighting
management rip—offs. They wanted to try and decide "what to do” and
they broke down and invitedus, two knownNazis, to their gathering.

Itwas convened in the home of the local organizer, Seth Goldberg.
Includedwere Goldberg's Jewish girlfriend — showing plenty of thigh
throughout — plus a handful of Blacks and a handful of washed—out
Whites. The history leading up to the shooting as well as the details of
the shooting itselfwere duly gone over for the sake of newcomers. My
partner at the time, an old Right Wing organizer who worked at the
same plant, gave the young Reds some sound advice on how to get
their act together but nothing was actually resolved.

Flabbergasted, I had to speak up and tell Goldberg that, were
Trotskypresent at this meeting, he'd puke his guts out. A general strike
would go for openers. Then the bosses would be shot and the plant
itself blown up. Seth had no comment. (Ironically, and by accident,
within the week my partner, who had been illicitly using the company
Xerox [photocopy machine], left an original copy ofJoseph Tommasi's
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famous "POLITICALTERROR" leaflet in the machine. The next day
there were double armed guards at all factory gates.)

Point being that everybody is just blowing smoke, just pussy—

footing around — even the Communists! The riots of the Sixties barely
scratched the surface in the amount ofdirect coordinatedVIOLENCE
and TERROR that's going to be required to intimidate and melt the
System.

[Vol.XV, #1 - Jan, 1986]

When To Shoot
Talk ofweapons aside, this has to do with shooting the enemy. You

don't need an arsenal for that. All you need is a zip gun and, most of
all, the BALLS to use it. As I said earlier, if you're thinking about going
on the war path in the literal sense, you'd better take the time and
planning to quietly drop underground first. Get yourself as
comfortable and secure as you can and only then start taking your
actions against the System. Your chances of success and survival will

go way up as opposed to those who shoot first and try to think
afterward.

But nowwe're talking future-tense. Our revolutionwill depend on
someoneor somethingelse kicking events off the edge and into general
chaos so as to loosen up some elbow room for the rest of us. It could
be the Blacks, it could be anything from a sudden depreSSion to an
earthquake. Just anything to get the Pigs of the BigBrother System tied
down and off balance. But just as we can't expect to accept the full
brunt of a System counterattack starting things off by ourselves,
neither can we expect, as avowed revolutionaries, to be left alone by
the System once somebody else has started the ball rolling. We must
assume they are going to take certain measures to guard their rear.

Those already underground or in prison will find this one to be a
moot issue, but the rest of us still at liberty and particularly those
maintaining homes, etc., will probably have a unique set of difficulties
to facewhen the time comes for general action. It's amatter best given
a lot of thought now, as there'll be no time for thoughtwhen it presents
itself.
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Three contingencies we can look for will be the following: (a) Once
major and widespread revolutionary violence starts — no matter from
what quarter — the System can be expected to detain all known
revolutionists as a matter of precaution; (b) Once the economy starts
to fall rapidly, the System can be expected to begin mass foreclosures
and confiscations while it feels it still can; (c) Just like what's predicted
to happen when the sun itself is about to burn out, the System, when
it senses its time is about up, can be expected to begin taking a great
many extraordinary steps and, in general to really begin overstepping
its bounds as they are vaguely defined today. Or hadn't you thought of
any of this?

The whole point to our being constrained to taking a backseat to
someone else's openinggambit with regard to violent revolution is that
we simply cannot stand to take on the full weight of the System's Pigs,
now or in the foreseeable future. It will be rather a judgment call for
the individual, once large—scale actions have begun, as to whether he
thinks he can get away with his own line of extraordinary measures
when confronted by the System in a threateningmanner. How much
you think you're worth to them or just how many back—ups they have
to send after you will be something that each in his own area will have
to decide, and decide intelligently, before he acts. Youmust remember
that they are still used to having people — especially Whites — "drop
over dead" at their mere approach. Unfortunately— but quite likely —

they'll still be thinkingthatwaywhen they come afterus once someone
else has started the shooting. Otherwise, they'd either not come at all
or else come with a small army behind them. This unquestionably
would then leave the ball in our half of the court as to how to react
when only a few of them show up for what they expect to be a routine
"roust." Your choice will be either to let them take you into custody,
away from your family, and possibly take your home and possessions
too, or to take a chance on stopping them at that point and burying
their bodies in the hills or being killed yourself. As I said, it'll be a
judgment call but one that takes some consideration, if not a
considerable bit of preparation, in the present.

[Vol XV, #2 - Feb., 1986]
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”He who wants to livemust fight, therefore he who does not want
to live in this world of eternal struggle does not deserve to be alive."

— Adolf Hitler

"We are the new 'barbarians,’ forged in iron hardness in the fires of
their hate and persecution. All over the world, we wait to pounce."

— GeorgeLincolnRockwell

"And even our present acres of deathwill someday bloom again..."
— Alfred Rosenberg

"We shall reach our goal, when we have the power to laugh as we
destroy, as we smash, whatever was sacred to us as tradition, as
education, and as human affection."

—Joseph Goebbels



SIEGE

National Socialism
We agree that unless somethingequal or better exists with which to

replace something, it is damn best to leave it alone. We feel it would
be a mistake, a retreat, to return to the dim, distant past for an answer,
though I agree we must rediscover our ancient heritage as there is
much to be learned from it. Another reason for not seeking an
"alternative" religion in the classic sense is because it is utterly foolish
to postulate anything one cannot see, touch, and examine. Just as the
Aryan Race is the highest order of being yet produced by nature on
this planet, so too is NationalSocialism the highest, most sophisticated
and advanced creed yet formulated by the White Man for his own
betterment. Nothing more than that today exists, nothing more is

required. It represents all of our needs.
The message of SIEGE is not a negative one. It is, however,

important and that is why we cannot afford any longer the stupid
mistake of mixing or confusing our goals and priorities like so many
traditional Right Wing types have done in the past. The slogan, "For
God, Race and Nation" is an example. We cannot allow any foreign,
alienmoral code or dogma to cramp our revolutionary style and, when
the big clean-up begins, no criminal will enjoy any "hands—off
privilege" just because he may be some religious master of hocus—
pocus or mumbo—jumbo. Our march toward revolution will not be
blockedby any rules of the Establishment and our revolutionary New
Order will be absolutely free of any trace whatsoeverof the old.

[VOL X, #7 -]uly, 1981]

The GermanMystique
Since this writer has not a drop of German blood in his veins, it

gives me good qualifications to write on the following issue. So
fundamental is it to what we're doing and the way we're doing it that
without fail it hits us squarely in the face each time we are either
attacked by the ignorant or are approached by the unfamiliar for
membership, etc. Unless we ourselves come to understand it fully, we
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can hardly hope to convey the proper impression of it to the people
we are out to win.

Detractorswill attack us as "Krauts," somehow agents for a foreign
power, while a great many sheepish sympathizers will open with lines
like, "Do you have to be German to join your group?" Generations of
war hysteria propagatedby Hollywood: Anyonewho uses the Swastika
MUST be German, or so they imagine. Part of the kernel of ignorance
and misinformationwhich plagues our people to this very day.

Neither Marx nor Stalin were Russians. Napoleon Bonapartewas
not French. jesus of Nazareth was neither a Jew nor a Christian.
National Socialists in America today are not Germans. National
Socialism is a philosophyfirst codified and brought to power byAdolf
Hitler in Germany. Today a Catholic need not be an Italian simply
because it was in Italy that his religion first became the official one of
the State. Philosophies and philosophers — or prophets -— are largely
interchangeable within the framework of our blood. The most recent,
and certainly the greatest yet to appear in the world, happened to
materialize first in Germany.

Any philosophymust adapt itself to a large degree to the customs
and traditions of the people among which its proselytes must move
andwork. The Christians are undoubtedly the greatestmasters of that
art to date. Having stolen or latchedonto most of the important Pagan
holidays, they came to dominate the entire White world as
"Christendom."As successful as those extreme tactics were for the
Christians, I can hardly Visualize our bending the birthdate ofHitler to
match some existing, popular feast day. But then what is the
importance of a date on a calendar as compared to power over men's
minds and "souls"?

Hitler made the philosophywork for his people in the context of
the time and place and, in turn, the philosophy made the people
greater. Hitler made National Socialism in Germany the epitome of
everything German and, by that, he was the first and thus far the only
man to forge a truly united Germany — even the Kaisers had been
unable to fully accomplish this. By making some superficial
concessions to the everyday whims of the people. Hitler's philosophy,
togetherwith its greater meaning, was able to "creep up" painlessly on
the common man in his simplicity, who otherwise could have been
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expected to rebel against such sudden changes in his world and in his
pictureof things. Hitler's was theworld's first truly peaceful revolution.

Such a super-human job was done by Hitler and his German
National Socialists in the twenty—five year history of the NSDAP, that
the image has stuck and probably always shall stick. This is in no way
a bad thing.Without it today theWhiteRace — and particularly the very
young —- would have no means to any knowledge at all of the
GREATNESS of their people in the recent past or the brilliant
promise ahead ifwe are only able to gain White unity. All of theWhite
nations of the earth —— from antiquity to the recent past — possess the
most magnificenthistories, customs and traditions of their own equal
to the best that Germany has. All branches of the White Race have
great cause to be proud of their own heritage... so long as that great
heritage is made known to them.

The deriders of Germany, and the authors of "quickie” world
history for the busy man, love to harp away on Germany's two
sensational tries at conquering the world. People remember this sort
of thing as there is nothing else around to quite compare with it. It
captures the imagination. The plain truth no one is interested in is that
not only was "world enslavement" never even contemplated by the
Germans, it was never within their capability. European unity
dominatedandmaintainedby Europe's heartlandwas the furthest goal
at any time. The Coca—Cola Culture isn't told that the nation having
come the closest to completeworld dominationwas Englandwho, by
the turn of the last century, held one—fourth of the surface of the
world's continents and controlled the oceans between. In spite,
Germanygets the credit/blame. But the important thing is that at least
there stands the example of theWhite Man's incomparable,irresistible
military prowess in glaring, almost incomprehensible contrast to
”democratic" actions in Korea, Vietnam, and lately Iran.

Inextricably intertwinedwith this is the charge of the Liberals about
"German militarism." Victorious nations have historically taken turn—
about at setting the military style and pace for the other leading armies
of theworld. Prior to 1871, the pace-setterwas France (one needs only
to glimpse at the design of the uniforms ofboth sides of the U.S. Civil
War for confirmation). After 1871 it was the turn of Germany and
spiked helmets appearedin the United States, EnglandandRussia. The
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"German" goose—step was and still is utilized in East Europe, Russia
and large parts of SouthAmerica. The unique German stahlhelm is still
today worn by armies in places such as Spain, Egypt, over in Asia and
again throughout SouthAmerica. Why, the "Fritz Hat" has even long
ago been adopted by the US. military. One place neither the goose—
step nor the stahlhehn is practiced or worn is West Germany. Yet
without Nazi Germany catching the hell today, these fine examples
would be unknown to Aryan youth.

The liberal pacifists and humanitarians, with their momentary
power of the press and dollar, HATE all symbols of strength and
masculinity and they therefore seize upon all the strongest, most
outstandingof these very things and hold themup to ridicule. And that
nation which has most lately demonstrated the greatest strength of
masculine willpower and self—assertion (without which not much is
ever accomplished) gets the full "treatment" from these impotent
liberal democratic types.When those of our own revisionist historians
claim that Germany was a crucifixion, they are right. But if this is a
cross we as National Socialists in America today must bear, we do so
willingly.

As much as by all this name-calling on the part ofphilosophical and
intellectual pansies, also by the fact that the great German tradition is
now locked forever in time, unchanged and unchangeable, does all of
this stand out to the lostWhite masses of today as peculiarly "German"
and not generally White or Aryan. National Socialist Germany went
down in a blaze of glory and it will forever be remembered that way.
All of the other nations of theWest— those that "won" the war — have
died or are now dying slow, painful, lingering deaths as they are
infected and eaten alive by liberal democracy and Jews. When one
thinks of a German, one envisions a helmeted, goose-stepping
Stormtrooper. When one thinks of an American, a Briton, or a
Frenchman he sees only a degenerated, "beat," pot—blowing slob, one
indistinguishable from the other. They don't know that forty years ago
every American, Englishman, or Frenchman was as disciplined,
squared away, and patriotic as any German of that day. Neither do they
grasp that inWest Germany today the people are for the most part as
liberalized and degenerate as the worst in America.
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It's all a matter of imagery. Ifwe are called "Germans" because we
have as our ideal all the very best traditions of the White Man, then I

suppose that's as good and convenienta name as any other. (The same
people would stand back in disbelief when informed that Hitler
designed the Stormtrooper uniform, patterning it largely after the
BritishWorldWar One model originally designed by one Sam Browne
for service in British India.)

There's nothingwrong in taking pride in one's German ancestry or
mentioningwith pride a proportion of German blood in one's veins.
Butwe still are faced with one of our Enemy's more deadly fabricated
lies designed to throw a split within the White Race: That Hitler, the
Germans, and National Socialism in general regard the other branches
of the White Race as "untermenschen." (Germany never had anything
to comparewith the British slogan that, "The niggers begin at Calais")
If anything cost Germany the last War, it was the number of narrow-
minded, chauvinistic bureaucratswho did stupidly feel and operate this
way. But they are found in every nation and have a lot to do with the
ease which the deceitful Jews have been able to get the White Man
killing one another in the past. But it wasn't part of Hitler's program
and it isn't part of ours.

Another danger is fantasizing that the situation today is that of
Germany in the 1920's and 1930's; that we must somehow find or
create a "Fuhrer "; that we should act the part of HollywoodNazis; in
short that we can expect to do an exact replay of 1933 here in the
United States. It is a danger because it just won't work. In Southern
Europe, Christianity came to power slowly, via more subtle means,
while in Northern Europe it was brought to power largely by the use
of the sword. Many of the rites, etc., remained the same but the
methodologywas vastly differentand was suited to do the job at hand
in the setting that existed.

We — thanks to Adolf Hitler and his great German compatriots —

also have our rites, rituals and holy days on the calendar and I expect
they'll not change. Hitler and his movement in Germanyhave given us
traditions, martyrs to honor and great battles to commemorate,but it
does not mean that we should try to live in the past or be that which
we are not. The Christian Church has its age-old customs but they do
not go around as Jesus did two thousand years ago in beard, robe and
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sandals, trying to walk on water. (Those that do are written off as nuts;
a thingwhich we must avoid at all costs.)

Yet we do have a valuable and powerful weapon to use in that,
whereas our Enemy has been able to gradually do away with much of
the rich heritage (and thereby, identity) of the nations of theWest, they,
by their very paranoid hatred of Germany, have actually preserved for
us all the very finest of theWhite Man's way of life. MentionNazi and
you think of German;mention German and you think of an ordered,
strong and healthy way of life. You think of a people who are united
and proud of their race and able to accomplish things together in a big
way. CommanderRockwell bet everything on the theory that when the
White Man got sick and tired of the alien, hothouse atmosphere
artificially created by the Jews, he'd instinctively knowwhere to expect
the opposite — which will always be represented by no one but us.

So when a good,White brother or sister comes up to you with the
rather timid and awkward question as to whether he or she must be
German to be part of this Movement, don't deny the great German
contribution to WesternCivilization but rather point out to them that,
ifyou are White, you belongwith us. And emphasize that you're either
White or you are not!

[Vol.X, #2 — Feb, 1981]

The Chain
Getting down to the most common denominator is the only way to

achieve ideological coherence and unity. Race is of course the most
basic element. But to put it and leave it at that can confuse as many as
it enlightens. Are we mere "racists"? Hardly. The best explanation I've
yet found for that is also the best illustration of what all facets of the
Movementmay come to agree unanimously upon and, from that point,
eventually submerge any remaining, petty differences.

With the religionists at one end of the Movement and the atheists
at the other, total agreementcan still be reachedon this one point: The
chain. Whether beginning with evolution or some kind of divine
creation, the chain represents the endless journey of the generations of
theWhite Man through the countless centuries of time. And we are all
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out to see that the chain remains unbroken. Like the earth and the
universe itself, it is eternal and, if anything is sacred, this certainly is.

It's referred to as a chain because at any given point in time, that
particular generation is a link with certain obligation and duty to both
past and future. Behind us we can see the chain stretching backward
into infinity and, ahead of us, forward toward and even greater infinity.
We may well be living in a terrible time, terrible for us, but it only
means that the responsibility and the care for the chain thatwe are now
charged with is at its most critical point, perhaps more so than at any
other time.

As a basis for political motivation as well as religious conviction, it
serves well. THERE is all the identity, purpose,meaningand birthright
(as well as duty) that anyone could ever hope for. And it is quite real,
not "pie in the sky" or some abstract form of moralistic dogma. A lot
of lost people would be found if this philosophy would become
universal.

This is the cornerstone because nothing could be more basic and
yet nothing could be any higher. The System and its two great halves
— Capitalism and Communism — have as their ultimate goal its final
destruction. And there is testimonyenough to its reality as well as our
own concept of Good and Evil.

[Vol XIV, #6 - June, 1985]

Consequences Not Conscience
This is a question of responsibility versus superstition.
The elders who set down the religious tracts back before time had

it in mind to preserve the people and the culture by a series of "do's"
and "don't's." The mistake they made, rather than to take the time to
explain in these tracts WHY, was to cut corners and attach the
"supernatural" element in order to give their man—made laws more
clout. Many of these laws make perfectly good sense but yet today have
been totally undone, twisted and perverted,because the elders failed to
state the WHY and WHEREFORE behind them. They left it as a
matter of a person going to an intangible paradise or damnation,
depending on how well he kept to the laws. It was a simple enough
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matter for outsiders to cast the least little doubt about these
"hereafters" into the minds of the recently educated masses to
effectively destroy the potency of the entire teaching. So—called

"enlightenment."
Like telling a child that unless he eats his vegetables the bogey man

will get him, this approach does justice to neither the merit of eating
one's vegetables or to the intelligence of the child himself. Besides,
when, sooner or later, the child becomes aware that there exists no
bogey man after all, the elder (or parent) begins to look like a fool and
a liar. This is the general appearance that organized religion has taken
on.

It's often been said that, unless you can present something superior
or at least equal to that which already exists, best leave well enough
alone. We, as National Socialists, do in fact have something far
superior to these churches that are to be found everywhere,
throughout theWesternWorld, on both sides of the Iron Curtain. We
feel it is overdue to break away from leftovermoral codes and religious
dogma of the Dark Ages and enter a TRUE Age of Enlightenment,
both genetically and philosophically.

We believe quite simply that a foolish, selfish or immoralact can be
expected to bring its consequences tomorrow. Liberal types with only
a thin veneerof religiosity believe they can getaway with ANYbehavior
today, show up in church next Sunday and worry about it in some
"hereafter" (which, in any event, their gut tells them isn't there). It is
for themselves only that they live. It is TO HELL with even their own
children and the world they shall have to live in. So what, then, to all

of this if it is the "spirit" in the "next world" that is all that matters?
And as for the professional ,"do-gooders," they are out for nothing
more than to rack up "points" for themselves in this same "hereafter."
They pervertedly View human existence either as a vale of tears or as a
"testing ground" where some personal god sends "souls" to measure
their ”merit" to exist in some "afterlife."

National Socialists on the other hand view life — personal
experience — as representing a link in a great chain; a chain existing
back into the limitless past and forward into the limitless future. In you
live all of your ancestors that have ever lived since the dawn of
evolution. And in your children and children's children so you shall live
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for the rest of eternity. The RESPONSIBILITY in this is a grave one.
Each has it in his or her hands to BREAK the chain, either by not
reproducing at all or by reproducingwith other than one's own kind.
And it is with this awesome responsibility in mind that all our behavior
as National Socialists is based.

Will my action this day, this moment, advance or retard the good
of the Race? Not whether one stands to own a "mansion in the sky" if
one goes against all his natural instinct and accepts something totally
alien as his "neighbor" or his kin. Not fear of some personal god but
obeyance to duty within oneself and respect to oneself is what
commands the actions of National Socialists. What greater CURSE
could there be than bringing into being — or existing as — as a racial
anomaly, with no identity, no past and no future? Short—term
foolishness we ourselves must live with. Long—term idiocy posterity
must live with. And howwill it view us for our actions today?

As opposed to Christianity, our Viking ancestors believed in luck.
They also knew that one made one's luck by living and acting
HONORABLY,WISELYAND PRUDENTLY. These modern day
ministers and the whole popular attitude has it that you can do any
damned thing you feel like doing (as long as it doesn't hurt the other
person they say) and "the Lord will forgive." Thesemillions of people
are indeed making their own luck as well. So while more and more
churches are being built, the moral tone of the country sinks ever
deeper into the morass. What a "lucky" nationwe are becoming!

Those National Socialistswho don't need the leverage of ”heaven"
and "hell," don't need to be frightenedor induced into any pattern of
behavior, but who have it in themselves to think and act in an
honorableway independently, will be thosewho take commandof the
future, if there is to be one.

'

[VOL XII, #4 — Apr, 1983]

Marching To One Drummer
One of the biggest differences betweenNational Socialism and the

rest of the Rightist spectrum, aside from ideological, strategic and
tactical differences, is the nature of the intended "State—to—be" once the
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System is collapsed and destroyed. We're of course not talking about
immediately after the fall of the System, when it will be largely up for
grabs, but well after the smoke has settled, once new sense and order
has been established. We have definite ideas, the same ones we've
always had. Observation, plus the folkways of our own people, have
taught us there is but one way to go. It would be well it get it
understood now.

The Posse Comitatus of course favor government at the county
level while the N.S.R.P. (National States' Rights Party) and those
similar types favor it at the state level.Most Rightist reactionaries have
as a part of their platform the belief and the statement that "big
government" is an evil by itself and has to be done away with. Neo—
Republicans and Neo—Democrats alike are of the conviction that the
purpose of Government is merely to serve as caretaker over affairs of
business, property and defense. We disagree with them all.

Commander Rockwell stated that the question is not one of "how
much" government but "how good" a government.

Hitlerwas clear in Mein Kampf just as he was clear in "Triumph of
the W' " that it was always his intent and the intention of the whole
NSDAP to be the one and only source of power and authority in
Germany. We intend the same here, in North America. We hold no
illusions that this march to power will not be long and hard. We still
have a strong and powerful Enemy System firmly in place before us
that has to be removed by one means or another. Once accomplished,
there are the myriad factions that will then by vying for power over
this continent and the rest of the world. Foreign and domestic rivals
for controlwill have to be met and dealt with. At the end, therewill be
the factions within the Movement itself that will have to be united into
a single unit, under a single authority. It may sound crazy, diversionary
or impossible but it is a primary pillar of NS philosophy. It is the drive
for power. It is the WILL TO POWER. If all the other "problems"
around us were to disappear tomorrow, we, as National Socialist
Revolutionaries, would still have this will to power to be fulfilled and
would continue on our course.

In our view, the function of government is as the leader of its
people, not merely caretaker or arbiter. Hitler said that the leading
forces make the society and the nation what it is and what it will
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become. This means taking the youth firmly in hand raising them up
in the manner that our ideology commands so as to achieve the ever—

more-perfect Race and State in the shortest possible time. Only a
centralized government can accomplish this. So—called "rights" and
"freedom" all take distantback seats to this highest goal. The taskmust
be accomplished without petty interference from any quarter.

Aside from future considerations, if in the present day the
Movement could somehow find the wisdom and maturity to discipline
itself into functioning as a single unit, then it would be in short order
one hell of a long way ahead. TheWhite Man's greatest strength in the
past has been his genius for organization. His greatestweakness has
always been his tendency to contrariness and disunity. It has to be
overcome and broken.

The word that will sooner or later pop up is dictatorship. We favor
dictatorship: Our own. Commander Rockwell again said in counter
response to protests of limp-wrists and liberals against heavy-handed
governmentalpolicies (primarily in foreign lands) that it is not amatter
of dictatorship, but only whether it is OUR dictatorship or not. And
Hitler said regarding the prevalent ignorant concept of ”dictatorship"
as being a "one man show" that the very idea was absurd, that it
requires a very large and dynamic TEAM EFFORT to run the affairs
of a great nation in modern times. We are here speaking of one team,
not dozens of teams all getting in one another'sway.

Make no mistake, this country today is ruled by a dictatorship — that
of Big Brother. What we plan is as far removed from this as it is
possible to get. Yet ours will be a dictatorship also. It will be such
because we will have no tolerance whatever for opposition of any kind,
even ineffectual opposition, as it is certain that this smug omission on
the part of Big Brother provides the seed that will kill him ultimately.
Big Brother's dictatorship is faceless, nameless and alien to the great
majority of people it rules over. Furthermore, Big Brother's rule is
designed, is blatantly outspoken about and is having the results of
being clearlyAGAINST the best interests ofALL OF THE PEOPLE
over which it rules. All save but one small group: The System's own
ruling pigs. 80 you should be able to see that there are at least good
dictatorships and bad dictatorships.
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The coming rule will be one of, andwith, its own people. It will be
strictly manned and operated bymen of the peoplewith their one goal
being the furtherance and betterment, the increased greatness of their
people. Considerations such as governmental,financial or international
matters will be but sidelines to be used or discarded according to
whether or not their application in any case will favorably or adversely
affect the White Race. And it will be because of this complete
dedication to the interests of the Race that no interference will be
allowed. Big Brother is absolutely BENT upon the destruction of
distinct races andmost of us know to what lengths he has already gone
to see to it his plan is not altered in any way. We must at least be as
determined as he is — at least that and MORE SO.

[Vol XIII, #2 - Feb., 1984]

No Thanks To The Jews
It has been said in some places that the spirit of Adolf Hitler has

been kept alive by his enemies, the Jews. I say this is patently false.
CommanderRockwell said that the Jews would build their own gas

chambers if the price was right. And so the Jews keep the
"Hitlermania" going because it is highly profitable for them to do so.
There are so many tenets of the National Socialist State incorporated
into the State of Israel that it is positively striking. The Jews wish
intensely that Hitler had been theirs, in fact, had been one of their own,
and this all-consuming fascination will remain irresistible to them. The
Jews, beingmasters ofpsychological technique, understandbetter than
most the effectiveness of the "bogeyman" stratagem. By holding up a
"Nazi threat" through their media they keep their own "littleJews" in
line, they keep the dumb goyim groveling, and they also keep us — or
many of us — barking up the wrong "Hollywood" tree.

Then too there is the fear angle. The Jews have no other real choice
than to continue trying to keep Hitler "alive" — but on their own terms,
as a monster. The absurd notion that Hitler would fade out of the
picture should the Jews suddenly decide to turn their back on him
holds nowater, for theJews themselves are well aware of that situation.
Should they leave his memory alone, his spirit would not fade but
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rather the Truth, however gradually, would come to fill the vacuum
left by the cessation of their lies.

In point of fact, the Jews are trapped by Hitler.
It is indeed ironic, but no thanks are due to the Jews.

[Vol X11, #9 — Sept, 1983]

The Most Deadly MisconceptionWe
Face

Of course the view that the common man has of our Movement is
so screwed up it's pathetic. Yet in the end itwill still come down to our
being uncompromisingly pro—White, anti-Jew, anti—Black, and the
revolutionary symbol of the Swastika will yet prove our greatest
blessing. But there is one — just one — widely held misconception that
we must work to dispel in the minds of those we may need later on.

It isn't either one of the two most’common ones: First, that we
supposedly "gassed" six million Jews and, second, that we are,
somehow "Communists." The whining about concentration camps is
a peacetime, parlor room luxury which will fade fast when hell breaks
loose and people are looking for killers to be on their own side. What
better credentials could we possibly have? The absolute stoneheaded
rednecks keep onwith the "Nazism = Communism"because that's the
way they View ALL authoritarianism. However, most of these folks
know how to hold a rifle and will be recruited to our side FAST when
general hell breaks its tissue—paper bonds. You might guess all night
and still not come up with the misconception I'm speaking of.

While our biggest opponents — the Reds — love to keep using the
"Six Million" complaint, you will at least notice that they don't refer to
us as "Communists." How silly it would be to call us the very thing
that they themselves are. (They call us instead "Fascists" which is only
mildly irritating.) But other than that, those who have the most to fear
from us and who like to make their name-calling campaigns count,
claim that we are the last resort of entrenched Capitalism. And if too
many White workers believe that,we've got problems.

Like the "Six Million" canard, it stems from the National Socialist
experience in Germany. The fact is that most of the German people
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were healthy in mind and spirit, andwere totally in favor of Hitler and
his programs. This included a high proportion of the upper classes,
industrialists, etc. They were at least as interested in Germany as in
their own profits and therefore, in Hitler‘s View, still were part of the
nation. They were not exploiters or usurers but merely successful
businessmenwho gotwhere they were honestly. But to a rabble-rouser
or a Red, these too are "Capitalists." It never occurs to the masses of
people that the REAL "Ugly Capitalist" is our declared Enemy.

The situation in Germany fifty years ago and in the United States
today are vastly different regarding the composition of the ruling
classes. It is a safe generalization to state that the ruling class in
America has SOLD OUT and has got to go... all the way. That much
at least theWhite workers are fast becomingaware of. Hell, things were
so comparatively healthy in Weimar Germany, as opposed to what they
are here, that Hitler was fully able to work within the framework of
that system and WIN! No way in hell we can do that here todayl!

We cannot allow the White w'orker to believe thatwe are the friend
of the System! The best and only way to combat and reverse this is to
preach revolution, revolution, and more revolution! Smash the
Systemll We must develop and bring into focus our SOCIALIST
programs for a new society. This means a BREAK with Right-
Wingism. Ifwe fail in this, we could lose.

[Vol IX, #6 — Oct., 1980]

Terms SuchAs These
What was that about the kettle calling the pot black? This country

and in particular this System have been good at name—calling all

throughout this century and even further back. The word is self—

righteous. Unless a foreign state is an outright vassal of this one then
it is no damned good. And from that point they grade up the scale to
full—blown "enemies," "evil empires," etc.

This or that ”dictatorship," "tyranny," "fascist state," and on and
on. Never mind the circumstances in that nation or in that part of the
world. Never mind that a particular state of affairs may be the ONLY
one possible with the alternative being chaos. Never mind the mood
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or the will of that particular people. If it isn't "democracy" then it's got
to go. You've seen and heard it a thousand times.

But as a kid in school I recallwhat they were trying to teach us what
passed for "history" and I remember that they had a special epithet
they were fond of applying to Germany's ally in the FirstWorldWar,
the Austro-HungarianEmpire: "A vast, far—flung, ramshackle, polyglot
empire." This is no defense of the Austrian Empire as Hitler himself
violently and bitterly hated what it was and what it stood for — a multi—
racial/national amalgam. It did however serve the purpose of creating
and maintaining peace and order in Central Europe and the Balkans
until it collapsed in the First World War and was subsequently
dismantled by the "democratic" Allies.

If aman fresh fromMars were to take an objective look at theworld
situation as it exists today — with no knowledge or awareness of the
long—since-disappearedAustrian Empire — andwould read a term like
"vast, far-flung, polyglot empire," to what countrymight he attach the
description now? Maybe the Soviet Union. Maybe several others. But
certainly the United States would have to qualify as candidate Number
One upon whose foot that onerous shoe would snugly fit.

From ridiculing and deriding a political state created out of dire
necessity over centuries of terrible wars, and playing a major hand in
the destructionof that state, the United States itselfhas BECOME just
such a similar entity. All that is required now is a contemporary
catastrophe, an upsetting force likeWorldWar One was, and the US.
will share the identical fate. Except things will be muchworse.

Could the Czechs and Serbs have had as much resentment for the
Austrians or for each other, as the Blacks and Hispanics have for the
Whites and for one another here today? Could the "vote of no
confidence" which the ruling House of Hapsburg received at the
moment of crisis be as barren as the one this democratic regime is
getting even now? Could all the aspects of statecraft have been
arranged then in amore ultimately untenable fashion than they are here
today? All it took then was a crisis followed by an abdication and the
entire structure fell to pieces. The number of those who are working
to engineer such a collapse here, who wouldwelcome such a collapse
or at least not effectively oppose one, far outweighs the number of
those who would or could prevent one.
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Such was not the fate of Germanywhich also suffered defeat and
abdication. And not so in Russia where the same thing happened. In
Germany there was one people. In Russia there existed a fresh
centralized government, ready, willing and able to step in and assume
command to prevent disintegration. Here again enters the comparison
with the United States: These groups of people here today hate one
another and they all despise the government.But there is no alternate
government currently in shape to take over the reins should something
unseat the present one. The stage is set.

When it is over with, the map will certainly have been changed, and
changed to concur with the racial facts of life. And the map makers
will have little rest until the renewed racial struggle has been concluded
— something that may take many years.

When stability and peace have finally resumed in these latitudes we
can hope that things won't resemble amap ofEurope afterWorldWar
One but, rather, will contain no artificial and divisive boundaries
whatsoever— not only from ocean to ocean, but from Panama to the
North Pole.

[Vol XV, #2 — Feb., 1986]

WhenAs It Happens
Tricky, introverted and myopic "comparisons" between the sick

US. and Western societies of today, and the ”sick" Weimar society of
Germany in the 1920's have been some of the favorite stand-by's of
the Right Wing in this country since the end of the War. Clearly,
somethingisn't exactly jelling.

Revolutionaries can see and know the realities of both situations
and can't be kidded, nor do they kid themselves. They haven't got the
patience. The question that remains is whether a revolutionary
movement will arise from out of the older, more reactionary
movement that we have known, or whether it will arise literally from
out of nowhere, from among those who have had no experience with
the tired and dreary old ways of the past. Perhaps what follows will
provide some of the answer.
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Between living in the past — be it either Reconstruction South or
Weirnar Germany — and harping on a "Jewish Conspiracy," the
traditional Movement has no other leg to stand on, ideologically or
strategically. What's been happening, and what's still happening as a
result, has been the creation of a magnetic force attractingkooks and
cranks; producing something that is, and appears for all the world to
be ridiculous; thus making sure that no solid and worthwhile types will
be recruited or stay for very long; and winds up by scapegoating its
failures rather than engaging in serious and intelligent re—evaluation of
its overview and position.

Latching onto the past as a profession begs for the System and the
media to heap all their many smears and epithets onto us; is an open
invitationfor the System to pass and enforce such things as "Genocide
Treaties," etc.; and because it pretends to work within the System to
change the System, it leaves room for doubt about those vast numbers
of "System—entrenched"Whites and opens the way for Movement
people to write ”Dear Mr. President" letters and tell their members to
"write their Congressmen" and to frantically urge "America" to "wake
upl." In reality it's a dead—end street.

One thingwe all received in our years with the old Movementwas
a thorough education on the Jewish Question. It's all quite true. There
is and always has been a Jewish Conspiracy ever since contact has
existed between Jews and Europeans. I will say that no professional
revolutionary can hope to be real unless he is fully familiar with each
aspect of the Jewish Question. It is only part of his basic education.
Again, it is but one factor amongmany and this is where the Movement
has been failing for so long. The fact is that what happened to our
people and our culture wouldprobablyhave happened anyway.Maybe
not so soon, maybe not so drastically. But it would have happened.

Going back to the close of the Renaissance period, the Jews never
could have gotten their foot in the door ofWestern Civilization unless
something had not already been amiss in the basic structure and
outlook of things. One can point an accusing finger at "democracy" as
being responsible for aliens entering into our affairs, but never forget
that "democracy" in practice, in law, is amost recent developmentand
only came about after the Jews and their allies got the upper hand in
government matters. When the Jews made their entrance upon the
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scene, they were allowed in by the very leaders themselves — the kings
and emperors, the upper classes. For who else had the power and
decision—making ability to control this back then, before "democracy"?

The Jews are aiders and abetters in this. They are specialists when
it comes to alien corruption and they are certainly reaping their share
of the profits from it all. And though the number of them directly
involved in it condemns them by proportion to their total population,
the Beast System is still basically manned and. operated by renegade,
sold—out \X/hites. Whatwe are fighting has always been, and will always
be, a sickness fromwithin.

Blame? The cause and the well—spring for all of this can be located
but it would be a mistake to seek merely to place a blame. It's been
going on for too long now, it is too deeply entrenched in today's lives

to try to isolate things and individuals. But ifwe were to identify where
it all comes from, what sustains it and who profits most from it at the
expense of the race itself, then where else and who else could we look
to other than the ruling, upper classes of society? Those that let the
Jews in in the first place, those that took them to their bosom, those
that always set the newest "trends" for perversion and degeneracy,
those that get richer while we get poorer, those who in their Vilest,
foulest depths of anti—life numbness find their final kicks in drugs and
consortingwith racial aliens. And with their government in one hand
and their Hollywood in the other, seek to reduce the rest of the
population to their own level of decadence. I might add that their
success in this isn't far enough away from completion to merit any
discussion of just ”how far."

The final word, the last comparison between here and now and
there and then with regard to repeating Hitler's miracle in Germany
would involve a statement made by Albert Speer in later years as he
sought to further acquit himself, further glorify himself, and further
condemn Hitler in his highly lucrative written and televised accounts
of life in the Third Reich. Speer said, quite correctly, that the reason
Hitler's rise in Germanywas so fast and so certain was because the very
BEST in German society were behind him. This explains why the
entire German nation had to be incinerated in the course of theWar,
why their entire government had to be murdered. It wasn't just a man
or a party, it was the whole country, or at least those elements that
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counted most. And so Hitler's Movement was not the kooky, funny
thingwe see here in America today. It was truly representativeof the
will of the German people.

If you haven't caught onto the secret yet, then I will spell out for
you why any such comparisonbetween then and now is a totally lame
one. True, the Weimar society was a sick one. But it was a sickness
suddenly and forcibly attached to Germany at the highest levels. The
people themselves saw it and hated it and were ready for Hitler when
he made his appearance. In all, Weirnar lasted fifteen years. Here the
sickness has been coming along, unabated, for at least three
generations and probablymore. It's their own baby and they love it.
They wouldn't be parted from it. It's part of "Americanism." This
sickness is home—grown and it is from the inside out.

What sort of Movementwould it take to represent the will of the
American people today? With some variations, several are already on
the scene and, I might add, none of them remotely resemble anything
National Socialist. Then too, there is no "American People," only
Whites who, for the most part, have lost all racial pride and identity.
But they are only reflections of what their rulers, the upper classes,
have made themselves into. In a plutocracy, which this is, the wealthy
decide and control the mould of the society, how the future
generations will take shape. And, like any god, they can predictably be
expected to fashion the people of the future in their own image. Meet
the future today as it was envisioned forty and fifty years ago! And
tomorrow?

Whenwe speak of the bestwe have no choice but to speak in very
real and very practical terms. Yes, racially best, of course. But best
when it comes to profession. Best when it comes to training and
education. Best when it actually comes to shouldering and maintaining
the country and the economy. Best in practice and performance. These
were the peoplewho supported Hitler in Germany. But who are they,
where are they, WHAT are they here, today?

In terms of American and Western societies in the present day,
what I described in the above paragraph, collectively, can only be
referred to as Pigs of the System and Establishment.And there, in a
nutshell you have the chances of repeatingwhat Hitler accomplished
in the 1920's and '30's. These peoplewent gladly off to kill Germany.
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TheWhite upper classes — which, make no mistake, rule this land —

have long since been alienated from their own people, their own past.
The great struggles and causes of White history are forgotten; today
these people are merely managers and custodians, albeit damned well—

paid ones at that; the West is no longer in competition against any
coloreds; it has become the "White Man's Burden" run amok there is
no longer any ”them" or "us" for all are "happy” together in
"democracy" (at least in theory); all is liberalism; all is materialism. Jews
are only a minority in this but they do manage to swim so very well in
this open sewer they have helped to create. But the sick Whites are
vying each to out—do the other in order to catch up and be the most
"in" of the "in crowd."

We're talking about a very large body of peoplewho have sold out,
or, perhaps better put, have burnt out. With no Vital signs left. Yet, to
remove them would be to see the US. at an end. Not to remove them
will be to see another Africa arise on the North American Continent.
It is not so much a conspiracy as it is a head being out of touch with
its body but yet striving to make certain that the body becomes as vile
and perverse as the head, thus spelling doom for the entire organism.
A ruling bodywith its own, peculiar worldView in which they believe,
for they are quite sincere. TheWhites of this country and indeedmost
of the West have been betrayed by their own rotten leaders. Yes, their
natural leaders, the nation's elite! That is why no renaissance can be
possible here. Only revolution.

It must be DEATH to an entire strata of the population...
...and a new, fresh ruling elite established from the ranks of the

natural peasantry or yeomanry, before that too has been eaten away
from the inside out and nothing remains of it.

[Vol XV, #3 - Mar, 1986]
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"There is no justice in bureaucracy for the individual, for
bureaucracy caters only to itself. One cannot practice the same
bureaucracy as one is fighting against."

— Leon Trotsky

"A great revolution requires a great party andmany first rate cadres
to guide it. ...it is impossible to carry through our great revolution,
which is unprecedented in history, if the leadership consists of a small,
narrow group and if the Party leaders and cadres are petty—minded,
short sighted and incompetent."

— Mao Tse—Tung

"All you fakers are in for it. I begged you on my knees and you
didn't listen and now I can't hear you."

— Charles Manson
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El Stupido
The worst critics of the Armed Struggle are inside the Movement.

If you want to be told how "not to do it", just consult the "Phony
Fuhrers". For some very good reasons do they fear and reject the
concept of the Armed Struggle. It is because you can be a damned,
total fool in theMass Strategy and still live. You cannot be thus in the
Armed Struggle. You can be a complete incompetent and an abject
failure in the Mass Strategy and yet still live to formulate clever and
complicated reasons to hide or justify your failure. You can get away
with being a faker and a blowhardwithin theMass Strategy and no one
can tell you apart from those who may be sincere. You can eke out a
"living" as a Mass Strategy mail—order fraud but the Armed Struggle
holds no reward unless made a total success. It is therefore a decidedly
uninviting climate for the fakers and the kooks.

I've always said that the Mass Strategy could have been made to
work under the proper leadership, such as provided by Commander
Rockwell, but the sad and sorry types we see today are incapable of
anything except amplifying and expounding upon the intricacies of
insanity. They can't even do what they claim to be doing and so no
wonder they have no understandingof the Armed Struggle.

Those stupid idiots who, when thinking in terms of theMass Idea,
envision marching columns decked out in German uniforms would
naturally also think of a stereotyped, Hollywood-style "urbanguerrilla”
scenario in regard to the Armed Struggle. One is as stupid and
impossible as the other except that the formerwill only get you laughed
at while the latter one will get you killed. They are constitutionally
incapable of getting their minds away from stale, sterile and
programmed, obsolete ideas. If this isn't the description of a
professionalloser then I don't know what is.

If there is one kernel, one basic thread that can be used to sum up
the NSLF line of thought, itmust be: To go for the possible and forget
the impossible. The types I've just referred to are also unable to
recognize or differentiate between these two things. One has to
maintain and strive to increase his grip over reality in order to be able
to see and to know what is obvious and therefore where the
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appropriate course is. At this pointwe are dictated to by circumstances
and have no real choices. The situation is clear.Thosewho shrink from
reality and go off in search of the unreal give away much about
themselves.

The situation that is clear is that the deadlock must be broken by
any means necessary. The "PhonyFuhrers", true to form, have it "bass
ackwards" when they blurt: "Everything for Power!" In fact there can
be no power other than Big Brother's power as long as Big Brother
lives and functions. Ifwe've learned anything in twenty years, we have
learned that! The revolutionary call is "Death to Big Brother!”, and
until that time the only "power" exerted by our side will come from
nowhere else but heroes like Fred Cowan, Joseph Franklin, the Men
of Greensboro, the .22 Killer of Buffalo, etc. In many, if not most of
the cases, the sacrifice is an expensive one. But it means action and
only action gains results. The rest is hot air. Let 'em come right out and
state that this most vicious and animal—level struggle can be won
without sacrifices!

Big Brother's power must be broken by any means necessary. One
great man added to that, "by any means we can find or invent". The
key word is "invent". The stupid ones will always take it to mean
something "classic", something that's "been tried", in other words
somethingBig Brother has long ago predicted that may well be tried
and therefore is perfectly ready, willing and able to deal with. Another
great man has said, "No sense makes sense", in dealing with the all—

seeing, all-knowing, all-powerful Big Brother System. BigBrothermay
be watching but is Big Brother comprehendingPP

[Vol X, #4 — April, 1981]

The NumbersGame
It seems like the entire estimation of the Movement— not only by

the general public but by the members themselves — has revolved
around the question, ”How many?" Earlier we've spoken of "Phase
One", or the days of the old American Nazi Party of George Lincoln
Rockwell. In the comparatively short time Rockwell was running
things he made a much bigger splash than have any of his followers...
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JamesMason in uniform in the mid 70’s, when the American Nazi
Movement came "damned close to starting something".
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and I can't think of an instance where Rockwell was able to even put
as many as fifty uniformed men on the streets for a single
demonstration. One hundred troopers marched down the middle of
Euclid Avenue in Cleveland in the fall of 1973 and the news blackout
was such that it hardly made a ripple. The reason goes beyond the

paper curtain of the Establishmentmedia — it concerns real leadership,
leadership-type activity, personal dynamism and true revolutionary
spirit.

Thoughwe sometimes call ourselves a "party” we are hardly that in
the same sense as Democrats or Republicans. For the sake of
comparison however let's compare ourselves with these two ruling
bodies. I can make the comparison very short and sweet: Taken
altogether, how many millions ofmembers or regular voters can they
claim? A lot, certainly. How large is their annual budget? Certainly in
the millions. Titularly they control the country. But with all the fine
speeches and good hopes, etc., and with all their apparent power, the
country's slide into hell gets more rapid all the time. In truth they are
POWERLESS for they represent the dead weight of numbers,
embodied in old habit and inertia.

The issue is truly quality over quantity. Rockwell had envisioned
three, and at one point even four phases to the taking of power in the
United States but he lived only to see the completion of the first of
these: Breaking the blackout, the news quarantine, and becoming
widely known. He himselfdefined "Phase Two" as the gathering-in of
trained, hardened, professional political agitators such as those the
Reds are blessed with in good numbers.As he knew, any idiot can run
out and get his face in the newspaper, but to back it up with something
positive is anothermatter. The ill—famed "marginal types" — the heroes
of "Phase One" — have proven a plague to us today. All show and blow,
never any real go.

The man who claims to be in charge of carrying out "Phase Two"
has done nothing but retrogress to the point at which things stood in
1973. His idea of "Phase Two" was a cadre of mindless "yes men"
owing loyalty to him personally and basically going on the Fuhrer
Principle in the stark absence of a Fuhrer. Instead of building a core
for the purpose of fomenting revolution, he didn't even succeed in
building a decent personal cult around himself. What came out of this
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craziness was a thing thatwas termed the "eighteen—monthsyndrome".
A fresh recruit would come to the Party all set and ready for work, to
contribute significantly of himself, to see action and to sacrifice.
Instead he got bullshit. Mainly a lot of silly "do's" and "don'ts",
restrictions on how to wear his hair, restrictions on his clothing style,
demands for paying exorbitant dues and "tithes" which somehow
never produced a single result, and generally was relegated to treading
water. Ninety-nine percent could stand it for no more than about
eighteen months. The number of precious volunteers LOST in this
manner could have made up a revolutionary core had they been
handled right.

That strategy has been self-defeated and that segment of the
Movementhas been, and shall remain, numerically — and in every other
way — static. Whether you have a hundred or a hundred thousand, it
doesn'tmatter if the strategy is allwrong and if the only authoritybeing
exerted is of a negative nature. It is the so—called "Mass Strategy" and
its promulgators. A strategy based on falsehood that hasn't got a
chance.

The old Party generally could claim about a thousand adherents (a
little less most of the time). Usuallywhen asked by the press or anyone
else, we'd tell them in answer to questions of membership numbers,
"Thosewho know don't tell and those who tell don't know". Another
snappy comeback to that embarrassing questionwas, "Not as many as
we'd like to have but more than they'd like for us to have". That was
the old numbers game — all quite useless and ridiculous. Tommasi's
NSLF underground in 1975 had about four men. But those four men
had the Reds andBlacks TERRIFIED and crying to the System (which
they supposedly hated) for PROTECTION! That's because those in
the NSLF underground were MEN, Tommasi was a LEADER, and
his was an ORGANIZATION.

Those who think we need millions — or even tens of thousands —

have no understanding. We don't desire merely to dominate or
monopolize in the manner of Democrats or Republicans. We're not
contentwith mere power if it means the continued decline of theWhite
Race the way we are seeing it today. We have much more than this to
do: Radical programs to be enforced, a huge but rotten System to be
gotten out of the way first, etc. It can only be done by a sharp cutting
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edge, never by muscle—bound bulk. The ruling parties are monstrously
huge, fat and rich but they are rotten to the core and threaten to pull
the country downwith them if they are allowed to do so. We are tiny
but desperate and the conditions imposed upon us have made us hard
as steel and sharp as razors.

Let me just jog your imagination by unequivocally stating that four
men properlymotivated and determined— could set this countryon its
EAR overnight! And what's more, we don't need to sit about like
helpless old ladies and WISH it were so — we have them, and more,
NOW! Shall you be with us in grappling with and mastering reality or
will you remain among the useless dreamers and escapists wishing
things were other than what they are? As revolutionaries we know only
one compulsion— CIRCUMSTANCES as we find them, the way they
exist — in short, REALITY!

[VOL IX, #5 — Sept, 1980]

TwilightOf The Idiots
I knowwe're not just whistling up our sleeve because we have come

damned close to starting something a number of times in the past ten
years. But each time it always gets derailed by some IDIOT in a
position of influence or control! They don't want to rock the boat too
badly for fear of provoking the System; or that's not exactly the way
they think it should be done; or that practice is uncouth and immoral;
or they don't happen to like this or that person; or it might cut into
their own, tiny membership or book sales profit; or they just flat can't
stand to see anyone else get any credit. In fourteen years at this I have
encountered only ONE individual high up that turned out to be a paid
agent. And he succeeded in getting two people locked up. A feat that
the Right Wing is famous for doing all by itself! But no agent I know
of has ever been responsible for fouling up entire efforts, wrecking
entire undertakings, whole movements. That's always been the
handiwork of the damned FAKERS and IDIOTS who pass
themselves off as "leaders"!

Those who have been around for any time, think back to when
things were looking really hopeful, when it appearedalmost certain we
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were on the verge of a breakthrough.Mysteriously, it collapsed every
time. After having witnessed this on several occasions, I became able
to tell when a leader or a group had "ceilinged out" and was about to
crash to bits. A peak was reached by almost accident which couldn't
be held, built—in incompetence took over and devastation was the
result. I am convinced it has not been the work of agents. For one
thing, I've been close to too many of these so—called "leaders" and I
knowwhereof I speak. They are incapable of team effort which is the
heart and core of genuine organization. Fear, jealousy, paranoia, plain
stupidity — you name it! And yet they all want to be "Fuhrer"!

The symbolism has not been in error. It's just that the endemic
NUTS from the Right Wing work their way into control positions and
proceed to poison everything. The one exception to this since
Rockwell was Joseph Tommasi and his NSLF approach.

Tommasi's secret was that he essentially stopped talking and started
doing. He said that all talk, all discussion, was counter—revolutionary.
The situation has been talked to death and still they go on talking!
Tommasi also knew the real difference between useless effort and
effective action practically applied. It boils down to the real reason the
"Twilight of the Idiots" exists rightnow. One generationago, Rockwell
devised a strategy aimed at unseating the Jews and other anti—Whites
from power in the United States. It depended on his "Phase One”
which was to break through the paper curtain that the media had had
in total force for nearly twenty years previous. It was to let them know
that true White leadership did exist and to be ready for them when the
going got rough enough, they were jolted from their slumber, and were
ready to dump the Democrat-Republicanshell game.

Rockwell's fledgling American Nazi Party wouldn't have lasted
overnight against BobbyKennedy's Justice Department if the System
had been able to pin just ONE act of terrorism on the Party or one of
its members. Further, such violentacts in those daywere the trademark
of the Reds and Blacks still struggling to attain the foothold they
desired. The American people hated these anti-social stunts and
Rockwell couldn't afford to be identified with the Enemy. So he was
confined to walking a thin, red line of legality, to performingdangerous
and costly political handstands to attract press attention and to get
himself and his organization known to the American people and not
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just a few Right Wingers. Rockwell succeeded in this and now the
generic term of "American Nazi Party" is universally acceptedas a fact
of life. Let us now get OFF that phase and begin DOING something
with it!

The reason the old B.S. just can't cut it anymore is simply because
the old tactics depended totally on sensationalism and with the national
and world situation theway it is, merely waving a Swastika is no longer
enough. The Swastika has, if anything, been overworked and abused.
There's been nothing behind it until now. To tell these idiots and fakers
that what is now called for is revolutionary action goes over about as
well as "Hitler at a bar mitzvah." And that is why we are dying on the
vine today!

Our message can only be convened throughACTION henceforth.
And our actions must be so calculated that they speak clearly for
themselves.

[VOL IX, #4 _ Aug, 1980]

To Build AMovement
There is no question that there has GOT to be some form of

Movement — however rudimentary— already in existence prior to any
major disruption in national communicationifwe are to hope for any
success over all others whose whole ideology is bound up in the
assumption of the continuation of the present System.

We have all the elements. It can be done and MUST be done. If I
were to name a handful of the chiefbugabooswhich have consistently
fouled up the many past efforts toward establishing a true Movement,
one of the primary ones would surely be the perennial phenomenon
of the personality clash. Two people, or two or more cliques ofpeople,
who just aren't personally compatible, who surely would make for a
lousy marriage, but who, in the end, just aren't DISCIPLINED or
DEDICATED enough to realize what the hell they are supposed to
be doing. Of course it only takes one half of a personality clash to foul
up the entire works and create unnecessary division and, nine times
out of ten, a case of utterly insane fraternal back—biting. A case of two
types of people: Those too busy doing their jobs to play games, whom
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others love to seek out as "enemies"; and those who are so ineffectual
at fighting the real Enemy they need to pick on someone more their
own size and infinitely ”safer", i.e. someone in theMovement.

Now it may be reasonably argued that, in reference to the latter
group, anyone so terminally stupid as that can't legitimately be thought
of as being part of the Movement. It may sound logical, but it is too
easy. Too easy because it takes in most of those who make up the
presentMovement. So at second glance, one answer appears to me: A
form of elitism — as distinctly opposed to snobbery — by which those
among that former group mentioned in the above paragraph, after
identifying one another positively, get together on a cordial yet working
basis and take concrete steps to guard themselves and their efforts
against the idiotic machinations of the latter group (which could
perhaps more accurately be looked upon as a misplaced and mutinous
rank-and—file with completely false pretenses to leadership). In other
words, exercise their unified superiority, take the direction and control
of the MovementOUT of the hands of the second group and, through
proper techniques of organization and management,put the rank-and—
file types BACKTO WORK where they belong.

The breakdown in leadership has gone on for too long and is having
the effect of wearing down the Movement in all areas for lack of
direction. The time has come for the actual, natural leadership of the
Movement to, of their own initiative, come together and actually form
that much—talked—ofLEADERSHIP CADRE, the first of many to
come, and put this Movement on track and MAKE somethingof it!

[Vol XI, #2 — Feb., 1982]

Boys From Brazil
Last month I had the dubious "opportunity” of seeing the film by

that namewhich took enormous, stupendous liberties with the identity
of a still living person — Dr. JosefMengele — by placing him as a central
character, played by Gregory Peck, in a fictitious Hollywoodpot-boiler
and actually killing him off in the film! Never before have I seen this
done. (Not to get off my main subject but to draw an important
parallel, how many of you have seen, heard, or read aboutMrs. Doris
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Tate's national campaign to deny parole to those members of the
Manson Family involved in the killings of 1969? Major national
tabloids have given her full-page coverage and have even supplied
COUPONS for people to sign, clip and mail to the California Parole
Authority! Never before!) Double standard? I guess.

But as screwy as the plot of ”The Boys From Brazil" was, i.e. the
cloning of dozens ofAdolfHitlers in themodernworld, in a filmmade
not very many years ago, what the Movement itselfhas been doing for
over twenty years is even screwier: Thinkingthat by dressing and acting
like Hitler that similar results as his might be gained. There are those
who deck themselves out — not in serious, dignified National Socialist
attire — but in authentic WorldWar Two German costumes complete
with decorations, awards and insignia rank of that period. I don't know
which is worse, rendering themselves utterly ridiculous or insulting the
memory of genuine heroes. We have those who sport Hitler hairdos
and moustaches and no fewer than at least one individual in the US.
South who actually bills himself as "Adolf Hitler JUNIOR"! And
people wonder where the term lunatic fringe comes from...

Worse and more destructive than the obvious clowns that no one
takes seriously are the "Poor Men's Hitlers" — those who take
themselves seriously and those who are taken seriously by the
Movement as "leaders". Names need not be mentioned.Worse still is
the actual syndrome I have often witnessed of those totally inferior
and unworthy types who try and pattern themselves off these very
same overblown losers all in the name of ego-caressing. With this as a
general condition, it can be no wonderwhy the Movement is in a mess.
And this has been one of the BIGGEST mistakes that I long ago swore
to have nothing to do with in any ofmy own dealings. It is perhaps the
easiest to spot as it is the easiest to steer away from of all the common
pitfalls. The problem is it forces you out in search of fresh human
resources as it will automatically eliminate 99% of the existing
Movement as the hobbyists, weirdoes, freaks and geeks that they are.

[Vol XII, #4 - Apr., 1983]
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Lessons Learned the HardWay
Among the areas for greatest attention this time if old errors are

not to be repeatedwould be the scrupulous avoidance of another ego—
cult built around another self—styled"Fuhrer". Instead of being any sort
of requirement, it has proven to be a deadly liability. With each man at
his proper post doing his utmost without fanfare, it will soon enough
become clear whether we have in our presence a true "Leader of
Leaders". Until such time, we can do extremely well by maintaining a
correct chain—of—command, seniority of those with proven track
records, authoritywith responsibility based on‘ ability to perform and
gain results. There are many effective ways we can operate and go
forward while at the same time developing and bringing true leadership
to the fore.

When we speak of independence we primarily mean functional
independence so that no one is crying out for this or that, no one
carries an unfair load but most importantly that no one gets too much
strategic CONTROL. One of the worstmistakes made in 1976, which
I personally walked into with my eyes wide open as I knew I was taking
a calculated but necessary risk, was depending on outside sources for
our printed propaganda. This is especially the case with regular
publications as it puts far, far too much control into handswhose sole
function is to be at the beck and call of the political leadership of the
Movement, rather than expecting to play the part of "mastermind"
because they happen to own press equipment. I repeat, anyone who
enters into an arrangement of this nature treads on dangerously thin
ice and gives up a very large measure of true independence.Each unit
of any size MUST have its own, private source of creating its printed
propaganda.

Another error to be avoided this time is excessive splintering, the
kind ofwhich we saw in 1976 and 1977. When the NSPA (National
Socialist Party of America) was taken out of the parent group (the
NSWPP), it provided an alternative for those favoring the Mass
Strategy idea. When Tommasi took the NSLF faction out of the
NSWPP in 1974 he created the first group of National Socialists
committed to Armed Struggle.And both of these were based in major
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US. cities. But it was no time before things started taking on a
definitely kooky disposition when any disgruntled supporter in Podunk
Hollow who had a p.o. box was trying to get into the act with weird
soundingnames and even weirder looking uniforms. That's dissipation
and it is NO GOOD! These neighborhoodNS circles rightfully should
serve as the meat and muscle to the brain and nervous system of the
bonafide NS centers. They should not go off on their merry way and
become drains that sidetrack critically needed centralized funds and
nationally coordinated activities.

During 1976—77 there was an absolute dearth of mutual honesty
and respect which, once the initial monkeywrenches got tossed into
the works, lead to the rapid collapse of the entire structure. Therewas
no true LOYALTY. Once the first opportunist played his hand against
one legitimate segment of the Movement, and because he owned
printing presses, the rest bent completely over backward in futile and
disgusting pleas for "reconciliation", instead of demandingloyalty first
to THEIR OWN. That attitude of screw—your—buddy for some
material advantage (real or imagined, and at a high price) is what
provided for the quick dismantlementof what little had been built up
in that short time. There has GOT TO BE ABSOLUTELOYALTY
to a higher ideal and that idealmust be THATWHICHWILLCARRY
THE MOVEMENT TO POWER OVER THE STATE. It must be
correctness and not short—range opportunism, egoism or materialism!
Hitler talks a lot about correctness in Mein Kampf. If correctness were
in any way bound up in howmuchmoney or howmany assets a group
or individual has, then the Zionist—Capitalists would have us dead to
rights. One line that did arise from the 1976—77 period was "Function
Before Form". The only way to do away with rivalries is to outline at
the start the true FUNCTION and PURPOSE in everything from
groups to officers to publications, etc. At the same time we will
increase our potential by the specialization of distinct branches of
operation such as the political, the paramilitary and the administrative.
We cannot tolerate any longer a dozen or so "jacks of all trades and
masters ofnone", each purporting to be a "leader" and have a "group",
and each getting in the way of the other so that no one gets anywhere.
Through true specialization of both function and purpose we will put
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an end to the idiotic syndromeof "all chiefs and no Indians" and shall
then raise the beginnings of a real POLITICALARMY!

Not everything associated with the old concept of "National
Headquarters" should be completely rejected. For one thing I am a
believer in UNIFORMITY because it builds unity and esprit de corps
and looks impressive as hell to all outsiders. Hand-in—handmust come
DISCIPLINE without which there is nothing remotely resembling a
true and effective organization. We want no more clown costumes
passing forNS uniforms andwewant no more "generalissimos" whose
sole function has been to underscore and reinforce DISUNITY and
provide gaming material for self—appointed shrewdies wanting to play
chess with live figurines. A straight brown and black paramilitary
uniform as defined in 1973 remains the best and most practical way to
go for any National Socialist. For the rest, we are so damned small and
tightly—knit that any further distinction or rank shall be found in the
name and face of thewearer of this simple uniform and the reputation
he has built by his ACTIONS. May we see a return to dignity and
sobriety in this manner.

Because there are two major divisions in the Movement — Mass
Strategy andArmed Struggle — notice shouldbe served that thosewho
want to wear the uniform should LOOK THE PART. Those who
would instead rather remain in distinguishable from the masses for
purposes ofbeing part of the underground had better be ready to ACT
THE PART. Because now we must base our reliance upon INNER
DISCIPLINE in order to get this Movementon to the kind of footing
it must have before discipline can be enforced externally. Untilwe are
able to properly and competitively pay a professional, full—time staff
and until we are confident enough of ourselves to effectively punish
transgressors, we must rely upon our own self-discipline ifwe are to
go forward. This calls for certain intelligence, certain maturity, certain
commitment. For those who in the least way aspire to any leadership
role in the Movement, then it also requires a certain self—denial, a
placing of the Movement above one's own self.

[Vol.X, #12 - Dec., 1981]
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In Reverse
It's gotten to sound like an old cliche to say that the Right Wing has

been going about things backwards but, upon real examination, that
turns out to be precisely the case. Blueprints for successful
revolutionary movements have been set down for us from Hitler to
Rockwell to Tommasi and any number of other great revolutionaries
not of the National Socialist spirit. Why then has the Movement
continued to attach itself to the decrepit and utterly ridiculous Right
Wing and chosen a course that has perennially doomed itself to failure?

In the monumental classic film of‘inspiration, "Triumph of the
Will",Hitler says words to the effect that in our belief and our overview
we must be rock-hard, but in our tactics we must always be flexible.
The essence ofgenius is the ability to spot the super—obvious principles
of life — things so obvious that themajority can't see them — and to put
them into as few simple words as possible. Hitler did that when he
made this observationof revolutionary procedure.But the Right Wing
would rather dress up like him and go on about things dead backwards
than heedinghis words from the start.

It's been a case in the past of the two approaches of totality and
flexibility misapplied and misdirected — quite literally inverted in a
strategy and overview tailor-made for defeat, which can only be termed
"out of this world". When a person or group flies in the face of
established and proven principles, the results are entirely predictable. I
came to see the predictability of it all long before I was able to figure
out "why" it was so. Never for an instant did I doubt the truth of the
Cause and never did I relent in my hatred of the System. At first, one
was almost compelled to state that the entire Movementwas made up
of idiots and born losers as being the reason for all the flat, dismal
failures of such a nobleCause in the midst of such a dire situation. But
wait! The System and the Establishment are LOADED with the same
kind of fools and retards and, as far as the power structure is
concerned, are doing quite nicely. We've got our share of real bums
but that, however, is not the explanation.

The leadership, up till now, has been responsible for the failure, as
leadership — or lack of it — always is. And a great deal of these people
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were and are highly educated, formerly professional men who could
compare quite favorably against most System bureaucratswith regard
to personal ability and qualifications. But it matters not how brilliant
or well—trained you are, howmany good people you have or how hard
you all work and sacrifice IF your basic premise is off. And it is that
above all other causes for the consistent Right Wing failure over the
decades. I'll attempt to examine exactly why it is.

The Right Wing —which includes most ofwhat I call theMovement
— fights its battles with the System on a piecemeal basis, choosing a
”cause", an "issue", a "crusade" here and there. It's always a lost cause
going in and by the time the Movement gets its teeth into the meat of
it, somethingnew has come along. They actually play poor runner—up
to the shell—gaming of the System media. At the same time, Movement
groups go after their members with a raging demand for total
conformity to a pattern that is unreal and call for perfection in their
humanmaterial. Regulation haircuts, clothing standards, minimums of
(worthless) literature to be bought and — presumably — distributed, a
certain percentage of their income to be pledged (wasted) each month,
demonstrations (ridiculous) to be staged minus the necessary
personnel to do it right andminus a public which gives a damn. PLUS,
I should add, strict adherence to the "Fuhrerprinzip" (regardless of
what any non—Nazi group may wish to call it). To even QUESTION
is an automatic out. Is this not about the size of it?

A revolutionary organization would do it the otherway around. To
a revolutionary there are no "issues”, no "campaigns". The only
concern is the destruction of the existing order, the existing power. In
complete truth, most if not all of the "issues" the Movement has
wasted its time and effort coming out against in the past are some of
the very things which willHELP DESTROY the hated System! From
Vietnam to drugs to abortion to bussing to illegal immigration, etc.,
they have willingly adopted the LOSING SIDE of the "issue". The
System is historically DOOMED and these things are just a part of the
TIDEOF DESTRUCTION that is going to engulfit. Sure a bunch of
Jews may be cashing in on it, as they have historically done, but so
what?! Of course we all know the REASON that the Movement has
taken the stance it always has in the past — because these things were
all "bad" for theWhite people and, through our public demonstrations
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against these things, we hoped and expected to gain massive White
support for our cause. THIS STRATEGYNEVER, ATANY TIME,
HAS EVEN COME CLOSETO WORKING”

The Movement has been indulging in a lot ofwishful thinking and,
very basically, has been thinking with its heart, emotionally. A
revolutionary thinks strictly with his brain, his highest intelligence, with
regard for practicalities alone.

A revolutionary also assumes a vastly different approach to the
matter of human resources. This is not the future. This is the present.
Even as Robert Lloyd once commented to me in 1969, not a single
one of us is even a reflection of the kind of person we want to see
inhabit the planet in centuries to come:To go even further, there's no
use even worrying about it or trying to "fake it". Rather, work for the
fall of the monster System that, if it keeps itself in power indefinitely,
will spell the absolute end for any hope of a better future. That is
primary. NOTHINGcan be done for our people as long as the System
lives and exerts its influence. Now, I ask you, what kind of "clean—cut,
moral, law—abiding and upstanding citizen" does it require to tackle a
job like that? The great Russian anarchist, Bakunin, described the
qualifications well:

”The lost man, who has no belongings, no outside interests, no
personal ties of any sort — not even a name. Possessed of but one
thought, interest and passion— the revolution. A manwho has broken
with Society, broken with its laws and conventions. He must despise
the opinions of others, and be prepared for death and torture at any
time. Hard towards himself, he must be hard to others, and in his heart
there must be no place for love, friendship, gratitude or even honor."

As for leadership, Tommasi put it best when he wrote that the
leaders are those who are DOING IT. Those with backgrounds in
National Socialism reaching back more than a decade will recall the so—

called "leader" who ousted Tommasi from the Party for being "too
revolutionary", for having had women in the headquarters (horrorsl),
for having hadmarijuana in the headquarters (more horrorsl), for using
the System in order to strengthen the revolutionary organization
(unethical), and for attacking the System, destroying it physically and
materially (illegal). It's only been ten years since his death and the
blossomingof the full—scale revolutionmay yet be a long way off but
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his name is remembered and known in more quarters than the "leader"
who dismissed him.

The only totality we can apply currently with success is in our own
view toward the System, the Enemy. When we attempt to apply it to
new people, new adherents to the Movement, we achieve only an
inward-looking cult; we alienate good people who are committed but
still of a level-headed, reasoning nature. We open the field for nuts and
tin—hornswho are willing to put upwith, and even add to, the nonsense
in order to be a bigger part of it and, worst of all, we stifle fresh genius.
It is a low view, held only by those who can't handle the Enemy and
choose instead to tyrannize the membership and make people over
while pretending to attack small surface symptoms of a far more
serious problem (and falling flat even at that).

In applying a strategy of totality toward the System instead, we find
ourselves keeping up a constant pressure against itwhere it counts; on
a never—ending, day-to—daybasis, we begin to lay the groundwork for a
truly popular front and rid ourselves of the label of "kooks",
"reactionaries" and "fascists"; we develop a true ideology, a worldview,
and in living it rather than playing at it we eventually become larger,
greater than the Enemy itself; we assume the advantage, the
OFFENSIVE, and through our self-discipline and diligent efforts,_we
become the embryonic government-to-be, more than worthy and
capable of taking over the reigns once the present government is gone.

To the opposite side, the only area in which we can AFFORD to
be flexible is that of our own people. The System is ruthless, unfeeling,
unrelentingand so must we be toward it. We are our only best hope,
we are our only best friends, we are all that we have and it would
behoove us all to take better care and have better regard in our mutual
dealings. Decency, intelligence and plain practicality when applied to
new people — and current ones as well — would result in the attraction
of new talent and better exploitation of existing talent, it would
encourage initiative, it would encourage greater overall loyalty, and
through the feeling of community, it wouldmake us far less vulnerable
to System attacks. Only through these means will we be able to enjoy
and employ the equally primary principles of selection in building an
effective Movement. Only through dealing with larger numbers — by
not driving them away — can we develop the levels of action and
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leadership necessary to a revolutionary movement. The best will
discipline themselves and work harder and meet with greater success.
The restwill serve to augment these successes.

When, as it has been, the Movement imagines it can assume a
flexible stance and approach to the vicious beast that is the System,
then a sense of directionlessness, airnlessness and general confusion
reigns. The System calls every shot. No one knows what's next. There
is a lack of seriousness, of real purpose, not to mention an unending
series of defeats. Because of this there develops the ”clubism",
conservatism, readtion. The group is, in effect, a PART of the
Establishment and, because there is no real, long—range attack plan, it
becomes full of dabblers. Flexibility when applied to the AIM
absolutely precludes decisive action. (And a lot of idealistic hopes do
not constitute an AIM.)

Revolutionary discipline must mean that WE will be the single
survivor in a war against the System, a TOTAL WAR against the
System. Revolutionary lenience must mean that we will gladly accept
the help of all who are willing to work and to fight; we will enlist the
help of all.

[Vol XIV, #9 — Sept., 1985]

Where History Stopped
It never hurts to possess a comprehensiveunderstandingof history

and the development of Aryan culture, not to mention that of our
enemies. This howeverrequires much time and study, that is, assuming
that one can even get hold of the required literature for such study. For
purposes of revolutionary understanding as well as revolutionary
recruiting, all that needs to be comprehendedwell are the occurrences
of the past century. It's all contained there within the span of a few
short generations: The fall of theWhite Race from the very heights of
power and culture to the bottom depths of servitude and degradation.
And then, of course, there is the Greatest Story Ever Told which still
lies within the memories of half the people yet alive today. That is the
saga of Adolf Hitler, the birth and rise of the NSDAP and the Third
Reich in Germany. There compressedwithin an incredibly short time
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frame, twenty five years, is the total revelation of an entire age ofman.
Truly where history —— as it had been known since the end of Classical
Civilization — came to its end.

To go even further, a personwho is truly aware really needs to look
no further than what he finds around him here, in the present day.
That may be asking a bit too much as practically all living vestiges of a
greatpast have been erased. Still I hold that a person who is strong and
natural within will know by the filth and disease all about him that
things are not right and will be able to arrive at his own conclusions
(also based onwho is running the show, andwho it is they most curse).
Charles Manson, to be sure, has never cracked open one of the Right
Wing books about the Illuminati, etc., and his grasp of things is total
(and how the Establishment curses himl). Indeed, as he himselfpoints
out, books can be dangerous as they have the power to suck one into
them and the era and place they are representing. How true this has
been of the entire Right Wing — if they haven't been living in 1933,
they've been living in 1865.

I've seen too many who flaunt their prowess at talking Right Wing
trivia and laying claim to this intellectual trick as some kind of grounds
for leadership. Some of it might be of interest for a genuine student of
history — as I am —- who doesn't mind lectures, but it is counter-
productive in the extreme where revolutionary personalities and
temperaments are involved, that is, among the more directly action—
minded. Theywant to hear present—day reality put into simple terms of
explanation — they want to hear flaming, living rhetoric to forge
together a hardcore Movement, and most of all to hear about the
future, not the past.

Just as not everyone was ever intended (at least not by Nature) to
fall into the System's universal, compulsory liberal education, not
everyone who might possibly gravitate into the Movement is intended
to be aware of everything that has happened throughout history from
antediluvian times to the present. For all but the most tiny few, such
knowledge is useless baggage. The fact is that most couldn't care less.
To try to push it on them is to alienate and lose them. Give them
instead what will most set them on fire: The way to deal with the
present rather than be victimized by it and, most of all, the way to
conquer the future!
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[VOL X111, #6 _ June, 1984]

WhatWe Can DispenseWith
We can unburden ourselves of all useless wreckage and lumber.

Things like idle complaint. We cannot complain about "what's going
on", we can only complain about OURSELVES as yet not having
reached a point where we can do something about it. Right now, we'll
do very well to concentrate on ourselves for, until we have done that,
we can't do much about anything else.

It is an error to complain about politicians. It is a worse error to
complain about any specific politician by name. This is because that to
do so is to extend to them a certain legitimacy and, at the same time,
to go so far as to place ydurself in the same league, on the same level
with them. As though they are your leaders and you don't approve of
what they're doing. To fall into, or more often, to fail to get out of this
line of thought is fatal one hundred percent of the time and no one
who has ever towed a line like that has ever succeeded at anything. As
to "What the Jews are up to", "what the Blacks have pulled lately", etc.,
it is all the same. People and groupswill do as it is their nature and will

to do. They cannot be predicted to do as might be "expected" when a
society has broken down as this one has. Anyonewho cannot see that
has no business whatsoever in any movement calling itself politically
revolutionary.

The Enemy is the Enemy and aliens are aliens. All politicians — high
and low — are PIGS in a Pig System. If they weren't, they wouldn't be
there. From President to dogcatcher, they are all the same bureaucratic,
sell—out swine. No distinctions are to be drawn. Meaningless
considerations of "parties", of "Left" and "Right", even individual
identities, names, etc, are simply not to be used. To kill an "ism" you
have to kill the "ists". Their words and actions are absolutely
predictable and no one should ever express any sense of shock or
outrage at them. We must view them as a mountain range, or a fetid
swamp, or a series of storm clouds: Just there. A factor to be noted
and taken into account, upon which to base future strategy. In the
present we have to work around them, in spite of them, never
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extending to them the invitation to send in their pigs to breakup these,
ourmost early and rudimentaryefforts. In the future, we have to break
up their power base and unseat them from the positions of authority
which they usurped from real American leaders who haven't existed
now in several generations. In the end, we have to simply kill them, as
expeditiously and unceremoniouslyas possible.

As for what any Black or group of Blacks may do — likewise with
any alien congregations — it should concern us not. For this is not our
country and these are not our people. They are not doing anything to
us; not taking anything away from us. They are but players on a
common chess board. They are merely aliens on this continent which
has mostly seen throughout its existence the parlances of groups of
aliens, vying one against another for greater dominance. There is no
indication that this long—established trend will not go on. If anything,
they serve to unsettle and unhinge the drive for total control by the Big
Brother Pig Bureaucrats of the System. At this point, anything which
contributes to friction, chaos and anarchy can only help us in the long
run. Should we then express any particular shock when any member
of these alien groups commits some transgression against the old
Anglo—Saxon laws which once, long ago, were devised to govern this
land?

Outrages and offenses to the sensibilities of any truly civilized
individual have long since become the rule and not the exception. We
must View it merely as the element in which we swim, in which we
struggle. And of course, as we all know, it continues to degenerate
further with each passing year. You do not complain about this. You
either choose to swim or not to swim. You ADAPT to it so as to be
able to function most effectively in it. You don't have to like it. You
never accept it but you view it as only the primary aspectof the greater
game plan in which everyone is caught up. Others will view it
differently but they will be deluding themselves. You don't "worry"
about any of that — you only worry about what YOU are going to be
doing next, on your own, in relationship to it.

[Vol x111, #6 — June, 1984]
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Reasons, Not Excuses
We have ourselves to attest to the fact that no one has to submit to

the tyranny that today reigns.Who andwhat did it for us? The answer
is no one and nothing. We did it ourselves, individually. We did it even
though our backgrounds at that early time were practically identical to
any of the rest, even though we were educated in the same school
system, watched the same movies and television, read the same books,
newspapers and magazines. We existed in the same world as the rest
and yet we broke away. Why don't they?

The reasons why no mass movement has existed in this country on
the part ofWhites to defend themselves and what is theirs have been
extensively dealt with byMovement scholars, probablymore than any
other single topic. There of course is the media brainwash which not
only denies all Truth, but pumps the head full of lies and poison and
robs the thinking and decision—making processes of any chance to
function. There is the comfort corruptionwhich softens and saps the
spirit and will. Then there is also dysgenics which means, though a

person is nominally "White", he is so only in color, there is nothing
underneath. This is the product of fratricidal wars and total lack of
breeding: the creation of a race of boobs. These are some of the
reasons... they may help us to understand but they excuse no one.

The old Movement used to actually take comfort and reassurance
from all of this and kept telling itself that all would be put right when
"Der Tag" arrived. It won‘t. It means that 9,999 out of 10,000 have
been culled out of the action and have succumbed to things intended
to consume all of us but which were escaped by a tiny few. The theory
that all will be well oncewe have blazed the path or "when things get
bad enough” is misguided. No one will "come along" once it has been
seen that the going has been made safe and secure, because it will
NEVER BECOME such until the last fire has been extinguished, the
last shot fired, the last body buried.

[Vol XIII, #3 - March, 1984]
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Only On Each Other
I once knew a woman who worked as a check-out clerk in a super

market. After work, she would relate to me all the little cliques,
personality clashes, back—biting, petty intrigues, not to mention the
rottenness and carousing of the boss himself. And it struck me that
right there, in the confines of a few thousand square feet, involving
only a few dozen individuals, was all the same nonsense — and all its
deadly earnest ferocity — that I was running into in the Movement at
that time. Our struggles, it seemed, were of a higher orderwith higher
stakes and so, therefore, merited such in—house conflicts whereas to
indulge in these stupidities in such a minute fashion, where therewere
no real stakes at all, appeared to be most childish. I was rather amazed.

Then it wasn't too long before it dawned over me that such silliness
properly belonged to the realm of. the inconsequential, where no
outcome mattered. In affairs of trying to build a viable political
movementwith aims such as ours, it had no place at all. It wasn't long
thereafter that I separatedmyself from it completely by undertaking
what I've been doing with SIEGE and Universal Order.

Idiotic, meaningless struggles, rivalries, quarrels. Among drunks,
punks, jealous women, gangs of kids, neighbors, co—workers, the Right
Wing, etc. The intrigues, the vendettas, the pettiness, the thievery, the
meanness that goes on constantly. With no real outcome, nothing
learned, nothing gained, and leading to yet more cycles of the same
mistakes.

The winners? The System, the Pigs, the Establishment. The real
results? Mutual loss for those who can afford it the least, making
laughing stocks of themselves, one divided against another even into
the family level. Helplessness and ridiculousness.

Here again is the difference between the average person and the
revolutionary. For one, the revolutionary scrupulously AVOIDS the
havens and breedinggroundsof commonmisery and trouble. He stays
out of habitual, useless trouble spots and situations. He never helps
police against any other nor does he invite them down upon himself.
He doesn't engage in drunkennessor "highs". His is self—discipline and
clear perspectives. He will never attack or betray a comrade. In fact he
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will never initiate any unnecessary hostility as he has more than enough
on his hands handling matters of urgent importance. He engages in
nothing petty, common or mean.

His enemy is the System — as the System is the Enemy of one and
all. He is differentbecause he knows it fully well and is serious enough
about himselfand what is at stake to conduct himselfat all times in an
appropriatemanner: As a sober and effective revolutionary soldier.

[Vol XV, #3 — Mar, 1986]

Strength Unencumbered
Some have said and still say that these are "pre—revolutionary

times". That's a pretty good intellectual cop—out for a professional
faker. But a revolutionary cannot make such a statement without
confessing himself to be no more than a weirdo. The degree of
VACUUM found in this present—day society indicates clearly that this
is a revolutionary time as no other before in history. Charles Manson
has told us that we must read the books BACKWARDS and get all
that ”other stuff" — people, places and events from other times — out
of our minds so that we can start dwelling in the NOW and start
dealing with the NOW.

Trying to organize forwhat? To try to BECOME the KuKlux Klan
which effectively dealt with the NOW of the 1870's?To try to become
the Nazi Party which effectively dealt with the NOW of the 1930's?Or
to try to boost a damaged ego, to try to compensate for some
frustration in life, to try to escape reality? I've seen it too much. I know
it too well. And those FEW who are, or were, solid and sincere, what
chance have 1/9531got trying to ”carry" and cater to a bunch of defectives
and screwballs? That's Right Wingism also, and not revolution, and I

got tired of it too.
The idea is not (or at least shouldn't be) to organize losers so that

somebodywilling to sink his paycheck into a paper front, and willing
to get his head busted to get into the press, etc., can feel "safe" and
unthreatened as a "leader". Nothing comes out of that as it is an escape,
a pressure—release in itself. It has, in fact, its own demise built—in. I've
wondered whether it's the System not allowing the Movement to
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develop into anything or if it's the Movementbeingunable to develop
into anything. One fact is certain and from it we should all take a
lesson:What the System is trying to prevent,what their "Maginot Line"
is intended to guard against, is the same thing the Movement can't
seem to muster and that is a serious, sober, effective, adult
ORGANIZATION.

Stalemate. And in favor of the System.
Apart from being in possessionof the Idea first, next the guts and

intelligence, the greatest strength any member of the Movement can
have is freedom and maneuverability. The comparisons between now
and NS Germany, or even Weimar Germany, should cease as there is
NO useful comparison, so different are the times and manners. No
Adolf Hitler is going to join one of these idiotic groups with their
absurd ”commanders" as Member Number Seven and transform the
thing overnight. For one, the "commander" wouldn't tolerate being
upstaged. For another thing, such amind as another Hitler would have
to possess wouldn't tolerate the monkeyshines and shenanigans that
the Movement is famous for. The nature of things now is
immeasurably bigger and more inhuman than any other time or place.
There is no time for comedies.

[VOL XIV, #7 — July, 1985]

Too Close To OurWork
Because of the self—imposed rules the traditionalRight has always

played by, they are so far removed from what's happening as to
realistically not count. For effective purposes in national affairs, there
are only two camps: Status quo, middle-of—the—road Conservatives and
"progressive", death-wish Liberals. A true "Right" is in no way
represented. This plus the fact that Whites have absolutely no real
representationmakes for probably the most lop—sided political scene
of any country ever in history. Who is at fault?

Right Wing mentality is at fault and it remains to be seen whether
it can be changed or, if not, whether enough fresh blood or untapped
human resources exist in the overall "Movement" or can be found to
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move things in a new direction. I stop short of saying "in time" because
that kind of phraseology is part of classic Right Wingism.

Can it be possible to go about something in a flippant, amateurish
manner and yet maintain at the same time an air of utmost urgency?
That is the Right. As I have said at times in the past, I have here Rightist
tracts — postwar — dating up from 1949 which each in turn give this
country about 5 years to go before totally succumbing to degeneracy
and subversion, if not all—out military attack. Many of these are of a
biblical nature with the rest being various shades of crack—brained

political crusades. A comparatively recent one — which masked, but yet
served, a monumental ego—trip of the author who happened to have
been there — had it that, "Rhodesia must be the turning point!" That
was from about 1976. Last straw after last straw.

That is how Right Wingers view things, possibly all things, but
certainly the struggle they are involved in. Events have shown that
nothing is that cut—and—dried or, if you'll pardon, "black and white".
They say "the End” is just around the corner and shall arrive with the

very next System sell—out. We on the other hand say that "the End"
came and went some time ago with regard to the old order and all of
the old values. They have it that when their "End" comes, it will be
total and complete— the final triumph of the "Other Side", depending
on which Rightist you're talking to and who, in his opinion, represents
the "Other Side". We say that today isn't a hell of a lot different than
the Dark Ages of Europe and that the choice is to either accept the
existing grayness and mediocrity or work and fight to bring about a
new Age ofMan.

An example: As long as the US. and the nations of the West are
mired in this mess, things are quite certain to continue to steadily
deteriorate— like a state of melancholia which strikes individuals. But
as bad as the professional losers would like to have it, if right now a
few of the proper orders could be given from places of authority, more
than enough strength and vitality remain in the West to completely
turn the tables on the forces of decay. I'd say within a matter of two
weeks. Those ”right orders" are not forthcoming however and aren't
likely to be until some new, healthy authority takes over. Total
destruction of the high—tech space/ computer age implied? Yes,
probably, for a time. Until we can rebuild. But I want to tell you that
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pitted against the Third Worlders of today — or of the future our
ancestors —— in wooden ships, with flintlock weapons, could kick ass in
mighty short order. Rather than two weeks, itmight take two years. All
a question of balls.

The losers, those already dead, are riveted to a losing formula and
thought—pattern.To break free you cannot be one of them. How are
you to tell and how‘can you break the barrier?

[Vol X, #9 — Sept, 1981]

A Break With The Past
I'm a National Socialist first and foremost.Have been for over half

of my life and will be for the rest of it. But those familiar with the
philosophy of SIEGE will see that_l view the Party in Germany
togetherwith its tactics, etc., purely as a phenomenon of that time and
that place, totally unworkable here in the present. (And I must add that
CommanderRockwell and his strategy were not of the past or another
place and could have workedhad he lived to see it through.) But Hitler
and Rockwell shared one thing in common which is no longer valid:
They both believed — as Hitler proved and as Rockwell was
successfully demonstrating— that the existing institutions of the day,
though in many cases subverted and taken over by our enemies, were
still usable and could be co—opted, or worked through, in the building
of the Movement and the seizing of power.

This is no longer the case at all.
From now on, all our thoughts and strategy must be based upon

this realization. It is unpleasant and uncomfortable to be without the
old guideposts and landmarks of the past which stood largely
unchanged for centuries. Yet the fact remains that for the first instance
in a very long time we are absolutely NOT the masters of our own
country, our own affairs. Our people are totally disenfranchised as a
race and there are no exceptions to be found in "White" companymen
or "White" shabbez goyim. Do not make fools of the rest of us by
complaining to, pleading with, or barking at the System. There have at
times been intelligent and sincere people in sympathy with our Cause
who'd admonish us in the most helpful and polite terms, which I can
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and do respect, that the Nazi approach can't make it mainly because
something new is required... something "new". No argument could I
ever find with that, though neither could I nor anyone else come up
with that new "something". Those who pretended they hadwere only
fooling themselves for what they created was only a weakened and
watered — down version of Fascism and National Socialism with
different names and symbols. Furthermore, never in practical
application did any of it come close to having the effect that
Commander Rockwell and his A.N.P., or subsequent efforts of later
Nazi fronts had. These "new" attemptswere in fact backward steps.

While I cannot go for any of these sneaky approaches, any of these
"krinklejammers", because of a personal commitment and devotion to
what Hitler brought forth and out of practical common sense, neither
can I allow myself to believe that history's march stopped in 1945. The
pages of history read pretty dull since that time but yet in historic terms
the ensuing thirty—odd years don't really represent much of a span of .

time. The best that can be said for these past three decades is that a
number of embryonic things have developed, one or more of which
could mature into something. Which ones and how, no one can
know...

[Vol X, #9 - Sept, 1981]

Ready ForWhat?
One mightbe able to imagine, after reading some ofwhat I have to

say about "Right Wingism", how I personally feel about the want—

something—for—nothing inquiries that still come to my address
occasionally from fossilized remnants of the "Right Wing Age". I feel
insulted by their presence and am offended at their wanting "free
samples" of revolutionary literature. We're struggling; they're piddling.

Usually these take the form of a partial sheet of school-kid's
notebook paper on which has been scrawled, "Please send samples of
your literature." Never any money, seldom even a request for
subscription rates and not even a stamped return envelope.

Then there are thosewho feel that if they provide a good, standard
Right Wing litany in letter form then they are entitled to a freebie
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request thrown in at the conclusion of the letter, and all is even. (You
always get the sinking feeling that at the end of each of these "pep—
talks" there IT will be: The "bite". And you're right every time.)

Readers of SIEGE will know that I hate idle complaint and try to
avoid it wherever I can. But one of these letters came in about amonth
or so ago which sort of broke the camel's back and prompted this
particular segment to be written. It was "standard" all the way except
that at the close it'had, "READY TO FIGHT!", above the author's
signature. It was too much for me.

I didn't gag but I did get steamed and still do whenever I stop to
consider it. "Ready to fight." "Ready to fight." "Ready to fight." Kick
it around in your mind and roll it over your tongue a few times. I'll bet
I could draw you a PICTURE, complete with personal background
and history, of that individual just going from experience with these
types and making a composite... but I won't because that wouldmake
me sick for sure.

"Ready to fight"? Yes, I sent a copy ofSIEGE in response— which
probably scared the hell out of him if it didn't entirely confuse him —

and, no, therewasn't any further communication. But "Ready to fight"?
Ten years ago I mighthave stopped and written him a letter containing
much of what I am saying here, but not today. I have vowed to cut
waste.

"Ready to fight", eh? So what's the delay? Waiting for a bell for the
next round? Waiting for some "hippie" or "nigger" to come jumping
up onto YOUR porch? If you're reallyREADY to fight, why not take
it on your own like Cowan, Spisak, Mathews or a dozen others who
FOUGHTPP What in HELL are you waiting for?!

Is this the conscious evasion of a coward or an idiotic lack of
understanding on the part of a blowhard? I know how the rest of it
goes, like this: "Ready to fight...when the time comes." Even when the
fighting is, and already has been going on, it's still never quite "time".

No. Not everyone is a fighter. That's understood around here. But
don't come on like a fool and don't use that term to hide behind. I will
show respect for anyone who approaches me in seriousness and who
is willing to apply themselves seriously. And a serious approach in this
case would have been something like, "Ready to work." Or "Ready to
serve." As it was, this person wasn't even ready to subscribe!
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This is an insult to all who DO work and serve, in quiet, without
fanfare. And ESPECIALLYan insult to thosewho DO fight and who
pay the ultimate price. I can't tolerate it anymore and I won't. Let the
fakers keep to themselves as there are plenty of faker—style groups out
there who thrive on hot air. Not around here.

"Ready to fight."
Son of a BITCH!

[Vol XIV, #3 - Mar, 1985]

Revolutionary Set-Back?
With Ronnie Ray—gun having trounced Jimmy Carter can we

consider ourselves saved? Can we quit and relax? Not if we're
revolutionaries. All that Reagan is going to do — has already done — is
rock the conservative types back to sleep again. jimmy Carter at least
jolted them out: of their apathy part—way, which accounted for the
"landslide" turnout of voting cattle over previous years' care—less

attitude (when it looked like the electorate might shut down altogether
— a revolutionist's dream!) As long as the Enemy remains in control of
this country, he is going to go the limit to maintain his
Democrat/ Republican shell—game and, as Joe Tommasi said, the
peoplewill go on playing party politics no matter how bad things get.

Some may thinkwe can afford to go a little easier now on revolution
and give Ronnie a chance. Maybe get a little more "mass" in our
strategy and thereby hopefully avoid some of the leaner times ahead
due to the conservative bandwagon. Mostwill be doing this very thing
out of opportunism and "roll—with-the—blows" reaction, which is all
they know. Not us. Ronnie Ray—gun has done only one thing and we
as revolutionaries must view it from both sides of the spectrum: First,
he may have bought some time for the System; second, right now only
the Reds are in a position to take advantage of a general collapse and
maybe Ron has done us a favor too.

Unless we are dead wrong, then Ronnie is not going to alleviate this
nation's mess one bit. Simply because he can't; because he is a System
boy. Ronnie is as much a System boy as Jimmy. He wants to keep
corporate profits high and, wherever possible, keep the serfs (be they
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Black orWhite, it matters not) appeased. Being a System boy, Ronnie
Ray-gun does not only not recognize any of the real problems of this
country, on the contrary, they are some of his best friends. So cheer
up! Things will get worse!!

For the sake of conducting a "Reaction Survey", how much
conservatismdo you have left in your blood? Did you somehow come
off with a "cleaner" feeling when Ronniebeat the pants off ofJimmy?
Do you feel vicariously "vindicated" or somehow satisfied by the
suddenrush to the conservative camp by a bunch of edgy,middle—class
Americans? Would you welcome an easing of inflation or a lessening
of unemployment?Would you like to see a beefed—up US Army? Or
bigger police forces? Why not an outright return to the Eisenhower or
Nixon years? Do you enjoy playing hide—and—go—seek with the FBI-
KGB or trying to second-guess what a conservative, reactionary
Supreme Courtmight cookup for us radicals and "Rock-the—Boaters"?
Would you get that warm glow inside seeing "the people" again
"having faith" in (what's supposedly) "their government" and turning
their backs flatly against actual reform? Well, if so, you ain't one of us!
Ralph "Here Come the Reverend" Abernathy said it all when he
backed Reagan over Carter because, as he put it, "Under the Carter
administration the forces of racism have experienced an upsurge."
Jimmy, we're going to miss you!

We want bureaucratic hang—dogs like Carter out front and not
"Cowboy Heroes" like Reagan to give people a false sense of security
in leadership. We want as our revolutionary incubus the most vile and
decadent form of liberalism so that we may run wild and free. We do
not want a repressive, conservative "Don't—Rock-the-Boat"
atmosphere which suits the cheap labor, high profits, one—man-one-
vote bourgeoisie just dandy. Ifwe can't get the gutless masses to join
in an effort at retaking control of America from the Enemy, then we
at least want them to keep out of ourway in completeapathy when the
day comes for us to break the current impasse. We don't want "Law &
Order" but ratherwe want the people so terrified by crime that they'll
be ready to accept anything which promises to lead them to safety. We
want them sullen and disgruntled and not happily participating in the
"democratic process". Above all we don't want a police state with our
worst enemies at the top pulling the strings. We don't want a
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"Business—as—Usual"atmosphere.We want an atmosphere conducive
to REVOLUTION spilling over into the streets.

Should Ronnie be somehowable to put even a little dent in inflation
or any of the rest of the bogeymenpestering the mindless consumers
of this country, then it is bad news for the revolution. If not, and
Ronnie disillusions his conservative fans, then we could easily
experience a spurt in general revolutionary sentiment. It doesn'tmatter
if they are betrayed by the government unless they FEEL they have
been betrayed. We can't worry about a revivified FBI—KGB or an
increasingly heavy—handed judiciary. Ifwe are worth a damn at all then
we must expect to see our movement BANNED by the government,
by a frightened System just as it happened in Germany (and for that
matter, Russia) many, many times before victory became final.

The incomingRepublican regime is in fact just the same old System
wearing a differentmask. And regardless how ”clean" Ronnie Ray—gun
may seem next to Carter, his bottom line policy is the same: Try to
make the Negro look White by reducing the Whites to the level of
would—be Negroes.

So, LIVE THE REVOLUTION!
[VOL IX, #8 - Dec, 1980]

Two Rules
Since having gone the rounds myself on more than just a few

occasions, it keeps coming back to me more and more these days that
most of the travails encountered in day-to-day life can be bound up in
two areas andgenerally dispensedwith in two very basic rules: Number
One, CUT YOUR LOSSES; Number Two, NEVER MAKE THE
SAME MISTAKETWICE.

I was formally introduced to "Rule #2" after I had joined the staff
of whatwas then the national headquarters of the Party. It was told to
me by one of the old timers who was shrewd enough even then to
make his career behind—the—scenes where the turn—over and the
fatalities weren't so rife. To the sixteen—year old I was at the time, that
simple statement illuminated an entire universe of clear thinking in the
area of just plainly playing things smart and keeping control ofyours elf.
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What I have termed "Rule #1" I arrived at independently some
years afterward. It is because you're going to make mistakes eventually
— everyone does, even the best — and if you're unable to master and
overcome these initial errors, you won't survive to go on with the
learning and maturingprocess. In otherwords, you're way ahead of the
game if the mistake you commit the first time doesn't do you in.

"Rule #2" takes a backseat because it is only a matter of the
intelligent learning process. However, it is to be emphasized due to an
entire world full of people who never catch on to it. They just keep
sticking their hand back into the fire. The trick is, of course, being able
to know when one is confronted with a problem, the dynamics of
which he has faced before as circumstances may be entirely changed.
If there is another trick to this, then it has to be the ability to know
that a mistake was made the first time around and precisely what that
mistake was. In connection with this one, that same old-timer in the
1960's told me this: "The first time, it's the other guy's fault. The
second time, it's YOUR fault."

Don't be found at fault.
"Cutting Your Losses" has to assume first priority because it

involves applying acquired skills. Skills, by the way, which the timid
and reserved never get the chance to develop. So you're caught right
in themiddle of a big one, with your hand in the cookie jar, so to speak.
As I've said before in SIEGE, few things in life are as clear-cut as the
cookie jar and you normally will have room to maneuver if you don't
immediately make a bad, or potentially bad situation, into a worse one.

Avoid the human/animalistic tendencies to cop out or cave in, or,
on the opposite side, to explode and do the inappropriate thing. Small
concessions — ifmade intelligently — can sometimes be the only way of
staving off major disaster.

In many ways, a lot hangs on what youDON'T say or do.
[Vol XIV, #10 — Oct, 1985]

The Enemy lsAnyone Who Attacks
I've said in the past that the enemy was indeed anyone who

attacked, for whatever reason, and that itwas vitally necessary to know
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what amounted to an attack, in order to be able to ascertain one's real
enemies. You don't wait until the bullet has left the muzzle. And in the
huge spectrum of human struggle and endeavor, the fates of nations
and individuals as often as not are decided upon matters far less
dramatic and clear—cut than the use of firepower. More often, these
days, it is intrigue and guile which decide the course of the future. To
be undone by a bastardwho has not declared himselfyour foe, or who
has actually painted himself as a "friend", is one of the worst fates
imaginable. If just that much can be avoided in a person's life, or in the
life of the Movement, then we will be halfway home to victory.

But to know what an attack is, to be able to identify an enemy, is
not enough as anyone with strongbeliefs and values worth fighting for
will have already found out. You can depend upon an endless stream
of those who'll seek to cross you up. But can you always depend upon
yourself to be perfectly ready and willing to deal with all comers?
Today's friend, tomorrow's enemy. In revolutionary politics your
potential worst enemy is always your closest associate. Not only does
he know you but he also knows "where all the bodies are buried". Are
you ready to deal in a summary fashion with the problem once you
have received enough early signals that someone close is about to, or
already has begun to turn on you? Can you be certain? Can you act?

How about close blood relatives? Can you at one stroke "cut them
loose" in the way the MansonFamily "cut loose" their families in favor
of their greater, REAL Family under Manson himself? If the answer is
no then you are prime sucker material and I wouldn't give you two
cents for your chances.

This is not going off half—cocked. It IS going around with a hair—

trigger. Years ago, in a publication pre—dating SIEGE, I printed an
appeal — a PLEA — to members of the Movement not to engage in
games or trickery against my circle at that time because we would have
absolutely no choice whatsoever other than to consider such behavior
as an attack and take appropriate steps — even more aggressive and
belligerent counter—measures — of our own. I cited Movement
harmony and unity as cause for my appeal. Predictably, it fell on deaf
ears. Francis Parker Yockey had said that to attack someone who is
not a real enemy is to ultimately attack yourself. Those in the latter part
of the 1970'swho chose to attack us for no reason other than to try to
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eliminate competition in their imaginary "power struggle" are no
longer in the forefront of Movement affairs as they were at the time.

I do thank my lucky stars for the ability I've always seemed to
possess for picking up on little hints that trouble is on the way from
certain quarters, in advance of its actually breaking the surface. If it is
an instinct, it is only a knack for detail. It has never betrayedme. It
saved me a number of times where otherwise I would definitely have
been lost. It has but one drawback once convinced of an impending
attack, or at the very least, of perfidy that cannot go unChallenged or
unpunished, but without any overt action on the part of your enemy
as yet so as to be noticed by outsiders, strident and vigorous counter—
measures give the appearance of unprovoked aggression. Sympathy is

thereby lost and certain condemnation is incurred. In practically every
case I've been involved in, I've had to stoically assume the role of the
”bad guy" in the issue. This is fine with me. If you haven't already
learnedthe actualworth of ”sympathy", or ofhaving been "dead right"
in an issue, then I fear for you. To have never been a sucker, to have
kept on winning, at whatevercost, will always be worth it to me.

The tiniest, most insignificant of details have tipped entire schemes
of personal aggrandizement that would have been at the cost of the
Movement. A certain inflection placed on a single word in a talk; the
inexplicable disappearance of an item no bigger than a thumbnail;
equations which just don't add up; things which most people would
write off without a second thought, have time and again tipped the
balance. When an attack is planned and as it becomesmore imminent,
the element of surprise takes on greater and greater importance.
Naturally, many times things will appear "fine and dandy" as long as
the plotters feel that this appearance is to their advantage. This again
makes it doubly difficult to try and warn others, or to try and justify
yourself to others whom are not involved in the intrigue, as no one
wants to believe such things and no one wants to disruptwhat has the
look of a perfectly normal and peaceful state. During 1978, in a trans-
continental telephone conversation with one highly respected
Movement leader, I laid out the scanty evidence as I had it and
submitted my conclusions based thereon — treachery was underway
and an attack could be expected at any moment. His response, aside
from utter incredulity, was that I was "turning on my last friend". The
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reverse was the case as the individual on the phonewas forced to admit
within the week.

Earlier in SIEGE I referred to the thing which Hitler told his troops
as they prepared to go crashing into Poland to avenge a thousand
wrongs accumulated over the previous twenty years. He said at that
time, "Close your hearts to pity." As though these troops would need
to be reminded, you might think. At least as often as not, these
situations come up suddenly (as their plotters intend). The instant the
facts are clear to you, youmust abandon all hesitation, all remorse. You
must immediately determine that no quarter can be expected and that
none shall be given.You have to determine to do whatever is necessary
in order to win. And it matters not against whom, once they have
demonstrated that it is conflict they want. Comrade, friend, family
member... it doesn't matter. The first few go—rounds you experience —

assuming you survive — you'll have to keep remindingyourself of this.
After that it becomes instinctive.

None of this is to be confusedwith the phenomenon I describe as
the "Instant Bastard Syndrome" — where this or that person is a
"queer" or a "Jew" or an "agent" simply because they disagree with
you. This type of Right Wing behavior does the Movement a grave
disservice not only because it muddies the water and actually HELPS
the real agents, but because it has the effect of cheapening real
enmities. Mere name-calling and coming-to—grips—with, or matching
wits against a determinedenemy are two distinctly different things. The
syndrome I outlined had one other feature: It is generally transient.

I was once accused of threatening Movement unity because I
"refused to be parted from my revenge”. So it may have appeared to
the accuser. It is rather that I view planned attack at any time or
planneddisruption inside the Movement to be among themost serious
kinds of crimes. They don't blow away. The passage of time has no
bearing upon their status. If an end cannot be put to such an issue right
away, and ifmerely foiling a plot or stabilizing a situation is all that can
be done for the moment, then the conclusion has no choice other than
to rest "on hold" until such time as it can be settled permanently. In
the meantime, others will rise up in their order and demand solution
in turn. Such is the cycle of life's struggle. It is not expected by me that
anyone will "learn" anything by it.
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[VOL XIII, #1 — Jan, 1934]

HasAnything Been Gained?
Yes, as far as I'm concerned — headway at least has been made

regarding certain intangibles. While no hard achievement has been
made over the past thirty years, a kind of "Think Tank" or "Brain
Trust", togetherwith the essential knowledge denied to any outside the
Movement, has been provided where special individuals can spend
their time honing themselves for the final challenge... IF we are so
lucky as to get the chance of coming to grips with it at all. Also, if the
nonsenseof the past the — "getting nowhere fast" — can be said to have
served any purpose at all then that would have to be likened to a
laboratory setting, arranged and supplied specifically for the findingof
a solution of one problem, and wherein experiment after experiment
is tried, the failures duly recorded and examined for what valuable
lessons mightbe gleaned from them, and then shelved so as to be able
to get on with the NEXT experimentwith the lessons of the past in
mind — to perhaps give success a higher percentage chance to occur.

What must be drawn attention to here is the number of those who
insist upon repeating the same mistakes year after year, bringing them
along with their baggage to each new endeavor they may associate
themselves with. Every attempt to create a revolutionary organization
that I have witnessed to date has been RUINED in this fashion. Those
unable to see a thirty year pattern of failure truly are part of the
problem and the enemy of the solution.

One other gain — independent of any action of ours — is that trends
in the world have progressed to the point where so much of the old
Right Wing "I told you so" has become so grotesquely manifest that
we can unburden ourselves of it as we no longer need it to "convince"
anybody. The time of the individual choice is upon every White Man
andWoman,within orwithout theMovement. Argument is fading fast
and being replaced by: Will you have a White world and an
environment in which you can live or not? We may safely dispense
with a lot of peripheral trash formerly used to confuse the issue and
divide theMovement.
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The hopes and efforts of the past can only be considered wasted if
one either quits outright or keeps on repeating the old mistakes. It
would appear that the path a few of us have kept to is converging with
the path of destiny and it remains now to clear our thoughts of useless
garbage and to thereby be able to coordinate our actions accordingly
for maximum results.

[Vol XI, # 10 - Oct., 1982]
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"...in your living room, you're scared shitless. And that's just Where

the power structurewants you. In themiddle of a riot, I've never found
anybody who's chickenshit. The way to eliminate fear is to do what
you're most afraid of."

— JerryRubin

"The abscess on the sick body of the nation must be cut open and
squeezed until clear, red blood flows. And the blood must be left to
flow for a good, long time till the body is purified..." 7

— Capt. Gerhard Rossbach, Berlin SA.

"This dream of absolute, universal equality is amazing, terrifying,
and inhuman. And the moment it captures people's minds, the result
is mountains of corpses and rivers of blood..."

—— Vladimir Bukovsky

"What is 'legal'? Legal is anything that the System does. Legal is
whatever the System allows to happen. Illegal is whatever the System
does not allow others, outside the Clone System, to do... The System
is legal. Therefore, 'legal' is simply the System."

— Edwin Reynolds
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The Way Times Have Changed
I can't think of a more stark example of theway things have turned

around just within the past twenty years in this country than something
uttered by Gus Hall in 1961. He said, "I dream of the hour when the
last Congressmanis strangled to death on the guts of the last preacher."
The Right Wing went crazy over that one and used it as part of their
"heavy ammunition" against the CommunistParty.

Well old Gus has shelved that rather embarrassing statement. Not
because he is getting soft in his old age — hardly — but rather because
it about as out—dated as highbutton shoes. In those days he may have
had some basis for a statement like that because Conservatism, and the
former concept of "America" as it was known, was making its last
stand against the total subversionthat today holds all the seats of open
power.

Today's Congressmen and preachers are truly among Gus Hall's
best troop.Why, he wouldn't want to harm a hair on their heads. Gus
and his buddies have it all. The Congress and the Clergy are two arms
on the body of Big Brother. Conservatism lost while the forces that
Gus Hall was runningwith won out. And now the shoe is on the other
foot.

Masters of subtlety, they've everything except signs posted on the
walls to the effect that Big Brother rules completely. But our
Movementhas no corner on prophets. Thewords ofGus Hall too will
ring true yet in the United States. But they will do so in such a manner,
with such an ironic twist that he and all his "fellow travelers" will choke
on them!

[Vol IX, #7 — Nov., 1980]

Whose Society?
It remains altogether impossible to refrain from encountering

conservative sentiments, reactions and other modes of thought and
behavior. There remain great numbers of those short-sighted ones
who feel that the situation can and should be "cleaned up." The fact is
that this kind of thinking plays directly into the hands ofBig Brother's
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lackeyswho are trying desperately to hold their System together as long
as possible, to suck as much blood as they can out of the dwindling
number of productiveAmericans before it all finally goes to hell.

The answers they propose for the totally insane and out-of—control
crime rate are: # 1: Build more prisons, but mainly, #2: The death
penalty. "Fry 'em!" say the reactionaries. They envision the ghetto
criminals and rapists, etc., going straight to the "hot seat" but that is a
dangerous delusion. Few are aware that one of the first men to die as
a result of the renewed death penalty was John Spenkalink of Florida
whowas aWhite Man, a National Socialist,whose "crime" was having
killed a homosexualwho had made advances on his person.

There is a case of a National Socialistwho voted in a State election
for an issue to deny bond for certain violent crimes, only to be arrested
himselfand charged with just such a crime and, since the issue passed,
denied bond. What ofJoseph Paul Franklin — and any of the men who
follow in his Heroic foot—steps — who may one day face the System's
"death by injection"?

You must remember the System is going to do NOTHING to
"fight crime" but only to increase the degree of its hold over every
individual. It CREATED the crime wave in the first place as an excuse
and a plausible cover for the erection of its POLICE STATE. And if
it can again USE the issue of rampant crime to get YOU to agree with
the deathpenalty, only to turn right around and use it on you and other
White Revolutionaries...?

r
We want to see crime and chaos rise to such a degree where the

System becomes no longer viable and falls apart. We want to see them
lose control,not increase it. Wewant to hasten the death of the System,
not postpone it. (The Liberal do—gooders, so hated by Conservative
advocates of the death penalty, SAVED THE LIFE of Charles
Manson and those of his circle who had been condemned to DIE in
California's gas chamber after the Conservative Nixon had declared
them guilty in national headlines.)

What of such favorite Conservative issues as universal military
service? They want a strong US military but they are so ignorant of
history that they are unaware that the US. has NEVER BEEN
ALLOWED TO FIGHT AND DEFEAT AN ENEMY but only to
go and kill otherWhite Men such as in the CivilWar and the First and
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Second World Wars. They appear perfectly happy to go and fight
anotherwar to save alien interests.

Besides — if you are a young White Man orWoman — do YOUwish
to be drafted into any of the services alongside the dregs of society and
under Black officers, possibly to be sent to DIE in fabricated wars,
possibly to be sent — a la Little Rock — to violently suppress your own
White Brothers and Sisters? No, let the military continue to crumble
as it is doing for it is merely one more instrument of terror and
coercion in the hands of the Enemy.

What other Reactionary favorites can we choose from? Drugs?
Abortion? Gun Control? If we are unable to recruit for our positive
purposes from the populaceand get them to drop out of service to the
System, then we must accept whatevermeans there may be to cause
more of them to fall by thewayside and becomeuseless to Big Brother.
The spread of the use of drugs is one of these methods. The increase
in abortion is one major symptom of the total collapse of American
morality which is one of the pillars of any society. As long as the alien
is in control of the society, let it perish also! If the cowardly
Reactionaries can fool themselves into believing they are "free" by
possessing firearms (but lacking the guts to use them) then it would be
heartwarming to watch the System Pigs strip them of these.

Make no mistake, under OUR SOCIETY, our laws, crime would
be eradicated overnight, likewise with the illicit use of drugs and
unnatural trends such as abortion, every man and woman would be
militarily trained, every home in America would be well—stocked with
defense weapons. But this would only be in OUR society, never theirs.

[Vol XII, #1 -Jan., 1983]

Saturation Point
When I was a kid in junior high school, I had one science instructor

whom I genuinely admired and respected. He even took my side in
crowded corridors when I was verbally assailed by typical smart-asses
who would attack my "totalitarian" beliefs, by agreeing with me that
democracy andvotingwere a farce, etc. One theory of his own creation
that he offered to the class and which made an instant and lingering
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impression on me was that it required approximately eight years for
the trends prevalentin places likeNewYork, Chicago and Los Angeles
to filter down to places like here [Chillicothe, Ohio]. Thatwas eighteen
years ago and the theory hasn'tmissed yet.

The worst sort ofmaladies of the big sink—holes ofNorth America
have since well-established themselves here. All the horror headlines
that used to only be printed in the doom—saying "Thunderbolt" you
now can read every day in the lone paper here in this small town in the
Midwest. The worst of it all, you name it and it's here. And what does
it mean?

Itmeans — scientifically and irrefutably — that the countryisn't going
but has gone MAD; that the final END of society is accelerating; that
the entire foundation itself is thoroughlycorroded;and that there is no
longer any place to go to hide (save maybe a tent in the North Woods).
Now isn't that the most encouraging thing anyone has reported to you
in a long, long time?

Like a brown bag or a cardboardbox full ofmanure,held aloft with
the bottom darkening with saturation from all the slimy, stinking filth
contained within, it is up for grabs how many moments or seconds
remain before the whole repulsive, putrefying mess comes crashing
through...

[Vol X111, #7 — July, 1984]

The Poison And The Rat
This may well be the first time ever in history that an entire people

cannot sustain itselfminus electricity and the things run by it, but it is
not the first time that an entire people has been eaten away at its very
roots and core so that no healthy portion large enough remains to carry
on with a semblance of the former civilization. It has happened often
enough in the past, most notably in the case of ancient Rome. A great
many Roman ruins still stand today — such as their aqueducts and
Viaducts — and are in modern use. But nowhere — not even in the city
of Rome — can one find a true Roman, a living specimen of the people
who built that culture and that empire. We know in the Movement
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what became of them but how many can see the parallels as they are
happeninghere today?

As it occurred in history, the Dark Ages followed the collapse of
Rome. As a number of observers have seen, so far in its history, the
United States has not had a revolution,only aWar of Independence; it
has not had a civil war, only a War Between the States. Our true
revolution and our true civil war are things of the future. They'll
probably take place one on top of the other. And our own "Fall of
Rome" and "Dark Ages" will most likely overlap as well. Things are
moving so much faster nowadays.

What's happening to the back—bone of the US. population, all those
millions upon millions of Anglo—Saxons, has been a squeeze—play
operation from the close of the last century to the present day.
Commander Rockwell talked of the "niggerization" of American
youth, and he was right. But since he was forced to swim in a milieu of
Conservative Rightists, he neglected mentioning the other half of the
assault that was just as deadly — that from above.
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Fifty years ago all of the social ills that have this country by the
throat today were confined to two limited areas: The colored ghettos
and among the circles of the filthy rich. These people who today are
indulging in and/or are trapped by this social cancer — from drugs to
whatever you want to include — might imagine it is somethingnew. It
isn't. It's only relatively new to THEM. It required several generations
to do it but finally their resistance was broken and the walls were
removed and hell has risen. And it's referred to them as ”freedom,"
"democracy," "equality," "progress," "self—expression," "alternate
lifestyles," "human rights," "dignity," etc.

I've said before that it has reached everywhere now and indeed has
stood at that point of saturation for some time. If there ever is to be a
major input of the clean, the fresh and pure to hope to rejuvenate the
situation, as in the case of Rome, it'll have to come from outside, as
with the armies of invading "Barbarians" that the integrated, soul-
rotted Roman legions couldn't resist. That points nowhere but the
East, if it can happen before the rot of theWest fatally infects the East
as well.

But, in the hopes of getting our own thinking balanced out, could
there ever have been a danger to our masses of racially—sound people
of being poisoned from below unless the had already been rotted from
above? Healthy people aren't susceptible to such things as drugs and
racial mixing. It took a couple ofgenerations ofHollywood's and New
York's effects on their MINDS via the movies, the newspapers and,
especially, the television to get them properly "softened up." In my
book, there's really nothing more Vile and detestable than a crowd of
so~called "beautiful people" centered on Los Angeles, New York and
all the really "fashionable" resort spots, etc.

These are the types set up by the media to be worshipped and
emulated by the masses. Take a look around at the results of fifty years
of this! And, just as a final thought, exactlywhat bunch of peoplewas
it that were erased by a few "hippies" back on a hot night in 1969 and
for which Charles Manson now serves several terms of life
imprisonment?While we were watching out "below," Manson saw the
threat from "above" and acted.

[VOL XIV, #4 — Apr, 1985]
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Lost In Time
Among other things, I happen to be an amateur photographer and

I've been involved for the past few years in documenting the
development and decline of this city. The town of Chillicothe, Ohio,
was formerly not only the State Capital but also capital of the entire
Northwest Territory which encompassed all of Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and parts ofMinnesota. In short, it has its
historical significance.

A hundred years ago this place was a hub of commerce and travel.
Today I "joke" about its future as perhaps the only "ghost town east
of the Rockies." I've lived here allmy life and have seen the population
remain static that whole time. I've witnessed first—hand the more rapid
and heartbreaking phases of this city's deterioration. Through the
photographs I've collected, I see that this was a city of incredible
beauty — geographically and architecturally — from about 1800 until the
late 1940's. In recent years the Chamber of Commerce has loudly
bemoaned the "dying downtown."Not "ghetto—ized," just dying.

As special as this place is to me, I feel it's most likely not an isolated
case. To draw focus on the undeniable slow death of the city's
downtown business section, the first thing one has to notice as cause
is the huge shoppingmall built just across the river in the mid—1960's
to the north of town, which sprang up like a mushroom, gobbling up
acres and acres of prime farm and pasture land and effecting an "arid
wilderness of steel and stone." If you have seen one of these, you've
seen them all. So much for personality and local charm. Enter the big
chains like Sears and out with the local businesses.

But the downtownwas already in trouble before thatmall was built.
Why was that when no real competition as yet existed? I found the
answer buried deep and out of sight in the dusty files of the Historical
Society. Left alone for hours, days, weeks and months on end with
photographic files unavailable to the public, I was able to totally
familiarize myself with the changing face of the city over a period of a
century-and—a—half.

We won't have the five—hundred—yearwait in the United States as
they had in Rome for advance decay to wipe away everything of beauty
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and value. At this rate, it'll be over with easily in another 100 years.
Racially, yes, of course, we're all familiar with the statistics on North
America. But before we got into hot water racially and genetically, we
began letting our architecture slide. As in Egypt, Greece and Rome,
the architecture may be all that's left now — a very few poor,
tumbledownwrecks as reminders of a glorious past — but I feel it was
probably the same there as well. People stopped giving a damn and
wattle began replacing granite. (Cheaper and easier of course.) You can
drive down Main Street here and see a marvelous old edifice, a parking
lot next to it, then a structural and architectural piece of crap next to
that. And the latter two are gaining ground all the time.

The city is at this point thoroughly bastardized architecturally.
Nothing fits. There is no harmony. An occasional pet project of the
Historical Society will stand out amidst the desolation but I've seen
these streets a hundred years ago when every block, in all directions,
was picture perfect — a fairy tale setting, a Showplace. And I saw it all
change.

At first, still during the 19th Century, when any building was razed
or otherwise had to be replaced, a bigger and truly better one went up
in its place. Parking lots, of course, were unheard of. The time of the
wonderfulbuildings stopped at about the time of the FirstWorldWar.
(Chillicothe was the site of one of the largest troop training centers in
the United States. Camp Sherman was erected in 1917 in a matter of
weeks just north of the city, across the river opposite the site of the
mall I spoke of earlier, containedover three thousandwell—constructed
barracks, and then was almost totally eradicated by the end of the
Twenties. While it existed, it was bigger than the city itself.) It seems
that no really decent building went up after the time of the FirstWorld
War. Things got static until the Forties and Fifties when destruction
and demolitionbegan to really take their toll.

Fires and floods had their effect on original structures which had
been built to stand the centuries. Renovation and the creation of
parking space took care of the rest. As for the rolling beauty of the
outlying area, condominiums and other such ready—made slums
(literally for welfare cases), not to mention super—highways and
beltways, have pushed out in all directions. As with the replacements
for the great buildings of the 1800's inside the city, these "condos"have
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a serviceable lifespan of approximately forty years. They are frail, ugly
and inhuman.

Furthermore, as I've witnessed it up close quite a few times, the
biggest effort when any modern contractor sets about the job of
erecting one of these glorified huts is involved in the TEARING
DOWN of the existing structure! The fact -— terrible and terrifying — is
that these modern engineers and laborers CANNOT themselves build
the kind of buildings that they have such great difficulty in
demolishing! For one, we today as a nation are too POOR to afford to
erect such palaces, and, worse, the craftsmanshipand thematerials for
it NO LONGER EXIST! (They don't make good brick anymore.)

But the question I had centered upon was the mystification over
the death of the downtown. Also in these thousands of photographs
I've studied were many interiors of the various stores and shops of the
downtown. They resembled the insides of jewelry boxes. Specialty
shops, family-owned and operated where people took pride. Local
industries producing furniture, automobiles, tires, canned goods, our
own dairy, mill, pottery, paper (the only one still remaining), and
everything that was necessary to sustain the town and profit by export
to other areas. (This city was a major stop along the Ohio and Erie
Canal from the 1830's until about 1913 when the canal was finally
destroyed by flood.) Today Chillicothe is as dependent as any other
area on trucking, etc., for its basic needs. The marvelous shops were
taken over by first one and then another succeeding business,
remodeled and refurbisheduntil the effect was one of ugliness. Great
tracts of floor were parceled and divided until the effect was that of a
bunch of Middle Ages shepherds squatting in the shadows of the
pillars of the Parthenon. From temple to brothel.

The four—by-eight panel, the drop-ceiling and the interior-exterior
carpet. They couldn't keep up the old standards of decor and
appearance so it appeared logical to chuck it all and go across the river
into virgin territory and build afresh. This is precisely what Eisenhower
'had advised the Germans to do after the War: Abandon their cities,
their culture, their heritage. The Germans didn't take him up on it but
REBUILT everything just as it was before, brick by brick. A classic
example of how differentpeoples handle a lost war and a lost peace.
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What's the answer? It has to be a matter ofbad values or no values
at all to have allowed a situation like this to come about within sixty
years. And note well this took place years ahead of any of the more
overt signs of racial deterioration. When one is no longer reminded of
beauty and worth and order in what he sees around him, naturally he's
going to think less of himself, what his mate should be, or what his
children should be, if indeed he bothers about children at all. Those
without a past seldom worry about a future.

[Vol XII, #10 — Oct., 1983]

U.S. Cities: Hazardous Gene Dumps
A cartoon was reproduced in one Movement periodical which I

receive depicting a mob of crazed Liberals lynching a ”handgun" while
the actual robber himselfwalks away free and unmolested. This is an
insight into the prevailing mentality. So it is with the issue ofpollution.
They go wild on the question of hazardous waste dumps but are
oblivious to the far greater danger of the hazardous genetic dumps
which are our major U.S. cities. 80 what if we can manage over the
next hundred years or so to clean up the vast amounts of garbage and
waste that the Capitalist System has brought about if, over the same
period, we have degenerated into a bunch of low-level savages. A
human garbage dumpwith no chance of reclamation?

It is a cornerstone of the National Socialist outlook — and a hard
one at that, which so few can manage to grasp —— that NO MATTER
WHAT, if the blood is preserved pure, it can survive and overcome
ANYTHING. If atomic warfare destroyed all human life on earth but
two Aryan specimens somewhere in New Zealand, we could begin
again. There is no threat greater than that of genetic pollution facing
life on this planet. That is the one and only thing that could conceivably
erase all civilization, all higher culture, and send this planet, as Hitler
said, swirling back into the ether.

It is an unnatural, peculiarly human trait that allows so many
otherwise intelligent people of our Race to look upon inferiors as
"equals." It is something— a sickness actually — that willmost certainly
die with the passing of this current age (and hopefully, will not take all
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the rest of us downwith it). In line with the priority of the blood kept
pure and free of alien genes, when comparing the respective damage
to be done by other forms of pollutants, I've often stated that the
condition — and content — of these cities make a positively
ATTRACTIVE case for atomic warfare. After all, don't they employ
radiation in the treatment of cancer?

That, of course, is the far side of radicalism. It is, howeverintended
and offered in a one—hundred—percent straight and sincere conviction
of its inevitability. And so, while we don't discount the prostitution and
poisoning of the land, air and water, we still view the defiling and
befouling of the Race as the worst possible corruption of Nature's
highest creation. Who was it that said, "If you would build a better
society, build a better man"?

[Vol XII, #4 — Apr, 1983]

TheWhole ls Greater Than The
Individual

I'm not a sports fan in any form but only a blind hermit could fail

to be aware that, with regard to boxing, the Blacks have gotten and
kept that field prettymuch to themselves now for several generations.
There are also a lot of Black football "superstars" as well as Blacks in
the past having been renowned for their ability to run like all hell
("Feet, do yo' dutyl"). Is this then any case for racial equality or even
Black superiority? Don't make me gag! But millions evidently are
content, even eager — to think so.

A comparisonwith regard to what goes on inside the ring: Take an
electric, magnetic can opener and take an old model, squeeze—and—twist
kind and place both in a cementmixer. Turn on the mixer and let it go
for half an hour. Removeboth openers and see which is still working.
The more primitive, of course. That's about as valid a test of can
openers as it is of human beings. The advancedbrain and physique of
the Aryan wasn't intended, and didn't evolve, to have the hell
pummeled out of it for sport.

But if you're going to pit a White Man and a Black in the ring and
call it a "match," why not pit a Black in the ring with a gorilla? Same
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logic, same kind of "match." You know who'll win every time... the
more primitive. But take an army of Blacks versus an equal number of
gorillas and see which side wins. The Blacks, of course, because of their
greater ability to organize themselves. Take an army ofWhites versus
an army of Blacks and the Whites will win every time for the same
reason. So who then is superior?

To attack a family of gorillas, which are some of nature's most shy
and timid creatures, would be a gross immorality. To attack a village of
primitive Black Africans, replete with grass skirts and bones in their

noses, would be equally unfair. But today, when confronted by armies
of vicious Black street criminals, outfitted and trained in modern
weaponry, and who are out to "Kill Whitey!" the bets are off. When
they challenge the White Man as a race, they must be answered as a
race. And the answer to any such challenge is a foregone conclusion.

Therein lies the main fallacy of democracy, human rights, human
dignity, racial equality and all the rest of the System hogwash. Taking
people one at a time you'll get nowhere, in fact, you'll become
hopelessly lost. There are plenty who'd say it isn't "fair" but they
overlook that the concept of "fairness" was an invention of and only
exists in the mind of the Aryan. The Third Worlders and
lnternationalists know it's a joke. They are winning because we keep
ourselves manacled on bonds of our own making — ideas and customs
intended solely for and amongstour own kind, not aliens. Commander
Rockwell loved to repeat the prayer of the non—Whites and the early,
sicko Christians of the post—Roman world when faced by e or
whenever contemplating— our Viking ancestors: "Lord, save us from
the fury of the men of the NorthI"

This time, Lord, screw 'em!
[Vol.X, #10 — Oct, 1981]

Big Brother, the System & the
Establishment

The time is overdue for us to get a few terms and definitions down
pat. What we deal in are not simply cue—words or catch—phrases but
actual, functioning people and things that make up the reality of the
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circumstances we are forced to deal with. The Left has been the master
of the art of the blurb, of garbage semantics with their famous ones
such as "imperialism," "racism" and "fascism." If any of these things
were real then it is doubtful whetherwe in the Movementwould have
felt ourselves constrained to declare war on the society as it stands.
Indeed, we should feel perfectly at home sharing positions of wealth
and power alongside the ruling class were this the case (which is
actually what the modern-dayLeftist ARE doing). And so we do not
deal in fable; we deal in fact.

In previous segments we have spoken of the Establishment and
many would object right away that we are lifting the term from the
NewLeft of the Sixties. The Establishment is a reality though concepts
of it vary widely, and until a better term comes along we will stick with
its usage when referring to the economic and social goings—on in the
nation and the world today. These are your big and little moneypeople
whomake it possible for this stricken monster, the System, to continue
lurching forwardyet another step, then another. They buy us time and
yet they condemn us to a longer sentence. Some of them pay pretty
good lip service to some of the Movement'smore conservative aspects
but they do not lend any appreciable support to the Movement for the
implementation of its program. They like this Capitalist System and
only really resent the bigger, official Capitalists who are ripping off the
rip—offs. The Establishment is corrupt, complacent, reactionary and
business-as-usual.

The System is a term not so frequently used by the Left in the past
because to glance at it too closelywould reveal that the same ideals are
postulated by BOTH except that the phony "revolutionists" are in a
bigger hurry than are the Kennedy-type Establishmentarians.We use
the term ”System" in place of the word "government" because what
controls America and thewhole West today are not governments,they
are faceless tyrannies, branch offices of a single monstrous SYSTEM.
Whenwe speak of the thousands of interchangeable, expendable parts
of the alien, inhuman bureaucracy, we speak of the System. From
police to welfare bureaucrats, to city, local, state and national
appointees and so—called "elected officials"; from prison
administration to the Armed Forces; those who either represent the
System orwho are in the employ of the SystemARE in fact the System
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itself. High and low it is marked by the overweening drive to entrench
itself ever deeper into the body of the nation — like the parasite that it
is — to evade any and all real responsibility, and to regulate the lives of
everyone it can in as minute detail as the System "legislators" can clear
a "legal" path for it to do so.

When we speak of "Big Brother" we use a term which has been
infrequently employed by the Right Wing of years past because,
traditionally, the Right has been associated with "Big Government" or
central government. The Right has had its share of stock dialogue
phrases, not altogether accurate and tending to fall into the easy
manipulationof its very opponents, the liberals, for that reason. The
"CommunistConspiracy" of the Right, for example, has been looking
more foolish as the years have gone by.We of theMpvementare aware
that most of this is in truth the CAPITALISTconspiracy ofwhich the
Communist segment is but a poor relative. So when we use the term
Big Brother we mean, first of all, the Conspiracy in general (for, have
no doubt, it is a conspiracy which is at work). We do not harp away on
Jews, Jews, Jews but this conspiracy is practically unthinkable minus
Jewish input and control. We recognize that there is a highly
disproportionate degree of Jews in the Establishment, the System
AND in Big Brother which their overall population percentage does
not justify. But Big Brother is the wellspring from which all the really
noxious social, cultural and economic poisons emanate. It is the alien
worldview which now permeates everything consumed by the public.
Everything must have Big Brother's seal of approval before it is
marketable, printable, believable. It goes far beyondmere liberalism. It
contains the greatest amount ofDRIVE of any ideology or worldview
ever imposed on an unaware or unwilling populace. None of its tenets
or programs work in practicality. But no matter. The forces and
resources of both the Establishment and the System have long ago
been harnessed to CLAMP ON the dictates of the Big Brother
advocates and their stated goal of total integration and everything that
implies.

We do however subscribe to the old adage that, in order to kill an
"ism" you must kill the "ists." It is a general rule that in this ultra-sick
society the members of the Establishment, the System and of Big
Brother‘s exclusive few share many common traits. The most basic of
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these is cowardice. And from cowardice comes repression. As we
already have said, none of themwill accept responsibility for anything.
Their defense is their endless red tape. Their offense is their economic
system (not to mention the press, courts and police). They hide behind
the "law." They are "officialdom." They are the ruling class. Ifwe are
to play by their set rules, as we must, then one of them is co—equal to
all the rest, as guilty as the next. To participate in this anti-White
conspiracy is a crime that shall be punished by death. And no appeals
are granted by the Revolutionary Court.

[Vol XI, #6 —June, 1982]

The Simplistic Society
I've been told in recent years that we just can't blow the heads off

the powers that be, thatwe simply cannot call for an anarchy. Butwhat
these sensitive, conservative types can't grasp, or else refuse to grasp,
is that the alternatives are either fast being removed by circumstances
themselves, or they are gone already.Whatwe must recall always is the
magnificently just and civilized Programwhich CommanderRockwell
offered to the nation and the world during his nine years as head of
the Party. No one chose to listen. It's now out of our hands.

The point remains that the deadly andworsening situation we each
are caught up in has at no time been the product of accident or even
of stupidity. In point of fact, were things to be LET ALONE then a
natural process of healing and correction— what Mansonwould call a
balance — would begin to take place. However this can't happen unless
and until the SOURCE OF THE POISON is gotten to and shut off
as a prerequisite to any chance for even the most gradual improvement.
And for this golden, chance—of—a—lifetime reprieve we could afford
easily and happily to do without a majority ofwhat today passes for
"indispensable." Indeed,much of it is part of the poison andwewould
be far better off without it anyway.

Our task is uncomplicatedyet awesome in its individual challenge.
I think the entire Movementis generally agreed that the System is going
to fall; indeed it is currently in the process of falling. We have in the
recent past the lesson of Iran: When the Big Brother regime therewas
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toppled, all the high technology and the money itself disappeared...
And yet. Iran has gone on to successfully purge itself of practically all
of its impurities and has fought a victorious war with a militarily well-
supplied neighbor. And it is doing so under the direction of one elderly
holy manwho embodies the spirit andwill of the entire nation. Are we
to think it can't happen here? But Khomeini's march stretched over a
period of a generation or more, much of it spent in exile. We're no
strangers to enduring long, dry spells made even more oppressive by
the iron grip the System has over things in this country, but more is
still required. We'll need to have a team ready when the time comes.

As some more advanced Movement thinkers have already
projected, this occurrence may well be on a worldwide scale. Many
believe that it is essential it does happen in this way so as to thoroughly
pin down the forces ofBig Brother.

Everything connected with the past will be erased. And we can
begin again minus any alien or renegade influence. Minus any parasites.
We will have been providedwith a clean palate with which to do this.
Primitive is not the word to be applied but rather simplistic, or even
organic, because a purely White society is intrinsically far superior to
any high—technology mongrelized cesspool such as what exists today.
What this will mean will be the beginningof a new GOLDEN AGE
for our People.

[Vol XI, #7 —]uly, 1982]

Business-As-Usual
It is those who are blindly willing to trudge on in the standard,

accepted fashion of "business—as—usual,"and these alone, who permit
the System and the Establishment to keep functioning. In recent years
they have seen themselves reduced from pawns to vicMs and yet
nowhere do we see any appreciable trace of popular rebellion, that is,
genuine rebellion. They continue to work their jobs, go home or to the
bar, drink and watch television. Is it that their resistance has been
totally conditionedout or that obvious channels of resistance are as yet
managedby the "Fellow Travelers of the System"? (Why, for example,
have not the Communist factions called for a general strike
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nationwide?) This business—as-usual attitude, practically a fanaticism in
itself as it calls for total inaction in the face of the worst excesses and
outrages, will be the greatest single thing about the current historic
phase that will puzzle and mystify researchers and historians for the
rest of time. "Such miserable swine as these," they will think, "so utterly
devoid of the will to live or even of the worthiness of life itself."

For us today, this prevailing attitude contains the most ominous
portents and it actually gives us the outline of events to come. The
peoples of Europe chose to cling to business—as—usualin their refusal
to join with Germany in the defense of Europe. What they got was
WorldWar Two and the state of affairs that has existed ever since. The
menace was present, the prophets were issuing their warnings, the
solutionwas easy at hand. Instead, the people begged for disaster and
that is what they got. Today the menaces are clear, the prophets are
equally clear in their messages, the answer is present but the reaction
of the people is the same ~ or maybe worse, for at least the people of
Germany answered Hitler's call. The worst that history has ever had to
offer will be their lot this time.

National Socialists and all students of history are aware that this
current business—as—usualphase is positively incapable of turning a
page of history. The break will come to terminate this agonizing,
lingering illness and it will come like thunder, suddenly. It will be an
end to business—asusual and a resumption of history.

[Vol XI, #12 — Dec, 1982]

DarkAge
GeorgeOrwell will be mentioned now just in order to get his name

out of the way so that we may go on to examine things far more real
than anything envisioned in his imaginings.

Things are going on and being said and done on a daily, routine
basis that should cause one phrase to flash into the brain of any
thinking, aware person: ”The Dark Ages." Starting with this example
is the discussion here in Ohio and indeed across the country about
whether to "build more prisons and stage more executions." A lot of
people are going to prison but many are getting out. Some are
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dangerous, it's true. They are overflowing. Guards fear the conditions.
So the turnover is rapid. And, around here, they ARE building more
prisons — one right across the highway from the state prison that had
housed Charles Manson during the 1950's. Almost like competition
across the street. "Will also create more jobs," they say.

We have to look at the way it is, not the way some Right Winger
would like to see it. What does all this talk of prisons and executions
MEAN? Hand—in-hand with the strong talk about "law and order"?
Whose law and whose order? Why, the same ones as who own and
operate the prisons and execution devices, of course. The State. Does
this bode well for any of us? Hardly.

Prisons are loaded with Blacks. Prison populations consistently run
from 50/50 on up in favor of Blacks. Signs of a racist, repressive
society? Not exactly. It is just that Blacks commit most of the crime.
But all that is in their nature and the laws of this society, as they were
originally intended,were never meant for a multi—racialpopulation, for
coloreds to have to abide by. They should not be "punished" for this
but instead allowed to go and make their own laws to live by and to
take care of their own transgressors. But the State won't have it that
way. Rather, they alternately inflict the Blacks on White society and
inflict prison on the Blacks, ever heightening the fury of the cycle.

And what of the Whites in prison? Aside from the federal, "white
collar" types, most are there because they cannot help themselves and
the State, the only source from where real help could be expected to
come, babbles on about "more prisons, more executions." After
removingthe Blacks and the rest of the non-Whites,and removing the
habitual criminal types by actual and swift execution, the remainder
would be only a shadow of the monstrous problem that exists today.
A firm and healthy White society would easily absorb the majority and
lead them to a productive existence while the rest, thosewho positively
"can'tmake it" with others, under others' rules, could be gathered in
colonies similar to the successful British experimentin Australia, to be
left to make it on their own.

The State and those running it presently either can't see that or
won't allow it. In the first instance, they are incompetent. In the
second, they are criminal. But at bottom, given the conditions and
circumstances today, this official mutter about "more prisons and
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more executions" smacks clearly of a declaration ofwar by the ruling
class against the poor.

As "liberal" or "Marxist" as that might sound, if the System has ever
had you behind the old eight ball, that is the inescapable reality that
dawns over you. And they have the pomposityand gall to refer to these
hell—holes as "correctional institutions." They are human warehouses
and, because of the conditions that prevail in most of them, they are
in fact torture chambers. And it is a most odd twist that, because the
System that created them and the conditions within merely tosses a
person in and turns its back, rather than employ full-time official
torturers and executioners, the System, in whose name these prisons
stand and function, gains no respect by them but only engenders
hatred and contempt among these hordes ofprisoners,both Black and
White. And still they babble on about building more of them.
Somewhere along the line is a built-in justice that is taking its time in
manifesting itself.

Another hallmark of the firstDarkAge thatwe read about in school
books was the degree of superstition and illiteracy abroad in the land.
The talk was taking on a loud shrillness in my early school days about
not being able to secure even an undesirable job without a high school
diploma. They weren't kidding about that. But no one has offered to ‘

explain all the "functional illiterates" WITH diplomas and WITH
average jobs. The emphasis can't, therefore, be on education. People I
meet for the first time invariably take me for a) an attorney; b) someone
in law enforcement; or c) a clergyman. Seriously. I happen to be a
ninth—grade drop—out and subsequent runaway, with a prison record,
with no employment history and an avowed revolutionary. Seem
strange? I've maintained in the past that "qualifications" in this society
mean the degree to which you have reduced yourself to the level of a
quickly and easily interchangeable part.

They loved to point out to us kids in school the ghastly idiocy of
the official beliefin such things as the "sun revolving around the earth"
and the "earth as a flat disc," and that any who opposed — or so much
as questioned — this official view of the Church and State, were
routinely burned. It really wouldn't matter a damn if the sun did
revolve around the earth or if the earth were flat. Things would go on
about the same. It's just that there were men of science who sought
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the TRUTH at any cost. But how about today when it is taught by
System, encompassing State and Church, that "all men and races of
men are equal" and inter-mixing has become law?Not only is there no
evidence anywhere to support that very recent assumption,but in fact
all science stands against it. And IF the lessons of history are ignored,
IF this de—evolution goes on to its conclusion in North America, IF
this civilization crumbles as a result, then what? In principle, it may be
akin to the superstition that the earth is flat, but the results are infinitely
more terrible. And what of those who today go against all this babble
and chatter and "laws" about "human equality"? Only they can know
and appreciate whatGalileo and Copernicus might have gone through.

If that's not enough, there's the business of "Six Million DeadJews"
killed by the foremost promoters of the "racist" idea: The Nazis. To
deny this — merely to raise the question of it — is against the law in
many countries and there currently are TRIALS underway to punish
(silence) any who dare to challenge this "gospel," this "canon." Yet, all
real investigation, all hard evidence shows that no such "Holocaust"
ever took place. And they look upon the inquisitors of old and
alternately shudder and laugh, smug in the certainty that this is the
most enlightened of all times and places.

Before proceeding further, these two things, illiteracy and
superstition, are what ensures that no national renaissance such as that
which occurred in Central Europe in the 1930s can be possible in this
country today. In Germany they wanted to be given the Truth, and
Adolf Hitler and the NSDAP provided it. Here, they don't want the
Truth and will try to kill you if you offer it. For a huge and complex
society such as this, what this invites resembles something out of the
darkest, bloodiest pages of the Old Testament. Such is the cry of
eternal justice that will not be stilled.

Finally, in terms of total practicality, this society teeters on the edge
of a return to something even more primitive than the original Dark
Ages. On television these days I see ads for a "computer dating service"
which features such types as "marketing consultants," "time

management consultants," "data processors,” etc. Now these are very
high—paying, professional positions but I ask what is actually being
PRODUCED by them? This is being billed as not only the wave of
the future but as what to look for as the "ideal" in a mate, the kind of
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lifestyle to be desired. Butwho in the hell is going to PRODUCE? You
hear constantly of farms folding and disappearing. That there are now
more "white collar" workers than "blue collar." Some proportion way
above eighty percent of the population is now living inside the cities.
Where's the FOOD going to come from? And, lastly, some in the
Movement are highly enthusiastic about computerism,about how it is
the wave of the future and howwe'd best dive right into the swim. But
I ask again, what does the rapid processing of information actually
PRODUCE? What happens if someone or somethingpulls the plug?

A war or an anarchy, or any form of disruption or breakdown.
Anything at all that puts the lights out and keeps them out. It's all held
together by a few generators, a few dams and a lot ofwires. They think
that the ancient standing stones ofWesternEuropewere some kind of
conductors of currents but who knows? Who‘ll know what the hell
these giant, metal towers out in the middle of cornfields were ten
thousand years hence? I've stood in lines in supermarkets when the
electricity has been out for as long as thirty minutes. The lines backed
up to the meat departments; some people got fed up and just walked
off, leaving their carts. And the people at the registers just stood
helplessly, idly by, waiting for ”someone" to turn the power back on.
No one dreamt ofwhipping out pencil and paper. Tell me where the
computers will be when the lights never come back on, or not for a
period of years. What's more, where will the COMPUTER
PROGRAMMERS be then? It'll be back to the soil fast... or DIE.
Winter and starvation won't wait. Try "consulting," "programming" or
"managing" your way out of that. The diplomas will come in handy
when the shipments of toilet paper stop.

It has been said that Western Civilization reached its peak in the
Eighteenth Century. For many reasons, this is probably correct. But I
would add that mechanizationhad reached its natural, healthy peak at
about the turn of the last century. By that I mean machines had
developedenough to lighten man's load but not too much to enslave
him andmake a hopeless dependent of him. I marvel at the inventions
of the late Eighteen Hundreds and early Nineteen Hundreds.
Practically none require fuel of any sort beyondman and horse power.
Furthermore they were built to last forever. Many required a certain
native CRAFTSMANSHIPto operate but therein was man's greatest
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INSURANCE against disaster: HIMSELF and his own natural
capabilities.

Life was hard? Life was neither soft nor hard, life was merely life.
Today, life is a hothouse, artificial. The lifeline can be cut at any time.
Perhaps for the first time ever in history a society composed of
hundreds ofmillions of people has lost the capacity for self—sufficiency.
Cut the power and they'll die by the millions. Talk about the plagues
and diseases of the famed Dark Ages of old!

Centralization has brought it about. But more than that,
centralization in the WORST POSSIBLEHANDS. Centralization of
nearly everything. Yes, everything. Even mass opinion created by a
centralized media. The question is not whether it might collapse, but
how it can possibly keep from collapsing for much longer...

[Vol XIV, #4 - Apr, 1985]

Ain't It Funny
I am disgusted by the sight of an army of drooling slobs grinning

insipidly and mumbling, in halting phrases, from the television screen
how they are attending this or that technical institute or some branch
of the armed services to get the training necessary to become computer
programmers. When I was a kid, it used to be that if you were going to
become a doctor or a lawyer or an engineer then you had something
to take pride in and could pretty well feel that you had your future
made. Today it is with computer programmers.

As a vocation, this seems to be society's ideal. I guess it only stands
to reason. Any trained savage can be taught how to program a
computer by punching the right buttons. In fact, they've been
conducting successful experiments for years whereby they are able to
communicate with chimpanzees by training them to punch colored
buttons to indicate words and phrases to make up for the sad fact that
they are elocutionally underprivileged. But the area of computer
programming seems to be the one that is attracting the most Negroid
types — both Black and White — who are zonked out bad enough to
choose something like that to dedicate their lives to in return for being
granted by the System the desired status of "consumer."
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Agreed, at the present time and for the foreseeable future therewill
be an expanding ”need" for computer programmers as Big Brother
tightens his grip over every tiny aspect of people's lives in this country
and theworld, as people are increasingly reduced to numbers. That, of
course, along with the vast and growing credit-debt—slavery racket
which is themainstay of the System's economyand the inherent sifting
and storing of countless billions of pieces of information related to
howmuch people owe.At the present time, the computerprogrammer
is every bit the necessity as his blood brother, the System bureaucrat,
is.

I've heard it stated that no matter what happens in the worldwith
regard to politics, war, or the state of the economy, certain peoplewill
be in demand everywhere, at all times, and among these would have to
be the doctors, the engineers, not necessarily the lawyers but certainly
not such freaks as the computer programmers. There will always be
sick people to attend to and roads, bridges and buildings to erect,
especially after a general breakdown of the current order when there
will be untold human suffering and much rebuilding to be done.
Lawyers will be pretty much a useless commodity as talk and smooth
dealing have no value when there is a world to be built anew. And it
will be the vast legions of computer programmers that will find
themselves instantly dashed from the top to the bottom rung of the
society.

As opposed to medicine and engineering, for example — what is
produced, what benefit is provided by computerization? It's like the
crappy, worthless Federal Reserve money: It exists for itself, it is
entirely artificial, the offspring of high technology. What happens
when the lights go out and STAY out?? Howwill they run their blasted
computers then?? And what need will there be of them any further??
Big Brotherwill have suffered a paralytic stroke.

In this new Dark Age — different from the previous one wherein
religion was the primary concern rather than the upbreeding of the
Race — it is technology that supersedes every other concern of life. It
must be "progress" because it is all so far-advanced and miraculous!
But note how the United States and the rest of theWesternworld are
going computerized just at the moment of their impending death. So
much for the true worth of so—called high technology.
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It all seems to indicate a loss ofVitality because, again, so much is
involved in "keeping track of“ rather than in creativity and
productivity, goods and services. The demand for computer
programmers soars while the national productivity continues to
decline. So much attention to cold data must be seen as another form
of death rattle in the affairs ofmen arid nations.

[Vol XI, #3 — Mar., 1982]

"People Are Too Smart For That"
This will not be an exercise in wishful thinking but an examination

ofWHY one long—cherished strategy has not workedandwill not work
and, hopefully, a case for the new strategy which we are building
through Universal Order. It is the study of one major symptomof our
time. Commander Rockwell called it the monumental conceit of
today’s individual who smugly figures that he knows it all in this most
"enlightened" and "progressive" age.

I got it from a very good source, the confirmation that people are
"too smart" to knowwho their friends and enemies are, much less to
embrace the former and expel the latter. While I was locked up at
Cincinnati's Workhouse, I resided in the hospitalbuilding where I held
the post of hospital clerk. The chief paramedic was as fine a fellow as
you'll generally discover functioning in the real world successfully. A
big Pole who resembled a youthful, blonde version of Father
Christmas himself. Once the word on me got out — thanks largely to
the efforts of one Jewish socialworker— the para—med started up with
the fact that he was an avid Nazi blade and pennant collector. He was
able to bring in and show me his pennants but, obviously, not the
blades. It wasn't long at all before he was spitting out how he wished
he could have been a part of the Waffen—SS, "an outfit to really kick
ass," as he put it. Here he was letting his White nature hang way out in
healthy exuberance but it was later, as were discussing Hitler's style in
public addresses, that he spoke up for the whole of theWhite Liberal
Establishment. He said that people were too smart nowadays to fall
for such theatrics as those that went on in Nazi Germany. (He of
course had never had the opportunity to hear a recordingof any of
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JamesMasonphotographed outside the CincinnatiWorkhouse, where he
was previously incarceratedfor assault.
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Hitler's more heart-to-heart addresses to the German nation, free of
all the carefully rehearsedhistrionics which were intendedmore for the
diplomatic corps and the rest of the world than for home
consumption.) I suppose he was saying that these people nowadays
only respond to — or accept as "for real" — some dried—out, stuffed-
shirt who looks and sounds as though he is reading off the day's stock
market report but who, in essence, is saying nothing. The character fits

perfectly into the scheme and pattern of Capitalistic America.
Commander Rockwell vehemently condemned another one of

today's Liberal "virtues," i.e., to keep it "cool," to play it "cool," to be
"cool" at all times. To be inflamedby nothing, to stand for nothing, to
be willing to die — or kill — for nothing. Hitler and the whole fascist
aura are certainly about as "uncool" as it is possible to be. (Note that
the same cannot be said for the Communist/Leftist mystique.)
Machiavelli is condemned for being Machiavellian yet he is the least so
because he came out with the way it IS, not the way someone who
wants to represent, or misrepresent it as being. Hitler was least
tyrannical for booming out the collective will of the entire German
nation. Today's leaders fly in direct defiance of thewill of the majority;
they would not know the truth if they saw it, could not speak it if they
knew it. (Besides, it remains a positive treat and experience to hear one
ofHitler's speeches — even if one does not understand German — for
it invigorates. If one does comprehend the language then it is positively
inspirational. The same cannot be said for today's bureaucratic puppets
and dolts who only bore.)

So how smart indeed is a people that not only cannot solve any of
its major problems but which fails to recognize the most paramount
of these as problems at all? How smart are they when they can't do
anything to prevent their government, society, institutions, traditions,
families and their own lives from falling apart? Drugs, suicide,
miscegenation, every manner of degeneracy is "smart," "cool,"
"sophisticated" and quite acceptable in the course of demonstrating
one's "individuality." Mindless pleasure—bent is "smart." Clinging to a
false material security is "smart." On goes the rationale.

When it catches up with them in full, they'll be wondering why.
Smart.

[Vol XI, #12 — Dec, 1982]
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Meaninglessness
The thing that brought this segment's topic to mind was a news

item about the nomination of a transsexual for post commander of a
branch of the American Legion. The only real Commander — George
Lincoln Rockwell — used to chide the American Legion for being
conspicuously absent at all of those countless Communist
demonstrations during the 1960's and at the height of the Vietnam
War. They would rather, he said, pass resolutions linking theAmerican
NaziPartyWITH the Communistseven thoughwe were the only ones
out there physically opposing treason. Now it's really their turn!

Picture a middle—aged, thick—set, square—jawed veteran of World
War Two or Korea vintage in a low—cut gown and long, blondewig (or
maybe it was his/her own hair?). Really ravishing! And this for an
American Legion post commanderas reported in a nationalnews item!
Serves 'em right. Of all that sort ofbusiness I've seen, from "Christine"
Jorgensen on up, this onewas the most bizarre because, if you blocked
out the gown and wig, and squinted your eyes so couldn't see the
makeup, you had the face of a rugged male. It's all over people, I'm
telling you! There's nothing and no one left to trust and rely on except
ourselves.

In the beginning, that is, with the start of the Post WorldWar Two
era, any of that sort of thing was considered just one more weirdism.
Trash music or "rock 'n' roll" was to all but the very young and
impressionable just that: Trash. And it was fervently hoped and
expected that it would pass away. In the meantime, it was one more
example of something strange and offbeat. The sight of racially mixed
couples was an outrage but no less strange. "Addicts," etc., were the
same. One tended to write them off, all of them, as lost causes, the
dregs of society — in fact, the "exceptions" that proved the rule that
America was still great. You and everyone you knew still were sure of
what was what and who was who. At least until the point when
everybody was on some kind of dope; until girls from "good families"
were seen in the company of Blacks; until the new "Rock" made the
old "Rock 'n' Roll" sound like Guy Lombardo; until weirdoes and
sickoes were found in higher social standing than you.
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N0 longer "strange" but now, and for a long time past, only par for
the course. So if it's no longer remarkable or extraordinary (not to
mention unacceptable) formusic to be no more than a deafening roar;
for mixed couples to be seen and encountered routinely; for marginal
types of every description to be filling all kinds of key and
administrative positions; for bars to be going up on windows and
doors ofbusinesses and homes — then what is it actually? It is that they
used to be the degenerates. Now, instead, it is the society itselfwhich
has become degenerate. And you and I are the misfits. (The Right Wing
of old was looking for a Russian—Chinese invasion, a "Red
Dictatorship"! What actually happened turned out to be a thousand
times worse.)

It's all meaningless now. It was a White society with White Men,
White Women and White Children. White families. White culture.
White values. Up until the Fifties, ifyouweren'tWhite — includingJews
— you either played itWhite or you didn't exist. If you were a druggie,
you kept it hidden, or else. There was an Ideal ~ though it was too
poorly defined and not at all effectively enforced— and it was a White
Ideal. It was slowly eroded to the point where, today, there is nothing
left of it.

Those principles that had been expounded and for which this
country fought two WorldWars to crush and destroy the very center
of our Race and our Culture, from the start of this century on up,
spelled out all of this clearly enough. Those who opposed the outward
manifestations of it had no leg to stand on. It's here now and in full
bloom! Democracy triumphant. And they still demand more, much
more! Any doubt at all as to where it will ultimately lead?

And it is at this point thatwemust acknowledge to ourselves exactly
who and what we are and what our goal is. For one, we are the
remnant — which means the future is entirely up to us. For another, our
job is not to "protest" any of this because to whom would we be
protesting? Those who may be, for varying reasons, lagging behind
their more jet—set, avant—garde counterparts in the society? In five years
time, more from the former will be among the latter. In ten years, yet
more. In twenty to thirty, it'll all be down to a quivering, putrefying
mass. Our goal is to, first, make sure that we survive its death. And,
second, to hasten, if at all possible, that death.
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[Vol XIV, #7 — July, 1985]

Thrill Kill
"Thrill kill" was a term born in the Fifties. You remember the

"punks," the "hoods" of the Fifties, don't you? (And, parenthetically,
in line with what I was saying in the last segment, if you had any
proclivities to punkism PRIOR to that time, you knew better than to
let it show.) Anyhow, the Central Park punks would beat or knife an
old man to death just for the "thrill" of it, just for "kicks." But, just like
good 01' "Rock 'n' Roll," it took a toe—hold and grew from there.

I love it when the System and the Establishment are made to look
like conservative reactionaries. And the latest bunch of business
coming out of California, the Leonard Lake and Charles Ng
"survivalist" serialmurders,has done just that. Mass graves, videotaped
slaughters, etc. You see not all the manifestations of Liberal
Democracy can be guaranteed or expected to proceed according to
Hoyle. These people claimed to be getting ready to survive
"Armageddon" but I can't see what the sex killings have to do with
that (unless it's to break the boredom).But given that plus the fact that
at least one of their prime movers is an Oriental and you can be sure
that they're not what could be called revolutionary. No. They're a part
of society.

"Thrill Killer" Gacy.
The press has already compared it to the Tate—LaBianca killings of

1969 and have freely admitted that this makes those look like
"peanuts." (Indeed, such incidents from Juan Corona to John Gacy
have already done that.) ButManson is stillTHE "mass murderer" for
all practical occasions (even though "his" victims were avid in their
videotapingof bestial and sadian sex as well as notorious for running
a dope supermarket in their home). The difference was and is that
Manson is revolutionary, one of us, and they HATE him and FEAR
him for it. Just as Hitler's supposed record for killing six million Jews
is far surpassed by Stalin's grand total of thirty million and Mao's of
fifty million. It's who you are andwhat you stand for, not what you do
or how you do it.
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Mass graves are perfectly all right as long as they are filled with dead
Europeans killed while defending their homeland. Horrible killing is

okay as long as it is state sanctioned. Vile and perverse videotapes are
readily available and completely legal. But put 'em all together— private
enterprise style — and watch out!

We've got to chuckle at all this for it is genuinely funny. These folks
are the REAL "avant—garde" of Democracy! Talk about some jet-
setters! For the rest of the citizenry who can't quite understand it, it's
only what they're getting in return for their tax dollars and their votes
cast. As for any of us falling victim to this or some future excursion
into ”total democracy" on the part of these types which are burgeoning
in the land, we're supposed to be conscious and aware, on our guard
and prepared. And, above all, with a reputation more gruesome than
the gruesome. With a little knowledge, it's easy to keep out of harm's
way the majority of the time.

For the rest, let the dams burst! All sense and order and reasonhave
failed. Let their own terror now consume them!

[VOL XIV, #7 — July, 1985]

"American Hostages"
I was infuriateda couple ofweeks ago when a tape I was making of

a Vintage "Sherlock Holmes" movie was ruined by a news bulletin
about those damned ”hostages" in theMiddle East. Years ago, I recall
writing an article entitled, "TO HELL WITH HOSTAGES."
Whatever I commented then, I don't think it was sized up as neatly as
it can be now. That by itself indicates that this is a recurrent problem
and one that we're bound to see more of, also one that this so—called

"government" is powerless to do anything about.
There is one thing about those "hostages" that is for sure -— they

can all be included somewhere among the following categories: a)
Government or State Department, etc; b) Military; c) Big Business or
Filthy Rich, etc. Whichever, they are part of the System and, therefore,
no damned good. Certainly not ”Americans" in .the same sense you
and I might use the term. Second, what the hell are they doing over
there? Whatever it is, it's in support of the Jews who occupy Palestine
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and surrounding Arab lands. The Arabs are BEGINNING to
understand this and it was reported that the Shiites ("Terrorists") were
scrutinizing those "Americans" for the ones who had "Jewish—

sounding names." Finally, the message as conveyed back by one
former "hostage" that the Arabs have nothing against the American
people but only the US. government.

We wish the people of the Middle East good luck in regaining
control over their homelands, through whatevermeans it may take to
accomplish.

The other half of this sick spectacle is the focal point it's become
for this latter-day brand of lame—duck "patriotism." As far as thosewho
involve themselves with it — taking it seriously — are concerned, those
people perpetrating these acts might as well be the "Barbary Pirates"
and the hostages themselves "Stephen Decatur" and friends. IF they
were "hostages," whatwas the ransom? Are they or are they not back
safe and sound? Were they "rescued" or did the Shiites feel they had
made their point and so set them free? In whose end of the courtwas
the ball for the length of the game?

What did the all—mighty US. government do other than "protest"?
What did the US. population do other that hoist the flag and do a little
out-of—step shuffling which they referred to as "marching"? Remember
the "Yellow Ribbons" at the time of the Islamic revolution in Iran?
Did the ribbons free those hostages or was it old Khomeini's naivete
in thinking — as did plenty ofAmericans — that Reagan was less slimy
in reality than Carter? He was trying his best to send a signal to the
American people.

I guess it bothers me to see them making the flag look more
ridiculous and impotent than they already have. It has been rendered
meaningless, i.e., meaning all things to all people, and now they're
making it the symbol of shame as well. The only time these so—called

"Americans" bring it out nowadays is when their "Uncle Sam" is being
made to eat shit. There's no denying that this in itself is a very real form
of conditioningand its effects will be felt sooner or later and with dire
results for the deluded and manipulators alike.

[Vol XIV, #8 — Aug, 1985]
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Rabbits and Bu‘tterflies
The title of this segment describes the state of the backbone and

intelligence of theWhite population pretty accurately. We've all seen it
a thousand times in our political and personal dealings. The averted
glance, the limp handshake. The given word that you can depend upon
being worthless. The preoccupationwith sports and other luxuries and
trivialities. Being willingly chained to dead—end "jobs" which they hate;
passively being shaken down, rousted and robbed by the government,
banks and utilities. I've had a number of them state in the past that
they don't like talking about anything that has to do with the "Big
Three": Race, religion and politics. What kind of people are these?

These are people who have had all the CHARACTERandWILL
sapped from them by a couple of generations of the best, most
complete job ofmass conditioningand brainwashing ever known, bar
none. There's nothing left of them. Minus their "funny money" —

growing more "funny" with each year — these "consumers" would
probably turn invisible! l disdain to refer to them as "Whites." In their
interests they flit around like butterflies; in their resolve they scatter
like rabbits at the first hint of trouble. Compare them with the type of
person CommanderRockwell called for to be at his side: Men of steel,
ready, willing and capable ofmarchingthrough hell ifnecessary for the
Cause. There's no use belaboringthe endless examples ofwhat I mean.
Suffice to say that it's a universal condition. Accepting it as a fact and
a reality,what does it mean to ourselves as revolutionaries?

It means that they may as well not exist in practical terms. They're
not going to "do" anything. They'll sit and watch anything happen.
They'll do as they're told. They will roll over when kicked. But I would
want to emphasize to all of you that, just as they today sit idly by and
watch our early heroes arrestedand killed by the System, so tomorrow
they'll do the same when it comes the turn of the Systematarians.

In the face of the implied threat from the System today they behave
like sheep. Afterwitnessing the fire and fury that removes the System,
don't expect any problems from them. No consideration is due to
cowards and shirkers.

[Vol IV, #9 - Sept, 1985]
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OfVictims and Statistics
Nobody wants to be a victim and nobody wants to be a statistic.

Both terms take on the same forlorn, hapless connotation. What
constitutes a victim?Whatmakes a statistic? In either case, it's a matter
of forces or circumstances overwhelming an individual. In most
instances, an individual who has been unable to cope with or give a
decent account of himself in response. Individuals caught unawares,
disorganized, unprepared, ignorant. Whether it's from violent storms
or violent crimes, the elements or the forces of the System, etc., a
victim is not the thing to be, and neither is being added to a list of
growing statistics.

Probably without question the System's greatest master stroke in
recent decades has been its complete success in conditioningpeople in
this country, especially Whites, to where they won't stand together.
(They'll stand together at a football game or at a rock concert but never
against the System itself.) How else do you explain all the existing
"racism" and boiling discontent that never comes to anything, never
gets anywhere? This thought occurs to them, it must, but they shoo it
right out of their minds before it even takes form. It would be a
reminder to them of how totally emasculated and enslaved they are and
they certainly don't want to face that. It might mess up their dream
world.

Fear. They won't because they can't. They can't because they won't.
They are hamstrung by their old beliefs and morals which the System
Wisely allows them to keep. They are halted in their tracks out of
uncertainty of what to do, how to do it and of "What it?" They are
paralyzed by self—doubts which have no connection to things, such as
"job skill" or being "fashionable" or "socially acceptable" They are cut
adrift. Anywonder at all why they can'tpull anything together? Victims
in the making.

I will not waste words in attempting to draw verbal pictures ofwhat
could be accomplished "if." What I will describe is the kind of person
who — while still very much an individual —- stands apart, stands forth
against the System. A person who is of such magnitude that his act of
standing forth in such amanner is equivalent to whole worlds colliding.
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That kind of person can never and will never be counted as a victim
or as a statistic. And that kind of person, whether his numbers are in
the dozens or in the hundreds, is the kind which is making up the
Movement of the future.

The rest, as I've said often enough in the past, simply don't count.
They have been created and bred by the System to serve the System's
purposes: to be used up, discarded or cut down, as the System sees fit.

[Vol XIV, #10 — Oct, 1985]

The FinalWedge? The Last Straw?
This place is a land of contradictions, so it would seem. \While the

push has been on for decades to desensitize the US. population to
Violence and crime (not to mention the presence of racial aliens,
miscegenation, Bolshevism in culture, etc.), it now appears that a new
push is on in the opposite direction. Hopefully most readers of SIEGE
are like I am and can readily spot the latest System campaigns as soon
as they are introduced (or implanted) through the media. With an
official line of "anything goes," so long as it is not "racist" or "fascist,"
it is quite incongruous indeed when you see the plastic, phony
newscasters actually put on some human emotion (real or faked) in the
form of getting their ire up over some social outrage, either real or
imagined.

The two biggest evils — or heresies against the new, orthodox world
religion which insists that "all is equal" (a thousand years ago it was
that "the world is flat") — are of course "racism" and "fascism." The
only trouble is that in the US. these things simply don't exist and are
only kept around to maintain a never—ending spook chase. Lately,more
actual targets have been discrimination involving age and sex. (Such
things as age and sex no longer exist and you shouldn't insult the
System by seeing them.) There has been the push against
discrimination regarding homosexuality and the drive to establish it out
in the open as an "alternate lifestyle." Then there have been phonified
campaigns attached to what could be legitimate causes, such as
environment, just to let off steam and distract attention from far more
serious crises. I think by now you may realize I'm talking about what
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CommanderRockwell referred to as the old shell game, in one sense,
and "setting people's minds" in another sense. All pure Pavlov... and
how they fall for it!

What are the two latest social crash projects of the System's
controlled media intended to condition people's minds toward ends
which all but the fewest never even suspect? Domestic violence and
child abuse.

In Soviet—Bloc countries and in the Third World cultures where
creeping liberalism has not done its final damage, domestic violence,
i.e., the dominant male of the group, the father, having to straighten
out other family members after reason has failed, is shrugged off by
the society and the authorities, that is when it is noticed at all. Here
today, they have established "hotlines" to call to turn in a family
member for touching you. ”Human dignity" violated. "Big Brother to
the rescue!" The most recent masterpiece of the conditioned reflex to
air on television, "The Burning Bed," had intentions and results which
were one hundred percent predictable: Within forty—eight hours of
airing, stories were breaking in the news about wives (and husbands)
actually burning theirmates at home, for real. ”If it's all—right for Farrah
and if she can get awaywith it, so can I!" (Tell me this is an intelligent
and free-thinking society.)

The object? To give the coup de grace to the father figure in this
country; to finish the job that "All In The Family" and "Archie Bunker"
started. The husband and father as "bad guy." To regular readers ofmy
newsletter this will not sound the least bit extreme as it no doubt would
to the outsider, the victim of this conditioning. You cannot get wives
and children turningin their husbands and fathers unless and until you
have rendered them ridiculous, impotent and brutish (fascistic). Step
one was accomplished long ago and, I might add, with plenty of
cooperation from the American male. Yes, they AREmainly jerks and
impotent buffoons deserving all the kicks the alien, anti—White System
wants to deal them. For they are the ones who ALLOWED all of this
to take place and come to pass. In this sense, the System media is
flogging a dead horse to an almost comic degree.

It is however a serious matter in that we see they intend to leave
absolutely no stone unturned in their drive to flatten, homogenizeand
ultimately DESTROY any and all vestiges of formerWhite life. To me
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it is funny and disgusting at the same time to watch this going on. Like
a seller of snake oil rolling into a hick town a century ago, these Media
Masters can and do pull anything, no matter how blatant, and are
assured of getting away with it. Funny in the sense that we of the
Movement are able to read it like a book and funny in the sense that it
is being done to the killers of Germany, so "mighty and righteous"
forty years ago. Disgusting in that these same people, while still
claiming the heritage of their ancestors, areWALLOWING IN IT and
loving every second of it.

You don't need to be a medium any longer to peek into the future.
Just watch the television and see which way it points. As far as we are
concerned, they had finished off the institutionof the American family
by no later than the Sixties but, evidently, it had to wait until the
auspicious year of 1984 for the System itself to write its own "FINIS"
to this particular job well done.

Then there is the current red—hot issue of child abuse. This assumes
two forms: Violence and sexual exploitation. In the first case it falls
under the same heading as domestic violence. In a sane and healthy
society, it is rare and the issue is hardly worth real concern. However,
this society has long been neurotic and is currently well along the road
to full—blown psychotic. And in a situation like that, don't be surprised
by anything that happens. Even at that, I seriously doubt that things
are nearly so bad as the System would have us believe. It's just that the
magnifying glass is now trained on this one point. Abuses, outrages
and certainly runaways happen all the time but note how the media
campaign would only seriously effect violence in the home if it would
be intended to instill discipline and, thus, try to preserve a semblance
of family and civilization (about in the same way as "gun control"
wouldwork).

Far more insidious is the second aspect of this: Sexual abuse. Are
we to believe that the Beast System, a thing more loathsome and evil
than any which appears in theBible, piously draws the line at the sexual
exploitation of children? Well, that's what they're saying, isn't it?
Remember the hot controversy over marijuana? How about the one
over homosexuality? And the results in the life of the nation?

The word is pedophilia and it, like hemophilia, has been around
since time began and always will be around. Like dormant cells in the
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national body, they have been deliberately and systematically turned
CANCEROUS,out of control, by the System and its media. Formerly
docile Negroes have been turned arrogant and vicious. The two sexes
have been set against one another. On it goes. Toward what goal?
Again, the final and complete destruction of the people and the
civilization that formerly ruled over this continent.

The System has a unique knack of latching onto anything,
exploiting it, escalating it out of all proportion and turning it poisonous
and unnatural. While the big, hidden manipulators use their multi—
trillion—dollar apparatus to get unaware masses of people "all set" for
something only lately unspeakable, the little operators brace
themselves to perform their patriotic, capitalistic duty of supplying a
demandwhich they somehowknow is on theway: Child pornography.
And armies of those already rendered unbalanced are wound up tight
and "all set" to go, like horses at the starting gate, at Big Brother's cue
to form ready-made ranks of "molesters." Have you ever wondered
which came first, the manifestation of something or just all the noise
about it? Ask yourself: In a society already bored and satiated with
heterosexuality (for jaded pleasure, not reproduction of the race) and
right at the moment inundating itself in homosexuality in an attempt
to recapture some of that lost "thrill," where are the new thrills to be
found?
If you want to make something "thrilling," you make it forbidden.

Tell me, what's the most loudly forbidden thing, the most
sensationalized thing, now coming at you across the airwaves? This
may have all just sounded like a moralistic sermon from Rev. Jerry
Falwell. I will always insist that I am the LEASTmoralistic person in
that I have no superstitious fears or hang—ups typically connectedwith
a reactionary society. Patterns are merely there to be observed and
studied, in a detached manner, so that we may be able to use them for
our own purposes.And we see how our Enemy is using them, literally
orchestratingthem, towards its own peculiar ends.

It's that end that we don't like.
[Vol XIII, #12 - Dec, 1984]
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Ripple #1: Gun Control
My third or fourth thought after the news was broken to me about

the assassination attempt onReagan was that the really jittery and guilt—

ridden System bureaucratswill go all—out using this as leverage to try
and cram through some anti—gun legislation.Without exception, all the
paid whoreswithin the media pickedup the call. The best example was
seen on "Sixty Minutes" soon after the incident. They used two
Republican Congressmen, one as Devil's Advocate and the other as
Conservative Clay Pigeon. Togetherwith theJewish "moderator," they
"discussed the issue." The one opposing anti—gun legislation happened
to be fromOhio and used all the typical Conservative arguments which
skirted the real point entirely. The one favoring anti—gun legislation was
more to the point. He kept harping away on "fifty million handguns
out there." (For the record, anybody who'd even use the term
"handgun" has got to have some pantywaist in his makeup somewhere
and I use the term "pantywaist" only advisedly because I have a much
more descriptive four-letterword in mind. Any manwith a knowledge
of and a respect for weaponry — and therefore someone qualified to
speak on the issue — will use the term sidearm or shortarm. The first
time you use their terminology — concocted by intellectual queers —

you've lost the issue!)
But the one favoring "gun control," who was from California,

spoke like a brother to the one from Ohio when he said that unless
those "fifty million handguns" were removed from circulation and if
the current trend continued unchecked, then the both of them would
soon be targets of other assassins. And that jewel went out over
network television at prime time. But I wonder how many caught its
meaning. The move towards "gun control" stems from the FEAR of
ruling structure that revolutionmay be in the wind, coupledwith the
fact that we are the most heavily armed populace in the world, thank
God! Precisely like the so—called "bussing issue," taken at its face it
makes no sense, can't be justified, is unworkableand as far as its stated
goals are concerned, is a flat failure. The stated purpose of "gun
control" is to curb crime. But the real point of it is that THEY ARE
SCARED OF US!
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Why doesn't somebodyamong the Conservative debaters look one
of these bastards in the eye and ask, "Exactly what are you afraid of
andwhy?"

If they want it, they're going to have it. Never doubt that. Nobody
is in favor of bussing but it remains the "law of the land" nevertheless.
If they want it, they'll have it! And none of the tried-and—disproven
Conservative methods of opposing naked tyranny will even slow it
down. So don'twaste your time. We must expect it. Just be ready. Look
at ,what prohibition did forAl Capone. I can hardly wait!

[Vol X, #5 — May, 1981]

A Breed Apart
"The mightiest counterpart to the Aryan is representedby the Jew."

These are the words of Adolf Hitler writing in Mein Kampf. One is

immediately struck by a hidden or little—noticed implication contained
in that short declaration — the vast difference in numbers between
Aryans and Jews for them yet to be "mighty counterparts."What else
can this imply other than not everyone counts? We who have spent
years within theMovementare aware that the Jews, as a race, are elitists
and think of themselves as such. This wouldmean then that mostJews
matter in affairs ofJewry — thatJews, on average, represent themselves
very well and in ways that count.

Aryans, or Whites, on the other hand, as we have seen, by and large
have abdicated not only their world role but their individual roles as
members of the Great Race, to the point where the Race is now only
"great" in so far as its past and potential are concerned. But in terms
of hard reality, such things as "past" and "potential," togetherwith 50
cents, will get you a cup of coffee. How it got thatway has been treated
thoroughlyin thousands of pages included in dozens of thick volumes
put out by the Movement's best authors so we need not delve into it
here. The only concern is what steps are to be taken to correct the
situation.

What we have on the national and world stage today is a situation
that fits Hitler's statement far closer than when it was written in 1924.

Numerically — as far as those who count are concerned — true Aryans
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just about equate Jews and this parity in terms of the battle for eternal
stakes lends a light to the gravity and finality of the thing seldom before
seen. The rest, as Nietzsche said, are merely humanity, the gray masses
representing nothing but inertia. Thousands of years ago the Jews
spelled out their own estimation of these types: "Goyim," or cattle, to
be grazed, milked and, finally, slaughtered. Can we argue this?

We view the current status of the world conflict this way: Yes, there
are two mighty counterpart forces atwork in America and in the world
— the forces ofLife and the forces of Death. The Life forces represent
an upward path toward, as Nietzsche put it. Godlike humanity. The
Death forces merely seek now to make the cesspool, which they have
in fact created, one of an irremediable nature. We must know that we
fight for Life, for Revolution, as a matter of COURSE and not as a
matter of choice or of reaction to anything. Our Program fulfilled will
mean the rehabilitation and rejuvenation of Whites whereas the
ongoing depredations of Jewish-Capitalism will finally eradicate them
altogether.

They themselves are unaware of this and, in any case, couldn't care
less. And this, in turn,means thatwe, like the Jews, must come to View
ourselves as an elite, as a BREED APART from any other, because it
is our DESTINY to do so. The Jew fights for his destiny in the same
way... which is the only way his course can be explained or understood
without, as did CommanderRockwell, looking upon it as purely insane.

[VOL XI, #9 - Sept, 1982]

Smashing the Pig System
To make the critical distinction between ourselves andMarxists or

plain anarchists, we must face that there has been no government that
has been of, by and forWhite people since 1945. Conservative types
and "fair dealers" were content to allow "good" aliens to man sensitive
posts and make policy as long as they did their utmost to keep profit
margins high. More reactionary conservatives railed at the thought of
"creeping socialism," "creeping liberalism," etc., as the price the so—

called "leaders" were willing to pay for the continued services of the
master money manipulators. But they all rested their cases on the
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democratic system, the two primary political parties, the "free press,"
etc., to ultimately set everything right somehow. Of course, the US.
government ceased to beWhite even before the outbreak of the First
World War as the very smallest number of alien infiltrators had
succeeded by that time in deranging the entire meaning and thrust of
government away from being the servant of the people and even away
from being pro—American in world dealings. From that humble
beginning it has grown into the monster that it is today.

With that as our setting we turn our focus to what was transpiring
in the news during late October with regard to the bombings and
robberies carried out by differentLeftist /Black outfits that hadn't been
heard from since the 1960's. Names and racial/political orientation are
irrelevant actually because we are no longer concerned with the
"menace" and "bogeyman" kick of the Sixties and we are throughwith
conservative reaction. The point is that SOMEBODY HIT THE
SYSTEM! And that is all that counts.

Even during theirheyday in theVietnamera we rightly termed them
”Phony Revolutionaries" as they merely made a public spectacle out of
what the traitors in Congress and the rest of the government were
quietly making into nationalpolicy. Who lost Vietnam? Jerry Rubin or
System scumbags all theway fromKennedyto Ford and all the big and
little ones in between? Jews like Rubin and Hoffman and dozens of
others probably knew exactly what they were doing as demonstrated
by their recent maneuvers but hundreds of thousands of duped,
liberalized White youths did not. Furthermore,millions ofBlacks — to
the contrary —- did knowwhat the likes of these Jews were up to and,
if anything, were a thousand times more sincere (if violently anti—

White) than the SDS (Students for a DemocraticSociety), Yippie types.
In the end it is questionable who the biggest dupes were however.

The most rabid among these groups idealized every move they
made as being directed against the very vital innards of what they
viewed as the "White Racist" society. We did not and still do not take
them lightly because, after all, it is the sentiment that counts. But you
and I know that this is anything else but a "White Racist" society. It is
a cesspoolofmiscegenation. Sowhen they attack in earnest, physically,
what is it that they attack? They attack BigBrother whether they know
it or like it or not. They attack their very Patron Saint! This is known
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as falling for your own propaganda. It is the old "Frankenstein" story.
Rubin once wrote that the fallacy of the Conservatives and the Right
in trying to deal with those like himselfwas in their creating and aura
of a gigantic menace which in reality didn't exist but yet generated a
very real void effortlessly filled by these shirt—tail bolsheviks. Does
such a void exist today and for whom has it been tailored?

Each of us knows how they howl, march and protest against
"racism," the Klan and the Nazis to this day. They have even lately
taken to saying that Blacks have actually lost some of the ground
gained after 1965. But it is glaringly clear that pro—Black discrimination
rampages up and down this land like a steamroller gone wild. Each of
you knows how impotent the traditional Right Wing has become. Yet,
to the Left, Enemy #1 remains "Racism." That is the situation and it
is one of the prime reasons we must stick by our guns just as
Commander Rockwell insisted from the beginning and NEVER
shrink from the use of our rightful name and rightful symbol, the
Swastika — for who and what more vividly represents this huge and
terrible "ogre" than Nazis and the Swastika? The point is that, even
while they declare us to be the primary foe, our very non—presence
denies them the opportunityofgetting at us. That is the effective result
though they — after several cautious glances about — like to say that
they won't "allow" us to appear. We, on the other hand, are aware that
plain redneck stupidity has merely run its full course.

These psyched—up Reds — and especially the agitated Blacks —— can't
be expected to lie dormant forever and you can only hit what you can
see. One of the cornerstones of our strategy is to make ourselves the
most unattractive target for these peripheral rowdies. We'd rather see
the System take it on the chin instead. In deciding who your enemy
really is you must take into account that an opponent is only dangerous
to you if he holds some kind of power over you. Groups like the PLP
(Progressive Labor Party), etc., can't affect us in the slightest unless we
provide them with an opening. The Big Brother System is another
matter. THERE IS THE ENEMY” It is ourworst enemy in the entire
world!

If a bunch of Black Nationalists rob a Brinks truck, if they kill some
System Pigs,WHO CARES? Money is the lifebloodof the System so
let the Blacks, or anyone else who cares to, open up a damned artery!
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Any Pig killed by a Black or CommunistRevolutionary is one Pig you
may be sure will not come after YOU one night with a nice, neat
federal warrant.

It is a dirty, rotten shame that it has to be left up to the likes of
Blacks and bowlegged Jewish agitators to hit the Pig System but, damn
it, SOMEBODY'SGOT TO DO IT! So wish 'em lots 0' luck because
this is serious, deadly business and twenty years of bitter experience
has shown us that all the piety and all the law and order bullshit of the
past has gotten us NOWHERE!

[Vol X, #12 — Dec, 1981]

Thanks — But No Thanks
For the first time in six or seven years, I had to decline the twice—

annual engagements to speak before combined classes of political
science students in an auditoriumatWorthington, Ohio. I had usually
been scheduled each Fall and Spring and this had been going on since
the birth of SIEGE [1980] and just before. The very first appearance
was made by one old—timeMovement ”leader" to whom I acted as an
escort. While that first time was "dynamic" to say the very least, it had
also within the first five minutes or so totally alienated the entire
audience. As with the handling of that, the publication of SIEGE and

any number of other independent endeavors, I felt pretty certain that
I was unable to bungle it any worse myself.

One third individual who had beenwith us on that initial occasion,
but who dropped out after the second or third, gave as his reason the
fact that ”nothing was coming out of it." But since when has
ANYTHING "come out of“ any standard Movement activity? Was
that ever the point? Ifitwas, thenwemust really love going after failure
and winning it, aces high. At any rate, that was never 'my reason for
going back year after year. My purposes were always self-contained,
ends to themselves. One other complaint that I got from this other
person was his reminders of the "dangers" that, someday, might be
waiting for me. Turns out that it was I who had the longwait because
"they" never did show up despite the fact that I carried on alone.
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My reasons for continuingwith these speaking invitations over the
past years included a very old, deep—seated desire not to allow — when
I was able to do somethingabout it — the Leftists to hog the show with
regard to showing young minds the political alternatives that exist. I
did it to "show the colors," so to speak. Also, and even though I had
by that time fully entered the strategy of the armed, underground
struggle and held no illusions that anyone could or would be
"recruited," I kept up these appearances in order to keep myself in
form, in the habit of addressing large audiences made up entirely of
fresh people and not Right \Wing types. Finally, as I had deliberately
cut myself off from the mainstream of Movement personalities and
activities, I sincerely enjoyed the intellectual exercise, especially when
it came to the period of questions and answers with the audience.

But aside from all this, it was undeniable that there was no
productivity whatsoever in these speaking engagements. It was also
undeniable that a certain risk did exist although I would have to class
it with the same risk one takes every morning in getting out of bed.
Therefore, and in accordance with a set of new rules decided upon
here in the openingweeks of this year, I concluded to terminate this
aspect of things. No gain, no loss. Just a hole plugged. The significance
of that should become clearer as you read on into the following
segments.

[Vol xv, #4 _ Apr, 1986]

Send In the Clowns
Only one thing did come out of those speaking appearances, which

numbered about fourteen spread over the last , seven years.
Approximately three and a halfyears ago, at the conclusion of a typical
address and as part of the usual group of those who'd come to discuss
some topic one-on-one with me at the podium, an individual
introduced himselfand began with statementsof praise for what I had
to say, expressions of fear that it might be true and the amazementthat
I was willing and able to stand there and successfully exchange barbs
with the few hecklers who made themselves known from time to time.
Slight of stature, racially good, well—spoken and presenting a
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professional social image, he insisted on giving me his name and
address in hopes of getting together at a later time in order to discuss
matters at greater length and detail. Not just one or two things, but
everything about this guy told me he wasn't for real. He had "agent"
written across his forehead. I readily agreed to meet.

True to his word, the contacts were made and a long series of
meetings began which didn't change in their essence for the next two
years. He had it all well covered: He had been in the audience that day
as, through a daughter who attended that school, he heard I was going
to appear. He was a ready-made "sympathizer" and had all the right
come—ons and come—backs. He was a few years younger than myself
and, from experience several years before in the same county of Ohio,
I guess they knew they could never get me to fall for a racial lowlife.
Trouble was that, immediately after I cut off dealings with and
practices of the "normal" Right Wing, I commented to one associate
that, henceforth, for the authorities to send in one of their clowns,
they'd be compelled to do so accompaniedby a full brass band. For
there could no longer be any hope of sneaking someone in.

This was a circumstance handled in a manner that is not advisable
for most to try. Though only one person was laboring under any
illusions — HIM, thinking that he was taking me in — he was DAMNED
GOOD at what he thought he was doing and no doubt could have
made terrific mileage had he hit a regular group of theMovement. He
was the dream of the "mass strategy" set. And he was the kind ofwhich
Commander Rockwell spoke when he would taunt the Washington,
D.C. office of the FBI to please send him more of. The free dinners,
free gifts, cash contributions and subscriptions, etc., that I received
over the three year period, when added up, would have to be
formidable. It's only worth mentioning in passing now because they
weren't able to hangme on anything. Otherwise, I assure you, none of
it is worth it. Very basically, I wanted to find out what they wanted to
know. Plus the material support didn't hurt. It was sort of a tightrope
walk.

Since you just don't get genuine support like this, the question
becomes: Whatmakes a good agent? He looks and acts good. He talks
a good line. He's ready with the cash. He's ready with the goods and
services. He wants to help, to be involved. I guess at this point we part
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company with the credibility—building phase and get down to the
infiltration proper. He pretended to know a little but he wanted to
know a lot. He reallywanted to know about the Manson connection.
After a few months and at one meeting at a restaurantwhere I had a
friend with me, he inquired of my friend, after I had excused myself
from the table, what types of weapons did I have. And one other
unique thing: As part of both building credibility and prying their way
in, good agents will go to work on their intended victim’s vanity and
ego I feel very honored because this guy was a licensed pilot and took
me onmany a pleasing junket into the wild blue. All this just to impress
little, old me.

Maybe he or his superiors began to get the feeling I was a dead end
as I was using up somebody's money and time and supplying onlywhat
could be gleaned from reading Movementpublications. At any rate, he
disappeared for a period ofmonths. I never attempted contactinghim
just as I had never bothered to check into him or any of his covers.
Why bother? I was sure in my own mind he was bogus and hostile and
played things accordingly at all times. I could effectively do no more at
that stage. Details were details and my resources at uncovering such
things were not even at par with their ability to conceal them.

Then of course came the beginning of 1985 and the explosion onto
the national scene of The Order. This transformed more than one
thing in the affairs of the Movement. Suddenly, he was back on the
telephonewanting to get together again. He had been away in Florida,
he said. This time he wanted to get to know the differentgroups, and,
through me and the use of airplanes, travel and meet the various
leaders. At the same time he began propositioning me with money—
making schemes — involving the planes — that centered around
hopping state lines for the purposes of evading taxes. Finally, in an
effort to get something all set up, he arranged a meeting betweenme
and the man he was supposedly going to fly these runs for. Basically, I
was greeted by an older, sharper version of himself at the runway,
piloting a plane twice the size of anything he had ever brought himself
before.

The two of them flew me several hundred miles away for a quick
lunch. At the lunch they kept talking taxes andways to get out of them.
(They had already obviously despaired of ever suckering me on illegal
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weapons or acts of violence.) As a prelude to this however, their
scenario was to include my helping the first agent in his bid to win
points and secure this lucrative flying job with his prospective boss,
agent two. He told me to give him a "big buildup" to this new guy
when he was away from us at one point. Like clockwork, the first agent
excused himself from the table leaving me and the second one alone.
And, like clockwork, the second agent pointedly asked me howwell I
knew agent number one. The truth was that I had known him on and
off for three years. One would surely think that one person gets to
know — or thinks he gets to know — another person in a period of time
like that. My pointed response was, "Not very well at all." After a
pleasant and uneventful return flight home, we parted companywith
smiles, handshakes and waves. I haven't seen or heard from either of
them since.

My own opinion? As I said, that final meetingwas clearly intended
to be either the firm start or the final finish of something. And who
was the older man who piloted the twin—engine cabin cruiser in the
sky? The direct superior of the younger man, agent number one. He
was there to sizeme up for himselfafter the former's three year job of
groundwork.And my answer to his questionwas all he needed to hear
in order to knowwhat his young friend didn‘t see.

[Vol XV, #4 - Apr., 1986]

Skee-Rooed
While still in the sky with this pair, my thoughtswere of a situation

in transformation. It was now serious. While chuckling to myself over
the very thought of a spectacle such as this one, I knew from
experience that one plant can be no more than an informantwhile two
or more can be, and usually are, a set—up. I knew and finally
acknowledged to myself that I was to going to have to do what I had
been toying with ever since the first contact by the younger agent. I
would have to check them out.

Having no concrete reason to believe they wouldn't attempt to
proceedwith their plan involving me, I telephoned an attorneywhose
acquaintance I had madewhile helping with the defense of an
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sterious entrapment agent Gene Laws, in 1115 “private plane”
Photo: JamesMason.

The my

entrapment case in 1979. The men concerned had been infiltrated, set

up and entrapped first (and significantly enough for a period of three
years) by one agent and then, at the critical stage, by several and had
been convicted in federal court and served four years in a federal

penitentiary for having done NOTHING. This particular attorney —

the sharpest and best I'vewitnessed, "Perry Mason" included— I knew

had been deeply chagrined at having lost the case to the prosecution
despite overwhelming evidence that the whole thing had been
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conceived, engineered and instrumented by POLICE agents, and
despite a BRILLIANT defense. Furthermore, it had all happened just
before ”Abscam" and certainly before DeLorean. Had it happened
afterward, as I told himwhen I re—contacted him, he'dmost surely have
won. Aside from all this, the man had impressedme with the speed
and thoroughnesswith which he had dug out the background on the
prime agent involved in this entrapment case. From absolute zero to a
complete sketch in about twenty minutes from the time we first met
and I supplied him with the agent's cover name and a photograph of
him. It seems this attorney had been an FBI man before taking up law
and, since our last meeting, had served as a municipal judge. And he
agreed to help me nowwithout hesitation and without fee.

What he found out was that the first agent was a licensed private
investigator in the State of Ohio, including the name of the agency for
which he worked. Plus the fact that he had turned State's witness with
information he'd been paid by the defense to collect in a rape case the
year before. And so my suspicions were confirmed. The attorney also
felt the situation serious enough to warranthiring a private investigator
of our own in order to learn why I was being watchedand exactlywho
was footing the bill as this was a private business. The attorney's
services were free but to retain an investigator would cost five-hundred
dollars going in. At that point, with this man knowing my story, I felt
my ass was sufficiently coveredeven if the agents made a reappearance.
Naturally, I wanted to know what was behind all this. If I were to
scrimp and save, I might have been able to come up with the five—

hundred but I had two afterthoughts: First, to tell the agents to go to
hell and forget the whole thing now that the joke was over; second,
since this affair did involve the Movement and I was only in a cockpit
position, I'd go to the Movement and request help in turning one
around on the System for a change.

This final afterthought I decided was the best course by far. Right
away I ruled out a general appeal because I have seen from experience
just how dismally those turn out and this was far too important to trifle
around with. So I settled upon a handful of Movement leaders upon
whom to appeal, significantly the same group I had beenwatching over
the years and placing increasingly high hopes in as well as the same
ones that the agent had expressed the greatest interest in my helping
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him get close to. The System and I seemed to be noticing the same
things and, certainly, by all this, these men had a very real and vested
interest in cooperatingwith me in order to not only protect all of us
but score a strong victory for the Movement as well in a great show of
working unity. Split amongst this group, the dollar amount called for
was practically insignificant.

Remember, these were considered by both the System and myself
as THE BEST, those most effective, most dangerous to the System
and, therefore,most worth watching. And the response to the urgent
appeal that went out via certified mail, with copies of the attorney's
letter attached? ZERO. After a time, I received ONE polite response
from one of these men, and that was all. The rest chose to IGNORE
it completely. And while this was in progress, they were all lamenting
the fatal damage done to The Order by these very same types of
infiltrators. Agents whowere in operation at the same time as Thomas
Martinez [the manwho informed on and later testified in court against
members of The Order], etc., who were working their way into
different Movement circles, the same types as had sent who-knows—
how-many others to prison or to death, and who were STILL
AROUND and active after the climax with The Order, doing their
level best to try to move in and wreck whatwas left of the Movement,
lest it might produce still other organized revolutionaries.

In essence, I had asked the Movement the same identical kind of
question as that senior agent had asked of me at that final luncheon
date. The answer was given and in no unmistakable terms.

I was disgusted but not surprised. I had known all along that when
you are in any kind of trouble, as far as the "Movement" is concerned,
you are just plain SKEE—ROOEDI In tWenty years of all kinds of
trouble, I had known better than to call upon the Movement for help.
This time it could have been the worst jam I was ever in — it had all of
the potentialities. But, instead of falling into a System trap, I worked
things to where it could have been a MOVEMENT TRAP for the
System! Instead of crying for help out of a mess, I was inviting AID in
prosecuting an offensive type operation.And you can be sure, by the
result, that I have been thanking what gods there may be ever since
that it had not been a case ofmy ass in the sling!

Just be sure it never happens to you.
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[Vol XV, #4 — Apr., 1986]

Thanks — But No Thanks...Again
As stated a few segments back, this year saw the first time I have

felt compelled to decline offers to promote Movement exposure. Last
month I mentioned the cancellation of the speaking engagements, this
month it is about a direct approach by the press here locally for an
interview.

The last time any dealing with the press here was had, it was on
account of a prominent Movementpersonality known internationally.
Since we were all "publicity hounds" then, by both bent and
profession, I telephoned the local paper's news room and informed
them of his presence in town. "So what?" was the response I received.
This being a small town anyway and my being a person who doesn't
forget, when John Hinckley shot Reagan and this paper had wire
service photos of an individual purported to be Hinckley but whowas
not, I didn't bother saying a word about it.

Last year Universal Order, Chillicothe, and my own name appeared
in nationally circulated periodicals. The local paper — as I later found
out — didn't catch any of it and I, for my part, wasn't interested in
bringing it to their attention.

Then suddenly, inJanuary, I was forcefully approached, later wined
and dined, in the hopes that I would not only grant this paper an
interview but a photo spread as well. I must confess the old temptation
arose and at one brief point I had made up my mind to do it: The
evening I had bumped into an enemy of mine in a downtown drug
store and had thought that would be a novel way to remind him and

_

the rest just who they had made an enemy of.
But within twenty—four hours I had thought better of it. Several

personal pleadings from those closest to me plus my own better
judgment finally caused me to rule it out entirely. As for my enemies,
those distant as well as more current, I had already successfully
defeated them at the time of the challenge and had permanently
confounded their plans. I am a man of revenge but I am also a realist.
I will not sacrifice myself for the sake of any punitive measure, large or
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Above: Photos run in the Chillicothe newspaperafter the Hinckley
assassinationattempt. The man pictured is NOT Hinckley.

small. As Manson would pointedly ask, "Are you ready to die?"
Because if you aren't ready to die over this or that particular issue, then
you'd best let it ride.

Besides, this would have been merely blowing smoke, serving a
warning. And, serious as I am, I believe in doing neither. Let's face it,
that story, any such story, would have come out just like a veiled threat
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to these stupid yokels who understand nothing. Today I am in better
shape and position and have more "in"s than I ever had as a "mass
strategy" act. The story would have blown most of all that, and for
what? So these fools would have something to gaggle about for the
next ten years or so. (I say 'ten years' because to this day people tell me
tales from when, in 1974, "the Nazis" had a booth at the county fair.

Theydon't knowme as the personwho organized the first openly Nazi
county fair booth.)

They could scarcely conceal their upsetwith me in their publisher's
office when I broke it to them that I would have to decline their
generous offer. About the best they could do to try and spite me was
to coolly inform me that should anything involving me come across
the wire services, there'd be nothing I could do to prevent them from
printing it in their paper. True enough, as far as it went. But then they
had missed everything else that had come across the wire, and lately I
follow my new policy of ”run silent, run deep." Unless I'm grossly
mistaken, they've missed their opportunity.

Then finally there is a quick, fleeting consideration: It had only been
a matter of a few weeks since I had for all practical purposes shut the
door on the spy game someone or some agency had been running on
me for a three—year period. The timing and the newspapers insistence
were both a bit too "high" for me. But take it or leave it as you will.

[VOL XV, #5 - May, 1986]

Spooksville
The first time as a kid anyone samples boxing in the ring, one of

the first things his instructor will tell him is, "Expect to be hit." And
not lightly tapped either but clobbered as hard as his opponent — just
as determined NOT to be hit and to win the ‘match himself - can
manage. But hit he will be until he masters the art gradually. If he is
too faint-hearted, he will flee the ring at once. If he is too inept, he will
get his brains beaten out. But if he is a healthy, normal specimen then
Nietzsche'smaxim will prevail in his case. He will feel the blows when
they land but he will learn that blows are to be warded off. He will
learn not to "lead with his chin" just to impress anyone that he can
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"take it." Above all, he will master himself and will not allow himself
to be "spooked" either by his opponent or by the image ofwhatmight
happen. For to allow oneself to be "spooked" is to concede defeat
before the real fight begins.

When antagonism leads to conflict, and most especially when one
antagonist is an old, well—established, deeply entrenched System while
the other is a young, bantamweightrevolutionary movement, then the
fight is going to be heavily one—sided throughout much of its duration.
The enormousbody fat of the System will absorb the brunt of our best
blows while any backhanded swat from the System — if allowed to
connect — can send us reeling off our feet. One thing however: The
blows we have felt in the past are truly about as hard as can be felt, for
the System's attacks, for the most part, have been and can be expected
to remain on the individual, personal level. To attack us as a
Movement,as a Party, wouldbe a great strategic mistake for the System
and they well know it. It wouldprovide for us the mass forumwe could
never manage for ourselves. It wouldmake us a public cause. It would
also be a strong unifying factor and that they cannot afford. They will
continue to keep it to a "criminal" level, attacking us singly or in the
smallest groups in order to make the pickings easy and to prevent a
political spectacle.

This being the case then, it is up to the Movement to better learn
HOW, WHEN &WHERE to aim and deliver its blows. We've been
leading with our chins for the past twenty—odd years and it's time to
stop. The fall taken for a federal conspiracy charge without basis would
be no harder that one with a basis to it. A trip to the penitentiary for
the deaths of a half—dozen racial enemies would be no longer or worse
than a trip for the deaths of hundreds. The consequences for the
wounding of one or several System bureaucrats are about the same as
they would be for killing them. However, none of this is the actual
point.

The first time something goes wrong, you can blame others. The
second time it goes wrong, you can only blame yourself. Never make
the same mistake twice. If you can help it, never make it once. The rule
is that once burned, twice shy. It only means keeping your hand out of
the fire, not staying clear of the kitchen. The System wants — depends
upon — INTIMIDATION. They count on fear and division to keep an
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increasingly alienated and sullen population subjected. Don't get
"spooked," get SHARP! Rise and fight again with the experience you
have gained.

My greatest experience as a young novice in the ring with the
System landed me in the Cincinnati Workhouse for six months in the
early 1970's. (By contrast, my "blow" took less than sixty seconds.) '

However, today's course was set in that cell block. I recall walking
along that block, among a population half Black, and thinking to
myself what a setting this was for one to end up a political effort. But
the fact was that the previous effort had led there, with no result, and,
upon release, could lead there again, also without result. And I recall
in the next moment looking upward those six stories ofprison cells, in
that dungeon dating from the Civil War, toward the roof of the place
where the pigeons and bats flew about freely, and knowing right then
that when I walked out of there the following year I'd be set on a new
course. Hand—in-handwith that larger experience were many smaller
ones of a day-to—daynature — perhaps the most indicative of these was
the comment made by one Black prisoner as our group was being
herded aside for a surprise "Shakedown," "Don't they know that this
only forces us to become sharper?"

For most in the traditional Racialist Right, the feeling that the police
have eyes in the backs of their heads must be gotten over. It is true
that we have today what Tommasi correctly saw as a "Big Brother
Electronic Surveillance Society" but I wouldmaintain that it's still not
omniscientor omnipresent (and the technology even has the effect of
making Big Brother's Pigs spoiled and lazy). Big Brother has up till
now (and probablyalways shall) dependedupon, number one, our own
stupid goof-ups and, number two, "Uncle Toms" and other species of
babbling idiots in society, for the effectiveness of his investigations,
detections, arrests and prosecutions.And these are some very age—old
tactics and can be combated in equally simple, age-old ways.
Determination plus guts plus smarts equals an effective and successful
Revolutionary Movement.

[Vol XI, #8 — Aug, 1982]
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Biting The Bullet
I‘ve just stated that your first time up against the BigBrother System

— just like a brand new boxer's first time in the ring — isn't likely at all
to be a winner. In fact, the first several times, one is likely to fall flat.
We recalled that it was Nietzsche who said, "That which does not
destroy me only makes me stronger," but we have to include the
unspoken proviso that says, obviously, if you take a hard enoughblow
from the System to the point where you are more or less permanently
incarcerated or otherwise seriously handicapped, you can count
yourselfeffectively out. It has been observedthat the road to the palace
leads through the dungeons, and CommanderRockwell changed that
to read that the road to the White House leads through the jails. We
also said that the object is to deliver our blows and yet avoid the jails
at all costs. We've said that in the event of an arrest, you shouldn't
expect to be shown any mercy (and nor shall we show it on the day the
tables are turned). We've seen cases which demonstrate that System
persecution can and does make the sufferer stronger and sharper as a
result. I've experienced it myself where such things can provide the
opportunity for new commitment and new beginning. We've said that,
when it comes, it is your duty to take it like a man.

The final thing to discuss on this matter is the personal decision of
just what and how much is acceptable. Robert Miles, in his FROM
THE MOUNTAIN newsletter, advised NEVER let them put you in
their prisons. Prison is one of the hardest realities. When faced with
the certainty or strong likelihood of going to prison, one of the most
difficult decisions is whether to submit and hope you will come out
alive and in one piece or whether to resist, either by going completely
underground or by dying in a final act of supreme defiance. These are
the things each and every revolutionary must have already carefully
sorted out in his mind well in advance ofwhen such a situation may
arrive.

The cases of James Earl Ray and Joseph Paul Franklin are
illustrative ofwhat, to me, would be totally unacceptable. On the other
hand we see Rudolf Hess and Charles Manson bearing up quite well
and admirably as it is their belief that suicide under conditionsofmere
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confinement is unmanly and dishonorable. Michael Pearch and Fred
Cowan chose death in their gun fights with police, rather than a life —

and death — in hellish prisons. One circumstance that does very
definitely make the prospect of even minimal confinement appear
outside the bounds of consideration is the thought of prison after
having not struck a significant enough blow at the Enemy first. In
short, prison as a result of failure, as a result of inaction. I know I could
not tolerate the idea for myself.

The mark of a true revolutionary movement is that its members
make their own choice as a matter of proper course as duty and
circumstances dictate. They avoid situations where their actions are
governed by stimuli applied by the System, such as pressure and fear.
Proper decisions are seldom made under such sudden and always

inopportune constraints. The revolutionary moves FIRST. Decide
what your course shall be well in advance. Have your plan well laid so
that the possibility of arrest, imprisonment or untimely death may be
reduced to a minimum. It is an inescapable reality that the
Underground must be built, the Underground Army, and as any
student of warfare knows, an army of volunteers far surpasses one of
fugitives. As a sudden fugitive, your chances of successfully adjusting
to and functioning within an underground environment are
tremendously reduced. As a volunteer, you first prepare and then
choose the time and place.

In revolution the price of failure generally is death. So whateveryou
do and whatever course you choose, don't sell yourselfcheap. MAKE
IT COUNT!

[Vol XI, #8 — Aug, 1982]

RetreatTo Reality
The talk is big regarding a White Redoubt in the US Northwest

where, it is said even today, FBI, etc., don't care to venture. The reality
of this is looming larger every day as things deteriorate and even this
quiet spot in Ohio begins to lose more and more credibility as a place
to dig in and hang on while the storm rages overhead. I remind each
of you of what has been said before: Just because we may be part of a
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Movement in opposition to all this insanity does not mean we are or
shall be somehowmagically immune to any of it when things break full
force. It was also said that an organization which does not plan for its
future isn't likely to have one.

Those who want to LIVE and possibly go on later to make a
significant IMPACT on the course of national and world affairs are
going to have to strategicallywithdrawfrom grandiose designs ofwhat
might have been and surrender all illusions of what should be. For
there is only what IS and that forever remains harsh reality.

[Vol XII, #1 —Jan., 1983]

Survival
In the past I've spoken on the phoniness of the "survivalist"

syndrome as one of the latest Right Wing escapist fads. But actual
survival is no joke. Naked facts of life are taken into account when
survival is spoken of in earnest. Where are you going to find food,
water, shelter, heat, medicines, weapons and ammunitions in a world
collapsed? If, for example, the trucking industry shuts down — for
whateverreason — the citieswill begin to starve within two weeks. And,
for another example, should Big Brother's Pigs be unable to control
riotingand looting, that figure could drop to two days. Are you located
in a city and dependent on centralized electricity, gas, water? These
things will be OFF the first few hours of a general collapse. Whenwe
spoke of real survival before, we began by saying that the city is no
place to be, now and especially later.

It's not getting any easier even in these "normal" times. Again,
gradualism at work. Most evenings this time of year one can watch on
the news of how more and more laid—off working families and old
people cannot afford to heat their homes. There are the (as yet) isolated
cases of those freezing to death. What's the difference between a
gradual emergency and a sudden one? Only that you are robbed of the
chance to react appropriately and effectively. Meeting mortgages,
rents, buying food, etc. — it's the same now for most: A day—to—day

struggle for existence. And how much more can the situation tolerate
before it goes over the brink? Primary to survival, to my way of
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thinking, is that at least out in the countryside you stand a CHANCE.
Beyond that, it is up to YOU how well you prepare for the day when
the point of no return is reached. And, as I said before, one of the
things theMovementhas done a commendablejob ofhas beenmaking
available a large amount of very good survival literature. Buy it! Read
it! Use it!

[Vol XII, #1 —Jan., 1983]

Before It's Too Late
No, this has nothing to do with the clock ticking out on theWhite

Race. This has to do with luck running out on each member of the
Movement individually. This hits home. How many of you have ever
been arrested... for anything? How many have had to fight law suits?
How many have fought in the streets against the Enemy? How many
have been injured or jailed as a result? How many have gone without
food or heat? How many have lived on the run? Or try something
simple: How many have been personally smeared in the press? Given
any one of these things, the average individual would break and run,
would sell out his own grandmother in order to try and escape his own
medicine. And, given any one of these things, if the consequences
could not be avoided, the average individual would crack.

The Pig System knows this and depends upon it in its day—to—day

workings. It could be said in complete truth that only swine could be
ruled by a Pig System. Members and adherents of the Movement love
to borrow from NietZSChe his famous passage, "That which does not
destroy me only makes me stronger." The problemwith that is it is too
big an "IF." The type of personal, one-on—one trial, the kind of sudden
shock so well described by Commander Rockwell in This Time the
World ninety-nine percent of the time DOES accomplish precisely
what it is intended to do: Utterly crush any resistance or opposition.
These soft, flabby — outwardly and inwardly — swine can't take it; hell,
they can't even take the thought of it!

This is one of the few things that causes me worry. On me they've
tried everything except killing me and so I stopped worrying about
myself long ago. But I do worry about what might happen when and
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if one or a combination of the things I opened this segment with was
tried against a broad enough section of the Movement all at once.
Certainly, a separating of the wheat from the chaff would occur but
what happens if there are only a half—dozen kernels of wheat left? I

worry because I am certain that the Movement in general ISN'T ready
for precisely this very contingency. Would enough men be left after a
sudden and hard System attack to be able to go on to form an effective
underground to strike back? (Because I am also certain that no real
undergroundwill be formed until after the System has struck.)

All I can say for myself is that I've been lucky. All my trials came
one at a time, pretty evenly spaced out, and I was able — if sometimes
only barely — to overcome each of them and to gain strength and self-
reliance from them. But I do worry about the rest. I've known and
encountered so few really "spit in the eye" types within our ranks that
the thought of the after—effects of the shit hitting the fan scares me.
And this could even take the form of a general System collapse, instead
of a System attack, which, as I've said in the past, wouldbe as punishing
on us as it would be on anybody else. Yet it is a collapse we must fight
for and an attack thatwe must expect. To do less, to expect or to desire
less, is to be unreal.

On the subject of unreality, it would be totally unreal for me to say
something like, "We must have training for our people." Must is the
most overworkedword in the Rightist vocabulary and is always, always
the precursor to inaction. To say "we must” means we haven't and it
means that, due to our sorrowfully factionalized, Mickey Mouse state
of organization, we don't have the capability. That's the reality of the
situation. And so it will come down to tests of individuals; Judgment
Day when each will stand or fall alone. Those left standing might be
able to put something together. For the rest, their worries will be all
over. This is what's known as doing it the hard way, instead of taking
advantage of the relatively calm times that now exist for training and
toughening, but, as CommanderRockwell said, a coward will keep on
backing away from a fight until he is literally backed up to a wall (or
cliff). What then?

And all I can say for the former days of the AmericanNazi Party,
in opposition to those who think it was a "waste of time," is that they
provided some of the best experience and training possible for our
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field. We would sit around in those days during the Sixties and laugh
about howwe would tell our grandchildren, "I was a Nazi when it was
HARD to be a Nazi." Hardly. We were Nazis when itwas EASY to be
Nazis but, because of that,we stand a better chance thanmost of living
through the really hard times to come. To CommanderRockwell I give
a salute for his priceless leadership. To all newcomers I say I'm sorry
that Rockwell's successors did not strain every nerve, as he did, to keep
the pressure up even when it did appear futile to do so. To them the
best I can say is jump in and start to swim hard now. If youwait until
the ship sinks, you'll most likely drown.

[Vol XII, #12 — Dec, 1983]

Of Pigs and Professionals
”The only thing lower than niggers and Jews is police that protect

them." Thus spoke Fred Cowan not long before he went out in his
own blaze of glory, holed up in a building that was surrounded by
police coming to the aid of some dead Negroes and a terrifiedJewish
boss who was hiding underneath a desk. His was a wry observation, a
profoundly correct one and one that will live throughout time, as long
as this revolution lives and is remembered.

We knowhow CommanderRockwell officiallyviewed police:With
almost fawning worship and completedeference. This, on his part, was
a monumental feat of revolutionary shrewdness and self—discipline. It
was the correct stance for that time. But by the end of the Seventies, it
was clear even to the most dense that the usefulness ofmaintaining a
friendly, benign, stance towards professional law enforcement had
been outlived. They, like the professionalmilitary, had their last chance
to act and had blown it. Those who by then had not sold out, had been
edged out and silenced or otherwise compromised.All that was left
were eager andwilling, professionalPigs.

Ever notice how only a certain mentality becomes a cop, or a
professional soldier in these times? I've known several who did both.
They might be compared to decadent Rome's stoics were it not for
their total lack of understanding or moral courage. They are gun
fanatics, the law-and—order freaks and they have trouble getting girls.
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They are the most dangerous and irredeemable reactionaries. They are
the System's hiredhoods, the System's Pigs, and though the reactionary
streak in them may at times cause them to sympathize with some of
our program, they'll sell you out in a minute in the name of printed
law.

It is comparatively well-known that the suicide rate among
professional groups is highest among police. To be blunt they are
neurotic, cowardly, self—righteous bullies and any comparisonbetween
them and the SS is enough to gag any real National Socialist, for these
Pigs are not in the least bit idealistic or devoted to any cause
whatsoever, save enforcing the printed law as it is handed down by
tyrannical judges and sold—out politicians. What else, how else can we
regard them except as a major facet of the Enemy? Conservatism and
Pig—ism are the same: Both enemies of revolution.

Devoid of real ethics and motivation,only two things keep the Pigs
in power in this land: The mood and atmosphere set by the
superabundance of the "Uncle Toms" I mentioned before and the
continued existence of the economy. Despite any 21st century line of
electronic surveillance systems, the Pigs COULD NOT FUNCTION
minus their fmks, their informants. And were it not for the
government's continued ability to pay them their wages — handed over
by sheepish herds of taxpaying consumers— they'd quickly get out and
take jobs better suited to them, like pumping gas or some other honest
labor. .

We can start to defeat them now, individually, simply by being
SUPERIOR. Step one is to stop imagining that they have eyes in the
backs of their heads or that they are all-seeing in any way. They are
NOT as long as we stay away from stupid conspiracies and other
compromising situations... and even more stupid TALK! Step two is
to learn their silly little routine games which they play on every suspect
and to knowhow to rebuff these at the time they are attempted.THAT
is 90% ofany encounterwith the police. Third is to discipline ourselves
to STAND FIRM against them even in the face of total personal
disaster so that we ourselves and the revolution as a wholewill not be
furtherweakened or discredited.

Their powerwill gradually be overturnedand destroyed through the
increased lack of faith and interest on the part of the public as well as
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our own rock—solid opposition. Offensive tactics against them are
entirely unwarrantedand unnecessary now and for long into the future.
Once under serious attack by them, of course, consider yourself a
marked individual and proceed to kill as many of them as you can.

W01. XIII, #4 - April, 1984]

"The PigsAreYour Friends"
"If there's trouble, call a cop." If you believe that, please stay away

fromme. That is a mentality that has to be stamped out. I realize that
an entire segment of the populationwill probablyhave to be stamped
out along with it, but nonetheless. The artificially created instinct to
rely on police whenever extraordinary circumstances arise has made

way for the ”Uncle Tom" syndrome I have mentioned often in the
past. Indeed, without this reliance upon a paid army in blue to handle

your violent, extra—legal situations for you, no such "Uncle Tom"
syndrome could have arisen at all. To the average person, the cop IS

"Big Brother." The natural thing for them to do when the threat of
trouble appears — or is even hinted at — is to go running to the Pigs
with the story. Pigs may be Pigs but those who have truck with them
are indeed SWINE.

What's been cultivated over the past century or so in this country
has been generation after generation of more or less adult children.
Those who can perform certain jobs they are trained to do and
generally live within Master's Rules but who cannot truly fend for
themselves when it comes right down to jungle basics, the Law of
Nature. Anyone steps out of line and it's "Call the police"; "Let the
police handle it." And, on the opposite hand, they know that should
they ever step out of line themselves, they will have to deal with the
police. That is the outermost limit of their existence, their thought and
theirworld. It never occurs to them, ”What if the police are no more
than tools of an evil, corrupt regime?"

Even among children however is the lingering animal (true) instinct
that where there are police, there is trouble. People are nervouswithin
the sight of cops, whether on the street or on the road. That's the
reason for all the PR. and such slogans as ”The Police Are Your
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Friends." It works — up to a point — but within that lies all that is

necessary to make their rule complete. Theymay not have the warmth
and affection but they've got fear and respect. When it comes right
down to it, results are all that count and the result of all this has been
that we have a BigBrother Police State.

Looking at it from an objective standpoint and assuming for the
moment their only job is to "fight crime," let's take in the facts. In the
big cities we might even pity them for the spot they're in. They are
fighting hard but they are fighting a losing battle. Mainly, they fight to
hold their jobs and for the sake of appearances. Make no mistake,
crime rules. In the smaller towns, like this one, they are good for two
things: Hassling young punks and busting old drunks. The unsolved
murders and unreported (that is, reported but not released by the
press) rapes are a bad joke. If you're assaulted or burglarized or
vandalized, you're out of luck. Out of luck, that is, if you depend on
the police and are willing to let it go at that. It is accepted that if you
are robbed, you can forget ever recoveringany of your property, even
assuming the culprits are apprehended.The tale — ridiculous but true
— about handling it yourself and THEN calling the police getting you
into bigger trouble than the crooks is reality.

In one or two times that people — unaware of the "aura" that
surrounds this place — have tried to make my home and thosewho live
in it victims of their crime, it has been handled strictly in a "free
enterprise" fashion but with this revolutionary difference: Police were
NEVER called at any point, before or after. We live safe and we live
free. Not only that, the whole valley here enjoys it as well.

Perhaps not everyone can handle it themselves. They, by definition,
are dependent upon others for their lives. Not an enviable position.
And dependent upon whom? Around here, it is commonly accepted
that if you need a cop, call the nearest donut shop. It is a travesty that
children and the elderly are thus "protected" in a land where the worst
savages ever to have existed anywhere in history roam at large — as
"citizens" — subsidized by the System.But ifpolice are not worth much
of a damn at doing the job they're supposed to do, what in the hell is
it that keeps them busy and what are they really intended for?

Simply, they are Big Brother's first line of defense. Where the

conditioningand the brainwash may fail, where the dope, the sex, the
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"thrills" fall short,where the monetaryterrorismproves ineffectual and
the person may step outside Master's Rules, that is where the true role
of police becomes clear and obvious. Crime is universal, it is
everywhere. It is even accepted as a way of life. Revolution, bucking
Master's Rules, however, is not. It is an impossible task — within a
"civilized" context ~ to fight crime in this country, things having gone
as far as they have. Besides, the criminal element serves a definite
purpose in Big Brother's plan, a purpose that we've discussed
previously in SIEGE. The police are really there to step in when the
truly extraordinary happens. And what is that other than any act of
revolution, any act of "civil disobedience"?

[VOL x111 — April, 1984]

Learning Not To Fuck Up
Itmay be construed as paranoid to come out and say that the police

are only there to mess you up. Ifyou exist as a truly "herd" animal, you
might never experience any difficulty with them at all. You might live
out your existence in total indifference. But even those types live with
the ever—present risk that someday, somehow a Big Brother minion
might decide it's time to cut one out of the herd for an impromptu
slaughter. Maybe a la Amazon River where one is sacrificed to the
voracious piranha. That is no existence for a real White Man. Those
who decide NOT to follow Master's Rules will have to get sharp —

physically and mentally — if they are going to long survive for, sooner
or later, Big Brotherwill fix his sights on YOU.

Brushes and run—ins with the police do not have to end in disaster
for the Cause and victory for the System. You must fully expect to
have these brushes, often, and you must be prepared to handle them.
You can either live for the Cause and fight for the Cause in a totally
legalistic way and, when you must face the police, you can do so with
the complete knowledge that you are perfectly clean. OR... you can
choose to be part of the Lawless Breed and learn to become an
Academy Award winning actor.

My own, personal set of morals — at least those few morals that I
have fixed and permanent — will not allowme to advocate in a general
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way that anyone go the route of complete lawlessness. I don't want to
see anyone victimized and I refuse to have a hand in theirvictimization.
As was said in a previous segment, I consider myself among the
luckiest individuals on earth for having bucked so many odds
successfully for so long. Like the Vikings, I hold luck as something
very real and sacred, almost as a science. Never abuse it or it will
destroy you. When, through your righteous actions, your bold and
daring tactics, your chivalrous demeanor,etc., luck chooses to smile on
you then you must do your part by LEARNING and profiting thus by
each and every experience so that Lady Luck won't have to carry quite
such a share of the burden next time. Instead of a dependent of luck,
you'll become a partner.

Part ofmastering self—discipline is the ability to know — in advance
—— what is stupid and what is not so as to be able to avoid doing anything
stupid yourself. (It is stupid, by the way, to fall to pieces when run up
against adversity, large or small.) I do not advocate this lifestyle for all
because I know, I have experienced, how most can and will fall apart
under a certain amount of stress — a ridiculously low amount, I might
add. As kids, my gang and I used to get into all sorts of kid—style
trouble. Some would crack the moment it appeared the jig was up.
Others would crack wide open merely at the passage of time, even
when nothing occurred and it would have seemed that we were
absolutely in the clear. Some could be tricked, others could be scared.
I must credit myself that, even as a child, I had prettygood composure.
I wasn't an "incorrigible" — as that, in this context, describes a typical
punk. Let us say that I was damned skillful and seldom caught. And
when caught, I had the art of the next step, a possibly even more
important step — CUTTING YOUR LOSSES.

YOUWILLBE CAUGHT! Remember this for it is a fact. Anyone
who isn't a complete fool can expect to get awaywith some things for
awhile without getting caught. It's an old story. They will keep it up
and up until they overextend, develop a pattern or otherwise trip
themselves up. Down swoops the System and personal disaster usually
follows. As a kid, the rap may have been small but, as a revolutionary,
the cost is life and /or liberty. You had better know how to cut your
losses. Had Nixon known this, you'd never have heard ofWatergate.
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You must expect to be caught. This is a struggle against an enemy
who is in power everywhere and you are an OUTLAW. No one's skill

and no one's luck can be expected to hold forever, in every case. Mine
certainly hasn't. Yet, I suppose, one can look upon the ability to cut
one's losses as the ability to end Game One and begin Game Two in
order to gain one's own advantage. That takes skill and luck and

judgment all by itself. It is this realization, when constantly borne in
mind, that will lead you to exert extreme caution even while in the
midst of what others surely would call the most daring and foolhardy
of exploits. If you're not caught in the act of something, then you
generally will have great room to maneuver later on, should anyone
pick up your trail. It is here where you'll have to prove your
gamesmanship because it will be a game in which the only real,

permanent loser can be you!
W7hen the term "Pig" is used, it applies not only to police but to any

person or agency of authority within the System.And the term "crime"
is the only blurb you can expect when it comes time for you to feel
their inquisition; it applies to any act — large or small, violent or "white
collar" — which goes outside the rules. So much can be summed up in
so few words and basic principles. "Deprogramming"what the System
has taught is where most difficulty is encountered.Taking CONTROL
over one's thoughts, reactions and emotions makes up all of the rest.
Beyond that, the rule must be to always, always act alone or in the
smallest numbers possible. Next is to never talk — before, during or
after. And ”after" means FOREVER AFTER. Next is to leave no
witnesses and no evidence to turn up later on.

All of these precautions may be taken and still, eventually, you
WILL be before detectives or panels of investigation. You WILL be
either under suspicion or under arrest eventually. Knowing or having
a pretty good idea of the strength of the Pigs' case against you is of
critical importance and you can only really know this through knowing
yourself and being aware of all your own actions. Never forget the
unbelievable number of those who are completely innocent but are
broken and railroaded by professional techniques of interrogation,
intimidation and, perhaps most dangerous of all, entrapment. Bluff,
high—pressure and, surely, by "The Pigs Are Your Friends," "Let Us
HelpYou" and so forth. That is tough enough. But going in to face an
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interrogation — a most dangerous and uncomfortable experience, I
assure you, under any circumstances — when you yourself know you
are guilty ofwhat they are investigating or accusing you of is something
else entirely.

Here is where it all either comes together or falls apart. I don't
recommend trying this unless you knowwhat you are doing. The word
here is brinkmanship.You must know how much to admit, what to
deny, where to be vague. You'll be asked to write your story out for
comparison later on. You'll be asked to submit to polygraph
examination. You'll be told you're sunk already. You'll be insulted and
threatened. You'll be alone and surrounded by a room full of Pigs.
Sometimes it will happen that friends, acquaintances and even family
may have actually betrayedyou. Scenarios of your life ending may pass
before your eyes. Through it all, your composure must never slip for
even a split second. At this precise moment, things are most critical.

It'll be the longest hour of your life and you'll probably be able to
count on a good many of them. But if you can withstand the best that
the police academy can dish out in that initial blitz, then you most likely
have weathered the storm. A long war of nerves is far preferable to a
short war of violence. If you walk away from that encounter a free
man, then,most usually, the thing is reduced to a kindof sick, graveside
game of "MickeyMouse." This is the contest. The sight of a blubbering
weakling, shaking, crying, babbling like an asshole is no contest at all.

One of the primary things to keep always inmind is that police have
no magical powers; they are not omniscient. They depend on your
foolishness and the cooperation of others — informants — to win their
battles. If you ROB THEM OF THESE by not making typical, idiotic
mistakes and by not exposing yourself to needless vulnerability and
betrayal, then you are ENTITLED to march into their lair like the
Lord of the Earth and proceed to match wits with halfwits. The
sensation of fear will never leave you, nor should it. It is there to help
you. IT — not they — is your friend. It will do the most to keep you
sharp and on your toes, alert and super-aware of what's around you.
Tempered by the highestdegree of self—control and self—discipline, fear
will help make you a formidable beast of prey.

Perhaps the only appropriate bottom line to this was supplied by
one who provided little else in his career with the Movement other
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than this comment, which I'll paraphrase here: "When it comes time
for you to finally cash in your chips, you'll go out with a sense of deep
satisfaction for having always kept one up on the forces of the Pig
System." Keep it that way; live it that way.

[Vol XIII, #4 - April, 1984]
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"There are no such things as desperate situations. Only desperate
men.”

'— Adolf Hitler

"Smash it! Crush it! Kill it!"
— GeorgeLincoln Rockwell

"...pray for Victory and not an end to the slaughter."
— Joseph Tommasi

"For the wages of sin is death."
— Romans 6:23
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Thank You Mr Director!
In late August the LA. Times printed a story headlined, "FBI

Director Calls Shooting ofjordan 'A Calculated Act." That's not much
of a sensational headline unless we were supposed to believe that the
shootingofJordan was some kind of "accident"!

The master of understatement, FBI Director William Webster,
stated to the Times that the two cases he most wants to crack are the
[Vernon] Jordan shooting and the killing of Federal Judge John Wood
in Texas in 1979. (Is there a significance to the date May 29th? Because
the shooting ofWood and the shooting of Jordan happened on that
day, one year apart.) I quote now directly fromWebster: "These cases,
without making an apology, are the most difficult. The assassin picks
his time and place. Outside of the bullets themselves and evidence of
where they were fired from, there is virtually no forensic evidence to
deal with. There were no eye witnesses."

This is a proof—of—the—pudd'rng statement regarding what has been
said in SIEGE — the ONLY thing which can foul—up crimes such as
these is TALK! So mum's the word!!

Quickly we shouldcover two secondary aspects ofboth these cases:
Jordan walked out of the hospital under his own power early in
September as cocky and arrogant as ever. I hope those who shot him
weren't intending on "scaring" him or teaching him any "lessons." I'm
sure that whoever is responsiblewill now realize that, henceforth, only
head shots are worth risking your ass on.

And the US. DistrictAttorney in San Antonio, Texas, commented
on the killing of Wood that it amounted to "warfare against the
American judicial system." BRAVO! The killing was credited to
narcotics traffickers. Are we to favor big—time dopesters over federal
judges? When was the last time a comrade got put away by a pusher?
Go for the SOURCE, not the symptom!

[VOL IX, 46 — Oct, 1980]
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Soldier Faces
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Cowboys and Niggers
Years ago, while still a dues-paying novice at this, I used to get

discouraged. But no more because it came over me some time ago that
the revolutionwe dream of, speak of and write of has not faltered or
failed, for the simple reason that it hasn't gotten started yet. It's going
to start -— it must start. I don't care how badly the disease of liberal
democracy has infected our people; human nature remains the same
and it will rise to the surface and show itself sooner or later. For there
to be smoke, there's got to be fire someplace. And you've certainly got
to crawl before you can walk, much less run. Evidently things are
beginning to happen, and happen right, in this country. Whether we
are to believe the System bureaucrats who say that a "deranged maniac"
is on the loose, or whetherwe believe Jesse Jacksonwho swears that a
small band of extreme radicals is at work, hardly matters. The fact
remains that SOMEBODY is starting to do it RIGHT!!!

The past thirty days have been outstanding ones for news. What
began as a hopeful trickle has turned into a positively electrifying flood!
On September 26th the headlines began on this upbeat note: ”Killer
Stalks Buffalo Blacks." That incident involved the shooting of four
Blacks that left three dead within thirty-six hours in that city. Next item
out ofBuffalo was, "Vicious Murders Spark Massive Manhunt." It was
thus reported on October 10th that two moreBlacks had not only been
killed but had had their hearts cut out. Fromwhatwe gather, the fourth
shooting victim died and there was a strangulation attempt that was
not successful against still another Black. Police in Buffalo claim four
"composite drawings" of a suspect or suspects. District Attorney
Edward Cosgrove made this very pregnant statement: "I can't imagine
a more serious, traumatic situation occurring in a US. community."
Well, brother, we sure as hell can.

On October 7th it was reported that a "prime suspect" in the
shootingofVernonJordan had been identifiedas one Joseph Franklin.
At the same time it came out that Franklin had been known to appear
in Nazi uniform, giving the Hitler salute, this tidbit supplied by his ex-
wife in Louisiana. But it seems as though Franklin is a real traveling
man. Wanted for the killing of two Black "youths" in Salt Lake City,
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Utah, while police in Cincinnati, Ohio, want to question him (I'll bet!)
regarding the killing of two more Negro "youths" in that city, so far
Franklin is credited with ten killings and is wanted in five states. Best
of all is the fact that Franklin supposedly has been killing mixed
couples... the rottenWhites right along with the Blacks. Bravo”

Then finally there is the business in Atlanta, Georgia, of whomever
it is that believes the proper target is the offspringrather than the adult.
At last report, on October 11th, therewere eight dead Black offspring
in the Atlanta area over a period of fifteen months. These occurrences
are the closest thing yet amounting to what is actually needed in this
country.

[Unknown]

TheMathematics of Terror
I am immediately reminded of Fred Cowan and all those very early

White Heroes who sacrificed everything and who died in the
glimmering, pre—dawn hours of the true AmericanRevolutionwhich is
about to break upon us. (I mean specifically revolution as opposed to
the War of Independence in the Eighteenth Century and specifically
civil war rather than the War Between the States in the Nineteenth
Century.) The all—irnportant difference now is that, one, the killings all
have been multiple and, two, the System has its filthy hands on NO
ONE as yet. This is a HUGE difference and spells out the dividing
line between sporadic incident and revolution. And it is compounded
by the fact that it is nationwide and involves a number of White
Patriots rather than just one, lonely fighter. While on this aspect let us
give some thought to what the next logical step might be toward
opening the way to full, revolutionary conflagration in the United
States: from almost random shootings and immediate death or capture
of the killers, to select and consecutive assassinations by various
Movement people in different parts of the country simultaneously, to
[PPP] We've already seen the killing of two vile system creeps in San
Francisco by DanWhite. If I were asked by anyone of my opinion on
what to look for (or hope for) next I would tell them awave of killings,
or "assassinations," of System bureaucrats by roving gun men who
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have their strategy well mapped-out in advance and are well—nigh

impossible to stop.
But as we have been saying in the NSLF, the revolutionwill be a

case of action and reaction. So let us look at some of the reaction to
those acts we mentioned in the previous segment. As everyone reading
this should realize, and as all those Right Wing newssheets rely on for
their grist, Whites have been getting "offed" in similar ways in an ever-
increasing rate ever since Blacks were first turned loose upon this
society. But nobody cares or gives a damn. When the Negroes get a
taste of this medicine here's what occurs: From Buffalo we now have
reports ofBlacks stoning and shooting at Whites and that same D.A.
saying that, "The tension is so thick you could cut it with a knife"; in
Indiana there has been posted a $60,000 reward for the person who
shot Jordan; but it is Atlanta where the heat is really on. It was
announced that literally hundreds of people are going to be involved
in a HOUSE TO HOUSE search for someone, something, anything
which might crack the case of the missing and /or dead Black offspring.

Perhaps the primary equation here is that the System held a two-
day "conference" which included police literally from all over the
country to discuss what the hell to do about oneman: Joseph Franklin.
What if there currently were three, or six, or a DOZEN other "Joseph
Franklins" at work now all over the United States P What would the
System do but go crazy? You must understand that this is something
altogether NEW that they have never had to face. WhenWhites are
killed, nobody lifts an eyebrow; when Blacks are killed there are
nationwide "manhunts" and "conferences"; nowwhatwill be the case
when BUREAUCRATS andJEWS start getting killed? It could trigger
total panic. The mathematics of terror is this: They, the enemies
minions have not got the power — regardless —— to spark a revolution.
No outrage, nothing on their part can do it. Therefore the initiative
must be only ours if anything at all is going to happen. Not only that
but the advantage as well is ours if only we will take it! A good friend
of the Movement commented only the other day that, when it starts
really happening all over, all at once, we will have reached the point of
"effectively."

[Unknown]
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Viking Berseker Rage
We can grumble and mystify at why it has taken so long for the

White Man to start lashing back at his mortal enemies. But it won't do
any good. What is happening,or beginningto happen,will be regarded
as something that is a biological, historical and worldwide
phenomenon. It's keeping no set schedule. It's something BIG. It is
that very worldwide RACE WAR that George Lincoln Rockwell
prophesied long ago. Like an ice age or the eruption of a volcano it just
happens. It is a massive "Viking berserker rage" about to explode and
consume the Enemy in blood. It is a natural — not a political —

phenomenon!There's not muchwe can actually do about it except try
like hell to really be WITH IT rather than against it, or even neutral
about it, which would mean destruction. The only comment one can
make is that it certainly is about time”
just so no one — friend or foe — can try and claim that I am a naked

sensationalist, I must tell this story: I knew Joseph Franklin when he
was still going under his original name of James Vaughn. We met in
Arlington, Virginia, atNSWPPheadquartersin early 1969.Vaughnwas
not a popular guy then. He was largely scorned by those Movement
"intellects" who were disciples of prevailing orthodoxy of the day.
Vaughnwas grass roots and not "Ivory Tower." I rememberhis stories
late at night about his wife that he missed, about his German
grandmother who had taught him fluent German as a child in
Alabama, about how he sometimes worked as a trucker and passed
many times throughmy own home town here in Ohio. I mainly recall
the time in November of 1969 when we few decided to put the Reds
of DC. under siege during their massive treason orgy known as the
"moratorium"against theVietnamwar effort. ItwasVaughn— because
of his non-fascist appearance -— who went into the high—rise "New
Mobe" headquarters on Vermont Avenue alone and caused the place
to be evacuated three times usinggas bombs without being caught. No
one then guessed that we might be reading about him eleven years
hence in such a manner. May his luck hold now!

One difference between today's NSLF and the NSLF of the 1970's
is that we are less "specialized" than was Joe Tommasi's tight band of
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urban guerrillas. However, joe's statement that the real leaders are
those who DO IT holds more true now than ever before. Joe had
trained specialists who were loyal to him personally. The actions of
these men were highly coordinated, but even more highly
conspiratorial and clandestine, with the corresponding terrific risk
factor. AndwhenJoe died, so did that idea. We are broader,more loose
and general. We tell you flatly to NEVER engage in conspiracy.
Franklin — or Vaughn — didn't and look at what's been accomplished!
No conspiracy there, just the strike of lightning. System pimps and Big
Brother surveillance rendered useless! Vaughn just DID IT! We will
win when we become like our ancient gods of thunder and lightning.
You can't out-sneakthe System.But neither can any number of sneaks,
or scum, or whatever withstand the onslaught of berserk, Viking
warriors!

Tomrnasi said to forget political power within this System
framework and to concentrateon hurting the Enemyhimself. But until
and unless massive chaos is underway, the Enemy is still in a position
to hurt us back and that is somethingwe want none of. Therefore the
primary ingredient for successful revolution is the complete
breakdown of the existing order. In the end, we don't want to "hurt"
the System, wewant to KILL it! And in this Joseph Franklin — or James
Vaughn — is a gift from God. For those who reject the theologian
approach, then Vaughn and those like him must be considered
products of indomitable, unconquerableWhite genes. And had you
known Vaughn the way I knew him then, you'd know there are
MILLIONSmore just like him out there awaiting their moment.

THEY are the "Movement" for only they are moving! If the coming
revolution in America one day wears a Swastika, it won't be because of
our worldview or our dogma. Rather it will be because we have
managed to capture and embody the very spirit and conscience of the
revolution and give it form and direction. Hitler didn't just whip up
those fourmillion SA men out of thin air; they had always been around.
They all eventually put on armbands because Hitler and the Party
represented the spirit of the times, the Zeitgeist! We cannot do
otherwise.
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When this happens, when it all breaks loose, then they will
remember the words of Rockwell and you will hear great cries of,
"Lord, save us from the fury of the men of the North!"

[Vol IX, #7 — Nov., 1980]

An American Revolutionary Hero
To the media and the masses he is known as Joseph Franklin but

he was known to me as James Vaughn. He was convicted and
sentenced to life in prison in Utah for the killing of two Negroes and
two White race traitors. There can be hardly any question he was
responsible for more than just those but this was all that the terrified
and outraged System could hang on him. His story as it was made
public ran for just about one year exactly, from the time of his arrest
to the time of his sentencing. Hemade it known that he was one ofus,
he never buckled, he told 'em what they were in open court, and he
damned near escaped at the end. What a man! Pray we can each
measure up to him one day.

But as I knew Vaughn in 1969 at what was Party Headquarters at
that time, there is no question he would have been voted "least likely
to succeed as a Right Winger." Perhaps that was a fair assumption
because a hard—core Right Winger would never have resorted to
anything as unsophisticated and crude as direct action against the
Enemy. I recall the night one of the most important missions of the
year was in jeopardy because some of the men chosen to go out on it
were refusing to be accompaniedby Vaughn as part of the team that
was to attack the "New Mobe" headquarters in Washington,DC. I
was forced to call each one up individually and beg and plead, shame
and cajole until I could get them to come to their senses and perform
their duty.More than once I was hung up on and had to dial them right
back up. In the end, while the rest of us provided escort and the back—
up, it was Vaughn who caused the place to be evacuated and closed.
Why? Because he was the only one among us who didn't LOOK like
a "fascist" and who could move easily about, in and amongst the
numbers of the Enemy, and get the necessary work done undetected.
And why was it that the rest, at first, refused to be in the same vehicle
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with Vaughn as part of the same mission? For the identical same
reason: He didn't "fit in" as amember of the cult. For the same reasons
he could never have been accepted as a Party Member by those rules
in those days. And they wonder why the Right Wing is impotent?!

There was a hell of a lesson in what took place that night and even
I didn't fully catch its meaning. I congratulate myself that I did
successfully place the performance of duty over personal preference.
But I too would have been one of those who'd agreed in 1969 that it
would be "nice" were Vaughn to have a regulation haircut and a
squared—away uniform. But, given the ”real" circumstances of the
moment and the mission at hand to be undertaken, those two things
would have spelled flat failure. I have since learned that it is NOT how
you play the game that counts, it is WHETHER YOU WIN OR
LOSE! The Party scored a big victory that night over huge odds and
could have gone on and on smashing the Enemy and rolling up
fighting recruits had not "rules and regulations" won out. Vaughn and
dozens of others like him became quickly alienated by all that garbage
and they departed. However, he went on to make a bigger splash and
account for more solid results than ANY of the others present at that
time.

He was caught. Does that make him a failure? Was it worth it to
him and to us? Some have called it the "thresholdof anger," others call
it the "breaking point." ’

We have seen it happen in the cases of a dozen comrades in the
past decade in the US The moment when one can no longer stand
idly by in the face of countless, incessant outrages and when one
decides that personal safety and comfort no longer have any real
meaning. At that moment, he becomes a revolutionary. He goes on the
attack. He becomes a part of the first wave, which must exist if there
is to be a second or third or fourth, regardless of cost. Vaughn didn't
go the farthest but he did go farther than the average. It's notoriously
easy to kill indiscriminately in the big city. It's less easy — a LOT less
easy — to kill politically and racially anywhere in this sick land and keep
going for very long. The heatwas ON once Vernon Jordan was shot.
Life on the run can be desperate and Vaughnwas reduced to selling
blood for cash to survive. That's when he made his mistake and was
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recognized by the "GrimReaper" tattoo on his forearmby a nursewho
promptly dime—dropped on him, betraying him to BigBrother.

From that point and for the next twelve months Vaughn was
intermittentlycovered by the media and always it was brought up that
he had killed two mixed couples that had been jogging down the
highway. His trial being held in Salt Lake City, Utah, one would expect
his jury to have been practically all White. Yet they convicted him of
murder knowing that he could draw the death sentence. How many
"White" juries have I seen thus convict? It has been said that a people
deserves whatever it permits. Only a sick people would permit what
prevails today. Vaughn would have done better by himself had he
chosen to rob banks for money rather than sell his blood. (For, after
all, when you are alreadywanted for two murders,what the hell?) It is
debatable whether he did the right thing in allowing himself to be
captured for he could have been sentenced to "death by injection," a
truly fiendish, characteristically‘ Big Brother means of disposing of
trouble—makers. As it is, he waits for us. Do we let him down?

Precisely which wave will free him from BigBrother's prison?
I have not read a singleword in any Right Wing publication — Nazi

or Klan regarding James Vaughn/Joseph Franklin, either for or
against. It is as though he has become a non-person. One could then
safely assume the so-called "Movement" has disowned him or wants
no part of him. But by "playing it safe" they do not "disown" Vaughn,
they in effect RULE THEMSELVES OUT as being worthy of
anything except total oblivion.

And this insanity and this crime they've committed for the
umpteenth time in recent years. They refuse to learn. The realmeaning
of CommanderRockwell's favorite excerpt fromMain Kampf comes
to mind at this time: "When human hearts break and human souls
despair, the great vanquishers of distress and care, of shame and
misery, of spiritual slavery and physical duress look down upon them
from the twilight of the past and hold out their eternal hands to
fainthearted mortals. WOE TO THE PEOPLE THAT IS
ASHAMEDTO GRASP THEM!”

[Vol X, #11 - Nov, 1981]
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Power to Break the System
We're not going to discuss Atlanta for to do so would be foolish

and dangerous at this point. But one thingno one seems to be catching
— no one outside the NSLF — is that one or a very few persons have
an entire area begging to the System formillions of dollars in additional
funds to try and capture the mirth—makers. The foulest swine among
the System's stooges are staging "benefit concerts" to raise more
money. Other metropolitan sink-holes across the country — openly
fearing that they might be next _ are urgently collecting funds for
putting a stop to this unplanned, unmonitored, uncontrolled bit of
”disorder." What if there currently were six or a dozen ”Atlantas"? The
power to break the System does exist.

[Vol X, #4 — Apr., 1981]

To Shoot a President
That afternoon I stepped across the street for some refreshments

andwhen I returned I was told that it had just come over the radio that
RonaldReagan had been shot. My immediate response was the same
as that of everyone else I had occasion to speak with over the next
forty-eight hours — "You gotta be shittin' me!" The next thing I said,
only halfway in jest, was that I'd probably better telephone home
before returning from work this day... just in case. As it turned out
later, I wasn't far from right. I was informed close to midnight that the
gunmanhad been associated with the Nazis. At that the mood became
very expectant but very, very light. We were in for something the next
day or so but, since we at least knew no conspiracy existed, we figured
whatever it could be would amount to no more than a break in the
boredom.

But all that first afternoon I wonderedwho in the hell shot Reagan
andwhy. Then the name ofJohn Hinckley came out but failed to ring
any familiar bells. From the first I expected it would turn out to be
some scarified pink pansy type alarmed by the media's theme of
Reagan's involvement in El Salvador becoming a second ”Vietnam."
I'd seen many, many writings on the wall — literally — in men's rooms,
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etc., to the effect that Reagan was a "fascist" and if he were to be
elected, ”he daid." Then after Reagan won the election, there were
stories like the one about a certain KIQKgroup that disbanded because
they felt we had been "saved.” NEVER did I seriously think a Right
Winger or a Nazi would go after Reagan.

Why? Because I hoped that most of our people were better
informed and would know that the last time there was a President
worth shootingit was Franklin D. Roosevelt. To have killed Roosevelt
would probably have changed the course of history. But, largely
because his work was not terminated in time, all succeeding US.
Presidents have been nothing but puppets, simple front men with a
thousand ready, interchangeable replacements lurking in their
shadows. Faceless bureaucrats. Big Brother's marionettes.

However, for the garden—variety assassin, shooting the President is
like playing the Palace Theatre. Very little real importance but huge
headlines. Ronald Reagan and Jimmy Carter are in fact co-equals with
the only difference being "image." Reagan's image is hard to hatewhile
Carter's was very easy. Maybe those with a mind to waste a President
thought Carter just too miserable to bother with. I don't know.

But because of image, I would have considered Reagan a poor
target for assassination from the Right. Regardless, nowadays taking
out a U. S. President will not change a damned thing even slightly
because that is not where the power lies.

In discussing targets we can draw a parallel with Atlanta. We still
don't knowwho orwhat is atwork there but we can say that the masses
of Whites would View it more favorably if it were big, black bucks
turningup dead rather than little, black bastards. You and I may know
that the little ones grow up to big ones but that is beside the point. As
far as public relations are concerned, you must lay off kids. That of
course is under ideal settings. The setting we have at present is about
as far from ideal as can be imagined. Somebody who knows whereof
they're speaking once commented in an interview that, "It doesn't
matter who got it; just that somebody got it." And I can go that one
further and say that it doesn't matter who's doing it; just that
somebody's doing it with regard to Atlanta. In comparison, just as I
wouldn't ideally choose kids to be getting it in Atlanta, neitherwould I
chooseReagan to get it as President. But this is where BigBrother and
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his hothouse conditioning have brought us. The situation is
STARVEDfor action, ANY action. And beggars can't be choosers.

Another parallel, by way of the Russian Revolution, is that during
the course of the entire sixty—year-long struggle phase, only one Czar
was assassinated (Alexander II, not Nicholas II who got his after the
Revolution). Since their efforts were ultimately crownedwith Victory,
as power over the State, we might take a lesson. The object was not to
handstand for the press but rather to cripple the regime. The Czar's
life may have theoretically been in constant jeopardybut it was lesser
government ministers that they had a tough time hanging onto. As
pervasive as the Ochrana (Czarist FBI—CIA) was, nobody in
governmentwas safe.

[Unknown] ‘

"400 Potential Assassins"
That's what the media says the System has a list of. As we found

out the day after the assassination attempt,Yours Truly is on that list.
Somehowthe figure of four hundred seems incredibly small, all things
considered. We're not surprised or offendedby this as itwould tend to
confirmwhat has been set forth before in SIEGE; BigBrother AIN'T
comprehending what's happening around him. As long as they're
watchingme that close — a damned editorial writer— that frees a dozen
others to move. If they consider four hundred to be "official," fine and
dandy. But they'd better, if it is to be considered "effective," revise it
now to read "399."

There has always been a good, round figure of a thousand kooks
and nuts in the Nazi sphere alone in the US. Take in the Klan, etc.,
and the figure jumps. But that figure of four hundred "potential
assassins" is supposed to take in everybody! The Commies and even
the religious weirdos. Either they have one hell of a low estimationof
us (which isn't likely due to their galloping paranoia) or it takes some
real credentials to be thus counted. There are those now clamoring to
know: "What's it take to get on that list?"Must be some kind ofhonor.
I hereby propose that we hold "400 Club" reunions to commence one
year after the revolution.
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If it does really signify anything — and I seriously question that it
does — to have spooked the bureaucracy to the point where they "list"

your name as a ”potential assassin," then as one that has been so
"listed" I want to tell you something in that regard. For many a moon
we, as a Movement, have crept along on our bellies, first as
conservatives, then as Right Wingers, then as Nazis and today as
revolutionaries. We have flickered back and forth from "cult," to
"conspiracy," and to "underground" briefly with Tommasi. However
many of us are represented in that list of four hundred, it doesn't
matter too much. Let ”em maintain their ”lists" for what else can you
expect them to do? If the uphill phase of the struggle here lasts thirty
years then twenty-eight or twenty—nine of those will be pretty damned
"dry" just as with today and in the past. The revolutionwill be born
when the tens of thousandswho are NOT on that list act.

[Unknown]
‘

"IrresponsibleDrifter": Sire ToA
Thousand Hit Ballads

Somehowwhenever someone takes a poke at a System Stooge, the
media, which is supposed to represent all sides of an issue, takes a very
dim View of that guy or gal. It never fails. No matter whether the
System Stooge is a Lefty like the Kennedys or whether he maintains a
Rightist image like Wallace and, to a far lesser degree, Reagan, or for
that matter is supposedly a private citizen like Martin LutherKing, the
media goes all—out to paint the hit man (or woman) as a "professional
loser" and a social and moral leper. Actually it's not because the media
loves the victim so much (for Big Brother is a most unloving
taskmaster) but rather because the media — as the official voice of the
BigBrother System — CAN'T STAND such rugged individualism and
right-to—the—point direct action in the super-homogenized "1984"
society they are building. They get all unglued when somebody
circumvents all their rigged "debate," "due process," "redress" and
"checks and balances.” In this town which is Republican territory and
rural, I did not truly encounter any real upset about the shooting. There
have been reports of classrooms full ofkids breaking into cheering and
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applause at the word of the Reagan shooting. Naturally, Blacks
everywhere were jubilant. But themedia was shocked senseless, moved
to tears. Dowjones took a dive. As revolutionaries, each of us should
have been unmoved one way or the other. Notice how "murders" are
all-right but "assassinations" are out. That's because to get yourself
"assassinated," at least in the standard accepted jargon of the times,
you've got to be among the "in crowd," one ofBig Brother's elite.

So, by those rules, if we get one of them,we're "assassins." If they
get one of us, they're just "murderers." (But most of the time they
reserve death for their own undependables.For us they reserve jail and
oblivion — I'm not complaining.) John Hinckley was declared a bad boy
by the media not because he took a shot at Ronald McDonald but
because he stepped outside Master's rules in a way that they couldn't
hide. Again, they're not that much in love with Reagan. Remember
how they bent way over backwards to make the election look like a
toss—up in the rigged polls? ButReagan is to them a good little boywho
does as he is told. What they fear is that those with a mind to step
outside the Master's rules will start picking their targets with less
fanfare and more EFFECTIVITY!

You must consider that in this filthy regime, this filthy System and
Establishment, there are no real leaders. RonaldReagan is an ACTOR,
literally! At the end of his term, he'll probably receive an Oscar for his
performance. You can't expect to affect change by taking out actors
and puppets posing as "leaders." It takes a little study to knowwhere
the thresholdof effectivity lies. Youwill bump into names you've never
even heard before. It's so easy for them to attach the "nut" label to
anyone who goes after the President because that office is so obvious
and generalized. But when obscure officials, bureaucrats and
wirepullers get taken out, it puzzles people and makes them start to
think and study. "Nuts" simply aren't that meticulous or methodical.
Aside from that, security is much more lax if not altogether non—
existent.

But one name is as good as another. "Schizophrenic" is an all—

purpose favorite of theirs. The System can't be expected to pelt its
enemies with roses. Seems like in any other circumstances an
"irresponsible drifter" would be highly romanticized. How many sick
flicks have the Hollywood Jews devoted to "irresponsible drifters"?
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Must be okay in film fantasy but, in real life — dynamite! Buttondown
Establishment Creeps and conforrnists are seldom found to step
outside Master's rules. Being "irresponsible" and "drifting" means to
be hard to keep tabs on for Big Brother. It means being hard to trace.
Are there only four hundred more "irresponsible drifters" out there?
They may be great at keeping "lists" but they are essentially the same
ones who brought you Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, and Kennedy.
Who can tellwho'll be next on the "hit parade"?

[Unknown]

After the Fact
Big Brother is at his absolute best in a tag match. So far it's been a

game of "Tag! You're it!" between theMovement and Big Brother. But
each time one or just a few individuals attempt to "tag" Big Brother —

or, more often, either a Black or some other expendable — and then
proceed to try to escape‘ to go home and turn on their TV set. Big
Brother sets his Electronic Surveillance and Red Tape Bureaucracy
into motion and the result becomes a foregone conclusion. IF there
had been any conspiracy to get Reagan or anybody else, we'd be
GONE today! The Columbus, Ohio, office of the Secret Service
telephonedhere in the morning after the incident and wanted to "talk."
Moreover, they wanted to knowwhether we'd be willing to make it a
dialogue. When they agreed to buy the coffee, I agreed to meet them
downtown. Apparently neither we nor they knew much more about
why we were there than what had been so far reported by the media.
The important thing was that they knew enough about me to know
that I had no connection with it. Otherwise the picture would have
been a lot more dramatic. Strange, actually, why they would make a
hundred-mile trip for nothing.

They were "told to check it out." Of course I didn't have to meet
them but I wanted to knowwhat they wanted to know. When it was
all over they had no more than they could have gotten from the FBI
or local police. They wanted handwriting samples just in case I'd ever
in the past or would ever in the futurewrite a nasty letter to theWhite
House. (They're obviously interested in the reckless.) They wanted to
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know if I used any drugs. (They're concerned with the counter-
revolutionary.) As though I'd answer, they wanted to know if I owned
any illegal weapons. (They are worried about the foolhardy, for, as I
asked one of the two agents, "What can you do with an illegalweapon
that you can't do with a legal one?”) They asked about explosives. (I
always suspected today's police were concernedmainly over property
rights.) They asked whetherwe had a headquartersand I told them yes,
that they were in it. (Referring to that public coffee shop we were in.)
Finally they wanted to know if I had any sex hang—ups, alcohol
problems or mental history. (They had me confused with the main
body of the Right Wing. But I did, for the sake of clarity, ask them to
describe or outline some perversions or hang—ups. They declined.) All
told, they neglected to ask anything which might pertain to a
revolutionary or a movement committed to revolution. I think I drank
maybe three cups of coffee.

[Unknown]
.

Enter the Spoiler
If there were such things as true mediums I'd like very much to

consultwith CommanderRockwell about this subject. What would he
say about the clown who very painstakingly got himself arrested and
then made the statement that he had intended to finish what Hinckley
had started and kill Reagan so that "the country would return to the
Left"? This has got to be the most pregnant happening since the
aftermath of the Kennedy assassination. At that time the Commander
issued the most factual and amazing report on the assassination ever
to hit paper and he did it within thirty days of the incident! His thrust
was that the Big Brother Conspiracy — communists and capitalists
hand-in-hand— had actually goofed and nearly blew its cover trying to
hide its trail. On that occasion the Reds killed a President with the
intention of hanging it on the Right thus making it a cinch to get us
outlawed. But that was in 1963 and before BigBrother had decided to
step forward and take over the controls hirnself entirely; thatwaswhen
the Government still retained a semblance of a "government."In 1963
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the only revolutionists were Reds. In 1963 we were all still
conservatives. One hell of a lot has changed since then.

We know Hinckley had been with the Movement at one point.
(They are now trying to deny even this but I have photos ofHinckley
at a Nazi meeting.) In Big Brother lingo this translates out to mean
Hinckley was a "fascist" and a member of the "Right Wing.” Then this
character, "EdwardRichardson," steps in and vows to completewhat
Hinckley started, identifies himself with the Left and uses such Big
Brother catch phrases as "Fascist Powers." And he does it all in the
arms of the feds!

I believe Hinckley is alright and acted in good conscience. TheJodie
Foster connection could contain some heavy symbolism or it could be
one more in a long line of historic cases ofwhat a man will do for the
love of a woman. I believe we have established a trend that has the
forces of Big Brother badly worried. We have Greensboro; we have
James Vaughn/Franklin; We have the .22 Man in Buffalo; even what's
happening in Atlanta fits in. Big Brother loves talk, loves debate,
adores paper pushers but is frightened to death by ACTION! Even
more than that Big Brother is terrified by the kind of action that the
White masses might identify with!! Hinckley shooting a President that
the Reds claim is practically the long lost brother ofAdolfHitlerblows
to smithereens their false claim that we, the Nazis, are in cahoots with
the Capitalist System! The destruction of this myth is LONG overdue!

Take a look at what they got Jack Ruby Gacob Rubinstein) to do in
the name of the "cause" when things appeared to be getting out of
hand. Killing his fellow associate, Oswald, meant the rest of his own
life in prison but, when you're working for BB, orders are orders.
(Thank God for the incredibly tight security they're keeping Hinckley
under.) This guy "Richardson" faces a maximum of a piddling five
years for the threat of intendingto kill Reagan. But look atwhat they're
trying to accomplish by it: They're trying to steal Hinckley's thunder!
They're trying to get the spotlight back on the Left as the only source
and only hope for revolution in this country. The new trend has been
that the Reds — as usual — are marching but it is the Right that is
striking!They can't stand it! Theyknowbetter thanmost that themood
is swinging toward revolution and they know that they must either
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move in on it at the crowning moment — as in Russia ~ or else become
its principal victims.

Another desperate grandstand play by Big Brother went
unrecognized.

In spite of their huge numbers, huge funding, governmentalgreen—
lights all the way, etc., have the Reds lost the initiative in this country?
The very fact that they are concerned about the possibility is cause for
great joy. As was said in an earlier segment in SIEGE, a near—victory
left unconsummated too long is ultimately LOST! Do they now fear
they've blown it?

This is only a guess on my part but I think it has merit. The
Commander had ace researchers working for him. I don't. I'd like to
know the exact story on this "Richardson" character (if that is his real
name).

Whatevermight come out later on John Hinckley, what he stirred
up isn't bad for one afternoon'swork.

[VOL X, #5 — May, 1981]

Die Monster, Die!
Whether racially alien or spiritually alien, we have generally assumed

that the agents and representatives ofBig Brotherwere at least mortal.
Maybe that assumptionwas too easy. We've witnessed it dramatically
recently with the shootingof a System "President" and a System "Press
Secretary." We saw it earlier with a Black —VernonJordan — plus other
instances on and off. Jordan was hit with a heavy caliber rifle, critically
wounded, yet lived to recover and go on fulfilling the commands of
his Master. It was safely afterward that the media admitted that the
System "President" had a close call due to loss of blood. Yet he too
lived. But the story that the bureaucratic "Press Secretary" had his
brains blown out and yet is making a "miraculous recovery" took the
cake!

Maybe you just don't need brains to be a government bureaucrat.
Science fiction fans will well remember a film classic from the

1950's entitled "The Thing From Outer Space," starring james Arness
in the title role. The ”Thing" had a humanoid appearance but the
constitution of a vegetable which meant it had no vital spots. The men
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under actor Kenneth Tobey's film command used everything from
Very pistols to .45 machine guns to high explosives but could not kill
the "Thing." Point being that each brave man who tried these
ineffectual weapons was sacrificed and lost. In the case of Hinckley's
bullets, a line from the screen play might read like this, "But sir, I fired
'Devastators' into the son-of—abitch and he just kept coming!"

In the end they killed the "Thing" by rigging a high—voltage trap
which vaporized the monster. In the setting of a military base with all
sorts of equipment and technicians handy, such a method as
electrocutioncan be possible.

But not so in a desperate, hand—to—mouth struggle against the most
horrible and inhuman of all monsters: Big Brother. Certainly body
shots, even with high—powered rifles, are never too dependable. And
I've been informed that, because of today's advances in medicine, had
he been shot today, BobbyKennedy probablywould have survived.

But not if he'd had his head blown OFF, I'll wager.
[Vol X #6, — June 1981]

Mass Insanity Breaking the Surface
The Tylenol poisonings and the rash of "copy cat" poisonings that

followed were the opening gun for the new phase in the downward
rush this country is headed on.Who did it andwhy are still not known.
Speaking formyself, it is not the type of thing that aMovementperson
with a National Socialist background would do. But owing to the
random nature ofplanting taintedmedicines around big cities, the aim
must have been to inspire general terror and panic. Harsh as itmay be,
we cannot argue with it.

This type of action is only representativeof a groundswell of hate
and frustration that is provided no rational relief or outlet. Looking at
it with the eye of a revolutionary -— a TOTAL revolutionary — itwould
appear that we all are being poisonedwholesale — and gradually — for
big profit by Establishment companies and industries and the only
great uproar about these Tylenol things is that they were done
independently, without System sanction or regulation, and, as it
happened, on a small scale. Just as with the "Terrorist" segment Iwrote
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earlier, the System is the master poisoner of all times just as he is the
master terrorist. But, being of a cowardly nature, his media squeals to
high heaven when some poor, put—upon individual decides the time
has come to STRIKE BACK!

I am convinced that this has been only the barest beginning. It
merely comes to us from a different angle than anything before.
Regardless of how puny any attempt may be, I feel that it's the
sentiment that counts and the sentiment behind those Tylenol
poisonings would tend to point the way toward such happenings as
bombs planted at public places and functions, etc., and certainly
toward an increase in assassinations.

Don't condemn it for it is only a reaction to the heinous crimes that
have been committed— and go on being committed— every day by the
System and the Establishment. For when all legal means of "redress”
have been systematically removed, then what is left? The beautiful part
is that it is all undetectable and uncontrollable. Welcome it but at the
same time take care to watch your own step.

[VoL XII, #1 —Jan., 1983]

To Kill or Not To Kill
Therewas no way my trained mind could not have reacted theway

it did to the covers on those pulp tabloids depicting Negro darling,
Michael Jackson, and burnt—out, used—up ”White" renegade, Brooke
Shields. There was just enough reactionary left in me to get my blood
hot at that sight. And immediately after the animal brain had subsided
and the human intellect regained the upper hand, I remarked to my
companion in the store check—out lane that HERE was a more worthy
target for some of my comrades who lately have gotten themselves
locked up for killing a few low—lifes.

"Send ThemA Message," as old GeorgeCorleyWallace used to say.
The message would state that to dare use your celebrity status to set
such an example for totally impressionable White youth would mean
death. Let's face it, there aren't that many left at the very top who are
flaunting their filth and their perversion in this manner, even at this
advanced stage of this nation's decay. It STILL would be a relatively
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easy task to literally terrorize them into not coming out of their holes.
Our beloved and honored Comrade Joseph Franklin has had added to
his already extensive list of credits — and by the Pig System itself— the
deaths of severalmore raciallymixed couples and the criticalwounding
ofLarry Flynt. Sure, the crud still pours forth in the streets and in the
press but Franklin was only one man. What if a dozen or more had
followed his example?

By the time we were walking out the door of that shop, I was
thinking aloud to my friend that to grab a Greyhoundbus to California,
or wherever, and to take amotel room, rent a car, etc., in order to stalk
one's prey — a worthy prey — in an effective manner would require
absolute cold calculation, a truly disciplined spirit. It would be part of
an act of revolution, not a crime of passion, as have been too many
such "racist killings” of late. Crimes of passion are easily detected and
have minimal effect on the public consciousness. Scientifically
calculated acts of revolution are not so easily traced and have immense
effect on the public mind. Compare: A string of unnamed "racially
mixed couples" or Michael Jackson and Brooke Shields. Who could
fail to get that message? How could they black it out or twist its
meaning? What a tremendous polarizing effect it would have over the
entire country— either loathing or adulation. The stuff that full-blown
civil wars are made of.

Symbolism, the more basic the better, is the only thing that can
penetrate the mass mind in this mass—opinion society. And, in this
celebrity-minded society also, the higher the target, the better. This is
only elemental cause-and—effect. I simply say that if these comrades are
going to sacrifice their liberty and lives, DO IT IN THE MOST
EFFECTIVE MANNER POSSIBLE!

Whether to bother? Naturally, if you're going to do it, do it right. I
firmly believe that enough of it, aimed correctly and within a short
enough time—frame,would force the situation out of the doldrums and
into a state of revolution. There are those who'd disagree and the
author of the magnificentTurner Diaries is one. Earl Turner and his
"Organization" found, much to their dismay, after super—human (by

present standards) sacrifices by their fanatical members, that the killing
of System functionaries, of sleaze-ball System "super heroes" and the
tactics of general terrorism designed to show the populace their "gods"
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were not invulnerable and that the Pig System was not all-powerful,
were not producing the results desired. The System was finding ample
replacementparts and not nearly enough of the populationwas getting
the idea and joining in. Instead, the "Organization" had to shift its
strategy from one of killing System leaders and celebrities, to one of
crippling the System itself, of causing it to shut down and thereby
forcing the population to cease their support of it.

A third option, of course, is to withdraw totally from it all and dig
in as deeply as possible with the expectationof surviving once all the
rest has been blown away and has blown over.

Certainly however, nothing is going to stop thosewho reach a point
in time when they've had too much and just start shooting. What we
have to strive for is to increase the instances of those who bide their
time and sell their lives dearly, at great cost to the Enemy and at great
service to their Race. We have to train ourselves to be able to knock
out the functions of the System itself forwe are at WAR against amost
foul occupier of our land.'And, certainly, some of us will have to
disappear, dig deep and prepare to HANG ON when absolute hell
does finally break loose. A combination of all these levels will be
required before the revolution can begin in full.

Decide your proper course now. Prepare for it so you'll be able to
do maximum justice to yourself and your Cause. Train for it so you'll
maximize your chances of success and survival. We may well think
silently to ourselves when confronted by examples ofnationaldisgrace
and decay as Michael Jackson and Brooke Shields, "She can take that
nigger to hell with her!" but we do not let it go at that. If you're not
going to be the one to do somethingabout that, then you'd better have
plans underway to fulfill one of the other callings the revolution
demands.

[Vol XIII, #4 — April, 1984]

Revolution in Reality
Excerpt from the CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, Sept. 13th,

1982:
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"The accused Cleveland State campus killer, Frank C.

Spisak, Jr., shuffled into a Justice Center visiting room
yesterday. In a voice without boast or remorse, he stated, 'I

guess my aim was pretty good.’
"He was active in White Supremacist groups and obsessed

with Adolf Hitler. Spisakwore Swastikas, played Nazi records
and collected hundreds of Nazi books. 'When I was fourteen,
I began reading books and things about Nazis', he said. 'The
violent philosophy appealed to me in the deep recesses ofmy
mind.’

"'You're a pretty mixed—up guy', Spisak was told. He shook
his head, 'Right now they're holding me in a psycho ward. I
don't knowwhat's going to happen. They said if I don't have
any trouble, it will be all—right.”‘

Excerpt from a letter by Spisak, dated February 25th, 1983:

"I have long been a student of American Nazism and
because I not only believed in the righteousness of our Cause
but loved my people and hated the vile enemies who are daily
attacking our womenfolk and elderly, I got 'involved' and
became a casualty of the racial warfare. It does give me a great
sense of satisfaction knowing I went down with my guns
blazing and took out several of the Enemybefore they gotme."

Excerpt from the CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, July 16th,
1983:

”Frank C. Spisak was found guilty yesterday of aggravated
murder in the slayings of three people at Cleveland State
University. Now he faces the possibility of his own death in
the electric chair.

"Spisak told the jury he was fighting a war against Blacks
and Jews, and that hewas not a criminal, but a prisoner ofwar.
The first casualty was on February lst and the war endedwhen
Spisak was arrested on September 6th cowering in a basement
crawlspace of a friend's house."
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Excerpt from letter by Spisak, dated February 17th, 1984:

"I don't know what you heard or read about me in the
papers in your area but it was probably mostly all lies. The
Cleveland papers said I'm a criminal and a pervert and a faker
and the worst person in Cleveland's history. They said nobody
deserves to die more than me. Coming from the Jew, I take
these insults to my integrity as compliments of the highest
honor but some people in ourMovementare terrifiedof all the
'badpublicity' I've got and are doing their best to run a hundred
miles an hour in the opposite direction from me and saying,
'No, no! Don't connect us with Spisakl' That's what the Jews
want. The name of their strategy is called Divide and
Conquer."

Excerpt from the CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, June 30th,
1983:

"Shaughnessy told the panel that to sit in judgment of
someonewhose philosophywas completely alien to theirs was
a tough job. 'Part of the job that you've undertaken is going to
be sitting in judgment of a sick and dementedmind that spews
forth a philosophy that will offend each and every one of you',
said Shaughnessy. 'Make no mistake about that, you will be
offended.”

"There are several ways to considermy case and situation.
#1- You can accept theJews' official newsmedia version that I
am some kind of nut, kook, weirdo, lunatic, criminal, pervert,
swine, thug, robber, pimp, etc. #2— You can accept me as a
misguided idealist and somewhat schizophrenic personality
who meant well but nevertheless only did evil. #3— You can
view my actions and motivations as truly revolutionary and
motivatedby the purest idealism and the politics of despair."

Excerpt from the CLEVELAND GAZETTE, Jan. 26th, 1984:
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"This guy is crazy, right? Another lunatic killer taunting the
public with a pretended belief in some hideous philosophy,
right? After all, what else can we say about a man that crows
about killing three men, then tries to vault into the electric
chair, then announces his intention to fight his death sentence
for his family's sake? Frank Spisak, with all of his fractured
posing and his demented exaltation of murder as a Final
Solution, troubles any thought of a swift, simple execution of
justice."

Excerpt from a letter by Spisak, datedMarch 17th, 1983:

"Just betweenyou andme, I think our people are 'through'.
The Enemy has got so many of us convinced we are each
other's worst enemy we can't get it together for a big push
against the real power! But that's no secret: White people
haven't been able to stick together for years, and the Jews keep
making sure we don't. Movement people keep telling each
other and trying to convince the rest that the press is controlled
and is feeding us misinformation. But let something like what
happened to me happen to any one of us and the whole pack
of them go barking off and running in the same direction as
theJews media like a bunch ofhounds on a leash. If they could
only see themselves and what they are doing."

Revolution in Reality
No one said it wouldbe pretty. No one said it wouldbe easy. Quite

a few imagined it would be "by the book" which is, probably, the
greatest misconceptionof all. TheMovementhas the facts and theories
down pat but it always has appeared to be badly hung-up on reality
when it happens. Many times — most times — reality, that is, the
ACTUAL PRACTICE OF SOMETHING, varies widely from the
carefully thought—out ideal. That's life. In revolution as in any war,
actual accomplishment of it primarily involves KILLING and the
consequences of that. The sooner the Movement accepts all this as
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merely par-for—the-course, the sooner things will begin going more in
our direction.

The above quotes illustrate nothingmore, nothing less than a focus
on one instanceofRevolution put into practice and the resultant— the
predictable consequences. It can't really be expected to be any other
way, not in the insane mess that American society has long since
become. The excerpts and the news clips presented here may be
somewhat incomplete but they accurately paint the picture as seen
from opposing sides. The actual truth is somewhere in the middle: The
fact that a life/death struggle must break out into the wide—open lest
deathwin out by default.

[Vol XIII, #5 — May, 1984]

One of Us
Most, if not all, of us‘remember the news story which broke last

summer about the shootings in San Diego. I recall that I was riding in
my car and heard the story first over the car radio. From the details
given at that time over the radio, it was clear that one man had done
the shooting, that twenty—one were dead, that the killings took place at
a McDonald's in San Diego and that the killer himselfwas dead also.
It didn't state whether the killer was Black orWhite nor did it indicate
the racial make—up of the Victims (though I surmised at the time that
the majority of them probablywere Mexican).

"An encouraging little incident." I told my companion at the time.
Regardless whetherBlack orWhite, someone at least had steppedwell
outside Master's rules and more power to 'em! And regardless of who
or what may have comprised the twenty—one dead, this had been one
hell of a day's work toward "heightening the contradictions" and
toward sinking this rotten ship rather than just rocking it. And what a
deliciously poetic setting... a McDonald's! I really didn't let myself dare
to hope that the killer had beenWhite or that the majority of dead had
indeed been colored. That would be asking for too much, I felt at the
time, and I gave it no further thought until a news item from a
Southern California newspaperreachedme in September.
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from what has been reported that this man was definitely one of us.
You can be sure that had there been a Nazi or Klan connection, the
press would have latched onto it in order to further downgradeboth
Huberty and whatever group he may have belonged to (i.e.— "Look
what kind of nut joins these groups.," or "Look what joining a group
like that does to a person") You can be sure, by that omission, that
therewas no direct Movement connection.Still, he was one of us. This
glaringly raises the ultimate questions of what is a Movement and
which is THE Movement?

[Unknown]

Yourself in His Place
We've all consideredit and quite often too. We've all got the means

and the capability of doing it and a few of us might even have plans
laid. Can you see YOUR picture there in place of Huberty's and can
you see a thumbnail sketch — a la Jewish System media — of your life in
place of his? They are going to go all—out to "get” you on paper, just as
a matter of course. Would you look as good as Huberty? Would your
life's story read as well as his (in spite of all the twisting and dirt—

dredging as well as pure speculation and fabrication) should they ever
go after you in this manner? What real dirt might they turn up on you?
If it's there, they’ll find it.

Still, please note that no one — at least not to my knowledge — in
theMovementhas even mentionedHuberty and his fight, favorably or
unfavorably. Why not? Is it because he was a "kook" and an "oddball"?
Do they not know the press can make daylight out to be night? That
face is not the face of a derelict or a defective and their worst try at
character assassination turns up nothing deep and dark about this man.
Therefore, we can safely assume that he was an outstanding Aryan
specimen and solid White American. (Yet never forget that a non-
descript type with a ”mass" mentality and persuasion can never in any
case be one of us, so never look for or expect perfection.) The
Movementdidn't mention Huberty even though his action on that day
far surpassed all of their combined efforts for the entire year! What
does this indicate? Are thereTWOMovements? Or is there only ONE
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Movementand one society of impotent fakers?Rememberalways that,
historically, movements are natural, organic things, completely in tune
with the times no matter how sick or apparently hopeless those times
may seem — and they are NEVER something hoked up for fun and
profit. .

But at least I didn't see any of them CURSING Huberty or loudly
denying and disowning him. They've been well—known for this sort of
vile, cowardly behavior in the past whenever someone has taken it
upon themselves to make the supreme sacrifice and go outside not
only Master's rules but those very same rules of the fakers themselves.
As far as you or I are concerned, take a look at yourself, as only you
know yourself, and first ask whether you'd ever be able to muster the
guts to act in this manner, to relinquish forever the comforts and
pleasures that this Big Brother society provides you with and, quite
likely, to give up your very life itself for the Cause you purport to
believe in. Second, ask yourself what they'd say about you and how
your family, friends and, most of all, your "compatriots" in the
Movement would react and handle the situation in the wake of your
action.

If you're honest with yourself, you'll know then that Hubertywas a
HERO of the first magnitude and beyond any reproach whatsoever.
Give us more men like this and victory will be assured!

[Vol XIII, #10 — Oct, 1984]

Vigilante
There have been a number of questions as to why no mention so

far in these newsletters about the New York subway vigilante. Well, I
was just hesitant to use up space in saying the obvious, like "hooray"
or "it's about time."

But beyond the reaction and the frustration of it, was there
something in the incident that we can use or learn from as
revolutionaries? Yes, there was. The experience was a practical
application ofone of the oldest Right Wing theories, to wit, ifyou push
the White Man hard enough, long enough, eventually he'll strike back.
Even more interesting is that the Jews surely had something like this
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in the backof theirminds when they produced the film entitled "Death
Wish," starring Charles Bronson.We predicted it and they, as it were,
dramatized it for all the world to see. But that film was produced
almost twenty years ago.

Does the action of Mr. Goetz signal cause for hope or despair?
Almost two hundred million Whites in this country, the majority of
which are compressed into New York City—style situations, facing the
same crime, terror and brutalizationfor an entire generation, and then,
10 and behold, in 1985 one man pulls out a gun and shoots a few
Blacks. Lots of cheers, lots of curses, lots of commentary and
comparisons with the film. But is this the "White Backlash" that was
hoped for after years of intolerable provocation? If so, we appear to
be in deep trouble.

By actual rights, Blacks, etc., should be turning up dead at a rate
that would render a body count impossible. The police would be
befuddled (and supportive) to a pointwhere detectionwould be a joke.
Fence—straddlers of all stripes would receive the clear message to
choose, keep silent or die. A reawakening would be underway and a
massive Jewish emigration would commence. And all of it would be
unorganized,unofficial, just like the subway vigilante. It would be, in
fact, relatively painless (for Whites). But one man in twenty or thirty
years bringing life to one of the keystone Rightist views for the future?
How do we interpret that?

For one thing, predictions for the future when speaking of great
social crises, as I have already said, are a highly risky business. Two of
the best — H.G. Wells and George Orwell — were wrong most of the
time. It gets worse when you get overanxious. In fact, by and large,
most of even the sharpest observers among us are almost completely
blinded due to being caught up in events rather than being detached
from them. Twenty years after we THOUGHT that it SHOULD
HAVE begun on a widespread scale, one man in NewYork does it. It
has to be taken as a tiny ray of hope.

Undoubtedly, a large part of being stable and professional about
anything is not being in a hurry. Kids, you'll note, are always in a big
hurry to get with whateverpromises action and fun. So it has beenwith
theRight Wing. Kids also let themselves in for a lot of disappointments
as a direct result of being so overly anxious about things that require
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seasoning and preparation. It never occurs to them that maybe not
everyone else's mind is focused on the same thing as theirs. Most
people are "serious" about dull andmundane things like making a daily
living, not shootingBlacks on subways. I get anxious too but this pot
is definitely on a slow boil.

Had this subway incident occurred during CommanderRockwell's
lifetime, for example, it would have been far more sensational, like a
thunderclap. They did sensationalize it at the time but look how it's
died down now. It's so far overdue that it's almost anti—climactic. In
trying to discover unknownsusing what is known, it's nearly a certainty
that the course of any revolution in this countrywill happen just this
same way... running on what seems like a very late schedule but,
actually, running according to its own schedule — its own unique
schedule in history.

[Vol XIV, #3 - Mar, 1985]

Splinters
The System media referred to the actions involving Comrades

Mathews, Yarbrough and-others [i.e., "The Order"] as violence on the
part of "Neo—Nazis."

But to the very best ofmy own knowledge therewere absolutely no
Nazi affiliates involved in any of that. This is an interesting peek into
the mind of themedia and, hence, the public. It should also be a lesson
to some of the more backward—thinkingtypes in the Movement. As
Commander Rockwell said in the 1960's, if you're racialist and aware
of the role of the Jews and are willing to discuss it, then they're going
to brand you a "Nazi" regardless ofwhat you may call yourselfor your
group. You can even try cursing the Nazis and they'll STILL call you a
"Nazi." The Commander said that he took the name "American Nazi
Party" for that reason (though we know it was for far more than just
that: He was a National Socialist and a believer in AdolfHitler).

The men involved in the actions referred to above never
represented themselves as Nazis but neither did they deny or denounce
the historic role of Hitler or theworth and truth ofNational Socialism.
This is good. It is as it should be. Maybe we are, after all, the "Neo—
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Nazis" they call us. For we are not, any of us, like the original NSDAP
of Germany and none ofus are functioningwith the program of same.
We may swear allegiance andwe may use the Swastika as our symbol;
we may even wear the brownshirt uniform. But it's all very superficial
and reallybrings us no closer to BEING Hitler—styleNationalSocialists
thanMathews, Yarbrough, or any really good and revolutionary KKK
type, etc. If this sounds confusing, it shouldn't. It's evolution at work.
And the good news is that it is working toward our favor; it is welding
a Movement together. A Movement that's neither funky Right Wing
nor orthodox, cultist Nazi. Rather, somethingalive and workingin the
here—and—now. Something that will live on its own and grow,
something that canWIN in the end, here, in this place, in this time. It
hasn't got a name yet but is that important? The fact is that it's here
and the System knows it. A few of us even know it.

With all the formality, the organizations, the corporations, the two-
bit "leaders," the manifestos, the flashy uniforms and titles, etc., of the
1960's, we had but ONE true leader — GeorgeLincoln Rockwell — and,
once he was gone, we had none. All the outward symbolisms
continued to persist under lesser types and had begun to threaten the
life and success of the Movement itself. Then came the first major
splinters. I've said quite often that the situation in the nationwent from
conservative to revolutionary during the Seventies. Was it by accident
that during the Seventies the period of greatest splintering within the
Movement also took place? It was the Movement trying to free itself
and find itself so as to be able to keep its appointmentwith destiny. It
was an agonizing, destructive process but look what has developed.
No Nazi Party and yet a Nazi Party EVERYWHERE, and with
TEETH! And no pompous, tinhorn buffoons to hold it down or hold
it back!!

Howwould CommanderRockwell, who often and regularly doffed ~

the Nazi symbolism in favor of racialist unity, view today's New Hard
Right who openly praise Hitler and who HIT the EnemyHARD? How
would Tommasi, who was the first to advocate and practice the
coordinationof an underground and an overgroundorganization with
regard to the racialistMovement,view the way the leadership ofAryan
Nations stood by these HEROES... AFTER they had split from the
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legalistic parent group so as to be able to ATTACK the System?There
is, it seems after all, something to be optimistic about.

[Vol XIV, #5 — May, 1985]

If It Happens
The news item reproduced shows an updated tale which stems

from that originally starting with Comrades Mathews and Yarbrough.
Take a look at the roadblock. This is some kind of first. This is a first
when the damned System Pigs haven't been able to stamp out a
Movement attack with one blow. It is a first that so many — several
dOZen — have been involved in somethingapparently so well—organized
that has been so little—known, at least, that is until it chose to become
known. In the manner prescribed by Tommasi, ”Our most eloquent
statementswill not be made in courtrooms, but in the streets of Jew—
Capitalist America."

Much has transpiredwhich has been printed in the System media.
Nothing quite like this has happened before. The System is reacting
with full vigor, with the full force of its Pig Machine. But men of The
Order, as they call them‘selves, are still standing in defiance or
remaining at liberty.

One can only say, "God Bless them!" They have been and are
paying the full price the System demands of rebels. But how do they
feel right now — those still at large? I try to put myself in their place
and I feel that they are experiencing a sense of freedom and
exhilaration unknown to all but those who have taken the great plunge
into battle. I am anxious for them but I know their lives are in the best
of hands: Their own. And foremost in this urgent matter is the

I

knowledge which we all know they possess of what the System did to
our and their Comrade Mathews and the resultant decisions they have
come to in their own minds as to their immediate course of actions in
the future.

One conclusion can safely be drawn: If a revolution does develop,
does come about in this land, then it is going to start in precisely this
manner and no other. This one may not be the one but it is the closest
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so far. The men are there and they are learning. When they have
become ruthless enough, THEN it will start.

[Vol XIV, #5 - May, 1985]

Die,Monster, Die!
About mid-May came the news of the System attack against a group

of non-Whites andWhite renegades holed up in a Philadelphia slum
district. The group called itself "MOVE" and, other Ethan the racial
make—up of those involved, the circumstances and details were
strikingly similar to the System attacks of a month or so ago, only that
time directed against one element of the Movement calling itself The
Order. (The only other main difference worth noting was the
geography involved: Whereas the Whites made their stand in the
countryside, the coloreds made theirs in the metropolis.)

Twenty years ago, when theMovement still believed it could regain
control over the Establishment,it would have cheered the government
troops and cursed the beleaguered revolutionaries in Philadelphia. Not
so the case today. The revolutionary reality is that we cannot even
afford to stand as neutrals in such a situation... WE MUST WISH
THEM WELL IN ANY FUTURE CLASHES THEY MAY HAVE
AGAINST THE SYSTEM! The System is the Enemy, the coloreds
are merely there, just like part of the scenery. Ask yourself, who's the
most likely to come after YOU... agents of the System or some handful
of coloreds?

We now share one other bond of distinction, freshly formed for us
by the System: At what time before has the System resorted to fire—

bombingUS. citizens (however rebellious) from the air? Not until this
year, to the best of my knowledge. And when I said in a previous
segment of SIEGE that therewas but one way a revolution could start
in this country, I should have added that it just might be non—Whites

who do the starting! As extreme and unheard of as the attacks against
members ofThe Order were, consider in your mind the picture of the
System FIREBOMBING ENTIRE CITY BLOCKS OF
PHILADELPHIA just to suppress some revolutionary group! Did
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anything more radical than that appear in the pages of The Turner
Diaries? 1 think not.

There are but two ways of destroying the System: The kind of
confrontations and uprisings we have seen lately, but on a larger scale,
simultaneous and wide—spread enough to tie down the Pigs to the point
of being ineffective; and an increased, intensified subversion of the
System economy togetherwith direct assaults against same in order to
break the System's army of hirelings and to ultimately alienate it from
the population. Together these will topple the System. We may not
picture ourselves as "allied" to these coloredand Leftist groups but we
must see that they too are being attacked by the common enemy, the
System. Perhaps a dialogue couldn't hurt. Could there be a greater
nightmare for the System and its Pigs than the two widely divergent
revolutionary elements in coordination?

[Vol XIV, #6 — June, 1985]
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”Strength is the morality of the man who stands out from the rest,
and it is mine."

— Friedrich Nietzsche

"Such men alone are my readers, my proper readers, my
preordained readers. Of what account are the rest? The rest are
simply... humanity. One must be superior to humanity in power, in
loftiness of soul — in contempt."

— Friedrich Nietzsche

"The idea of God implies the abdication of human reason and
justice; it is the most decisive negationofhuman liberty and necessarily
ends in the enslavement of mankind both in theory and practice.

"He who desires to worship God must harbor no childish illusions
about the matter but bravely renounce his liberty and humanity."

— lVlikhail Bakunin



SIEGE

The Anti-Social Streak Versus the
Decadent Society

The Jews and the Liberal System love portraying us as anti—social
misfits. Sometimes when we get down on each other — just like Jews
vs. Jews or Negroes vs. Negroes calling one another ”Kike" or
"Motherfucker“ — we tend to steer away from the term "misfit" and go
rather to "professional loser" or something like that. So between the
two I think a certain principle can be found that could be ofgreat value
ifwe are to develop into something.

First, we should be aware that in a sick or even mildly mediocre
society such as exists today, it is a badge of honor to be possessed of
an anti—social streak. It will keep you safe and high above the trash and
poison of the milieu — right from birth — where no amount of "proper
education," "good background," "upbringing," etc., could.

How many from the so—called "best families" are completely
degenerate zombies? Myself, I was always classed not only as the "black
sheep of the family" but also as habitually "hanging with the wrong
crowd." So, for me at least, joining the Nazi Party at age fourteen just
sort of made it all official. .

A skillful hypocrite (i.e., "good citizen") in a sick society, one that
really knows how to assimilate or conform and generally doesn't rock
the boat, is a disgusting System suck. I can have more respect— if that's
the right word — for the rabid liberal or Red than I can for the System
sucks and the Establishment creeps. In any event, to go from one to
the other is a national pastime and involves nothing more than a
change of clothes, an expensive slick new hairstyle, and that certain
mercenary acquisitive drive. But a good solid anti—social streak born
right in the BLOOD cannot be changed by anything: Physical
suffering; brainwashing; disillusionment; discouragement; defeat...
absolutely nothing. It's been rightfully referred to as the common
denominator ofALL "True Believers," that is, of all fanatics.

It must therefore also be the key ingredient for all revolutionaries.
Being White isn't enough, being educated isn't enough, being idealistic
isn't enough — dedication, determination, and so forth all can be
undone by circumstances. One has got to be APART. Currently most
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of the best revolutionaries in the United States are non—White. That's
because they are taught to View this society as something to which they
do not belong but somethingwhich they must break into, overcome
and CONQUER! It is therefore more easy for them to become
”revolutionary" than it is for most Whites who are instilled with the
defeatist complex right from birth.

Unlike the untermenschen of the world, with maps of Israel or the
jungle written across their faces, we find our alienation in the special
knowledge that this is not our society in any way, shape or form. We
find ourselves, by far, greater outsiders here than any non-nationalJew,
Black, Asian or what have you. There is no way we can assimilate or
"work within the System." Further, there is no way we can be bought
off theway Huey Newton,Jerry Rubin orAbbie Hoffman and the like
were bought off. With them it was just a different side of one world.
With us, it's an entirely different planet. We can't quit. Nor can we be
thinned-out or watered—down. Our very guts are on fire. We are the
only real revolutionaries!

As long as the Movement remains part of the defenseof something
that it does not belong with then it will continue to share in the
unremitting defeat of the past sixty years.When a substantial segment
of the Movementrealizes that it isWEwho are the strangers whomust
"come, see and conquer," only then will we begin to exert a measure
of the earth—shaking power-potential that we have.

So let us draw a fine distinction between someone who is anti—

social, a misfit, or a malcontent (for what kind of crawling dog could
be "content" in this society?), and the archetypal "professional loser"
for there is no natural connection between the two. I can think of
nothing more formidable than a band of malcontents who know
exactly who they are, what they want and how to go about getting it!

The job is to build a world of our own, not to pull someone else's
chestnuts out of the fire. Not a defense but an attack! To borrow a

revolutionary press statementby Ed Reynolds, "We don't want to rock
the boat, we want to SINK it!"

[Vol IX, #6 — Oct., 1980]
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"The True Believer"
This is the title of a well—known book that is generally frowned

upon by idealistic Movement people as hailing the antithesis ofwhat
we're supposed to be all about and what motivates us. I disagree. The
thrust of this work by Eric Hoffer has it that all people of a fanatic
bent, regardless of persuasion, have in common the fact that they are
deficient in one or more fundamentalhuman areas. These then seek to
compensate, or over-compensate for this by joining fanatic causes as
they see their mortal, earthly existence as ruined or worthless. I think
Hoffer is very close to correct.

Do we as National Socialists not agree that the individual self is not
the end—all but that it is the Race itselfwhich is of supreme importance?
And even if one were — as are so many millions today — so self—

centered, can it be denied that this materialistic society has rendered
the business of going about life a pretty tired, miserable affair?
Intolerable in fact, without some higher purpose? So what would it
take to FORCE a person out of the mold, out of the rut and into an
entirely new and different framework? It would seem that it would
have to be somethingprofound; deep within, something that a person
cannot escape from, a fire that cannot be extinguished. Good or bad,
anything, just so he is separated from the mainstream of the System
and the Establishment. From there it has a great deal to do with the
person, what stuff he is made of, and, to a far lesser degree, the breaks
he does or doesn‘t receive.

To assume that people in general can be "shown the light" and be
expected to drop the rest and go with it is to exhibit a naivete in
assessing human nature which approaches the ludicrous. It is toward
that KIND of humanity that Nietzsche and Hitler strove but, as we
each know, those plans have been seriously set back. No, it remains
biological but at the same time it remains immutable if we can only
understand its workings, come to grasp it and be able to USE it toward
our own ends. That is subject matter which we have discussed
previously in SIEGE.

My point here is that each ofmust first recognize and then decide
WHICH type he chooses to be and then really go at it with a vengeance
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Mason, the True Believer.
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so as to make his mark a significant one. To "not fit" into this society
can be a distinct badge of honor — it doesn't have to be but it can be.
To ”not make it” in a money—based society oppressed, exploited and
persecuted by money—men and by money considerations —— and to be
scorned and ridiculed by a conventionalworld, does not mean that one
is a "loser" in the true sense necessarily. Is one to struggle in order to
exist at the bottom rung of an alien society in failure and abject misery
or should one rebel completely and stand forth as a different, and
possibly superior, kind of being? Not as a left—over from the dead past
but rather as a point—man securing a path for the coming of the wave
of the future. Nobody ever said this would be easy, and obscure
poverty—stricken endings are very large possibilities.

But again, it is to choosewhich type is superior and, thereby, more
desirous: An historic breed which changes faces and reappears
according to the changing of the eras, or that’kind of person who
would be onlywhat he is — part of the scenery — in any era? An historic
breed or an ever—present type? Those who make history or those who
make the background?

Our TYPE — the True Believer — will one day rule again. The rest,
under whatever society, will go on being serfs. Take your pick.' [Vol XI, #12 - Dec, 1982]

Alienation
A large segment of the racialist Movement in this country is

devoted to Identity [a branch of Christian religion which claims that
the White Races are the true Israelites]. None may be found which
devotes itself to or refers to itselfas Alienation. Yet, in the present—day
society, there is a lot more to be alienated by or from than there is to
identify with. In the pages of SIEGE we try to concern ourselves with
that which "makes things go 'round" instead of engaging in wishful
thinking. It is not negativism ifwe can gain understandingof the forces
which exist and which tend to work in our favor so that we might
better put them to use.

Before anyone can hope to understand or appreciate revolutionary
or outlaw mentality and morality they must first know alienation. It is
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impossible to sympathize fullywith this kind ofphilosophyunless one
shares a healthy appreciation of alienation and it is just as impossible
to become a revolutionary oneselfunless one is himself alienated. I'm
not talking about born losers, commonweirdos or run—of—the-mill anti—

social types. I'm not talking about those who wouldn't make it in any
society due to personal deficiencies. I am speaking of people who do
not fit into THIS society because ofwhat it IS and what THEY are.
To be outside this society is a marked badge ofhonor. I'm speaking of
people who didn't have the luxury of making a choice; people who
aren't in this for fun.

Members of the Establishment — though some may think in our
direction — only seek a way out. They yearn for a return to the days of
brisk business and high profits, i.e., "business as usual." To them,
revolution is a dirty word because it carries a distinct connotation of
being bad for profits. They are set to believe if everyone would just go
out and get a steady job, all would be well. They hardly even want to
rock the boat — only unload or perhaps rearrange some ballast. They
appear to take us as one more form of Hard Right Winger, albeit the
kind which they must be careful to hide any connection with (for
profits' sake).They really d6 not comprehend thatWE AREATWAR
WITH THIS SOCIETY and that it is them or us. We, as part of our
revolutionary program, intend to blast to hell their filthy, scum—tainted

System of profit values. Were they to become fully aware of this, it is
likely that our fringe supporters would begin to leave us.

So much is said about alienation that perhaps it might be wise to
add a prefix — SUPER-alienation — to the term to bring out its meaning.
This super-alienation marks the actual difference between a mere
asocial and a genuine political radical. The asocial considers, "To hell
with it." The politically-oriented radical is determinedto get in his licks.
The asocial is only separated, hanging in space, while the radical is
girded and made unflappable in the face of a hostile world.

Most significantly the radical has found his own set of rules to go
by. As often as not, he makes up the rules as he goes along. No
superstitions exist to him such as the abstracts of "good" and "evil."

There is only that which works and that which does not. Those
behavioral aberrations that so dismay members of the Establishment
really are not "bad", per se. To get the job done, it calls for whatever
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traffic will allow. If anything, the situation calls for a greater number
of increasingly alienated, radicalized people.

Only occasionally so far in SIEGE have I invoked the name of
Charles Manson. Those who have begun to understand the thrust of
the overall philosophymay be beginning to see howManson fits into
the scheme of things. Aside from that it can be said that the name of
Manson evokes the same kind of instantaneous division of thought
INSIDE the Movement that the name of Hitler does outside the
Movement. It was once said of Hitler and the Swastika that they
represented the "threshold of anger." At the very mention most will
curse you, a few will join you, none will remain neutral. I have found
the same is true ofManson and the Swastika, even within the Nazi
Movement. Manson is the threshold of alienation. Some in the
Movement have begun by calling me insane (along with Manson, of
course) and have gone on to become believers themselves in record
short time. Others, for. the sake of friendship and unity, have opted to
bypass the issue with some embarrassment. Some Nazi sympathizers
actually denounceManson as a freak and a murderer. What company
do we keep these days!

We have plenty of conservative reactionaries who freely don the
Swastika and sing the praises of Hitler. But we have no conservative
reactionaries who accept Manson. A pissed-off conservative might
exclaim in mixed company howwe need "anotherHitler" to straighten
out the mess. But how many come right out and state their belief in
DOINGAWAY with the mess entirely? How many in the Movement
actually relish it every time the Establishment and its economic value
system takes another direct kick in the teeth? How many are out to
SINK the boat, not merely rock it?

Manson represents the great divide between those persons who
imagine there still are choices to be made casually on the basis of
Establishmentmores and thosewho have a profound, individual sense
of "no going back." I believe it is this —- and not the abstract idea of
"realism" — that is the great sustainer and inner-flame of all true
revolutionaries.

"These are not my people," views the alienated radical. Life and the
struggle are greatly simplified in that manner.

[Vol XI, #6 -]une, 1982]
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Background to Siege
Perhaps what it all boils down to is outlining two ways — the easy

and the hard —— of getting the stars out of one's eyes, for, until that is
done, by whatevermeans, that person is going to be a victim to all the
pitfalls and hostile forces which surround him. And to clear the record,
I do not advocate "intellectualizing" ourselves or our struggle. Our
enemies are intellectualized, computerized, mechanized, de—

humanized. And, for that reason, they wouldn't FIGHT for a damned
thing. As Manson would say, we are Pro—Life, Anti—Death. We still
have the spark and the feel of life within us And thatis why we fight.
I simply say that we pick up the fightin earnest approximately at this
moment in time despite any and all exhaustive effort gone before. But,
at least, we're prettymuch sobered up. We'll need to be.

Cold rationality can only carry you so far, then it leaves you stranded
in the middle of a field. In talking with people, I may use terms like
"spiritual" but, more precisely, I mean gut INSTINCT as dictated by
millions of years of genetic development. This is as close to a literal
translation of being in direct communication with one's distant
ancestors as we'll probably ever get. At the same time, being in
abidance with one's true gods would also come under this heading.
Noble thoughts and ideals. Irrationalas hell. But this provides us with
our biggest advantage over our enemies; our legitimate reason for
existing as individuals; our purpose in Life. Something bigger than
ourselves, and certainly, as big as the universe itself. That is an
experience these liberal types can never know and can never
understand.Alone, it sustains us. COMBINED with the weaponryof
cold thought process, it will lead us to victory over all odds.

It is here where political activity should properly enter the picture.
Politics, if it is serious, is the coldest of human endeavors. Colder still
than war because war is only an extension of politics. Commander
Rockwell called true politics the highest art form because it embodies
all the other art forms. Accepting this as the case, as anyone who has
studied art will know, it demands the highest degree of discipline and
training in order to bring the artist's own natural instincts and abilities
to full flower. My own idea and understanding of the word politics
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means this for its own ends. This is where the confusion must be
eliminated. Once the ideals are established arid the decision to fight is
made, then the rules ofgoing about gaining the power to put them into
practice can be summedup by saying, "Play the ball as it lies."

There is NO ROOM for sentimentality of any kind in the practice
of politics. And I emphasize again that, in terms of the present, politics
and revolution are practically synonymous. That ”it's the sentiment
that counts" is garbage. The bullet put in the head of your opponent
by you, or vice versa, gets there precisely the same way and means
exactly the same thing to either. That is "Phase One" politics. "Phase
Two” politics may get around to just why you put that bullet there in
the first place but, by that point, the questions are all over anyway.

[Vol X11, #7 —July, 1983]

God Can Stay but The Church Must Go
I'll never be part of a war on something that is unseeable and

unknowable. So this is not a war on God. George Lincoln Rockwell
wrote often that the positions ‘of the religious fanatics and of the
fanatical atheists were equally ridiculous and impossible. For no human
being can knowwhether there is a Supreme Being and no human being
can knowwhether there is not. All I say is that no supportive evidence
exists to indicate there mightbe. But that's why no argument can really
be had on the matter — there exists nothing upon which to base an
intelligent, reasonable argument. That is not the point of the following
segments of SIEGE.

We are playing no favorites — Jew, Christian, Moslem, Hindu,
Buddhist, Shinto, etc. These huge and powerful, wealthy and
influential institutions based upon Man's greatest fears and
weaknesses, created upon pure superstition, which have wrought so
much damage, destruction, confusion and unwisdom, and are getting
worse and worse with each year, have got to be viewed by all true
revolutionaries as among the primary tentacles on the body of Big
Brother. Organized religion when speaking in terms of theWhite Race
— is a terrible and deadly enemy. We'll examine some of the reasons
why later on but I am prompted now to print this piece which has been
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in preparation for many months because of such things as the "Moral
Majority" craze and similar such movements afoot in the conservative
backlash camp. We cannot and must not fall victim to this, their
hogwash, ourselves.

Opiate of the Masses
There can hardly be any question that the Church has been edged

out — or at least relegated to a back—seat position — for the title of
"Opiate of the Masses" which organized religion held for many
centuries. The new one of course is television. After all, you don't have
to go to it on Sunday, the foul thing lives in your home with you. For
entertainmentpurposes it has practically any preacher going beat by a
mile. (Though look at how many of them use television!) Everything
the Church used to offer the community, the television now offers.
From sermons (editorials and more subtle propaganda), to fellowships
(imaginary of course, in the form of soap operas), to even passing the
plate (commercials), plus everything in between. The nominally
"White" actors on television are co—equalwith the nominally "White"
ministers in Church: Both read-straight fromJewish scripts.

Not attacking inanimate objects — neither buildings nor boxes,
churches or TV sets — but only theway they are handledand the effects
they're having on theWhite Race, there is little doubt that television is
the worst of the two. But the television is not an institution and can be
very helpful, beneficial in fact, once all the networks are in National
Socialist hands. What of the Church after a National Socialist
revolution? Shall we put armbands on all priests or shall we put
Stormtroopers in black robes? Shallwe attempt to enlighten those now
in power and pray that they will behave themselves and not act the role
of subversives in ourmidst? Can we afford to allow an incredibly large
and powerful organization — a state within a state — that currently is a
majorpart of the Enemy’s scheme, to go on functioningas before once
our revolution has succeeded? More importantly, as we must decide
now: Is it at all necessary that we do so? The answer in each case is no.

At present the Church presents its worst danger to theWhite Race
because of the common denominator of all messages parroted by the
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"Born Agains” — lay down, submit and let God handle it; it has all been
written; it is all inevitable. Further: It is only the next world that
matters; this world and this life mean nothing. So just concentrate on
avoiding sin (or go ahead and sin but beg like crazy for forgiveness)
and really score points for the hereafter. Hang it all up in the present
reality of today, here and now, and bank everything on some "afterlife"
in some "Never-NeverLand." If that doesn't sound like some kind of
opiate, then I don't knowwhat one is.

Can You DoVoodoo?
The monumental cathedrals built by the genius ofWesternMan in

the name of his religion compare identically to the mud and clay huts
and carved, wooden idols that the primitive races erect to their peculiar
religions. Same comparisonas our I.C.B.M. missiles to their spears and
blow—guns. Same concepts ofwar and religious worship, just that the
White Man does it better. One big stumbling block on ourway toward
Nietzsche's concept of the Superman is what we still share with the
lower — and lowest — specimens of humanity: Guilt, fear, conscience,
hang—ups of every sort, psychological self-limitations, idiotic notions
of "good" and "evil," unreason and plain superstition. Ifwe can't break
with sub-humanity on the psychological level then we can hardly hope
to part company with them on the physiological level. Ifyou are going
to think like a primitive savage, then you might as well BE a primitive
savage.

Whatmakes Christianity seem to be "the" religion for mankind has
nothing whatsoever to do with any of its promises or tenets (for the
Moslem faith promises sex in the hereafter), not even with how many
people in the world today embrace its philosophy (which, incidentally,
is a minority). It is because that was the religion that so happened to
get foisted off onto theWhite Man and it was his genius and creativity
that gave it its strength, beauty, charity, forcefulness and whatever real
value it may once have possessed. Anything of a positive nature to be
found in the doctrine or workings of Christianity did not come from
the sky or from the pages of a book but rather from the blood of the
White Race which foolishly adopted it. Blacks, Browns andYellows
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aren't backward or savage because of any backward or savage religion,
it is because it is their nature to be so. The lowest—level primitive in the
jungles of Haiti is no more voodooistic than the highest bishop or
cardinal in Europe orAmerica. But the style and presentation are a hell
of a lot different.

Dog and Cat Heaven
Not only does Man fear death so much that he elevates himselfup

and out of the animal realm, but it appears to be a human trait and urge
to imbue everything from house pets to stuffed dolls with identities
and "souls." Could "Heaven" be completeminus the family dog or cat?
I agree that an animal can be every bit as much a familymember as a
human being but at the same time it must be seen that we share the
same mortality.

By the time of the Nineteenth Century therewere armies of screw—
loose "soul jockeys" swarming into those areas of Asia and Africa
which were colonized or conquered by the West. These missionaries
were doing their best to scpre points in the afterlife by making human
beings out of jungle savages through laying a little religion on them,
sprinkling a little water on them and repeating a few cobble—gobbles
over them. The ridiculous notion of super-repressed, super-uptight
Christian missionaries trying to teach the lowest savages how to
copulate properly gave rise to the well—known "Missionary Position."
More than one of these lame-brains ended up in a stew pot. No loss
there.

The worst of this was seen at the time of the US. Civil War. Tokens
were circulating at the time depicting Blacks on their knees in chains
under slogans like, "Am I Not a Man and a Brother?" The object was
to make you look immoral if you retorted, "Hell, no!" Mad—dog
Christian fanatics were busy setting the stage for the worst bloodbath
this country has yet experienced. (WW1 andWWII inclusive, the Civil
War claimedmoreWhiteAmericanlives than any other.) FromHarriet
Beecher Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin" to John Brown's raid on
Harper's Ferry, the issue was a religious one on the part of all the forces
driving toward war and not one of property, politics or even the
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Constitution.Plain, old—fashioned religiously fanatical egalitarians were
responsible. The legend, "In GodWe Trust," first made its appearance
on US. coinage at the time of the CivilWar.

This opened the way for the first marriages between Blacks (who
previously had paired off and mated like any other animal), and
marriages betweenBlacks and Whites (because, after all, if two people
"love" each other and are good Christians then what the hell?) The
purest, most healthy and beautiful White child would be condemned
as a "bastard" by these same mad—dog Christians while a real racial
bastard product of mixed parentage would be blessed by them,
depending solely on whether or not they had their marriage vows
solemnized in the prescribedChristian manner. Today it is still found
that some ministers will refuse to marry two people if it is found that
both have been divorced. But a racially mixed pair neither previously
married— will be immediately joined in "holy matrimony."

This is as bad if not worse than the criminal tamperingand twisting
that's donewith the US. Constitution,making anything and everything
that so happens to have been whelped on this piece of real estate an
automatic "citizen" — therefore "equal" to all the rest andwide open to
all the "civil rights" invented or created in his behalf. But to do away
completely with the reality and the ultimate importance of RACE in
preference to some magical, mystical harum—scarum is no more than
insanity. And when applied in an organized, enforced manner, it
becomes CRIMINAL insanity andMUST BE STOPPED.

Praise The Lord and Pass The
Ammunition

In two WorldWars, German soldiers went into battle bearing as
part of their uniform this motto: "Gott Mit Uns" [”God is with us"].
A lot of good it did them.

In every war betweenWhite Men of different European countries,
the leaders and combatantsof both sides prayed to the same God from
the same Bible for blessings and victory. White Men have been killing
each other for two thousand years in the name of the same religion.
And if nationalistic frictions weren't present, then a religious
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"Reformation," etc., took place to get the blood bath started up again.
For what? So that "God's will" may be done on earth as it is "in
Heaven.” A hell of a lot of responsibility in the hands of those who
interpret just whatever ”God's w' " might be at the moment.

For hundreds of years the Church has been an extension of the
State. (In the beginning it was the other way around but the
manipulators have been perfecting their methods.) Today the Church
is indispensable to Big Brother. When the Church isn't acting as the
echo-chamberof the Big Brother System, then it is acting as its avant—
garde. Turn about is fair play and it also keeps the goyish masses
confused. The leaders of the Church hold the same ranking in the
Establishment as the leaders of Government, the Military, the
Professions, Arts, Business and Industry, etc. And they all went
corrupt — sold out — at the same time, at the same rate. They all spout
the same line, for the same reason and prompted by the same people.
That which the taste—makers/opinion—forrners decide upon and
declare, their servants then take this and poison the masses with it as
current, established, accepted "gospel," which to rebel against or even
questionmeans personal ruin (if not eternal damnation).

Separation of Church and State in reality merely means separate
accounts in the same Jew-ownedbank.

Special Dispensation?
In 1969 and 1970 we witnessed at first hand in this small

community what was being repeated all over the country involving
Church leadership. I should emphasize that I am referring throughout
primarily to the major branches of organized religion — the big ones,
the wealthy ones, the ones that are literally part of the Establishment.
In this particular case there was a Presbyterian minister who
represented the leadership in this town of the treason movement
during the Vietnam era. I had just gotten back home from the
November treason "Moratorium" in Washington (where National
Socialists had been the only opposition and attackers against hundreds
of thousands of vile, liberal, Communistand RELIGIOUS swine who
were staging a ”dolchstoss” [backstab] a thousand times more
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disgusting than that experienced by Germany in 1918),when I learned
that similar demonstrations on a smaller scale had been staged here in
Chillicothe. Another one was set for December and our local people
knew without discussion what had to be done.

I had been informed that during those first demonstrations a Viet
Cong flag had been flown. Besides being there, our first objective was
to see to it that if any enemy flags were flown, they would end up as
war trophies and their bearers as war casualties. It was Christmas Eve,
the weatherwas cold and the snow was getting deep, but we waited in
front of the court house for the treason march to arrive at the end of
its route from the Presbyterian Church on the hill. We heard them
before we saw them. Chanting in true Red style, "PEACE NOW!
PEACE NOW!" each one carrying a candle and numbering at least
fifty. And headed by a black-garbed minister!

Six ofus against fifty of themwas much,much better odds thanwe
had at the WashingtonMonument a month before when it had been
about fifty of us against a hundred and fifty thousand of them. I briefed
our guys quickly as the columnapproached that if anyone hoisted a V.
C. flag the fight was on and that unlucky bastard was the principle
target. The secondary target was the obvious "patron saint" of the
demonstration, the minister. No "special dispensation" for that dirty
bastard either. While tensions mounted, teeth chattered and ugly,
hissed comments were exchanged between former friends and
classmates of the opposing sides, the cops slowly prowled the area
expecting trouble. No Commie banner was displayed on this, the first
occasion where they were met by opposition. It broke up without
incident and therewere no more such demonstrationshere.

But the following year it was reported that the same minister's wife
had been raped in her home by a Black. Later it came out that the Black
was a frequentvisitor to their home in the bourgeoiswest end of town.
Then it came out that they were every bit as involved with "civil rights"
as they were with treason. (Some surprisel). Finally, itwasn't a rape case
at all, maybe just a case of someone forgetting to say "please" and
"thankyou." The report had come weeks after the alleged incident. We
did some digging and found an open cesspool in the midst of which
was this minister and his wife. In the end, they soon pulled up stakes
and left town. A little effort in the right direction before the cancer
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takes hold can workwonders. Nationally, however, it is too late. The
most radical surgery is called for and still the patient mightwell die.

How about the dead nuns in El Salvador? An identical case. No
”special dispensation" was granted there either and damned good
riddancel But look at the hue and cry raised by the Big Brothermedia
all over the world! So what if Catholic nuns aid the spread of
Communism? You're not supposed to touch. I say BULLSHITI

Part of what eventually destroyed Hitler and Germany was the
rampant treason going on inside the Reich by elements of the Old
Order which Hitler permitted to survive after 1933 (unlike Stalin's
policies in the Soviet Union in the 1920's and 1930's). But Hitler's
revolutionwas peaceful and legal and so therefore, I suppose, that's
what happens. It's not going to be like that here. It's not going to be
peaceful or legal and the National Socialist revolutionherewill pull no
punches. The ENTIRE ESTABLISHMENT is guilty of wholesale
treason — the Church included and as far as I'm concerned, it will be
situation of, "Up against the wall, motherfucker!"

Integral Part of The Problem
Ever notice the similarity between the tenets of Christianity and

those of Marxism? They both negate race and private property; they
indulge in brainwash, treason, subversionand have resorted to torture
andwar to get where they want to go. Supposedly a-movement for the
poor, the hierarchy of both is filthy rich. The Pope and the
International have a lot in common with regard to questionable
national loyalties and I wonder how the Church would fare against a
"HouseUn—American Activities Committee"— style investigation. The
bulk of the Communistworld is non-White as is the majority of those
professingthe Christian religion. The liberals and Marxists would have
you mix with Negroes on earth while the Christians would have you
mixed with them for the rest of eternity. (That would be my own idea
of hell!)

What follows is a quote from Mikhail Bakunin, a Russian
nobleman, anarchist, and atheist in the Nineteenth Century. Bakunin
was not a jew nor was he a Marxist in any form. He sawwhat had
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taken place in his country and arrived at certain inescapable
conclusions —

"Tbe idea ofGod imp/2e; tbe abdication ofbnman reaion andjnitiee;
it it tbe most deeiiioe negation ofbnman liberal and neoemamfit endx in tbe
enr/aoement ofmankind botb in tbeog/ andpractice. He zobo desire; to
morrbip God mart barbor no obi/diib i/anioni about tbe matter but
braoeé/ renoanee bi; liberty and bnmanigl."

...these are essentially the same conclusions we must realize here in
the United States today. That the entire Establishment has long since
been subverted from within by aliens, by traitors and by the corrupt
opportunists. The entire structure of this society, all of its institutions,
etc., have been turned meaningless, rotten and actually dangerous and
destructive to the interests of our people. The plain fact is that the
Church is a part of this, a very large part.

Most of our readers already are well aware of the conditions
prevailing in Germany under the foul Weimar Regime with the alien
domination and the resultant decadence during the 1920's. Very few
realize what the conditions were in Russia from about the turn of the
century to the time of the Revblution. They were the same. The Czar's
problem was that he was an early forerunner of Jimmy Carter, not a
tyrant but a Liberal suckhole who betrayed his people and his empire.
The whole ruling class of Russia at the time was with him in this
betrayal. A war was lost to Japan in 1905 and another lost to Germany
in 1917 through corruption and ineptitude. (Look at the US.
experience in Vietnam and Iran .) "Russian Roulette" was coined at
this time as a pastime for the totally burnt-out, idle rich. (Look at our
drugs and suicides.) Outright varlets like Rasputin were mingling and
fraternizing sexually with the court at St. Petersburg. (Check the
pictures of John Wayne Gacy and Jim Jones posing with Rosalyn
Carter.) And all the while Russia was a land of churches, more and
bigger all the time. Yet events continued on an ever-increasing
downhill grade for that country until the System finally went bust,
along with the land and the people.

Today the United States is the most "church—going" country on
earth. No one —- not even the arch-fakers like Billy Graham and Jerry
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Falwell — would attempt to deny that theUS is also the modern day
Sodom and Gomorrah. Con—artists and Big Brother fellow-travelers
preaching a "return to God" and "Moral Majority" are becoming
MILLIONAIRES while this country sinks ever deeper into a
nightmarish, real life, earth—bound HELL. The more churches and the
more religion, the more corruption and the more decadence! These
types are a major part of the problem andwill go out right along with
the rest of the facets of the overall blight effecting this world. What a
racket they've enjoyed: Promise 'em "Pie in the Sky" and proceed to
rob 'em of the only riches and the only life they'll ever have. And it's
been going on for centuries!

Man Created God In His Own Image
Had it been the other way around then fakers like Billy Graham

couldn't today state that perhaps God is Black and perhaps Jesus was
an Ethiopian.They say that the universal belief in a God of some sort
and in a Hereafter is "proof" that these things are valid and real. It is
proofonly ofman's all-consuming fear of death and his unwillingness
to accept his own mortality and his subjectivity to the laws of nature
just like any other animal. Marxism and Christianity are both religions
and philosophies with long lists of rules, tenets, parables, gospels,
heroes and idols, gods and martyrs. To this day they file past Lenin's
tomb onRed Square to view his embalrned corpse and today Christians
are going bananas over the possibility that the Shroud ofTurin might
be the actual burial cloth ofJesus. Same kind of morbid death fixation.
(Hitler's final orders were that his remains were never to be found.)
The greatest similarity between these two ideologies is that all their
monumental dogma is based on fear, enforced by ignorance andwith
falsehood as their objective. It has brought the world to where it is
today.

'

In man's quest for reason and order in the universe and in his desire
to elevate himself from the rest of the animals roaming the planet, he
invented God to answer all these needs. Every form of human being
did this in the beginning, each in his own way, but there the similarity
ends. From that point sprang the actual doctrine, the code, etc., and
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Above: The Ruling Class greets The CommonMan.

each separate race on this planetgave its own peculiar stamp to society—

building and personal conduct. Ifwe are to be original and authentic
in whatwe believe, profess and practice, then we should return to the
philosophyof our Northern European ancestors and hail Odin and his
host of Norse Gods. It might be a flight of fancy but it would be at
least natural, normal and healthy for our people to live by the religion
which arose from its own blood at the dawn of time.

But through various quirks of fate, through the machinations of
schemers and manipulators, the White Race got stuck with a noxious
and repulsive religion cooked up in the twisted brains of a handful of
Semites in the Middle East known as the Essenes. Over the centuries
and through a dozen or more schisms it is known today as Christianity.
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It is alien to our blood, to our natural instincts, it is false and deadly
and its organized body at work in the world today is dedicated to the
destruction of theWhite Race. It must go.

We agree that unless anything equal or better exists with which to
replace something, it is best to leave that something alone. We feel it
would be a mistake, a retreat, to return to the dim, distant past for an
answer though I agree we must rediscover our ancient heritage as there
is much to be learned from it. Another reason for not seeking an
"alternative" religion in the classic sense is because it is utterly foolish
to postulate anything one cannot see, touch and examine. Just as the
Aryan Race is the highest order of being yet produced on this planet
by nature, so too is National Socialism the highest, most sophisticated
and advanced creed yet formulated by the White Man for his own
betterment. Nothing more than that today exists, nothing more is

required. It represents all of our needs.
The message of these SIEGE segments is not a negative one. It is

however an important one: We cannot afford any longer the stupid
mistake ofmixing and confusingour goals and priorities like so many
Right Wing types have done in the past. "For God, Race and Nation,"
is an example. We cannot allow any foreign, alienmoral code or dogma
to cramp our revolutionary style and, when the big clean-up begins, no
criminal will enjoy any hands-off privilege just because he may be a
master of hocus—pocus or mumbo-jumbo. Our march toward
revolutionwill not be blocked by any rules of the Establishment and
our revolutionary New Order will be absolutely free of any trace
whatsoeverof the old.

[Vol x, #7 _ July, 1981]

HollowVindication
A few years ago it became quite inescapable to me that most of the

conservatives—at-large whowere of any note were voicing and printing
stuff the likes ofwhich once could have been read in early editions of
the "Rockwell Report." We even today have a "President" who voices
many of these same things. In 1961 itwas revolutionary. Today it is all
too little and too late. More and more I'm struck by the things which
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are getting into the daily headlines. The kinds of things that ten years
ago you could only have foundwithin the pages of the "Thunderbolt."
Not anything positive but actual horror stories of the nightmares
rampant in the street and the insanity abroad in the nation, directed
primarily against Whites. The sweet "We told you so" anticipated
during the 1960's has been taken from us. It has arrived full force and
there still remains no answer for it. Nor is there likely to be one.

We warned of this then and because of it we were "lunatics" and in
spite of it we are still "lunatics" today. This at last should awaken and
explain to the most hard—headed among us the true nature of the
situation. We are witnessing the collapse of an entire civilization.
Certainly not just what Rockwell called the "American White
Constitutional Republic" for which he fought, but the entire
civilization of the world. The jungle is reclaiming inexorably at present
and, with only a slight slip of the wrist, could overtake very suddenly.
It's happened before, maybe several times on earth. But this and
certainly no other section of SIEGE is intended as a crying towel.What
is the larger meaningof all this to us, to theMovement?

The correlation between something spoken by Joseph Goebbels
and a comment by US. Marine Corps General Holland Smith — both
in 1945 — provides part of the answer. Goebbels announced from the
fiery ruins of Berlin that, should the.National Socialists be compelled
to depart the scene ofworld affairs, they would slam the door so hard
on the way out that it would ring forever in the ears of those who
remained. Holland Smith, as he oversaw the final re-taking of the
Pacific Islands, remarked to an aidewhether there existed anything on
earth that could defeat such men as those he was then leading. Forty
years after the event, these two statements have come into balance.
The thousand~year~old impetus of the world's civilization simply cut
its own throat and bled to death.

The surviving perpetrators and their miserable descendants are
reaping the rewards of this. Precisely like an ancient curse, the very
things Hitlerwarned against are today holding a knife to the throats of
those who went to war to defeat Germany. And what are we except
curious spectators? Arewe not powerless to effect the situation in the
slightest? We speak of vengeance both individual and wholesale. Yet
we are powerless to act save under the most desperate conditions and
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in the most limited fashion. And the point being that so much time
and energy is uselessly expended in this manner. What little we could
accomplish — even by way of living our lives to the fullest — is relegated
to a distantback seat in favor of futile grandiosity in the face of a reality
both sober and somber.

Eventually everyone dies. What counts is the way they lived. I
publicly professed a sense of having been cheated when it was learned
that the System judge that had once sentencedme to a jail term for a
racial/political incident locally had died "before his time." I did this to
better express my everlasting contempt for all those who are part of
the ruling Pig System regime — both high and low — in this land and
also to illustrate my personal philosophy that the only real way to
escape justice is to die either by natural causes or by one's own hand.
But had I ever seriously entertained the possibility of our assuming the
reigns of an orderly government, in an orderly manner, and hauling
such petty criminals and tyrants up before what used to be their own
courts for final disposition? No, not down deep. However, the one
important thing did occur to me at the time: I was alive and that filthy
bastardwas dead.

That's reality at work. In that one case, it worked in our favor.What
we have got to do is bedome the masters of understanding reality,
become experts at playing the game and go a long way towardmaking
realitywork for us more often.

[Vol X, #2 — Feb, 1982]

Measurements ofMorality
Never wanting to appear self-contradictory, I'll bring it up myself

that on occasion in SIEGE I use the wordmorality. And I stick by my
general pronouncement that morality, per se, as we have known it in
years and generations past, is largely dead. At best, a bad joke for
hypocrites and the self—righteous to hide behind, and something that
certainly holds no use for any true revolutionary. Still, in our daily
affairs, we each see things and encounter things we do not like, that
cause us to experience revulsion ~ things that none of us would do or
involve ourselves in under any circumstances. What kinds of things are
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these, why are we affronted by them, why do we avoid them and what
do we do about them?

Basically, we're talking about the prime—moving stimuli that once
propelled a fairly large and wealthy Right Wing to react against. Things
that would drive the "normal," healthy White right up a wall — hippies,
dopesters, homosexuals, liberals, etc. Within the framework of the
System, all these fall under the heading of the "NewMorality." But as
James MontgomeryFlagg commented on "ModernArt," there is only
true art or no art. Same goes for codes of conduct, for as Commander
Rockwell wrote, the liberal's reasoning on the issue, i.e., "Everybody
else is doing it so why shouldn't I?" is a nowhere argument and means
there are no real morals at all.

At a time when all central guideposts and authority are either
broken down or under control of the Enemy, as is the case today, then
such things as codes of behavior, more than ever, become matters of
personal HONOR (not the result of any "alternatives" conveniently
presented by the System media). You neither do, not refrain from
doing, anything because it's "easy" or "hard" or because everybody else
is or isn't doing it. You instead follow your instinct. As revolutionaries,
we have it easier than most in determiningour own actions.

There are those whom I ' consider to be National Socialist
Revolutionaries who do indulge in some of the more common vices
normally ascribed to the general population. These are things which
they take upon themselves with eyes wide open. I invariably refuse to
judge such people because they remain, at that, revolutionary
comrades, and, apparently, they don't let these things get a hold of
them or effect their greater course. Personally, I'm the least moralistic
of people and am liable to try anything, at least once. However my
circumstances keep me living about as Clean, straight and narrow as
possible outside of a Cloister. For me to indulge in the common Vices
I'd have to abandon the Movement just in order to find the time and
the money. This, of course, isn't about to happen. I say "hats off“ to
those who can have their cake and eat it too.

This isn't to say that the group of comrades aforementioned don't
undergo their own privations. Barely staying even with last month's
rent or the currentmeal serves well to, as one says, "keep up the fear"
— in other words, keep up the awareness and feed the revolutionary
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ONLY FAILURE lS IMMBRAL . .
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Rockwell voices his own "operativemorality".

flame. But when tackling the huge subject ofmorals, or lack of them,
it is easier and better to pick on themasses which make up this society.

Which could be lowest: The Jewish Systematarian or White
capitalist traitor, or the hordes of don't—give-a-damn "White" fun—

seekers and escapists? Somehow, I can't find it in my heart to hate
anyone with a direct purpose — however vile — nearly so much as an
irresponsible shirker. Of course they work to pay the usurious cost of
living, but, at that, only so as to be able to chase more "fun." No higher
purpose, no direction whatsoever. They literally have no legitimate
excuse for living! Wouldn't it be hell if one day if in order to go on
living, an acceptable reason was required? "In order to play more
'Donkey-Kong'?"Have a nice forever...

Degeneracy is degeneracy whether morbid or "recreational." Isn't
there enough real work to do? Aren't there enough real battles, real
challenges to fight and tackle? Fanatic that I am, I look upon such
things as playing golf in the midst of a crisis like this, about the same
way I do slamming a needle in one's arm. Let's look forward to the day
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when we can hand these golf and tennis players shiny, new picks and
shovels! These decadent slobs trying out every perversion on earth on
the flimsy excuse of "trying to find themselves" only really need a good
chance to concentrate in order to find themselves. Maybe if we sent
them to camp... concentration camp.

Penalties for such self—indulgence in the kind of society that breeds
and fosters such filth? I, of course, am no law—and—order man (that is,
alien law and alien order) and so the best possible reward for the desire
of these modern-day, cosmopolitan "pleasures" is a limitless supply of
same. What then when the thrill is gone, when the last substance is
used up? In the years just proceeding the Revolution in Russia, that
degenerate, burnt-out bourgeoisie came up with a novel answer to their
boredom: Russian Roulette. And it couldn't happen to a sweeter
bunch.

Again, life is simple to the fanatic. CommanderRockwell said that,
"ONLY FAILURE IS IMMORAL.” Anyone could expand that to
mean that anything not contributory to ultimate success of the
Revolution is immoral. You live, you breathe, you wake, you sleep for
the Movement, for Revolution. You live as though an all—seeing eye is

watching and will one day pass Judgment.And you make damned sure
that you won't be counted among those others, not even by accident.

[Vol XII, #7 July, 1983]

Well Done, Soldier
How can there be any talk of "injustice" when our sworn Enemy

holds all the power? What can you expect from a mortal enemy other
than to try and wipe you out, any way and all? There is no middle
ground, no one to go crying to. There is only ourselves and our Enemy,
whether any particular minion of that Enemy is conscious and
energetic about his role, whether he is merely going along with the
current flow, or whether he simply chooses to turn away and let the
chips fall. But one thing is certain, nobody gives a damn about a cry—

baby anymore.
Let there be no more talk about injustice. Let there only be talk of

WAR! In the case of Gordon Kahl [Militant White tax protester who
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engaged in a shootout with Federal Marshals in which two of the pigs
were killed and three wounded. Kahl was later killed in a second
shootout], this man took a toll against the Enemy. The only shame is
that the toll couldn't have been much, much higher. With a relatively
high degree of certainty, those of us who make up the high—profile
segment of the Movement today may expect to one day face our own
similar such test. It is criminal and cowardly to hope to avoid it. It is
best to be ready to perform admirably when the time comes. No lambs
to the slaughter.

If this isn'tWAR, what is it? Before this is all over, most if not all
of us will have faced, more than once, the ultimate reality of "kill or be
killed". For many of us it will be kill AND be killed just as it was for
Gordon Kahl. Only a coward and a shirker could expect less. There is
no going back. Let us not cheapen the enmity we are locked into by
crying ”injustice." Let us instead ready ourselves to withstand the worst
that the Enemy has to offer and, at the same time, each swear a
personal oath: Swift and unceremonious death to our opposition so
that FINIS can be written to this Life—Death struggle for all time.

[Vol. XII, #8 — Aug, 1983]

Truth, Heritage & Blood
Earlier in SIEGE, in the section concerning "The System," I spoke

of the decline of architecture which I have observed over the decades
here in Chillicothe, Ohio. Other expressions of culture such as music,
art and literature have gone the same way and in the same time span as
architecture. For the rest, to try and establish a root cause and attempt
to find and answer, we have to take in matters such as exactly what
true values are and should be, how and why to remain a part of the
whole and not become "atomized" as are the majority today, and of
course the most important considerationof all —-maintaining the purity
of the blood. One can lament all day and all nightwith the ”historians"
over the loss of this or that prized, old building but the first instant
one mentions why it is, what it is part of and where it is leading, you
rapidly lose them. That, of course, is one reasons why I am a National
Socialist and not merely a historian.
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Only this afternoon I had a discussion with a young school girl, the
daughter of a friend ofmine, and I explained to her about the lost, and
even twisted, meaning of a great many passages found in the Bible.
The real meaning of "adultery" was one and the real meaning of
"neighbor" was another. Reverend Jack Crites conjured up the
example that of a glass of water and a glass coffee. Pour some coffee
into thewater and you have adulteratedit. Themore proper translation
of "Neighbor is RACIAL KINSMAN." I believe I made some
headway. But I told her that the Bible was no more than a compilation
of memories — long distant even at the time of their writing — whose
actual basis and meaning had already been largely lost through
countless generations of retelling, deletion, embellishment, etc. A thing
so far removed from the One Truth that inspired it that it is practically
useless. A thing so vague in fact that, yea, verily, even the Devil can
quote it toward his own ends.

I told her of other holy books, older than the Bible and therefore
nearer to the One Truth, or if you will, "the Word of God," or as I
prefer, a more accurate account of what did happen back at the
beginning of time. Howwe got here and what, if any, laws were at that
time given. I left out any comment on books written in the previous
and current century that are far more relevant and nearer the Truth
than is the Bible. The point being that things get lost. That's not to say
they can't be refound or even re—invented, but that should never be
taken as any kind of a "breakthrough" but rather like learning to walk
again after an accident or a stroke.

Ifwe can't remember — or manage to hang onto — where we came
from and why, then is it any wonder that temporary things like
civilizations come and go like sand castles? In the United States today,
it is rare when a White person is able to trace his lineage back beyond
great—grandparents.For most, that barely clears the turn of the last
century. In human terms, that is practicallywithin livingmemory. What
"culture" then is this? Members of the Movement understand how so
much has been lost by our people over the last sixty years. True, it has
been no accident, but it is just as real and just as effective nonetheless.
And how close is the present culture to being erased? They say it can't
happen because ofmicrofilm and videotape, etc., but what if the power
goes out and stays out? Our books? Illiteracy is on the rise and the
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ongoing corruption of the English language through "jive talk," etc.,
threatens to get it so off-base that a separate tongue will emerge
altogether. The ancient Egyptian language — a creation of the White
Race — was completely lost and unintelligible for thousands of years
(even in Egypt) until Napoleon's expedition to the Pyramids
uncovered the Rosetta Stone which provided the key to its translation.
"But it can't happen here." Famous last words.

A few hundred years gone by and no one here today sees or thinks
of "America" as being no more, no less than an extensionof Europe.
To them, "Europe" is some funny place ”over there" where they speak
funny languages. Civil war, world war, fratricidal war... there is little
doubt that this present civilization — in its degenerated, bastardized
state — will self—destruct and vanish as well it should, and quite likely
within the present human lifespan. Whatwill go on? Let us hope that
the end of this Beast System, which can only facetiously be referred to
as a "civilization," will be concluded before its effects can totally
inundate the pure, White blood that still exists in great amounts in
North America, Europe and the Soviet Union...

Then the cycle can be set to go around another ten thousand years
or so.

[Vol XII, #10 _ Oct, 1983]

Honor — Loyalty — Discipline
To a National Socialist the definitiOns of thesewords are just about

impossible to separate. In any case, this was the motto of the National
Socialist Youth Movement of which I was a member from 1966 to
1970, and was printed boldly across the top of the NSYM membership
cards. I always carried my own cards — one for each of the four years
I was part of the NSYM — proudly onmy person at all times and would
often take the current one out of my wallet and look at its beautiful
design and ponder those words. As a youth in contemporaryAmerica
of the 1960's, the words were familiar enough from literature, etc., but
their real meaningwas something I was only just then starting to learn
on my own. Therewas the local ration of kooks and hangers—on which
I had but little choice other than to pal aroundwith but I wasn't long
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in realizing that I was the onlyNational Socialist within a hundred—mile
radius. It got lonely at times.

Thesewords — Honor, Loyalty, Discipline — came into sharp focus
for the first time for me during one of my earlier confrontationswith
the System, this time representedby the local school administration. A
new semester had just begun and I was at a new building, with a new
(and reputedly tougher) faculty. They were aware of my record as an
"incorrigible" and knew my stated aim was to break free of the school
system once and for all. They were determinedto prevent me. .

On the first day of the new season, after I had staged my anticipated
openingplay and now foundmyselfseated in the office of the assistant
principal, awaiting whatever their next move might be, one of the
school's three "guidance counselors" abruptly whisked into the small
room with an obviously rehearsed spiel of threats to the effect, "Okay,
boy, you're going to court!" With that psychological ice-breaker out of
the way, and seeing me non-plused,he sat down and started to try and
"reason." Finally he got around to the stories which were rife that I
was a Nazi. Yes, indeed I was. Thinkingit must surely be some kind of
put—on, he asked whether I had any identification to that effect,
whereupon I wasted no time in producing my NSYM card. He was
silently impressed and just gazed down at it for a moment before
speaking. The only thing he could come up with was that it said on the
card something about "discipline" and did I think that I was now
behaving in a disciplined manner? And for the first time ever, I was
forced to see the deep division betweenloyalties and that code of
discipline that my honor was demandingofme.

My answer to that obviously loaded trick-question on the part of
this poor man's ”Justice Jackson" was that, since I owed this System
no loyalty or respect whatsoever, and since I openly considered it to
be my personal enemy, my discipline was being directed toward
opposing it and trying to break away from it in any manner available
to me, including risking possible legal repercussions from it.

He handed my card back. I never did go into juvenile court and,
within less than ninety days, I was indeed out of there, once and for
all, and in full service of the Movementwhere my discipline could be
put to better use.
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This "counselor," whom troubled students — mere youths in their
formative stages — were supposed to go to for help and advice, failed
to grasp the larger meaning of my answer and next posed the second
question: What did I thinkwould have happened to anyone acting as I
was, in Germany under Hitler? He could not see that my anti—social
behavior there and then was not "for the hell of it," nor was it even
part of my nature, but rather an irresistible course of action forced
upon me by an absolutely intolerable situation that was, and still is,
referred to as "universal, compulsory liberal education" I was rebelling
against the so—called "education system" which was only at that time
beginning to crank out endless hordes of illiterates with high school
diplomas; become factories for race—mixing; of introductions to dope
use, liberal ideas, and worse. No, in Hitler's GermanyI'd have diligently
applied myself like a tiger.

This only just means that 'Honor — Loyalty — Discipline' has no
meaningwhatsoeverin this place, at this time and among these people.
Not even among the learned, conservative WorldWar Two veterans
that were the "older generation" when I was a kid. In simple terms,
they can't see beyond the ends of their noses nor to the right or left of
the blinders they are wearing. I came up against this early in life. Maybe
that has coloredmy view ofpeople and things to amoremarkeddegree
than most others even inside the Movement. Two lessons taught to
me at that time were: One, doing what you have to do as you see it,
and, two, arriving at the end conclusion of a certain principle in the
most direct fashion, in the shortest possible time.

Morally, I left that forty—odd—year—old man, who had to at least have
held a bachelor's degree, in the dust as a Hitler Youth at the age of
sixteen. And, as anyone from that period will be aware, revolutionary
training in those days of the AmericanNazi Party was pretty skimpy.
Can you imagine what can happen whenwe start to do it right?

[VOL XII, #10 — Oct, 1983]

Poor but Honest
We're down and out for a very simply reason: We have no place in

what's going on. That's also why we're revolutionaries. The only sad
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and silly part comes in when those in that position fail to appreciate or
understand it. That's true miserability.

We've alwaysworkedwithout the basic necessities, even food. But
in a better organized situation we had each other to depend on. You
must be prepared to go it strictly ALONE with no one to depend on
and no one to complain to. You'll discover that to reallybe outside and
against the System is a total thing, not halfway or part—time as many
have pretended in the past. Anyone thinking they can step outside
Master's rules only to the extent thatMaster doesn‘t notice or object is
self—deceiving and worthless to the Cause. We've seen literally armies
of these types come and go. It may be hard, it may well be impossible,
for most to go throughwhat has been gone through — especially in the
midst ofmore or less "norma " times when, as an infantmight remark,
"you don't have to" — in order to truly be part of the Movement but,
for those who are able, even in these times, there are certain rewards.

You'll become physically and mentally tough. You'll lose any fear.
Minus any fanfare or uniform ofany kind, even with your commitment
a complete secret, you'll stand apart and inspire wonder and respect.
You'll in fact be a leader. You'll become resourcefuland can make do
with nothing. No situation, no opponent will daunt you. You will no
longer be "victim" material. You will cease to be part of the herd of
sheep but will instead have become a lonewolf. Your inner spirit will
feel satisfied because you will know that you are — probablyfor the first
time in your life — fully a part of the quest for actual survival rather

'

than for temporarypleasure and false "security." You'll be rich in your
manhood or womanhood. Youwon't be a slave.

Let there be no complaint lodged against those trashy ones who
turn their backs on struggle and refuse to support the Cause. Do we
desire to make ourselves dependent upon their pleasure and their
whim? Let there be no room for doubt in the coming disaster,
regardless of what form it may take or what timetable it may keep.
That, as we have said, will be the Day ofJudgment and, for the most
part, it will be entirely beyond our power to effect others' fate either
by our praise or condemnation. It will go according to how they have
lived. Harsh circumstances, and not a vengeful god, will be the judge.
Amidst the sudden hell and chaos, whatwill the sloppy and lazy ones
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do? For ourselves, we'll hardly notice any change forwe'll feel right at
home.

[Vol XII, #12 — Dec, 1983]

On Your Own
It's not on OUR own but on YOUR own. After all, howmuch help

can I expect from you and how much can you expect from me?
Quadruple this in times of great stress. Let's face it, we are islands for
the most part, and the quicker we face up to the fact, the soonerwe'll
be able to deal effectively and intelligently with it. I've seen it too often
in years past whenever someone got their tail in a jam. Those in
positions to get the word out may certainly do so, but never have I
seen support, in the amount needed, come in to effect the situation
one way or another. That's reason number one why I never have
bothered to make appeals on behalf ofmyself or my operation.When
a comrade requests ofme that I print an appeal for him, and if it is a
bona fide good cause, I'll do it as a favor but I always caution them in
advance never to bank on any results.

If we are to call ourselves a Movement with any degree of
seriousness then the kind of shabbiness I've laid out above is plain
suicide. Flirting with ultimate, 'eventual disaster. I've always wondered
when the Enemy would finally read the signals given out by the
Movement over the decades which indicate that it CAN be knocked—
over one—by-one with perfect ease — except for singular exceptions
who fight back like Gordon Kahl and a precious few others — and take
logical, dreaded action upon the situation. You've been asking for it.
Sooner or later they'll give it to you.

None of my material is ever intended as a spook story or a down
trip per se. I write about this because I take a certain, personal sense
ofpride — along with others — in having stood literally alone against the
Beast System. I don't consider this an end goal, far from it, but if I
should die tonight I will have accounted for a hell of a lot more than
most others. It has its elements of satisfaction. Again, that's not
enough. It is better viewed as a good preparatory phase in the
developmentof revolutionaries. Anybody can stand in a mob or with
an army. Few can stand alone. These are the only kind we want.
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When I was newer at this, I would stand in amazementat the sight
of eX-members of the armed forces, combat veterans in many
instances, who would be quivering and quaking and whispering their
intentions of irnminently running during confrontations with the real
enemy, the enemy at home. How did we ever win any wars? One
answer is massive logistics. The other answer would apply to all
peoples, everywhere, in any army you care to discuss. The ordinary
soldier at the front knows in his heart of hearts that his government,
hence, his people, is behind him for better or worse while he is out
there risking his life. He knows he'll come in for all kinds of benefits,
etc., once he gets home. If he is injured in the line of duty, he knows
he's in for even more benefits and the best medical care on earth. He
knows also that if he screws up he's in for hell, supplied by the same
overwhelmingly huge machine he's working for. And, as Hitler pointed
out in Mein Kampf, the average soldier in the world is more afraid of
his own commanding officer than he is of the enemy. In short, he is
not alone and he knows it.

Take the same soldier who performs honorably on the field of
battle, such as Korea or Vietnam, and put him with a handful of
fanatics, in a Nazi uniform, on some demonstration or picket line at
home. Forget about the Negroes and Jews, but let the local White
yokels come out to hoot their ignorant, idiotic brand of "patriotism"
and watch what happens. He falls apart. He tucks his tail between his
legs. He's on his own. He's alone.

We half—joked during the Sixties as We'd be approaching one or
another "Rednest" college or university preparingfor a "Bomb Hanoi"
demonstration or literature distribution at the height ofVietnam that,
even thoughwe may have numbered only four to six men as opposed
to a numberless Red rabble on the campus, it would require them at
least a good hour to get a mob worked up before they would attack.
Most of the time we were right, though not always. Even among the
scum there were a few leader—types, some real zealots. Otherwise, the
mob had to rely on weight of numbers, and the anonymity and back-
up that it provided,before attempting to rush us.

We tried to utilize to best advantage the maxim that nobodywants
to be the first one to get it. It sort of helped neutralize their numbers
game. Somebody had to be the first in. (Also, half-jokingly, we figured
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that one could only be attacked by a maximum of seven persons at
once; the rest having to wait their turn before they could get in a
punch.) Surprisingly few were willing to be among the first. In later
years, when I'd be in charge of the security of an operation, I'd
deliberately set things up to where, if an enemy mob tried to attack,
they'd have to do so down a narrow corridor or gauntlet, practically
single—file. Spoken, but unwritten, orders were to kill the first three or
four and, thereafter, worry about saving your own life. This strategy
never letme downon any occasion. We never seemed to run up against
any scum that sincerely sought martyrdom for their scumbag cause.
Being a martyr — or dying as one — really requires being A—L—O—N—E.

Human types are a breed of animal that are social as hell.
I've personally witnessedmany a self—styled "rough—ass," maximum

security prison guards, etc., who could regale you with endless hairy
stories from inside the block, etc., sit and literally cry in their beer
because some woman was threatening to divorce them and take all
their property plus a large chunk of their income. In the block, you
have the flying squads. In divorce court, you're alone. Which brings
things around to the greatestsource of fear ofbeing caught alone: Loss
of security.

Security, even in a military sense, is a relative thing at best. Taken
in any other sense, it becomes an illusion. They talk on about "job
security," "family security," "home security," "social security," etc. The
way to terrorize and CONTROL these people is through control of
the money system. And this is exactly what we see today. Big, burly
menwill cry and crawl, beg and plead, even blow their brains out with
enough of an applied financial squeeze play. It's a miserable and
disgusting sight. I can't feel any pity toward them because it is they who
chose to accept the rules of the game from the System. It is they at the
same time who curse me and my kind as no—goods because we don't
punch a time—clock or otherwise make slaves of ourselves.

The other thing which prevents most people from being willing to
stand alone is that they don't have any reason to do so. None
whatsoever. These are of course "the masses" and I don't condemn
them for anything except when they break bad with me for not only
having a cause but also my standing up for it. They live only to produce
and consume; to masticate and defecate. Wasted exercises in
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protoplasm. Here only to breathe the air and take up space. No really
valid reason for living. Show them a real cause and a real act and they'll
hate and resent it because itmakes apparent the bottomless futility and
in significance of their own lives. The furthest "cause" or "belief" they
know or will accept or will admit is today's washed—out, washed-up,
homogenizedandmass Christianity.

Being on your own, strictly speaking, has its disadvantages. But
these are the kinds of disadvantages referred to byHitler andNietzsche
as being the makers of superior, truly great men. Personally, I don't
know of anything, however small or insignificant on a daily basis, that
isn't some kind of struggle. And mostly these days it is financial. So be
it. I've often enough said that economics is the key. Not those that
have it but those that can live without it. I've already experienced the
rest

We need andwant professional revolutionaries. Men who are truly
tough... inwardly where it counts. Menwho will not flinch at anything
that they themselves have to endure, much less anything which they
may inflict upon the Enemy one day. We need a large band of those
"flint hard personalities" — the kind of which, though they may have
been of alien blood and creed, took over Russia when the roof came
crashing down around the Ears of a rotten and decadent ruling class,
one so very similar to that which exists here today. We each tread that
course alone, as it must be. We'll each either arrive at our destination
in full figure or we'll have perished along the way due to some
weakness... alone.

i

[VOL X111, #1 — Jan, 1984]

Beliefs and Ideas
Back again to ourselves as proof that it can happen that an oasis of

thought and purpose can arise in the midst of a barren desert. To be
sure, no propagandist injected any of the philosophywe share into our
heads. It was there all along; it was there at birth. It required only
development, enhancement, maturity. We are not the brainwashed
ones as the fools and idiots claim. We are the few that REJECTED
THE TOTAL BRAINWASH job being put forth by the System
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media, the same job that has been going on non-stop, twenty-four
hours a day for the past forty years or longer, under which three
generations have beenwarpedand bent. To have stood immune to this
poison — deliberately made inescapable — is somethingtruly miraculous
but we few did it and went on to codify our own beliefs independent
of the media hype and all its diversion. We should congratulate
ourselves for this remarkable feat.

We are familiar with the concept of the mass taste as dictated by
NewYork and fromHollywood, the "styles," the "fads," etc. The "two
sides" to everything that are conveniently supplied by the same source.
The catch—words and phrases and personages that are sanctified or
damned by theMedia Masters. We can see that, despite all the hell and
unrest, nothing is ever really said or done to significantly rock the boat
by any of these so-called "protests." Though many words are used,
nothing profound is ever said. We already know of the idle gripe and
the idle platitude.

The point is that probablyonly one out of ten thousand has an idea
in his head not planted there by some outside source. Those unable to
THINK independently, on their own, have no chance of doing
anything else.

[Vol XIII, #3 — March, 1984]

Performance
We have all seen the phenomenawhich tend to spell out that there

is no longer any dependability; that no one's word anymore is worth a
damn. They'll agree with you, they'll tell you they'll do it, they'll be there
or they'll have it, and they'll look you right in the eye, maybe even give
you a dish—rag handshake. Come the appointed hour and place, zero.
Excuses will be as imaginative as they will be aplenty. It is only par for
the course nowadays. Lots of talk and no action. Spinelessness. The
log—jam in the courts and the proliferating over—supply of lawyers in
the country says the rest. George Lincoln Rockwell advocated the
return to dueling in order to wipe out this mess and restore honor and
value to man's word.
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Compare things today with Hitler's remarks at the Sixth Party
Congress at Nuremberg when he said that the legions of faithful
present had been summoned only by the command of their hearts.

Strange that these other types can only be made to perform
regularly and with some dependability through the knowledge that
doing otherwise will lose them their livelihood. Job slaves; money
terror. How many on—the-job hotshots with padded billfolds, cushy
positions and all the rest have each of us encounteredwho cannot or
will not perform dependably for the Movement, i.e., on their own, for
themselves, for their Race. THAT is the true measure. It means that
ANYONE can be paid and prodded into some service or routine but
to perform faithfully and well in the service of one's inner calling —

assuming one has one — despite any hardship, is rare indeed.
[Vol X111, #3 — March, 1984]

Discipline
Taken along with all the rest it would be difficult to try and tag any

one symptom as the major one with regard to the entanglement the
American people finds itself in as to regaining control over their lives
and their future, but Iwould have to offer lack of discipline as certainly
among the foremost. Of course, when a society has lost its normal
health and Vigor and no longer cultivates true discipline upon its
citizens, then it has to come fromwithin: SELF—DISCIPLINE. This is
also the key element that has ever been lacking in the building of a
successful political movement in this country. This is the cement
among the sand, gravel and water, without which all the rest is but
soup.

AmongMovementmembers and organizations itmanifests itselfin
those not holding a steady course or pursuing effective, long—range
goals. It prepares the way for the endless mutinies, splinters and
factions; the "You can go to hell!" attitude which prevails. When the
only discipline that can be exercised from inside these organizations is
mere expulsion from same, then the cycle is foredoomed to be
repeated out into infinity. Only SELF-DISCIPLINE can correct the
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mess. And again, approximately one in ten thousand possesses the
capability to muster it fromwithin and bring it to bear.

Among the remainder it shows itself as "Uncle Tom-ism."
Conforming and staying in line doesn't require discipline. It instead
takes a lack of initiative and vision. The biggest, the baddest, the
roughest and the toughest... ALL will never step out of line, not really.
A bar fight and a weekend in jail for "drunk and disorderly" hardly
constitutes a revolutionary act. They cannot and they will not conceive
of taking a revolutionary departure from what Big Brother expects of
them. Beyond that, it is most often seen in the population as everyone
informing on everyone else. Isn't this the scenario they painted for
Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia? What's so differenthere? Maybe it's
in a good cause. Every man an Uncle Tom. "Pinch the Pusher," "Take
a bite out of crime," etc. And what constitutes a criminal? Hot-lines
and toll—free numbers. Whisperers and dime—droppers everywhere.
Infiltrators, spies, finks, snitches, pimps, both on the official payroll
and off. Keeping safe by ratting out to Big Brother. It's the national
pastime. No honor, no discipline, no guts.

Look at Ireland where White is pitted against White over idiotic
issues such as religion and geography! They are tar—and-featheringIrish
girls who date British soldiers! They are bombing British installations
and killing people in high places regularly. AND NO ONE
BREATHESA WORD ABOUT IT! A Negro and a White renegade
parade downMain Street here and what occurs? Usually nothing. And
if something did occur? A hue and cry such as has not been seen for
any rape or murder. Not only would the populace not offer any aid to
the revolutionists, they'd be all—out helping the Pigs run them into the
ground.

I'm not about to say that this can be overcome. It simply is a fact
of life and somethingthat we will have to learn to recognize and work
around. To me, it represents the sign of the very lowest of low. The
mark of a peoplewho no longer hold any claim to freedom or liberty.
In short, peoplewho are fit only as slaves.

[Vol XIII, #3 - March, 1984]
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Intellect, Instinct & Personal Loyalty
This is about how real leadership works. Not good administration

but real leadership.
Since last year I've had as an acquaintance a young lady whose

company I enjoy very much but who, unfortunately, is a hopeless
liberal. Youmay first ask why in the hell I waste my time with her and
I would respond that, one, the mere fact that she continues the
relationship indicates she has a spark of life left somewhere and, two,
it is the best way to learn the workings of the human heart and mind.
Besides, it's entertainingand it breaks the boredom.

First, she's top—notch racially, being primarily Germanic. Second,
she's a brilliant conversationalist which is damned rare in this one—mule
town. She's one of the System's primary victims yet, at the same time,
one of the System's most outspoken advocates. (I was also told by
another comrade that we happen to be totally opposed astrologically,
if that means anything.) Anytime the conversationturns to politics she
ends up screaming, stomping out of the room, slamming doors, etc.,
etc. Later, she'll say how it upsets her to allow herself to become so
frustratedwhile I never ruffle a feather at all her name—calling once her
"facts and arguments" all draw blanks and I start walking all over
taboos and superstitions popularly held sacred today. Accordingto her
— and to her kind of course — I'M the problem;poisoning, subverting,
befoulingthe workings of the ”GreatDemocracy." There's something
wrong with ME! That's why things are so irrevocably, inexplicably
screwed up in the country and the world. True liberal logic.

Jews and the System know how to play these people like a violin.
Commander Rockwell said that it was because of the high level of
developmentof the abstractvirtues or "advanced instincts" of charity,
decency and fair play found exclusively among the best racial types
within theWhite Race. The Jews have done an almost complete job of
perverting these instincts into the Negro-worshippingmania that is
everywhere today.

But it's tough to feel sorrow, much less kinship, for anyone who'll
sneer at you and say that they have an intelligence quotient of a
hundred and forty and, therefore, they know it all and, furthermore,
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any Negro that comes along with and equally high IQ. is just as good
as you or I, maybe even better. To seemingly further illustrate her
argument, I never make any bones about the fact that I left school at
the age of sixteen and made my way to Party headquarters. She, of
course, has had several years of college. Still, she can't nail me in facts
and principles. And only after I thoroughlydebunked to her the merit
of so—called "IQ." in my own terms, accordingto my own values, did
I tell her that when last tested by the public schools at the age of about
fourteen, my I.Q. far exceeded hers she was when last tested as an
adult.

My argument against pure intellect, or I.Q., or the placing of too
much emphasis on its importance, is simply that it is but one more
physical attribute, or blessing ifyou will, to be USED by the possessor.
And it can be used for good or evil. Most of the slimy bastard, lawyer—
politicians ruling this land today have exceptionally high I.Q.‘s. It only
enables them to tighten and maintain their ruthless and destructive
hold over the rest of us. A really high I.Q. can be comparedtoweighing
five-hundred pounds, or having three arms, or four legs, etc.
Depending on the circumstances it can be a blessing or a curse. Jews,
of course, as a group are known for their power of intellect. So what
does this prove? That intellect is only a tool to be used, or a weapon
to be wielded. Used or wielded by what higher power?

Nobody ever heard tell of a "noble intellect." Intellect doesn't
MOVE people, if anything it serves to hold them back from bold and
daring action. A stone coward — by use of his intellect — can come up
with a thousand perfectly plausible covers for his cowardice. The same
swine that hold political office today use intellect to swamp the simple
people in massive confusion and colors of gray. The lone, intelligent
individual, many of who are to be found in the Right, may have sat
down and sorted it all out for themselves but to what avail? Because
again, intellect cannot mobilize the masses. People are largely
unthinking. Of what benefit was intellect to any guy out to seduce
some female? Hitler himself told us that the masses are feminine in
nature. Ofwhat good is intellect to its owner in the instant that sudden
violence occurs?

Instinct — a healthy instinct — stands second only to pure blood in
vital importance. Hitler in Mein Kampf said that loyalty took
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precedence over intelligence, and loyalty is but one by—product of
instinct. Aside from pure blood, nobility is found in the instinct. Facts
can be distorted but the "sixth sense" — where it exists strong and
unsullied — is well nigh impossible to deceive. Instinct is the product
of eons of evolution. So—called "intellect" is measured by the amount
of "information" one can store in one's head, whether that
"information" be essential or rubbish. When it comes down to
male/ female relations, it's a matter ofwhat animal signals are sent out
and how well the other party senses these. In combat —- animal, one-
on—one combat — instinct takes over completely and the intellect shuts
down so as not to impede the organism in successfully fighting to
preserve its existence.

Only man in his ignorance, pride and conceit, his off-base
worldview with himselfas the center of the universe and aboveNatural
Law, has made possible the awful mess people are living in today.

But did you ever notice how people with healthy instincts rarely
need to be propagandizedor otherwise "straightenedout"? Those who
require propagandizing can only at best hope to make up a class of
distant followers, never leaders. Leaders and the Leadership Cadre
itself must be able to serve as their own guiding light and their own
inspiration, they cannot be'skaterswho need to lean on anyone else or
be carried when times are tough ("Nobody ever told me it might be
like this!"). Total instinctive awareness is far superior to any number of
years in a university. Can instinct be cultivated and can it be dulled? I
rather think so and I am certain the Jews think so too, which is the
reason for such things as "Project Head Start” and the general program
of school bussing. To kill off the instinct before it has a chance to
grow. To what extent the artificially created drug plague plays a role in
this can only be estimated but I feel it must be devastating.

Regardless of the degree of any success the Jews and the System
may have had or shall have in the future in making the walking dead
out of otherwise healthy, happy human beings, the number that
somehowmanages to hold on — through some fortuitous genetic twist
— and resist the poisonwill respond to the call when it comes from the
rightLeader. The rest, as we can clearly see already today, are ofno use
anyway.But what I refer to as the proper Leader or the proper lead is

just that. It is not one more poor man's sneaky attempt at a clever
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Charade or club activity. Far less is it an exercise in counter—culture
revisionist thinking. It is a call to ACTION. Itwill be a call formillions
of people to lay down their lives. It had better ring true. Most of all it
is a call to action by those currently ACTING on their own.

I've said in the past thatwhen it really starts to happen itwill happen
FAST. Right at the moment nothing is happening. Nothing except our
enduring this most tiresome, agonizing and potentially discouraging
phase of the struggle when nerves and spirits are tested to the utmost.
The instinct for action cannot be fooled. It will not respond to a false
alarm. Nothing half—hearted will strike fire. I've seen many small sparks
made. I've seen the pattern of how it works. When the current is
running through you — and only then — it can be transmitted to others
and the process of making an army has started. I did it myself again
last month and worked a last—minute miracle in court. Of the small
army I contacted the nightbefore, not a single one failed me. Some got
out of sick beds, others left their jobs in order to be in court at 8:30
a.m., in order to be there for that purpose.A real purpose, not bullshit.

That sort of thing can only happen fast. Dragging it out will kill it
surer than any action by the Enemy. And what has the Right Wing
been known for these umpteen decades other than DRAGGING IT
THE HELL OUT? People get TIRED. I am tired but I also happen
to be one of the tiny few whose guts are on fire permanently. Most
people don't have the capacity or the desire for that. Massive—scale,
high—performanceoutput can only be maintained for short periods. A
successful revolutionary will know how to get it, how to direct it and
how to secure rapid results before it dies down. Look at the 1905
aborted revolution in Russia, or the Munich Putsch, or the so—called

"revolution" of the Sixties.
Other than members of the hardcore, the rest will respond only to

a visible, known and familiar Leader figure. And down through the
ranks that pattern will follow. Personal loyalty has historically been
what the "hinge of fate" has turned upon. Owing to the split—second
dynamics (historically speaking) of great revolutionary movements,
this is well and good. Lenin lived the bulk of his fifty—odd years in
comparative obscurity, as an exile. But he was theMan In Time for the
Russian Revolution, and afterwards only lived a scant six more years.
Hitler knew that as Leader of the world's most crucial revolution he
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had to move fast lest he die and his revolution flounder without him.
”He spoke with the eloquence of emergency," and the current which '

ran strong through himwas conveyed to all ofGermany.
Those who are already committed to the struggle — whetherwin or

lose — these are the ones who need propagandizing and politicking so
as to hone themselves up to maximum ability. Ifwe try that on people
who are already waiting for the Leader to appear so that they may
follow him, we will alienate and lose them. THEY DON'T WANTTO
HEAR IT. Hell, I don't want to hear it.

If anything, the instinct is the only ”soul" any of us will ever know.
The only God any of us has exists in our bloodstream. Let us hope
that the God withinwill provide our souls the answer to the dilemma
we face and give us the strength to lead our people. Whenwe begin to
lead naturally then a hundred years of brainwash and distortionwill be
smashed in an instant.

[VOL X11, #9 _ Sept, 1983]

Culture and Conditioning
Culture is a subject not yery often brought up in SIEGE because,

in a revolutionary context, it tends to give the ring of something
irrelevant, and, in this jungle—izedmilieu where some of our own best
fighters enjoy nothing better than "rock" music, it might even appear
as a flat—outwaste of time. But it is important to know and understand
what culture really is and, in so doing, come to understandbetter about
human behavior and the effects of the stimuli around us on it.

First, true culture comes from blood. Here today we have a
bastardized culture just the same as the make—up of the American
people grows increasingly bastardized. Then, as the old—timers will
readily attest, there is the role of the Jew in what has been called
"culture distortion" for his own peculiar purposes and toward his own
particular ends. In truth, the West today has no culture. These
consumers hang onto the language and customs of a bygone age
because they can't come up with anything so organized and intricate
on their own. Some of the music aficionados will travel and sit for
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Brahms at the age of fifty
Civilization... It’s a White thing.
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hours and pay huge sums ofmoney to hear music played of a hundred
or two hundred years ago. (Music isn't being written anymore and the
language is degenerating into a mass of "ya know's," "freal's" and
"muthafucker's," etc.)

Theymight tell you that, in a democratic society, it's amatter of free
choice or of personal taste. Our side will affirm there is such as the
"mass taste" which will always tend toward mediocrity. But the trick,
as always, about any so—called democracy is that it is one big loop hole,
gaping wide like an open invitation to all the sharpies and hucksters to
move in and take over. That iswhat already took place here generations
ago. And then the questionof "free choice" becomes a moot one as it
is all relegated to only those "choices" the taste-makers see fit to place
before you. (Control of mass taste and opinion is absolutely no
different than control of so—called "democratic" elections: The
manipulators present two of their favorite dummies for you to pick
from. Eitherway, you lose.)

I'll use myself this time as a case in point. My meeting with my own
culture was by complete accident. I could have been no more than ten
years of age when, over the FM radio of my father's car, I caught the
sounds ofmusic such as I had never heard before. I didn't knowwhat
it was or who wrote it but I knew it was reaching out to me. And I
must emphasize that it reached out not as anything prescribed socially
but instead like a call of the wild. Here was culture and, as a product
of blood, somethingin my bloodwas responding. After I had managed
to get together a basic selection of classical and romantic music, I
found out it has been one of Brahms' Hungarian Dances. Blood to
blood.

Then, at a similar or even younger age hearing my first taste of
"Rock 'n' Roll." I thought to myself that this surely must be a joke.
Why, these people can't even speak properly

The feeling was identical to learning the nameof a beautiful girl one
has seen on the street and fallen instantly in love with.

Then there is conditioning. I had experienced the syndrome long
before Commander Rockwell explained it in his ROCKWELL
REPORT. I can still go to my LP records and put on the turntable a
piece ofmusical trash... BUT I will instantly be transported to a happy
time and place and the overall effect will be a pleasant one. The
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Commander called it Pavlovian in principle and he was quite right.
Pavlov was the Russian scientist who experimented in conditioning
dogs through the use of flashing lights, ringing bells and even electrical
impulses at their feeding time. Once the dogs had become accustomed
to all the artificial and extraneous conditions and had come to associate
them with the most pleasurable and essential matter of eating, the
experimentwas proven. Place the food before the dogs without the
lights and bells and the dogs wouldn't go near it. Flash the lights and
ring the bells and the dogs would slaver at the mouth even in the
presence of no food. Humans don't like to think that they are no
different in their instincts and reflexes.

How perfect is the System's brainwash and conditioningapparatus!
It is total and complete! No matterwho you are, where you are or what
you are doing, if you have on a radio, record player or television, the
System is there and you are being conditioned. The logical result has
been that all this noise and claptrap has become social ritual. Without
it, forget it. You're not a part. The occurrence I experienced of the
Black who happened upon the playing of a symphony on a portable
FM radio and inquired, "Wus dat?" is indicative but not as troubling as
the youngWhite girlwho couldn't bear to be alone in the bath without
loud noise blaring over her radio. -

I've chosen music as my example in this as it is an art form that
cannot be idly or coldly stared at in a museum or gallery, it requires
participation in the same manner as a stage play, etc. Music is
emotional. Andwe've got a country full of badly emotionally disturbed
people.

Conditioningis everywhere but it is not everything. There are those
few who hear and respond to that call of the wild I spoke of. For
someonewho can't dance or play a musical instrument, I still believe
I'm one who appreciates and loves best themusic of our blood. I think
of the masters whowrote it — Wagner and Liszt, etc. — and I know they
weren't writing for the hell of it. Without words, the music is saying
something. It is blood speaking to blood. How few can hear it and how
fewer still can understand it? (How few even suspect or care?) That is
culture and that is what is nearly completely lost.

[VOL XIV, #6 —]une, 1985]
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Conflict andAdversity
Most people run like hell at the first hint of real trouble. But their

idea of "trouble" is so ridiculously low-threshold that the word itself
loses its meaning. I have two ideas pop into mind at the mention of
the word trouble: One, a violent, physical confrontation, one—on—one
or between very small groups, wherein death or serious injury could
come at any second. And two, a bottomless pit of quicksand involving
an arrest and prosecution by the System which could result in, again,
death or permanent loss of liberty. That, to me, represents trouble and
I've run the risk of it routinely for eighteen years. Anything less than
those two merely amounts to varying degrees of a pain in the ass. For
most, however, trouble in the first degree starts in earnest with spooks,
ghosts and goblins breaking loose and running amok through their
childlike and undisciplined imaginations, playing on their fears and
dark spots representing areas that are unknown to them.

Violence, hardship, jail, ostracism and all the rest are those very
same dark places of the brain and the experience that all "good
citizens" are supposed never to know. We, as professional
revolutionaries, know thein quite well and are on daily, intimate terms
with them. We, as a result, don't scare easy. Implications and threats
are better names for ghosts and goblins in this modern day reality. Only
physical annihilation — or the immediate prospect of — should give us
any pause. The rest is garbage and it is for the teeming BILLIONS of
the earth's swine to cower before the remainder, just as Haitian savages
would before voodoo.

It's been said that pressure makes diamonds and no truer words
were ever spoken. I've had often occasion over the past twelve months
to comment that you never know a person until you have known them
under extreme stress. Most, instead of becoming diamonds, are
reduced to coal dust in a hurry. But without these live—ammo exercises
in daily life well before revolution spills over into the street, how are
we to know reallywho is who? How are we to know in fact who we
are ourselves unless we are TESTED? Right Wing bullshit—slinging and
cat fights are no test. Smears in print are no test. Power struggles
among powerless contenders are no test. The old style street
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demonstrations WERE kinds of real tests as were the resultant
entanglements with the System (not to mention the Enemy in the
street) and the Pig Bureaucracy. Only when you tangle with a REAL
ENEMY who can cripple or kill you if you make a single false move
can you accurately gauge your prowess in any area.

When situations get hard it first of all causes one to take a true stock
accountingof the people and things around him. At those times he can
see the clearest of all... because he must ifhe is to fight well and survive.
Just as the hardest tests cull out weak individuals, it also cuts out
weakness in the strong individuals and this is what accounts for the
phenomenon of the strong getting even stronger under fire. The
hardest trials are the great leaveners of men. Performance under
prolonged stress is the only way of knowing because all of the rest can
be faked. Commander Rockwell called for men ready and willing to
march into hell with him. He got only a handfulbut look at the legend
they created in nine short years! What could be donewith a thousand?
Ten thousand of those types?

Conflict and adversity should be viewed as no particular problem,
no big deal. Just as part of the job. It comes with the territory. Once
we see howwe can deal with it and overcome it, and once we recognize
what it does FOR US, then it should almost come to be Viewed as an
old and welcome friend. We must know the ways of adversity and be
comfortablewith them. Those who fear adversity and who spend their
existences trying to keep it as a stranger, may the Devil take and
sacrifice!

[VOL XIII, #6 — June, 1984]

When Struggle Ceases
Joseph Tommasi was fond of the saying, "Those not busy being

born are busy dying." Indeed, he was at that time in the midst of the
struggle to see to it that National Socialism didn't die because of an
established, central control that refused to grow, to expand, to adapt.
The result was as simple as it was predictable: Those that refused to
grow died; those that did change soon came to effect and influence the
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course of the entire Movement. This is a law of nature; it applies
universally and there are no exceptions.

But this segment has to do with that which the Rightists and
conservatives either can't recognize or refuse to come to grips with.
That fundamental, social—historic fact of life which ruled out from the
very beginning any chance of their strategies meetingwith any success
whatsoever. It is a question of knowingwhen death approaches, why
and what can be done about it.

Never having gone the more or less traditional route of being a
"bigot" or a "red neck" or being prejudiced on any matter, as a small
kid I used to have an almost affectionate admirationfor theBlacks and
onemight possibly see how such an attitude could exist, especially in a
child. And having been born a rebel, I really liked the effect they had
on — not to mention their performance in — a classroom.

I never became a liberal or, to use the vernacular of the Sixties, a
"nigger—lover" because I had always sensed that these peoplewere alien
and I could always feel the element of resentment and even hostility
that emanated from them. Still, at no time did I count myself as their
enemy. Undoubtedly, the first among my very few bad personal
brusheswith the Black Rage occurredwhen I was about eight years of
age (this was well after these sentiments just outlined had already been
formed). A chum and I were in the habit of hiking around the city and
the area that immediately surrounds it. This day as usual we were
equippedwith packs and canteens, etc., and had set off towards the
west. This was to take us to the southwestedge of town, the part largely
inhabited by the Blacks. Some trepidation had already attached itself
to this course but we figured the odds against anything untoward
happeningwere fairly slim.

No sooner hadwe approached the perimeterof the colored district
than we encountered the approach of two Black youths, several years
older than ourselves, about a block away and closing in. It was clear to
both of us that trouble seemed to be on theway but my friend decided
to take evasive action that, to me, appeared worse than futile ~ it
appeared provocative. He crossed to the other side of the street. Had
there been any doubts before as to whether somethingwas to happen,
they were erased when one of the Blacks also crossed over to the other
side. In those days, I was noted for my ability to run like the wind but
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I didn't entertain the thought that day. This was an obvious
confrontation.All parties proceeded forwarduntil contactwas made.

The tall, lanky mulatto who was now confrontingme demanded a
drink frommy canteen. A similar scene was taking place directly across
the street. What I was feeling at that moment I would only years later
come to know and identify: the exhilaration of the natural adrenaline
coursing throughmy body in anticipation of the primal conflict which
appeared imminent. The "moderns" then and now referred to it as
"fear." My refusal was as curt as it was unequivocal. There followed
more demands, more physical menace and more refusals while, as
though to illustrate the apparent despair of the situation, frommy side
vision came the scene of the other Black hoistingmy partner's canteen
for his drink. Finally, my Black grudgingly gave up and moved on. This
one had been a bluff but other, later ones were not to be. I can only
imagine the Black conversation afterward but my companion, after
rejoining me, could only say, "You looked nervous as hell." Yes, but
that's not where the difference was decided.

And therein was perhaps a microcosm of the world conflict. We
had something and they figured to take it away. They even thought
they had us sized—up properly and they were half right. A question of
wills perhaps. .

The great advantage that the Third World elements have in the
world and in our midst is that they still struggle. It is NOT the aid and
comfort lavished upon them by the jews and bleeding-heartliberals,
though this is most assuredly considerable. Their greatest impetus
today comes from those among their leaders who are claiming that
they, as a group, have made no significant progress since the 1960's.
This spurs them onto continued struggle. Idiotic Rightists and
conservatives take hollow consolationat the same words addressedto
Blacks and fall back to sleep. Struggle is the force of life itself. Where
there is ample struggle, there is not only life but also strength and all
that attends.

Struggle brings with it awareness and touch with reality.
Whites perceive — even if unconsciously — that their struggle has

been over for longer than they or any of their predecessors really can
tell. When, during the mid—Sixties, as a youth in junior high school, a
classroom ofmixed Blacks andWhites was collectively chanting”Black
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Power, Black Power," the explanation one White offeredme later was
that therewas already "White Power" and that ”Black Power" was only
the fair thing. By instinct alone, that didn't wash at all with me even
though, at twelve or thirteen, I was unable to articulate in my mind
exactly why. In fact there was no "power" at all. Only a pie ofwhich
everyone wanted a piece. And, just as nature decrees everywhere, the
most and biggest pieces go to the most aggressive. Struggle.

CommanderRockwell did a superb, unsurpassablejob in outlining
and explaining why the workings of this society and the behavior of
Whites in general were going haywire and I won't attempt to recover
that ground. I will propose to determinewhat was at the bottom of it
all: that Whites had no goal left to them as a people while all other
races did, to wit, to gain for themselves all the material riches and
technological wonders in the hands ofWhites. Hitler and his National
Socialists were blessed with a very sudden and real sense of struggle
which made possible theirmiracle.

Americans particularly have been bombarded from birth with the
idea that they have it all, that they have it made and that they nowmust
share it, give it all away. The instinctive search for struggle cannot be
denied, only perverted. We' see today limitless individual struggle. As
meaningless as it is empty. Not the mark of a great society but that of
a helpless one. One that is LOST. N0 longer a great people but just a
mass of mean, mediocre, little nothings. Ripe for any downfall but
incapable of any greatness. Without struggle, identity is lost. Lack of
uphill push results in increasingly downhill momentum. Without the
unifying bond, a people becomes estranged from itself, from its past,
its present and its future.

That is the reason for the otherwise "inexplicable" decay.And there
is why no "quick fix" or "shot in the arm” remedy can be entertained
as real. There is also the answer to why all the so—called "pro—White"
efforts fail without exception. Whatwe must find are more and better
ways to distance ourselves from the knee-jerk reactionaries, the mere
anti—Semites, the mere racists. If this society were not ripe for death,
would it so willingly harken to the Jewish and liberal song of death?
Would it cooperate so readily?No, my comrades, the struggle and the
crymust be for that which is pro-revolutionary,exclusively.A political
army sharing a common struggle!Do not be deceived any longer.
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[Vol XV, #2 - Feb, 1986]

Dedicated To My Enemies
This segmentwas conceived and notes for it put down during a

moment of depression. When running on an even keel, not to mention
while feeling elated, one finds that it isn't easy to discuss a last-ditch
frame of mind. Needless to say, one can find good and bad moments
under practically any and all circumstances but when things get
miserable and tend to remain that way over extended periods, the
difference is usually made between people who can or cannot find a

way, some means of tying a knot and hanging on when they have
reached the end of their rope. I know. I've been there - often — and
sometimes for years at a stretch. And I promise you that I would not
be here now had I not quickly learnedwhere and upon what to focus
my attention during those dangerously low times.

In this saddest period ofMan's history when all do indeed either
fall silent or become untrue, when all meaning and purpose seem to
fade and vanish and it is either difficult or impossible to believe even
in one's self, to whom can you turn for the strength to carry on?What
can provide the jolt to the senses to snap you out of it and put you
back on the fighting track?Who else but one's own circle of enemies?
When you wouldn't carry on for so—called "friends," after you've
already given yourselfup for dead, when even the Cause itself appears
lost, as long as there are those personal adversaries out there who
might just gain some tiny degree of vindication at one's fall, there has
always been given the one, single reason to go on to the end.

Beyond the absolute fact that a man without enemies is worthless
as a friend, there is the equally powerful truth that a man's enemies can
and do serve a definite use in his life's struggle. Again, when everything
has lost its meaning andworth, the presence of a string of enemies can
provide a reason for life. I've never been disappointed or betrayed by
an enemy. To them, I am Number One and rate special attention
accordingly. They do me honor in this way when all others have
forgotten or turned their backs. When life itself has taken on every
aspect of a bad joke it becomes reduced to a kind of game where the
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object is to keep building, keep winning for no other reason than to
confound one's enemies. Probably unbeknownst to them, over the
years they have each and all provided directionwhere there had been
only aimlessness. They have instilled resolve where there had been
resignation. I am sorry indeed to have to say that I could make no such
dedication as this to any supposed comrade or friend.

Perhaps a handful of long—time readers of my output will recall
some of my more lengthy dissertations on those whom I felt were
doing a great disservice to the Movement and perhaps they will
remember these as "smears" of a sort. Note always that I never claimed
to have been undone by, nor did lever attempt to "put the blame on,"

any of those named or alluded to in these exposes but that I instead
carefully pointed out the mistakes that had been made, for whatever
purpose, so that they might be recognized and not repeated in the
future. No, my enemies cannot undo me. Only I can do that. As long
as my enemies are around, new ones coming after the old, then they
shall be my own best defense against that by keeping me constantly
alert and on my toes.

Despite the debt that I may owe them, and that some of themwho
may read this could become ill at my revelation, I do not fool myself
in false sentimentality about it. Enemies are enemies and, if allowed to
build up or join forces against one, then he has invited his own doom.
I View it as a war and a war it is indeed. I will kill them if I can. I owe
them much — call it vengeance or call it justice, whatever you will. As
with most larger, more important things in life, I fear I owe themmore
than I can repay.

[VolXII, #7 - July, 1984]

When lndomitable Wills Despair
When this occurs it is definitely time to look out. No greater

dynamite, potential or otherwise, can I imagine. I know... I'm one and
I knowwhat I have in mind. This is the exact point atwhich revolution
appears within any society. It of course, at first, appears silently and
unknown even to that person within whose brain it is beginning to
hatch. It takes time to find its definition and take its form. It takes
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more time still to get into action and to manifest itself. But it always
traces its start to within those who, in better times, would more likely
be found among society's professionalclasses.When enough of these
people despair of anything positive then, truly, anything can happen.

If there is anything that I desperately want to believe in it is the old,
historic maxim that every action will result inevitably in an equal and
opposite reaction. This after all would be the very thing we've all been
waiting for: the pendulum to return. But I refuse to hold out any
childish hope for anything that, in my carefully cultivated cynicism,
qualifies as only a pretty theory. Itwas this feeling that led me from the
Right Wing — where dreamers are forever building ”parties" to "take
over" the country and "clean things up." No, as I have said in the past,
this is DeathWatch 2000 and only the most grim and remorseless can
hope to make it all the way out to the end and be around for the final
body count. This is where I intend to be.

Not only is this where revolutionbegins, it also happens to manifest
itself as what the simple—minded and quaint see as "evil." Nietzsche
would understand but precious few others could ever cope with it.
Damned few can understandwhat it means to write your own rules as
you go along. Or doing whatever it is you have to do at the moment in
order to get themission accomplished. And only a fraction of a percent
know what it means to carry on in this manner and yet possess the
highest calling, to give a damn for nothing as it exists in the present
circumstances and yet proceed in a coldly methodical pattern ever~
toward the highest ideal.Most aren't capable. In order to be to able to
do this then, one must arrive at an understanding of those masses of
peoplewhich surround him.

The masses are approximately the same regardless where you find
them or during what time you find them. They have a way of killing
their Christs. They'd kill us if given a good, clean shot at it. A whole
world full of one, big Parisian mob. Never at any time are the masses
to be found "in the right" of the most profound issues. By the time
they have accepted these, they have long since gone stale and flat, just
as with Christianity. They will forever reject and try to destroy that
which is new and vital. This much of an understanding is necessary if
one is not to bash his own brains out in a vain and gullible attempt at
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setting the world straight (a world, by the way, that doesn't want to be
set straight).

[VOL XIII, #6 —]une, 1984]

Confused Recollections
To me, this is what all so-called "holy books" dating from timeless

antiquity are. Confusedrecollections. They are all variations of the one,
lost Truth which does go back to the beginning of, at least, Man's own
time. If the right meaning of these things was ever properly
comprehendedon earth in the beginning, then they certainly have been
lost and muddled by the time anyone first sought to capture them
down in writing. Primitive attempts at explaining the misunderstood
or the unknown. Stories dealing with the start and meaning of it all so
old and so re—told as to have long since taken on the air of nothing
more than meaningless fairy tales. And how much was embellished

along the way by opportunists seeking to terrify and control through
the method of "super spookism"?

Once the practical history and meaning was lost, then in came the
demand for blind faith in incomprehensiblefables. Hence the erection
of the religions and churches. The ultimate, cogentTruth having been
lost, the remainder thus is rendered meaningless and worse than
meaningless... dangerous. For it sets the basis for all enforced
unwisdom. This sort of thing is not the meat of revolutionaries.

[Vol XV, #3 - Mar., 1986]

The Big "If"

To attack religion, any religion, is a foolish waste of time at best.
Between ourselves we may discuss anything and in intelligent terms.
But the masses of people, whenever involved, have never yet been
separated from their peculiar religious beliefs. (If the Communists of
Eastern Europe weren't able to do it then no one can.) The question
need not even be a matter of philosophy or ideology but, rather, one
of strategy: do like the capitalists, and, lately, the communists,and get
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the Church spouting exactly what you want it to through infiltration,
etc. It merely helps keep down the friction. So much for that problem.

We are not a mass movement and this is not a mass publication
which is the only reason I, from time to time, even address the issue
of religion and the revolutionary movement. And when speaking in
terms of "the Movement," we are merely speaking of a core, a potential
for something more greatly significant. Within this core is a large
percentage of thosewho make theirmain thrust one of religion.

Among these are some of the leaders —- actual or potential — that I
happen to trust and respect most. Ninety—nine percent of what they
believe, preach andwrite conforms to that shared by the rest of us in
the Movement. (And by "the rest of us" I'm undoubtedly referring to
a minority.) But that other one percent is where the danger is found
that I take particular issue with. These peoplewill tell you thatwe can't
lose, no matter what. That at the very end of time, when the "Red
hordes," the "anti—Christ," the swarms of sub—humans orwhateveryou
will, just about have the White Race ("the Race of Angels") finished
off, then God or Jesus or Michael will come bursting through the
clouds at the head of a host ofwarrior angels andwill save the day.

(Some, whether by belief or in order to make this sound more
believable, make this tale analogous to the equally high hope of the
flying saucers which are even now supposed to be keeping close watch
over earthly developments.)

They'll tell you that without God or God's inspiration all is to no
avail and our best efforts are doomed from the start. They'll tell you
that God has stated, "vengeance is mine" and it is all out of our hands
from the start. They'll tell you that Satan presently rules all the earth
and is calling all the shots. All of this may well seem to fit the situation,
that is, everything going to hell on a greased pole with no visible
resistance or effective opposition. To some it may serve as an
”explanation" of sorts, as a sop to an otherwise wounded self—image as
some sort of political wizard.

Some of the more rough—and—readyamong them (not to mention
more realistic) will add that God expects you to fight for yourselfand
will only help those who help themselves. That is a little better for it
almost approaches the totally realistic view of one making his own
luck.
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Have you ever studied or heard what the Muslirm are saying, and
have been preaching for three decades and longer? It is almost the
same thing except for two important points: in this case it is the Black
who is the "superman" that is on an irreversible course and it is a Black
Allah which smiles down on them (yes, from a "mother ship” saucerl),
in their teeming billions, as they prepare to swamp the "White Devils."
The rest is a lot of mumbo-jumbo, all quite ridiculous. One thing I
found exceptionally ironic is that they count those most responsible
for their rapid ascension during this century — the Jews — as Whites,
saying, "they were the first out of the caves," and planning the same
demise for them as for the rest of us.

The answer of course is in the numbers and in the wirepullers
behind the scenes, not in whose "god" happens to be on top. Blacks
and Whites alike are fools because neither side fully understands or
appreciates the reason why things are the way they are. Blacks believe
in their newfound "invincibility" while Whites are convinced of their
own "guilt" and impendingend. Forgettingeven the numbers involved
for the time being and just removing the hidden, alien, Jewish factor
and the situation would begin to reverse itselfpractically overnight. A
simple matter of control-— who's doing the controlling and to what
end?

The new wave of thoughtwithin theMovement states thatwe must
stop thinking that the forthcoming end of the System and this society
means the end of theWhite Race or of higher culture. A defeatist will
hold to that outmoded line but a revolutionary will see the coming,
gradual collapse as a looseningof the very CONTROL that has led’up
to all of this in the first place. The intrepidwon't worry about the end
to convenience, luxuries and amenities that this coming collapse will
mean. Those who do allow it to concern them will, in all likelihood.
' To associate the facades of this crumblingcivilization, the lifestyles
and values of this decadent society, the "knowledge" of this backward
culture, with the life of theWhite Race as it effects the limitless future
is to express a kind of oneness with and a desire and a willingness to
go down with it... to the bitter end, waiting for some god to bail you
out at the last possible moment.

To an agnostic, that might be seen as one hell of a big "if." Years
ago I gave up the terrific effort it required to be an agnostic — or
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pretend to be one — and admitted to myself and others that I was and
am an atheist. In otherwords, there is no "if" factor: ifwe lose, we lose
on our own, all alone and we'll have lost FOR GOOD. Ifwe win, it'll
only be because a few of us — but certainly enough of us — got smart
in time and made the right moves. To me there can be no "it's." We
can lose and we will lose unless we do something to change the
situation. No one and nothing outside of ourselves can or will step in
to save us.

Too many races and too many religions are saying the same things.
There's historic explanation for that but it only spells out further the
confused state and lostmeaning of religion. Worse than that, the White
Man is saddled with an alien religion ~ counter to his warrior nature —

which is controlledby more aliens.And in this mess, he doesn't stand
a chance at all. I personally reject all of it and am convinced that it is
dangerous in that it is so self—deceiving. If it weren't, it'd be damned
silly nonsense and fairy tales.

I'm a believer in clear thought and strong action. I believe we are
our own "god" and control our own fate. And I know that we can't
leave any of this to chance or to an "if." As far as the Movement is
concerned, let us use religion as a tool to lead others whose
understanding is thus limited. We can't afford to pretend or to accept
for a moment that religion can ever lead us!

[VOL X111, #11 - Nov., 1984]

The Most Moral
I'm not in any danger ofwaxing religious but, at the same time, I've

never made any bones about the fact that I am total fanatic and true
fanatics tend to come to resemble one another in various aspects. But
in complete truth, many of these modern day religious fanatics could
take quite a few good lessons from an actual political fanatic. It offends
me to see these Christians insulting their own religion through their
lighthearted attitudes about it and their god as it involves their own
beliefs and lifestyles.After listening to and observinga few of them in
action lately, I have come awaywith a feeling of absolute piety.
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I have always attacked moralism. I am not — nor have I ever been
— a moralist. To me, that is a person who has been taught and who
preaches a set of behavioral rules which run contrary to their nature.
Consequently, they are forced to maintain and to practice, to hold tight
vigilance over themselves and even their thoughts and to live their lives
watching their step, so to speak. Human nature being what it is, they
slip up regularly and must come crawling back to their god asking for
forgiveness. And the cycle starts all over again. Modern day
Systematarians have provided themselves with endless "alternatives"
that are equally fine and dandy with the "new" godwho is very "hip.”
Just so that they are able to work it out in their own minds that as long
as they are somehow "square" with their maker, any despicable thing
goes.

Revolutionaries have no such "alternatives," no choices.
Immoralities arise from frivolities, trivialities, materialism, leisure

pursuit and a dissipation and rottenness of spirit. And the constant
preaching of morals is a sign of an intrinsically immoral society.
Certainly the revolutionary attacks conventional "morality" as the
height of hypocrisy.

As with the "sportsman: and the hunter, as with the dog and the
wolf, one kills for the pleasure of itwhile the other kills because he has
to. There is themorality. Everythingthemoralist does, he does in order
to fool somebody, if only himself. In order to make the appearance of
being "righteous" or in order to steal a few moments of physical,
animal pleasure.

Everything the revolutionary does, he does because he has to.
There is the justification and there lies complete and total morality.
The revolutionary does nothing ”for the hell of it," does nothing "for
the fun of it,” does nothing for the gratification or diversion of it.
Revolutionaries possess the highest goal, the highest calling and,
therefore, anything is allowed. And in this same regard, it was
CommanderRockwell who said, ”Only failure is immoral."

[Vol XV, #3 - Mar, 1986]
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ThreeWishes
This will have very little to do with my politics or philosophybut it

does signify a certain state I have arrived at in my twentieth year with
the Movement. If everyone were to be able to stop and look back in
reflection over the past the way I have done lately, it would be quite a
good thing for most. I've often enough attacked indulging in wishful
thinking but I believe, in this case, I may allow myself this luxury by
way ofmeasuring where I've come from andwhere I'm at.

First, I wouldwish that all ofmy enemies could be subjected to the
same tests that I have had to undergo heretofore. I confess my share
of anxiety and discomfiture but I managed to prevail in every case. I
would like to watch them each crack and crumblewhen placed under
the same trials and stresses that I had to cope with.

Second, I wouldwish that in each separate contest, every challenge
and every struggle, the actual, physical circumstances could have been
transposed to that of a battlefield. One of the greatest insults of the
present day is the way, for the most part, any swine who seeks to
offend or undo you can walk away — win or lose — with virtual
impunity. I wouldwant every hostile encounter to have been upon the
field of honor where the defeated do not get back up to try again later,
andwhere one lives or dies according to one's actions, not words.

Third, and most fondly of all, I wouldwish that I could time—travel
back twenty years and be able to be a constant companion and guide
to my former self as a youth thosemany long, uncertain years ago. To
be able to compensate for the bitter moments, of which there were
many, when as a kid, I had only lonely determinationto sustain me.

Twenty years into the future, especially to an adolescent, is "the
future" indeed. Those intending for themselves normal and average
livesmight balk at knowing what such a comparatively distant span of
time might hold in store for them, and increasingly so in these most
uncertain times. But to have laid claim to such a fanciful, outrageous
and impossible dream of what a life and career should be, to have
burned — literally - all bridges behind, and to have achieved in reality
whatwas but a personal dream at the start is somethingonemight take
an appreciable share of satisfaction from.
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Not a bad personal roster of hopes and regrets.
[Vol XV, #3 — Mar, 1986]

A Thousand Plagues,A Thousand
Curses

Among the things I have been since I first openedmy eyes at birth
is an atheist. But I've always been able to wax very "religious," quoting
scripture and even going so far as to get myself ordained, forwhenever
the occasion demanded. It seems as though I'm always ready with a
biblical connection to anything. Then too was one of the very first
realizations I ever made on my own as a child: That this world and
especially this society were on their way out. It irked me then only
because I didn't want to share in its fate. I hated it, I wasn't part of it,
I didn't want to go down with it. Then I encountered the Movement
with all the high plans of turning the mess around for the common
good. Only then began my real education. And today here I am with
my own conclusions. I'm afraid it's back to the Bible connections,
childishly simple hopes and fears, plus what was learned in a long
sojournwith the Movement.

I've learned all the "whys and wherefores." I have found out that
historic trends are irreversible (unless you happen to be Adolf Hitler).
And I stillmarvel at what can happen to a civilization and a people that
defies and blasphemes "God" (or you could read it as "tempts fate")
once too often.

One of the Christian tenets that invariably sticks in the craw of any
real White Man —- second only to "turn the other cheek" —- is that "the
meek shall inherit the earth." A lot has to do with definition of terms.
"Meek," in this instance, refers to those with their eyes and ears open
and their mouths shut. It has a lot to do with, quite simply, ceasing to
butt one's head into a brick wall. While the rest "speak out" in
meaningless blurbs, tomorrow's survivors will observe very carefully
but choose very wisely to stand mute and not ”cast pearls before
swine."

Did not the "Lord" state quite plainly that "vengeance is mine"?
Upon considering our somewhat less than omnipotent position, who
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are we to argue that? It's too much to expect that these fools will be
aware — or are aware now — of what's happening to them. There'll be
no opportunity for "I told you so." But ifwe dropALL nonsense right
now and take only appropriate steps henceforth,we might just be able
to hope that we will ESCAPE a wretched fate in common with those
vast multitudes who so richly deserve it. If you're caught out there
amidst the throngs when the time approaches, madly, futility
screaming and waving your arms in warning, you too will be trampled
by the same Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.

Youmay be getting the distinctimpressionby this time that I'll have
no difficulty in grinning at all of this. As I said before, I'm no idealist.

What we may hope for — realistically — is the total consumption of
these people, together with their rotten System, before our eyes and
through their own evil. What we may work for — realistically — is our
own physical salvation, the maintenanceof the quality of our lives, in
order that we or our posteritymay be the last on the scene, to have in
essence, inherited the earth.

I don’t know how many are familiar with the Serenity Prayer but a
decent paraphrasingof it would go like this: ”Teach me to change the
things that I am able; Teach me to accept those which I cannot; And
teach me to know the differenc'e between the two." During recent
months, two things have loomed up unmistakably in my mind and I
have seen that most matters which used to cause so much sweat and
anxiety, not to mention so much useless activity, can be bound up and
dispensed with in two theses: If you have in the past disassociated
yourself from any kind of mess, then just allow it (them) to be their
own best answer; if you are presently working to rid yourself of or
extricate yourself from an entanglement, then proceed to do so with
the same amount of care and consideration — and afterthought — as
you would to evacuating your bowels.

The fight to survive will be a full—time job. Leave the rest to
themselves. That is the worst penalty. Slime to slime. In the end, we
will remain and our handswill be perfectly clean.

[Vol XV, #6 — June, 1986 (this was the final issue of SIEGE)]
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The Future — don’t get trampled under by‘ it. ..
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Their Money's Worth
History's judgment is shifting and coming into focus gradually on

that large chunk of the US. population least worthy of a place in any
future. The middle class consumers are not only getting their full
money's worth from their efforts at keeping the economy and the
System going by working their pig jobs and paying their taxes, but
they'll be receiving huge dividends in times to come. They keep in line,
keep voting, keep the Beast System alive and in power and, in return,
they are raped, robbed, beaten, murdered, betrayed. They and their
children are turned into vile things not resembling actual human
beings. Their numbers are reducedwhile the numbers of the colored
are increased.

They are among the first to disown and attack us and to embrace
theWorldEnemy. And for this they will continue to take the coward's
pummeling from their hard taskmaster in exchange for a few more
months or years of cheap, plastic thrills and hollow pleasures. While
we are under some of the worst pressurewe'll ever have to face, today
in the present, and while they go about making money as part of
"business as usual," the question in the backs of theirminds must be:
what, if any, future this all has-We, on the other hand, have little to
worry about. When the final awakening comes, and catches probably
the majority of the rest completely unprepared, they‘ll experience the
agony of how it could be happening to them. Those of us still around
at that time will be saying over them, "DIE, GUY!"

[Vol XII, #8 — Aug, 1985]
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"I know that some man capable of giving our problems a final
solution must appear. And that is why I have set myself to do the
preparatorywork, only the most urgent preparatorywork, for I know
that I am myselfnot the one.And I know also what is missing in me
(to be the one). But the other one still remains aloof, and nobody
comes forward, and there is no more time to be lost."

— AdolfHitler, as quoted by Hans Grimm, 1928

"The man they have most reviled stands closest to us, and the man
they hate worst is our best friend."

— Adolf Hitler

”Our motto continues to be: 'White Man, stand with us and fight,
or stand out of our way!"'

— George Lincoln Rockwell

"Leadership in the struggle has to do with making things happen.
Leadership is the peoplewho are doing it, cutting through diversionary
debate, smashing forms and familiarities that hold us back, and
through developing and acting on a clear line ofhowwe move to win,
redefining the context, co'ntent, and meaningof the National Socialist
Movement and the Revolution. That's what we call SEIZING THE
TIME!"

— Joseph Tommasi

"Our greatestweakness is our beliefin our own weakness. We have
to communicate to all National Socialist Revolutionaries our strength,
and to show them our strengthwe have to show them the strength of
fighting. Wemust build confidencewithin the entire Movementbefore
we can hope to help people and lead those people in revolution."

—]oseph Tommasi
_

"I got no dead heroes.”
— Charles Manson
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Sum Total
Perhaps the hardest thing that NationalSocialists,pro-NS types and

even revisionist historians have to deal with is the question of what
effect did Hitler have on the world he lived in and what did he leave
behind? Of course, the other side has no such difficulty and is quite
clear and outspoken on the matter. They simply say that Hitler caused
the greatest disaster in human history and, not only that, but also
caused the direct demise of everything he himselfbelieved in andwas
fighting for. That is to say the end of "fascism" as a potent force, the
end of Germany as a united and independent nation, plus the spread
of Bolshevism over most of Europe. Those are the "failures" they
attach to his debit side. Paramount among his accomplishments they
list the slaughter of six million Jews. That one, at least, we have the
answer for ready at hand.

Let us back up within our own framework and state upfront that
the historical facts as we know them tell us plainly that the three
horrifically destructive things above were outcomes of the Second
WorldWar, a war thatwas forcedupon Germany, not a war that Hitler
sought but a war engineered by Big Brother forces to get their master
plan, i.e., world government, back on track after Hitler had messed it
up in 1933. As not just a fewjewish and pro—jewish writers (as opposed
to true historians) have openly stated in their books, Hitlerwas the one
personage and event of the TwentiethCentury that wasn't ”supposed"
to happen. That means that he wasn't planned, at least not by them.
The Federal Reserve System here was planned; the First WorldWar
including its outcome was planned; the Russian Revolution was
planned; the League of Nations was planned; the destruction and
betrayal of Germany to Bolshevism was planned as the linchpin to
Lenin‘s world revolution and nearly was an accomplished fact. But in
came Hitler...
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An Honest Man
Hitler's personal qualities which clearly come through in Mein

Kampf (a hot potato for the Jews as they can't burn it or otherwise
suppress it for fear of drawing too much attention but can only
forewarn you that it'll "bore you to death") are painfully striking in
these "modern" times. Total honesty, total conviction and total
courage. No compromises and no evasions. "Here are the facts, here
is what I'm doing — what are you going to do?" Hitlerwas a humble
man and a man of the people if ever there was one. What he wanted
he wanted for Germany and the German people, not for himself. He
would have had Germanywin the FirstWorldWar — in which he risked
his own life many times — so as to have been just a small part afterwards
in its national life. He would have rather helped someone else in the
task of resurrecting Germany after 1918 but, then just as now,
everybody seemed to be waiting. So an honest man of the people did
it himself.

Aside from positively infuriating the behind—the—scenesBigBrother
Systemites in Moscow and New York, Hitler caused unlimited
resentment and chagrin among the stooges of the System of his day
because he wasn't "qualified" to do what he was doing, he didn't have
the social "background" for world statesmanship which he had
assumed in the role of German Chancellor. It was this latter
resentment amongpetty European, nominally "White" politicians that
facilitated the war that would erupt in 1939. They claim Winston
Churchill to be the "Man of the Century" but friend and foe alike
should stop and ask themselves who'd remember Churchill today had
not Hitler entered upon the scene? Churchill was their most willing
and handy tool and as soon as his task was performed, he was
discarded by them.

Which brings us to the pivotal year of 1945. No real history has
been recorded since 1945. Nothing of a positive, upward nature has
occurred since then. Some technology has been developed which
threatens to destroy us all. Some infectious diseases have been curtailed
while degenerative disease now seems to be in all our futures.
Civilization is crumbling and dying.And they say "the best man always
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Wins"? Yet we, as National Socialists, are aware that Hitler and
Goebbels and thousands of others were talking about ultimate victory
even on their personal day of demise. Was this "propaganda" or were
they "insane" as the Jews and their friends tell us? Any intelligent mind
should know that no man and no organization of men can achieve
what Hitler and the NSDAP achieved by telling lies and being
unbalanced. And there is no way that a sacrifice of the magnitude of
Germany can have been for nothing.

[VOL XII, #11 — Nov., 1983]

TheMeaning of Hitler
People, even National Socialists, get the two dimensions of Hitler

mixed up and, thereby, lose the actual concept ofwhat he was in reality.
There was the inspired philosopher and reformer, then there was the
inspiredpolitician and statesman. Historyhas been full of the first type
and equally full of the second type but NEVER TOGETHER IN
THE SAME MAN. Aside from this, Hitler was entirely a man of his
people — racially, psychically, culturally. He was gifted with
extraordinary personal qualities. He was entirely fearless, selfless,
absolutely dedicated to his people. What he accomplished amounts to
the greatest miracle in history. Against every odd there was the
Philosophy, the Party, the Revolution, the Third Reich and even the
War itself. No one man has ever accounted for so much on his own —

all within twenty—five years!
As far as we today are concerned,thosewho are living to perpetuate

and advance Hitler's work, or at least live up to his example, need to
understand what he meant historically. His Movement and his

government represented the LAST TIME the workings of the old
order would ever be harnessed and put to use FOR THE GOOD of
the Whites of any respective nation. Hitler was the LAST CHANCE
for the revival of Western Civilization. And so, in that sense, it is
practically useless for us to attempt to emulate him today, for that
phase is PAST. For thosewho are aware of this then, the choice is clear
but it is not easy: Either dream in the past or live in the present, at the
same time while FIGHTING for the future.
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[vot x11, #3 — March, 1983]

AMan, The Man
It's worth saying again and again that the failing of the Movement

has not been one of name or symbolism but of strategy and tactics. A
few of our own best peoplehave correctly observedthat should a great
mind and personality exist with the potential of becoming another
Hitler, he would positively want nothing to do with the Movement in
its present state. He would be instantly repelled by the idiocy, the
smallness, the futility and the negative connectionwith the dead past.

But such amindwould by nature be committed to a course of open
action, just as Hitler was. He would waste no time in gathering
followers and in making himself known to the world — and to every
household— in his own original way. But how? And whatwouldbe the
world's reaction as well as the reaction of the individual? One way of
knowing is to recall how the world reacted, and still reacts, to Hitler.
The Jews are cunning and the individual is blind and stupid.

Someone of an extraordinary naturemust be among us somewhere
in one guise or another. Not one more faker either, but truly a
personality of extraordinary proportions.When one takes into account
that Hitlerwas joined by many great men then there is room to accept
that more than one might— must —- exist today. The times are still early,
historically.

[VOL X, #9 - Sept, 1981]

What to Look For and How to Look
Forget about knights on white horses or a stereotype Right Wing

superhero in a three—piece suit. Forget about middle America or any
one of those slobs arising out of the middle class or the "Silent
Majority." Expect them to remain silent throughout. Certainly you can
forget about any current Right Wing ”leaders" ever amounting to a
damn either by supreme sacrifice on the part of their memberships or
through blind luck. They are committed to defeat. In fact, no one who
says he is it is likely to BE it.
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You can throw out all the old rule books accumulated over the
decades. You cannot discover the right man either by searching
through the System or its media or by him trying to reach you through
the media or the System. He will not proceed by established rules.
Avoid all the symptoms of ”head—up—the—ass syndrome" if you are to
keep your eyes open wide: Moralism, squeamishness, prudery,
bourgeois hang—ups. Right Wingism, reaction, etc. Stop looking in all
the wrong places. If things are as barren as the Right Wing formula
would indicate, then we are truly lost.

And I cannot accept that as being the case.
Try thinking logically. The right man would know instinctively or

would learn very fast that the System would never knowingly allow a
real leader of the people to arise. Therefore he will never represent
himself as such. This all at once rules out the fakers and the assholes.
Hewould be well aware of the state of themasses ofpeople andwould
therefore not be a politician or follow a political course geared to a
hope of a mass following. He would know already that the people
cannot recognize their own leader. He would see that a formal
movement or organization cannot be successfully built (the System
won't allow it) and thereforehis everymove could be expected to defy
all convention.Being primarily a man of action, he would know better
than most that the truth remains for the moment our only and best
weapon. Therefore he would know how to put it to its best use.

Since the deaths of Rockwell and Tommasi there has not been a
personality type to fill the gap of possessing a magnetic and
commanding presence. Aside from the Right Wing being mainly all
chiefs and no Indians, what Right Wingers that do make up the rank—
and—file for the most part are of notoriouslypoor quality and have been
the bane of the entire Movement. The right man would have to be
quality in order to attract quality types around him. The Right, worse
than just words, is mostly paper words at that — dry and dead. This
man would possess the power of the spokenword which is the spark
to revolutionary action. He wouldmost probably follow in the classic
mold of greatness in that his apprenticeship in life would have been
long and his "career" would have only begun at or about the age of
thirty.
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One other thing. He would know the value of symbolism and he
would choose the Swastika as his symbol.

[Vol X, #9 - Sept., 1981]

Men of III Repute
In this Movement a man of ill repute is one who scares the hell out

of and embarrasses the fakers by approaching "kindling temperature"
and "bringing down the heat." I've done this two or three times in the
recent pastwhich is why I am my own publisher today: I've yet to scare
myself. But SIEGE might be called a publicationof ill repute because
it serves as part of a larger force geared toward the implementationof
everything printed in these pages. It is action—oriented, not idle chatter.
The majority of the rest are great when it comes to telling it like it was
or when it comes to singing the blues, both ofwhich are very "safe"
and even profitable.We howeverare more concernedwith NOW and
withWHERE WE GO FROMHERE.

Hitler and Rockwell were not mere philosophers or writers, they
were men of action! Men who acted upon their words! Let us right
now reclaim an old Anglo—Saxon word heretofore long since stolen
and perverted by our racial enemies and used when describing their
own minions to the unsuspectingworld: Men of "integrity." How often
have you heard that applied to complete scum—suckers until the sight
and sound of it alone is enough to sicken? The definition of integrity
— one definition — is simply COMPLETENESS. And, to me, this
would entail amanwho can think, speak andACT. What this also then
means is that men of integrity are hated and feared in this Movement.
They are, in essence, LEADERS who, again by their nature, threaten
the livelihood of crooks and fakers. Rockwell himselfwrote it again
and again that the White Race is dying from a lack of LEADERSHIP.

And in more recent times we have seen others: Joseph Tommasi
who first set this Movement on a completely revolutionary course. At
this point it should come as no surprise to anyone that Iwould include
in the first rank the name of Charles Manson, probably the farthest
ahead of his time, for having done in fact many of the things outlined
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Abdve and next page: Fallen Leaders.
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in the highly futuristic — but nonetheless straight—down—the-line —

Turner Diaries.
Those bogged down in System thought-processes hate men of

action but Rockwell knew, and as he wrote and DEMONSTRATED,
the peoplewill only respond to a man of action. Any other than a man
of action is effectively INVISIBLE.The truth will not make you free;
onlyACTION. How easy it has been for them to suppress all our truth.
Not so easily can they hide ACTION. It has the effect of leaving the
fakers and the parasites standing alone and exposed as in the middle
of a forty—acre field. It is electrifying. It is unifying. It builds the
confidence to go on toward even greater things.

One thing prettymuch for sure is that we may take a cue from our
communist adversaries and look at what were known in the Forties
and Fifties as "transmission belts." And as unpalatable as itmay be for
many in the Movement, it was said of Stalin that what kept him in
power over the huge, world-wide communist apparatus was not the
terror at his command but the faith, the trust and the respect that his
nameinspired in the rank-and—file. Men aremore apt to make sacrifices
for thosewhom they look up to for those men have made even greater
personal sacrifices or have gained far greater results themselves. And
that kind of stature doesnltcome quick or easy. CommanderRockwell
certainly had it. Joe Tommasi had it. The number is few.

The man of ill repute today must one day go on to emerge as the
Hero that he is just as our entire Movementmust emerge as the saviour
of an entire People. And the fever ofaction—orientationmust breakout
of the isolation it presently is in and assume infectious proportions
before our revolution can hope to sweep over the land, taking every
obstacle in its path. But it all begins with the proper thought. Those
with a lot of re-thinkingto do had better get started.

[Vol XI, #7 —]uly, 1982;]

Promise Destroyed; Promised
Destruction

At the height of Western development, that is during the mid and
latter Nineteenth Century, the best brains and philosophers accurately
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George Lincoln Rockwell, “Man of III Repute”, as photographed by the
PresidentialPortrait experts, Harris & Ewing.
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Above: Francis Parker Yockey, author of the Spenglerian tome, Imperium.
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predicated what the next century would hold for Western Man, the
White Race. And that was Adolf Hitler, National Socialism and the
Third Reich in Germany. As hard as it is for many of us today to View
the affairs ofWestern life in the Nineteenth Century as anything but
grand and glorious, those great philosophers such as Nietzsche hated
their own times and projected towards something much brighter to
come over the next two or three generations in Europe. Come it did
like a miraculous resurrection following the disaster of the FirstWorld
War and the future could hardly have appearedmore secure. Hitlerwas
the embodiment of that which the best had foretold, fromWagner to
Chamberlain, from Gobineau to Grant. Not only the fulfillment of
German national destiny but the answer to the total dilemma of the
West, the promise of the future of Aryan Man to be built upon the
foundations already laid from the time of the Renaissance, the
Crusades and even before, to complete the compassing of the globe
and to go on to reach out for the universe.

Only a lunatic or an otherwise fevered brain could have conceived
even a tiny glimpse of the Gotterdammerung of Europe, the Second
WorldWar, which ended - for all time — that promise that had begun
with the very beginnings of the West itself following the collapse of
Rome and of Classical Civilization. In that sense, true history came to
a halt in 1945.

Since that time, what we have witnessed has amounted strictly to
the decomposition of the dead body of what had been traditionally
known as theWest. And the process enters high gear as we look about
us today. Our best latter—day philosophers, from Francis Parker
Yockey (author of Imperium) to William Gayley Simpson's excellent
work Which Way Western Man? , and even including Commander
Rockwell's contribution to the field,White Power, all trace the growth,
the decline and the final destruction in their sagas of the West — the
world in which they each matured and lived. They analyze the death
symptoms and place the blame and responsibility squarely where they
belong. Butwith regard to the future they all agree on the same thing
as well: Either the suicidal trends are reversed mighty shortly or all
culture perishes forever. None of them are able to offer any bright ray
of hope, any assurances whatsoever, as did their predecessors one
hundred years ago. They pose the challenge of whetherwe will be able
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to put the lie to that maverick of thought among them, Oswald .

Spengler, who said so long ago thatwe were finished after all. And that
is precisely where we stand today.

Perhaps the one solid development that has occurred within the
Movement in recent years — very recent years — is the consensus that
not only is the total destruction of the world—wide System and
Establishment inevitable now, but it is our only best hope. Not even
Spengler himselfcould have foreseen a twist like that.

Those of us within the traditional Movement are today running a
dangerous risk of going downwith a past that we refuse to turn loose
of. The old NS phrase that announces that we are not the last star of
the evening but the first star of the morning is hollow and "trite" by
contemporary, smug definitions of "past" and ”future." Adolf Hitler
represented the END of one world-historic era and the man who
represents the START of a new one either has not appearedor he has
not yet been recognized. This man, whoever he may be, will however
definitely pick upwhere Hitler left off, of thatwe may assure ourselves.

There have been in the past, and still are today, many menwho can
be consideredas great leaders and "pointers of theway." So far though
they have all been of a single mold and, so far, none of their results
have even approached the spectacular, much less the epoch—making,
which is after all what is required. We must have a TOTAL breakwith
the past ifwe are to survive it. This means in very practical terms that
we should, we must, take up looking in places OTHER than those to
which we've become too familiarly accustomed. We must broaden our
scope.

Now if our latter-day prophets in the line of Yockey, etc., were
unconsciously saying something profound when they apparently left
us hanging with the specter of desolation, then it would mean that a
man would one day come to take all these loose, unexplained,
incomprehensible ends into his hands and make something of them
thatwe could use, thatwe could understand and follow. If aman never
wrote anything of his own then that wouldmake it all the much harder
for the rest of us to see and know him. But there was once before a
prophet who wrote nothing in his own lifetime and who was
recognizedonly after his death. In our supposedpresent level of higher
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enlightenment,we might hope to avoid the repeat of such a tragedy
and embarrassment. But can we?

Historic phases come and go but the pattern, the historic pattern,
doesn't change. Rockwell might say that unless we were able to be
ABANDONED by Providence itself — as he frequently referred to it
— then it seemed impossible to believe thatwe could be kept thus down
forever. That would have to be then the kernel of our essence that
keeps us believing. And in line with this thought would be the
repeating historic pattern of a man being sent in amongst us at the
moment of crisis to make the critical difference. We must not fall into
the trap of stereotyping the kind of individual, fromwhere and in what
manner,who might fulfill this historic promise.

First of all, would he not have to be totally APART, right from
birth, from this System and this Establishment if he truly were to be a
prophet for the future of our Race? And, in terms of practicality, what
would this mean? Might not it mean someoneyou'd hesitate to sit next
to at a coffee counter? Would it not mean a total outlaw? Second,
would not a man with such an historic mission to accomplish be one
of extraordinary powers ofpersonality, mannerismand speech?Would
he not be a LEADER of exceptional magnitude? And would the
System — could it — afford to allow such a man to roam free to do his
natural work? Third, would this man with a sacred awareness act the
part of our typical Right Wing fakers, i.e., a pretentious lout all decked—
out in gaudy uniform and demanding fealty from a handful of pitiful
defectives like some idiot? Or would he be found to be LIVING in his
one—on—one existence in amicrocosmof the exact same position as our
whole people lives in, in harsh reality, at the very BOTTOM?Hewould
be FOR REAL and in this world in its current state, "for real" means
not very pretty. Have we the guts to look it in the face even if itmeans
our own LIVES?

This is only another way I am trying to show the Movement of
approachingCharlesManson, for there is a great dealmore to him than
is generally supposed. I say only that the case merits a closer look on
the part of each and every National Socialistwho desires to be part of
the future. To scorn the strange man in the shaggy beard who sits
locked in a System jail cell simply because he doesn't fit some set
standard for what we might be expecting or hoping for is to be very
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foolish indeed. Be on the lookout for the thief in the night. It isn't that
we've been looking in all the obvious places because, from an historic
standpoint,we simply haven't been. We've been looking in all the easy
places, rather like sitting in one's living room at home and watching
the progression of clowns pass before the screen of the TV over a
period of years. The stakes themselves and the nature of the
circumstances should tell anyone of logical mind that nothing about
this will be pleasant or easy, let alone conventional.

I've been assured that things will happen fast when they begin to
happen.

[Vol XI, #7 -]uly, 1982]

Forces Which Are Positive
What shames the entire Right Wing existing today is that Hitler

outlined, step—by—step, what to do and how to do it in Mein Kampf.
Nobody since Rockwell and Tommasi has had the guts and the
gumption to do it. Hitler also told us within the pages ofMein Kampf
precisely how to spot the rightman, our best friend, at a glance, and
we have for the most part failed to heed his guidance in that as well.
What propelled Hitler and his Movement in Germany ever forward
was duty, love and devotion, all ofwhich were applied under the most
expert management. Doing the best one can do given the
circumstances of the moment.Yet, allowing for what occurred in 1923
and in 1945, we must always bear in mind that even the best, most
inspired efforts may be overwhelmed.

Right Wing hate and paranoia won't make it and cannot hope to
form the basis of a movement. The power and force trip won't make
it either for the Movement is powerless. Socio—political tunnel—vision,

being too close to ourwork, is fatal because everything must be taken
and viewed in balance with everything else. Someone said that we are
"operating in a vacuum." We are not. A better way ofputting it is that
we are "starring in our own movie." There must be total awareness,
not partial ignorance. There must be absolute love for our own Kind
plus an abiding respect for all Nature. There must be the spirit of
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sacrifice, somethingwhich was always at a premium in the Right and
which has now all but evaporated.

Because we were hyped on the para—military approach, because we
saw only narrowly, because we were very ignorant of what was going
on around us, because were largely unaware and because hate and
paranoia were two of our main pillars, we lost track of events after
1967, that is, whenwe lost our leader, CommanderRockwell.

The very year of Rockwell's death a new path was being blazed
three thousandmiles away on the other side of the continent. Two very
short years later, in 1969, it burst upon the world as few things have
done before and it remains alive and in full force with us today. Even
as National Socialists, we have been blinded and have proven equally
vulnerable to the System media misrepresentationevery bit as much as
the cursed and despised "masses," the "goyim." We are fully capable
of being just as bigoted and prejudiced as the Jews and the Liberals
claim we are. It took me fully twelve years to really wake up and see
that here is a man and a movement with all the right credentials that
Hitler himself specified and which has to qualify positively as the
System's "most reviled."

- [VOL X, #9 - Sept, 1981]

Power to Blow Nazis' Minds
We were supposed to be the ultimate mind—blow and indeed we

were until after the death of Rockwell. Still in all, at the best of times,
we labored and struggled under the stigma of "un-American," again
because of the past. The Commander sat up most nights painstakingly
devising ways to shock the pants off of complacentAmericans. One
man succeeded in doing this without so much as trying. There is only
one man and one group of followers who can conceivably be
considered as being smeared as much, if not more so, thanAdolfHitler
and his Nazis in Germany. And, it is important to note, smeared by
the self same people. With Jewry and its accomplices all—triumphant at
the close ofWorld War Two, and with the Nuremberg Trials as a
precedent, can the outcome of any head—on clash between this man
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and his followers and the System — especially in 1969 — be doubted?
The System is as fearful as it is vengeful.

At a closer look, if, as anyone will agree, true leadership is a pyramid
then the fact that nothing of a positive, epoch—making nature is
happening currently has an easy explanation. The leader is jailed and
the pyramid is thus turned upside—down. Today's Right Wing is
notoriouslymade up of born losers while the Party in Germanywas
composed of born winners. Only Hitler himself — by virtue of an
extremely fortuitous genetic combination— might have been taken as
a "loser" during his thirty—year apprenticeship period, but yet rose to
the top as the Leader of Leaders. One man today rose to the top of a
group of people taken mainly from society's elite upper—crust whose
own origins were something less than modest. The time, the place, the
wrappings are different. The phenomenon is the same. Hitler and
Rockwell stressed the importance of appealing to the young. This man
did so as naturally as he did it dynamically. Reality is emphasized.
Wishful thinking negated. The traditional Right has the stigma ofbeing
sexually hung up. It was women who voted Hitler into power and it
was Commander Rockwell who said, "A man who won't fuck won't
fight." One person today has a reputation for having declared war on
sex hang—ups. Rough, back~to-natu're survivalism was being practiced
in the 1960's. Rather than a stag milieu, this group was made up of
men, women and their children. Only Whites were permitted. Jews
were recognized for what they are. Environmentalismwas practiced
and war was declared against polluters and exploiters in the 1960's.
Death to System sucks and Hollywood phonicswas practiced... and a
System lynching took place.

[Vol X, #9 — Sept, 1981]

The Truth Is One
The One Truth came to be called National Socialism by Adolf

Hitler in 1919. Today, under a different setting it might be called
Universal Order, or somethingof the like. N0 one has a monopoly on
the truth. And no one has a monopoly on the proper modus operandi:
DO IT! No one is invulnerable to the common pitfalls, like
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blabbermouths on the inside. Anyonewho really hits the System can
expect to be hit back. And when it involves the System’s ”President"
who publicly voices the "thumbs down" before any trial has taken
place, then you know it must be of a unique nature for sure.

I am no kind of a sucker for a bandwagon or a con game of any
sort. The fact is that, after doing my own trip for over twelve years
while all this other was transpiring, almost totally oblivious to it all, I
stumbled onto a discovery similar only to the discovery I made when
I bumped into Adolf Hitler — the real one as opposed to the media—

created one which everyone is aware of. And as with that earlier
discovery, I proceeded to check it out thoroughly. To first read all the
System trash available on it and then to unravel and separate truth from
lies. To get to know the actual people involved rather than to take
someone else's word for it. To begin to get personally involved in it
myself and start to become identifiedwith it not giving a damn what
anyone else — in their ignorance — cared or said. The experiences and
feelings that I went through during last fall and winter after making the
acquaintance of Charles Manson and members of his Family can only
be compared to those I went through after first becoming a National
Socialist and dealing with the rest of the world as such. It was and
remains a special kind of feeling.To sum itup I quote from one Family
member who commented after I had introduced her to the books of
George Lincoln Rockwell (for she was already familiar with Mein
Kampf), "Where Rockwell stops, Manson begins."

Of the two groups — ours andManson's — theirs is the more current
and up—to—date. Psychologically and in coming to grips mentally with
the nature of the situation, they are way ahead of us. Practically and
operationally, we are ahead of them. It can only be compared to
making contact with another intelligence in the universe. ”What has
your science learned?" They are leery only of individuals, not of the
world and the situation itself as so many in the Right are. They
expected ultraviolence and blood—and—guts from us just as I was told
by the Jewish media to expect of them. The basis of our idealism is
practically the same whereas our redneck and cultivated "macho"
image makes us out to be barbarians, the preponderance of women in
the Manson Family — though no less action—minded gives them a lot
more of a religious, "apart" quality. They are in fact very moral, quaint
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in many ways, naive in some ways, polite, soft-spoken, but more
fiercely dedicated than most I've known calling themselves National
Socialist. They are scrupulously honest. They bewilder me at times.
They are very, very slick. They are keenly intelligent and usually know
what you're about to say before you say it. They resent the image made
for them by the media far, far more than we resent the one that has
been made for us. We laugh at and enjoy ours while they are outraged
and indignant over theirs. When dealing honestly and openly with
them — as I always have done — we get along together magnificently.
Lying and holding back, or the playing of phony ego or personality
games with them is detected immediately and is held up before one
just like a mirror. Racially, they are all tops. Maybe when we speak of
the kind of person and mentality of the future, we are actually talking
about these kind of people.

No one reading SIEGE should allow any of this to shock them or
become dismayed in any way for I have been of the same mind since
before the first Manson contacts were made. We have our areas of
disagreement. I can present no hard-and—fast conclusions at this time.
Certainly no drastic changes in course are contemplated. I do know
that circumstances are removing options fast and that our course and
the Manson course seem to be converging. Manson acted in 1969 (and
the understandingand appreciationof that act stands at about zero). It
is now 1981 and he is still there and watching. I was asked by one,
"What took you so long?" I had to stop and think about my answer
before I could give it. I felt like a novice, a dumb—ass kid. You can't
bullshit these people. We were separated by three thousandmiles and
were developing in our own worlds, with once huge differences which
have shrank drastically over the years. We have essentially arrived at
the same place having come across widely divergent paths. We have a
lot to offer one another.

And the Enemy, just as the Truth, is the same.
[VOL X, #9 — Sept, 1981]
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Above: “Servant of the Truth”, Charles Manson.
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Charles Manson
They'll say that you can't have anything to do with such a criminal,

such a defective, such a pervert, such a monster. The lesson of history
is clear and the method of the Jew is exposed for those with the
understanding,the intelligence and the courage that it takes to put it to
use. For the rest, they write themselves off right away, as easily as that.
The Revolutionis going to call for peoplewhowill think, "To hell with
all that other! What has he to say?" For when they exclaim to hell with
the other, they mean the whole System, everything it says and
everything it stands for. They then stand at the beginning. (Adolf Hitler
was unable to do this because at his time he was able to work within
that system but, in so doing, may have engenderedhis own ultimate
end.)

Those who cannot, under any circumstances, accept or even try to
accept Manson are unconscious of the fact that, in reality, this means
they cannot accept their own reflections. They are then severely
crippled — just like the Jews say they are — and not only useless to
themselves or anyone else but that same kind of liability to anything
they may get into as I have attempted in many various ways to outline
and illustrate in SIEGE over the years.

(Even in the hostile, Jewish—System accounts of the Manson
Family, you'll find no dregs or cripples such as abound in the Right
Wing. Only the best from among the best - racially and otherwise,
profoundly alienated by ajew System — just as it was with the NSDAP
in Germany.)

There is the immediate rise of, "What about all those drugs?" Part
of the legend and lore of the Kosher myth-building machine. First,
speaking for myself only, I have never used drugs and never plan to.
Not only do I not feel I require them for any reason, I feel they are
detrimental to the faculties both mental and physical. Second, I have
had explained to me by people who are "drug wise" that there is a
differentiation between natural substances such as "grass" and certain
hallucinogens, and the rest of the broad drug spectrum. It was that
spectrum of addictive, manufactured drugs that Manson specifically
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forbade among his circle. But, just from a practical point of view, you
tell a youngWhite kid he must get his hair cut and give up grass, etc.,
and you are going to lose him to the other sidewhowill be thinking to
themselves — rightfully — just what a jerk you are. We will interior
decorate onlyAFTERwe have extinguished the house fire. (Same goes
for seX practices as long as it is keptWHITE, just as Manson insisted.)

Lastof all, as could easily be deduced frommy shotgunblast against
any form of "religiosity" earlier in SIEGE, I go for nothing, indeed
have no tolerance for anything remotely "spooky." All of this is real, it
is solid, it is as "American as apple pie," and it only may seem strange
on the surface because it is so new. Manson, like Hitler, is as human as
you or I. He is just special by Virtue of a one—in—a-hundred-million shot
of gene combinations which gives him his ideas, his personality and his
physical presence.

So, children, be as naughty as you like but don't be afraid.
[Vol XI, #11 — Nov, 1982]

Outlaw
Charles Manson also describes himself as being an outlaw, among

other things. And this is one more term that we must be precise in our
understanding of. The System and its hacks would be too quick to
jump into full agreement with this all-too-simple statement. Too
.simple, that is, on its face.

To the American mass—mind the word "outlaw" triggers notions of
the Wild West. Notions, by the way, planted there by a Jewish
Hollywood. But an outlaw in real life, in the present day, need not be
a person trying to exist in a bygone time and he need not necessarily
be even a fugitive or a desperado. An outlaw is only a person who
exists outside the law.

The question then becomes one of: What law, whose law? The
”law" presently, as it has been for many years, is no more than a tool
of repression in the hands of an alien, Enemy regime. One can be a
passive outlaw without bringing down the forces of Big Brother on
one's head. However, are not ALL true revolutionaries outlaws?

[Vol XII, #1 —]an., 1983]
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Beyond Sensation
Revolutionaries and National Socialists should never be so

interested in pure sensation as they are with the dynamics behind it. So
it is with the situation which broke in the West Coast newspapers last
month involving our good and valued ComradeRed Warthan.

They say Warthanwas behind the propaganda blitzing ofOroville,
Ca., schools. They say he was responsible for the killing of police
informant in relation to the previously mentioned activity. They are
also saying that Warthan was in close, direct contact with Charles
Manson in the course of Movement development.

We will admit only that, yes, Warthanhad paid a number of trips to
Vacaville to see Manson and that, as far as the police informants are
concerned,we agree that death is the proper medicine. The rest of the
particulars will be left up to the System to sort out and determine, if
they can.

In the meantime very important work has been disrupted and a
most valuable comradehas been incarcerated by the System. These are
some of the adversities that confront the building of truly
revolutionary movements. But these are the very obstacles which
Hitler said must never be surrendered to but, instead, broken and
overcome. So it shall be in this most recent instance.

[Unknown]

Further Disruption
Only days before the arrest of Red Warthan came the news in the

national media of a "possible jailbreak attempt" on the part ofManson
and a number of confederates in Vacaville, Ca. A number of allegedly
"contraband" items were uncovered and Manson and the rest were
subsequently moved to maximum security quarters for an unspecified
period of time.

First, to thosewho have had an interest in all of this for awhile, the
pattern is familiar enough. They can't seem to leave him alone out there
but insist on harassing him at more or less frequent, regular intervals
in hopes of, supposedly, keeping his thoughts off balance. However,
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one concurrent pattern that has been clearly noticed is that, contrary
to the plan, Manson has been getting stronger and better over recent
years.

The result of this latest ploy? Communication gets slowed down.
Butwe ask of every one of our readers to considerwhat it means to be
an individual in prison who slowly acquires slightly better
accommodations, a little more personal liberty, more chance for
recreation, etc., only to have all this arbitrarily snatched away over
some pretext in this manner. Such is the day—to—daylot of the manwho
holds all the answers to the crisis which the world finds itself in today.
And this is how thin the thread of ultimate survival is. It could just as
easily be broken. Our job is to gain the indestructible IDEA in time,
get it developed to the point where it has been made safely
INVULNERABLE to these barbaric machinations.

The greater point is that, by these actions, the System proves
beyond any doubt that they are more than willing to PLAY GAMES
in matters of Life versus Death. If anything, itwill be this thatwill lead
to their final destruction.

What about YOU?
‘ [Vol. XI, #12 - Dec, 1982]

ByAccident or Design
The Movement as a whole has traditionally been fundamentally

opposed to anarchy. It is our nature to favor order over chaos.
Accordingto tradition, anarchy has been associated with the Left. But
today we have arrived at the point where traditionaldefinitions of "Left
vs. Right" no longer carry much valid meaning. To be ”Right" is to
support the System and the Powers That Be; while to be "Left" is to
support mass or mob rule, in short, democracy. Can we adopt either
stance knowing whatwe do? The answer of course is that we cannot
any longer play the role of traditionalists or get caught up in the
detached, unreal world of party politics which, in any event, is owned
and operated by the Enemy. The System itself must go. The masses
are entirely unfit to rule even their own daily lives. As long as the
System survives it will never allow the formation of an alternate,
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incipientbody ready to step in and take over the reigns of government
following its own collapse. What answer then is left but anarchy?

Surprising as it may sound to many in light of such docu—dramas as
"Helter Skelter," etc., Manson and his people stated afterward that,
during the trials of 1969—71, they left the judges untouched deliberately
because they did not wish to lend to the creation of an anarchy. This
was the identical outlook George Lincoln Rockwell held towards the
law and the courts. Manson's war at that time was with Hollywoodand
the Media and only later did they realize that the courts and judges
were controlled by the same bunch who rules Hollywood. This
approach and this outlook are the mark of civilized intelligence; it is
not the practice of a philosophyof annihilation as has been credited to
Manson (as well as to Hitler). Had Mansonwanted to do in 1969 what
they claim he wanted to do, he could have done it. And had Hitler
desired the domination of the world in 1940, he would have allowed
no Dunkirk. Both men had something to offer the world but we see
insteadwhat developed. CommanderRockwell too stressed legality in
the face of a nakedly criminal brute seated in power in America. So
many missed opportunities...

If themess in theworld and in America were the result of accidents
or goofs, as the Media would have us believe, then there could be a
chance of straightening it out through legal and reasonable methods.
But if things have arrived at this point, on the one hand, by half the
power stratum consciously betraying the nation down a path
predetermined for destruction and, on the other hand, the rest of the
Power Establishment selling out the responsibility to their people and
nation by turning a blind eye to this other for the sake of career and
profit, then only the TOTAL DESTRUCTION of this governmental
form will work. Total anarchy is far preferable to the fiendishly
diabolical, carefully manipulated destruction and betrayal now taking
place.

It is the only means by which we can hope to derail Big Brother's
plan for the end of our Race. It is the ONLY way we can even the
odds. The game-board is rigged against us and so we are constrained
to kick over the gaming table itself. Treat criminals as criminals, never
play favorites with one bunch over another, never indulge in shell-
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games, and, above all, NEVER COMPROMISE WITH THE
ENEMY.

[Vol XI, #7 —]uly, 1982]

RevolutionaryMan
I spoke much earlier in SIEGE about Mass Man and

RepresentationalMan — the low and high levels of the broad human
spectrum. But Savitri Devi, in herwork entitled, The Lightningand the
Sun, describes for us an even higher type ofman:

"They live and wait. Knowingly or anknowingly, that are waitingfor
Kal/éi; Kal/éi the lastMan Against Time; the one whom Adoh’Hitler
foresaw in 1928; theAoenger who willgiro them — or their children — the

world.
”The last incarnation ofhim—who-comes-hack— the lastManAgainst

Time has many names. Brew great faith, eregr great caltare, eoegr trite
(living or ohsolete)form iftradition as old as thefall ofman hasgiven him
one... the Christians hehold him in Christ, presentfor the second time: no
longer a meek preacher of lore dndforgioenesshat the irresistihle leader of
the celestial white horsemen destinedtopat an end to this sinfal worldand
estahlish a new hearen and a new earth. The Mohammedan world is

awaiting him nnder thefeatures ofMahdi, whomAllah shall send "at the
end times," to crash all eoil throagh the powers ofhis sword— ”after the

jews will once more hare hecome the masters of]erasalem" and enter "the
Deoil will hare taaght men to set even the air they hreathe onfire. "And
the millions ofHindustan have called himfrom time immemorialand still
call him Kal/éi, the last incarnation of the world-snstaining power:
Vishna; the one who will, in the interest of life, pnt an end to this age of
gloom and open a new succession ofages.

”That last,great indioidaal — an ahsolnteharmonions hlending ofthe
sharpest ofall opposites; eqaalh/ san and lightning— is the one whom the

faithfal ofall religions and the hearers ofpracticalh/ all onltares await; the
one ofwhom AdohrHitler (knowingly or unknowingly) said in 7928: "I
am not he; hat while nohocb/ comesforward to prepare the 1116]} for him, I
do so. "
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Above: Savitri Devi, author ofThe Lightning and the Sun.
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”Contrarih/ to Adoh‘Hitler, he will spare not a single one of the
enemies ofthe dim'ne cause: not a single one ofits outspoken opponents hut
also not a single one ofthe lukewarm, ofthe opportunists, ofthe ideological
heretical, ofthe racialh/ hastardiszed, ofthe unhealt/y), ofthe hesitating, (yr

the all-too-human; not a single one of those who, in hath) or character or
mind, hear the stamp ofthefallen ages.

"His companions at arms will he the lastNational Socialists;the men
ofiron who will haoe oictorioush/ stood the test ofpersecution and, what is
more, the test of complete isolation in the midst of a dream, indzflerent
world in which they haoe noplace; who arefacing that world and defin’ng

it through eneor gesture, euegt hint — eoegx silence oftheirs and, more and
more (in the case oftheyounger ones) without even thepersonal 7726772001 of
Adah”Hitler’s great deg/s to sustain them. They are the ones who will, one
dew, make goodfor all thatMenAgainst Time haoe sufieredin the course

ofhistogi, like they themseloes,for the sake ofeternal truth: the aoenging
comrades whom the millions of 7945 — the tying, the tortured, and the

desperate surnioors — called in oain,‘ those whom all the oanquishedfighters
against time called in rain, in eoeol phase of the great cosmic struggle
without heginning, against the forces ofdisintegration, co—eternal with the

forces (y‘lzfi. .
"Thy are time the hridge to superman—hood, ofwhich Nietzsche has

spoken; the last hattalion, in which Hitler hasput his confidence.
"Kalki will lead them, through the flames of the great end, into the

sunshine (yrthe new GoldenAge.
"We like to hope that the memogx of the one-hefore-the-last andmost

heroic ofall ourMenAgainst Time—Adoh‘Hit/er— willsun/ice, at least
in songs and symhols. We like to hope that the lords ofthe age, men ofhis
own hlood andfaith, will render him dioine honors, through rites full of
meaningandfullofpotengt, in the cool shade ofthe endless regrownforests,
on the heaches, or inbon the inniolate mountain peaks, facing the rising
sun. "

Any of the two—bit, tin—horn "Fuhrers" who think they can follow
that act, take three steps forward!

[Unknown]
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A New Phase,A New Course
One long—timeveteran of this Movement commented to me about

two years ago when I sprang on himmy new "discovery," "Jim, I'll just
consider that this is your latest fantasy and that it'll be gone in a couple
of months." I responded that if indeed this were a "fantasy," it was
only my secondone in fourteenyears — the first having been everything
ever representedby Adolf Hitler and GeorgeLincolnRockwell.

Quite apart from being a fantasy, I was not long in finding out that
I was not first in my unorthodox and thus far self—kept findings. Since
then others have come to the same conclusions and conviction.
Finally, today, it has reached the point where it has broken the surface
on its own and people are going to have to start taking a stand on the
issue.

Who recognizes history being made?Whowould have guessed that
a well—established National SocialistMovement in Europe would have
latched onto, or been latched onto by an eX—vagabond from Austria
named Hitler? Who in 1919 would have foreseen the social, political,
economicandmilitary MIRACLES thatwere to mark the next twenty—
five-year period? Greater than that, who 'could have imagined to what
extent the name and accomplishments of Hitler would be
DISTORTED and MISREPRESENTED by a media totally in Jewish
hands? We are at least supposed to be enlightened to where we CAN
see these things. But are we?

Hindsight alone is more dangerous than it is useless. Are we to say
it can't happen again in a totally unpredictableway? Do any among us
still seriously think we can do it alone, using the past and current
methods, without some new, difference—making input? I quote from
Hitler: "I know that some man capable of giving our problems a final
solution must appear. And that is why I have set myself to do the
preparatorywork, for I know that I am myself not the one. And I know
also what is missing in me (to be the one). But the other one still
remains aloof, and nobody comes forward, and there is no more time
to be lost." That was a statementmade by Hitler in 1928. In 1924, in
Mein Kampf, as all National Socialists must be aware, Hitler also said
this: "THE MAN THEY HAVEMOSTREVILED STANDS
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CLOSEST TO US, AND THE MAN THEY HATE WORST IS
OUR BEST FRIEND."

[Unknown]

NowYou've Got Me Scared
These are the exact words I've received from more than one good

comradeupon springing this news upon them over the past two years.
One might well be scared at the awesome implications. How did we
each react when we first were introduced to the scale of the Jewish
Conspiracy? Surely that alone out—did any movie plots of science
fiction. The TRUTH is stranger than fiction. I myself was scared
literally — in the beginning through the horror tales engenderedby the
lying media against Charles Manson and his first followers. How many
goodWhites today do not approach the NS Movement as it is, because
of almost identical lies put forth by these same media Masters of the
Lie?

The next big step has been found. It will be up to each one
individually to either take it or remain where they stand forever. The
turningpoint has arrived — thirteen years ago — and time for each of us
is wasting. Lincoln Rockwell knew what he faced in openly embracing ,

Adolf Hitler for what he truly meant to the White Race, but that did
not deter him. He faced the blindness and the bigotry of the rest of the
MOVEMENT ITSELF at that early time — those too unintelligent to
see, those too cowardly to look. I've been fully aware for two years of
the actual role and nature of Charles Manson and I have already
experienced much of the same reaction as Rockwell experienced —

from both extremes within the Movement— and I have so far handled
it and I intend to keep handling it in the same way: Nothing will deter
the furtherance of the necessary and proper course. Nothing.

[Vol XI, #10 ~ Oct, 1982]

New Thresholds
The symbol of the Swastika in contemporary America has been

called the threshold of anger. For no one would have been willing to
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embrace the Swastika openly unless and until they had already been
largely disenchanted and disillusioned — totally alienated — by the
System. Anything short of that, or so it would have appeared to us,
would have been only a cop—out. Anything more was inconceivable,
even to us. Yet, a truly open mind would have known that there HAD
to be more. An even greater extent to the degree of anger and
frustration felt thatwas sooner or later bound to find its definition and
expression. It had to be. Just one more aspect that an historically
trained mind not only would have found no surprise in but, again,
would have been carefully checking his watch in expectation of.
Something NEW.

That new threshold appeared right on time. The fact that it
appeared unbeknownst to us does not alter that fact. Two years after
the assassination of CommanderRockwell and the end of that phase
and that strategy there appeared on the world scene the man who
would extend the content and definition of the Idea itself in order to
fit perfectly the situation in the world today as we have it. That new
threshold was and is represented by Charles Manson. And just as the
entire body of the Movementhad to catch up with the Idea as defined
by Commander Rockwell — as they have all now done after much
begrudging reluctance — they are now going to have to rise and expand
to this new challenge. They'll bitch but they'll do it.

[Vol X11, #7 July, 1983]

TheMeaning ofManson
He is a product of the American heartland and was subject to the

worst conditions that prevailed. But racially, psychically and culturally
he is perhaps the MOSTAmerican. Personally gifted, selfless, fearless
— both morally and physically — and absolutely dedicated to Life, to
Earth and to Truth. What he did — in spite of a life full of the worst
adversity — rather than drown in a sea ofbitterness as most would have
done, he established a racial—socialist colony in Death Valley, in
California, in the midst of the push—shove of the 1960's, which was
neither hippie nor Right Wing.
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As far as those ofus today who remain active in the struggle against
Death, in favor of Life, Manson's meaning is of the highest
importance. His ideas can be readily accepted by racially sound,
intelligent, honest Leftists as they can be by Rightists. Without
Manson's input, neither side will unravel the problem nor find an
answer in time. His is to date the most supreme example of defiance,
action and survival.

Little more can be added here except that the verse from Mein
Kampf in which Hitler cautioned against turning one's back to the
immortal hands which occasionally are outstretched to us in times of
great stress, has its most potent meaning at this time — "...woe to the
people that is ashamed to grasp them."

[Vol XII, #3 — March, 1983]

A Non-Faker

Throughout SIEGE I've referred often to the fakers within the
Movement. So often in fact that many might tend to believe that I am
hung up on the term and toss it around recklessly, almost as a smear
to be applied to those I personally don't like. No. Many if not most of
the Movement fakers I've known I liked personally. It's just that I
placed the Movement and its development above all personal
considerations and refused to allow myself or my own contribution to
the Movement be retarded by narrow, blind personal considerations
when the individual in questionproved to be of detrimentalor limited
effect.

At great lengthand in several ways, I've outlined whatmakes a faker
and how to spot them. It is regrettable that, until now, I haven't had
the occasion to point out the makings of a non—faker, that is, someone
who is genuine and for real, and to go into the detail of what makes
them so. Actually, I've had the opportunity to do so all along except
that person involved is not, nor has he ever been, a part of the
Movement in the strict, formal sense. In the real sense however, this
individual is GREATER than all the "leader/fakers" in the Movement
combined, as his world-wide fame and his personal impact will attest
readily.
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Can you imagine any Right Wing type in legal possession of a mail—

order "group" or "party" telling one of his followers that he has
imparted to him all that he can give on his own and that the time has
come for the follower to carry on and see howmuch farther he can go
with what he's got? It's never happened to my knowledge. I certainly
have never experienced it. No. They'll "sit on" their membershipsand
mailing lists likemother hens but with one difference: They refuse even
to allow the eggs to hatch! Even with a moderate conservative line, no
progress can be made like that and, indeed, none has been. No
development into a revolutionary Movement can ever occur that way
and the only way the revolutionary Movement has had any
developmenthas been through violent and bitter splits.

The fakers know why they are fakers. They have too much to hide,
too much to protect, too much to lose. The attractionof any real talent
or genius or personal drive is a direct threat to them as it threatens to
"take away" not only their livelihood but also rob them of their "star"
status. To protect these meager, paltry considerations, they are more
than ready to stifle and squelch the Movement itself. They are quite
ordinary peoplewith ordinary capabilities who only just so happened
to "bump into" the Movement. Outside the Movement, they'd be
absolutely nobody... and they know it. -

The best possible example of a non—faker which every one of us in
the Movement can agree upon is Adolf Hitler himself. Without formal
education, without familybackground or connections,withoutmoney,
without even German citizenship; surrounded by officers, gentlemen
by birth, scholars, intellectuals, royalty, governmentofficials, long—time
veterans of the Movement there at that time, he nonetheless rose to
the pinnacle of leadership practically instantaneously and was never
again to be seriously rivaled for it by anyone. He had nothing to hide,
nothing to be afraid of in the way of personal shortcomings to the
point that he had to fake nothing. No one would and no one could
attempt to even consider taking over his place.

With this knowledge and this security as a rock—solid foundation,
Hitler was able to appoint and delegate authority to the kind of men
which would make even the cream of today's Movement look like
stumblebums. We know Hitler is accused of having only "toadies" and
"yes—men" around him but we are also aware of the falseness of that
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charge. But imagine had he really been so insecure about himself and
his position that he only allowed jerks and nincompoops to surround
him. Of course, you'd have never heard about him in history. By
comparison, the ”best" attempts on the part of certain Movement
groups lately have been those headed by fakers andwith a larger-than—

average coterie of these same nincompoops to do a few extra, odd jobs
for them They began to look like real organizations. But where are
they now? This has been our worst bane.
Thereis a great leader/philosopherin ourmidst, ahve and involved

today, as he has been for over eighteen years, with a name and a
reputation world—renowned and a following of his own — loose as it
may be, at least equal in number, if not greater than that of the
combinedgroups comprising the traditional Radical Right. His actions
have been mightier, his ideas loftier, his eloquence greater, his
philosophy superior and his impact ten thousand timm that of
anything the Movement can offer as its closest runner—up. Still, the
"faker—syndrome" will show itself within the minds of the very same
rank—and—file who may condemn it in the "leaders" who forever are
letting them down when they instantly disown and defame —- jumping
right on the Jewish--System-Media bandwagon— this same great man
Woe to them.

Be that as it may, I was told very recently in a telephone
conversationby this man whom I revere that there is little more of a
building nature to be exchanged between us, that I am in a position to
take it on my own. The words came to me as an honor, to be sure, as
a congratulatory remark but also as something tinged with sadness as
well as having their own unsettling effect. I still consider this man as
the only one who can teach or tell me anything. I can't foresee the day
when this feehng will change. I can't foresee the day when I will no
longer bow before this man as my own mentor and inspiration. The
daywill never come when this manwill cease to be The Leader as long
as heis ahve
Heis aware of all this himselfandis in total humility about it, just

as was Hitler. Therefore,heis ablein complete honesty and sincerity
to make the kind of statementand bestow the kind ofauthorityimplied
in the previous paragraph. He knows he can't be threatened or rivaled
by anyone. He is secure. He only wants to see it all put successfully
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forward by whomever and by whatevermeans are at hand. Hitler did
no differently.

He is Charles Manson.
[Vol XII, #8 — Aug, 1984] "

For Love orMoney
Those who were fortunate enough to have seen the "Tomorrow

Show" interview from June, 1981 between host Tom Snyder and
CharlesManson shouldhave caught and should recall one of the major
points Manson brought forth in the course of parrying Snyder's
attempts at distortion and misrepresentationofwhat Manson really is:
"You're playing for money; I'm playing for life." The entire meaning
was lost on Snyder to whom money and life are one and the same.
Manson's trademark— one of them — from the time of his first farcical
"parole hearing" has been issues of play money from the "Monopoly"
game. This is one of his ways of demonstrating a contempt for the
System and thosewho are part of it. Those who are playing for money
may currently be holding him and many hundreds of others. They may
be making life miserable for many millions and may have driven
thousands to their deaths. This moneypowermay hit hard, but seldom,
it seems, does it hit fatally at one blow. Those likeMansonwith a full
understanding of the nature of it can expect to survive it, to turn the
tables on it and, assuredly, not make its own same mistake in the
handling of their enemies.

The lack of understandingmixed with the desire and the effort to
be part of this money power has created a species thatwe around these
parts refer to as the "Johnny Paycheck" types. (In fact, the actual
Johnny Paycheck comes from around here.) From a line just east of
here reaching west as far as southern Illinois and from mid—Ohio,
Indianaand Illinois down to mid—Kentucky we have an island generally
defying current population trends in that we remain overwhelmingly
White. But we seem to have an overabundance of two types of
thoroughly revolting "consumers": The "White Niggers" and the
”Would-Be Niggers." A "White Nigger" is a Black that a true Negro
would surely refer to as an "Uncle Tom," whiter—than—white
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assimilationist. These are few. More numerous are the "Would-Be
Niggers": Those of European descentbut whose only claim to the title
of "White Man” rests solely in the happenstance of both his parents
having hadwhite skins. In every other regard he is much more closely
related to theWhite Nigger than he would be to a GENUINEWhite
Man. The great equalizer is the paycheck both these swinish types draw
fromwhichever System factory or business they may be employed in.

Take away the money, take away the regular paycheck and such as
Snyder never would have ventured into the bowels of the System's hell
where Manson makes his home to secure his interview. In fact, you
never would have heard of Snyder — a money person — at all. But
Mansonwouldbe Manson regardless. One of the reasons they fear and
hate him so much is that he is a man totally outside their Money
System: He is strictly of his own. Take the‘paychecks away from the
cruds in this or any other area and they become invisible. Imply the
threat of removing their paychecks and they become mindless slaves,
quivering cowards. When theMoney System collapses I think it would
be reasonable to estimate that there will remain only about a thousand
or less trueWhite Men on the continent of North America. For what
is the measure of a "consumer" if not the amount he is able to
consume? '

Manson also coined the phrase, "Dead in the Jews' money." This
establishes the premise: For love or money? The millions upon

V

millions of Establishment Creeps, those who are dead in the Jews'
money, are only shadows, outlines of real men and women ("persons"
they like to call themselves), who are foul but they reign supreme. How
can this be? Because the love of the Jews‘ money and — more than that
— the FEAR of being without it keeps them in line and exacts from
them the very essence of their lives. A poor substitute for true devotion
to duty but an effective one nonetheless. They hate their jobs but
would sell the world to hell a thousand time before chancing losing
them. They work to live. Life consists of paying taxes, paying private
debts and incurring new debts for more minor luxury and diversion. (I
spoke before on the role of the computers. The hottest new diversion
today is the video computer game.)

The quest for the buck. To go after the buck they scratch and
wrangle for "training" and "qualifications" in desperatehope of edging
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out that White Nigger or Would-Be Nigger that they are standing
behind in the applications line. You must be trained to pull that lever
or punch that buttonll Training? Garbage! The proper word is

CONDITIONING! The Jewish or Jewish—Stooge bosses in the
businesses and plants are only interested in types mentally geared for
the menial, meaningless and repetitious tasks. If one imagines one
needs real training for this sort of thing, if he believes it and wants it
bad enough to go after it, then he has already demonstratedhimself to
be the kind of zombie that Corporate America uses to keep profits
coming in.

An intelligent White Man throws them into consternation. Didn't
they abolish serfdom over a hundred years ago? This is the true
"beauty" of capitalism. And it is at the core of communism as well.

My question to you then: Is our Movement not worth shaping up
for? Can you not find sufficient motivationand discipline to fall in line,
to forge a Movementwith which to smash Pig Power? Or are you so
bad off that someone must, as in the cases of the swine I've just
mentioned, affix a carrot from a line at the end of a stick and lead you
around like that? Do you not have it in yourselfto move — by force of
willpower — together into a mighty political instrument and submit the
ego, again, to the force ofWILL, in favor of whatever it requires to
overcome the situation and master it?

We will delineate "Column A" and "Column B" and let each one
categorize themselves accordingly.

[Vol XI, #4 — April, 1982]

TheAttackOn Manson
Last month's issue of SIEGE had gone to press at about the same

time the news of the prison attack against Charles Manson reached us
here. Personally, I hadn't experienced such a shock since I received the
word of the assassination of Commander Rockwell. Neither had the
implications for the Movementbeen as great as that day in 1967. It was
probablybetter that things worked out as they did, time—wise, as there
was little or nothing more that could have been added in these pages
to the news reports which, I'm certain, everyone saw at that time. I
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dislike trying to comment in an intelligent way on a grave topic about
which few facts have come in.

Speculations now aside, Manson's injuries are not severe and will
produce nothing of a lasting nature. One friend reported that, ”It was
all over with inside of four minutes." Those with any combat
experience, or experience at being wounded, will be aware that four
minutes can be an eternity. But there are at least as many friends of
Manson inside as there are enemies and this plus their fast action made
the difference. We thank these from the bottom of our heart.

I never recalled any questions or worries during the Sixties about
what would happen should someone kill the Commander or even
whether anyone might seriously try. Hewas eminently well qualified to
take care ofhimselfand, as he would say, his very audacity helpedkeep
him alive. But with Manson it has been different. We have worried —

deeply — about the very real risk of just such an attack. If the world
outside is a jungle then theworld of prison is an insane asylum. It turns
out that it was a "nut" that finally got to Manson after all these years
but it certainly didn't have to be. Among dangerous punks of all types
—— inmates and guards alike— it is known and accepted that a hit against
Charles Mansonwould place one at the top of the pecking order. And
it's an odd coincidence that both Rockhzell and Manson were forty-
nine years of age at the time of their most deadly personal attacks.

People are dying and getting killed all the time. It'll happen to each
one of us sooner or later. In prison, those with "names" have been
targeted traditionally since these institutions first existed. Though
maybe prison, with all its risks, is and has been Manson's world, we
still view his life as something of extreme value, something to be
preserved at all cost. We have been lucky this time. I'm a believer in
luck. Maybe nothing like this will happen again, or at least not for a
very long time. It was as though, with the elevation of years with no
significant attack, the probability of one happening was becoming
critical. Now, in moreways than one, the pressure is off, for awhile.

The press, as always, treated Manson as hot property, not as an
individual. That he had been seriously attacked was sensational. That
he's going to be all right is not. And it is this view — that of the Jewish
press — that themajority of those in theMovement seem content to be
left with concerning Manson. Not too surprising really when you
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match this View and this attitude with the state the Movement finds
itself in.

Though I expressed the sincere feeling that I do not identify with
these times, I do take pride in the fact that and the realization that I
am not, in spite, stricken by contemporaryblindness. Jesus ofNazareth
in robes and sandals in 1934 would be a sensation. But in the year 30
A.D., he was just another guy, a shit—disturber whom they allowed to
be strung up in the manner of the most common criminals. Adolf
Hitlerwith his flashy uniform, his paramilitary party and his histrionic
oratory today seems most out of place. In 1933, he was little different
than a dozen other European dictators. They say familiarity breeds
contempt while the dreamer in all of us longs for the exotic. Maybe
that's why the Christs among us in the present are so often overlooked
or scorned. TheMovementwith its weird way of looking at things can't
see in Manson anything more than what the Jewish press puts in its
deliberately distorted, sensationalized coverages.

What did it in the end forJesus, Hitler andManson is found in what
they SAID and inwhat they DID... and not in whateverway they might
have tried to attract the attention of any potential fan club.

IfManson is still with us in the living, you can thank a couple of
nameless prison inmates. What do you now do about that which you
nearly left until it was too late?

[Vol XIII, #11 — Nov., 1984]

Reaffirmation
To the day I die, certain things will remain at the front of my

consciousness and, not only that, but in my deepest subconscious as
well. Just so that theremay never be any question, I want to spell them
out here and now:

Just as Adolf Hitler was and is the greatest personality in all of
history, so he has had andwill always have, by far, the largest meaning
and impact in my life, in my every thought. So great is Hitler that the
more words one tries to devote to him, the less real justice one does
him. While I have always been an atheist, Hitler, to me, is larger than
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life — an immortal if there ever was one. To HELLwith anywho think
differently! He is my life's inspirationand shall always remain so.

George Lincoln Rockwell, the bridge over which so many,
including myself, have crossed. My greatest source of education,
though we never met. The greatest example of courage and devotion,
resourcefulness and even humor that I can imagine. We were lostwhen
we lost him. The manwho provided the single, best shot at it since the
end of the Second WorldWar. No one had ever come close to what
he did. And he did it all using the Swastika! They can evade and they
can contravenebut they can't deny it. He made his success because he
too saw it — the struggle —- as "all is one" and proceeded,unhesitatingly,
to give it his ALL.

InJoseph Tommasi I see represented a number of things. All of the
martyred comrades I can see in Tommasi. The young, especially, from
the rank-and—file. In him I can still see the hope for the future arising
out of the ashes and the dust of the former Movement for which he
served as a soldier. He represents the clearness of mind and hardness
of spirit to not only abandon the past for lost but to attack the present
as the only means for achieving a future. And that future is entirely in
the hands of those National SociaJists serious enough to be called
revolutionists.

That all threewere National Socialists is not the one thing they had
in common which is most important to be aware of for we who hold
their memory in cherished reverence. Today it is most urgent to see
and recognize that all three men met their undoings and their end
through direct betrayal, and, in the latter two cases, murder at the
hands of those close around them. This seems to be the traditional and
predictable fate for those who openly, consciously strive for greatness
— whowillinglygive all of themselves in the name of others. But never
will I be convincedthat this is the way it HAS to be!

Into this same segment I feel I must include, by way of shining
example of the way men CAN work together for a greater CAUSE,
not only The Order but the various affiliations that were present
together at Greensboro. Both were of heroic magnitude but, as if to
point the direction which things must assume, Greensboro, being the
precedent by many years, took on the qualities of a defensive
masterpiece while The Order, with no question at all, was an
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OFFENSIVE masterpiece. Both are a tribute to each of the men I
have named above and vice versa.

[Unknown]

Charles Manson
To Charles Manson it is necessary to devote his own segment. He

is unique from the rest not because of any comparative degree of
greatness, not on account of any variation from a certain, accepted
norm but only because he is the only one which is still alive. And alive
in this age generally means to be grossly misunderstood.

I have no way of knowing howmany of you managed to watch the
interview with Manson done by CBS on its "Nightwatch" program
during March of this year. It is difficult for me to comment on what
was said even though I videotaped the entire, sixty—minute show. For
one, it was anything else but an interview. The "host" kept on
interrupting,baiting and throwing barbs all throughout, not to mention
tossing in his own little "interpolations" at every commercial break.
Manson did his best to hold a tight line of thought despite all
interference and provocation. What came across to me — and I have
known Manson for about six years — Was impressive. The heaviest
concepts I have heard to date. Things so huge and all—encompassing
that they were and are hard to grasp. I realize that the bulk of the
Movement is in agreement with the System in that "Manson is insane."
I have heard all that elsewhere before, applied to different
personalities. It says nothing about Manson. It tells a lot about those
who say it.

Without difficulty, I can well imagine and appreciate how Manson
must strike the average mind. Incomprehensible.However, I always
felt that the minds in the Movement —- or at least some of the better
ones —wouldand shouldbe more perceptive and receptive. I have only
been partially right. While 98% of what Manson says flies right over
the heads ofmost, only about 50% leaves me behind in the dust. To
me — a realist and an objectivist -— that doesn't meanManson is screwy.
To me it means that here is one source from which I can still draw
understanding and knowledge — from which I can still LEARN. For
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these past five or siX years, I have had a sure feeling that when I could
approach Manson's grasp and understanding, I'd have achieved
something truly great. I've been gaining at it slowly but steadily and
remain more convincedof it than ever before.

Contrast this with the information to be found in the Movement.
First, how much of it is direct reprint, often dating back ten years and
beyond? What does the most advanced of it consist of? Flowery curses
upon the System and admonishments to get away and form our own
colonies. What's missing is the state ofmind, theWeltanschauung, the
ideology upon which to live, think, to base and to View and everything.
I've come to know enough of it to realize that full comprehension of
the rest would amount to the ultimate weapon, offensive and
defensive, in our poor, disinherited hands.

Manson is unique from the rest because he still lives. He is identical
with the rest because he too was undone and betrayed by his own
disciples.And for anywho have the courage to see and know that,with
1945, the world and everything in it was turned upside—down, it only
follows logically that you look for the greatestof leaders, not at the top
where they used to be found, but at the STONE BOTTOM the way
this crazy, evil mess demands it must be! But bottom or no, not even
the walls of San Quentin can confine his world—significant impact.
(And I just wish all of you could have caught a glimpse of the half—

dozen-strong escort of "MrT's" he had from the block to the room
where the interview was conducted.)

Everythingelse had become to me just like a broken record. I was
more than just a little amazed and disgusted when some of the "better"
people in the Movement would ask me in the beginning, "Is he a
member of the party?" or ”Does he plan to become a party member?"
The problems always arisewhen small or average minds try to measure
somethinggreat using their own inadequate standards. Such as ifJesus
were to appear on the street and some asshole inquire, "Are you a
member of our Church?" And, in any case, he'd be in violation of the
hair and dress code, with no visible means of support, etc.

To the Right Wing aficionados, I would remind you that our
Enemy, in the Protocols of the LearnedElders of Zion, has long ago
promised to invariably attach the status of "common criminal" to their
own worst enemies so that their true nature would be effectively
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concealed from the eyes of the people. Even at that, they have found
it altogether impossible to continue seriously pretending that Manson
is no more than a common criminal.

l have doneWhat I could to inject — subtlely and overtly — as many
of Manson's ideas into Movement thought as possible. I have had
limited success. But having accomplished this much, I can only hope
that the seeds have been planted and the torch passed...

[Vol XV, #5 — May, 1986]
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Self-portrait hand-drawnby Charles Manson for JamesMason.
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"Do not handicap yourselves with the idea of revenge, because the
trend of events will avenge the wrongs that you suffer, not only in the
case of the individuals who initiated the persecutions,but also of the
society that has permitted this lawlessness."

— VidkunQuisling, 1945

”To get yourself together you need not to even think there is

anyone else in this world. I don't need to look down on, or get off on,
or get over on. The hardest thing to overcome is our own lies,
confusion and our jealousy!"

— Charles Manson

"Open up the dope valves and let the people take all the dope they
want. Let 'em dope themselves on out till there's nothing left of it. Let
the people dowhat they want to do. Take the rules and regulations off
of it and then what you have left is the people that want to live. The
people that want to die, let 'em go. The people that want to destroy
themselves, let them go ahead and destroy themselves."

— Charles Manson, 1984
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Night Of The Buck Knives
If any single historic similarity links Hitler to Manson in the eyes of

friends and foe alike, surely it has to be what have become known as
the Tate killings of 1969. One cannot bring up the name of Charles
Manson for discussion without having these killings brought into the
picture by the moralists and curiosity seekers just as one cannot bring
up the name of Hitler without some conditioned brain—washees

harping aWay on the "Six Million". I now undertake, to the best ofmy
knowledge, for the first time the task of analyzing these killings strictly
from the "pro" viewpoint and hope to come out with arguments
superior to those of the "anti" camp. I do this with no firsthand
knowledge of the events and certainly without the sanction of either
Manson or any of his associates.

One thing I do however bring into the balance with my study of
this most fascinating chapter in recent American history is a broad
backgroundas aNationalSocialist and the understandingof the modus
operandi of theJews and their controlledmedia. I bringwith me also
a background as a National Socialist revolutionary and all of the anti—

Establishment modes of thought and action which that involves.
Finally, I am supported by a better—than—average knowledge of and
familiarity with some of the principals in the case.What follows then
would have to be viewed as the appraisal of the Tate killings by a
sympathetic White revolutionary.

First of all it is necessary to dispel the prevailing mythology
surroundingthe casein precisely the same way as an entire universe of
corresponding legend has to be done away with that was erected
around the matter ofEuropean Jews during the Second WorldWar.

Manson, too, had his equivalents of Speer, Frank, Eichmann, etc.,
who — seeing that the jig was up — exulted in commandinghuge fanfare
for themselves yet were artists when it came to shifting the real blame.
A very large proportion of the most bizarre, blood—and—gore and, I
might add, perverse stories ‘ connected with the case were the
inventions of Susan Atkins as she struggled to do her best to impress
the grand jury after she had been indicted in the course of the
investigation of another case. The opportunisticprosecuting attorney,
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Bugliosi, merely made capital of it in his subsequent book and a legendwas
born. It mattered not that Susan Atkins later retracted her statements —

enough evidence had been gleaned by the System to go on to crack the case
and the media had the suitable grist for its myth mill.

Vincent Bugliosi, merely made capital of it in his subsequent book,
Hetter Skelter, and a legend was born. It mattered not that Susan
Atkins later retracted her statements — enough evidence had been
gleaned by the System to go on to crack the case and the media had
the suitable grist for its myth mill.

[Unknown]

It Couldn't Have Happened To a
Sweeter Bunch

Let us now go on to get rid of another clumsy but commonlyheld
misconception,that of the "poor, innocentVictims." Those ofyouwith
backgrounds similar to mine in the American National Socialist
Movementwill be among the first to sadly admit that it was indeed a
damnable shame that Hitler did not, in fact, kill at least six millionjews
during the War. We are the minority who KNOW what the Jews were
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and are all about and we can shed no tears for any of them. The rest
of the gullible public sees things otherwise. So we have before us the
image of the beautiful actress, Sharon Tate, eight months pregnant,
slaughtered in her homewith a number of her equally beautiful friends
by a bunch of crazed beasts out for bloodglutper se. Sound familiar in
premise? Sort of like all those beautiful, talentedand peace-lovingjews
that a certain madman, bent on conquering the world, took an
irrational dislike to.

How knowledgeable are most of you about the Tate case, even if
that means judging it based upon the hostile and distorted versions
available in bookstores?An intelligent, informed person can still learn
much truth even from the worst liars if he knows what to look for. I
found that the house on Cielo Drive in LA, scene of the killings, had
been occupied by one Terry Melcher, half—Jewish son of White
renegade actress Doris Day, and that Melcher had made the
acquaintance ofManson as a music promoter and had reneged on a
series of promises he had made Manson over the previous year or
more. In fact, it appears as though Manson and some associates had
been at the house as guests on a few occasions. This much then rules
out the false notion of "random" killings.

It may have been accident that the house on Cielo Drive had since
been taken by RomanPolanski,]ewishfilm directorand erstwhile child
molester, at the time of the killings but it is irrelevant when one stops
to consider that the strata ofhuman type stayed steady throughout the
transition of tenants. Given that then, it is helpful to take a look at
what is known of the people who were in that house on the night of
the killings. My sources are the very books thatwere written to, first of
all, make money off the sensationalism, and, secondly, to defame
Manson and his associates for having been anti-Establishmentenough
to have dared lay hands on the "Beautiful People." They are the
following: Helter Skelter by Bugliosi and Gentry; The Family by Ed
Sanders; Will You Die For Me? by Charles Watson; Child of Satan,
Child of God by Susan Atkins; and The Manson Women by Clara
Livsey.

[Unknown]
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Hollywood Rogues Gallery
Sharon Tate, whose most famous role was in "Valley of the Dolls"

wherein she had typified the supreme harlot role for a nation full of
impressionable, young White girls to emulate, had as her first business
agent oneHal Gefsky. Her earlyproducer as well as her lover had been
one Martin Ransohoff. Still another lover of that period, Jay Sebring,
a.k.a. Kummer, was to be among the dead at Cielo Drive a few years
hence. Tate had come to meet Roman Polanski when her producer—
lover, Ransohoff, had hired Polanski to direct one of his films.
Through Polanski came Voityck Frykowski who had known Polanski
from the old days in Poland and whowas to becomeyet another Cielo
Drive death.

Polanski and Tate began their affair and he wasted no time in
exploiting her Aryan looks by getting her into a nude spread in
”Playboy" magazine during 1967. They were married in 1968. The
Polanskis were such close friends of the likes ofRobert Kennedy that
they were present the night of his killing. From the beginning it was
known and accepted that the Polanskis were regular users ofLSD.

A glance at the restof those present at CieloDrive that night reveals
that Voityck Frykowski had been dealing in a substance known as
methlenedioxyl—amphetaminewhich is used as a stimulant as well as an
aphrodisiac. It was revealed that Frykowski was "on" this substance
himself at the time of his death. He was also involved in a marijuana
smuggling ring which brought that substance into the US. from
Jamaica via Canada.

Through Frykowski came Abigail Folger, his lover and member-in-
good—standing of the filthy rich set as Folger Coffee heiress. The
nominally "White" Miss Folger had just campaigned for Negro Tom
Bradley for mayor of LA. and had been a volunteer social worker in
Watts.

Jay Sebring was a successful men's hair stylistwho took his business
name from the famous race track. After his death it was revealed by
the L.A.P.D. that Sebring had been heavy into sado—masochism after
they had discovered whips, chains, studded cuffs, hoods, and even
films of these activities on Sebring's premises.
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The teenager, Steven Parent, it would appear, did have the dubious
distinction of having been at the wrong place at entirely the wrong
time.

Some of those who, as easily as not, might have been there that
night at Cielo Drive included Terry Melcher himself, Roger Vadim
(one—time husband ofJane Fonda) who had just celebrated a birthday
at the house, Jerzy Kosinski (matchmaker for Frykowski and Folger)
had actually been supposed to‘be there, and, finally, Roman Polanski
himselfwho happened to be off tending to another film.

After the killings, the L.A.P.D. found at the house large quantifies
of cocaine and mescaline as well as videotapes depicting scenes of
sadism, masochism and bestiality. The boy, Steven Parent, had not
been at the house at all but was about to depart the grounds after
visiting at the servant's quarters. This leaves only Tate, Sebring,
Frykowski and Folger. Much speculation has been made concerning
Sebring's presence there in Polanski's absence. The nature of the
relationship betweenFolger and Frykowski is clear.With regard to the
eight—month—old fetus Tate was carrying, it was after all, a Jew.

[Unknown]

Foreword AndAfterward
Just as one can't get a clear picture of the so-called "Holocaust" by

glimpsing a picture of a pile of bodies, one can't understand the
happenings of that summer of 1969 by looking at the events of one
night.

Fewer people know of the Gary Hinman and Donald Shea killings
than of the Tate killings but they form part of the picture equally as
important as the rest.

Gary Hinman had been a student at UCLA. with a PhD. in
Sociology. (Those again with a National Socialist background recall
what Commander Rockwell wrote about Sociology.) Hinman was a
convert to a thing called Nichiren Shoshu Buddhism and was also
engaged at home in the manufacturingof synthetic mescaline. Hinman
was also a homosexual. He had made the acquaintance of Manson and
some of his associates and his home was known as a hide—out for
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various drop—outs and drug—users. The stories were that Hinman had
been responsible for drug ”burns," in the selling ofbad drugs, and that
he had the habitofmaking passes at malemembers ofManson's group.
Hinman turned up dead and a number of Manson's people were
arrested as suspects in his killing injuly of 1969.

The theory has already been put forth that the Tate killings were
originally designed to take heat away from those of Manson's people
already being held by making it appear the real killers were still at large.
"Political Piggy" was found written at Hinman's place and "Helter
Skelter" was found at Cielo Drive. The choice ofwho and where to
strike would have been obvious and would have been a matter of
killing two birds with one stone, as it were.

Donald "Shorty" Shea had been a Hollywood stunt man as well as
a ranch hand at the Spahn Ranch where Manson and his group called
home part of the time. George Spahn had recently sold the ranch and
the new owners enlisted Shea's help as a pimp to try and involve
Mansonwith the law or otherwise aid in his removal from the ranch.
Shea also happened to be married to a Black chorus girl. Shea too was
reportedlykilled though his bodywas never found.

The deaths of the LaBiancas which followed immediately after
those of Tate & Co. were most likely intended as more of the same
smokescreen tactic aimed at the police investigation.

[Unknown]

Would You IfYou Could?
As a National Socialist, I am not interested in sensationalism.

Instead of gruesome details, I want to know thewhy andwherefore of
things. As with the facts disproving Nazi "gas chambers" plus
information on why Jews were concentrated, similar circumstances
surrounding the Tate killings are tacitly suppressed. We are satisfied
the right people got it in both cases and, if there is fault to be found, it
is that the Second WorldWar was lost and that Manson and some of
his best peoplewere apprehended and jailed. Call it revolution,Helter
Skelter, or whatever you want. It is WAR between Life and Death
forces andwar means killing.
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The key, as CommanderRockwell said, is that it still remains a one—

sided war with the only blows landing being those of the Enemy. You
read of it each day. WE — theWhites — are fair game whether it be our
minds, our souls, our spirits, our culture, our countryor our very blood
that is being attacked and destroyed. To the media that is only par for
the course. But let OUR SIDE make an attack and you know the
results! If you could mount a successful attack yourselfwould you do
it? Would you condone it by others? Do you reallyKNOW who your
enemies are?Do you KNOW what is happening and what is at stake?
If there is ever to come a genuine Movement then it will only come
about through people who have gotten their thinking straight, for
without the right thought, nothing of any value can hope to follow.

The killings of July and August, 1969, were prime examples of
DIRECT ACTION and in cases of revolution, or national liberation,
direct action alone merits the highest respect. Those out front, putting
themselves on the line and taking the action, as Tommasiwrote, are in
fact the real LEADERS and are at the top level of the struggle. All else
pales to insignificance as events over the past thirteen yearswould tend
to prove. Everythingcombined that has been attempted on the part of
this Movement since the death of Commander Rockwell in 1967
stands at ZERO when compared to the 'magnitude of and vibrations
from that one night in August, 1969, that have continued ever since.

Neither I nor anyone else has the right to question or judge what
happened in 1969, least of all from a moralistic standpoint. It is only
thatwe have misread it for so long. The historic march of events never
stops at the death of a single individual.

However, poor mortals can and do often get out of step with or fail
to recognize that same historic march when it reconstitutes itself into
another form. We have been thirteen years in the wilderness.

I do know that with the death of Hitler and the loss of the Second
World War the situation was transformed to the point where
something very much like "Helter Skelter" most probably already is
and shallmore andmore become the order of the day. I pose the merit
of the notion of a series of similar actions by members of the
Movement directly on the heels of the arrest of Joseph Paul Franklin
in order to have taken some heat away from Franklin and to, as
Tommasiwould say, "heighten the contradictions."
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[Unknown]

Nearer. The Truth...
...or "How I Broke the Right Wing Habit And Started Living Life."

The fact remains that the Truth is One and the conflict only enters
because, due to racial differences in the world, the Truth smiles more
on some than on others. The Right Wing is a history of deviations, off—
channels and side—rails from the mainline of Truth, concoctedmainly
by those who didn't have it in them to stand in the harsh, naked glare
of unadorned Truth. National Socialism has been the closest thing yet
to approach successfully the task of putting the Truth to work in
reality. But this was done very far away and nearly forty years ago.

The practice of mixing Truth with lies in an effort to formulate
something that the sick masses might accept without much struggle
has resulted in the Right having built for itself an insurmountable
obstacle of self—imposed hang—ups and restrictions. 99% of everything
in the Right goes toward maintaining the facade of this or that
particular illusion, whether it be turning the clock back to 1876, 1933
or whatever. ‘

The National Socialist Liberation Front, from the time I had
reactivated it in 1980, and up to the present, has slowly and steadily
been gaining acceptance among the membersof the Movementhaving
long ago grown sorely disappointed with the totally out-of—touch,
cultist, hobbyist, fetishist Nazi organizations that had held the stage
heretofore. In NSLF they at least found reality and honesty. But after
two years of following this course, it had already become clear to me
that the key elementwas still lacking and we were still a long way from
starting the kind ofMovement thatwill catch on, take hold and spread
in the manner of all historically significant and successful Movements.

About one month after I had put out the first issue of the new
SIEGE in the summer of 1980, I made my first contact with the
Charles Manson people. In the two years that followed, that
relationship grew to where now it has become too large to remain
confined and camouflaged inside the idea of a fallen Comrade, Joseph
Tommasi,whosework I had earlier set myself to keeping alive, as it
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Above: Mason with KarlHand, who assumedNSLF leadershipafter Mason
began Universal Order.
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was the best thing I had run across up to that time. No recorded
comment of Tommasi's on Manson is known to exist even though
Tommasiwas in high—gearoperation in the LA. area at the time of the
Tate killings. He, precisely as I at the time, probably missed the greater
point to the thing entirely. I would venture to guess however that he
would not take kindly to anyone trying to mix "apples and oranges"
with regards to the NSLF and Manson. And, as far as Manson is

concerned, I was advised over a year ago to forgetwhat I was doing in
NSLF and start over fresh. As I feel I must pursue this course
unencumberedby considerations of the past, the decision was made to
leave NSLF and startUNIVERSALORDER, a name suggested to me
by the highest authority. (Manson himself.)

That is what I have now done.
[Unknown]

Universal Order
In the fabulous book, The TurnerDiaries, mention is made of "The

Book" which revolutionized "The Organization" from some pitiful
thing such as we see today into that which did indeed go on to smash
the System and erect a White State, not only in North America but in
the entire world. Even according to Turner Diaries calculations, "The
Book" has yet to be written. So it is withUniversal Order — nothing is
written. I am handicappedby this in that all I can do for the present is
offer my impressions and observations and wait for the day when a
complete revelation is offered. I am aware that things of this nature are
in the works at present though I'd be foolish to try to place any time—

table on their appearance.
If I were to be asked what Universal Order is, I'd have to respond

in language and terms as familiar and easily understood as possible
even though they may not be entirely fitting. For those among my
former affiliates, I would say without reservation that it is everything
NationalSocialism is and much,muchmore. It is geared to the present
conditions. It is as dynamic as — maybe more so than — National
Socialism because its true leader is alive, a contemporaryof all of us. It
is uniquely "American" and it is NOW. It has no links whatsoeverwith
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Conservatism or the Right Wing (or the Left, for thatmatter). It largely
disarms the Enemy because he doesn't knowwhat to expect of it or
how to deal with it. It has fascination and appeal to YOUTH.

[Vol XI, #11 — Nov., 1982]

Living It
One essence in the comparison of Manson versus Right Wingism

is that Right Wing groups as well as individuals "dream it” and play at
it, simultaneously working their System jobs and living their
Establishment lives, while Manson and those who follow his Idea
LIVE IT by dropping out of the System and by attacking the System.
Truly, the same could be said of the conventionalLeftWing as well.
To attach the necessary political connotation to it, rather than
”Mansonism," one would have to say Universal Order in reference to
this new mode of living.

The key is the total dropping out and away from the System. That
in itself constitutes one of the greatest forms of attack. Carried to its
conclusion, it would effect a moribund System caught alone, isolated
in a mass of very angry people, eventually at their complete mercy.
Passive resistance a la Gandhi only set in America? Perhaps. It has its
comparisons. TheMovement is struggling closer to individually—waged
guerrilla warfare on the System but it is a long way from tackling the
System's Pigs as an opposing army. Yet we must ACT NOW in some
manner of an effective yet wisely prudent, appropriateway.

[Unknown]

Universal Order Versus The Left-Right
Spectrum

Even as CommanderRockwell was saying twenty years ago, classic
notions of "Left" and "Right" were becoming then, and certainly are
by now, obsolete and meaningless. To place this into perspective, by
referring to "Left" and "Right," one only expands the context of —

while remaining on the same plane as — those extremely foolish ones
who still think in terms of party politics. Democrat vs. Republican,
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Liberal vs. Conservative. The point being that these terms are all

equally SYSTEM TERMS, because in reality, at the core of their set
programs, they each support the System and are a part of it.

What has been missing up till now has been a clean dividing line,
an actual breaking point where all pretenses of working within the
System, by its rules, were dropped once and for all. In short, a complete
breakwith time past.

As has been said earlierin SIEGE, those who control the System,
by having ultimately succeededin effecting TOTAL CONTROL over
every official, recognized aspect of society, business, government,
media, etc. have LOSTCONTROL over the course of events through
having done away with competent, legitimate opposinon that could
conceivably step in and take over in an orderly manner (as Hitler's
NSDAP didin 1933). An incredibly dangerous, explosive situation this
is, for it's becoming clearer each day that those in "control" and their
minions are losing the ability to hold the pieces together, yet there is
no relief, there are no answers forthcoming from any "reputable"
direction. This, of course, spells TOTAL COLLAPSE, TOTAL
ANARCHY, TOTAL DESTRUCTION. And it shall mean that any
babbling about Conservative "a little less of this" or Liberal "a little
more of that" will one day be rewarde'd with a bullet.

When the mess collapses the obvious will become clear: There is

only one correctway of handling elemental human problems — not by
further compromise — but through Universal Order. Rather than
viewing the world and its affairs from an artificially created vantage
point of any outmoded political philosophy, it will be a matter of
dealing directly with reality from any point were one finds oneself at
that moment.Universal Order means reality applied to NOW.

[Vol XI, #12 - Dec, 1982]

Dichotomy
Scrupulous honesty is what Universal Order is all about. Charles

Manson, who provides most of our current—day inspiration, refers to
himself as a Servant in the Truth. Yet in the day-to—day course of
revolution and propaganda the necessary use of the lie and the half—
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truth are repeatedly and often called into active play, many times in
order to preserve life and liberty. Ifwe deceive successfully the System
and its Pigs, what is lost? Nothing. If, on the other hand, we play as
"good citizens" with respect to the laws and the powers that be and
succeed instead in deceiving ourselves at the same time, what then is
lost? Everything.

As George Lincoln Rockwell said, in this current struggle for the
survival and safety of the White Race, only failure is immoral. We
accept that statement literally, at its face, and see nothing reprehensible
in the lie as a means to an end, nothing whatsoever. Indeed, it is but
one of the weapons in our arsenal against the Big Brother System
whose policy has as its very end the Lie.

[Unknown]

Whole People
Another of the differences between the outlook and strategy of

Universal Order and the rest of the entire strata of various ”political"
groups, one that is so basic it is mainly overlookedor misunderstood,
is that Universal Order does not seek to "indoctrinate" ormake people
over, it seeks to FREE them. While the rest of the political groups
both Left and Right attempt to inject their own brand of dogma over
top of Establishment distortions, Universal Order would ERASE
those primary distortions and let the person BE HIMSELF.

Political dogmas can be cracked and undone by various methods or
just by circumstances alone. One may even grow tired of them after a
time. But once a person has been released from the alien and false,
unnatural conditioning from birth by a commercial, materialistic and
repressive Establishment, then THAT can never be undone. It might
even be called "brainwashing" as opposed to the System's "brain—

dirtying."
We do not want System, Establishment people with any kind of

veneer of ”Conservative," "Liberal," "Left," "Right" who are playing a
part in a movie of their own. We wantwhole people, real people who
can see, think and act independently, free of any artificial, phony input
which must be, by definition, a concoction by, of and for the past. And
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these are the ONLY kind of people that can ever make a true
Movement.

[Unknown]

Family
I do not use the term in the sense that the Right Wing and the

Reactionaries use it when they moan about the System's assault on the
family and how the American family has been atomizedand effectively
destroyed. This is all quite true enoughbut it has little bearing onwhat's
to be done with regard to the success of the future. Manson had the
right idea about Family. It involvedpeople of the same Race, the same
Spirit, coming together for mutual security. Most may have turned
their backs on their "rea " families in order to have found the one, true
Family but such is the case with regard to a struggle such as this one
with overtones of civil warfare. Hand—in—handwith revolution, with
survival, is the elemental component of the Family. It is really the only
way the System can be destroyed, really the only way We can survive.
TRIBES ofWhite Warriors, bands ofWhite Men with their Women
and Children who have drawn together and then pulled away from the
System to allow it to fall without taking them with it.

The only insurance we've got against being picked off one-by—one,
being atomized and casually victimized by the System's Pigs is to
STICK TOGETHER. Go and get even those most hostile accounts
of the Charles Manson Family's days in California's Death Valley and
you'll see how it was done. It must be done again in hundreds of
thousands of locations across the country. Again, the Movement has
added its own words of direction on how these Family—typeunits must
be arranged to assure at least a minimum chance of success and
survival. It's not to be done for fun or for caprice, but for LIFE or
DEATH.

[Vol XII, #1 —]an., 1983]
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A Combination ImpossibleTen Years
Ago

Those who have read thus far in SIEGE will knowwhat I have put
forth regarding myself, being a former member of the AmericanNazi
Party, and the Charles Manson Family and, I would hope, by now
begin to understand thewhy and how of it. For the rest, the revelations
of such things may come as quite a shock, you can be sure. It could
almostpass as "shock for shock's sake alone" — the two most defamed,
sensationalized groups in contemporaryAmerica now linked together,
not just by a few in the Movement, but by the System Press as well.
Needless to say, it couldn't have happened much before now.

The Manson people look upon and accept the NS Movement in
America with curiosity, some admiration and some dismay. "Hate,"
they say, "is not going to get it.” Trying to live in another time and
place isn't going to get it either. To our charges of amonstrous,Jewish
conspiracy, they simply counterwith the statedbeliefthat people today
have a death wish for themselves. We say that without unpolluted,
White blood, there'll be no civilization left. They say that without an
unpollutedworld, there can be no White'Race... or any other race for
that matter. Most importantly though, they show understanding and
are willing to have a dialogue.

The same cannot be said for themajority in theMovement.A nasty
commentary when it becomes clear that media brainwash has not
affected their View of us but has, on the other hand, for the most part,
effected almost totally ourView of them. Forme, for all those who are
in the least bit perceptive, this fact is most revealing. No one
condemned bigotry, prejudice and knee—jerk, snap reactions more
roundly than did CommanderRockwell. It comes down to reinforced
blindness and ignorance — "redneck—ism." Manson says that the Truth
is One. The Movement, for the most, obviously places the codes of
dying, decaying,]ewish—subverted "tradition” and "morals" first, ahead
of Truth or reality.An even nastier commentarybecause it has always
been so and that remains one more prime reason for the failure of the
Movement. And now — lo and behold — we see it that the arch—

reactionaries of the Movement can no longer ignore the mile high
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writing on the wall, have admitted that theirs is no ”party" at all, have
indicated that no such "party" is any longer possible or even desirable
under present conditions, and have‘announced the founding of an
"order" of their own, approximately ninety days after the appearance
of Universal Order. An admission that the old, phony pretenses of a
”party" not only hadn't been producing any results in many years but
that the cultist remains from themid-1970's were in immediate danger
of evaporating into thin air. Hence, a new name and a dropping of
some false pretenses.

Reality does have a way — after having been ignored and put off
long enough — ofmaking its presence felt much like a sledge hammer
right between the eyes. You can also get a stubborn donkey to move
by building a fire under him. How many steps that donkey will take
away from that fire, or in which direction, is an uncertainty. But such
a dramatic — if long delayed — reaction should be proofpositive of the
changing times. Blue-skying for fun and profit has been rendered
practically extinct by ever harsher realities that NO ONE can ignore
or escape. I regard all this merely as a confirmation, not as anything
too encouraging, as I do still expect to see the same, old sales pitch as
before for some variation of "Spanky and Our Gang" ideals and
mentality. Regulations for how you have your hair cut willmost likely
persist even while Manson continues to speak in terms of Life versus
Death. For the rest of you, those who, as long ago as I, dropped out
of the more overt brand of nonsense, I urge again to look beyond the
media—created images to the Truth of the matter and you'll see how
those differences which may exist between the Movement and the
Manson Idea are minor; how survival is everything.

[Vol XII, #2 — Feb, 1983]

Toward The Unity OfWhites
I was particularly struck by one glaring omission made by the

communist press in their reports of their mass actions lately in
demonstration against KKK andNazi presence in Oroville, California.
They did not repeat one of themain themes still to be found in the Big
Brother press, to wit, the involvementofCharles Manson's influence
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within the Oroville Nazi faction. Almost incredible and certainly too
stark and obvious to be lightly dismissed. Do they wish to HIDE the
fact of Manson's involvement? Do they FEAR to attack Manson in
their publications, to their respective memberships and the public at
large? That the communists are far more realistic, pragmatic and
perceptive in their understandingof and dealings with people than the
Movement has ever been can hardly be deniedwhen one takes a look
at the numbers they can throw onto the streets at almost a moment's
notice.

CommanderRockwell stressed one pointwith regard to communist
strategy in the United States: The fact that they must somehow bring
about the large—scale,working union of Black andWhite workers or
else admit failure. \While they have come a lot closer to that goal than
the Right ever did toward its goal of a large—scale,working union of
Whites from all social strata to the exclusion of coloreds, in terms of
national power, they fall critically short and what "success" they have
seen in that regard — and to whatever degree that is genuine and
authentic — has "blessed" their ranks with the absolute scum of the
earth. How about those basically good Whites who find themselves
amongst that group out ofwant of anyplace better to be, who have no
great love for Jews or Blacks, but hate the System too much to do
nothing?

It could easily be said that unless ALL radicalized, revolutionized
Whites can be united, then the dream of Commander Rockwell can
never be fulfilled. The effective realization of that dream was also an
impossibility during the 1960's and on into the 1970's, at which time
the Whites were too badly polarized over trivial, superficial matters,
again, concocted by Jews for the purpose of divisiveness. Issues like
the morality ofVietnam, segregation vs. integration, the "Generation
Gap," Watergate, etc.. Manson — at the time — was outspoken about
getting out of Vietnam. Commander Rockwell was on record saying
that he believed that segregation was wrong and would not work. The
biggest difference was in how various people and groups REACTED
to these irritations and outrages thrust into the life of the country by
agitating Jews. The TRUTH of the matter, and even the so—called
"issues" themselves, were lost in the heave and swayofREACTIONS.
Meanwhile, the plan of the Protocols marched onward, practically
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unnoticed.But today most of the worst of the Big Brother subterfuge
that played on the emotions of idealistic-yet—duped Whites has been
replaced by REALITIES TOO UGLY TO IGNORE and which are
fast driving these people into the same boat.

Leftists could generally admire everything aboutManson except his
views on race (the most crucial thing of all). Sadly and ironically, the
Right allows the lesser, peripheral items to overshadow, in their eyes,
Manson's racial and family social philosophy. But then there are those
hypocritical, racist "Reds" and those non—conservative, truly
revolutionary "Beefsteak Nazis" —— brown on the outside, red on the
inside — who are instinctively TRUE to the genuine fight, who could
and might repeat the mass phenomenon which occurred in Germany
when White Men in droves abandoned the fraudulent, Jewish
communist "revolution" and became part of the Army of the Swastika
(which, incidentally, Manson has retained except in a manner that
revolves to the left). The prospect is too much for the Enemy to
contemplate.

[Vol X11, #2 - Feb., 1983]

Youth Oriented
Those in the struggle never tire of exclairning how there is no time

left, or at least not much time left, before it becomes "too late." What's
more, they've been saying it for thirty years. True, it is too late for
certain things to be attempted. In fact, it is true that with each passing
year, more and more options are removed. But "too late" is something
that cannot be applied in a general sense. A hell of a lot can happen in
a mighty short time if only the right moves are made. The "hurry,"
therefore, doesn't have nearly so much to do with the situation as it
does with the fact that those of us looking at the thing clearlywant to
stopwasting our time and get on with something that's going to prove
worthwhile, that will gain RESULTS.

And YOUTH is the name to be applied to the group of people
among whom you will find a majority of those who DEMAND
RESULTS, not Right Wing bullshit. Manson explains that the older a
person becomes, the more frozen they are in the programmed ways
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the System has inculcated them with. Not only that, usually, the older
a person becomes, the more conservative they become in theirwhole
attitudeand outlook. Nowadays, and for quite awhile now, peoplehave
begun to march to the grave very, very early. The death wish the
System implants practically at birth just grows and grows with the
passage of time. The most adept social and political movers of all times
have known that, in order to have a successful movement, you must
get 'em while they are YOUNG!

It is quite true, and especially so to thosewith Rightist backgrounds,
that Youth today is in a mess. Can they be blamed? Their cowardly,
hypocritical elders on the one hand having abandoned them over to
the care ofBigBrother who has done probably the most monumental
mass brainwashof any time on them by, first, omitting, eliminating or
ridiculing anything of worth in their heritage and then, second, by
telling them they're as good as niggers and by filling the vacuumalready
created with their own brand of insanity. However, as thorough going
as the job the Jews have done is, people are still looking — they're still

hungry — for SOMETHING that rings true and worthwhile. It is
Youth that has the most to lose, that has traditionally been the most
idealistic and action-minded. Charles Manson exerts a fascination over
Youth today, in the entire West, more so by far than anyone else even
remotely attuned to whatwe're trying to do.

[VOL XII, #2 — Feb, 1983]

Manson'sWay
Manson cannot comprehend why otherwise intelligent adults

wouldwant to try and pretend that this is Germany in 1933 or the US.
South in 1876 or indulge in any other fantasy to the expense of the
stated struggle which is at hand. Having been through this Movement,
I can comprehend it — though I'm not proud of it — and have found
that, in trying to explain it to Manson, the whole sorry thing sticks in
my throat. The reason Manson can't understand it is that he goes on
the assumption that any who are in possession of so large a chunk of
the Truth, as is the racialist Right, would proceed as he himself
proceeds: In total honesty. Those who have seen the light know that
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the operators within the Movement are a notoriouslyDISHONEST
bunch of fakers and rip-offs and do the Truth the grossest disservice
by their very presence.

That's why people can't — at first — countenanceManson: He does
not deal in images or gimmicks, only reality, the way it is. Most people
simply cannot STAND this. They haven't got the brain capacity or the
guts for it. When they look at Manson, they see themselves and they 4
unless they are right inside — HATE IT. So, for lack of better
understandingof it, they direct this hatred towards Manson. Is it any
wonder then why we get so many of these reactions from within the
Right, having been the haven that it has for all the many cowards and
defectives? But the Right can no longer deliver the cheap, vicarious
thrills it used to and the curiosity—seekers are thinning out along the
carnival midway. REALITYhas arrived and business for fakers is bad.
If one were to attach a human name to stand for reality, that name
would be MANSON.

It is Planet Earth, here and now. A Leader who is alive is called for.
There has to be guidance, authority, unity that can only be providedby
the kind of personality that can fulfill the demands of Hitler's
Leadership Principle. Many will be called but few will answer; fewer
still will be chosen. This however is not.cultisrn but the reality of the
situation. As revolutionary National Socialists, we denounced and
abandoned the so—called "Mass Idea" as worthless. But even awinning
minority is going to have to number in the hundreds of thousands and,
therefore, the task is every bit as awesome as it ever was. The difference
now must be thatwe correctly assess the situation, accurately perceive
what measures are called for and then set our plans accordingly. Only
a master of the sense of REALITY can focus through the shroud of
Jewish—created illusion, determine the proper course and define the
right action.

[Unknown]

The Truth Ignored
Not only is the Truth ignored, it is cursed and defamed. Any

National Socialist in the world can attest to that. Manson's Idea is the
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same as the NS Program only that it is, understandably, intended for
THIS TIME and THIS PLACE. The vast differences in times and
places fully account for the seemingly vast discrepancies between
Manson and Hitler. Adolf Hitler was the LAST to offer the world
workable, orderly and just solutions AND — most importantly—- be in
a position to actually deliver. The world's answer to Hitler was the
Second WorldWar. It was no fault ofManson's then that, though he
wasn't in much of a position to deliver, he did still in all offer the Truth.
The answer he received was nine sentences of life imprisonment.

As GeorgeLincoln Rockwell — anothermartyr for the Truth — said
in his writings: Anyone so conceited and foolish as to be determined
to flauntNature'sLaws (Truth) may do so but only for a limited period
of time. He cannot go on doing so indefinitely. A man determined to
flaunt, for example, the Law ofGravity may dive off of the top of the
Empire State Building and, for awhile, seem to be actually getting away
with it. But then he reaches the ground (Reality) and is judged very
harshly. So it is and so it will be with the peopleof theworld. The spirit
of liberalism, let alone the hand of Big Brother, cannot refrain from
flirting with catastrophe —— economic, social, environmental, racial —

and the ultimate answer to all this gets closer each day.
What do you do with one insistent upon leaping to their death, or

with those whowill not hear the Truth but whowill go far out of their
way to PERSECUTE it? If they won't have it, if they choose to attack
it, then the best thing you can do is SAVE YOURSELF. I refer again
to those obscenely distorted accounts of the Manson Family
experiences on the California desertwhich are readily available in any
community's bookshop (right alongside William L. Shirer's "Rise and
Fall of the Third Reich", of which one respected historian has
commented that the book contains an average of at least one factual
error PER PAGE) to show just how Manson and his followers set
about doing this very thing. The Movement, too, is more and more
thinking in these terms but not with the sense of urgency or the totality
which Manson did. Just as with the sinking of a great ocean liner,
getting over the rail isn't enough; one must swim hard and fast to put
sufficient distance between himself and the sinking ship or else be
sucked under by it. So much for urban survivalists.
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And so much for passivity. As was said last year, the renewed
version of revolutionary National Socialism was built and grew
concomitant with the increasing familiarity and devotion to Charles
Manson and his Idea. It certainly was no accident that it was
revolutionary National Socialists and not some other more or less
traditional Movement front that made this transition. Revolutionary
National Socialism, from the beginning, was known for its stand on
guerrilla warfare against the System. Expressedbeliefs and theories are
one thing but putting them into practical application andTHEN seeing
what they're called is quite another. "Terrorism" usually turns out to
be the term most often used. That brings us right back around, full
circle, to the start: Those who start with the Truth, though they may
do so separately, ultimately end up togetherwith the Truth, regardless
whether they be hailed or cursed by the masses.

[Vol XII, #2 - Feb., 1983]

Helter Skelter
Manson says simply that when the television goes off, the people

will go insane. The spell will be broken and what shall Reality consist
of other than Hell having made itselfmanifest on earth? That's when
the thought and preparation undertaken today will pay off for those
who did more thanTALK about the deplorability of it all.And Charles
Mansonwill share no blame for any of it. I would add that the people
will go insane trying to place culpability. In all likelihood, they'll kill
themselves off in a mad frenzy. I've said before that I want to be
around for the finale, but not in the midst of that scenario. I'd prefer
surveying the scene of the carnage after it has died down. The bright
spot to all this is that, once the forces of the System have been swept
away, then Universal Order will be established naturally. I can't imagine
anyone not wanting to be on its side.

[Vol XII, #2 — Feb, 1983]
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The MeaningOf Universal Order
The name Universal Order is not one more krinklejammer

replacement for anything more properly termed "Nazi" nor is it any
head trip, grandiose "organization" designed mainly to enhance
someone's ego. In fact, Universal Order is more a concept than the
name of any group or organization: Universal order as opposed to
some kind of localized, specialized, exclusive "order." When order is
truly universal — and only then — it will be right, proper and, most of
all, everlasting. This will include National Socialism, of course, and by
direct implication, it will provide no place anywhere in the universe for
alien "order.”

Why did Universal Order make its appearance here, in the midst of
the hard, U.S. radical Right Wing? Why not among the Left or among
theMoral Majority or, for that matter, why didn't it spring forth on its
own from virgin soil? Why, in fact, out of the US. NaziMovement?
Because, as was said earlier, it is only here where a large enough
measure of the completeTruth has resided for so long, where enough
idealistic and altruistic individuals have rallied and fought, that
Universal Order could take on a solid form and begin its organizational
drive outward. It is only among the BEST and most forward—thinking
of today's National Socialists that Universal Order could be
understood and embracedonce these same National Socialists realized
that THIS is what they had been reaching and striving for over the past
ten years and more.

The most extensive background in the US. Nazi Movement serves
only as a partially adequate stepping stone to an understanding of
Universal Order. Those who so foolishly state that Charles Manson is
"hardly NS material" are like unto those of a modern—day Methodist or
Presbyterian Church—with all their dogma and "social consciousness"
— who wouldn't allow the actual Jesus of Nazareth into their buildings
for being in violation of prevailing hair and dress codes. And what
would they then term "NS material"? Why, of course, some type
mainly suitable for a small role in a Hollywood "docu—drama" — a

parody of real National Socialism! But I refuse to concede the
Movement to these types even though they maybe in preponderance.
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Hitler had his problemswith them and so did Rockwell. They are the
"fringers," the coattail—hangers who gravitate toward the strong in

hopes some of it might rub off onto them. The trouble is, instead of
the association doing them any good, they by their presence only tend
to short circuit the goodworks of others.

In short, the Movement is in a mess. But then, the whole world is
in a mess. Here in the Movement, the problems have been diagnosed
and the solutions outlined for literally generations, every tool necessary
is at hand. Yet the Movement is retrogressing today. Why? The degree
of control by the Enemy cannot be used as and excuse for it is only, as
Hitlerwould say, an obstacle that exists to be broken, not surrendered
to. The sorry shape of the people, likewise, cannot be used as an alibi.

Hitler also said that the masses are female and that it is up to the male
drive to reach them and conquer or win them. No, the problem still

rests inside the Movement itself. Too few have started and too many
have stopped looking for a new beginning, a REAL beginning to the
creation of a True Movement. Things are all out of tune. No one has

yet struck the correct balance required to release that first bolt of
lightning! '

[Vol XII #3 — March, 1983]
u

A Thousand-And-OneDiversions
Though what a dreary, tiresome task it would be, someone should

try to catalog the number as well as the names of all the microscopic
”groups" which make up the galaxy loosely referred to as "the
Movement." A study in futility and impotency. Every one of them
"disguised" as something or another and with all their effort going
toward the upkeep of the disguise rather than the expressed purpose.
Commander Rockwell referred to these types as "Sneaky Nazis."
Mostly, they knew and understood what NationalSocialism was and is

about but had no stomach or self—discipline to join the real fight in
earnest.

Note there are no sneaky Mansonites — but for vastly different
reasons. From direct personal experience I tell you that the name of
Manson can be used for the same purposes the name ofHitler can be
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used... MINUS 95% of the usual hassles which immediately follow due
to the huge job of conditioning that theJews have done on people over
the last forty or fifty years. Most of you in the Movement have not
considered the wayManson is at first taken by average people. Young,
wild, American, anti—Establishment,and finally, yes, a criminal type but
certainly not on the order of what they have whipped up regarding
Hitler. Manson scares people but he does so in the way they LIKE to
be scared. There is no huge, vague, ugly "thing" attached to Manson as
there is to Hitler. After a time, once people have been brought
sufficiently around, you may introduce them to Hitler without much
risk of losing them. This is but one example of the right balance, the
right approach at work.

But the reason there are no sneaky Mansonites is several—sided.
Once a person knows what Manson is about, and actually shares it, he
is no longer interested or concerned with sneaking around about
anything. Who are we trying to hide from? What are we trying to
conceal? Who are we trying to kid? We, after all, are the ones
representingLife, we have the answers, we have what it is everybody
needs and wants. So why shouldwe sneak? (If a person likes to dress

up in a 1930's German uniform, for example, I can understand the
need to sneak and hide.) But we go forth among our fellows ready at
any time to impart Truth to whomever seeks it or will hear it. Second,
the ”Sneaky Nazis" are several steps below "open" Nazis because they
are aware ofwhat they are doing and yet lack the courage and honesty
to correct themselves. On the contrary, more Nazis aren'tMansonites
for the very reason that they HAVE NO UNDERSTANDING of
what he represents. A real Nazi would never reduce himself to some
krinklejamm'er waste of time just as one that is part of Universal Order
and the whole Manson Idea CONFOUNDS the Enemy (just as it
confuses the block—headed, faint—hearted and luke—warm) because it is
so NEW (yet timeless) and cannot be copied from, at least, not copied
effectively.

Do not deny your prophets, your heroes and your saviors. As long
as there is any breach of faith anywhere, nothing positive can ever
proceed. It is something that the ignorant and the stubborn will have
to live with.

[V01. XII #3 — March, 1983]
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Women
The night of the Tate Surprise Partythere were not enough good

men around to handle the job and so it was left mostly up to women.
InManson's Family the ratio of women to men stood at about five—to—

one. Women, then,were Manson's best troop. To go back in time and
to change in location, it was women, by their majority, who elected
Hitler to power in Germany. Maybe the deadliest built-in source of
destruction the U.S. Right has been its attitudes towardwomen. Ever
notice the typical Right Wing married couple? The little lady is ever
bitching at hubby to drop that garbage and get a better-paying job. His
own kids see him as a poor man's Archie Bunker. That's on a good
day. The rest of the time it is off to divorce court. Why? Is the
Movementreally garbage?Are thesewomen really bitches? The answer
is no. The problem in every case lies with the man.

The US. Right is made up of frustratedmen, men who are afraid
of this or that or the other and seek the company of others who are
similarly frustrated and frightened, in order to be able to ease their
angst and perhaps work out some of their fantasies. What woman on
earth would respond to that?Women don't respond to the falsemacho
of the phony para—military of the US. Right nor are they turned on by
the secretiveness of it all. Because these men are unable to form an
effective organization which has the power to take the issue to the
streets, to the Enemy, they keep it at home instead to the neglect and
alienation of their families. The Enemy knows this and delights in the
knowledge. Further, because of all this, the home, wife and family of
the average Right Winger — Nazi, KKK or whatever— has become the
biggest weak point with regard to System attacks: Break a man's home
or turn his wife against him and you HAVE him!

Among the Left this is not the situation. Though they may be badly
deluded in their beliefs, between a man and woman the commitment
is shared and the struggle is shared as comrades. This is one main
reason why the Left is so much more successful than the Right: The
women are INVOLVED. I've witnessed recent Right Wing attempts
at "involving" their fewwomen and it amounts to trying to place them
into uniforms and under the same kind of discipline as the men a la
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AmericanLegion, etc. It doesn'twork. The reason it doesn't work is it
looks about as crappy as the System itself and turns the women off, as
well it should.

It is scandalous and notorious that most Right Wing "leaders" are
very questionable as to the issue of sexual preference. This follows
naturally when one takes a quick look at the mess the Movement is in
outwardly — for it is merely a reflection. Hitler, Rockwell, Tommasi
and certainly Manson exerted a strong, almost animal attraction over
women and gloried in their company. This quality goes hand—in—hand

with the dynamism necessary toMAKEAMOVEMENT. Sterility and
impotence remain just that. Women make the most excellent fanatics
but they have to be properlymotivated and LED. There is something
verywrongwith any organization that doesn't have its share ofwomen.
What is called for today is a strongMovement— normal and natural —

to do the job, and not anything weird or introverted. Once the correct
balance is struck for attractingwomen, the rest won't be far behind.

[Vol XII #3 — March, 1983]

Circumstantial Constraints and Karma
There are those who will rule the validity and existence of karma

right out the window. As nearly as I understand it, it could boil down
to "reap as ye sow." There are references to "good karma" and "bad
karma" and, again, the way I take it, it is different from luck in that it
is like a cloud — or a rainbow — that follows you around according to
some word or deed of yours in the past. It's something that has to be
dealt with, or lived with. Rather than hard results to be overcome— in
the negative sense, anyway — it is something to be lived down. Real or
unreal, it is somethingwhich effects the way people receive you, or
don't receive you. Like an aura. Furthermore, it can be passed down
through time and therefore, it is wise to take care what kind of karma
one takes upon himselfor bequeaths to his posterity.

No small bit of inconvenience do we labor under to this day with
the story of the "Six Million." Though the number of dead has been
established statistically at around a quarter of a million and though
there were no "gas chambers” as such, still the whole picture of a
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bunch of "little Jews" being killed rather sticks in the throat of most
people. No less with the Manson Family does the matter of the "Five
to Die" keep croppingup, despite the fact that Mansonhimselfhad no
part in those killings. Again, a houseful of minor slime-drippers and,
to make matters a hundred times worse, a pregnant female to boot.
When people think Hitler and Manson, these are the visions that pop
into mind primarily. Such is the ”karma" those of us who follow in
their path have to deal with.

Personally, as a young kid just coming into the Movement and
knowing nothing other than what I had been told by the liberal
education system, I never at any time had a problem with the "Six
Million." I admit it is strange and unusual but it never bothered me.
Hitler looked good to me and I was ready to go, regardless. I was sure
in my own mind that he must have had his reasons for killing all those
Jews. And well do I recall the moment in the summer of 1969 when
the news broke on television of the discovery of the Tate killings —

months before the case was cracked and the world would hear the
name of Charles Manson. Well, too, do I recall thinking to myself at
that time one word: "Good." A favorite line when asked if we would
condone the killing ofwomen and children in the event of an all-out
race war is one whereby I correct thelanguage by adding, "You mean
females and offspring?"

Good karma is the kind gotten byJoseph Franklin by killing mixed
couples. If anybody chafes at that, we can‘t use them under any
circumstances. Personally, I can see the use ofwholesale measures plus
being utterly thorough in one's task but, as I fully understand, most
people still retain certain hang—ups along these lines. The word is

"compunctions"; some are born with them and others are born
without them. I was one of the fortunate few. But though we have
thought of ourselves for many years now as purely revolutionary and
esoteric, with regard to what "public relations" we do still maintain, we
still have to struggle to keep matters neatly within the context most
readily understood and accepted by the majority. ”Reasonability." No
less a man than Robert Lloyd told us a long time ago that we'd need to
adopt a "missionary" approach. It hasn't been easy and it's not much
fun but it does have some good effects.
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Getting back to the two historic and philosophicgiants who I have
spoken of in this segment, as Commander Rockwell never tired of
insisting upon — rightly — Adolf Hitler DID NOT saddle us with any
handicaps whatsoever. The problem only comes in when tiny minds
attempt to measure great men and great deeds by their own inadequate
standards. It of course will never fit. But if we fully understand who
we are and whatwe want, then none of us should expect or want it to
fit. If it were all very pleasant, nice and polite then, like everything else
that way, it would mean NOTHING. This is the single, big reason I

came to the Movement in the first place as a kid who knew nothing of
the usual Right Wing background garbage through which most found
their way in. I had looked around and was sick and tired of all the
sugary sweet, prim and proper crap that existed around me in society
and all of which added up to a big zero. Where there is real adversity,
there is real substance and realworth. I wasn't disappointed.

One thing to keep in mind as'we go about the struggle today in our
own way, in our own time, is that hindsight is always 20/20. What
really matters though is what takes place either right NOW or in the
immediate future and the plain, inescapable fact is that ANYACTION
ATALL IS BETTER THAN NONE. Beggars can't be choosers and,
I assure you, we are at the moment begging for action of any kind just
to break the boredom and the deadlock. Anything would be welcome.

I wrote previously in SIEGE that a little forethought is essential if
we are to transform our situation from one of hand—to—mouth to one
wherein we are able to actually call a few of the shots. Malice
aforethought? Does it matter much should you be unlucky enough to
end up before a System court? In all truth, one is far less likely to be
caught and more likely to have a much greater impact — and better
karma — if he contemplates matters ahead of time in a cool and rational
way. Pick and choose, time and place. It is called getting
professionalized and WINNING!

[Vol XII, #6 — June, 1983]
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Toward Higher Thresholds
Tommasi printed in a very early issue of the original SIEGE, "He

who is not busy being born is busy dying." This says, in essence, that
there is no such thing as successfully standing still. You are either
growing, changing and expanding or you are withering and dying.

To better explain what is meant by my using the term "threshold”
here, most have heard of the reference "threshold of pain." Some
people are very stoic and won't flinch or complain at the worst
discomfort. Others will scream and faint dead away at the mere sight
of blood. The first group is said to have a high threshold of painwhile
the lattergroup has a low one. By training and by discipline — all backed
up by willpower — one can RAISE their own thresholds and thus
increase their endurance. How familiar is the sight of timid faint-hearts
who fear everything which is found outside ofMaster's Rules? Fear,
anticipation, anxiety, panic, shock syndrome and gutlessness. How
many of us today may have been scared by that very first police knock
on our front doors? Or frightened by that first violent street
confrontation with the Enemy? Commander Rockwell wrote that he
did not expect to return from that first White House picket in 1958.
Here we have the thresholds of fear o'r of "trouble."

But he did return from that one and a thousand others far worse.
A combat veteran of two wars, he had come to grips with an entire
new and different situation: Confrontation at home. He got good at it,
from fighting in the streets to fighting and winning in his own court
battles. As far as physical combat is concerned, he knew and he wrote
that, in battle, one's adrenaline takes over, provides extra strength and
reflexes and also blocks out pain. The pain, as he said, only comes later,
if injury is sustained, during the mending. As far as the "trouble"
threshold is concerned, CommanderRockwell wrote later that, again,
the night after John Kennedywas assassinated it appeared to one and
all in theAmerican Nazi Party, even with five years' experience behind
them, that, with all the hue and cry raised by the Jewish media that
"Hate Killed Kennedy," they would not last the night. Of course, they
did last the night andwent on and on to bigger and greater things.
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So how high can these thresholdsgo? Howmuch pain is too much?
What does it take to shake you? The answer of course is that you set
your own limits. CommanderRockwell lived with imminent death for
nine years, through countless death—dealing encounters with the
Enemy,before he was suddenly shot in ambush by an eX—associate. He
always claimed that his audacity kept him alive. He pulled many
"publicity stunts” in those nine years, any one of which could have

gotten him killed. But he knew, even in his quieter moments, that he
was a marked man every second of every day of his life, no matter
what, once he openly stood forth and accused the Jews. How many
hot—shot punks carelessly risk their lives on motorcycles every night of
the week and end up dying in bed at a ripe, old age? What does it
represent? Nothing. Because it is all for nothing. True bravery is a
constant. It is a singleness of purpose.A completedevotion to a Cause
higher than one's self.

Knowingwhat to expect, or at least being ready for anything, and
being totally committed to an Idea is what is required. Being caught
anywhere in the middle is a potentially disastrous situation, one that
inevitably leads to personal tragedy, which we in the Movement have
seen played out many times. The Orientals are noted for a frame of
mind similar to what I'm talking about but theirs is passive in nature.
Ours, owing to our blood, is anything else but passive. Sustained in the
Belief, await the opportune moment and then take the appropriate
action. Never be side—tracked, never be tripped up by being distracted
by issues of the moment. Always take the long View.

A truly superior state of mind will keep you perpetually ahead of
the situation. Just as with Adolf Hitler, be UNSHAKABLE in your
determination and your belief. All this can only come with a full grasp
of reality, regardless of how you come about that full grasp. As
CommanderRockwell outlined in IN HOC SIGNO VINCES, it takes
a certain intelligence, a certain amount of guts and definitely sufficient
physical follow—up in order to survive and be able to push forward to
Victory.

[Vol X11, #7 July, 1983]
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Above: An excerpt from Rockwell’s In Hoc Signo Vinces manifesto.
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There's No Fanatic LikeA Religious
Fanatic

All who have read thus far in SIEGE will know that I myself am
purely political in outlook and am an atheist. However I try at all times
to be above all else a realist and lately I've been taking a harder look at
what, statistically, tends to make the better, more durable kind of social
and political movement. It appears that those movementswhich have
the most to offer to all the human needs tend to do better than their
more narrow, confined counterparts,i.e., the cults. There of course can
be narrow religious cults, narrow political cults, etc., but the point is
that self—limitations should be scrupulously avoided. Instead of
choosing to burden and restrict ourselves, we should rather afford
ourselves every possible advantage and opportunity.

A well-balanced movement containing all elements of human
existence would seem to be the only thing capable of filling the vacuum
that is yawning before us as alienation continues to grow from the
plastic crap, cheap "imitation of life" that the System offers. Every
angle from the most personal to the political and the religious, if that
is what people still claim to want. Mansonwould agree here, himself
being more of a holy man than anything else.

[Vol XII, #8 - Aug, 1983]

Revolution Equals Family
To be able to understand the meaning of revolution in these times

demands a rethinking of the concept of family. The kind of family
we're talking about here bears no resemblance to the so—called "family"
as it is known to and among the Pigs of the System; the entity they
constantly cry about being torn apart when, in fact, it had long since
become nothing more than an evil farce. This has nothing whatsoever
to do with the "bonds of matrimony" or even of immediate blood
relation. It has even less to do with the threadbare notions of "family
man" or the "good citizen" which that first termwould seem to entail.
The new and true concept of Family is so revolutionary in these times
as to become interchangeable with revolution itself. If the
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machinations of the Jew and liberal have caused a terminal cancer in
this society, then it is up to those who wish to survive to produce a
new nucleus: The Family.

It means people (and need I throw in "White People"?) living and
working closely together, in harmony and in communion.Not calling
it off at a certain hour or on a certain day and returninghome or back
to "the job." This concept of Family is total. It of course begins with a
man—woman relationship and grows outward, immediately following
with children. In this screwed—up society, this will as often as not
involve men and women of an age that has attained some maturity
having gone through one or more "bum" relationships ormarriages. It
is a fortunate few in this jungle who will find the right mate first off
the bat. We are searching and sifting, trying to build somethingout of
the wreckage. We cannot expect to start offwith perfection. We must
instead have as our goal the constant struggle for perfection. The only
true revolutionary is the realist and the only true realist is he who plays
the ball as it lies.

Men and women of good race who are compatible are all that is
necessary. The will to live and to survive is the bond. No idiotic
notions of "fun," "romance," "tradition," "security" or anything else
can ever enter in. The realization that_we CANNOT survive this alone,
any of us, must govern all our thoughts and actions. The best security
is the awareness and the preparedness for the tooth and nail struggle
that is upon us plus the grim determination to SURVIVE at all costs.
There'll be plenty of fun and romance connectedwith the fight itself.
Each day brings another victory; each hit — large or small — carried off
against the System represents another vindication. This calls for men
andwomenwith their eyes open, cold and sober, yet full of life. These
types are getting scarcer each generation.

It can mean living underground but it will more commonlymean
living in a state of gradually moving further toward the underground.
HoldingoffBigBrotherwhere possible; rippingoffBigBrotherwhere
possible. Dropping out of the slave market first; working toward
dropping out of the System entirely. Discarding the dead and false
values and morality of the rest of the slaves and doing only what you
have to do in order to survive. Itmeans raising a generation of children
who are conscious of their Race and conscious of the evil that
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dominates the mainstreamof life. It means giving these children true
values and real purpose, the things they will NEEDwhen the full—scale

war takes place about the time they are reachingadulthood.
The best long—range goal this strategy can have is our successfully

existing, not as atoms, but as effective UNITS, then tribes,
communities and finally again as a NATION! This biological bond
must live and build, it must SURVIVE while all forms of ”System" and
"Government" are diminished and blasted away.

[Vol.XIH,#3 - March, 1984]

Starting At the Beginning
A real family unit to withstand the shocks and stresses of life in the

heart and belly of the Beast System will require large measures of
intelligence, cooperation, resourcefulness, guts, discipline, plan and

purpose. Note well that these are also the very things that would be
needed to build a successful political movement or party to accomplish
the same goals. For whatever reasons, these have never been found in
sufficient supply in the Movement thus far and I believe that as long
as there is even a hint of the old forms and concepts left over, they
never will be. The only way to really stop the role—playing and get on
with business is to trash—can all the old framework over which we
attempted to drape grand illusions. Whenwe start off at ground level,
with nothing but ourselves, we'll quickly latch onto what's real and
learn to automatically reject what isn't.

The unreal and unhealthy "stag" atmosphere of the former
Movementwill be right away dispelled when one sees that he cannot
make it without a good helpmate and proceeds to find one. The
ridiculous and utterly ineffective "hobbyist" air that has always

permeated the former Movement will disappear when one stops
slaving at a Pig job in order to support his Movement "hobby" and
instead devotes himself full—time to surviving free of any such Pig
entanglement. It will then become sink or swim; and those who do
swim will soon becomeOlympians at it and, at the same time, damned
good and deadly REVOLUTIONARIES. Once the hobbyism has
stopped and the realities start to shine through, then the offspringwill
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see it as the only way to the future instead of a joke that the Jews have
made it out to be thus far, and as the fools in the Movementhave been
going out of theirway to confirm

An ideology of SURVIVAL AT ALL COSTS amidst a poisonous
and decaying environment can only evolve over a period of time, after
great test. We each who have stuck it out this far in the old Movement
have a great advantage over the rest: we have the background. The
future may be as difficult for us as any of the rest however. We will
learn. This is the actual melding of the George Lincoln Rockwell Idea
and the Charles Manson Idea — RACIALLY AND POLITICALLY
CONSCIOUS FAMILY. Militant, White Family — or families —

bonded together by an evolving, revolutionary ideology. Not only is
this our only chance for survival, it is our guarantee of victory because
nothing can withstand it.

Now is the time to begin.
[Vol XIII, #3 — March, 1984]

'We MissedOur Exit'
I was on a short hop to the State Capital last month armedwith a

set of totally erroneous directions on how to reach a certain
destination. They were correctprovidingonewas approachingthe area
from the west rather than from the south as I was. After I got that
much figured out and was nearing the spot, the sheet of paper
indicated that Exit #96 was the one I needed to take. Watching the
signs along the interstate, I first saw Exit #95 and then, to my dismay.
Exit #97. If I had applied traditionalMovement logic to that situation,
I'd have stayed on that interstate and would have long since gone off
thewest coast into the Pacific Ocean. (Or I could have gottenmad and
quit.) Instead, turned around and quickly found Exit #96 and arrived
in time with twenty minutes to spare.

In one of his editorials in a 1966 issue ofTHE STORMTROOPER
magazine. Commander Rockwell headlined, "Der Tag Approaches."
Judgingby nationaland world events of that time, as well as by his own
actions and successes, that was not a bad assessmentof the situation.
But, within a year, he was dead and the race riots, etc., had abated. In
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short, the situation altered radically and practically instantaneously. Did
the Movement take heed of this? Hardly. The philosophy of that day,
as well I recall, was to just hold tight and when things got bad enough,
the people would come to us. In other words, all we had to do was
wait until Der Tag dawned over the planet. But what our dead leader,
CommanderRockwell, had neglected to tell us was that Der Tag meant
the optimum chance for us to DO IT under his strategy and according
to his guidelines as they were originally formulated in 1960. And so
that particular "Der Tag" came and went minus the right leader and
appropriate action. We missed that exit.

By 1969 a new leader had announced himself literally to the world
in letters a mile high and even that went unnoticed by a notoriously
single—minded Movement. Like the lonely scientists here on earthwho
patiently and unceasingly send out signals into outer space and are
prepared to receive signals from new forms of intelligence (new to us,
that is), had anyone within the Movement been doing their job
properly at that time, we'd have been able to afford ourselves of a
crucial advantage in 1969 or 1970 which would have been oriented
toward the 1980's and '90's rather than 1960. But Charles Mansonwas
too "different," too "off the beaten path," to even bear noticing.

. [Vol XII, #4 - Apr, 1983]

Right or Wrong
It is claimed there exists an old German saying that goes to the

effect, "Right or wrong, my country." As National Socialists and as
revolutionaries, we might tend to take several issues against that,
primarily that it is far too narrow a concept. But it evokes a thought
that, when properly applied as well as defined, holds true in this
modern day struggle we are caught up in. A better adjustment of that
sentimentmight go, "Right or wrong, my ass!”

Once one has fully come to identify himself as one and the same,
inseparable with the Cause Iof the revolution, then he'd better arrive at
about the same time at the ultimate conclusion that he is simply above
all considerations of right, wrong, good, bad, legal or illegal, moral or
immoral. He is simply what he is and it is imperative that he not only
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continue but that he prosper mightily, that is if the higher goal is to be
achieved. A large step in historic development is when an idea stops
drifting through the air and comes to settle in, focus upon or take the
form of actual, living breathingpersonalities. Only then can it hope to
take the lead and begin to conquer. These personalities must first of all
know who they are, get over any fear of that realization, get
comfortable and adjusted to the fact, then become super—conscious of
it and aware of the tremendous responsibility they have to themselves,
the living embodiment of the Movement itself. They are not like the
rest of the people.

You do what you have to do at all times. You do what you want to
do wheneveryou are able. It is expected that these things will run you
into difficulties, and not just on rare occasions, if your tastes have no
place in the run-of—the—mill. But you proceed in spite because to do
otherwise is to voluntarily hem yourself in and stifle the raw,
revolutionary spirit within yourself that demands freedom to develop
to its fullest potential. As Nietzschewould say, you are out on a rope...
the rope stretches between the Superman and the animal. There can
be no going back and, beyond that, the rope stretches over an abyss.

'

You keep going forward or you die inthe attempt.
This has to do with your preventing, at all costs, your dying in the

attempt.
When beliefs, convictions or lifestyles run you into direct conflict

with personalities or agencies representing the System, there must
never be any question: It is YOUwho must prevail. Perhaps their laws
have been violated, their moral code stepped on. It matters not. You
cannot allow yourself to be stopped or undone, for any reason.
Whether the conflict involves a known adversary such as the System
itself, whether it involves perfect strangers or whether it involves
friends, loved ones or even blood relatives, the situation remains
unaltered: It is YOU who must say or do whatever has to be said or
done in order to win, to survive, to prevail.

As Hitler once said, ”You must close your hearts to pity." Many
times this is easier done on a grand scale than on an individual scale.
But it must be done nonetheless. Simply visualize yourself in the
position of the vanquished and try to imagine the "pity" you'd receive.
Let there be no backpedaling once an issue is struck, no attempt at
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"explanation," no equivocation, no compromise,no remorse. Only see
to it that you, as representativeof the Cause, win out. Regardless who
gets hurt.

[VOL XIII, #7 — July, 1984]

Rules That No LongerApply
A communist revolutionary during any point in time from the start

of the International until about the mid—Sixties would have been
accurately described as a subversive. A NationalSocialist revolutionary
in the present day could not be so described. Why? The same
communist today could no longer be called a subversive either. Why?

Codes of morals and civilization centuries old, which were
fanatically and violently defended by the American Nazi Party of
twenty years ago, which were bitterly cursed and defamed by the
communists of the same period, suddenly are found to be no longer
valid. How can this be?

Are we to be found guilty of the identical communist ploy of
arbitrarily switching the "party line" as it suits opportunity?No. The
communists of old Russia, of the early years of the International,might
have — I say might have — been actual revolutionaries. The primary
reason for this was that the System they sought to overthrowwas not
only in total opposition to their program but it did not cooperatewith
them in its own destruction. That has not been the case in recent
decades with other communist parties. Today, the only ones finding
themselves in that kind of position of absoluteness are ourselves. Our
only "opportunity" lies in being in complete tunewith the reality of the
present moment and keeping our program and our strategy in accord
with this. And this is neither opportunism nor is it double—talk.

It is in error to state that the communistswon. Or, if they "took
over," it is only because a morally bankrupt society — that of the entire
West — allowed them to. How early in the game was it said that
communismwas no more than "democracy in a hurry"?

It was more than could have been asked to expect solid, decent
White Americans to take up arms against their own laws, religion and
government, indeed their entire way of life, back in the 1950'swhen an
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astute mind could have known— as some certainly did know— that this
all was on a one—way ride out, even in the midst of so much outwardly
apparent strength and prosperity. Why, to have done that then would
have been COMMUNIST! And so the groundwhich most of us today
sprang from was in the beginning very solidly conservative ground —

that of those who sought to shore the situation all up, albeit in a
modified, turn—back—the-clock form.

That fell flat for various reasons but all of these are pointless
reasons because that which had been the object and the point of the
whole crusade disintegrated andpoured right through our fingers. That
is no more than what occurs when terminal rot sets in. You may say
that life goes on. Who are all those people out there, what are they
doing and what keeps them together? A revolutionary won't be
deceived by "apparent" signs of life. An economic system together
with strict laws protecting the "rights” of those with money to hang
onto it and keep on accumulating it. That which passes as
"government" is a Frankenstein experimentwith millions of hapless
unaware souls as guinea pigs. Liberal, egalitarian and democratic
theories which have no basis in fact or reality but which, by order of
the decree of a handful of insane minds, shall be made to run their
course, backed up by the System's billions of dollars (not to mention
their armies of Pigs) add fuel to the flames of further disintegration.

This carries all of the laws, all of the institutions,all of the traditions,
all of which were held sacred by our people for the past thousand or
more years, right downwith it. Law and order is a thing devised by a
people, and then made the responsibility of the government, for the
furtherance and protection of that people. But in the present case, as
any well—versed Right Winger can tell you at great length, aliens have
long since infiltrated, ruined and spoiled it all. They have so twisted
and perverted the meaningas ameans toward their take—over that none
of it is any longer salvageable. It all has the stench and taint of Death
upon it. We as a peoplemust start anew.

We must reform everything on our own ifwe are to survive.
Our position is lonely and unenviable. We live at a time in history

when the civilization around us is rapidly collapsing. To be accurate, it
has already died, it died when its moral decay together with its
infiltrationby hostile aliens rendered it hollow and meaningless,
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Above: Manson’s symbol for the concept of Universal Order.
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counter to the interests of the very people who first made it. To be
perfectly accurate, it has been in a state of decomposition now for
about twenty or thirty years as it is impossible to put a finger on the
exact time the final flicker of life passed out of it.

Our position is not onewhere we can expect at any time in the near
future to destroy them but rather to AVOID them and thus prevent
them from destroying us. No conventionalorganizations of revolution
or counter—revolution are possible here today. As veterans of this
struggle are aware, this is not because ofany sudden, lostwar or classic-
style coup d'etat. Rather, it is because of such supremely insidious
things as comfort corruption,mass opinion control, along with the rest
of the cancer at the core of this civilization.

It is clear to those not any longer caught up in game-playing as sport
or distraction that none of it is worth anything. All of it is garbage. All
of it is useless. And when you live by what is useless and what is
garbage then you are the pawn and the fool of those in control. For
they are under no such illusions. They live for whatever material
pleasure — in obscene proportions — that the money they wring from
the dumb workers, through the means of their System, can purchase.

To be aman, a person, an individual; to be someone in some degree
of control and mastery over their lives, their own destinies and futures,
it is necessary that you struggle hard and shed "that which you have
been taught" Ifyou are an older person andwhat youwere brought up
on had meaning back then, then I assure you that the meaning now
lives only in your memory and not in reality. If you are a younger
person, then what you have been taught and what you are being taught
is pure, uncut lies and poison. In both cases, it is necessary that you
start at once to think for yourself if you have the ability and the
instincts — not to mention the courage — left to do so.

Life, health, human happiness and future all depend on it. Pull
away, draw away from the march of doom. Keep to yourselves. Live
by primal, animal laws. To hell with what others may think or expect.
To hell with "opinion." Go forth in your daily life in anonymity in
order to do what you have to do to sustain yourself. In your private
dealings, never invite the System to invade and attack and thus destroy
you. Dig the groundwork for a new world, a new civilization now,
today, starting with yourselfand those immediately around you.
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Above all, do nothing to needlessly immolate yourself and your
efforts. This tragedy of all tragedies must not occur and least of all due
to the presence within ourselves of any allegiance to rules that no ‘

longer apply.
[VolXIII,.#8 - Aug, 1984]

Balance
No one could have seen or known back at the time the current

Movement in the US. was being formed, but the earliest
groundbreakers in this were going about things backward, or inside—

out. During the 1950's, the End had occurred only yesterday and the
maggots were only then beginning to crawl openly over the corpse of
the US. and the West. Some suspected the whole thing was already
dead but most simply refused to see it. A few, like Commander
Rockwell, suspected it but knew nothing else but to fight it, reverse it
if possible, but at all costs, go down like men, with honor. Indeed it's
been a downhill drag ever since.

We can't go back and we can't erase the past. It is useless to
speculate whetherwe'd be any better or worse off ifwe'd just sat back
twenty or thirty years ago and "contemplated" ourselves and our
circumstances. When one stops to consider what, if any, "good" has
come out of all the sacrificial, thankless effortof the past three decades,
then the answer becomes pretty clear. Still, we did only what ‘we felt
we had to do. Personally, I'm sorry for nothing.

Today the situation is different, for all the lessons have been
learned, all the mistakes have been made. I, for one, will not go on
repeating any of them. I've said often enough in the past to FORGET
all notions that you, your particular group, or theMovement as awhole
is reaching anything remotely approaching the masses with their
message. If you can come to terms with that realization, you will begin
to think more realistically.When you understand that, then you will
know that the time for such things as "parties," "uniforms," anything
of an "official" nature with pretenses to actual power, either state or
private, is either past or has not yet arrived (take your pick). This does
not mean, nor will it ever mean, that we need to or should ever deny
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our greatest Heroes, just as CommanderRockwell warned against. But
just as with everything else in human dealings, there is a correct time,
place and METHOD of broaching any subject, especially any highly
profound or sensitive subject.

People get to know ME first. While they're getting to know me,
they're getting to know Hitler and National Socialism because I am
inseparable from these and do nothing to try and hide any of it. It's
just that I don't wear any of it on my sleeve, as it were, save for my
reputationwhich is pretty alive and lively in this little town. I try always
to live and conduct myself in such a manner that the only ones who
will take an active diser to me are the blind "haters" and "bigots," to
borrow two favorite blurbs. As Dr.William Pierce once pointed out to
the Movement in one of his publications, we each should think of
ourselves and conduct ourselves as thoughwe were AMBASSADORS
OF OUR RACE and, I would add, as ambassadors of our Movement
— not as "fanatics" and not as high-pressure salesmen. This ties directly
with personalloyaltieswhen thinking in terms ofbuilding up local cells.
But people and personalities first, all other considerations later.

If you DON'T do this, then I positively guarantee you failure and
misery.

Take care of yourself first, get your own thinking and lifestyle
squared away before trying to tackle anyone else's (or the world's). Get
yourself together before ever attempting to lead others or accepting
that kind of responsibility. Otherwise, you could be inviting a hurricane
down on your head. Build on a foundation, not several feet off the
ground, up in thin air like the majority. Make yours elf andyour lifestyle,
your surroundings and even the people closest around you reflect
things the way our Idea calls for. Then people will get to know you
and, as in the case around here, when they comment on Hitler (or
Manson, for that matter) their words will be to the effect, "And I
thought Hitler was supposed to be so 'terrible'." Don't play it stupid
and reinforce the Jewish/System lies about the GreatestMan To Have
EverLived. Lead the kind of lifeHewouldwant you to be living under
today's circumstances — as carefully outlined and demonstrated by

~ Manson — and utterly destroy all the lies and untruth.
This is but an example of balance at work. Balance is a big and

often—employed word in the Manson vocabulary. Howwell do I recall
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how frequently we in the Movement would privately refer to one or
another as being "unbalanced" during the past when all that dashing
about was taken dead seriously. But weren't we all doing about the
same thing in the same way? The paramount importance of balance is

reflected in the Universal Order symbol, suggested byManson himself.
In a word, the problem in the world is that it is badly out of balance.
Apply it to the three percent of Jews running the show over the rest or
apply it to anything else and it boils down the same way. But that is
language that doesn't throw up mental barricades or trigger Enemy
brainwashing conditioning, etc. Plus it is broad enough to take it all in
and represent something legitimately IDEOLOGICAL rather than
PERIPHERAL, such as traditional anti—Semitism or Radical Right
Wingism.

Get yourselfinto balance first — that's a large enough task. The rest
will come easier. A people in balance and harmony just aren't
susceptible to things like miscegenation or illnesses of liberalism or
democracy. Right now, they're going in mad search of what's missing
and are going in the opposite extreme of imbalance trying to find it
vainly. How the Jews do roar with laughter! Aren't any of you in the
least bit motivated — or capable — of wiping that smirk off the Jews'
face?

0,06%}on minds.

[Vol X111, #8 - Aug, 1984]

The Sake ofArgument
Those who have been around steady and can recall some of the

thick and slickMovement publications I have edited in the past may
have had occasion to ask themselves why I didn't just stick with a nice,
safe, cut—and-dried Right Wing approach to my editorial line instead of
scaring the hell out of every publisher I've ever workedwith. It might
appear that had I towed a well—trod line ten years ago, at least one of
those big, expensive magazines, which were printed in the thousands,
might still be currently in print. Think again.

For one, those magazines were intended to weld together scattered
elements of the American Nazi Party which were active locally but
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lacking any real organization and certainly lacking any decent
publications through which to represent themselves to the Movement
and that part of the public as might have been interested and thus, to
recruitwith. Today there is not enough of that kind of activity going
on with which to even attempt to "fake it" (as one die—hard Movement
tabloid is still trying to do, with little success). So, between the two —

the "Phase One" handstand activities and my revolutionary
editorializing — that went into those early magazines, which one is still
with us and in abundance enough to keep a regular publicationcoming
out (in whatever economized form)?

For another, those splintered, isolated, flake—away units, regardless
what anyone tried to do for them, proved constitutionally unable of
either pretending to be or of acting SANE and, because they couldn't
"handle" the real Enemy, chose instead to attack friends. Perfect
candidates for a "Where Are They Now?" column in an Anti—

Defamation League newspaper. But they were hot at the time and
certainly knew it all.

For still another, right alongside their hand—standing and "Skokie—

ing" for the Enemy press, as their follow-up towardbuilding a political
machine, they had all the arguments all nicely sewed up, packaged and
ready for marketing. "Propaganda,".l guess they thought of it as. A
"The TruthWill Make You Free" sort ofmentality. Of course it didn't
work. They never dared figure that no one gave a damn except
hopeless, helpless, funky Right Wing types who, in the depths of their
misery and failure, sought to ease the pain somewhat by telling
themselves and each other that they were, after all, in the right. No one
was ever able to successfully take that to the bank with the inhuman,
stone—faced Enemy firmly lodged in all places of power. Somehow, he
didn't give too much of a damn either, then or now.

I could —- and still can — write that kind of crap practically in my
sleep, certainly without any benefit of reference. It's the stuff I was
weaned upon. After I would get my message with some meaning out
of the way, I would add all the editorial comment, propaganda and big
build—up as necessary to the newsclipism articles and features which
were submittedby the publishers of thesemagazines and tabloids. And
I would get praise for it. "How rightwe are!" was the underlying theme
of it all. But when it was going nowhere, when those publishers
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couldn't see that it was getting nowhere and especially when I began
EXPLAINING WHY it was getting nowhere, they each in turn balked
and ran.

So here I am today with SIEGE and these contents. Nothing too
fancy but nonetheless competitive. I'm completely satisfied that I am
doing the most that can be done at present which lies outside the
bounds of foolhardy and futile sacrifice. But it remains for me to
explain — for the first time — why I reject the philosophyof ”argument"
as any sort of strategy toward destroying Enemypower or building our
own.

I grew up with the saying, "Never argue with fools or drunks."
Joseph Tommasi said words to the effect, ”The weapon of criticism
will never equal the criticism of weapons...,we prefer a paralyzed
Enemy to a well—criticized one." He also said that we would never
make our most eloquent statements in courtrooms, etc., but in the
streets of scum—ridden America. Very basically, it remains a call to
action, as great and effective a propagandist as CommanderRockwell
was, the same call to action that he himself never tired of repeating.
Beyond that, you'll never talk anybody out of anything. Not really, not
anything of value. (And the Enemy values his powerwhile the rest of
the System Clones — big and little — value their little corners and dung—
heap pieces of that same action which they are kindly granted so long
as they think, say or do nothing to rock the boat.)

Peoplewhowere regular and active with the Party during the Sixties
and early Seventies when things were brisk in that department got to
be experts in semantics. Besides that, they got to be experts at having -

their facts at their fingertips and making certain that those facts were
STRAIGHT.We were good at what we did. We demonstrated well

'

and, when confronted by those determined against us, we foughtwell.
We represented ourselves well in written and oral propaganda and,
when "debated" or verbally confronted by thosewhoseworldview was
opposed to ours, we fenced most admirably. But so what if you keep
a mob of dirt-bags— who outnumber you a hundred—to—one — from
running you out if that tiny victory exists in the midst of a dirt-bag
ocean? So what if one or a hundred liberalized zombies — or some
redneck asshole for that matter — are unable to pin you at any point
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during a heated repartee if that one success occurs in a zombie or
asshole universe?

One essence of genius is the ability to be concise in all matters. To
cut all the crap and get straight to the core of any issue. Out in a park
or in a bar, thatwill certainly start a fight. But the alternative is to hedge
aroundwith all kinds of little sideshows of ”reason" and "comparison."
Besides, anyone can say, "To hell with you... My way is the only right
way!" Now that's getting to the bottom of it fast! And no matter what
facts or logic you may offer up, somebody in every crowd is going to
be able to come up with some nonsense that will obscure or offset the
point being made so that the whole effort is wasted. But that is what
debate and argument are made of. They are designed and intended to
reach into the infinite. And that is certainly NOT whatwe want.

We are not in the business of matching beliefs with anyone or of
blabbingabout whether our race or theirs is going to be around in the
next thousand years. Facts are one thing but beliefs and survival are
another. I'll match facts with anyone, for the hell of it, as a game, all
day and all night. But I must admit to you readers here and now that I
have no tolerance for anyone else's beliefs, that is, presuming they have
anything that could be legitimately called a "belief." National Socialism
is it and it is my business to see to it that it prevails — with the facts, in
spite of the facts or right over top the heads of them if necessary. Of
course I know we are right, especially after all those years of intense
study and debate, etc., so it is not as though I'm a blind bigot. It's just
that I am THROUGH talking with the ignorant and, especially,with
the Enemy.

Ignorance is something I really have no tolerance for and that goes
double when it is wrapped in a thick coating of conceit. It turns out
most of the time when dealing with these people nowadays that
whatever label they may attach to their "personal beliefs" — ranging
from "Christianity" to "democracy," etc. — IGNORANCE is the
proper name for it all. And even the Bible cautioned against "casting
pearls before swine." They are in the business of scratching out a living.
I am in the business of politics and revolution. Do I argue with them?
They're going to be doing exactlywhat they are now regardless who or
what is in power, and that is eking it out.
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“Why shouié i not hatemine enemies and hunt them down like
the most vicious of beasts 28:: they are?
“Love your enemies and éo 3001:} to themflat hateYou and that

spitefully use yea: is file despicable pkfloseghy of the sganiel 2333:

rolls upon its back when kickeci.
“Hate your enemies whiz a whok heart uni K a man smite 3/01:

on one check. smash him onthe otfiex.Sink:{vim {zip and thigh, {or
seifiprescrvationis file highesthwiHewhotaxes tiseothe: check is
a cowardlydcgi

“Give blow for blow. scorn fox scorn. deem fox doom. with
compound interest liberallyafieé thereunto.EyeforEye. tooth for
math - Yea. four-£0361. a hundredefoid!
“Make yourser a terror toyear adversary méwhenhe goeth {sis

way fie will possess much aéditionai wisdom in mminate over.
“Thus Sheff yen make yearseif respected in 311 fine waiksof liie

andyear59%}? «year immortalsgsirhvshali five,Nat in an intangibie
paradise but in tilebrainsand: sine-we: of thosewizoseresyeet yen have
gained.

“Say enter tiine own heart. '1 an: my own redeemer.’
"Stop the way of them first wéuld persecute yen.
"Let them be lauded back ta caafusion and infamy, those who

devise thine umising.
“Let them be es chaff infer: file cyclone and after they hive

fallen. refoice $3 thine own saivafioni
"Then in thy bases siufi say pridefufly. 'th is iike unisme?

Have Inot been toostrong for36:14: ativcrsaries?HaveInc! delivered
myself by méne own braia and boriy?”

~ Amen LzVey

Anton LaVey,wading from “Same Bibleon TheSatanicMass LP,
released in 1969.JamesMason bought this LP from anotherTmper
insideAmerieanNazi Party fieafiqunrtmthat sameyear, cherished
it ever since, ané hater reprinted size above lines as an intmductionfor
the SIEflE issue on Christianity.
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One of the magical formulas of that "black magician," Charles
Manson, calls for dealing a positive death—blow to any and all forms of
bullshit by letting it DIEWHERE IT FALLS. By not keeping it alive
or amplifying it through stepping in and batting it back and forth as
though it has some seriousness, meaning or worth to it. By letting it
die as it falls out of the mouth of the sayer or as soon as the page it has
been printed on hits the air. Let it DIE! Let it die and go on aboutwhat
it is you are doing. And what else has the Right Wing been doing its
entire lifetime other than battingaround and amplifying the poison and
the garbage conceived and put forth by the Jewish System?

No. At whatever the cost, I prefer to go on saying that which has
been unsaid that which has not been bounced off aJewish or System
sounding board. If it bothers or upsets, then the "upset—6e" has
evidently just had an area touched or opened up that, hitherto, he was
unaware even existed. Better take a closer look into it and start
cultivating it now.

[Vol XIII, #9 - Sept, 1984]

Indecent Liberties
Anyonehonestwith themselves will be aware that indecent liberties

are perhaps the best liberties of all with regard to human fulfillment
and gratification. A person whowill deny this is either a conscious liar
or a tragically repressed victim of an obsolescent, uptight, anti-nature
and anti-life morality. A person who goes about at large, broadcasting
his own "indecent liberties" in detail is a reckless fool begging for the
roof to cave in on him for such are the laws on the books and such is
the hypocritical society which still pays them lip service and still pays
taxes for goons to enforce those laws.

Don‘t we all know that "everybody hates Blacks"? A person who
says they do not is either a rotted—out liberal or they are a liar in the
form of an utter and completemoral coward. What of those that shout
it to the world? It may require certain guts to do so but that individual
is still a fool for he is inviting his own detriment. For, again, such is the
sick law of this sick land and such is the herd, follow-the-leader
mentality of the swine that populate the place. It may even be their
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own, inner, personal feeling but they'llwatch you be hanged and never
say a peep.

The parallels could go on and on but the important point I'm trying
to make is that one of the biggest dividers between classifications of
human stuff— and the quality thereof — is found in their ability to, first,
know themselves; second, accept themselves; and finally, to be able to
DO SOMETHING with it or about it in an INTELLIGENT WAY.
There is no such thing as a freemanwho is not in touch with himself.
And the self is the animal. N0 one has got his feet on the ground if he
is not tuned into himself, if he cannot or will not use his brain, allow
his brain to accept and articulate his animal instincts. Most have been
taught — and have accepted the teaching — to use their own brain to
repress themselves and to conform to some artificial, alien set ofmoral
codes and expected behavior.

A slave is one who is not even honestwith himself. A revolutionary
— albeit a repressed revolutionary who is aware of a hostile
environment — has established a working rapport with himself,
between his instincts and his intellect. A citizen of a healthy society is
one who can go about in complete openness, total harmony and
honesty amonghis fellows, and, as anyone can see, we are far removed
from anything resembling that idea. A healthy society would, among
other things, be free from alcoholism, drugism, pornography, suicide
and all other forms of artificial "hype" and escapism.

It's been often enough discussed what and what not to do with the
beliefs you have already come to accept. What hasn't been touched on
is how to unshackle your own mind and be free of whatever amount
of tired, old, useless garbage as may still be present there. Fears and
hang—ups only come in when there is no communication within
oneself. Fears are just black spots, or holes, in a dark area of the mind
where certain "teachings" are kept because animals, not having an
"intellect" to speak of, are well—known nonetheless for their capacity
for being "trained." Humans, through the use of their rational intellect,
shouldbe able to unravel and throw off any such "teaching" as is found
to be of an alien, hurtful nature and free the instinct so that it may run
true.

Anton Szandor LaVey once pointed out that never shall the minds
of those be terrorizedwho know and believe in what is best for them.
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To me, a spooky, easily frightened, shaky, reluctant, flaky person is the
saddest, most disgusting thing around. Just like looking at an animal
with its tail tucked between its legs and shivering at the mere thought
of its master's rolled—up newspaper. Most people today are just like
this. They are not worthy of liberty because, not only can't they handle
it — they haven't got the guts to take it and hold it. Give me the type of
individual who will take "Master's" fucking leg off or, to borrow from
CommanderRockwell's simile of the horse and the leader, stomp his
brains out.

Persons not honest with themselves can't be honest with you, and
vice versa. You can't trust them. You can't deal with them. A person
who can't, in their own brain, examine and pick apart contemporary
convention, retain or discard those parts which may or may not be
useful or advantageous to him, or if need be, create new rules of his
own as he goes along, is definitely not material for the future. So what
if this or that is universally cursed or condemned? Does it benefit you,
further your Cause or otherwise make your life more pleasant? The
rule book is coated with thick, flaking mildew and it is common
knowledge that the Pig System will gleefully crack down on anything
which moves and steps outside Master's Rules. 80 what? Use your
intellect and your instinct to make your own, new rules. Use your skill
and your cunning to circumventthe System and the Pigs at every step.

A person 100% in touch with himself is largely free of fear. He is
inwardly reinforced and is generally out of danger of one common
result whenever a head-on encounter — of a hostile nature -— with the
System occurs; one in which we in the Movement have observed
plenty of times but which was left up to Charles Manson to define.
We've seen too many of them "bug out” under stress or other hardship,
or maybe after a prolonged lack of any "fun" or "action." What they
are doing in reality is simply going back to where they were, reverting
to the core that was never changed, only glazed over by an act of
"pretendzies." Kidding oneself is every bit as dangerous as refusing to
acknowledge oneself. Maybe worse.

The kind of person who would never think about taking an
"indecent liberty" is someone we can be sure would never have
anything to do with us. The person who takes them now and then but
who puts up a moralistic front is the kind who is in the majority, who
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slips us a donation or who signs up secretly and subscribes to our
publications only. The kind who displays no sense at all about what he
does, WE want to stay strictly away from for our own safety. But the
kind of individual who is AWARE that all set rules are trash; who is
AWARE that opinion and "law enforcement" are merely pitfalls to be
prudently avoided — certainly not "respected" — and who has the
maturity and inner-strength to blaze his own path and make his own
morality is unquestionably the kind of person we seek (or else should
be seeking to BECOME).

[Vol XIII, ”#9 - Sept, 1984]

The Now
I've ran into discussions of a concept that's been referred to as "The

Now" lately in Movement newsletters. I'm all in favor of the
Movement becoming familiar with this idea as it is an important one
but I want it made certain that it is known that this originated with
Charles Manson. I predicted years ago that Manson's ideas would
invade all areas of Movement thought and they have and are
continuing to do so. But, being of the ROCkwell school, I believe in
giving credit where it is due. '

First of all, I personally would never have any tolerance for any
"hippie jargon," as the System calls it, just as I have none for
superstitious garbage. The terms are "new," mainly for purposes of
emphasis and clarity because the older terms have been rendered cliche
and stand for things which are threadbare. Manson was required to
practically re-invent the language in order to get his points across. I
assure you, his concepts are quite real and valid.

Basically, it is this: The great majority of people live in a mental
world split between the past and the future. Few live life. Instead, they
are "starring in their own movie," to quoteManson. But the "past" and
the "future" exist nowherebut in the mind, or on film or record, or on
paper as fiction. The one is gone and the other hasn't yet taken place.
We exist in the Now whether we like it or not. And the Now is all
we've really got. No wonder why such a tiny few are in such total
control of the present — most others are off someplace else.
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All true revolutionaries will be foundwithin this arena, center stage,
right along with the System Task Masters themselves, because only
here can the struggle for commandof the fate of the world be decided.
Some of the religionists in the past have made the statement that, "we
are on a victory march." Blind faith leads them to kid themselves and
bluff — or try to bluff — others. I doubt that they knew what they were
talking about. I happen to know one thing: I, for one, am in the Now
and nearly twenty years of the most bitter experience has made me
more than the equal of any System wire-puller. I don't knowhowmuch
company I've got but I do know that it is only a matter of further
disruptionof the inertia behind the System coupledwith the increased
exertion ofwill on our part and the balance is swung.

Where its fundamental, we've already won. At least around these
parts. Our job is to let them know they have been broken and by
whom.

[Vol XIV, #6 June, 1985]

Staying One Up
The philosophybehind this would indeedmake the kind of epitaph

each of us should want to have inscribed over our graves: "He died
one up on the System."

Even the worst flunkies and pretenders in the Movement
sometimes have theirmoments as well. It happened to be one of them
that first crystallized the concept of getting and keeping "one up” at all
times against the System so that, if you're ever successfully "taken out"
by the System, you may be able to go out not with a sense of loss or
defeat but insteadwith a very real sense of ”Undihr habt doch gesiegt"
— of having yet been victorious in spite.

This has always, since the end of the War, been a struggle for the
self — an inner struggle primarily. "First myself and THEN the world!"
It is just that only now are we becomingmore aware of it. When your
moment comes, if you have been successful and done your uttnost,
probably it will be best known only by just you. Inner satisfaction as
opposed to fanfare. If itwere otherwise, your score undoubtedlywould
have been cut short a lot sooner. You'll be able to go out like a man.
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"Prima donna" types will always go out kicking and squealing,
protesting their "innocence" and their "rights" to a System that cares
only to be able to get its meat hooks on an opponent who has provided
it with the chance to do so through a careless mistake.

The System is so vast, so complex, so inhuman, that sporadic,
isolated assaults against it do less harm to it actually than a far—flung
community of committed revolutionists living and functioning as an
entity unto themselves. The real attack is a fully aware individual in this
day and agewho LIVES his deepest convictions, actually puts them to
work! What an attack! In the face of what could be a dictionary
definition of hopelessness, individuals grimly and quietly working
against it, for themselves, despite all. To "drop out” of it and go on
managing for yourself and for its destruction, QUIETLY, year after
year, decade after decade, SUCCESSFULLY, UNMOLESTED...what
a victory! And then to have gotten in your real jabs, to have drawn real
blood besides. No one can ask more than that under these
circumstances.

Aside from being ready for death at any time, such a life's conduct
will allow one to be able to accept and cheerfully write off any tactical
losses or set—backs that will inevitably arise in due course.

To play against impossible odds and to keep accounts in your favor
is the victory. '

[Vol XIV, #10 — Oct., 1985]

The Course
I want to speak more clearly than I have before in previous.

segments of SIEGE on this topic. There are but two separate choices
as regards strategies and courses of action for any who consider
themselves members of the Movement: TOTAL ATTACK or
TOTAL DROP—OUT. These are the opposite ends of the
revolutionary spectrum. While the former is the more blazing and
heroic, it is the latter, by far, that I favor and would urge all comrades
to adopt. I favor the latter as the only sane and realistic choice.

Charles Manson was and is the master of this philosophy. We're
talking about survival versus suicide.Mansonwould tell us that suicide
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is the lot of the System. Let ours be survival. Never forget that violent
revolutionmay come as a result of a policy of total drop—out, if it is
carried out effectively. But should violent revolution come and find us
not already highly adept drop—outs, then it will spell our own deaths as
well.

Next, if you cannot make a revolution in your own mind, in your
daily life and habits, then you certainly cannot do it in any other way.
This is why Manson scoffs at the so—called Movement "bad asses” and
why they, in turn, scorn him (because he "undresses" them with his
eyes).

There's no use talking about it unless you have done it.
I HAVEDONE IT.
I advocate more of what I have done and am still doing. AND

TAKING NO STUPID RISKS TO JEOPARDIZE IT.
It seems too many want what no one has done, can or should do.

And to think you can change the System within the System is
BULLSHIT!

There are probably a lot more things I'd be ready to do without the
bat of an eye than the average Movementmember. Some people are
born without arms or legs, etc. I was born without any
COMPUNCTIONS. If it feels good, DO IT! If it gets you where you
want to go, USE IT! And by the same token, if it's counter—productive,
DROP IT!

You must drop out of and away from the System. Mentally,
spiritually, physically, economically. Since I do not advocate becoming
hermits living in caves, but do strongly advocate living WELL, then it
amounts to a matter of short-circuiting your relationship with the
System: A highly disproportionate amount of it coming YOUR way;
only very grudgingly give anything to the System except in the cases of
outright, naked and inescapable blood money (certain kinds of taxes,
etc.) and only then in the silent and satisfying knowledge that you'll be
retaking that plus some more over the near future. One step backward
and two steps forward. Remember, in all of your unavoidable
"intercourses" with the System, make sure that you are the "er" and
not the "ee."

There are many things I won't be delving into as regards the
revolutionary's relationship with the System. But one of the most
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important would howeverbe to NEVER take anything seriously at all
other than that which threatens to directly, materially, affect YOU!
And that cuts out so very much and clears away so much time, thought
and resources with which to be ready to keep the wolves away from
the door. Their phony garbage: Elections, world affairs, economy,
education, crime — the lot of it. Pull away from it all and LET IT GO
TO HELL! .

Start now getting ready to survive the demise of the System. You
may actually be CONTRIBUTING to that demise! Begin breaking
away gradually but on a steady program. CALL NO ATTENTION
TO YOURSELF! Say nothing. Just act.

[Vol XV, #6 -]une, 1986]
(This was the final issue of SIEGE)
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Robert de Grimston.
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General Appendix
What follows is the text of an address given to a meeting of Tom

Metzger's White Aryan Resistance byJamesMason on December 15th,
1985, delivered from Chillicothe, Ohio, to San Diego, California,
through the medium of long distance telephone attached to.
loudspeakers.

Betrayal
”I'm sure TomMetzger doesn't turn his audiences over to any guest

speaker without at least some form ofprior introduction.While he and
I have not met, Tom Metzger and I have become acquainted over the
past ten years, that is during the period just passed when theMovement
that we are both part ofwas basically 'lost' and still searching to find
itself. I'm sure all of you there in California are well aware of the
tremendous job Tom Metzger has done on behalfof the Movement in
his dealings with the masses of people through the media and in the
electorate. There will never be a replacement for the ability to reach
people and move people in_ great numbers and if a history of the
Movementwere to be written today, Tom Metzger would be found
among the top half-dozen or so over the past twenty years in the area
of reaching and leading and organizing people. That is why I didn't
hesitate when he invited me to address this gathering of his today
through this unique method.

"What I'm about to tell you will probably have more meaning for
many of you if I first provide some information on my own
background, as very seldom has any of it appeared in any public
medium. For the past five years I have been editing and publishing a
newsletter which is entitled SIEGE and that is howmost people active
in the Movement today know me. But next year, 1986, will markmy
twentieth year as part of this Movement as an active and full-time
member. I like to think ofSIEGE as being representativeof everything
I've seen, heard, experienced, felt and thought over the past twenty
years. Unlike so many of the older, so—called 'professional' Right
Wingers of the Fifties and Sixties whose philosophical and editorial
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line never changed one iota amidst the most radical and dramatic
national changes around them, the content of SIEGE today would
bear no resemblance to what I was thinking and writing twenty years
ago. I would like to view this fact as a genuine learning and maturing
process as well as keeping in step with the reality of the times.

"My start with the Movement came with a bang when, at the age of
fourteen, I joined the National Socialist Youth Movementwhich was
the youngpeople's part of the American Nazi Party of GeorgeLincoln
Rockwell. This is not to say that I skipped the usual 'conservative'
preparatoryphase which most of us go through. I well remember the
day my father took me out of my classes at school so that we both
could go together to see Richard Nixon when, in 1960, he made a
whistle—stop here in Chillicothe as part of his first Presidential
campaign. I remember, four years later, getting out of class on my own
so that I could return to the same spot by the tracks and help welcome
Barry Goldwater during his own campaign. And finally, four years
later, I was a backer ofGeorgeWallace. It was the last time I ever took
a serious interest in mainstream 'party polities'. You must by now get
an idea ofmy early background.

"By 1968 however my education as a radical was beginning to take
root. Thatwas the year I turnedmy back on'everythingconnectedwith
the System. That was the year I left school, left home, left Ohio and
traveled to what was Party headquarters at that time — Arlington,
Virginia. I was sixteen then.

"CommanderRockwell had been dead just over one year but the
Party was still firmly committed to carrying out his strategies of
defending, as he called it, the 'White, Christian, ConstitutionalRepublic
of America'. It was the time when vast, numberless armies ofBlacks,
Jews and brainwashed Whites totally lost to their race would rally in
Washington, D.C., directly across the river from us, in support of every
cause from 'civil rights' to 'victory for the Viet Cong'. And since there
was no other opposition to them in evidence, we took it upon
ourselves to face the task of, as we perceived it, defending the nation's
honor against traitors, standing up for the White Race itself, and,
hopefully, as a by—product of this, inspiring some of our own people
to wake up and stand with us. At the best of times there were fifty to
a hundred of us. Mostly we numbered only a couple of dozen. Then
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too were the after—hours and 'unofficial', out—of—uniform 'night rides'
when we numbered from four to six, during which we disrupted our
share of communist and assortedLeftWing gatherings. A legend was
made and a lot of fun and adventurewas had, all against odds that are
pointless to bring up.

"But nothing changed... or did it? .
"The Seventies witnessed the final betrayal in Vietnam. Something

'unthinkable' in the Sixties. The Seventies also witnessed the final
betrayal of White Americans and the handing-over to Blacks of
everything and more that had been arrogantly demanded in the Sixties
when the major riots had erupted. And the Seventies saw the break—up
of the old traditional forms of political arrangement within the
Movement. For my part, the Party was no more and, throughout the
Seventies, was reduced to a half dozen or so squabbling factions.
Probablymost of the rest of you have experienced the same thing. It
was a time of great bitterness and disillusionment all around. Just when
all of the evils predictedby CommanderRockwell as early as 1960were
coming to pass, the organization he had founded and built up to
answer the crisis was laying in pieces.

"Excuses and recriminations aside, the cause for it all was betrayal.
In Commander Rockwell's lifetime, it was not at all unreasonable to
plan for the action of a spearhead movement to prompt the loyal
elements within the established government to wake up and take things
back away from the nation's subverters. Since his death and in plain
fact things have moved way beyond that stage.What this means to us
as a Movement is that any kind of a fascist-style coup d'etat ' is
completely out of the question as the basis for it just doesn't exist.
Nothing and no one in government, and I include business, high
finance and the military, could be remotely considered as being
'American' in the traditional sense the way CommanderRockwell and
any old—style patriot understood it. Those of them who would bother
to protest this isn't true are merely pledging their allegiance to the
perverted and degenerate concept of 'America' as it is presently being
defined by this country's subverters from their now-supremeposition
of power and influence. And that, my friends, means that there no
longer is a real and valid concept of 'America'. It has succumbed to
total betrayal.
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"And what of those movements and parties designed and created
in the Fifties and Sixties to combat thatwhich has indeed already come
to pass? They, after having been betrayed by what some within the
Movement would term 'majority' elements within the establishment,
thus rendering their entire premise and reason for being as utterly
futile, were, in turn, betrayed by their own leaders. Sold out. The
courage, the vision, the honesty and the guts were notipresent in the
existing leadership at that time to take whatwas by today's standards a
comparatively large, radical body of people — already committed and
having already sacrificed a great deal — and carefully, in a professional
and controlled manner turning them from the thoughts and ways of
reaction to those ofREVOLUTION. But, almost as a hallmark for the
way everything else that is to come in the future for this struggle, this
betrayal too had to be TOTAL.

"From direct personal experience, I want to assure all of you that
nothing is ever broken finally or severed completely. Nothing is ever a
waste of time unless you, yourself, become so disillusioned that you
quit. And even then the waste is confined to just you. Today our
greatest sources of revolutionary guidance and inspiration still are
Commander Rockwell and Adolf Hitler. Most if not all of the best
revolutionary leaders we have today come straight out of the old,
reactionary Movement of years ago. People — like Tom Metzger and
myself — who, back then, were contented to pay attention and to do
our jobs as they were defined for us. Hitler himself admitted in total
exasperation at the start of his career that he was doing what he was
doing only because no one else was doing it. As far as we today are
concerned,we are certain that we can't possibly do a worse job of it
than our predecessors.

"In attempting to define some of the basic differences between a
reactionary approach and a revolutionary approach to any struggle or
challenge, itwould be best to deal strictly with how the individual must
view things around him. Because if the individual isn't properly trained
and educated, isn't properly indoctrinated and motivated, then he or
she is no more than a prime target for disillusionment and betrayal.
Leaders can fail or deliberately mislead. Before anything resembling a
revolutionary organization can be built, all of the people involved —

high and low — must be inculcated with the revolutionary spark within
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their conscious minds so that they cannot be led astray, so that they
cannot be disillusioned or confused and, most important of all, so that
they each can serve as revolutionary leaders themselves for the day
when action of a truly massive scale arrives.

"The idea implanted by the reactionaries in years past was
'NEVER!' The idea we must implant in the minds of all our people
today is 'WHY NOT?' The attitude of 'never' was a purely defensive
one. And defensive in the hands of those who had already been struck
defenseless, morally and ideologically. Never mind the weapons in the
hands ofAmericans from the H-Bomb down to private pistols. It was
never an issue of that. When the System forces won the Second World
War and the nations of the West joined to destroy Germany, and
particularly what Germany stood for, they in effect committed suicide.
What the System had persuaded Americans to destroy by means of
openwarfare in Central Europe left wide open formore subtle, gradual
assault at home those very things that had made this country what it
was and had safeguarded it for the future: 'Racism' and the freedom to
be what you are and to take measures to protect your future. When the
Right Wing said 'Neverl', the System respondedwith 'Eventually.'

"The revolutionary in the midst_of today's world, even with no
background in the Right Wing, should take a long look at himselfand
ask, 'Why Not?‘ On the basis of what this democracy is supposed to
be all about, WHY NOT give full status to every non-white?
According to the values that exist, WHY NOT accept as equal
anything that passes for 'human' if he can compete with you in the
same rat race? Ifmoney is the goal and pleasure is the end, what is the
real difference between Blacks and Whites? How can anyone dare
discriminate and for what possible purpose other than 'bigotry' and
'prejudice'? The answer is very plain: It is impossible.

"Of course, you and I know that what passes today for 'Whites' are
a far cry fromwhatWhites were and should be. And you and I know
that this has come about through no accident. But, as revolutionaries,
this is of little concern to us. As Right Wingers, it was everything. It
points up a problem but it provides no answer. Right Wingers would
'never' have discussed the idea of their own revolution. That was what
the communists were up to and they are the enemy, right? But the
decisions and the policies and the actions that have destroyed this
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country did not emanate from Moscow. The revolutionary would ask
himself, 'WHY NOT a revolution of our own, right here?‘ With no
order at all, with absolute chaos for a time, even with large chunks of
the political geography breaking away on their own, could things
possibly be worse for our people? The Right Wingers were totally
occupied with this or that little detail of encroaching rot while
altogether hypnotized by the specter of 'communism'. The
revolutionary is concernedwith shutting off the source of the poison.
And that source is this System, this government, this very society itself,
inhaling and exhaling its own poisons in the form of its thoroughly
rotted morals and values.

"Even if you cannot get your mind away from coloreds and
communists, etc., by now you should have been asking yourselfwhat
greater friend in this world do they both have than the US. Federal
Government?What has always prevented the people from cleaning up
their own mess, if not the government and its spies and police? And,
beyond that, you should have become aware by now that the masses
ofWhites have long since become so conditioned and so rotten that
they cannot be expected to somehowmiraculously wake up and join
with us. It's been effectively tried and ample opportunities have come.
It's not going to work. At the very end however is the fact that we do
not and should not want any part — large or small of this current
situation. It is unsalvageable and we would be quite foolish to want to
share in its fall. Rather, we want to be part of the hasteningof its fall.
And the sooner the better.

"I'm confident that enough of the revolutionary qualities and
capabilities ofTom Metzger to believe that so far I've not gone over
the heads of anyone in what I've been outlining and calling for. So far,
this is where practically all of us have led up to. The next barrier that
has to be broken, and I might add the final one, isWHATTO DO. In
the pages of SIEGE I beg the readers NOT to go and do something
stupid thatwill get them locked up or killed. Our numbers are too small
and our people are too valuable to waste in senseless acts of suicide. It
is not a matter of advocating 'legality' or 'illegality'. As revolutionaries,
our only compulsion is circumstances. Once a proper revolutionary
course has been set, if the System's law gets in the way, then it must be
either circumvented or violated directly. But I emphasize
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CIRCUMVENTION at present as the only effective way of leading
up to a viable, successful revolt from our quarter. What I advocate is
doing onlywhat you have to do and doing it in amanner thatwill leave
you untouched by System hands. In our struggle today, there are no
rewards and no penalties, only consequences.

"You can start by defending yourself against the System full—time,
where you live, where it counts. Right Wingers would attend a
gathering or a demonstration and then go home, back to being an
integral part of the System. 'Meeting, eating and retreating'. Or 'Show,
blow and go'. Usually their families had no respect either for them or
their beliefs. Usually they struggled hard just to survive at the bottom
rung of the System's economic ladder. A revolutionary doesn't place it
in a headquartersbuilding or a meeting hall or a membership card or a
uniform.He has itwithin himselfand he has it at home and it includes
everyone that he touches, to a greater or lesser degree, whether they
know it themselves or not. Right Wingism is a lot of hogwash that
nobody is buying anymore because things have already gone too far.
Revolution is like a vapor that can travel under locked doors, through
walls, undetected, with no effective defense against it. Revolution is
the germ that attacks the bloodstream and organs of a rotten society
and government and causes it to collapse where, otherwise, it might
linger on for generations thus taking down with it the last thingworth
saving: The gene pool fromwhich somethingnew might be created.

"The 'Eye of the Tiger' is the mark of the master of any situation.
Hitler in Mein Kampf said that it would be with 'mathematical
certainty' those who ruthlessly employed revolutionary tactics would
emerge the winners. Never forget that it is not the 'Eye of the Tiger'
but the look of the lost, of the doomed, of the already dead that is
shared by the System, the Establishment and the Right Wing in
common. The 'Eye of the Tiger' is found only with those who are lean
and hungry, who have no place to go but upward, who have faced
death and made themselves fearless.

"But direct, violent attacks against the System right now are useless.
You do not go directly from Right Wing do—nothing-ism into equally
Right Wing banzai charges. You get ready. Youmake the change. You
sharpen your mind, your wits and your body. And you do this by
defending yourself and your family against System rip-offs and
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encroachments. For me to become specific at this point would be
dangerous for us all. None of you are stupid I hope, and with a little
thought on the matter you'll all arrive at the proper conclusions and
devise the appropriate solutions. Talk — idle talk — is the great killer.
Avoid it. Silently make your plan, silently carry it out, and silently
remain ever after. At the defensive stage, groups are not called for and,
thus leaks are ruled out. ,

"Once you have become fully engaged in effectively defending
yourselfagainst the System — in effect isolating yourselfand insulating
yourself from it — you will have found out that a very great many
outright illegalities have been undertaken and mastered by you in the
course. You will have grown accustomed to living outside of the
System's rules and you will be comfortablewith it, knowing that the
muscle-bound bureaucracy most certainly does not have eyes in the
back of its head. The shift over to the offensive will come naturally and
gradually and, again, we will all be feeling quite relaxed and at home in
our new role. A desperate, terrified and cut—off person with the full
weight of the System upon him does not a good revolutionary make.
But hundreds of silent 'drop—outs', if you will, no longer having life
drained from them to the System but from the System to them, quiet
for the moment, undetected and untouched, make a revolution in
themselves. If there is another way of recruiting and training a
revolutionary army in this country at this time, then I don't knowwhat
it may be.

"It's no longer a questionofmaking a person read the right political
tract or of hating the right segment of the population. People aren't
buying into that crap anymore. If there is to be any identifying with the
great masses of people then it is going to be done on the economic
level. Make sure everyone you talk with is made aware of precisely who
and what the Enemy is: The government, the System itself. Counsel
them to rid themselves of dead and dried-out notions from the past
that today only serve to hold them in their economic chains. Point
them in the right direction but don't go so far as to open yourselfup
for legal consequences from the System. Be a friend to them where
you can so as to better put forth your influence. But don't allow anyone
to drag you down. All confusion and conflicts of ideas vanish before
the issue of economic survival.Without running the risk of alienating
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anyone, of getting yourself branded as a 'nut', etc., you can win the
minds of practically all of the common people. In this way an old and
confirmed Nazi can effectively make a revolutionary convert out of a
liberal, humanitarian race—mixer. If there is another way of generating
a mass movement in this place at this time, I do not knowwhat it is.

"It is my own firm conviction that the economy is the entire key.
We must become experts in this area. Not 'economists' certainly but
masters when it comes to the art of 'expropriatingthe expropriators',
to borrow something familiar. It is the way to win the minds of the
people and to tear down the power of the System. It is the way to be
in a controlling position over all of this. At the same stroke, this knocks
out all the glorified clowning that has attended allMovement attempts
in the past. This is very serious — if unglamorous — business. And once
we have fully adopted a stance such as this, let them in their controlled
media try to poke fun at us or make the people hate us unreasonably.

"To destroy the System is primary. To destroy the System without
destroying ourselves is desirable. Butwith the System destroyed a new
Age ofMan can begin. One that can contain true justice and equitable
solutions for all people. The Movement has always possessed sheaves
ofprogramsand ideas for building the Ideal State. But until the System
is destroyed, by whatever means necessary, none of these fine plans
will ever amount to anything more than a dream."
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Gm March 2nd, 1974, ferry~three Natimal Sociaiist fiemtutim»
arias met in 9 ha?! 5:“: Ei Mama, Caiifomia. At the meeting the Naiionai
Sociafists declared their Sack of faith in the ¥csing strategy a? the mam
movement idaa. The Natianal $0cialiszs abandoned the mags strategy
and adspzed the revmutiunaw concept sf the guerrilla umargmum,

No longer wouid we thénk in terms czf abtaining pafiticai pewer
thmugh the eiectorate; but instead, of hurting the Enemy
through fame and flaienca. We womd buiid the armed struggia.

We would nu longer adhere 170 a mass: strategy but wou¥d~

instead cuttivate those already commixted to the Nations:
Smcialists Worid View. We have limited oursetves to onty the
best ammg Mavement 93:33:29.

We have abandaned petty baurgems, bureaucratic hangups anti
ham developed the idea mat the am: iusfifies'me means. What
works is 90de

We recognize that wamen have piayed a vanguard rate in mast
revolutionary efforts and invoiva tfiem in every aspect 9f
NSLF. N

'
We rawgnim ‘the fact that the massea 93$ Whitea WEI: never rally
around radicai mimics. White magpie no longer haw the abiiiw
to even recognize the enemy, so how amid Movamen:
adherents mink the masses cauid ever invaive themseives in

mmlu’tion? The White mamas dan't recugniza their enemies,
they don‘t wen caret and they dun“: have? the guts w shad
their bourgeois hangnugas,

We View aymed muggie as the oniy effective means of forcing;
pmiitical change.

The White Man has last! We are an accupied peepie in our own
tend who must now develop a mtaliy different outlook 0n revoiutéars.

We muss; buiid the undargrouhd. We: are makifig it an efieatfivefi

hardhittingNationai SSociaHst Ravolutionary Army.‘
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We have already begun ta launch armed assaults against the
Enemy. More assaults will continue, whether the Enemy be the Right
Wing Reactionaries, the System, er the Communists.

National Socialist ideological and Political training, additienal
training in guerrilla warfare, explosives and demolition, military assault
Weapons and gas warfare, aleng with electronic' communications and
electronic. surveillance techniques are taking place. Claw in firs: aid,
police evasion,techniques of being a P.O.W. and escape are alsa taking
place.

The NSLF is divided into combat units. A combat unit conéists
of three liberation fighters and a unit leader. No one combat unit
knowswho constitutesanother combat unit.

An NSLF combat unit member is trained as an efficient guerrilla
fighter dedicated to destmying the Enemy, no matter who they: enemy
may be. On the surface he has no uniform. He could be the bearded
longahalr sitting next ta you on the bus, or the clean~cut store clerk. file
could be anyone anywhere

The NSLF has’th’e’ besx elemé’fits "gathered together frpm the'past
twenty years of National Socialist activity in the United States. lt has
gathered experienced communications experts, military firearms
experts, along with the finest liberation fighters available. Each
member understands the new concept, the new strategy and tactics
needed in order to effect political change.

No longer Willing to play the7games of Movement bureaucracies
or associating with bald'headed idiots who have no concept of realities,
the NSLF will undoubsedly emerge the vanguard fighters in the
National Socialist Revolution!
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POLITICAL PGWISH STEMS FBGM THE BARREL 0?
A aim.

Winning the Matt: and minds of the gaggle fikas imam
etgaaizing activity :3th '8 wittingness an the“ gar: at the 990919
to get invoked and he arganized. Butt: at this time do not exist

Since a mass mqvement cannot be “pufieficff’“In America
became of the arm-mass movement nature of the American
paupte (which stem: tram Izmir aver-growing apathy}. thé ant?
meme for Nationat Saciafist Revaiutwnaries is to go Inwar-
gmuad andbuild that: awn armed struggtss ta wagewar against
the State.

flattens! Sociaiist activities have never pmducefi one
significant gofiticatmuttIn the U.8A. Anymob resimm m1:
peapie have aver heen Engaged in has atwsys been: spontgnews
emgtum {lIkII Enema} with the parficipatian and agitatIon {If

III) patitIcai partyBf flatiemfi Sgciattst activist. They did it
themsefyes and withoutwt help

Omatimtio’naiiy, III; Muggmnt has failed ta exptoit
the opportunities ayaIlshie ta create “mass" mobwafenceagainst
the enemy, even when such apportuntties have fingered an
Pubiimty stunts have any: agpplamed effectivepantie“ «that
. There has be? at; wining .th stagems no biImIng II:
wheat bassesamp by Inst}: totafiy giswanected with” Nationa?
Sueiafism no oménizafion at mass IIIEIIIII’I demanstrations, mg
no men to communicate with the 935,933 and prayide the
necessary flattens: Sustaiist Putitical heafi‘ershig III yam aim!
Nazism! Sustain successes. '

III Boston cantmry to ctaims at the 1113 Farty,the peEIIte
reigned the Party amt it anything deified hats? tram 111g Kn KIIIX
Xian an embarrasémknt fur the Party. fins situation accurreé
5mm {If a campfete tank at proper teaéershw 3M Iaadmb’ép
enmity on the part of theRay.

The 9am! with than“ stagnant human tactic: were
iimpahteofidentifymg wittI th‘e revniutigmry with 5pr}
propagamta and ms: argamzing III}! III}? anew...Just”? few
mm: for the amagm and nowtutimw fort!» mum:
("If the pmle.
,

As Nnfianaf Samalist. Bevalutionafiw we aim always
{meg in Intact that nethmgwe do swam; the Systeman my
b: cahcaivad as ”athemrwfib“: MiiIt'aéIt wrfiggtéIs the.key
15:} heightening camadictions It not anty strikes macre’te
blew: again-Is: the. State but atsa bIIIIds minnanaty conscreusw
new among those IfWOIVEdIII the :trIIggté, which Is'what mi?
haggea beforé we canatteinpt ”to bufig oar Initiate pEwe?’
hm tm'mMuch to operate thle hIIII‘éiI’II}“a pobuiIIrhm.’fif.
'wpgcrt. '

wading a gpputaz; base? at supputt wiitffiecttm mate and
{new a! a gammy metan easier goat ta ashtgve as aaadstinns
in the annuity becamemane?wom- ’

Our mates: witness”I: cut bettefjn garweakness. W:—
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have to communicate to all wational Socialist Rwolotionaries
our strength and to Show them our strength we have to Show
them the Strength ‘of fighting. We must build confidencewithin
the entire Movement before we can hope to help geople and lead
those people in raoolution.

fiat oonfirlence must be based on the idea that as National
Socialist Bevnlotionaries we control he 51395395 by among: the
System; 1!»: Floris; or file Rsaetion! ’fnls sooflrlenoe most
praise: the image and reality that only confrontation politics,
force and violence, can change the antivllllhite actions at our
enemies.

Duly by lighting by any means necessary will we: be able
metros! éoiitioal change. We: cannot effect political change by
projecting;a annoy, homoerotic, Prussian image and constantly
soootlrrg unmallstic daydream, such as imagining the some:
wold ever wlsfir to emulate Stormrroopersx it inst won’t happen,

All revolutions, the actual assumption of power, are
instigated by rim efforts of a tiny few. Those who could possibly
amalgam in such a rovollrtion among the Whiro morale in
America are not lilée those who participaled in post European
struggles. Americanstend to go against the "grain" on practically
anything. We are not. Eoropeans ané won't respond as
Europeans.

ll a revolution occurs En America E! will most likely be a
violent one sparked 22y ans lone incident and not by; preparer}
analogue of political euphemism. Until that one lone incident
occurs, White people will saver flock lo the voting hooths to
place their physical suoport to m: {inaction of helmered Storm-

troopers, may will instead continue to play the meson:
Republican and Samoan: party polit'tss no matter how {mi
things got simply lmaose of their complete apathy towards
getrlng involvecl with their neighhora‘ nmblems. They fion‘t
recognize those prohlomsas their own.

Tho old 9am: could no: oflar any proof of their ahliiw to
groviée solutions to the problems facfing the country, especially
when the Party had only one or two real leaders. With soon a
situation, how wolf: the Party make clalms of having the answer?
‘fheirpast performancesgive no golfing light at no: timer

flSLF believes that it is necessary to begin devslopment
of an armed struggle lmmeéiatelv. We now unéerstano the

mm of maintaining the fight Ear social change within the
framework of civil debate. instead of trying to odocoto and
organize people who don‘t see it our my, we write them of?

as enemies and nontratizersof the fiational Socéalist Revolunon.
This has marksé the ascendancy o! the purely militant polar of
View in NSLF thinking.

We now confine our outreach to the small grouo ol Move»

meat ozople we oonslrfar potentially militant flational Socialist
Revolunonanes. Tire NSLF fools toot srnoe these National
.Socialists already know that the System “sucks", all they Rood
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Some facts to consider
BIG BROTHERAND THE HOLDING COMPANYor POLICE STATE, USA

Unlike the reaationax‘iizs and "oflxer" soncanod ‘wauanaiSoniafiat
revolutionariea", NShF recognizes the fact that although some police
may be sympatheticto certain opinions National Socialists may have,
we recognize the police are the army of the system. The‘police enforce
the system‘s laws and will NEVER mow us to wage war against the blacks
and the Jews.

We DO NOT wish for "Law and Order", for law and order means the
continued existenceof this rotten rip-off Capitalist Jew System. We wish
{or anarchy and chaos which will enable us to ATTACK the system while
her Big Brother Pigsore Wing to keep the pianos from falling apart.
We wisfi for a simmer: so contwsad and mixed—11;) that we can go after
mime bastards responsibia for the anti-White policies and attacks against
our people which now exist. Such chaos would allow us to so intensifyour
assaults that we could very well plunge the entire system to its death. For
us to support those (the police) who maintainthe "rules the wise men make
[or the tools“ 1% aboard and salami.

In addition to this awareness, NSLF recognizes the simman in America.
has rapidly changed. WE ARE A POLICE STATE. Since the end of the
Wet—Nam War, 311 research and money has gone into the development of
a super *N‘atiouwide Ponce Network, a ”Big Brother" situation (New Orleans
already has: closed circuit telwtaioa cameras on its city streets).

The FBI and all cops have only one purpose: to maintain the existing
order! For any of "our“ people to gupport this situation is completfly
51321631 and contrary to fiational Sofiafist Revolutionary interests.
BUSILD THE NATIONALSQCIfixLIST REVCJLUTEQN THROUBH ARMEDSTRUGGLE

name of
their game
is control
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WHAT YOU SEE
0mom: 39, 19%, a Black who wan atmmng thy: stream a! L. A.

mm a. whim woman was sweraiy mama and escweé his attackers. The
white wmmn who tarmac! amt 1:12: he a hmker far the hawkwas (1:3:on
from time wmt a3: and handmfifad m a strwtlamppale. with s. aign aroum’i
My newwhich mad : "I’m a. niggar 1mm. I screw: niggem. I desarve £0

die". It tank éfi minutes fax {mace m arrive and 25 minute»; to cufi lwr
lame.

Lava Angelas:

Wuemua, Haw maxim;

A privaw aimiwa belonging ta a Jew 9mm). at cm NAACP was: set
<

m1 fim by WSIJZE‘ Wm“. The 91amm :3; mm Isms axwpt far the
eugiw 331:1 me time. ‘

finlhrwmd, £2Mornim
cm masher 29, 3 £6.an1}!Cmflnenm: {WM madet} was flat km firm

It hemnged in an executiwa e! amaiar emitanstwrporatioa awnsaring
nigger cultum an ‘17.V. and in the ngtham Cahiarnia anagrams.

VOW“. LOVE WHAT
YOU CANT SEE.

The

Gmt

Society

In

new

Moreifte Came
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notional
SOCICI

am GEMS

So. 2. Internal Fulletin of the National Sociahs "55 ~WThe demolition an February 4 of the Socialist Worker’s Party
haadquartara in Les Angales and a ‘P:aqzezsive“ bookstore af-filiated with am October League, a local cmunist ozqanuacimx
banana by A Jew named Klonakic, has been identified by nova media
as the single handed work of the Provisianal wing of tha RationalSocialist Libaratian Front. The destruction. estimated in the
thcusands of aoilars, was causad by explasive devices thzcwn by
MSLE gnarillas. Annnymous calls werc made by inaxviduxla tovarious new media mteu throughout cm city, taking credit to:the bombings.

ROfiEHBERfi RKLLY GASSZE

Thousands of Jews were crying their eyes ofit an Februtry 2 vfian arant gas grenade was ignited a: a ceremony at the Santa nanica civicAuéitcrium held 50: the purpose of tewopening the Julius and Ethei
Rosenhaxg Atomic Spy casn. Far that. unfamiliar with the c«sn, tunestwo habal wer& fried for pasaing n S. atamic secret: ca the Commie:
in the late f<rties. The respansibilicy for tbs gas asenadc V38
claimed by anzthar anonymous caller to be that of the RationalSocialistLil atien Front.

ARMED STfiUGGI-E IN 2L9.

Frank Sraswell. Grganizar far the fish? in fiarkh Catalina, «45 in»
volved in a full scale gun battle with a pelice atticer and his
accamplices on the night of necgmber 24 (Christmas Eve}, Thay ware
unhaFFy with a tape recorded message Operating in Braswell's hams.
According to news articles in the local pzess ”Braswell said that
he and a woman companion returned fire and cmgtiad five weapons Gut»
ing tha night tight whi¢h left tau hamw rtaalad wgth bulists“ whim
inaidgnt has been described by Braswell as ogen :esiscanne against
N53? quanizing activity by the £rightane& representatives of the
establishment in florth Carolina. Etaawell requasts that more 'tzccps“
are needed to man thg line cf dafenae anfi requests the assistance of
any individual: who are willing to fight for NationAi Socialism on
the {rent where tha lead 15 flying. To cite: rssistance, write to
Frank at 9.0. 80x Q7, Panland, sorta Catalina 28765 and lat him know
you stand for White Paws: too!
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KW? Ink» W18? 1!. . 31mm: ??%b.li
system new sources have afimmmé a third bmbing of a Communist; K0 tothe autumn. 5:015:33”: Minx-attain Prank Undamround. 0n am“, a ham blast
erupted this still night at: 1:33: Emu: Ina. Institute (In). vmlo. 3022 ”kittiesBlvd” with a thundemus roar swam; km from: doox: flying into thus night.amenable damage was dam to thug interior of the banding.
The building housed a spic Maniac Labor Worknhop. Because of the mixingthe kandlozd is urgently trying to break the lease on the building. we
preswne that an lmdlcmmagnum the mun: in carrying through onmoving the mmsu £15m :11; building.

local bombings increase
unwmumoswm Tm am «new rhea-1m IncWafmun»mmwmmm wmfinm Malina“ at m bomb: ,
Mr mum on an «em window a!mm M- WmMadame s
«my lot may uolau m« m «A! mmumWork“ criminal Comparing“ mmWWM!WW¢1~M Wm 18W?) on Fab» 4» The anm Hux-mmmm mammgm tram . mmmmm meotwsmm: doing that cm! a: an»
cm ‘WW «mat Mimma wanton, pram“ m vomit-om He

V

#5 meum. mwmmmmmm-m m “a“; um «um Wmammmwm
dc: Nancie. i "pm-aid weal: lot flitW bm uncut-m WM!!!

‘ WW“ WSWMKI W” ’33me
am: ”.mdmb Wong in mum at um Mu “elm m in my.
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”Imam-Loamm Md
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Terrorism by PerryWarthan, Universal Order
The pros and cons of terrorism have long been debated among

revolutionaries from all sectors of political thought. When I was a
member of the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), or
"Wobblies," in the mid—Seventies, therewas division between sabotage
and general strike. The IWW, like the NationalSocialists,had theirhigh
day decades ago and likewise both generally continue to cling to past
ideas.

When the IWW hadmillions in its ranks, a general strike could have
crippled the System. You may recall that the Czar of Russia was
overthrownby a general strike. However, with amembership currently
at about six hundred, a general strike called by the IWW would look
about as promising as a couple of Stormtroopers leafleting the White
House and calling for aWhite Workers' revolution.

Sabotage, on the other hand, required few people who, with
organization, could cripple the System or, at least, make their demands
felt. The System in the mid—Thirties outlawed the IWW and everyone
with a union card was soon in jail. The lesson was this: A terrorist
organization cannot be a public organization. The IrishRepublic Army
(IRA), as an example, on the other hand remains secret as it remains
effective. It keeps the demand for a free Ireland alive. As soon as
England decides that the price being exacted by the IRA for Northern
Ireland is too much to continue to pay, they will end up turning it over
to the Irish Republic.

The Irish Republic does not condone the IRA. They do this in
order to maintain peace between themselves and England. Otherwise
Englandmight attack IRA bases in Ireland just theway Israel does with
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) bases in Lebanon and other
Mid—East nations.

Let us compare the Irish Republic with today's legalistic National
Socialist parties and the IRA with America's futureWhite terrorists.
The overground parties will continue to denounce the terrorists
though they will benefit from their labor when victory has been
secured. It's only proper that they should do this as the overground's
membership are not terrorists by nature and there would be no point
inviting System wrath down upon innocent, unsuspectingheads.
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Make no error however, when terrorism comes alive in America as
a group activity the legal, overgroundparties will suffer losses in both
jailedmembers and in dropouts.When the System demands blood the
legals will suffer along with the captured terrorists even though these
legals may be pacifist (just as today's Canadian comrades who are jailed
for two years for teaching that the "Gassed Six Million" is pure myth).
Such injustice only spurs the terrorist and adds to his numbers. The
commonWhite Man in Canada probably doesn't even know of these
injustices resulting from Canada's ratification of the "Genocide Law"
or, if he does, he could care less. After all, he's having fun watching
Gary Coleman growing up on TV.

If a Canadian blows up a Canadian police station however, the news
reaches sixty million viewers that week. Thus, the cost of one bomb
equals sixty million leaflets (which the Movement could neither
produce not distribute). Terrorism is good economics. When the
public hears that the "White Liberation Front" has bombed the
Toronto police station demanding the release of a certain number of
political prisoners serving terms for their use of "free speech," the
public is at once informed and this information could not have been
more cheaply spread or more quickly.

I use the name "White Liberation-Front" in this article to suggest
reality. Future terrorists are of course free to adopt any name they
choose so long as it denotes unity of all White forces. Its originators
could have been an NS section, a Klan section, or what have you. But
in no case would I hope that its use would be adopted by those who
merely print one more of the same, old newsletters and operate out of
p.o. boxes. Publishers should not set policy because they lack the
warriors to carry it out. True terrorists are warriors and it is up to the
New York Times, Time Magazine, etc., to print their demands for
them. It is a waste of time for those withoutwarriors to vainly call for
them.

The "WLF," by any name, IS coming to America. So far the only
die—hard, actual terrorists we've seen have been Puerto Ricans
demandingindependence.But like the cockroach, they never seem to
die out. Just when you think you've got them all, you find you're
reinfested again.
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Like the IRA, they don't go away. Sooner or later, the "tenant" must
move out and turn the house over to the roaches. So far the White
Right has had only "Lone Eagles" such as Franklin, Spisak, Cowan,
Long, etc. The public soon gets over the "lone bigot" but they fear the
GROUP, for the well—organized group, like the roaches, does not go
away.

The Symbianese Liberation Army (SLA) was small, too small to
survive and its organization was all wrong. The WLF Would be best
built on "Three-plus—One":Three privates and one unit leader who's
the only contactwith the group leader who heads three units. Likewise,
three groups are headed by a lieutenantwho only needs to know his
own three group leaders and captain, who is over three lieutenants.
Note that three units are equal to one group, three groups equal to one

“

platoon (forty men counting the lieutenant), three platoons equal to
one company with one captain (one hundred and twenty-one men).
This system of "Three-plus—One" can be employed right up to the
corps and army level.

In the above arrangementtherewouldn't be any "captains" without
troops unlike today's "Hollywooders" which have more ”officers” than
troopers. The "Lone Eagles" could be one-man units and still use the
WLF label. Successful Lone Eagles could end up unit leaders as they
selectively recruit others by their acts of devotion. Unsuccessful Lone
Eagles who recruit feds or finks can use their hindsight to educate
others as I myself now do. The wise man will learn from the mistakes
of others. Thus the WLF will be built by those who suffer success.
Remember that survival is of the fittest. "Revolutionary Darwinism"?

The "Army of God" is a new group. Too new to judge its success.
They fight abortion by blowing up abortion clinics. Also, their threat
to blowup a judge has not been taken lightly.

While some terrorists do not telegraph their shots, some do. Of
course, there are cranks too. Many snakes rattle their tails against leaves
but everyone respects a true rattlesnake. "Don't Tread On Me" was
once an American Revolutionary slogan and it was no bluff. The
"BostonTea Party" was a form of terrorist theatre, likewise if the WLF
painted the Statue ofLiberty red (perhaps using an old fashionedcrop
duster) and called the N.Y. Times with the message: "The whole
national government is Red so we thought that the "Great Lady"
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needed to be Red too." Would it not be the same?Would it not get the
message out? For those with a sense of humor but no stomach for
violence, this form of action could help fill a few units of the WLF.

Some will favor non—homicidal violence like the Army ofGod while
others willwant to go all the way. No team is bound by the policy of
any other. All are independent operators. Later, when mass
coordination is neededand theWLF is built up to a large organization,
teams and groups can share operations.

Voice graph analyzers can spot spies. Truth serum can reveal all
they know. It wouldn't be surprising if the WLF began mailing the
heads ofuncovered finks to their federal bosses. Hitler said that terror
could only be foughtwith terror.

Ifmy peek into the future troubles the weak hearts of those parties
who claim they can win at the ballot box, yet never run any candidates
for office, it is rightly so. When terrorism by Whites becomes a true
menace to the System then Big Brotherwill begin locking them up en
masse. This will become educational for many of today's "leaders." (I
suspect they'll maintain an entire prison block just for "Commanders"
alone.) Chicken—hearted members will run. Still others will cooperate
with the System. Everyone's true colors will be known to all. "Bad
publicity" may be the best "Night of the Long Knives" of all.

In all fairness, many of today's booksellers willbemadeintomartyrs
once we get the Canadian type of "anti—hate" laws and these same
people continue to publish or sell. A WLF demand for their release
after a bombing of an FBI office will reach more TV viewers than all
the books and leaflets produced by all of the legal, above ground
groups since 1945. For one of themain goals of terrorismis to get your
message heard. "Here's injustice; Here's revenge; Here's the solution."
To ignore the solution brings more injustice which, in turn, causes
more revenge. Counter-measures by the System will only serve to
heighten further attacks by theWLF. Such is the fuel of revolution.

When the public gets tired of fear, they must concede something to
the terrorist. In England it will be Northern Ireland. In America it
could easily be racially segregated zones. It might mean the release of
political prisoners and these, along with other terrorist leaders, could
participate in the governments of these zones. Of course, these free
zones, just like Northern Ireland, will have to be established for the
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masses to enjoy at theWLF'S cost as theWLF willmost likely continue
to fight in other areas for ultimate White liberation everywhere.

What of the terrorist himself? St. Paul said in the New Testament
that it was best not to marry but to remain unmarried like him.
However, this was no command from God but only some advice. The
reason Paul wrote this was because he was at the time a prisoner
because of his religious (political) activities. He was advising those of
his day that they should expect the same and not to coinmit others
unless they were fully prepared to share the same fate. One cannot
expect to be a revolutionary and not be jailed. One cannot be a
revolutionary and expect to lead a normal existence. This does not rule
out a family but it does rule it out in the commonly accepted sense.
Families can be also used by the System as bait and as hostages,
"leverage," etc., against the revolutionary.

Hence, it is probably best that a WLF member remain single — at
least in the eyes of the State — and womenwho desire an active role in
terrorismagainst the System cannot afford to have dependent children.
Movementmorality must be fitted to the person and specialties of the
operations involved.

Some may want to rob a supermarket the day after payday, netting
around $70,000.00, and then finance other, greater operations. Some
may decide to become as "wolfpacksl’ Wolfpackers are rumored to be
in existence today, a secret society of "wolves in sheep's clothes"
posing as liberal renegades, miscegenators, etc, to lure victims to a
sudden disappearance. The idea is said to have originated with the
"pseudo—gangs" ofAfrica at the time the British were fighting the Mau
Mau. They lookedBlack (chemicals on the skin and eyes), talked Black
and smelled Black (captured clothes). The Mau Mau never knew the
difference until they were shot in the back. One can only think ofwhat
a half-dozen or so pseudo-Jewwolfpackers could do in Hollywood
society, etc. The WLF will not play by System rules (including those
agreed to by legalistic parties).

Ever since entering prison, I've met many who claim to have shot
Blacks on those occasions when, first, they were there and, second, it
looked like they could get away with it. If true, the reaction of those
discovering the bodies must have been that they were killed by other
Blacks. Consider if these had been Lone Eagles and had deposited
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WLF notes on the corpses. It would appear (and be in reality) as an
overnight wave of racial killings and the System and media outcry
would be fantastic! Blacks would stay on their own side of town for a
time. Therewould be a demand for a legal "crackdown." Blackswould
counterwith more "Zebra" type groups. The races would polarize and
the respective peoples would come together for common defense.
(Remember the Redleg and Jayhawkers wars in Missouri and Kansas
before the CivilWar? The Redlegs ran the anti—slavers out ofMissouri
and the Jayhawkers ran the slavers out ofKansas.)

Political power is gun powder, don't let anyone tell you different.
Ballots are only a replacement for guns and when the ballot box does
not serve someone, they fight with guns. Martin Luther King was a
"pacifist" but his marches caused Violence (including his own death)
which, in turn, caused Blacks to burn many American cities. When
American Whites get the spirit and organize as the Klan did after the
CivilWar in the South, theWLF will be born.

The WLF will need public support and,-1ike the lst Era Klan (33-
1, some call it), they will use their loot to help widows and indebted
farmers, etc., as well as to run out the modern—day "carpetbaggers."
They will kill top JDL leaders as they will kill all enemies —]ew, Black,
and traitorWhites who side against their own people. If the System
tries to black out the news, the people will demand to know what's
going on. ("Why has the Statue of Liberty been painted red??")With a
strong, nationwideWLF, the murder of a mixed couple will cause the
reaction thatmiscegenation is a bad risk. The following generationwill
know that it just isn't done. (Consider a mixed marriage in Northern
Ireland today: A target for both sides.)

By the year 2000, terrorismwill include atomic bombs, chemical as
well as germ warfare. The successful terrorist group will be the one
which bars no device and which is proficient in all. The Spisaks,
Franklins and Mathews will be remembered for their moderate and
humane treatment and style. The do—nothing, go—nowhere approachof
today's over—ground groups are driving more people into becoming
Lone Eagles for lack of any short—term victories since Rockwell's days.
Since the Commander'sdeath, fifteenyears ago, the NS Movementhas
done NOTHING but divide and sub-divide into smaller and smaller
”parties," all ofwhich do little more than bicker and quarrel with one
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another. Only one national group, the National Socialist Liberation
Front of Joseph Tommasi's creation, has claimed an underground
section (part of which is in Canada, I expect).

I'll tell you that things are going to change in the next fifteen years
or else you can kiss your White baby goodbye for it will have become
brown! The otherWhite Movements are doing little better. Now is the
time to organize for the future. Canada today is America tomorrow.
When they outlaw you, you'll either be an outlaw or you'll be nothing!
If printing is all you can do, then print. But be prepared to go to jail
for it. At least you'll be a point of injustice theWLF can protest.

Terrorists often become known and cannot always hide in a
basement. In later stages, WLF teams and groups will hide in
wilderness areas, always on the move, and they will sometimes fight
hit-and—run engagements with themongrelized US. Army. This will be
a first since the CivilWar andwill certainly set the stage for openwar.

Let us consider also a Russian invasion. Will you prefer to fight
adjoined to some mixed American Freedom Fighters? TheWLF must
maintain its independence at all costs. A Russian invasion would only
help us win our own territory and gainmore sympathy with the general
public. On the other hand, a war in which this country fought in the
defense of Israel would put us in the "traitor" class except in the eyes
of those few who saw the error of such a military sham on the part of
"our" government.

In the end, the WLF may need to come out of the wilderness and
into normal combat. This will require a general race war already in
progress and reaching into the ranks of the armed forces. I can't predict
everything but I can promise you that if you want a free and White
America — or even a piece of it — it is going to be a long and DIRTY
fight. Therefore, I suggest you'd best be prepared.

[This essay was issued by the Universal Order as a special supplement
to SIEGE.]
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Appendix II: National Socialism

One Man’sArmageddon by PerryWarthan,
Universal Order

(The following is slightly edited Excerpts from an
autobiographical/philosophical essay by Perry Warthan, which was
publishedby Universal Order and sent to SIEGE subscribers in 1983.)

"mew” Satan can digm'se 192772erto [001% like an angel of[lg/at. ' '
— W Corinthians 11:14

It's been a year now since I was laying face—down, spread—eagle on
Ore Dam Boulevard in Oroville, California, on November 6th, 1982,
with Rafe Barker, being arrested for first degree murder.

Christian Lee Jones,Barker's fourteen-year—old recruit and runaway
sidekick had told sheriff and district attorney investigators that I had
shot Joe Hoover for informing to police on activities within the Chico
area National Socialists group. Hoover, six days short of eighteen, was
about six months older than Barker and was his "best friend" and
possible recruit. AfterBarker heardjones' story he agreed to "confess"
in exchange for three years plus between two to three years probation.
Jones also received three years — both of them to the California Youth
Authofity in exchange for their "testimony" against me.

I came to San Quentin's security unit on August 8th, 1983. It was
no surprise as I've been in lockdown or segregation through jail and
the Vacaville guidance center which sent me here. In this unit you
travel everywhere handcuffed in the rear, even to the shower and the
yard.When I came in I scored two sour milks and some sort of sweet
sandwich and the guard escorted me to my new home here, cell EBB-22,
singing to himself a line from "Hotel California" ("...such a lovely
place”).

During the past year I've had lots of time to gather my thoughts
and I hope to share them with comrades of the Movement here in
these pages.
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WhatWentWrong?

The arrest for Hoover's death came as no surprise after threeweeks
of press and television coverage demanding it, and that having been
precededby five weeks ofmedia coverage demanding a solution to the
end of the stuffing of school lockers locally with literature carrying
"racial invective" which also bore our local "Dial-A-Nazi," or \White
PowerMessage, phone number.

After Hoover's body was discovered, two weeks after his death,
rotting in a marsh, I was interviewed by major newspapers in the
Sacramento, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Bay Area as well as by
the Associated Press and the other wire services all ofwhich promptly
tried and convicted us. This should come as no surprise to a veteran
National Socialistwho understandswho and what controls the media.
After all, they are there to make money and not spread ourmessage or
bother about justice or truth. It doesn't or shouldn't matter to
comrades whether I was in fact guilty or innocent; the trial itselfwas a
sham, a joke, and had I been a Black radical or a Leftist I would have
won an acquittal like Angela Davis (after having remained free
throughout the trial stage, of course).

I don't want to whimper and whine about the raw deal I got from
the System; we NS all know about the System. In the December, 1982,
issue of SIEGE, the question was put, "we want to know what
happened here and why." Now I hope to tell you just that. What went
wrong in my own case was, first, my recruitment was poor in its
selection, or lack of selection. After my arrest, at least six of these
recruits gave statements to the police and, of these, five were called to
testify. Of the remaining few, only one local old man and his aged wife
stood by me to do what they could.

Therewas support from across the country and the worldhowever,
as well as those "National Heroes" who ran. One was a well—known
”Aryan atheist church" guru who was until lately headquartered in
Florida. Shortly before the expected arrest I called upon him to obtain
a fifty dollar loan which I could repay within two days. This I needed
to bring an out-of—state person to Oroville by bus to escort my ten—

year—old son, via another bus, to safety. This ”Racialist Champion"
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didn't want to get involved even though I had been a contributor of
his in the past and had been a minister in his "church."

My sonwas placed in a foster home after my arrestwhere attempts
to "de—nazify" him were started before we able to transfer him to
relatives two and a halfmonths later. He was also interrogated several
times by the D.A.'s office while the defense attorneys never talked to
him once. He was forced to testify and put through an ordeal not
necessary to convict me. Ravaged by false guilt after the trial, he had
thoughts of suicide but after several counseling sessions he has
exchanged this notion for the transplanted idea that I "murdered his
friend." The ways of Big Brother effect even little children and
cowardice extends high into the ranks among so-called White Racialist
"leaders" and the creep with the phony atheist church is not even the
least of these.

Another good example of these types is a Christian Racialist
"leader" who also refused to support me aftermy arrest or extend any
effort on behalf ofmy son. It was claimed that I had converted to his
faith too recently. This same "Angel ofLight" freely labels anyone with
whom he has a disagreement a "Jew." Some Christian.

It is not my intention to quibble about the injustice of the press and
themedia. My effort here is to try to show what I've found to be wrong
with the Movement in general since my arrest, judging from a great
amount of communicationwith every source, mostly related to the
Racialist Cause in one form or another.

Counterfeits

The D.A.'s office claimed they photostated thirty-five hundred
letters to and from me between November 6th and April 20th, 1983,
when we were well into jury selection. Most of these offered support
in one form or another; good wishes; a few dollars for stamps and
tobacco; a publication of a group they supported or published
themselves. I began to see a pattern. Some were the real thing and
some were not. And of those that were not, many honestly thought
they were. There are agents provocateur and spies, yes, but normally
our own name-calling, I found, together with inter-group jealousies
were responsible for most claims that so—and-so is an "agent," ” ew,"
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"queer," etc., which in the end does more harm than all the real agents
provocateur and spies put together. I often feel the ADL is laughing at
us all with delight as we continue to divide ourselves into feuding
factions.

However the real problem is with the "serious" people in the
Movement. Often we will be eager to allow too much free reign to
units of our organizations in an effort to merely "build membership."
Often we will admit shady characters in exchange for a healthy
donation just in order to increase our funds or for a host of other
equally unsound reasons. What you see is what you get but what do
you see?

If I lay a twenty—dollar bill in front of you, you say it's worth twenty
dollars. But is it? What if it's counterfeit and only has the look of an
honest twenty-dollar bill? If it's not backedby anything, it's not worth
much more than toilet paper. Sooner or later most all phonies are
detected and when they are they are destroyed in one way or another.
If the counterfeitbill had a brain and knew whatwas going on to the
point it knew it was tender andwas often spent and passed around as
good money, do you think it would have any idea it was a counterfeit?

We can compare this to a person ofpart-Negro blood who doesn't
honestlyknow he's amulatto (white skin b'ut half—Black) who becomes
a National Socialist, Identity Christian, Klansman, etc., perhaps even
securing membership in an organization which maintains sloppy
security research as our local California district did. This person is
mentally destroyed when the true facts are revealed and he's found to
be racially counterfeit. (I recall the suicide of a Klan unit leader in New
York, Dan Burros, some years back after he discovered he was part
Jewish.) We also have the knowingcounterfeits like FrankCollin, a.k.a.
Cohn,who, though halfJewish, was "Commander"of one of the larger
National Socialist units in the country. He was also a child molester
and how such an unnatural person became, 0r remained, the head of a
group of National Socialists escapes me. Surely it was excellent
propaganda for the System to use against us. Likewise, the perfectly
legal, ”clean-white—hands" National Socialists in the Movement may
consider my "crime," if in fact I'm guilty, as a blot on the National
Socialist record. Others defend the radical idea that informants,when
uncovered, shouldbe shot.
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Bad moneywill inflate a monetary system and everybody pays for
it until it is discovered and the holder pays. The best policy is not to
take counterfeits in the first place.

From Anarchy Comes Order

Order grows out of anarchy as light grdws out of darkness.
Refugees in the dark flock to the nearest light. But even the devil can
look like an angel. When anarchy comes, through nuclear war or
whatever cause, I need not describe the lack of order and leadership
that will exist. The masses will flock to the first helicopter with a
bullhorn. The communistshave a plan! But do the National Socialists?
The larger groups do not and the smaller ones will be lucky to survive
at all, if they can.WHO'S ready, if anyone?WHERE is the leadership?
The PLAN? The leading organizations have been claiming that no one
can function effectively,much less win, untilwe all get rid of our inner,
"spiritual" weaknesses. So they begin to reform. But they are doing it
on a misguided basis.

Picture this: You're watching a civil rights special on television; a
special bill is being passed in Congress. The President is there and the
cabinet, both houses of Congress, the Joint Chiefs, etc., as well as two
hundred thousand civil rights demonstrators before the Capitol. The
TV goes out in the middle of the President's speech and you learn
fifteen minutes later that some terrorist has detonated a twenty kiloton
Plutonium bomb made out of stolen nuclear waste. This is the same
type and size bomb used on Nagasaki in 1945. There are two hundred
and fifty thousand dead, counting the demonstrators, the heads of
government and local inhabitants. Even though a small band of
anarchists, bent on ending government altogether, claims
responsibility and maintains hope the masses will support them in
creating a state of unblemished anarchy, the Racialist Right is blamed
and the Justice Department orders the arrest and internment of all
racialists.WHAT DO YOU DO?

Do you have a plan? Does your "party" or "unit" have a plan? Is
your gun and its supplies ready to go? And go where? Do you know
where to safely meet? The local police know what to do the minute
they receive the arrest order. Most likely, if you have time, you'll grab
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your gun and your gear and head for the hills to hide someplace, God
knows where — you don't. You're now a revolutionary; the counterfeit
is spendable; the "looking glass Fuhrers" and their five—man "parties"
have their hour of glory... and defeat. Imagine a nuclear attack by an
enemy nation and the picture is even worse. Terrorists WILL have
these weapons soon and they WILL use them! Nations have nuclear
weapons and they will use them. Someday only the fittest survive.

What It All Comes To

If National Socialists are to survive and be a vital part of a White
American future they had better learn... The first thing is to stay out of
the public eye. In all of Ireland, the IRA. doesn't maintain a single
post office box, yet they do quite well. Being public, you will only
attract the " oneses," "Barkers," " Hoovers," etc.

You'll get the "Wish Whites," the "Counterfeits" and the "lVIirror
Fuhrers," etc., and what useful folk you might get will fast become
disgusted by the others, quit, and form their own splinter outfits
hoping not to repeat the same mistakes but, of course, doing so.

Secret, selective recruitment is the answer. You join with them
because you want and need them; they don't join because the policy is

a public, open door. Next you must understand that the System will
not let you "vote it away." GeorgeLincoln Rockwell said as much and
also said that if it were to be voted away, then stormtroopers would
have to come out in force to defend the right of the newly elected NS
government to take power. Most of the dumbWhite masses will never
understand true White Racialism anyway and if you explained it to
them they wouldn't believe you. Let them perish with the other fools
when the day comes or follow the leaders they must when — and if —

we're in power.
Understand too that not allWhites march to the beat of our drum

and some prefer otherWhite Racialist alternatives. Expect that even if
as a minority we can maintain NS turf somewhere in the future if a
sound plan has been laid. The Posse Comitatus proclaim "power to the
county," yet they are generally anti-NS. However even they would
allow a county or a number of counties to maintain an NS regime if
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that is what the population demanded. You're as powerful as the
amount of support you can obtain, organize and lead.

Right now the NS Cause is not only very weak andwithout amaster
plan, but fractioned. Every local unit aspires to be a "national party"
and lead the "White masses" to victory. It is best to remain a strong
local unit and, if necessary, import good NS material from outlying
areas where effective organizing is less or not possible. Comrades who
may need a home, job, or other support should be used to build a
communitywithin a community.

Many good local units will make a real party. Leadership needs to
be kept at the local level. Any national leadership can be rotated and,
at all times, in a capacity of general administration. No nationalpolicy
need be set. "Local X" may wear brownshirts and "Local Y" may wear
blackshirts and so it goes with every smaller issue in each local.

In this way there will be a place for everyone, with everyone
together within one Cause. Ifwe don't start putting it together soon,
we will be nothing when the TV. goes off.
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Appendix III: Leaders
Seldom did James Mason borrow from other sources for

material to appear in SIEGE, but one exception was the
following feature article which was printed in the Vol. XI, #9 -

Sept, 1982 issue of the newsletter. It had originally been
published in a Movement periodical called FRONTFIGHTER
in 1976. For purposes of clarity and brevity some passages not
crucial to the thrust of the message have been deleted. After the
article he also reprinted a letter which had been published in
another periodical, and which put forth a very similar thought.

"The Crazy Men ofDestiny"
In the. developing historical phase, unnoticed ranks of men of

exceptional and, sometimes, unbalancedability, the highly capable and
gifted — madmen, recluses, and wildmen — are beginning to combine
and prepare for the blood—battle. Quietly, efficiently, and
unobtrusively, history's "crazy" and "abnormal" Aryan men are making
ready in diverse ways as the orient sun commences its penetration of
our long night of racial decline and summons our phalanxes to duty.

The "Out-Elite", "abnormal” man discussed here is a person of
extra—normal strengths (intellectual or imaginative) and weaknesses
whose power and output are consumed by desperate "normal" men
for their survival. Having an extraordinary mentality, prescience,
perspicuity, vision, or intuition, the abnormalman is often unbalanced
by an equal debility in character or in his fate. Such men are gifted with
exceptional, almost praeter—hurnan inventiveness, artistic power, and
feeling, but are rendered lopsided by equally intense or dominant
weaknesses (inherited or suffered) that often defeat or sidetrack them.
Usually non-social (not anti—social) and non—gregarious, the "crazy"
man of history deceptively appears impotent and insignificant, for his
oddities, his pronounced faculties and defects, together separate him
from regular society. His underlying talents unappreciatedand unused,
his nature misunderstood and misapprehended by a hopelessly
"conventional" world, these unconventional Out-Elites remain
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submerged or are shoved aside from the mainstream; underemployed
or unemployable, these men are, however, the chief force impelling
revolution at critical biological and historical junctures.

In normal times, or during the smooth "civilization" phase, the
abnormalman sinks to an existence of under—achievementand penury
lived out in oblivion. The "cultural" or living phase employs and
inspires such men to the fullest, but the "commercial-civilization" stage
has nothing to offer them, and Vice—versa. In these latter phases, the
unconventionalman usually is a material failure, as he isn't geared to
the orthodox, routinemodalities of codification and consolidation, and
either is consciously bypassed or voluntarily retreats to the byways and
backwaters. The casualty rate is high in these circumstances, as great
numbers plunge into irretrievable despair or irremediable
deterioration, and this toll increases as society scuds toward its
climactic era: anything exceptional or elevated — genius or heroism— is

more and more disparaged and disbelieved, thus men of true
understandingand responsiveness are discarded or stifled.

The "crazy" men seem so because of their genuinely original and
stupendous powers, because of their "superior logic", winged beyond
the average ken, their ability to ideate or fantasize far past prosaic
realms, and their power to conceive aesthetic forms and effects
hitherto un-thought and undreamed. In our degenerate era, most of
such natures grow up and mature unrecognized and unencouraged.
Original and consequently rebellious, such men have a tumultuous
childhoodand usually are suppressedby high school age. Butwhen the
sodden, commercialized society declines and starts to crack apart,
greater numbers hold themselves together and come into their own:
"...the difficult boys develop onlywhen they have the elbow room they
need. My former pupil Hitler seems to belong to this latter species."
(August Kubizek, The Young Hitler I Knew, page 54., quoting Prof.
Heumser.) Hitler is an exemplar of the ”abnormal" man who rises
rapidly and unpredictably in the "elbow room" of national and racial
decomposition.

Generally the unconventional, crazy men are quite alert to the real
verities and the determining causal forces, unfooled as they are by
shimmerings and distractions. The abnormalman of today knows that
race is the telling factor, and since racialism is intellectually
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unfashionable and racists are ostracized, the mores hold that this
approach is deviant, bizarre, crazy: The racist is the contemporary
"crazy man". Used to handling taboos, the abnormal men are taking
their growing racialism in stride and carrying the fight as never before.
They have the advantage of being the first to champion unpopular
notions whose time has come, and, ingrained by temperament and
learned by experience, have mastered the rules of the game. Also, the
crazy men are resilient, for they never take either the world or
themselves too seriously. Incomprehensible to the "Semite", this
attitude alienates them farther and farther from the material—

commercial crowd, and enables them to see through stupid and lethal
orthodoxies and duplicities gripping and stagnating civilization, while
permitting them to absorb social and economic blows invited by their
racism.

Another advantage is the abnormalman's peripheral habitat. Too
disgusted with specious material rewards and too revulsed by the
personal contact required to win a normal living, the "zany" refined
men of the cosmos are flops by accustomed standards; in many cases
they never establish a career, a home, or a family, at least in the
accepted sense. Lonely, solitary, hermitic, these "men of deep insight
and feeling who feel estrangedin the'masses of robot—like intellectuals
and vapid women..." move to the fringes where they enjoy leisurely
and silent observation. Thus detached, they become "other-worldly",
relatively immune to social and cultural vicissitudes and
epiphenomena: such individuals become a warrior class, a corps of
lethal portents, are willing to sally into the deadly fray, and are safe
from the disappointments and let-downs of normal men. Although
penurious and isolated, the abnormalwarriors have not lost the spirit
and edge by the wear of routine of Humdrum Man.

Furthermore, the crazy men living in the "commercial" phase
escape notice and control, and are able to strengthen and combine
themselves unobserved. This permits their sudden eruption when
deteriorationbecomesmanifest and critical.

The originating Aryan man has elemental, radical insights and ideas,
and is mistaken and misunderstood as a ”wildman” for his vaulting
panoramas and programs. His noumena are superior to and beyond
those of mundanemen. Since any idea is on a separate plane from and
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independent of inferior conceptions, the thoughts of abnormal man
are dissociated from the "given" doctrines and are labeled as crazy by
the masses and because a necrotic age loses comprehension of genius,
talent, or heroic exceptions, their possessors and appreciators are
dismissed and forgotten. Considered wastrels, idlers, or piddlers
because they are not participating in the crass burly—burly, abnormal
Aryan men are left to pursue native racial profunditiesundisturbed and
unpaid. In our jewish—commercialistdownspin these men are spurned
because they are out of place in an era of cleverness, calculation, and
intricacy: Because they will not or cannot compete in the commercial
world, they are rated as impractical or as men afraid to test themselves,
a seriously erroneous judgment. Sowhen historical decompositionsets
in and when his own culture sickens, the abnormal, the healthy man,
is cast out and ignored— by his own race and by his enemies.

In popularmedia and in intellectual criticism, the unbalanced seers
and deviant stargazers are misevaluated because it is no longer
understood that they are not to be measured by conventional
standards: In egalitarian times, "exceptional men”, the singular
geniuses, are no longer acknowledged or perceived. Their qualities, and
their worth and importance are missed entirely by conventional
investigations and analyses, the latter based on conventional norms
and concepts inadequate for the subject.

The uncommon man is not born for the illusively peaceful,
successful, civilization phase, but surges to the fore in times of grave
social stress and mortal disruption; unfitted for routine life, the
abnormal man breaks in to action at critical historical points since he
thrives on tempest and turbulence. When "normal" men are stupefied,
unnerved, and paralyzed by a novel threat (like the Jews), the crazy
men move expeditiously out of the recesses of society into battle,
becoming — in our times — racial warriors when all others are routed
and broken. The normal man is attuned to normal/ natural challenges
and situations, and rises during the "business" phase, but when cyclical
breakdown sets in, only the abnormal can cope with the new, alien
perils. Quickly and unexpectedly emerging from their "lost", "wasted",
'unproductive' lives, these metamorphosizedVikings knowwhat must
be done and how to do it.
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Confounded, confused, and baffled by the insidious onslaught of
thejew, average men are totally debilitated, but not so the Aryan racist
wildmen who alone have the conatus — the will — and knowledge to
fight happily on. Not immobilized by circumscribed thinking like the
confused conservatives, abnormal men deftly grasp the essential
problem, and speedily, smoothly, and sweepingly scheme out the
solution. Racist Aryans know what the real forces, factors, and
possibilities are and cognize what strategies and measures will bring
victory: The crazymen alone formulate winning counter ideas and can
venture to do what has not been done before. What defeats and
destroys normal men, excites and actuates the abnormal; whereas
others despair and shrink away, the deviant racist awakens and bristles;
whatwithers average Aryans, tingles the crazy;what is inscrutable and
overwhelming to the mundane conservatives is a clear, crisp challenge
to the crazy.

Currently, one part of the crystallizing Aryan force, the abnormal
men of destiny — the naturalist and occultist Nazis — and the
vanquishedconservatives, are passing by each other going to and from
battle: cheerful, perfervid, and determinedracist warriors now are filing
in elongated columns towards the test, while dizzy, beaten, weary,
"respectable" conservatives dazedly stumble back from the scene of
their end as historical men.

Mingled with abnormalmen at the outset, however, are the genuine
misfits, losers, and inferiors, the freakish, the defective, and the
malformed gravitate to the depths and edges to accompany the
exceptional men -— though for different causes. Clinging to the strong
men of destiny and intruding themselves into periodic revolutions in
the futile hope of alleviating their miseries, the constitutionally
subnormal are wiped out quickly (as on the frontier) by the
extraordinary pressures and circumstances: Revolution, especially our
Aryan up—thrust against theJew, makes tremendouspersonal demands
far exceeding those of regular life and metes out the severest penalties.
Only the hard, the healthy, and the humorouswill survive the fight and
go forward;

Thus an invisible army conscripts itself; only the crazy racist Aryan
is able to hate the Jew enough and to love his race and its cultural
personality enough to organize and make an attack. The crazymen see
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theJew for what he is, and, being spiritual men — being of otherworldly
mind and having nothing of property to lose — can transcend
themselves to attain the order of bravery and racial love required to
win the impending conflict.

AndAgain...
The following holds to the same theme as the 'above and was

submitted to SIEGE at the same time as the above and by the same
author.

We feel we wouldbe badly remiss ifwe neglected to include it here
as well. It is a letter to the editor of INSTAURATION magazine of
Cape Canaveral, Florida, and we reprint it verbatim:

"Only a crazy man will be able to master the situation in the US.
The coming mystagogue will make Hitler look like a British Fabian, for
only a madmanwill be capable of taking over and putting some order
into the madhouse this country is becoming. He'll come on like Charles
Manson, Stalin and Tom Sawyer combined, but much more like
Charles Manson than the others. The lyrics of a 1980 song, written and
recorded by degenerate NYC singer Billy Joel (Columbia Records),
aptly tell why the Whites will be receptive and eventually fanatically
devoted to the coming wild man:

’You may be rig/at,

I may} be crazy.
But z'z‘jmz‘ might be a lunatic
you’re [ookiflgfon ’

"He’llbe there and theWhites will find him— 'a man from nowhere'
with nothing to lose (including his sanity), who's been through it all
and come out the winner. At one time all his faculties were strained
and broken, at one time all his loving, irreplaceable dreams were one
by one stolen and taken from him. But out of this terrible sorrow,
suffering and hiding will come one who has miraculously gained new
life from it allQ Like Thor's hurtling red—hot hammer Mjollnir, he will
shatter the fake world that is crushing us and bring on the next epoch.
It's a bedtime story to warm Cholly's heart."
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The next issue of SIEGE,Vol. XI, #10 - "Oct, 1982, contained
the following segment written by Mason at its conclusion:

I Wish I'd Said That
The bulk of the last issue of SIEGE was given over to theworks of

a guest author under the headings of "The Crazy-Men ofDestiny" and
one letter to the editor of "Instauration."ComradeEricVolmar, who
authored the above two, has written his views, some of them, on the
recent course that SIEGE has been taking:

"...the Revolution is a revolutionin spirit; it is not primarily political,
but is religious... our Movement is spiritual—mystical. We're in a battle
for the heart, mind, and soul of our Race, not in a struggle merely for
the mind as those who overratepropaganda contend.

"...wemust organize our efforts here on the basis of a private, inner—
directed spiritual war and not exclusively on the public clash over
media coverage, election contests, and on fundamental political
organizational endeavors. Hence, the 'form'. must change to
accommodate the emerging Aryan Faith and the practical operative
'mode' likewise must be modified. I'm not advocating abandoning
outward revolutionary action a‘nd cadre building, but only
recommending that the metaphysical dimension be added and that it
inform all our doings.

"These concepts mesh perfectly with the underground
revolutionary idea and formulate an approach that the enemy cannot
defend against. Evidently, our NS political work of the last twenty
years has gone for almost naught (partly because of our own failings
and partly because the public is not yet receptive to racism politically
expressed), and it's time we rethought what we are doing and what
objective we are striving for. And this is precisely where men like
Alfred Rosenberg, Quisling, Hans F.K. Gunther, and any of the
German Pagan leaders (Darre, Hauser, et a1) come in. The Manson
connection is evident, for the Family was the first public attempt to
reify a number of ancient and modern Aryan racial principles. What I
particularly liked about Charlie's community was that it was truly
revolutionary —— to support itselfit did not work the land, it stole from
the surrounding swinedom.
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"...a new life-form is being born and gaining both consciousness
and physical dimension, while the Pig System slowly dies out in inverse
proportion. The spiritual disease and vacuity of the Jewifled 'Western'
world is a staggering horror we see and encounter daily, and our best
bet is to further the terminal case called America with every ounce of
strength our collective Nazi gut can muster. This can be done by living
and promoting the inchoateAryan Faith to the hilt, and passively by
ignoring the System anytime one can — don't vote, don't talk about
surface System fake politics and phony events, don't patronize Jew
culture, and don't take the System seriously in your overall attitude.
The latter is the most deadly action one can take, for it is nigh—

irnpossible to detect, and spreads invisibly and unmeasurably, thus
safeguarding its sources while shoving the Jew enemy into terror and
paralysis."
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A Sketch 0f Hts szs
and Career

BY JAMES MASON
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EXCLUSIVE:
LAST INTERVIEW

E!s;Easmr To Buy,»
BelAir ThanWatts
San.Diego Comic Bahia!)
ES$BYM Meets Lois Lane ‘

The last interviewTommasi gave the LA. Free Press before his
untimelydeath.
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Charles Lawrence ofAkron, Ohio, had been randomly shootingNegroes on
weekendsin his area until he decided to move onto bigger targets. The photo
was taken in Cleveland in November, 1970. He is being greeted by John
Beattie (head of the Canadian Nazi Party), who is admiring bolstered
sidearm.
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AppendixVI: 2 1st Century of SIEGE
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Appefldz'x dedicatedin memoo/ 0ffake (aka Uber, pietured above),
jeremy Himme/mafl,AndrewOmen/Mk (beamed 0npreviompdge).
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TheMovementarianMenace
byVincentSnyder

Many of you might be new to the term “movementarian”as it is a
word I picked up from a colleague of mine with the work on the
website, aesthetic and content. TheWorldview page, while incomplete,
has still been in the process of being a truly completedanalysis ofwhat
Universal Order is by covering the factors that were glanced over or
not elaborated uponWithinSIEGE. However, questions and concerns
of where we stand on certain issues have been rather mundane in
nature, which was to be expected when the Movementarian has
subjected National Socialism down to a level of “National Socialism in
the year of 2017 is akin to Conservatism in the 19508”.

From our observations,and our outside View of themovement, our
finger has stopped being pointed towards the AltRight or the System
of Government Gews, white traitors). There is something much
deeper, much more sinister happening (or rather, exists) withinwhite
people. Something that can only be the fault of human error if
anything, but at the same time something that is very natural but
somethingthat no one likes to think about or even admit to.

Yes, this piece is going to cause confusion, piss in everyone’s
Cheerios. Which is why we state here and now that this piece is only
for readers ofSIEGE that are in the beginnerphase ofUniversal Order
understanding and living. This article is not intended for the average
“Movementarian”,and this is certainly not intended for Right Wingers,
Classical Fascists, “Fashy goys”, and the list goes on, you all get the
picture.

The idea of Universal Order and SIEGE has PROVEN to scare
the pants off of these Movement frauds, as they recoil when the name
is mentioned, and continue to spread disinformationabout it to their
lemming supporters. However, I am here to shove it BACK IN
THEIR FACE.

In vein of the infamous, yet brilliantly crafted ZERO
TOLERANCE article, this is the end all—be all to the “movement”
question, and asserting the superiority of the IDEOLOGICAL
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ROGUE in comparison to the LEMMING COLLECTIVE THAT IS
THE PRO—WHITEMOVEMENT.

THE COURSE

We are opposed to the movement onALL LEVELS. As we do not
need to pay dues or rally arm and arm with our supposed ‘white
brothers and sisters’,whetherwe are talking about theAltRight or even
genuine National Socialists. Something that is missing, has been
missing for a long time, is the application of individual self-reliance and
self—sufficiency. Too long have Movements relied on numbers rather
than the numbers themselves being the one man armies of truth and
death.

Infact, Unioerral Order it more a concept clean flee name ofmygroup
or organization: anioercal order ac opposed to come kind of localized,
specialized, exclnyine “order”. leen order it 1mg; universal— and oné/
ilyen — itwill be rig/ii,proper and, wool ofall, ever/acting. T/aiywill include
National Socialitni, ofcoarse, and by direct iniplicaiion, itwillprooide no
place argon/om in t/oe nnioerre for alien “order”.

— The Meaning ofUniversal Order, SIEGE 9.19

To Universal Order, the world from the human eye is incomplete.
Our growth within the Natural World is not something that can be
bullshitted through, not something that one can fake via the internet
nor even to a Master himself. The human physis is nothing that can be
handed to you by a movement charlatan (i.e., leaders), but rather
requires self-insight, self—reflection, self—action (the archetype of the
LoneWolf). What is needed for the process is total understanding of
the processes that are not detected by the human eye, often cloaked
System or Movementmirages. Those Charlatans often use “rightwing
scare tactics” or “conspiracy theories” about Jews and other common
enemies to fuel hatred only because it makes them money/ feeds their
own selfish interests.

In regards to the self, there is the spiritual (internal) and material
(external) strife and struggle, the former highly underrated and usually
misunderstood. Both exist side by side, both exist and every human
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being that does not belong to the LemmingForces canmaster this. We
can break down the self—process into separate phases: The seeker, the
beginner, the journeyman, the proficient, and finally theMaster. These
labels are not important in of themselves, however, but are given just
for the purpose of communicatingthat there are levels of life that you
reach by yourself, not a reward, but wisdom and skill obtained from
the journey itself. .

The seeker, or the aspiring revolutionary, has thewillingness to use
the key to open the gates. The rejection of the tumult that has been
raised by the unenlightened. This is the application of practical
processes (internal and external) to, as we say, break free from the
System. In dummy terms: The System has a grip on YOU. Not only
through wage slavery or mass media brainwash of your peers, but in
the way you exist and live. The way you think, even if you are
“‘redpilled” on National Socialism, youwill still find yourselfbehaving
in the way that is more detrimental to yourself and beneficial for the
System. One example of this is attending rallies and becoming a target
so some asshole cop can get that promotion he really needs via your
suffering.

Take care ofyonrxebffirst, getyear own tbinking and lifergile ranared
away before taxing to taekle anyone else’r (or tbe world’3). Getyonrseb’
togetber before ever attempting to lead otbery or accepting tbat kind of
reiponribilit]. Otberwimyon could be inviting a barrieane down onyear
bead Baild on afoundation, not xeoeralfeet ofltbe ground, up in tbin air
like tbe majority.

Make yoaryeb' andyoar lifestyle,your yarroandz’ngs and eaen tbe

people eloyest aronndyon reflect tbings tbe way our Idea call:for. Tben
people will get to knowyou and, as in tbe ease aroand bere, wben tbey
comment on Hitler (orManson, for tbat rnatterj tbeir words will be to tbe
(fleet, ‘iAnd I tbongbtHitler was rappoeed to be so ‘terrible’.”

— Balance, SIEGE 9.30

This is utilizing (and taking strong advantage of) energies, materials,
and your dominance for the purpose of conscious expansion, and
when this successfully happens, this will reflect in your character and
the life you live. This application is a willed act.
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The adept after surpassing the phases of overcoming the
conditioningand beginning to master the internal/ external forces will
discover that certain Fascist figures and the paths that they represent
speak louder to them, this has been outlined in The Awakening of a
NationalSocialist the three archetypes have been shownand explained,
for reference to what they are and mean, the link has been provided.

How it relates to, and is expanded upon via the application of the
Universal Order method, is combiningthe three into a singular entity.
The personality type of the Master, the one who has become the
overman through the harshjourney of reality and life. The George
Lincoln Rockwells, the James Masons, and so on and so on. The
importance of combining the three is that, through the magical course
of self empowerment,you journey into the ways of all three archetypes.
Any wrong step forward, backward or sideways will have you
descending further into the Lemming Forces. The march of Truth is

not only an application of your dominance, but a clever, calculated,
implemented tactic. The role you play within all three will give
perspective and insight and through there you will have fully
understood (not just intellectually) internally and externally The
Course.

Gez‘yonrseb‘inlo balance firs;— lbal’s a large enongb task. Tbe rest will come
easier A people in balance and barmory/ jnsz‘ aren’t susceptible lo tbings like
miscegenalion or illnesses of liberalism or democracy. Rig/92‘ now, tbgi’re going in
mad searcb (yrwbat’s missing and are going in lbe opposite exireme of imbalance
lying tofind it oainbi. How tbe jews do roar wit/9 langbter/Aren ’2‘ am; ofyou in
tbe least bit motioaz‘ed— or capable —— cy‘wiping lbaz‘ smirk oflz‘be ]ews ’face?

Openyonrminds.
— Balance, SIEGE 9.30

THEMOVEMENTARIAN

The nature of the movement is appealing to the submissive and/or
conditioningthose towards the path of feminine submissiveness. The
need for a strong “alpha” male leader is a characteristic shared by
human beings, submissive or not. There are thosewho are the natural—

born leaders who command a following throughout people who are
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extremely independent (i.e., leftists who promote individualism yet
follow the party—lineof some Jew as their leader). There are those, like
Rockwell, who earned that position simply by kicking ass and
commanding (not demanding) respect for himself. Everything about
the man just projects this, and anyone in their rightminds in the 50s-
60s would follow him.

However, the times have clearly changed. Indicated by the shift in
attitude from the System itself and the pigs that follow suit with the
System’s orders. Back. in the day, the “Blue Lives Matter” approach
was indeed helpful in a number of ways, one prominent one being
blacks running rampant on the streets of America and demolishing
everything in their path while the white police force was outmatched.
As this battle for civil rights (i.e., forcedmiscegenation) progressed, it
became apparent to the NS Movement that the cops, whether they
agreed with race mixing/black rights or not, they were still on the
payroll of the System andwill enforce the orders given from above.

The champions to arise from the ashes of the broken American
Nazi Party, Joseph Tommasi and William Luther Pierce had to adapt.

Adapt being the keyword here.
In the context ofWhat we are talking about in today’s situation,

what constitutes a “great white leader” has certainly changed for the
worst. Occasionally, there are those who are themselves
“movementarians” but somehow have obtained the status as a
leadership personality through empty platitudes and false notions.
Typically the type that can talk a big “intellectual” game (no different
from today’s politicians). Their followers surround them, and parrot
the same line of bullcrap they feed them. When their King is

challenged, they recoil and adopt the “bitchy queen” attitude. They are
fickle in nature, and their King only remains their king as long as they
can satisfy their inner cravings to follow.

This is not just the AltRight, this is everyone who has not yet
understood this and taken the step to drop out of it. This means
TOTALLYremovingyourself from the equation.

Whether the leader himself is genuine or not, the way ofUniversal
Order (or Siege—mindset, whateveryou want to call it) means that you
are not interested in leading nor being lead by another.He is themaster
of his reality, his worldview is self—sufficient. Those who resist this, or
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rather, resist SIEGE mindset, have their inner-Movementarian
running their lives. _

The Movementarian is blinded by false hope and has his needs
satisfied when he engages in the politically incorrect thrill—ride that the
movement gives him. Very often these people in their day to day lives
are very defective, and because of the stag and meaningless life that
living in America gives us, these people have become escapists who
really have no interest in doing the things that must be done.

A common phrase you will hear being regurgitated from the
mouths of Movementarians‘ is the tired accusation of; “What have
YOU done for the cause?” Is there some, if any, merit to this
statement? Or perhaps, are they soldiers of the Kali Yuga and we’re
actually just the problem that is ultimately keeping the white race
stagnant?

Let’s break this down.

Activism

Notice how with this statement, there is a large implication of
selfish materialism at play. See, there isn’t anyone who keeps a resume
sitting by their desk of everything they’ve done for “the cause” just so
when they are asked this question on a random thread on the internet
they can counter that question with a list of their heroic deeds. The real
message that’s being portrayed here is that the idea of doing rallies,
passing around flyers, or bothering people on the streets about
‘Cultural Marxism’ serves only to satisfy a deep seeded materialistic
need in these people’s lives.

The way they find fulfillment is showing off to their fellow man
how ‘tough’ and ‘badass’ they are. This need to be recognized and
appreciated plays into the submissive nature of these people that we
discussed earlier, and even for those who otherwise would not be
engaged in such foolishness, the influx of movementarians within
National Socialist circles remain to be a bad influence for those who
have not adopted ZERO TOLERANCE for their insolence.

The biggest crowd that you will see this nonsense coming from are
the types that have either been doxxed or appearedin the news because
of their attendance at a rally.
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Rallies are often justified by either as a way to awaken the masses
by putting on a strong presentation, or a way of ‘scaring’ or ‘fighting’
the enemy, all thewhile they fill the pockets ofmajormass media news
outlets and get fools made of them in the eyes of the public. Rallies
may also take the form of “conferences” or “meetings”, where a
popular speaker will throw some University into panic when one of
the students invites them to speak, and people from all over the
countrywill travel just to go hear them say the same god damn bullshit
thatwe’ve known for 50 years already! A better use ofyour time would
be educating yourself about this stuff Via youtube or some other
method that doesn’t require you to give your money to some Leader
or go fight in the name of the lemming forces.
I ’772DavidDuke 477611972going to tel/you maria) w/aaz‘you need to do but/2152‘

don’t 625/é me to do it!
This is exactly why you will never see any of us associated with

Siegeculture attending such foolishness, only because there are far
better and effective means of getting the message across. It seems the
more self harm (and simultaneous self masturbation) one does to
themselves, the better they have served ‘the cause’.

These meetings are just giant moneymaking gatherings, as well as
groups fighting over the same membership list. Antifa knows this too.

Something the Movement still has not understood after all of these
years is that Antifa is already aware of their tactics. Every time a rally
is planned,Antifa is always four steps ahead of them only because of
the predictable nature of the Movement. Antifa already knows that if
they provoke these people, they will lash out and get arrested, that is
exactly what Antifa wants and they are successful at doing it. When
some National Socialists/WhiteNationalists /Alt Righters get together
and try to plan a “clean” and “decent” demonstration that will not
“alienate the public”, Antifa (and the public) always see right through
It.

Just more testament to how these sorts of activities are always
failures. At the end of the day, no matter how hard both sides fought,
no matter who won the “appeal to the deadweight (err, I mean
Normies)” crowd, the Cops always win only because after everyone
has gone home, the System has not changed and remains to be the
most dominant power structure in the world.
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If you throw yourselfat the enemy, you’re doing something for the
cause, goy.

Pissed off, white man? Join one of ourMovements, goy.

MovementarianPsychology

What all of this boils down to is brainwash. Either brainwashed by
their own propaganda or from the leading heads. However, this is a
unique form of brainwash, as this brainwash in some cases is not
intentional. The movement’s leaders will preach lies use scare tactics
while pretending to be truthful, while getting these fresh—out—of high
school kids to do their bidding at these rallies and protests. This not
only endangers the lives of young kids but can potentially screw up
their whole future. Why? All because they “needed to do something
for the movement?”Well, that right there is the problem.

You do something for a supposed ‘Movement’, but not the white
race.

With every rally that is held, I want to ask (and I demand an answer)
who exactly WINS the rallies? How does one WIN? And even if you
do win, what would you even do AFTER YOUWON?

Every rally, every protest, and every demonstration the winner is
always the police. The police set up their barricades while they spend
their off hours arresting kids formoney (or even for a juicypromotion)
all at your expense. All so these white kids can stand on one side of a
barricade and shout at niggers or communists for a few hours. The
police are still theremanaging the show.

But lets say, what if Spencer and his gang actually WON a rally?
Lets say the police backed off, the communists were chased out of
town, and all of the normies were “awoken”. THEN WHAT? These
pro—white identitarian advocates would sit there twiddling their thumbs
waiting to be collected by the armed forces, then everything would go
back to normal and it will be business as usual.

These leaders intentionally lead their followers into danger where
at the end of the day nothing gets accomplished.

This has absolutely nothing to do with “ ews” infiltrating the
movement either, nor does it have anything to do with some
conspiracy against the white race. After all, George Lincoln Rockwell
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had Jewish ties just because of his father being in show business and
he was still one of the greatest Americans to ever live. This situation is

basically a result of failed politicians /born losers taking advantage of
the pissed off youth while they believe themselves they’re making a
difference. And even some got popular by mistake and don’t know
how to be leaders ormanage a leadership role /position

Everyone needs to think about this before they give these people
their money or show up to their rallies.

The last form of brainwash that we will cover are memes, a specific
kind of meme. The type of meme that is born only within the Alt
Right/WhiteNationalist circles. This meme is, the language that these
people use. We’ll dissect a few terms individually to put this into
perspective.

White Sharia

We do not deny that the state of white women is nowhere near
ideal, however this term is interesting only because of the severe
amount of butthurt it causes. This has nothing to do withwomen being
butthurt, but the men.

Just try calling these ‘Vandal’ individuals what they are, MGTOW
spin—off Virgins You’ll be either informed that it’s just an “anti—

feminist” meme, and that you’re takingit too seriously. However, this
is not the case. This meme evolved from rejection and sadness from
men who are either too awkward or repulsive to be with a woman, let
alone get a cheap fuck on a Friday night.

The US. Right is made up offrustratedmen, men who are afraid (yr

this or that or the other and seek the eompary/ ofothers who are similarh/
frustratedandfrightened, in order to he ah/e to ease their angst andperhaps
work: oat some oftheirfantasies. Whatwoman on earth wouldrespond to
that?

The Enemy knows this and delights in the know/edge. Farther,
heeanse ofall this, the home, wzfi andfamih/ ofthe aoerage Right LVinger
— Nazi, KKK or whateoer — has heeome the higgest weak point with
regard to System attacks: hrea/é a man ’s home or tarn his wife against
him andyouHAVE him!
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— Women, SIEGE 9.21

Fact is, this language and behavior is something the enemy delights
in. This has nothing to do with.“dividing the white race”, but rather
feminizing the male into a submissive whinerwho cannot take control
of his own destiny, let alone a woman. The language that is used here
is reactionary in nature, and has nothing to do with being a real
revolutionary, but a simple complainer.

‘

Misery loves company, and that’s what this is. People who cannot
get their own womenwant to see others fail around them, because the
very thought of someone out showing them in the game of sex terrifies
them. They resent seeing white men and women coming together as
families.

Here is where “white rape gangs” come in.
We, and when I say we, I mean myself and everyone reading this

(including the Vandal cock—riders) know this is just a meme. Not
because it is just a meme, but because none of these twats would be
able to pull something like this off anyways due to them being weak.
Apparently the idea of mass impregnatingwhite women is supposed
to be “good” only because “we gotta get the white birthrate up!”

Only in America. . . .
Let’s say we organized white rape gangs, and impregnated every

white woman and successfully brought our replacementrates up, then
what? White sharia/MGTOW types typically attack single mothers,
and with all the right reasons indeed, since a child requires every
component of the family for their upbringing to be closer to perfect.
However, a situation like this would only create more single mothers,
and since these would be rape—babies, they’d grow up to be even more
fucked up than the white rapers and rapees. As a result, more useless
people added to the gene pool. Brilliant.

It’s entertaining to watch these people justify their own
worthlessness. Someone like Andrew Anglin would actually need a
form of sharia law just so he CAN get laid by a decentwhite woman!

They do not hold the power to simply find/ take the woman they
want, and make her into a worthwhile wife by being a man and
dominatingher. I don’t need to make the distinction between niggery
type of dominance and what I’m actually trying to say here. Women
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naturally go for males who have these traits, with lone exceptions, but
nature always prevails, and thank for god that. No self respectingman
would demand a law that requires them to get laid!

This is not to excuse howmany reprehensiblepiece of shit women
there are out there, because there is indeed a large percentageof them,
but let’s not forget one important factor here: EVERYONE is a
reprehensible piece of shit! The System has whipped the white race
into such a docile state that it’s hard to come by anyone who is even
worthwhile. Even those supposed “comrades”would rather turn you
into BigBrother if it meant saving their own ass.

And yes, this is just a meme, we understand that only because it
simply is because thosewho spout it off are betamales. Just back them
into a cornerwith this logic though,watch them squeal.

1.0 and 2.0White Nationalism

For those unaware, “1.0” and “2.0” are terms the AltRight uses to
blow smoke up its own ass. Often they refer to the baby—boomer Ku
Klux Klan /National Socialist Movement types as “1.0”, meaning an
old and outdated form of Right Wingism or White Nationalism, and
types like Richard Spencer or groups like Identity Evropa as “2.0”
meaning a new, updated, and better alternative.

It’s all the same shit, except in the case of 2.05, they have reverted
backwards the 1.0 approach back to the way that George Lincoln
Rockwell broke away from, i.e. the John Birch Society approach.

So obviously, “1.0” is meant to have a negative connotation to it,
and “2.0” is supposed to be positive. Whatwe see from these people,
however, is subliminally referring to those such as Tom Metzger,
George Lincoln Rockwell, William Luther Pierce, and others as “1.0”,
while types like Richard Spencer are “2.0”. This is a subliminal way of
talking down the successes and accomplishments of these previous
NS/racist figures while propping the current AltRight up. Perhaps a
tactic to shove National Socialism and racism out the back door?

Maybe.
“New Speak”, an Orwellian nightmare, is exactly what is taking

place here. A form of language that is geared towards confusion and
denial of reality. A way of speaking that is pushed by Movementarians
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to sell their line of crap and have it “make sense”. This sort of talk
confuses people who otherwise would not be movementarians only
because it’s designed to make sense and weaponizedby thosewhowish
to sell their party line (or rather, the party line thatwas sold to them by
some “leader”). ‘

It’s all bullshit, and it’s bad for ya.

TheWorldview, Movementarianor Eternal?‘

The Movementarian in all of his wisdom seems to believe that
National Socialism was something that began, and ended in the 19205—

19405. You will often see this when you see the ridiculous shitstorms
that take place when people try to debate the differences betweenNS
and Fascism, or even worse, when people begin considering
themselves “Strasserists” as an alternative to National Socialism, or
“classical Fascists” as a way of saying (I like the aesthetics, but I’m not
a naughty racist!)

They cannot get incidences that happened so long ago out of their
heads! And behave, as if, your specific “ism” is really that important. I
recall speaking with an interestingcharacter who referred to himselfas
a Totalitarian National Socialist Fascist, a pure indication that the
“ism” is far more focused on than what is really important.We get a
good chuckle out of Social Justice Warriors when invent new gender
identities every week, so why are we doing the same thing, but with
politics?

For the same exact reasons, actually.
The warm and fuzzy feeling one gets by being unique or showing

off how smart they are is the best and most briefway to describe this.
Even National Socialists themselves in some circles will SCOFF at
racism, and say it’s wrong! This boils down to again, the selfishness
and materialism ofMovementarians.

National Socialism the expression of the greater worldview,
somethingmuch larger than NS itself.

IfI were to be aykea’ w/Jaz‘ Uninereal Order is, I ’a’ leave to respondin
langnage and term; a; familiar and eayiél nna’erytood a: possible even

thong/9 1/791 iney/ not be entirely filling. For those among 77!] farmer
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afii/iates, I would sey/ n/itbont reservation tbat it is enerytbing National
Socialism is and mite/o, mneb more. It is geared to tbe present conditions.
It is as tynamie as — maybe more so tban — Nationa/ Socialism beeanse

its true leader is alive, a contemporary of all of as. It is nniaaefi/
“Ameriean” and it is NOW It bas no links wbatsoener wit/9

Conservatismor tbe Rig/9t IVing (or tbe Left, for tbat matter). It [argeb/
disarrns tbe Enemy beeanse be doesn’t know n/bat to expert Qf it or loan!
to deal n/itb it. It basflseinatzon and@pea/ to YOUm.

— Universal Order, SIEGE 9.7

It is the workings of the cosmos applied to fit the world of Man.
Those who LIVE BY THEWORLDVIEW, there is NO ROOM OR
DESIRE for this MEEK BEHAVIOR. No “ism” can compete with
or compare to something this powerful! The Worldview itself, or in
essence, Mother Nature, SEES THROUGH THE PHONIES AND
LIES!Which is why these peopleNEVER HAVE andNEVER WILL
GET ANYWHERE!This is what threatens the Movementarian. The
“Man” stepping in, slapping their silly signs (or keyboards) out of their
hands, and telling them to get serious. Perhaps this answers the
question ofwhy peoplewithin the Richard Spencer and Friends crowd
will attempt to redefine (or flatout disown) the Worldview in its
entirety. The latter even has a term for it as a way of insulting and
projectinga negative light onto the truth,we know this term as “Purity
Spiralling”, the ultimate excuse for their worthlessness.

Your ideology is worthless if you are not living as an Aryan should.

What it all boils down to

Those who deny SIEGE, those who deny any desire for personal
power because they’re too wrappedup in their own ideological bullshit
game, those who resist us for exposing their worthlessness, the tides
are certainly turning. Whatwe need is a TOTAL break away from the
past.

Tbere bane been in tbe past, and still are today, mary/ men also can
be eonsidered as <great leaders and ‘fbointers of tbe my). ” So far tboagb
tbg/ bane all been ofa single mold and, so far, none of tbeir reset/ts bane
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eaeh approaehed the .gbeetaea/ar, heath less the epoch-making, which is
ey‘ter at! what is required. Wemast have a TOTAL hrea/é with thepast
2fwe are to survive it. This means ta veg praetz'ea/terms that we short/a],

we mast, take a]; too/etag z'hplates OTHER than those to whz'eh we ’ae

heeowe toofamz'h‘ar/y aeeastowed. Wemast hreaa’ea oar scope.
— Promise Destroyed; Promised Destruction , SIEGE

8.7 .

Gone are the days of organizations and movements, gone are the
days of rallies and calling yourselves pronoun—like “isms”. Gone are
the days ofmake—believemilitias and pretend revolution. Today is now,
and the now has becomeUniversal Order.By virtue of thosewho have
removed themselves from the equation, refuse all forms of
Movementarianism, dropped the dogma of supposed scam artists that
make up the leadership of the Movement, those are the unknown
soldiers in the shadows. The ones that our System does fear, the ones
who they cannot detect or trace. Andmost of all, the unknown soldiers
won’t even be taking part in these silly publicity stunts and attacks,
because there really is no need for it anymore.

At the point of total System collapse, we will be far away from their
clutches, and we will out—live them and this d'ecadent population.This
is what scares them the most, and this also scares the Movement the
most. They have utilized the lingo we discussed earlier as a form of
keeping you AWAY from personal empowerment, and wrapped
around their fingers.

We’re supposed to not criticize them because of the phrase, “Stop
dividing the white race!” Any act ofrebellion against corruptionwithin
these movement groups is seen as being “divisive” or “punching
right”, which in our opinion are terms applied to other whites by
leaders for the purpose of damage control. Just try it, go to any Richard
Spencer meeting or rally and just try to criticize him, you will be
accused of “punching right” and you may even be lucky enough to
catch a glimpse of “he does more than you for the movement!”

They are right about one thing though, the fact that we prefer to be
divisive. We prefer to demand the best. Someone who identifies only
with their race, their religion, their ideology, they are of no use only
because they have nothing else outside of what they imagined in their
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heads. The gene pool itself is not what is great, but rather what is
created from it, this is what they do not understand (or at least pretend
to understand). Calling yourself a Right Winger, Fascist, or Aryan
simply is not enough.

THE FINAL SOLUTION

After we have completely exposed and destroyed the
Movementarian, we shall come to a point where we clarify some key
points only to remove confusion.

Of course, we said earlier that adaptability is by far one of the most
important key components when it comes to survival. Right now, we
are merely reacting to the decay that is around us, and adapting to the
circumstances that are thrown at us. The Movementarian can never
adapt because they insist on failed and outdated tactics. We can look
at clusterfucks like “Unite the Right” as a poor man’s Rockwell rally,
just with more people.

If the time ever called for organization or some sort of union of
white individuals who have came together in blood and spirit to take
down an enemy, by god we would have to unite and form an
organization for the occasion. We are not saying that it can never be
done, but rather whatwe are saying is that the white race has devolved
within the last century, and we must fix that.

And of course, we are not trying to suggest that the AltRight or
other Movementarian play pens are secretly run by some shadowy
group of Jews or anything like that. A lot of this bullshit simply comes
from the fact that, as we said, whites have become untermensch. No
amount of infiltration is needed to create this ridiculousness. We did it
to ourselves.

This is not somethingwe can do for everyone within the white race,
not even the supposed “allies” of ours, but rather, it is a personal
experience and devotion that the individual must take.

The fact is this: We are never going to, and can never win, by this
right wing/movement approach. If we could, we would have won a
very long time ago. Something people tend to not foresee is the
government cracking down on a group once it gets too big and too
powerful, so Big Brother in response to this squashes them like a bug.
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This repeat of the past is, as we covered earlier, repeated by leaders
who have bad intentions and younger people with every new
generation of pro—white advocates who do are not aware/or
understand the history of the Movement.

Take into account, Charles Manson’s reaction to James Mason’s
NSLF. Manson only had two words for it, “That’s preposterous!”This
is very important to understandwhy.

Big Brother is an out of control monster that has each and every
one of us outgunned, and rather than taking on the beast, Manson
proposed thatwe let it die of old age,while we kick back and enjoy our
lives in the meantime. All the while, living off the wealth of the land
and/or draining the beast ourselves.

He was right.
On another note, it is also worth saying that everyone who writes

for the Siegeculture website are American and what this applies to is

exclusively Americans whom live in the belly of the beast. We do not
speak for Europeans, although we highly suggest Europeans start
going the way ofU0.

Survivaland adaptability is the only way forward. There is no other
option.

Whatwe are witnessing today is the completedestructionofSociety
itself. This is not just exclusive to whites, as all of civilization,
everywhere, is going to be suffering the breakdown of America as the
snowball accelerates rapidly and grows in size. This situation is not
something you can fight, wasting your time on fighting it, and
inevitably failing to succeed, will only serve as further justification to
the masses to inflate their ever growing police state.

I will say here again, to remove yourself from the chaos is the last
way for us to all succeed. This is no longer about restoring this broken,
jewish pig sty, nor should you even want to anyways. Civilization, as it
has existed has been the root cause to everything we see here around
us. We can aim our fingers at the Jews and cast them out all we want,
but it will not solve the major issue that the white race has become
untermenschen.

This eternal struggle is now spiritual warfare. We are not going to
bother with restoring the West or the Constitution because we, the
Aryan men and women of this Earth, are on the path towards God by
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restoring the dignity and the nobility of our blood. We will live as the
Masters of this world, not being able to be halted by any obstacle,
unable to be stopped by the petty squabbles of the world around us.
But rather, we know the truth and live by it in the most
uncompromisingand ruthless manner.

As things fall, we will continue to see the decay and shamelessly
point and laugh at it happening to those unworthy cretins that would
not heed the warning, the same white population'that would turn us
over to BigBrother only because of their lack ofTRIBALLOYALTY
and their severe case ofMORALCOWARDICE.And we shall dance
in their blood as it runs knee deep into the soil, fertilizing our land for
life of other sorts to be born anew while our wives cook with the
vegetables that were grown from their useless decaying corpses. The
demonic smile that we will give our enemies, if the time for hanging is

ever upon us, will be forever stained in their conscious as they linger
in purgatory for the rest of eternity.
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”The Sword Has Been Drawn"
A speech by Brandon Russell on 5/1 1/2018
A lot has transpired in these years since my incarceration. I have

become a prisoner ofwar in this war against society. Much has been
done and much has been said. To all of my loyal comrades who have
stuck around through thick and thin, I thank you for your undying
courage and loyalty. To who have come along since then — since the
System has captured me — welcome aboard. To all of those who
abandoned ship once hitting roughwaters — woe to you.

Adolf Hitler once said: “There is no room in this world for
cowardly people.” So there is certainly no room for you in the
Atomwaffen Division. Same goes for all of the opportunistic rumor
spreading parasites and any other traitors. The last few years have seen
the loss of Jake, Jeremy, Andrew and even Charles Manson. Let not
their passing discourage you but inspire you to not let their deaths to
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have been in vein, and to rejoice in theirmemory. To thosewondering
about me; they will never breakmy spirit. I am happy and I am doing
quite alright. Charles Manson said; “We are all each our own prisons,
we are all each our own wardens, andwe do our own time. Prisons are
in yourmind, can’t you see I’m free?”

To all the outsiders that try to hinder our efforts, I say this to you:
I created somethingbeautiful. Beautiful things scare you people. You
just don’t like it because it doesn’t like you. Night shall turn to day, the
sword has been drawn and there’s no turning back.

firandon Russell.
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BrandonRusséll, founder of theAtomwaffen Division, to the right.
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BrandonRussell.
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Prison artwork, drawn in pencilby Scott, an acquaintanceof Brandon

Russell.
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JamesMason pictured holdingAtomwaffen Division insignia.
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JamesMason, winter of 2017.
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on picturedwith two members of the Atomwaffen Division,JamesMas
Winter of 2017.
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Atomwaffen Division propaganda.
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Atomwaffen Division propaganda.
4
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Atomwaffen Division propaganda.
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Atomwaffen Division propaganda.
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UnknownAtomwaffen Division insurgents, locationunknow
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Interrogationprocess of the Atomwaffen Division, locationunknown.
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Footage of the spokenAtomwaffen Division manifesto. Location unknown.
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Atomwaffen Division members, location unknown.
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Atomwaffen Division member, location unknown.
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Clandestine German Atomwaffen Division cell leader. Location: Germany.
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MemberofNotthetnOrder, a Canadian IEGE-inspiredorganization.
Location unknown.
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Clandestine organizationpersonnel engaging in SERE (Survival, Evasion,
Resistance, and Escape) training at an American Tempe] ov Blood facility.
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A blood-spatteredcopy of IRON GATES, the Tempel ov lood's cult
dystopian novel detailing a bleakView of the spiritualhorrors of the world-
to-come, in front of the Empire State Building in Downtown Manhattan.
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SIEGEGuru.
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SIEGEGuru.
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Advocate for CHRISTSIEGEGurupropaganda.
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Advocate for SATAN SIEGEGurupropaganda.
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Whilst We the conventional
NATIONAL SOCIALISTS
"Were wastlng Our time On
education, agitation and

organizatlon...
Some independent genius

' has taken the matter in hand.

SIEGECultutepropaganda commemoratingNational Socialist martyr
NasimAghdam, the Youtube shooter.
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SIEGECulture propaganda commemoratingH.P. Lovecraft.
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SIEGECulture propaganda commemoratingthe late Dr. William Pierce.
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Cult at the end of the world.
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SIEGECulture propaganda photo of an Atomwaffen Dlvision member.
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SIEGECulture propaganda,proclaimingtheir dominanceover the world.
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Sonnenkrieg Division propaganda, a SIEGE inspiredEnglish organization.
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Ironmarch artwork ofJames NolanMason.
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Glossary
Information on lesser-known

pages of SIEGE.

CommanderRockwell's "Four
Phases":
Rockwell formulated a four phase plan
for the Nazi political struggle in America:
1.) Become known. 2.) Develop
leadership cadres. 3.) Mass recruitment.
4.) Taking ofpower. (Pages 40, 50, 81, 171)

Francis Parker Yockey:
Yockey, who served on the staff of The
War Crimes Tribunal afterWWII, wrote
the lengthy metapolitical work Imperium,
a Splenglerian interpretation ofWestern
history. He died mysteriously in 1960.
(Pages 203, 418-419)

FromTheMountain:
Long runningpublicationof radical Klan
leader RobertMiles. (Page 77, 267)

Gordon Kahl:
Militant White tax protesterwho engaged
in a shootout with Federal Marshals in
which two were killed and three
wounded. Kahl was later killed in a
second shootout. (Page 97, 99, 101, 362—

363, 370)

Michael Pearch:
Killed in 1975 by police in \Y/heaton,
Maryland after the shooting of black

references made throughout the

Program issued by CommanderRockwell
for the World Union of National
Socialists. (Page 563—566)

Shabbez Goyim:
Talmudic term meaning a gentile tool of
the Jews. (Page 194)

Skola'e-ing:
A reference to the late '70's controversy
when the Nazi group in Chicago applied
for permits to march in Skokie, a suburb
predominantlyinhabitatedby "Holocaust
survivors". (Page 507)

Thunderbolt:
Long-running racist paper published by
National States' Rights Party which
.would reprint articles detailing crimes by
other races against Whites. (Page 213, 358)

Twenty-Five Points of the NSDAP:
Political doctrine of the
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche
Arbeiterpartei (National Socialist
GermanWorkersParty) SeeAppendixII,
"NationalSocialism". (Page 558—560)

Wesley Swift: .

Far Right racial religious leader wh
assembled the California Rangers, "a

victimsin automobiles. Armedwith guns secret guerilla warfare unit" which
and a machete, he was referred to by prepared to survive "Armageddon".
eyewitnesses as a "smiling gunman". Swift died in 1970 but six years later his
(Page 268) secret arsenal, consisting of 20 tons of

paramilitary supplies, was found by
chance and seized by the police. (Page 83-
86)

Programof the World Union of
National Socialists:
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